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Fourth DOE Natural Phenomena ltazards Mitigation Conference

This was the tourth conference on Natural Phenomena Hazards Mitigation
that the Department of Energy has sponsored. The first conference was held in
October 1985, the second conlErence ill October 1989. and the third conference in
October 1991. Attendance at these conferences has indicated a depailment-wide
interest in Natural Phenomena Hazard Mitigation. Four years between conferences
is too long, thus we have gone to a two-year cycle. In lhe past two years, iherc have
been many changes within the DOE and a conference to discuss progress in the

i natural phenomena area is timely. Due to the overwhelming response, 125 abslracts
were received, we held parallel sessions for the first time.

The conference allowed an interchange in the Natural Phenomena area
among designers, safety professionals, and manage.'s. The conference was
organized into presentations, panel, and poster sessions from abstracts received
throughout the DOE community.

These sessions included an Overview of Activities at DOE; DOE Standards;
Lessons Learned and Walkdowns: Wind; A Special NRC Session; three sessions on
Waste Tanks; Ground Motion; Testing and Materials; two sessions on Probabilistic
Seismic Hazard; Testing, Material and PRAs; Base Isolation and Energy
Dissipation; Lifelines and Flood; Volcanoes; Piping and Components;
Geological/Geotechnical; Equipment; Related Codes and Standards; two sessions
on Analysis; Upgrades and a Poster session.

Luncheon speakers included Rich Stark, DOE, discussing DOE's efforts in
Policy and Standards; Bob Barber, DOE, discussing NPH Mitigation Effl_rts; and
Dick Wright, NIST, discussing the Interagency Committee on Seismic Safety in
Construction. Master of Ceremonies Jim Beavers, Martin Marietta Energy Systems
(MMES), introduced banquet speaker Peter Yanev, who discussed lessons learned
from recent earthquakes in Japan and Guam.

A special presentation was made in the opening session that recognized
special natural phenomena hazards mitigation and preparedness efforts of DOE and
contractor personnel. Certificates of Appreciation, signed by Joseph E. Fitzgerald,
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Safety and Quality Assurance, Office ot
Environment, Safety, and Health, were awarded to 26 individuals by Jim Hill, DOE
NPH Project Manager.

Finally, I would like to thank the conference participants, session chairs,
organizing committee, conference staff, and paper and poster presenters for their
efforts in making the conference a success.

: i iiiii illi! .......

Robert C. Murray _]_:
Conference Chairman jLawrence Livermore National Laboratory

.... i1! I I
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Conference at a Glance

Tuesday, October 19, 1993

8:30 a.m. - 10:00a.m. Opening Rem_u'ks/DOE Headquarters Policy

10:30a.m. - 12:00p.m. DOE Standm'ds

12:00p.m. - 1:30 p.m. Lunch/Speaker-- Richard M. Stark, DOE

1:30 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. Lessons Learned & Walkdowns

3:30 p.m.- 5:15 p.m. Wind

5:15 p.m.- 6:30 p.m. Special Session

7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. Reception/James R. Hill, US DOE
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II I

INTRODUCTION

James R. Hill

Seismic Safety Coordinator
U.S. Deparunent of Energy

Germantown, MD

WELCOME Howard Eckert and Jeff Kimball who, together
with their organizations, prt)vided resource

Good morning and welcome to DOE's 4th support; and to V. Gopinath, my colleague on
Natural Phenomena Hazards Mitigation the Nuclear Safety side.
Conference. After a few opening remarks, I want
to focus, brielly, on three questions: Why are we gathered here today?

What are the opl)ortunities? For some it's to
Why are we gathered here; what tue the renew professional friendships. For others you
oplx)rtunities? are here to represent your organization! Maybe

it's part of your job'? Some may be hopeful of
What do we have to offer to others? What's learning how to fix a community problem like
our worth? What's our coq_orate worth? vulnerable schools or hospitals. Or is it because

you want to find out more about Ihe Red,
Who has helped make our world a safer White, and Blue of DOE's policy lo save lives,
place'? If we can find out who they are, lets reduce property loss, and protect friends and
recognize their efforts, family (usually called the public and

environment). I hope you have more than one
This conference marks the largest gathering reason because there is still a lot to fix at DOE

of DOE, M&O contractor, and other engineers, sites and in nearby communities. There is
scientists, safety analysts, operators, etc., another reason that some are here, but that's a
involved in the mitigation of natural hazards at surprise I'll tell you about in a few more
the Department's facilities. Our Conference minutes.
Administrator tells me that over 200 of you are
here! l'm pleased that so many have responded to Meanwhile I want you to keep the following
an effort backed by a commitment of the in mind as you participate and become involved
Department to not only provide an opportunity in the sessions and activities of this conference.
for us to exchange technology, but also to Keep your aiming point on what needs to gel
expand a strong and viable NPH program that done, both at work and in the community.
includes safety in the work place. Senior Deliver your effort to make natural phenomena
managers from EH and NIST will discuss the lu_ard resistant communities a reality and not an
need for commitment and cooperation as they obituary.
highlight Agency and National issues in their
talks. What do we have to oft'er others?

Let's start with ourselves. Are wc worth a pound
Before I get wound up too much I'd like of technical BS or an ounce of technical NPH

you to join me in applauding those who have mitigation? What about skills that you learned
worked to make this conference a success. We in college and the technology gained from your
have several groups of people to recognize! All profession and job. Let's go corporate and add
of you in some measure are contributing to the the cxperiences of several DOE and private
success of this conference, but your recognition organizations representing nearly 200,(X)0 people
will come later as you implement ideas shared and about 30,000 buildings and other structures
here or elsewhere. Several of you supported mc at some 800 DOE sites. I'd like to scc each of
with your ideas and many months of work to you go back and talk about what you find out
make this conference happen. I would like all this week - the new and reuscd t¢x_lsyou've found
who worked on the planning and technical to fix the needs at your site. Don't forget
committees and those who are leading conference networking - you could be a telephone call away
activiues and sessions to stand and be recognized from a quick solution. And especially don't
by your fellow professionals. Especially I'd call forget several hundred doculnents dcveloped by
your attention to Bob Murray, Lilian Decman, DOE and other organizations for reducing the
Dawn Matz, and Rosa Yamamoto of LLNL; to impacts of natural events. We do have a seismic
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salety program that was recognized in a recent effects of natural hazards at DOE sites and
assessment of Federal Agencies to be "exemplary faciiities. Major accomplishments have been
and a model for other agencies to follow." l_et's made throughout the Department and at its field
share it. If you really can't find something to do, sites by:
hand your associate a copy of l'henomenal
N e w s. - developing an understanding and awareness

of natural h_tu'ds affecting DOE sites,
Now we come to the third question 1 posed, facilities, energy infrastructure, and people;

Who has helped make our world a safer - developing creative and documenting cost-
place to be? There are at least 26 of you out effective technology and ttx_ls for cvaluating
there that are going to be up front with me in a existing as well as new buildings;
few moments because someone thought about - developing and implementing successfttl
you as someone who made this workl a bit safer mitigation plans;
from tile effects of NPH. They took the time to - developing, conducting, and dcx:umenting
nominate their organization's "Engineer or natural phenomena hazards mitigation
Scientist of the Year." While many of the technology transfer through training
nominators couldn't attend, they sent a letter activities, workshops, conferences, and
describing the mitigation actions accomplished technical newsletters;
by you, the "NPH Mitigator." - successfully interacting with other Federal

agencies, National Academy of Sciences and
THE DOE N PH SITE CH A M Pi ()N Engineering, universities, national standards

organizations, anti international entities to
EH's Office of Safety and Quality Assurance achieve improvements in mitigation of

is pleased to recognize these individuals with a Sl_'cific natural hazards with unique
Department of Energy Certificate of apl;lication in DOE;
Appreciation. Joseph Fitzgerald, Deputy developing policies, requircmenls, standards,
Assistant Secretary for Safety and Quality and methcxls that provide the basis for the
Assurance encouraged me to take the actions Depmunent's development of design,
needed to provide recognition as an important construction, Olxzration and maintenance of
conference event, a recognition of NPH "points lacilities to provide enhanced safety for
of light". The mention of "points of light" workers, reduction in loss of Fedeml
reminds me of a quote from one of nay mother's property, and significant protection of the
relatives and a favorite author of mine. We knew public and environment.
him as Samuel Clemens, but most remember

him as Mark Twain. He said "Thunder is The Department's implementation t)l tile
awesome. Thunder is loud, but it's lightning National Earthquake Hz_,.ards Reduction Program
that gets the job done." and its related Seismic Safety Programs have

been judged by the Federal Emergency
Let's look at some of the lightning that's Management Agency (FEMA evaluated all

been happening within the Department and at its agencies and reported the results to the President
sites. Today we recognize 26 individuals and and to Congress 12/92) to be "outstanding and
their nominators. (See Lists of DOE NPH Site exemplary in all areas and a model for other
Champions.) Federal agencies to follow." The

accomplishments of the nominees and their
A summary of the qualifications oi this organizations have been noted in reports and

group of individuals was prepared as a presentations by tile Department's Seismic Safety
justification for the recognition and award of tile Coordinator. The Department has been
Department Certilicate of Achievement. recognized as a leader and a doer in natural

phen,mmna hazards mitigation by national and
JUSTIFICATION F()R PRi:,SEN'i'IN(_ international groups as a result of these efforts.
CERTIFICATES OF AI'PRECIATi()N

FOR SIGNIFICANT ACC()MPLISll- It is appropriate for the Department to call
MENTS IN NATURAL PHENOMENA attention to the efforts of these individuals,luring
HAZARDS MITIGATI()N the LJnited Nations and United States endorsed

International Decade for Natural Disaster

Several DOE and contractor start need to be Reduction. The recognition received by few, will
recognized for their outstanding individual efforts be shared by many in efforts to further reduce
that have resulted in significantly mitigating the
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suffcringandlosseslmm natural hazards in our DOE NPii SITE C|IAMPIONS
nation.

The Citation on your Award for the NPH George A. Antaki Westinghouse Savannah
Professional of the Year 1993 and for the DOE River Co.

Decade for Natural Disaster Reduction is as Frederick T. Angliss Lawrence Berkeley

tbllows: Laborat0tT .
Kamal Btmdyopadhyay Brcx_khaven National

CERTIFICATE OF APPRECIATION ....... Laboratory
Terry G. BuAey Western Area Power

In recognition of your outstanding Administration

contributions to the Department of ThomasJ Conrads WestinghouseHanford
Energy Natural Phenomena Hazards

CompanyMitigation Programs and significant ....
effort to ensure safety in the work Richard M. Drake Fluor Daniel, Incl
place, reduction in property loss, and Gtu'yE. Freeland Lawrence Livermore
protection of the public and National Laboratory
environment from the effects of natural Jamie N. Gardner Los Aiamos National
hazards at DOE sites. Your dedication Lab°rat0r'2'
over many years has made our Seismic Rol_'rtGarrett SandiaNational
Safety Program outstanding and Laboratory, Livennore
enhanced the United States involvement Br"entJ.'Gutierrez Savannah River

in the International Decade for Natural Operations Officei ill

Disaster Reduction. R. Joe Hunt Y-12 Plant, Martin

MarietUl Energy
The certificate was signed by Joseph B. Systems

Fitzgerald, Jr., Deputy Assistant Secretary for Suzette Jackson EG&G Idaho

Safety and Quality Assurance on Oclober 13, R(Jbert O. Johnson Oak Ridge National
1993, which was Disaster Awareness Day in the LalLx)rator),
United States. M. Dean Keller Los Alamos National

LaN_rator)'
The 26 individuals presented with the DOE Lcxm Kempner Bonneville Power

Certificate of Appreciation represent 7 DOE Administration

organizations, 16 DOE M&O Contractor R0bcrtP. Kennedy RPKStructural
organizations, and 3 consulting lirms. The Mechanics Consulting,presentation package included the Certificate in a
gold-embossed DOE folder, the nominating Inc.
letter, and a letter ot" congratulations from the Jeffrey K. Kimball Del)artmentof Energy
DOE Seismic Safety Coordinator. Defense Programs

Thomas A. Nelson Lawrence Livennore

Arrangements were made for individual National Laborat0r _,
recognition of those not able to attend the 4th Ronald W. Ruckert Oak Ridge Operations
DOE NPH Mitigation Conference. Office

Bobby W. Price Oak Ridge Operations
Office

Ralph W. Seidensticker Argonne Nationnal
Lal_)rator_,

Rg.bert J. Secondo Idtdlo Operations Office
Stephen A. Short EQE Engineering

Consultants

Victor Terkun EG&G Rocky Flats
Plant

Evert D. UIdrich Westmghou,_, hlaho
Nuclear Company

H. Elwyn Wingo, Jr. Westinghouse Savannah
River Co.
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i)EPARTMENT OF ENERGY

NATURAL PtlENOMENA HAZARDS MITIGATION POLICY

by

V. Gopinath
James R. itill

U.S. l)epartment of Energy
Washington, I).C.

ABSTRACT

This paper outlines a program to establish policy requirements and develop standards
and guidance for systematically ewduating the behavior of structures, systems, and
components (SSC) in all Department of Energy (DOE) facilities located across the
United States when subjected to natural phenomena hazards (NPH) initially focused on
wind and earthquakes.

The policy requirements were established in the "Natural Phenomena Hazards
Mitigation", Order DOE 5480.28. Criteria are summarized for those standards which
implement the order.

NATURAL PHENOMENA POLICY ORDER provide lor continued operation of essential facilities, and
(4) protect public health and the environment against

As part of a coordinated eff'._rt to ensure proper exposure to hazardous materials-all in a cost-effective
performance of DOE facilities subjected to natural manner. To assist in implementing the new policies, a
phenomena hazards (NPH), the Natural Phenomena Hazards series of DOE standards is being developed.
Mitigation Order DOE 5480.28 11] was developed and
approved. This order establishes (1) policy requirements The key standards required to implement the order are
for mitigation of NPHs at DOE facilities, (2)requirements summarized in the next sections. The first, DOE-STD-
consistent with building codes and national standards 1020-XX, [2] is based on UCRL-15910, NPH Design and
including the NEHRP provisions for all DOE facilities, [:,valuation Guidelines". DOE-STD-1021-93, [3] "Natural
and (3) NPH requirements appropriate for facility Phenomena Hazards Performance Categorization Criteria
characteristics and objectives within a graded approach, for Structures, Systems, and Components," was issued in
The order embodies the principles established by "The July 1993. Standards 1022 [4] and 1023 [5] will provide
General Design Criteria" Order DOE 6430. IA, and NPH criteria for site characterization and hazard assessment; they
Design and Evaluation Guidelines UCRI,-15910, which should be available by the end of 1993. This order also is
have been in use at DOE facilities for more than seven consistent with other DOE standards as well as national

years. In addition, it establishes as requirements good codes and standards. (See Figure 1.)
practices that have been used at many of the DOE sites.
The requirements cover the following: DOE-STD-1024-92, [6], provides guidance, developed

by a DOE Seismic Working Group, in the use of seismic
• Assessment of NPHs for new and existing sites hazard curves developed by Lawrence Livennore National
• Natural phenomena effects to be considered Laboratory and Electric Power Research Institute for
• Design of new facilities estimating seismic hazard at DOE sites for the evaluation
• Evaluation and upgrade of existing facilities of new and existing facilities. This standard was issued in
• Design of additions and modification_ December !992.
• Target performance goals
• Graded approach and performance categories DOE-STD-1025-XX, [7], provides the guidelines,
• Interactions and common cause effects methodology, and procedures for prioritizing the existing
• Instrumentation. facilities for Natural Phenomena Hazards evaluation and

mitigation purposes. This standard is not expected to be
The goals of the order are to (1) provide for safe complete until 1994.

workplaces, (2) protect against properly loss or damage, (3)
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ORDERS
DOE 5481).28
DOE 6430.1A

STANDARDS
DOE National, Federal, and Industry

DOE-STD-1020-XX ASCE 4 and 7
DOE-STD- 1021-93 ACI, AISC
DOE-STD- 1022-XX UBC, NEHRP
DOE-STD-1023-XX ASME
DOE-STD- 1024-92
DOE-STD-1025-XX

GUIDANCE DOCUMENTS
DOE National, Federal, and Industry

Seismic Safety Guide SQUG, EPRI, GIP
Suspended Ceilings NUREG 0800
Walkdown Guide DOD Manuals
Seismic Hazard Studies ATC Manuals
Wind Hazard Studies FEMA Manuals
Flood Hazard Studies

Seismic Detailing
Wind Detailing
Equipment Tiedown
High-level Waste Tanks
Basis for Seismic Provisions

Figure i. Documents used in DOE NPH Mitigation Program

i

For new facilities, the order becomes effective on the requirements of lhe order and Ihe guidance on its
date of issuance. For existing facilities, implementation is implementation.
planned over several years because of resource constraints
and programmatic mission considerations. To start the The issuance and implementation of DOE Order
process of evaluating and upgrading existing facilities, the 5480.28 provides the framework [or meeting Presidential
order requires contractors/operators to establish an Executive Order 12699 ['or seismic-hazard mitigation of
implementation plan that contains a prioritized schedule for new federal facilities. An Executive Order under
evaluation of current and future NPH mitigation actions, development, will require inventory, screening and
This plan is to be submitted to the DOE Headquarters evaluation of existing facilities. A DOE NPH rule for
Program Office within one year after all slandards have nuclear facilities is being developed (based on DOE
been issued. Workshops are planned to cover the 548(I.28) as part of Title IO, Code of Federal Regulations.
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NATURAl, PtiI_N()MI_]NA tlAZARI)s I)EsI(;N pcrf(uln',tnc'e.g()al annual pr{jbabilily (R R > I_. Seismic

AND EVAI,IIATION cRITERIA STANIiARI) criteria arc prtwided ill I)()Ii-STI)-1()2()-XX Ihal achieve
ti_,k-rc(Ittclitm ritli(>s, RIb,tit '_., I{), and 2(L

Design and evaluation criteria h_ implement lhc t_l_ler
1( ._()-XX U('l,tl A nev¢ rcpt)rl t, lllilled "'Basis for Seismic Pr(wisi(m ofare provided in Ihe SiandaM I)()li-S'l'l)_ )_ . ,

15910 provides the icchriical tmsis for this standard. l"hc 1)()1i-%'1'1)-Ill2()--XX" ttem(mstrales thai perfomlallce goals
standaM has undergone extensive revision uml review a,d are achie_,ed ',vhcn (I) 1t1¢ dcsign/cvalualion basis
comments arc heing addressed, earthquake i<; defined l'tom prtH'ml+ilistic s¢isnlic-hazaM

curves ;is the larger tll' the value tit the huzaM-exceedance

1'he l)()l:i policy established ;i gr;lcled ilppr(lilch f(u pltll_abililv _,l ;l sllecificd c()cffich.'nl, fa, limes Ihe value 11l

NPH reqtlirenlcnis tw defining pcrf(_rlnance calegoi'ies lhe perf()rin,incc-g(llil im_hal_ilily and (2} c(inselValisnl in
(nil;shored () lhrough 4), each with a qualitative, acc¢pl,incc crileria rcsulls in less Ihan ab(lul I()<)_
perforinance goal for behavior (i.e., nlainlain slruciurill protmt_iliiv (ff unacccplable perf(_rmanc¢ al a scaled I-)BI'_
integrity, Inainiain abililv to function, rilainlain equal to a fncl(ir of safely, FR, limes the DBF.. The DBE

confinelneni of hazardous inatcrials) and a quantitative pmt_abilislic definition is used Io account for lhe potential
largei prolml_ilisiic pel'f()llllancc g(lal (expressed ;is all wide varialion in site-specific seislnic-kazard curve slopes
annual probability of excecdance of acccplable t_ehavi(ir while using a single delerlninislic acccplance crileria for

limits Ii.e.. belmvklr limits beyond which danlage/failurc tile rallgC ()f all poienlial ha/ard clJrve slopes, D()E-STD-
is unaccepiable]). DOE-STD-I(i2I)-XX pr(wides four st?Is 1()2()-XX will enc()tirage obtaining silo-specific
of NPH design and evaluation criteria (explicit crileria arc prl_bal_ilisiic NPtt assessnlenls, especially for facilities
not needed for perforlnancc category ()1. The,,e criteria wilh perf(_rlnailce-category )and higher SSCs.
range from those provided t_y nlodel building codes for

performance category I to those apf_roaching nticlc',ar- The rcquirecl factor of safely, FR, 1o achieve risk-
power-plant crileria tbr performance calegory 4. Table I reduction ratios, RR, of 2, 10, and 2()is a funclion of the

illustrates how DOE-STD- 1()2()-XX criteria for the hazard curve slope and uncerlaintics in seismic capacities ()1"
performance categories defined ill !)OI_ 5480.214 conlpure SSCs. l:(,l the potential range of hazard curve slopes arid
with NPH criteria from olher sources, capacily variabilities, values (it F R have been evaluated for

Design and evaluation crileria in I)OI';-STI)-1()2()-XX each desirc_l RR. l;or perforinance-calegories i and 2, the

are determinislic procedures thai establish SS(7 Ioadings risk-rcducli(m ratio, RR, o1'2 is achieved by F R of unity
from probabilislic NPH turves: specify accepiahle illelhods which, in turn. is judged i_ be achieved by following a
for evaluating SS(' response to these loading' provide seisinic-acceplance crilerion in accoMance with recent
acceptance criteria It).judge wht:lher Ihc conlpuled SS(' editions el' the tJililornl Building Code (tJBC). l-:or
response is acceptable' and provide detailing rcquircmenls perf.nnancc-categories 3 and 4, risk-reduction ratios, R R,
such thai behavior is as expected, as illusiraled in Figure 2. are I(i and 2(), respectively. The required FR values for
These criteria are intended I. apply equally io lhe design of these values iff R R are achieved in ll'ie seismic-acceptance
new facilities and t(_ the'_evalualion of existing facililies, criteria by specifying conservative material strengths,
In add;lion, the criteria are inlended Io c_ver huildings, siruclural capacilics, inelaslic energy-absorption factors,

equipment, piping, and (!thor structures and c(irnhines and a seismic load factor.
prohabilislic and _lelerlninislic ll/elh_nls It_ achieve

performance goals. I)()I{-STI)-1()2()-XX seismic provision will differ
fronl pasl edilions (ll" IJCRI.-IStJl() in thai a single value

The annual pmbahilily _1 exceedance of SSC damage of inelastic energy al_sorplion faclor, I:u, will be specified
as a result of an NPH event (i.e., perlornlance goal) is ;i for b(!lh pcrlormance-caicgl_ries 3 and 4, and a seismic-load
combined function of Ihe annual probability _1 cxccedancc factor that differs from performance caicg(iries 3 to 4. This

of the event, factors of safety intri_duccd t_y the change was needed because the (rid UCRI.-15910 specit'ied
design/evaluati(/n procedure, and i_lher s_)lirccs i_l t;ti _I' I.() l'_)l briillc lily,ties for bolh m(Ideraie and high

c(mservalisln. The ralio of Ihc ha/ard annual prohat_ililv of ila/ard categories. As a restill, different perforlnance goals
exceedance and the perf(irmancc g(_al annual prot_;ihilily of I(_r each calegory were nl)! achieved tor Ihese brillle-failure
exceedance is called lhe risk.-reduciion rat;(), RR in l)()!{- lllo(tes, in the I)O1'] standard, performance goals will be

STI)-I()2()-XX This i;ili() eslablistle_; lhc level _1 met Ior t_rillle-failurc in()des t_y inlroducing a seismic load
c(inservalism to be einph_yed in lhc: design or cvalualil)n father, l.s, which has a larger value 1(11perf(irlnance-

process. For exalnplc, if the pclTi)rlnance g()al and ha/al'd caleg(iry d. i:u specified in I)OI_-STI)-1()2()-XX will be
annual probabililies arc lhc S_illlC (1414= I), lt le design (_r ahl)ul the same value ;.is the n_oclerale-tlazaM values from

cvalualion approach should intr(iduce n(l conservalisnl, the old I.JCRI,-1501(). By this change, seislnic crileria for
However, if c_mservalive design _r evalualion appr(mchcs pcrfornlancc--calcgl_ry 3 SSCs arc sol affected (i.e., they
are employed, then the ha/ard annilal probahilily of _ill bc lhc Sallie as lhe inoderaie-ha/,ard seismic crileria).

exccedance Call be larger (i.e., lll(irc frequeni) than lhe l:(_r perf(trlnancc calcgoly 4, lilts change rcsulls in slighlly
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Table 1. Comparison of performance categories from various references.

Reference SSC Categ,_;rization

DOE-STD- 102t)-X X 0 I 2 3 4

Uniform Building Code No Life General Essential
Safety Facilities Facilities

For Life for Continued

Safety Operation

i

DOE Tri-Service Manual tligh Risk

for Seismic Design for 4
Essential Buildings

Nuclear Regulatory Evaluation Evaluation
Commission of NRC of existing

fuel reactors
facilities

Deterministic basis Meet

performanceProbabilistic f -_

basis J goal

I
...... I I

r _,. .................... +

criteria i

+

+ l
Hazard Assessment Conservatism added

based on 548t).28

Figure 2 DOE-STD-I(120-XX combines probabilistic and de{erministic
methods to achieve performance goals.
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more liboral crileria t'C_rduclil¢-Iailur¢ nlodcs anti nli_l'ltl,,,, require tu'_s,ilc L'ulot_,cncy I_lannin_.
more conservative criteria for briltl¢-fuilurc modus.

l'crlt_rmai+cc('atc'_ry2 {I'('-2)SSCs',,'+'illinclude

Another cllangoincorptmtlcdintoI)()I_-,'STI)-I()2{)the_,iI+,.'ivcI,tssS,S('xinIacilitic_with sufficientqu;mtitius

XX includcsdamping IcvclsI_rovidodatscw:rultusponsc oI radioactive malcriltlsto be reportable to the

levelstobe used instructur;tlovaluutit',nsForthe F,tlrI'_Usu linvirt,nmetitalI>l't+tcclionAgone\'. Additionally,PC-2

ofdeter|niningin-slructl.lrelCSp_mscspoctraor interaction ,S,S('xmust pcrIt_rnttheiremergency Iunctionstopreserve
displacomerlts. In the I)O1! standard, ,,ci,,tY1h: interaction is the hculth atld safety of worker+,, and coworkcrs.
explicitlyaddrossed.

l_uildinystltlctures<>rcomponorils wilh polontial

Imill:in_ccupancy end ,'S,S('swhose fuilurccan potentially
STANI)ARI) ON I'ERFORMANCE c:,tuso a lilc-thrcatcriitlu sittmtiorl t__ workers or colh_catcd

CATE(;ORIZATI()N FOR NATURAl, workers will hc placed it+ l>crlormancc Category I (PC"-I ).
PHENOMENA IIAZARDS ,SS('s that arc not importat+t frontsal'cty, mission, or cost

ctmsidct-;tlionsneed nut be designed to witlistancINPH

Engineers and plantinanagcrsresponsiblefi+rthe h+adsend shtmh+Ibe placodinF'orI'orttmnce('alegory(}(PC-

design or evaluation el .+,,trtlctUlCS,systclllS, end I)_

cc,mponents (S,S(-.'s)need to so!colthe levelof natural

phenotrlena hazard (NPtt)arid corresponding antaunt _'1 I)()I--STI)-11)21-9) pl;accs special cmplmsis on
conservatism ill NPtt design and cv;duatic, n critcriu that are o_rl_,idctiF_g system interaction effects while perforrrling
appropriate for the SSC' design. The design criteria arc Nt:It categt_rization. Simple-to-use, but ctmservative,
selected <'m the basis of the t'ailure-ccmseqticnces t'l the rules tmve boon prcc,,ided tt', preclude .;.idvcrsc olTects of
SSC. For example, ilthe failure ofa large dam may wipe lower c;Jtogory SS(_'s (s_mrcesl inientcting with higher

out a city. it is likely to t',e designed Ibr a large recurrence- category SS('s ttargets). These rules satisl'y the basic
period precipitation, in contrast, because far Fewer _equircmoni thai lhc perform,ante goal ¢,1 the target SSCs
potential fatalities would result from the ct_llapse of a nlusl tlt't bc curnpromised. Several exaruples have been
warehouse ro¢)t, that r{_ol' nmv be designed for a much l_rovidod to illustrate the use of the interaction rules.
smaller recurrence-period precipitation. Still, ir N_lh
designs are optimally perforrned, rnembers of the public
would he exposed to tho s;.unc level uf risk. NATURAl., I;'itENOMENA tiAZArDS SITE

("ilArACTERIZATION CRITERIA

To attain similar unil'_.'_rn'_ity in risk ir¢;m itlc STANi)ARI)S

p(_tential failure oi various SSCs that arc prc_;ont in i)()tL
facilities, tho new I)Oi- (m+lcr ()nNPH Illilig;lti('il i'CCltlircs The ptirl_Osc of this starldard is to provide criteria For
the placement of till SSCs in one of the five pcrt'ornlarlce dcvclopirlg site characterizatiun and identify site-specific
categories (I:'C); pcrl't)rmancc _{)als t_'r these catcgt't'ic!-, arc inft't+n_ati(m m;cded for design and evaluation of D()[_
specified in tertn,, ol+"target" annual failure iuobabilitics Facilities nubjcctcd t(' riaturtll phcrlonlena hazards. The

A standard (1)()f';-STI)-1()21--93), has been prepared to standard co,curs geological, seismological, geotechnical
pro, vide guidelines ;.tnct mcthocls l_r pl;icirlg SS('s into f(;S(;t, hydr_>h>gical, and melcoroh)gical aspecls of site
these perlk_rmance categories. The basic catcgt_;'izalitm characteristics. Tile seisrnic-rclutcd huzurds include mite
process presented in this standard {excluding systcul oat'tlu.luakc gr¢mnd shaking; tectonic mite defurmatiorl;
inleractiu, n effects) is ,'_utlincd in the flow chart in Figure ground failure induced by ground shaking including
3. liquclactiem, clilTerentiu, I compaction, and hmd sliding; and

earthquake--induced lion;cling.
The standard uses the results of SSC sal+etv

classiticaticm, facility hazard clussificatit,,n, and accident ('t_tl,;idcrations _t" geological and seismt:_logical
analyses that ;.ire pcrl'¢uillcd in c<ml'¢_rinancc with l)f)l! aspects include identifying and characterizing seismic
Orders. s<_,t._ccs and resulting site ground rm_tiuns,evaluating the

pt_Icntial I'or lcctonic ;tnd uther site deformation and

F'crfurmuncc ('ategc, ry 4 (P(7-4) %%(:,, have bccn c;trthqu;.lkc-induccd fh'oding, and evaluating volcanic
defined as the safety class SSC',, in facilities ,,,,.ith suiTicicnt hazards. M;tior considerations of geotechnical aspects
quantities of radioactive/hazardous iii;,itcri;.ils and energy involvo dct+ining site soil properties needed Ik)r hazard
ihai, if released, can I_tm_'niially restill in t'fI_,u'l i)rtll/ipl evalu_ilitln and seismic engineering tln;.i]yses, evaltialing
fatalilies, siic s_>il-allll_lific;ilion oiTects on ground inolions,

ctmtiucling scislnic xl'il-structtlrc inlerticlion analysos, ;.uld
Performarico (,ateg_>ty 3 (i'(;7-3) .',;.',;(" s ha'co boon cvaluatitm lhc potential For site ground lailure induced by

defined amthe safety class SSCs in facilities with sulTicient gr<mnct shaking.

quantities of radioaciive/hazard(ms nlalorials and oncrgy lh;.tl
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Illll I I I I II I IlllII I I

( SSCperforms a safety function in a tiC 1 or HH Safety System

i

i i i

SSC performs a safety function in a !tC2 or MIt Safety System !'(?-3

i ii i i

iiiii

I a. SSC performs a safety function in a HC3 or LH Safety System, or _

b. SSC must perform its intended emergency function to preserve health
and safety of workers or co-located workers, or PC-2

c. SSC is part of building for assembly of more than 300 persons ill
one room.

No

a. SSC is a building structure with potential human occupancy, or Yes
b. SSC failure causes life-threatening situation to workers or co-located

workers, or
c. SSC failure can be prevented cost-effectively by NPH design

No

PC-0 Notes:

SSC = Structure, System and Component
HC = Hazard Category
HH = High Hazard Facility
MH = Moderate Hazard Facility

I,H = l,ow Hazard Facility i

Figure 3. Basic Criteria for Preliminary NPH Performance Categorization of
Structures, Systems, and Components.

Hydrological and meteorological aspects of site storms, and thunderstorms, as well as strong wind,
characterization criteria are also important. Site studies of tornadoes and hurricanes, need to be provided.
hydrological aspects include determination of ground-water
conditions, flood runoff, drainage, and other hydrological The scope and degree of detail of investigations to
characteristics that could influence the design or operation address these natural hazards depend on several factors,
of DOE facililies. Ground-water conditions include including the hazard classification of the facilities; the
ground-water levels, flow pattern, permeability, porosity, subsurface conditions at the site; the seismologic,
and gradients at the site, as well as the chemical analysis of hydrologic, and meteorologic environments of the site
the ground water. Site studies on meteorological aspects region; and the extent of prior knowledge, investigations,
should be performed to provide sufficient information for and data regarding the site and site region. An appropriate
the design and evaluation basis of wind and tornado scope of investigation should be developed for a particular
hazards. Seasonal weather conditions of the local site and facility considering these factors. For example, although
region, including temperature, precipitation, relative more detailed investigations are generally appropriate for
humidity, and prevalent wind direction need to be indicated, facilities having higher hazard classifications,
The occurrences and intensity of heavy rain, snow, ice investigations of lesser scope and detail may be appropriate
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when existing knowledge of the site and region is high. REFERENCES
Similarly, although less-detailed invcstigation would
generally be commensurate with lower-hazard facility [11 U,S. Departntcnt of Energy, Nal,.urai Phenomena
classification, more comprehensive investigations may bc Hazards Mitigation, DOE Order 5480.28,
needed if investigations to define the hazards have not Washington, D.C., January 15, 1993.
previously been conducted.

121 U.S. Department of Energy, Natural Phenomena
Hazards Design and Evaluation Criteria for

NATURAL PHENOMENA HAZARDS D.cpartmcnt of Energy Facilitics, DOE-STD-1020-

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA STANDARD XX Drafl, February 28, 1993.

DOE Order 5480.28 requires a probabilistic
131 U.S. Department of Energy, Performanceassessment of the likelihood of future NPH occurrence.

The level of probabilistic NPH assessment to be conducted Calegoriz.ation Criter.i'a tor Structures, Systems, and
is appropriate for the performance categories being Components at DOE Facilities subjected to Natural
considered in a manner consistent with the graded approach. Phenomena Hazards DOE-STD- 1021-93, July
For sites containing facilities with SSCs in performance- 1993.
categories 3 and 4, a site-specific probabilistic NPH
assessment shall be conducted. For sites containing [41 U.S. Department of Energy, Natural Phenomena
facilities with SSCs only in performance-categories 1 and Hazards Site Characterization Criteria, DOE-STD-
2 and having no site-specific probabilistic NPH 1022-XXDraft, April 1. 1993.
assessment, it is sufficient to utilize NPH maps from
model building codes or national consensus standards. [5] U.S. Department of Energy, Natural Phenomena

Hazards Assessment Criteria, DOE-STD-1023-XX

The purpose of DOE St,andard DOE-STD- 1023-XX is Draft, April I. 1993.
to provide criteria for NPH assessments to ensure that

adequate design-basis loadings are established for design [6] U.S. Department of Energy, Guidelines for Use of

and/or evaluation of DOE facilities. DOE-STD-1023-XX Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Curves at Department
provides general assessment criteria for all NPHs, as well of Encr_zv sites, DOE-STD-1024-92, December
as specific criteria for the assessment of seismic hazard, --
wind, tornado, and flood. The emphasis will be on the 1992.
site-specific probabilistic NPH assessment, i.e., the
development of NPH curves. Criteria for the development 171 U.S. Department of Energy, Criteria .a.ndProcedure
of design-response spectra to define the seismic input for Prioritizing Natural Phenomena Hazards
motion are also be provided in DOE-STD-1023-XX. Evaluation and Mitigation of Existing Facilities,

DOE-STD- 1025-XX Draft, March 30, 1993,

SUMMARY

The overall program has currently established a
foundation by developing the NPH Order and
implementing standards.
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ABSTRACT

Seismic design and evaluation criteria for DOE facilities are provided in DOE-STD-
1020-XX. The criteria include selection of design/evaluation seismic input from pro-
babilistic seismic hazard curves combined with commonly practiced deterministic
response evaluation methods and acceptance criteria with controlled levels of
conservatism. Conservatism is intentionally introduced in specification of material
strengths and capacities, in the allowance of limited inelastic behavior and by a seismic
load factor. These criteria are based on the performance or risk goals specified in DOE
5480.28. Criteria have been developed following a graded approach fbr several per-
formance goals ranging from that appropriate tbr normal-use facilities to that appropriate
for facilities involving hazardous or critical operations. Performance goals are comprised
of desired behavior and of the probability of not achieving that behavior. Following the
seismic design/evaluation criteria of DOE-STD-1020-XX is sufficient to demonstrate

that the probabilistic performance or risk goals are achieved. The criteria are simple
procedures but with a sound, rigorous basis for the achievement of goals.

INTRODUCTION DOE-STD-1020-XX will supersede UCRL-15910 I2].
This new standard provides the necessary criteria to imple-

Design and evaluation criteria in DOE-STD-1020-XX[ll ment the natural phenomena hazard (NPH) policy and
are intended to apply equally to the design of new facilities mitigation requirements given in DOE 5480.28.
and to the evaluation of existing facilities. In addition, the
criteria are intended to cover design and evaluation of PERFORMANCE GOALS AND CATEGORIES
buildings, equipment, piping, and other structures for
earthquake, extreme wind, and flood. Only the seismic Requirements for earthquake mitigation at DOE facilities
criteria from DOE-STD-1020-XX are discussed in this paper, are established in DOE 5480.28 within a graded approach in
These criteria are deterministic procedures that establish order to provide the appropriate level of seismic protection
earthquake loadings from probabilistic seismic hazard for:
curves; specify acceptable methods for evaluating response
to these loadings; provideacceptance criteria to judge whether 1. Occupant and public health and safety
computed seismic response is acceptable; and to provide 2.The environment
detailing requirements. The criteria include controlled 3.Production and research objectives

intentional levels of conservatism based on the target pro- 4.Potential property losses.

babilistic performance goals as illustrated in Figure 1. A graded approach is one in which seismic design,
Meeting performance goals is desirable because they are evaluation, and construction requirements have varying
needed for compliance with DOE risk-based safety policies conservatism and rigor. For DOE, the graded approach is
and they are a rational approach for assigning the level of implemented by defining five performance categories eachconservatism for design or evaluation.

with a per|brmance goal. Performance goals for each
performance category are presented in DOE 5480.28.
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Deterministic Meet
Basis ....q Performance

Goal

Probabilistic _Ac__ceP_lx. c eria_ . .__. rit
Basis _f_ --__

Reasonable Level Conservatism Added
from Seismic

Hazard Curve

Figure 1 DOE Seismic Criteria Combin_ Probabilistic and
Deterministic Methods to Achieve Performance Goals

DOE-STD-1020-XX provides four sets of seismic design performance goals may be illustrated by examining the
and evaluation criteria, one for each performance category probabilistic seismic hazard curve shown in Figure 2.
numbered 1 through 4. Performance Category 0 covers items Probabilistic seismic hazard curves display the likelihood of
which have negligible safety, mission, or cost significance future earthquake ground motion as they relate probability
such that no seismic criteria are needed. These criteria range of exceedance to ground motion levels (such as peak ground
from those provided by model buildingcodes for Performance acceleration as shown in Figure 2). For example, the annual
Category 1 to those approaching nuclear power plant criteria probability of ground motion level apn being exceeded is PH.
for Performance Category 4. Table 1 illustrates how Probabilisticseismic hazard curves also display the required
DOE-STD-1020-XX seismic criteria for these performance capacity needed to achieve various probabilities of seismic-
categories compare with seismic design and evaluation cri- induced damage. For example, if the performance goal
teria from other sources. DOE seismic criteria for Per- probability is Pl:, the structure, system, or component under
formance Categories 1 and 2 are similar to that from the consideration must have the capacity to withstand ground
Uniform Building Code [3]. DOE seismic criteria for motionlevel, aj,l:without damage to the extent that the desired
Performance Category 3 is similar to that from the Depart- performance cannot be achieved.
ment of Defense seismic criteria for essential buildings 141
and also to that used for the evaluation of commercial If the seismic loading is established at probability of

plutonium facilities licensed by the Nuclear Regulatory exceedance Pinand the performance goal probability is PF,
Commission [5]. DOE seismic criteria for Peribrmance there must be conservatism in the seismic design process such
Category 4 is similar to that used for the evaluation of existing that there is increased capacity from the seismic load level
commercial nuclear power plants [6]. to the required capacity level and such that there is reduced

risk from the hazard probability level to the performance goal
MEETING PERFORMANCE GOALS probability level. Hence, the basic approach of DOE seismic

BY DOE SEISMIC CRITERIA criteria to achieve performance goal, PF is: (1) specify the
design/evaluation basis earthquake (DBE) seismic load, apH,

The details ofmeeting performance goals by DOE seismic on a probabilistic basis at hazard probability, PH and (2)
criteria are described in "Basis for Seismic Provisions of include sufficient intentional conservatism in the other steps
DOE-STD-1020-XX" [7]. The basic principles are described of seismic criteria (i.e., response evaluation methods and
below. Performance goals are expressed in terms of desired acceptance criteria) to provide increased capacity, Ic from
behavior and the probability of exceeding structure, system, DBE level, apn to required capacity level, apF or to reduce
or component damage levels to the extent that the desired the risk by Rk from PH to Pl:.
behavior goal may not be achieved. The means of meeting
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Table 1 Comparison of Seismic Criteria by Variotts Sources

Source Performance Category..... , ............... ,,. ,....... ,:,

DOE-STD-1020-XX 1 2 3 4
.........................

Uniform Building General Essential
Code Facilities Facilities

.......

DOD Tri-Service Manual - ttigh Risk -
for Seismic Design of

Essential Buildings
...........

Nuclear Regulatory Ewduation of N RC Fuel Evaluation of

Commission Facilities Existing Reactors
,,,

-2

• ii1
U

o -3
-o 10

u , -...............Seismic Hazard
L_ [--,[............ l_ ' Curve I
__ -4 'PH ! _o 10 /' 1e

>- --I:). _' p i]
"_ :'___-_ i __ pFH

I __•- /p , R .......n ,,,r R
t3 -5 , !
_a 10 ......................

f ',,"......................................\. apH, a i-6 ' " ',. ! '' ',; \
'. I ", i10 L.......................L._ ......1.... J ..._ ..._ l _ _ _

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.5 1 2

Peak Accelerafion (g)

Figure 2 Representative Probabilistic Seismic tlaz;lrd Curve

The risk reduction ratio, RR establishes the level of Category 3; and (3) consistent with nuclear power plant safe
conservatism to be employed in the seismic design or eval- shutdown earthquake (SSE) levels for Performance Category
uation process. For example, if the performance goal and 4.
earthquake hazard annual probabilities are the same (RR =
1), the seismic design or evaluation approach should intro- DOE SEISMIC CRITERIA
duce no conservatism. However, if conservative design or
evaluation approaches are employed, the earthquake hazard DOE seismic design and evaluation criteria are summa-

rized in Table 3. Seismic design and evaluation criteria areannual probability of exceedance can be larger (i.e., more
frequent) than the performance goal annual probability (Ra comprised of the following steps:

> 1). 1) Establish design/evaluation basis earthquake (DBE)

Table 2 provides a set of seismic hazard exceedance loads.
probabilities, PH and risk reduction ratios, RRfor Perform- 2) Evaluate seismic response.

ance Categories 1 through 4 required to achieve the seismic 3) Compare response to acceptance criteria.
performance goals specified in DOE 5480.28. The seismic
hazard exceedance probabilities, P., shown in Table 2 4) Provide design details.
produce ground motion levels which are: (1) consistent with
UBC levels for Performance Category 1; (2) consistent with
DOD and Pu facility evaluation levels for Performance
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Table 2 Seismic Performance Goals & Recommended Seisnlic Ilazard Probabilities
............... ,H

Performance Seismic Perfi)rmance Seismic l lazard Ratio of Hazard to

Category Goal, Pv Exceedance Probability, Pu Performance Probability, Rr..........................

1 lxlO :_ 2xlO -_ 2
........

2 5x 10.4 Ix 10_ 2
.............

3 lxlO 4 lxlO -_ 10
.........

4 lxl0: 2x10 4 20
............ r ......

Establish DBE Loads - Evaluation of the DBE is more Preferably, the median deterministic DBE response sl_ectrum
complex than .just utilizing ground motion at the hazard shape should be site-specific and consistent with the expected
probability level, Pu, because the risk reduction ratio, Rr, earthquake rnagnitudes, and distances, and the site soil profile
resulting frona the prescribed conservative seismic acceptance and embedment depths. When a site-specific response
criteria depends on the slope of the seismic hazard curve. If spectrum shape is unavailable then a median standardized
all seismic hazard curves had the same slope, it would be spectral shape such as the spectral shape defined in
sufficient to havea singlespecified seismic hazard exceedance NUREG/CR-0098 [10l may be used if such a shape is either
probability, Pu, and single set of conservative seismic reasonably consistent with or conservative for the site
acceptance criteria corresponding to risk reduction ratio, Rr, conditions.
in order to meet target seismic performance goals, Pc.
However, to account for the range of potential seismic hazard Response Evaluation Methods - For Peril)finance Care-
curve slopes and to utilizea single set of conservative seismic gory 1 and 2 SSCs, DOE seismic design and evaluation
acceptance criteria, a definition of the DBE using both hazard criteria employ the U BC provisions with the exception that
and performance goal probabilities, P, and P_:, has been site-specific information may be used todefine the earthquake
employed for DOE seismic criteria. By this definition, the input excitation used to establish seismic loadings. Maximum
DBE is defined from probabilistic seismic hazard curves as ground acceleration from probabilistic seismic hazard curves
the larger of the value at the hazard exceedance probability, and site-specific ground response spectra are used in the
PH, or a specified coefficient, f,, times the value at the appropriate terms of the UBC equation for base shear. Use
performance goal probability, Pc. of site-specific earthquake ground motion data, if they are

available, is considered to be preferable to the general seismic
D B E >-ct _,:: ( Ia) zonation maps from the UBC. U BC provisions for buildings

require a static or dynamic analysis approach in which
loadings are scaled to the base shear equation value. In the

/.)BE > [,_ ct _'F (lb) base shear equation, inelastic energy absorption capacity of
structures is accounted for by the parameter, R,_. Elastically
computed seismic response is reduced by R,_ values ranging

where ct e, and ct?F are the mean ground motions at the from 4 to 12 as a means of accounting fi)r inelastic energy
seismic hazard probability, Pu, and performance goal prob- absorption capability in the UBC provisions and by these
ability, PF, respectively, and f, is a DBE factor specified in criteria for Performance Category 1 and 2. This reduced
Table 3 as a function of the specified risk reduction ratio, seismic response is combined with non-seismic concurrent
Rr. The basis for this DBE definition is described in loads and then compared to code allowable response limits
Reference 7. Criteria for developing site-specific probabil- (or code ultimate limits and code specified load factors).
istic seismic hazard curves are provided in DOE-STD-
1023-XX 18]. Guidance for estimating mean ground motion For Performance Category 1 and 2 systems and compo-
from modem seismic hazard curves is given in nents, design or evaluation may be based on the UBC
DOE-STD-I024-92 [9]. provisions. By the UBC provisions, systems and components

must be designed to withstand the total lateral seismic force,
Ideally, it is desirable for the DBE response spectrum to F_,,as given by"

be defined by the mean uniform hazard response spectrum
associated with the seismic hazard annual frequency of /,, = Z l(',h'/, (2)
exceedance specified in Table 2 over the entire frequency

range of interest (generally 0.5 to 40 Hz). Alternatively, it where Z is the peak ground acceleration, I is an importance
is permissible to utilize a DBE response spectrum defined by factor ranging from 1 to 1 5, Wp is the weight of the systema deterministic smooth and broad frequency content median
response spectrum shape scaled so as to be anchored to the or component, and Cp is a coefficient depending on the

characteristics of the system or component. The lateral tbrce
mean DBE peak ground acceleration (PGA) and peak ground determined using Eq. 9 should be distributed in proportionvelocity (PGV) values established using Equations Ia and lb.
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Table 3 Smnm,'try .t' Earthquake Ewduation Provisions

Performance Category
......................... , , ,,

..... 1 .......... 2 .......... 3 4....
Hazard Exceedance 2x 10.3 I x 10-_ Ix 10-_ 2x 10.4

Probability, PH
- , ..............................

Risk Reduction 2 2 10 20
Ratio, Rr

DBE factor accounting for Not Used f, = 0.5 f, = 0.45
hazard curve slope

.............

Response Median anapli fication
Spectra (no conservative bias)

...........................

Damping 5 % Post yield levels
............. , ,,L ,, ,....

Acceptable Static or dynamic Dynan'fic analysis
Analysis force method normalized

Approaches to code level base shear

Importance I= 1.0 I= 1.25 Not used
Factor

....... ,........ ,....

Load Code specified load factors appropriate for Ls = 1.0 Ls = I. 15
Factors structural material

, ,, ,....

Inelastic Accounted for by R,,, !:_,value by which elastic seismic response
Energy Absorption in UBC base shear is reduced to account for

Ratios equation permissible inelastic behavior,,

Material Minimum specified or 95 % exceedance in-situ value._
Strength

.....................

Structural Capacity Code ultimate or Code ultimate
allowable level or limit-state level

......................

Peer Review & Required within a graded approach
QA Program (peer review not required for Performance Category 1)......

to the mass distribution of the element or component and of 3 and higher. In order to achieve different risk reduction

applied in the horizontal di_ection that results in the most ratios, Rr appropriate fi_r the different perfi)rmance catego-
critical loadings for design/evaluation of the component and ries, the reduced seismic response is multiplied be a seismic
its anchorage, load factor, Ls. Seismic load factors Ls are specified for

Performance Category 3 and 4. The resulting factored
For Performance Category 3 and 4 SSCs, DOE seismic seismic response is combined with non-seismic concurrent

design and evaluation criteria specify that seismic evaluation loads and then compared to code ultimate response limits.
be accomplished by dynamic analysis. The recommended

approach is to perform an elastic response spectrum dynamic For Performance Category 3 and 4 systems and compo-
analysis to evaluate elastic seismic demand on SSCs. nents, seismic design or evaluation shall be based on dynamic
However, inelastic energy absorption capability is recognized analysis, or testing. Evaluation of existing systems and
by permittinglimitedinelasticbehavior. By these provisions components may be based on past earthquake or testing
for Performance Category 3 and 4, inelastic energy experience data. In any case, the input to systems and
absorption capacity of structures is accounted for by the components supported within a building is determined from
parameter, F_,. Elastically computed seismic response is in-structure response spectra at the component attachment

reduced by F_, values ranging from 1 to 3 as a means of point in the building. In addition to evaluating seismic
capacity of Performance Category 3 and 4 systems and

accounting for inelastic energy absorption capability for more components, it is also important to evaluate potential seismic
hazardous facilities. F,, values are much lower than R_ interaction with lower category SSCs. Seismic interaction
resulting in larger values of the risk reduction ratio, Rr. The includes lower category items collapsing, overturning, slid-
same F_,values are specified for all Performance Categories ing, or displacing sufficiently to impact the higher category
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system or component. Another form of seismic interaction provided ¢_rmay be estimated as the value associated
occurs where distribution lines such as piping, tubing, with a permissible level of inelastic distortion speci-
conduit, or cables connected to an item have insufficient fled at about the 5 % failure probability level);
flexibility to accomodate relative movement between the item
and adjacent structures or exluipment to which the distribution 4) using a seismic load factor, Ls, of 1.0 for Perform-
line is anchored, ante Category 3 and i. 15 for Performance Category

4; and

Performance Category 1 or 2 SSCs may be seismically
evaluated using the simplified approaches specified in the 5) requiring cquipment qualified by test to be tested at
UBC seismic provisions since these provisions achieve an Rk the required input spectrum scaled by a factor of
ratio of about two or greater. However, for Performance 1.4Ls.
Category 3 or 4, the seismic evaluation must be perforrned
by a dynamic analysis approach. A dynamic analysis To summarize load combinations and acceptance criteria
approach requires that: by the DOE seismic design and evaluation provisions, the

elastic-computed seismic demand Ds should be modified by
1) the input to the SSC model be defined by either a the appropriate inelastic energy absorption factor/=b, and by

design response spectrum, or a time history input the appropriate seismic load factor Ls to obtain an
motion, inelastic-factored seismic demand Dsl by:

2) the important natural frequencies of the SSC be
/._ (3)

estimated, or the peak of the design response spec- I) :_ = 1_/_:i_trum be user1 as input.

3) the resulting seismic induced inertial forces be
appropriately distributed with the SSC and a load The total inelastic-factored demand D-rlis then given by:
path evaluation be performed.

l)ii= D_.; * D_I (4)

The words "dynamic analysis approach" are not meant to

imply that complex dynamic models must be used in the where DNs represents the best-estimate of all nan-seismic
evaluation. Often equivalent static analysis models are demands expected to occur concurrently with the DBE.
sufficient so long as the above listed three factors are Equation 4 represents the DBE load combinations equation.
incorporated. This dynamic analysis approach should comply The seismic capacity is adequate when the capacity Cc
with the seismic response analysis provisions of ASCE 4-86 determined as defined above exceeds D.n, i.e.'Illl.

Acceptance Criteria - For Performance Categories 1 and (" _ ->D _ (5)
2, acceptance criteria from the Uniform Building Code and

UBC referenced material standards are followed. DOE Equation 5 represents the seismic acceptance criterion
seismic design and evaluation criteria tbr Performance appropriate lot the DBE. No load factors are needed on DNS

Categories 3 and 4 have intentionalconservatism introduced in Equation 4. The non-seismic demand DNS should be
which achieve the target performance goals by: defined at its best-estimate level as opposed to an unlikely to

exceed or conservative level. The conservatism embodied
1) establishing material strength properties at the 95 %

in defining Cc, b',,, and Ds are sufficient to achieve theexceedance strength associated with the time during
the service life at which such strengths are mini- specified Rk ratios without additional sources of conservatism
mum; being required.

2) basing capacities upon code-specified minimum ulti- Ductile I)etailing - For all performance categories, the
mate or limit-state capacity levels with the appmpri- design detailing provisions from the UBC, which provide
ate capacity reduction factor (e.g., concrete - ductility, toughness, and redundancy, are required such that
ACI-318 or ACI-349 ultimate strength approach, SSCs can fully realize potential inelastic energy absorption
structural steel - AISC-LRFD limit-state strength capability.
approach or AISC plastic design approach, ASM E
components - ASME Service Level D); SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

3) permitting limited inelastic behavior by specifying The Department of Energy utilizes deterministic seismic
design/evaluation criteria (DOE-STD-IO20-XX) developed

inelastic energy absorption factors, 1:_,by which to achieve probabilistic performance goals. Four separate
elastic response may exceed capacity (1: _,values are sets of seismic design/evaluation criteria have been presented

in DOE-STD-IO20-XX each with a different performance
goal. in all these criteria, earthquake loading is selected from
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seismic hazard curves on a probabilistic basis but seismic 6. Standard Review Plan t'or the Review ot' Sal'ety
response evaluation methods and acceptable behavior limits Analysis Report,; for Nuclear Power Plants, LWR
are deterministic approaches with which design engineers are Edition, 1989, N UREG-0800, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
familiar. Commission.

By these criteria, earthquake loads are established at 7. Kennedy, R.P. and S.A. Short, Basis fl_r Seismic
seismic hazard probabilities which are consistent with UBC Provisions of DOE-STD-1020-XX, February 1993,
ground motion for Performance Category I, with DOD UCRL-CR-III478, Lawrence l.ivermore National
ground motion for Performance Category 3, and with SSE Laboratory.
levels for Performance Category 4. In the DOE seismic
criteria, a conservatism level is introduced which is sufficient 8. Natural Phenomena i lazawd Asse.ssment Criteria,

to achieve the performance goals. This conservatism April 1993, U.S. Department of Energy, DOE-STD-
increases from Performance Category 1 to 4. For Per- I023-XX (Draft).
formance Categories 1 and 2, conservatism should be
consistentwiththeUniformBuildingCode. For Performance 9. Guidelines for Use of Prohabilistic Seismic llaz_trd
Category 3, conservatism should be consistent with that of Curves at Department of Energy Sites, December
the DOD seismic design of essential buildings manual or with 1992, U.S. Department of Energy, DOE-STD- 1024-92.

that used for evaluation of commercial plutonium facilities. 10. Newmark, N.M. and W.J. ltall, 1978, Development of
For Performance Category 4, conservatism should approach Criteria for Seismic Review of Selected Nuclear Power

that used for nuclear power plants. Foranalyticalevaluations, Plants, NUREG/CR-O098, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
conservatism has been introduced through the use of con- Commissi(m.
servative inelastic demand-capacity ratios combined with

ductile detailing requirements, through the use of minimum 11. Seismic Analysis of Safety-Related Nuclear Structures
specified material strengths and conservative code capacity and Commentary on Standard for Seismic Analysis ot'
equations, and through the use of a seismic load factor. For Safety-Related Nuclear Structtlres, September 1986,
evaluation by testing or by experience data, conservatism has Standard 4-86, American Society of Civil Engineers
been introduced through the use of an increase scale factor (ASCE).
which is applied to the prescribed design/evaluation input
motion.
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PERFORMANCE ('ATE(iORIZATI()N ()F STRU(?'I'I!RES
SYSTEMS & COMPONENTS AND

RELATED ISSUES

Quazi A. llossain
l,awrence Livermore National I,almrahwy

7000 East Avenue
Livermore, CA 9455{)

AIISTRACT

Provisions of IX)I:-STI)- 1021-93 on performance categorization oI"structures,
systems and components (SSCs) subjected to natural phenomena hazard:',
(NPIIs) are summarized. The interrelationship among safely classification of
SSCs (per I)()F_ 6430.1A and I)()!'_ 5480.30), facility hazard
categorization/classification (per IX)l: 548 !.1B and I)()F 5480.23), and NI'il
perflmnance categorization of SS('s (per IX)l:, 5480.28 and 1)()I:,-S'I'i)- 1021-93)
is discussed. "llle compatibility between the safety go_ds in the Department of
Energy Safety Policy, SFN-35-91, and the numeric;d NPIi perl'ormancc goals of
DOE 5480.28, as presented in [ ICI,U.-II)- 112612 (draft), is ex_unined.

INTRODUCTION • It introduced the "graded" approach to
de"_,,u, in which the stringency of the NPII

The effects of natural phenomena hazards de.,. an criteria is explicilly linked with the
(NPlls) on the design of structures, systems, and importance of an SS('.
components (SSCs) have been receiving increased
attention from facility designers, owners, and These features were first introduced in

regulators since potential seismic and tornado related II(?RI. -15910 (Reference 1), and subsequently
hazards in nuclear power plants became a major issue incorporated in IX)I: 5480.28 (Reference 2), draft
in the early seventies. Seismic safety concerns stzmdard I)OE-STI)-I020-XX (Reference 3), and in
resulted in Nuclear Regulatory Commission's standard I)()l.;-STl)-1021-93(Rcfcrcncc4).
(NRC's) issuance of 10CFRI00, Appendix A

(Reactor Site Criteria), Regulatory Guide 1.29 One of the key steps in the implementation
(Seismic Category 1 SSCs), and many other related of this new IX)I:. approach is the determination of
guidelines. Safety requirements in these documents NPll performance category of SSCs, because the
were primarily d;iven by concerns for radiati_n criteria to be applied for the design/evaluation o1"an
exposure to offsite public, _md_dl safety-related SSCs SS(" depend on its NPil performance category.
that are to be designed to withstand seismic loads Standard 1021 provides guidelines for such
were grouped into a single "Seismic Category". performance categorization. The major provisions of

this stand_ud will be summarized and discussed in
The seismic safety program at the this paper.

Department of Energy (DOE) started somewhat later,

but learning from NRC's experience, it stm'led with a NPII pcrl'ormance categorization of SS(.'
more rational approach that has the followitlg depends heavily on SSC safety classification (per
distinctive features: I)()E 6430. IA and D()E 5480.30), and facility safety

• It recognized the probabilistic nature of the amdyses _mdhazard categorization/classification (per
natural phenomena hazards more explicitly D()I,.' 5481. I B, 1)O!_ 5480.23, I)()!:-S'1"D-1027-92,
than conventional_md NRC'sapproach. and proposed I)OE-DP-STI)-3005-93). The

interrelationship among the various provisions of
• For seismic or NPIt calegorb,_tion of SSCs, these d_uments is also presented and discussed here

it introduced the need to col:sider issues in the context of SSC performance categorization.
other than the offsite public radiation llow the provisions of these documents compare with
exposure issue, such as mission imix_rtance, DOE's safety policy of SEN-35-91, and how the
cost-benefit ratio, etc. safety policy can be used to develop a perfimnance-
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goal based NPII design/evaluation criteria, as performance of a required salely funclitm.
t ++ ,+suggested ill draft l (,RI !1)-112612 (Reference 5), is

also presented. __ization Criteria
The basic NPli perl¢,rnmnce category,

before system interaction effects are considered, will
MAJOR PROVISIONS OF D()I,:-STD-1021-93 be determinedillaccordancewith the flowchart

The esscnti,'d and major provisions of IX)I::- shown in I:igure 1. The foih,wing two ix,ints arc
STD-1021-93 m'e described under the following sub- worth noting while dclcnninmg the preliminary NF'Ii
headings: performance category using this llow chart:

• l)ata Sources • It is essential that SS(, function and safety
• SSCS_d'ety(lasslltcatttn classification and the facility hazard

. . ,}• Basic(atcgonzatl_nC1itcria category/class arc km_wn before NPII
• System Interaction i:.ffccts pcrfornmncc calcgory can bc dclermincd.

• I:or nuclear _.llltlother haz;u'tlous facilities,

Data Sources all the safely-related SSCs do not need to be
The primary source of data for NPII placed into the highest NPll performance

performance categorization will be the design basis category applicable for the facility; the SSC
system studies, accident analyses, and calculations performance category should be
performed for the purpose of preparing the safety commensurate with the severity t,l" the
analysis retx_rt of the facility. Such studies, analyses, consequence of its failure as tletennined
,and calculations are performed in accordance with from safety or accident analysis. "llms, if the
DOE 5481.1B, DOE 5480.23, D()E-STI)-i027-q2, failure of a safety-related SS(" in a l lazard
and DOE 5480.30. Category I nuclear facility results ill a

release below the threshold limits for a

SSC Safety Classification I lazard Category 2 Facilily (say per I)()E-
The DOE Standard 1021 requires that the ST!)-1027-92), it is not necessary Io place

definition of sMety-related SS(.," shall Ix: the stone as the SS(! ill Pcrl'onnance ('ategory 4 (even
that of safety-class SSCs in DOE 5480.30: "SSCs though it is permissible and conservative to
including primary environmental monitors and do so); it can be phtccd in Performance
portions of process systems, whose failure could Category 3. Another exmnple' Say in a
adver.,mly affect the environment, or safety altd hcldth l lazard Category 1 (I IC-1) facility, there m'e

• _ -_sof the public as identified by safety analysis." The two, safely-related SS( ," thai are essenlhll
standard also requires that, for the purpose of during and following an earthquake. Say,
determining the NPH performance category, a list of SSC 1 failure would have significant off'site
safety-related SSCs will include only those SSCs that consequences, and so it would bc NPII
are required for preventing, mitigating, or monitoring Performance Category 4 (i.e. PC-4). But, if
the effects of an NPIt or the efl'ecLsof accidents that SS(, 2 failure hits only onsile consequences,
may result l'rom an NPII. Tllus, for cxmnple, even and no significant of fslic consequences, it
though certain SSCs may be required fi_r maintaining can bc placed into P('-3, cvcn though it
operating parameters within safety limits during performs salcty function in a I lC-I facility.
normal operations, these may not be included in the
NP]f safety list unless these are essential per above

NPH requirements. For exmnple, an SSC that System Interact!onEffects
provides radiation shielding to operating perstmncl System interaction effects, commonly
during normal operation of the facility, even though tcnncd as "two-over-one t:sue,'s" is discussed at length
designated as a safety class SSC, may not need to be in I)OF-STI)-1021-93. The primary requirement is
seismically qualified, if during and following an that if, during or following an NPII event, the
earthquake it is not required to perform any radiation bchavi{,r of an SSC (the .... '"Source ) may adversely
shielding function, affc,:t the performance of am,thor SSC (the "'l'argcl"),

addilional NPII miligalion shall bc undertaken.
The NPII safety list includes SSCs whose

failure may adversely alTect ml operator action that is If the adverse interaction occurs before the
required for safety during and following an NPtI source exceeds its acceptable behavior limits,
event. The list will also include an SSC that, by adequate measures shall be taken to preclude
itself, may not be a safety item by tile above interaction. An cx_unple: Stiffen a cabinetsuplx_rt so
definition, but its common-cause failure or interaction that it d(_s not deflect It, impact and impair a fire-
with one or more SSC:_ may result in the non- supprcssit,n component, or provide a barrier It,
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protect the target. 'Ntis pro'titular pmvisi(m of STI)-!()21 (i.e. restricting
the SI cffccls evaltzali(m t() tile stmrcc failure illotles

If the adverse interaction occurs after the rclatcd only It) tile adverse interaction, and not it) tile
source exceeds its acceptable behavior limits, either
adequate measures, as above, shall be taken to functional aud design rctttziremctils of the source)
preclude interaction, or the source shall have provides the user wilh the llexibility that is useful to
additional NPII requirements corresl'umding to the reduce unnecessary c(mscrvatism it) a rational and
perfommnce category of the target, if the failure dctL'nsibic manner.
probabilily of Ihe target, given the failure of the
source, is greater than one pcrccut (i.e., not
negligible). [lowever, I)OF-STl)-1021-')3 pcrmils IN'rERRi,:I,ATI()NSlilP AM()NG
some deviation from this guidelinc in consitlcration SAFETY (_?I,ASSIFICATI()N, llAZARD

i of cost-effectiveness and uncertainties in determining CATE(;()RIZATiI)N, AND lq':RI,'()RMANCE
target faih]re probability numbers. CATE(;()RIZATI()N

Another important principle in evaluating The NI'il perf(_rmancc category of an SS(_
system interaction (SI) effects is that the application in a nuclear ()r ()tht.'rhazard()us facility is delcnnined
of Sl-rclatcd additional NPII rcquiremcnts can be on the b_t,_ist)l' hazard category/class of the facility
restricted to the source behavior or source failure and file safety classification of the SS(,. The hazard
modes related only m the adverse interaction and not category of a nuclear facility is determined in
to its functional and design requirements. This accordance with I)()F. 5480.23 and I)()l,;-STI)-1027-
principle can I',c best illustrated by an example: Say, 92. Nuclear hazard catcgorics arc:
in a tlC-I facility, there is a building that hits bcen
preliminarily placed inlo !)C-2 (before SI is • Category 1" l:acilitics with significant
considered), because it houses some emergency offsite failure ct)tlsequcnces.
handling operations. Inside the building there is a • Category 2: l:acilities with significant onsite
glovc box that has some radioactivity confinement failure consequences.
function, i.e., the glove box is a !_?-3 SSC. Ilow the • Category 3: l:acilitics with significant
final seismic performance category and seismic locldizcd failurc conscquenccs.
adequacy ()f the building should be dctcrmined
considering SI effects is discussed below. Thc hazard class of a non-nuclear hazm'dous

facility is determined in accordance with I)OE

Assume that, if the building collapses during 5481. lB. l lazard classes arc:
an earthqu_e, the probability for the glove box to get
damaged is very high. Also, _t,_su[nethat the building • lligh llazard" Facilities with large onsite
is a PC-2 SSC. According to Article 2.5(c)(i) of and offsite impacts.
STI)-I021, the building shall have additional NPII • Moderate llazard: l:acilities with
requircments corresponding to the performance considerable onsite impacts, but lit most only
category of the glove box (i.e. PC.-3) such that it minor offsitc impacts.
would n()t "collapse" more frequently than PC-3 • l.ow l lazard: Facilities with minor onsite
perfiwmance goal (i.e. 10.4 per year). Thus, the and negligible offsitc impacts.
additional requirements cmi be restrictcd to building

" ,,, tlazard catcgorizalion/classification isfailure mode related to collapse . Then, the
appropriate way will be to evaluate the building fi)r a detennincd without mW in-depth consideration of the
seismic motion that correslx)nds to PC-3 performance engineered design features that are provided to
goal divided by a risk reduction ratio, RR. that mitigate the accident effects. These classifications
corresponds to PC-l, and using design accep_me are inventory-based, and thus are indicators of upper-

"" _s bound risks only. In-depth system and accidentcriteria applicable to PC-1 SSC.', because PC-1 level
RR and design criteria preclude collapse. Thus, the analyses ,are required to prepare safety analysis
building will Ix' subjected to a 0.5x10 -4 level seismic relx, rts in accordance with i)OF 5480.23, DOE

5481.1 B, D()E-STI)-I027-92, and I)()I_ 5480.30.hazard, and evaluated in accordance with PC-1 level
Some guidance is also provided in I)OE 6430.1Adesign criteria. Alternatively, it can be subjected to a

PC-3 level seismic hazard (i.e. 10-3/yr) and PC-3 (now under revision as 6430.1B). Such systems and
level design criteria. The later will provide additional accident analyses identify the safety-related SSCs
conservatism, and will not only ensure that the whose failure can result in unacceptable

' ) s " consequences, llowever, none of the above-
building will not c(llap, e , but will also ensure that mentioned documents provide a clcar definition ofits deformation under seismic load would remain very

"unacceptable consequences," except DOF,-STD-
sm',di to satisfy "confinement" function. 1027-92 (which lists the threshold release amounts
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for haz_u'd categorization purlm)Scs only)and the nl_ch'ar[_icilitvolJerations. There[ore,
proposed IX)l_-I)P-STI)-3005-93 (which adtlrcsscs reasonable analyses based on available data
accidental radiological and toxicological exposure using standardized al_proaches may be
criteria for of fsite public, co-located onsitc workers, employed while more rigorous approaches
and workers). In any case, once the facility hazard ano' better thtta are developed.
category/class and SSC safety class arc known, and
the subset of safcty class SSCs that arc requircd Io • I)OE sq[ety goals art' titteringpoints.
function during and following an NPII event arc
identified, the NPll pcrfonnancc category of an SSC • 7"he ath_ption q/ sqlety ,coals shouM not be
can be determined in accordance with Stand_lrd 1021. constrm, d as a requirement to conduct

probabilistic risk assessments.

COMPATIBILITY BETWEEN l)OE's SAFETY The most widcly-qu_tcd off site dose limit is
GOAl., AND NPH P|,;RFORMANCI,] the one given in 10 C'I:R I(XIthat csscutially specifics

CATEGORY the limits for accidcnt_d or emergency dose as 25 rein
whole b_ly and 3(X)rcm to the thyroid. The gcncr_d

NPll design ,and evaluation of SSCs in I)()i:_ design criteria, D()E 6430.1 A, uses similar dose
facilities are performed using SS(' pcrfonn_mcc go_ds limils.
that vary with the SSC pcrtonnance category. 'l'hcse
performance goals have been specified in terms of A different accidental off site dose limit (5
annual probability of exceeding acceptable behavior rcm to the whole body or t(_ any organ) has been
limits. To what extent these pcrfonnance gcnds meet specified in 10 (?I:R 72 for Independent Spent Fuel
the intent of the DOE s_ffety policy, SEN-35-91, was Storage lnst_dlations. Yet another of fsite dose criteria
examined and discussed in a draft l_awrence (0.5 rein or more) was used to define "hnportant-to-
Livermore National Laboratory (I_I_NL) document, safety" SS(" in 10 CFR 60 for thc dcsign of lligh
UCRL-ID-112612 (Reference 5). llcre the l.evcl Radioactive Waste RerK_sitories.
discussion that is applicable to only nuclear facilities
is summarized. Since the above dose limits were spccificd

without any refcrcncc to safety policy, an attempt was
DOE nuclear safety policy, SEN-35-91, sets the made in l;_cference 5 to determine/estimate off-site
following two quantitative s_d_ty goals: doses thai are compatible with the IX)E's numerical

s_dcty goals. It was recognized that there ,are large
a) The risk to an average individual in the uncertainties in the data and in the methods for

vicinity of a DOE nuclear facility._r prompt assessing health/life risks. As such, the compatible
fatalities that might result from accidents doses cstimatcd are approximate, but for
should not exceed one-tenth of one percent categorization purposes, these can provide a rational
(0.1%) of the sum of prompt fatalities way of dctcrmining the relative safety importance of
resulting front other accidents to which SSCs.
members _g the population are generally
exposed. For evaluation purposes, To estimate compatible doses, only prompt
individuals are assumed to be located within fatality risk goals wcrc considered because these
one mile of the site boundary, provide marc conservative dose limits (Reference 6):

b) The risk to the population in the area o[ a The annual prompt fatalities from all
DOE nuclear facility for cancer fatalities accidents in the [lnited States is approximately
that might result from operations shouM not 93,5(X) (Reference 7). If the total population o1"the
exceed one-te,_th of one percent (0.1%) of Unitcd States is assumcd to bc 250 million, and if it is
the sum of all cancer fatality risks resulting assumed that all individuals within one mile of the

from all other causes. For evaluation site boundary are at equal risk, then the s_d'ety policy
purposes, indivi_h_als are assumed to be compatible rink is about (.(X)I times 93,5(X) + 250 x

located within 10 miles of the site boundan,. 106 = ) 3.7 x 10-7 per year. l lowevcr, the intent of
the policy is to compote this number on an average

In addition to setting these two go_ds, SEN-35-91 also basis, biologic_dly ax well as location_dly (Reference
provides the following guidance: 6).

• DOE recognizes there are large Thus, if Iocational distribution (due to wind,
uncertainties in the data and available dispersion, and distance from the site boundary) is
methods for assessing risk levels especially considered, it is very likely that the maximum
with respect to pc_tential health effects from permissible risk to a biologic_dly-average individual
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wouhl be several limes higher than tile 3.7 x 10-7 per potcnti_dly contribute, and SS(" failure may be caused
year v_due. A factor ot"2 is assumed conservatively, by more than one internal and external design ba.,,;is
which sets the risk level to 7.4 x 10-7 per year. events. If these are considered, the safety-policy

compatible doses should be much smaller than those

This value, when divided by the shown in the 4th column of Table 1. These
performance goal values for various SSC considerations arc very complex, and can be
perfi_rmance catcgc_ries, provides the prompt fatality determined by performing a probabilistic risk
risk (probability)values for compatible doses. These assessment (PRA) of the facility. But for generic
risk values are shown in Table 1 (3rd column). Thus, evaluation purlm_Scs, Reference 5 accounted for the
for ex_unple, the compatible dose for a 1:'C-4 SSC effect of possible risk contribution from multiple
should correspond to a 7.4 percent prompt-fatality failures by conservatively lowering the doses shown
risk and for a P('-2 SSC should correspond 1o a 0.15 in the 4th column of Table 1 by an order of
percent prompt-l_ttality risk. magnitude. Accordingly, the radiation doses in

Column 5 of Table 1 arc set by dividing column 4

Too few data are available that correlate doses by 10. Thus, it wa.s observed that the 25 rein
dose received versus probability of prompt fatality dose for PC-4 is c_mlpatiblc with the I)()l.]'s safety
(PPF). Those thai arc awtilablc arc often policy. Column 5 of Table 1 shows the c_mtpatible
inconclusive. The relationship between dose and PPF doses for other pcrf(_rmancc categories. These values
is very complex, and is influenced by many are recommended by this autilor lk)r use as optional
paraJneters. I lowcver, for the pt_posc of determining guidelines in the performance calcgorization of SS('sin IX)E's nucle_u"l'acilities. These can be used when
performance goal - compatible doses, an approximate
range of values was considered adequate, reduction of unnecessary conscrwttism is essentialfrom cost considerations.

After reviewing _ccent study and research
results, Reference 8 recommends that the radiation The use of Table 1 dose guidelines
dose corresponding to a 50% PPF be taken as 430 optionally for performance categorization purposes,
rem. Reference 9 shows that the 50% PF'F dose is has several advantages. The primary advantage is
between 400 - 500 rcm. Reference 8 also indicates that it provides a rational basis for grading safety-

that between I(X) to 200 rein exposure, the prompt related SSCs in proportion to the relative severity of
fatality rate is below 10 percent. Reference 10 SSC failure consequences. It" doses or some other
indicates that the whole body exposure in the range of measures of SSC failure consequence are not used for
100- 200 rein is "rarely" fatal. Considering these performance categorization, all SSCs in a given
recommendations and observations, in Reference 5, facility, whose failure may result in a loss of
the dose corresponding to 7.4% PPF was taken as 250 confinement/containment, would have to be placed in
rem, as shown in the 4th cohHnn of Table 1. the s_une category irrespective of the size and the

consequence of the release. This would not bc an

Reference 8 shows that below 50 to 100 rcm appropriate use of the "Graded Approach."

exposure, PPF is almost negligible. Reference 9
indicates that at low dose regions for which direct It is rcc,_gnized that dose calculation may
observational data are not available, the relationship sometimes lead to a sizable and expensive cffl_rt.
between dose and PPFcan be conservatively _ssumed But, in certain cases, the optional use of dose
to be linear, guidelines _LSa categorization parameter can be cost-

effective. For cx_unple, consider a facility with a

DOE standard STI)-1027-92, using WAS t l- large inventory of radioactive materials for which the
1400 as the basis, has set 100 rem as a conservative facility has been assigned a l lazard Category 1 status.

dose corresponding to a PPF of 0.01 or 1 percent. Assume that tile design of the facility is such that the
ttVAC system of the facility may leak whenUsing this as one node point (i.e., dose = 100 rem,

PPF = 0.01), and the zero node t_)int (i.e., dose = subjected to the design level hazard loads, but the
0 rem, PPF = 0.0), and linearly interpolating in- l_tential release at the site boundary would bc a very
between, in Reference 5, the compatible radiation small fraction of 10Cl:q_,100limits, li"dose limits are

not used in performance categorization, the HVACdoses for other performance categories were set as
shown in the 4th column ()fTable 1. system must be assigned to PC-4, even though its

failure is essentially inconsequcnlial from exposure

Thus, the dose for F'erfonnance Category 4 SSCs that considerations. This may unnecessarily lead to a very
is compatible with the safety goal is approximately expensive design upgrade. On the other hand, il"dose
250 rem, if it is assumed that the particular SSC guidelines are used, the IIVAC system would be
failure is the only contributor. But, in general, many assigned to a lower performance category, the design

hz_ard level for which may bc such that no designSSCs from more than one facility in the site can
upgrade would be necessary.
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The need for some standardized guidelines REFERENCES
linking performance categorization and radiation
doses can also be recognized when one compares the [1] Kennedy, R.P., Short, S.A., McDonald, J.R.,
dose limits that are presently being used at various McCann, M.W., and Murray, R.C., Design and
DOE sites. A sample review of categorization Evaluation Guidelines for DOE Facilities

criteria documents of a few DOE facilities will show Subjected to Natural Phenomena Hazards,
a wide variation of dose limits used. Such a wide UCRI.-15910, October 1989.
variation among various facilities can be eliminated if
safety-policy based dose limits are used. [2] tI.S. Department of Energy, Natural

Phenomena l lazards Mitigation, DOE Order
5480.28, January 15, 1993.
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Table l

SEN-35-91 and DOE 5480.28 Compatible Prompt Fatality Risk Values
and Radiation Doses at Site Boundary

Performance Performance Compatible Compatible Recommended
Category Go_d(1) Prompt Fatality 'I'ot_d Radiation Doses

Risk (%) Radiation Doses for NPI 1
Categorization (2)

(rcm, FI)I,_)

,,,,

4 10-5 7.4 250 25

3 10-4 0.74 50 5
,, ,,,,,,,

2 5x10-4 0.15 10 1

1 10-3 0.07 5 0.5

Note 1: From DOE 5480.28

Note 2: For use as optional guidelines when reduction of unneces,,;_u'yconservatism i_ essential ti'om cost
considerations.
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Figure 1. Basic Guideline for Preliminary NPH Performance Categorization of Structures

Systems, and Components

sc performs a safety function in a Hazard Category 1 or IYesigh Hazard Safety System

SC performs a safety function in a Hazard Catagory 2 or Moderate Hazard _Yes _ [ n,.. _ ]fety System

. SSC performs a safety function in Hazard Category 3 or Low Hazard Safety'_ystem, or - I

. SSC must perform its intended emergency function to preserve health PC 2

andsafety of workers or co-located workers, or
SSC is part of a building for assembly of more than 300 persons in
one room.

a. SSC is a building structure with potential human occupancy, or
SSC failure causes life-threatening situation to workers or co-located
workers, or
SSC failure can be prevented cost-effectively by NPH design

t°
PC-O
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SITE CHARACTERIZATION AND HAZARD ASSESSMENT CRITERIA

FOR NATURAL PHENOMENA HAZARDS AT DOE SITES i

J. C. Chen, S. C. Lu, T. S. Ueng, and A. C. Boissonnade
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

7000 East Avenue
P. O. Box 808

Livermore, CA 94550

ABSTRACT

This paper briefly summarizes requirements for site characterization and hazard
assessment of Natural Phenomena Hazards for compliance with DOE Order 5480.28.
The site characterization criteria for NPH evaluation are provided in a draft DOE-STD-
1022-XX and the assessment criteria of natural phenomena hazards are provided in draft
DOE-STD- 1023-XX.

INTRODUCTION SITE CHARACTERIZATION CRITERIA
(DOE-STD-1022-XX)

The Department of Energy (DOE) has been
establishing policy and requirements for natural GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
phenomena hazards (NPH) mitigation for DOE sites
and facilities using a graded approach by DOE Order The meteorologic, hydrologic, geologic,
5480.28 [1]. Performance Categorization Criteria for seismological and geotechnical characteristics of a
Structures, Systems, and Components (SSCs) at DOE site and its environs shall be investigated in sufficient
facilities subjected to NPHs are provided in DOE- scope and detail to provide reasonable assurance that
STD-1021-93 [2]. NPH site characterization criteria they are sufficiently well understood to permit an
are provided in DOE-STD-1022-XX [3]. The adequate evaluation of the proposed or existing site,
purpose of this standard is to provide criteria for site and to provide sufficient information to support the
characterization to provide site-specific information evaluations required by other DOE standards for
needed for implementing DOE 5480.28 requirements implementation of NPH mitigation requirements
Appropriate approaches are outlined to ensure that specified in DOE 5480.28. The size of the region to
the current state-of-the-art methodology is being used be investigated and the type of data pertinent to the
in the site characterization. Natural phenomena investigations shall be determined by the nature of
hazards assessment criteria are provided in DOE- the region surrounding the proposed or existing site,
STD-1023-XX [4]. The purpose of this standard is to and shall be consistent with the performance category
provide guidelines for NPH assessments to ensure of the facilities.
that adequate design basis load levels are establishext,
for design and/or evaluation of DOE facilities. For sites containing facilities with SSCs in

only Performance Category 1 or 2, at a minimum,
The requirements are given in two categories: sufficient site information shall be collected so that

general requirements which apply to all NPHs, and the NPH assessment (DOE-STD-1023-XX) and the
detailed requirements which specify criteria for a design and evaluation of the facilities (DOE-STD-
specific NPH. 1020-XX [5]) can be conducted by following the

procedures provided in model building codes or
national consensus standards (e.g., hazard zone maps,
site coefficients, etc.).

*This work was performed under the auspices of the
U.S. Department of Energy by the Lawrence For sites containing facilities with SSCs in
Livermore National Laboratory under contract W- Performance Category 3 or 4, more extensive site
7405-Eng-48. characterization shall be carried out to obtain the site

information for the site-specific natural phenomena
hazard assessment, and design and evaluation of
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DOE facilities in accordance with DOE-STD-1023-

XX and DOE-STD-1020-XX, respectively, tlYDROLOGY
The hydrologic hazards include flooding either

from surface water or ground water. The sources of
flood hazard include stream flcxxting, flood runoff, I

DETAILED REQUIREMENTS flood drainage, dam failure, levee or dike failure,
storm surge, tsunami, seiche, wave action, volcano-

Criteria are presented in this standard for created natural dam failure, and ground water rise.
meteorological, hydrological, geological, Collection of the characteristic data of these sources

seismological, and geotechnical studies to which could impact the site shall be pertormed. The
characterize the site and to as_ss natural phenomena impact of these hydrologic hazards shall be defined
hazards. The scope and degree of detail of with respect to their proximity of the site and its
investigations to address these natural phenomena elevation.
hazards depend on several factors, which include: the

The extent of the data to characterize potentialperformance categories of the SSCs comprising the
facilities; the subsurface conditions at the site; the sources of flooding is dependent upon the
meteorology, hydrology, and seismotectonic performance categories of the structures. For sites
environment of the site region; and the extent of prior containing facilities with SSCs in Performance
knowledge, investigations, and data regarding the site Category 1 or 2, it is sufficient to utilize results of
and site region. Although more detailed previous site-specific probabilistic flood hazard
investigations are generally appropriate for facilities studies (e.g., [71, [81,191, and [101), if available, or to
having higher performance categories, it should be utilize information provided in the flood insurance
kept in mind that investigations of lesser scope and studies by Federal Emergency Management
detail may be appropriate when the existing Administration (FEMA).
knowledge of the site and region is extensive and up-

to-date. Similarly, although less detailed For sites containing facilities with SSCs in
investigations would generally be commensurate with Performance Category 3 or 4, and for which no site-
lower performance categories, more comprehensive specific probabilistic flood hazard studies have been
investigations may be needed if a critical site hazard performed in accordance with specifications in DOE-
exists and/or if investigations to define the hazards STD-1023-XX, site-specific characterization criteria
have not previously been conducted. The detailed are provided in this standard, Section 5.3.
requirements in this paragraph are applicable for

obtaining the site information which is needed for Requirements are given in details for
implementation of DOE NPH requirements, considering hydrological data collection; flood

history; river flooding; dam, levee, or dike failure;
METEOROLOGY storm surge; tsunami; seiche; wave action; landslide

The meteorological-related hazards include and volcano created natural dam failures; flood
wind hazards due to storms and tornadoes, and flood runoff/drainage; and ground water hydrology.
hazards due to intense precipitation and snow.

Meteorological data to be collected include: (1) wind GEOLOGY AND SEISMOLOGY
speeds and direction (straight winds, hurricane, and The seismic-related hazards include site

tornado winds), and (2) precipitation and rainfall earthquake ground shaking, tectonic site deformation
records. The extentofmeteorologicaldataneededto (fault rupture and associated tectonic surface
be collected is dependent upon the performance deformation), ground failure induced by ground
categories of SSCs comprising the facilities, shaking including liquefaction, differential

compaction and landsliding, and earthquake-induced
For sites containing facilities with SSCs in flooding. Other geological h_ards to be addressed

Performance Category 1 or 2, it is sufficient to utilize include nontectonic site deformation and volcanic
results of previous probabilistic wind hazard studies, hazards.
if available, or to utilize information provided in

model building codes or national consensus standard The extent of the investigation to characterize
such as ANSI/ASCE 7-88 [6]. For sites containing the seismic-related hazards is dependent upon the
facilities with SSCs in Performance Category 3 or 4, performance categories of the structures, the
and for which no up-to-date site-specific probabilistic geological and seismotectonical environment of the
wind hazard studies have been performed in site region, and the local soil conditions at the site.
accordance with specifications in DOE-STD-1023- Experienced geologists, seismologists, geophysicists,
XX, site-specific characterization criteria are and geotechnical engineers should be consulted forprovided in Section 5.2 of the draft standard DOE-
STD-1022. defining the program of the investigation.
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For sites containing facilities with SSCs only believed that one or both of these factors can result in
in Performance Category 1 or 2, it is sufficient to significant differences in earthquake ground motions
utilize results of previous site-specific probabilistic in three br_ld tectonic regimes in the United Suites --
seismic hazard studies, if available, or to utilize the Central and Eastern L/.S. (EUS), Western U.S.
information provided in the m(xlel buikling c_xtes or (WUS), and areas ii_the vicinity of sul×iuction zones.
national consensus standards (e.g., seismic zone Precise geographic limits for the regions arc not
maps). For sites containing facilities with SSCs in defined, but the WI_}S and F.US arc generally west
Performance Category 3 or 4, and for which no site- and east, respectively of the Rocky Mountains, while
specific probabilistic seismic hazard studies have subduction zone earthquakes in the United States
been performezt in accordance with DOE-STD-1023- occur only along coastal northwest California,
XX, site-specific characterization criteria are Oregon, Washington, and southern Alaska. Thus,
provided in this standard, Section 5.4. Criteria care must be taken and uncertainties must be
described in 10 CFR Part I(X)Appendices A I111 and recognized in utilizing data bases, relationships, and
B [12] am also acceptable, meth(xlologies applicable to each region.

Seismic Sources Earthuuake-!nduced Flooding
Seismic sources define areas where future Earthquake-induced flooding at a site can be

earthquakes are likely to occur. Geological, caused by a variety of phenomena incltJding seiches,
geophysical, and seismological investigations tsunamis, failures of dams and levees, landsliding
provide the information needed to identify and within or into bodies of water, and tectonic uplift or
characterize source parameters, including the subsidence. Criteria of site characterization for these
location, size, and geometry of the seismic sources, h_ards are specified in this standard, Sec. 5.4.3.
maximum earthquake, and frequency of occurrence
of earthquakes of various magnitudes (earthquake Other Geologic ltazards
recurrence). Seismic sources may include a region of Other geologic hazards that should be the
diffuse seismicity (scismotcctonic province) and/or a subject of appropriate geological investigations
well-defined tectonic structure (active fault), which include volcanic hazards and non-tectonic surface
may or may notcause surface displacement. Seismic deformation, Sec. 5.4.4 of the draft standard DOE-
sources in the site region that could cause significant STD-1022-XX.
ground shaking at the site shall bc identified and
characterized. U.S. NRC Draft Regulatory Guide
DG-1015 [131 and U.S. NRC NUREG-1451 1141also (;E()TECltNICAL STUI)iES
provide guidance for identification of the region u) be Geotechnical studies may include
investigated, investigations for: (1) defining site soil properties as

may be required l'or hazard evaluations, and

The items shall be considered in collecting engineering analyses and designs; (2) assessing local
data for seismic source identification are: 1. area of soil amplification effects on ground motions; (3)

investigations, 2. type of investigations, 3. source carrying out soil-structure interaction analyses; and
zones, 4. active faults, 5. source-to-site distance. The (4) assessing potential of soil failure or deformation

details of these items are provided in Sex:. 5.4.1.1 of induced by NPHs (liquefaction, differential
the draft standard. The details of seismic source compaction, landsliding, etc.). Guidelines are given

characterization are provided in Section 5.4.1.2 of the in detail in "Guidance for Geotechnical Studies for
draft standard. DOE Facilities subjected to Natural Phenomena

Hazards" (in preparation). USNRC Regulatory
Vibratory Ground Motions Guides 1.132 [15] and 1.138 1161 also provide

In general, the factors that influence site guidelines for site investigations and laboratory
ground motions include the characteristics of the investigati_3ns.
earthquake source, the travel path between the source

The extent of investigation to determine theand the site, and the local site conditions.
Assessment of the influence of local soil conditions is geotechnical characteristics of a site depends on the

described in site amplification analysis, Sec. 5.5.2. performance categories of the facilities, the
The attenuation effect of the geological materials in subsurface conditions, and the extent of availableinformation. For facilities with SSCs in Performance
the travel path (e.g., Q factor) shall be estimated by
regional seismology studies or based on the strong Category 4, the geotechnical studies shall include, at

a minimum, all the investigations specified in thisground motion data, if a sufficient data base is
available. The effect of local geology and rock standard. Reduced scope of investigation is allowed

for sites containing facilities with SSCs inconditions on the ground motions shall also be
Perlormance Category 3 or lower, if the additional

considered. With respect to the first two factors (i.e., unce_tainties resulting from the less extensive
earthquake source and travel path), it is currently investigation are acceptable and justified based on
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analyses by the project team. By working with site specific values can be justified and approved.
experienced geotechnical engineers and geologists,
an appropriate scope of investigations can be

developed for a particular facility. DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR SEISMIC

Requirements are given in details (Sec. 5.5) for HAZARD ASSESSMENT
1. site investigations, including subsurface
exploration and laboratory tests, 2. site amplification GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
analysis, 3. soil-structure interaction analysis, 4.
ground failure evaluations, including soil Design and evaluation criteria for DOE
liquefaction, subsidence, and slope instability, facilities against seismic hazards are provided by

DOE-STD-1020-XX. In accordance with this

,_SESSMENT OF NATURAL PHENOMENA Standard, a Design/Evaluation Basis Earthquake
HAZARDS (DBE) in terms of a design response spectrum shall

(DOE-STD-1023.XX) be defined in order to carry out the design/evaluation
process.

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

The purpose of this Standard is to provide
Natural phenomena hazard design and guidelines for a probabilistic seismic hazard

evaluation require a probabilistic assessment of the assessment (PSHA) in order to produce the required
likelihood of future NPH occurrence. The level of seismic hazard curve for determining the peak ground
probabilistic natural phenomena hazard assessment to acceleration for the DBE and the acceptable design
be conducted will be appropriate for the performance response spectral shape.
categories of the structure, systems, and components
(SSCs) being considered in a manner consistent with In accordance with DOE-STD-1020-XX, the

the graded approach. DBE shall have a median deterministic site-specific
response spectrum shape anchored to the peak ground

The likelihood of occurrence of a natural acceleration (PGA) determined from the mean

phenomena hazard is usually expressed by a natural seismic hazard curve (SHC). When a site-specific
phenomena hazard curve, which is a frequency plot response spectrum shape is unavailable, a median
that characterizes the natural phenomena hazard at a standardized (generic) spectral shape, such as the
specific site by giving the return period or annual spectral shape defined in NUREG/CR-0098 [17] may
probability of exceedance as a function of a be used.
parameter used to characterize the level of the natural

phenomena hazard. The mean NPH hazard curve For sites containing facilities with SSCs in
shall be used to determine the design basis NPH only Performance Category 1 or 2, it is sufficient to

event for the design and/or evaluation of DOE utilize seismic hazard maps from model building
facilities, codes or national consensus standards if no site-

specific probabilistic seismic hazard assessment has
For sites containing facilities with SSCs in been conducted for the sites. For sites which have

Performance Category 3 or 4, a site-specific site-specificprobabilisticseismic hazard assessments,

probabilistic natural phenomena hazard assessment the SSCs in Performance Category 1 or 2 shall be
shall be conducted. This NPH assessment shall evaluated or designed for the greater of the site
include adequate site-specific information as specific values or the model code values unless lower

discussed in DOE-STD-1022-XX. site specific values can be justified and approved.

For sites containing facilities with SSCs in For sites containing facilities with SSCs in

only Performance Category 1 or 2 and having no site- Performance Category 3 or 4, a site-specific
specific probabilistic NPH assessment, it is sufficient probabilistic seismic hazard assessment shall be
to utilize natural phenomena hazard maps from model conducted to determine the DBE.
building codes or national consensus standards. For

sites which have site-specific probabilistic NPH Site-specific probabilistic seismic hazard
assessments, the SSCs in Category 1 or 2 shall be assessments tbr 25 DOE sites were conducted and

evaluated or designed for the greater of the site summarized in UCRL-53582 [8]. DOE Order

specific values or the model code values unless lower 5480.28 11] requires that the need for updating the
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site seismic hazard assessment be reviewed at least

every 10 years. The DOE Seismic Working Group Step 1: A zonation map, (with possibly
interim standard, DOE-STD-1024-92 1191, indicates additional information on the spatial distribution of
that the approach used in UCRL-53582, which are earthquakes in any given zone). The zonation is a

more than 10 years old, are out of date relative to the partition of the entire area of interest into independent
current state of the art. However, in accordance with zones. Each zone is a unique source of earthquakes.
DOE-STD-1024-92, it is permissible to establish
DBE ground motion levels and response spectra for Step 2: The occurrence rate and magnitude
Performance Categories 3 and 4 based on UCRL- distribution functions is defined for each zone. This
53582 in the interim until a modem site-specific step quantifies the total number of earthquakes

seismic ha_,_ardassessment becomes available, greater than magnitude Mo expected to occur during
the period of interest (usually one year), and it

Guidelines for a modern site-specific describes the relative frequency of all the magnitudes
probabilistic seismic hazard assessment are provided greater than Mo. In addition, an estimate of the
in Sections 5.1.2 and 5.1.3 of the draft Standard maximum magnitude shall be provided.
DOE-STD-1023-XX. Section 5.1.2 addresses the

development of site-specific seismic hazard curves Step 3: The ground motion model provides the
while Section 5.1.3 deals with the development of probability that g is exceeded at the site when an
design reslx)nse spectral shapes, earthquake of magnitude m has occurred at a given

location. Usually, the direction of the origin of the

Guidelines for the evaluation of earthquake- earthquake is neglected and only the distance to the
induced ground failure modes such as fault offset, site is considered in the ground motion modeling.
liquefaction, slope instability, lateral spreading, and
subsidence are provided in Section 5.1.4. For a site where the ground motion model is

not specifically applicable to the local geology and/or
DEVELOPMENT OF SITE-SPECIFIC SEISMIC soil characteristics, a site correction should be

ltAZARD CURVES applied. The site correction is a sensitive parameter
for the determination of which the utmost care should

Two options are available for the development be taken. Many recent studies have amply
of seismic hazard curves. The first option is to utilize demonstrated that in the realm of site specific
existing probabilistic seismic hazard studies. The corrections, approximate or simplified analyses are
second option is to conduct a new modern site- often inappropriate for Performance Category 4
specific probabilistic seismic hazard analysis. They facilities.
are addressed in Sections 5.1.2.1 and 5.1.2.2,

respectively in DOE-STD-1023-XX. An appropriate site correction study should
start by a well constructed field investigation,

Five fundamental elements characterize the sampling and testing as described in DOE-STD-

state of the art of a probabilistic seismic hazard 1022-XX. Depending on the methods of analysis, the
analysis: (1)Representation of Experts' Judgment site correction is applied directly on the ground
Diversity - There may be a genuine difference of motion model (120], [21], and 122]) or on the

opinions among experts regarding the earthquake resulting hazard curve 1231. Both methods are
occurrence process and the propagation of the energy acceptable.
from an earthquake source to a site. That diversity
has to be reflected in the estimates of the seismic Step 4: Calculating the hazard curve by
hazard by using multiple experts' judgments and an integrating the effects of all possible earthquake

appropriate mathematical representation; (2) Data locations and all possible earthquakes with
Used in the Hazard Modeling; (3) Hazard Model; (4) magnitudes greater than Mo within each zone and all
Characterization of Uncertainty in Parameters of the zones.

Hazard Model; (5) Model (or Handling) of
Uncertainty and Diversity among Experts. DEVELOPMENT OF DBE RESPONSE

SPECTRA

The standard steps in the methodologies

employed by a probabilistic seismic hazard analysis EarthquaI c vibratory ground motion to be used
are summarized as follows: as input excitation for design and evaluation of DOE
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facilities, according to DOE-STD- 1020-XX, is the fi)llowing two ground motion parameters, e g., tile
defined by a median deterministic site-specific peak ground acceleration (PGA) and the maximum

response spectrum anchored to the mean peak ground spectral velocity (MSV) best associated with a lower
acceleration determined from the mean seismic frequency range (e.g., 1 to 5 hertz). For sites that
hazard curve. When a site-specific response have SSCs which are sensitive to the low-frequency
spectrum shape is unavailable, a median standardized response (e.g., Ix;low 1 hertz), it may be necessary to
spectral shape such as that defined in NUREG/CR- include the controlling earthquake determined from
0098 [17] may be used so long as such a spectrum the F'GD.
shape is either reasonably consistent with or

conservative for the site conditions. The recommended steps for the development
of a deterministic ';ire-specific DBE response

The DBE ground motion at the site shall be spectrum shape arc outlined below:
specified in terms of smooth and broad frequency
content response spectra in the horizontal and vertical Step 1: Select from the site-specific
directions defined at a specific control point. The probabilistic seismic hazard analysis the mean
location of the control point shall be specified at the seismic hazard curve that shows the annual
ground surface for deep soil sites where the probability ofexceedance as a function of the PGA.
properties of the sites smoothly vary with depth. For
sites composed of thin layer scil deposits (less than Step 2: Using the appropriate annual
100 feet) overlying rock or stiff soil, the control point probability of exceedance level (PE), enter the hazard
shall be specified at the surface of the outcrop of the curve of Step 1 at PE to determine the corresponding
rock or stiff soil. PGA level.

Methods that can be used for the development Step 3: Deaggregate the mean PGA seismic
of site specific response spectra are described in hazard curve as a function of magnitude and distance
Section 5.1.3.1 of this Standard. Alternatively, by calculating the contribution to the hazard for all of

methods commonly used for the development of the earthquakes in a selected set of magnitude and
standardized response spectra based on general site distance bins of size MxN to determine the relative

conditions instead of a site-specific geotechnical contribution to the hazard. This requires the
study are described in Section 5.1.3.2 of this calculation of the annual probability of exceedance,

Standard. H(mi, rj), for each of the bins centered at magnitude
mi and distance rj, i.e., i=1,2 .....M andj=l,2 .....N.

For those sites that choose to develop a
deterministic site-specifi_ spectral shape, information Step 4: Compute the magnitude M(I) and

contained in the probabilistic seismic hazard analysis distance R(I) of the controlling earthquake for the
should be used to establish the appropriate mean estimate of PGA using the contributions H(mi,

magnitudes and distances for the controlling (or rj) computed in Step 3 in accordance with the
dominant) earthquakes. Controlling earthquakes are equations given in the standard.
those earthquakes that have the greatest effect on the

ground motion at a site. There may be several Step 5: Select from the site-specific PSHA the
controlling earthquakes for a site, e.g., a moderate mean seismic hazard curve for the ground motion
nearby earthquake may control the high-frequency parameter MSV, i.e., the maximum spectral velocity
portion of the ground motion spectrum or the PGA, a in the frequency range 1 to 5 her_, and use the same
large distance earthquake may control the low- PE and Step 1 through 4 as above to determine the

frequency portion (e.g., below 1 hertz) of the magnitude M(2) and distance R(2) that control the
spectrum or the peak ground displacement (PGD), MSV.
and a third earthquake with a different combination

of magnitude and distance may control the 1 to 5 It is recommended that the stability of the M:R
hertz portion of the spectrum or the maximum combinations be assessed at other probabilities (such
spectral velocity (MSV), which is an amplification of as 5 to 10 times lower than the probability of interest)
the peak ground velocity (PGV). given the issues raised with the UHS as described in

DOE-S TD- 1020-XX.

The analysis conducted to determine the

controlling earthquakes shall be completed at least for Step 6: Develop the (deterministic) median
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!:

normahzed response spectra for both M(1):R(I) and failure mcxle shall be mitigated either by avoiding the
M(2):R(2) combinations. Available methods are site or by taking other necessary mitigation m_sures.
described in Section 5.1.3.1.e. of the standard.

DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR WIND
Step 7: Scale the normalized spectrum for HAZARD ASSESSMENT

each M:R combination to the corresponding ground
motion parameter value associated with the Design andevaluationcriteriafor Department

appropriate annual probability from DOE-STD-1020- of Energy facilities against wind hazards are provided
XX. For example, scale the median spectrum for by DOE-STD-1020-XX. In accordance with DOE-

M(I):R(I) to the PGA with the appropriate annual STD-1020-XX, (1) the recommended basic wind
probability, and scale the M(2):R(2) spectrum to the speed for all Performance Categories; (2) the
MSV with the same annual probability, atmospheric pressure change (APC) associated with a

tornado for Performance Category 3 or 4 SSCs; and
Step 8: Envelop the two resulting spectra to (3) windborne missile criteria (size, weight, and

create a single response spectrum. The speed) for Performance Category 3 or 4 SSCs; shall

engineer/designer may either use the above single be defined in order to carry out the design/evaluation
envelope spectrum or analyze twice, one for each process.
M:R combination, using the more conservative result

for designpurposes. Guidelines for the atmospheric pressure
change and recommended windborne missiles are

EARTHQUAKE-INDUCED GROUND contained in DOE-STD-1020-XX.
FAILURE ASSESSMENT

The recommended basic wind speed shall be
In additiontogroundshaking, earthquakes can determined from a mean wind hazard curve

cause a number of ground failure modes such as developed for the site in accordance with the hazard

liquefaction, slope instability, fault offset, lateral annual probability specified in DOE-STD-1020-XX.
spreading, and subsidence at a site. A probabilistic The recommended basic wind speeds for 25 DOE
assessment of any one of the ground failure modes sites are currently defined in DOE-STD-1020-XX.
may be conducted to determine the annual probability DOE Order 5480.28 requires that the need for
of occurrence of the ground failure mode at the site updating the site wind hazard assessment be reviewed
for any given number of earthquakes. If the annual at least every 10 years. Therefore, for sites where
probability of occurrence of the ground failure mode existing wind hazard assessments are either
is greater than the performance goal of interest, the unavailable or considered out of date, a new wind
particular ground failure mode shall be mitigated hazard assessment shall be conducted.
either by avoiding the site or by taking other

necessary mitigation measures. The purpose of this section of the Standard is
to provide specific guidelines for the DOE facilities

Alternatively, a deterministic ground failure with respect to the wind hazard assessment. The

assessment may be conducted in accordance with the guidelines are provided to ensure that a consistent
following steps: approach across DOE sites is achieved for

design/evaluation of DOE facilities against wind
Step 1: Using the appropriate annual hazards.

probability of exceedance associated with the

performance goal (e.g., 10-5 for Performance In performing the wind hazard assessment,
Category 4 SSCs), determine the corresponding PGA Section 4.a of this standard shall be complied with,
level from the site-specific seismic hazard curve, or i.e., a probabilistic wind hazard shall be conducted at

seismic hazard maps from model building codes for a level appropriate for the performance categories of
Performance Category 1 or 2 if a site-specific seismic the SSCs at the site.
hazard curve is not available.

For sites containing facilities with SSCs in
Step 2: Perform a deterministic analysis to only Performance Category 1 or 2, missile effects and

determine if the particular ground failure mode will atmospheric pressure change due to tornadoes need

be induced by the earthquake with a PGA level not be considered. Therefore, the only wind hazard
determined in Step 1. If so, the particular ground design parameter to be established is the basic wind
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speed and it shall be determined in c()mpliance with (2) 'ltle wind hazard assessments for straight winds
Section 4.e of the standard, i,e., and hurricanes shall be combined to produce a

single straight wind hazard carve by assuming
1. For sites having no site-specific probabilistic the two types of winds are mutually exclusive

wind hazard assessment, it is sufficient to utilize events. A composite probability distribution
model building codes, or national consensus may be uscd to assess probability of exceedance
standards, such as ASCE 161, to define the basic of wind speeds I251. it is recommended to u_ a

wind speed. Gumbcl distribution 1261to model straight wind
hazards and a Weibull distribution 1271 to

2. For sites which have site-specific probabilistic model hurricane wind haz_u'ds.
wind hazard assessment, the SSCs in

Performance Category I or 2 shall be, evaluated (3) A transition wind speed is defined by the
for the greater of the sits-specific values or the intersection i_int of the combineA straight wind
model code values unless lower site-specific hazard curve and the tornado wind hazard
values can be justified and approved, curve.

For sites containing facilities with SSCs in (4) The combined straight wind hazard curve is
Performance Category 3 or 4, Section 4.d of the u_d as the actual wind hazard curve for wind

standard shall be complied with, i.e., a site-specific speed up to the transition wind speed while the
probabilistic wind hazard assessment shall be tornado hazard curve is used as the actual wind

conducted to establish the wind speed for design hazard curve for wind speed above the
and/or evaluation of the facilities, transition wind speed.

The results of the probabilistic wind hazard (5) The transition wind speed also determines if

assessment shall include a mean wind hazard curve other tornado effects (e.g., APC and tornado
and other information regarding the uncertainty in the missiles) need to be considered based on criteria

hazard assessment. The wind hazard curve represents specified in DOE-STD-1020-XX.
the annual probability of exceedance as a function of

wind speed at the site. DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR FLOOD
HAZARD ASSESSMENT

There are three types of winds: Extreme

(straight) wind, hurricane_ and tornado. Extreme Design and evaluation criteria for Department
(straight) winds are non-rotating such as those found of Energy facilities against flood hazards are
in a thunderstorm gust front. Tornadoes and provided by DOE-STD-1020-XX. In accordance
hurricanes both are rotating winds. All three types of with DOE-STD- 1020-XX, a Design Basis Flood
winds shall be considered in the wind hazard (DBFL) shall be established in order to carry out the
assessment, design/evaluation process. The DBFL is a flood

level determined from the mean flood h_ard curve

For practical purposes, the effects of and the hazard annual probability of exceedance
hurricanes are treated the same as those of straight specified in Table 5-1 of DOE-STD-1020-XX. A

winds in accordance with DOE-STD-1020-XX. As a probabilistic flood hazard assessment is required to
result, both hurricane winds and straight winds will develop the flood hazard curve at the site.
be represented by a single straight wind hazard curve

although different wind hazard models are used for The puq_ose of this section of the Standard is
straight winds and hurricanes, to provide specific guidelines to assess flood hazards

for DOE facilities. The guidelines are provided to
The site-specific probabilistic wind hazard ensure that a consistent approach across DOE sites is

assessment is characterized by the following traits: achieved for design/evaluation against flood hazards.

(1) Probabilistic wind hazard assessments shall In accordance with Section 4.d of the standard,
performed for straight winds, hurricanes, and for sites containing facilities with SSCs in

tornadoes in accordance with guidelines Performance Category 3 or 4, a site-specific
specified in the standard, probabilistic flood hazard assessment is required. A

site..specific probabilistic flood hazard assessment at
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a site shall involve the following two steps: submergence, waves and runups.

Step 1: Perform a flocxt screening analysis to For determination of the DBFL, the flc×)d
evaluate the magnitude of flood hazards that may hazard assessment shall consider the possibility of
impact the SSC's under consideration. Specific simultaneous occurren,'c of flexed event,; as specified
criteria for a flood screening analysis are provided in in Section 5.3.4 of this Sumdard.
Section 5.3.2 of this Stan 'dard.

In completing a flcw_dhazard assessment, it is
Step 2: Perform a comprehensive flood h_ard extremely imporumt that an accurate site-specific

assessment, if needed, based on the results of the data base be available. DOE-STD-lO22.XX provides
flood screening evaluation. Specific criteria for a criteria for the types of data that shall bc collected
comprehensive flood hazard assessment are provided and compiled for such a data base.
in Section 5.3.3 of this Standard.

SUMMARY

In accordance with Section 4.e of the stan "dard,
Two dr'fit DOE Standards for compliance with

for sites containing facilities with SSCs in only DOE Order 5480.28 for natural phenomena hazard
Performance Category 1 or 2 and having no existing mitigation at DOE site have been prepared and issued
site-specific probabilistic flood h_ard assessment, it for review. DOE-STD-1022-XX provides criteria for
is sufficient to utilize flood insurance studies or site characterization and specifies the data needed for
equivalent to estimate the DBFL. NPH assessment. DOE-STD-1023-XX provides

criteria for hazard assessment to ensure that adequate
However, for sites containing facilities with design basis load levels are established for

SSCs in Performance Category 2, a reduced-scope design/evaluation of DOE facilities subjected to
site-specific probabilistic flood hazard assessment is natural phenomena hazards. The development of the
required because most flood insurance studies draft standards is based on the state-of-the-art
available have not beeo conducted at a level which is methodologies and procedures as well as the most

compatible with the hazard annual probability of recent available information and data. The drafts
exceedance (10 "3) associated with Performance standards have been reviewed by DOE Community

and the review comments are being resolved.
Category 2 SSCs. A reduced-scope site-specific

probabilistic flood assessment shall contain only Step ACKNOWLEDG M ENTS
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ABSTRACT

This paper presentsa draft genericprioritization
methodologyto evaluateseismichazardsfor existing
facilitiesat Departmentof Energy (DOE) sites. This
methodologywill help DOE OperationsOffices in preparing
the NaturalPhenomenaHazards (NPH) implementationplan as
requiredby DOE Order 5480.28,and will be consistentwith
future actionsrequiredof all FederalAgencies. The
methodologypresentedfor the prioritizationis simple and
utilizesexistingdata and evaluations. It incorporates
four attributesfor each facility: mission importance,
failureconsequences,remaininglife and building
vulnerabilitymeasured in terms of both seismic hazard and
buildingcapacity. As part of these proceedings,the draft
methodologyis being providedto all DOE organizationsfor
review prior to developmentof the official prioritization
document.
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BACKGROUND upgrades. The purpose of this paper
is to presenta draft generic

It is the policy of the DOE to prioritizationmethodologyfor DOE
design, construct,and operateDOE facilities.
facilitiesso that workers, the
general public, and the environment INTRODUCTION
are protectedfrom the occurrenceof
NPH. To achieve this policy,DOE has The NEHRP ReauthorizationAct (Public
establishedrequirementsthat are Law 101-614)states that the
containedin DOE Order 5480.28, Presidentmust adopt, not later than
"Natural PhenomenaHazards December i, 1994, standardsfor
Mitigation",dated 1/15/93. These assessingand enhancingthe seismic
requirementsare consistentwith the safety of existingbuildings
safety policy and goals of DOE Orders constructedfor or leased by the
such as the Safety Analysis Report FederalGovernmentthat were designed
Order 5480.23, and ExecutiveOrder and constructedwithout adequate
12699 relatedto National Earthquake seismicdesign and construction
Hazards ReductionProgram (NEHRP) standards. The InteragencyCommittee
studiesand provisionsfor design and on Seismic Safety in Construction
evaluationof Federal facilities. (ICSSC),of which DOE is an active

member, has been working to establish
The NPH Order includesrequirements guidanceon which codes constitute
for the evaluationand upgradeof adequateseismicdesign criteriaand
existing DOE facilities,including how existing buildingsshould be
the developmentof an implementation evaluated. The ICSSC is in the
plan. The plan should incorporatea processof developinga document
prioritizedschedulefor evaluation entitledStandardsof Seismic Safety
of existing SSC's because it is for ExistingFederal Buildings. The
recognizedthat there are time, ICSSC is also developing an Executive
fundingand programmaticmission Order, to be signed by the President,
considerations, which will be the implementing

authorityfor the final Standards
In particular,the NPH Order requires document.
that existingfacilitiesbe
reevaluatedif the facilitywas Although these documentsare still in
designed and constructedwithout draft form, it is evident that DOE
adequatestandards. Many DOE will be requiredto investigatethe
facilitieswere designed prior to the seismicdesign adequacyof its
establishmentof modern building existingfacilities. This is
codes which containadequateseismic consistentwith the requirementsfor
provisions. Becauseof this, these existingfacilitiesdescribed in the
older facilitiesmay be deficientand DOE NPH Order.
potentiallyrepresentan unacceptable
life-safetyhazard. BecauseDOE has PRIORITIZATIONMETHODOLOGY
such a large inventoryof these
facilities,and in order to conform The DOE prioritizationmethod must
to the NPH requirements,there is a recognizethat DOE has an extremely
need to establisha prioritization large inventoryof facilitiesat many
processand method that is sites that are exposedto a wide
consistentlyappliedto all DOE sites range of seismichazard environments.
and that can be used to identifythe Thus, an overallobjectiveof any
most hazardousfacilitiesand aid in prioritizationapproachwould be to
determiningthe scope of potential identifypotentiallyhazardous
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facilitieswhile screeningout as (nuclear,chemical,or life-safety),
many facilitiesas possibleto little remaininglife, or low seismic
minimize the expenseof detailed vulnerabilityas representedby low
evaluations. Additionally,an seismichazardor rugged building
attempt has been made to minimize design.
sophisticationand complexity,and to
establisha method that uses existing Each of these attributesis vital in
information. Finally,an approach determiningthe overall priority
that favors decisivenessand rankingof a facility. The goal is
practicalitywhile remainingsimple to achievethe greatest nuclear,
would be more meaningfulin terms of chemical,or life-safetyimprovement
implementation, for the least funding,within the

shortestlength of time. Each of the
The approachselected is a generic attributesis discussedbelow.
rankingprocessthat uses numerical Figure I presentsthe overall process
scores for four attributes. This of prioritizingDOE facilitieswhile
approachallows for one of several Figure 2 illustratesthe details of
variables (describedbelow) to be each attributeand will be referenced
used to screen out facilitiesmaking below as part of the attribute
the number of future detailedseismic discussion.
evaluationsmore manageable. Once
facilitiesare prioritized,the most ATTRIBUTE ] RemainingLife (RL) of
hazardousfacilitieswould undergo the Facility:
more detailedevaluationsconsistent

with the ICSSC Standardsof Seismic The remaininglife of the facility is
Safety for ExistingFederal primarilya quasi-screeningtool with
Buildings. facilitieswith a short remaining

life being effectivelyscreenedout
The first decisionneeded to develop or assigneda very low priority. As
a genericprioritizationmethodology shown in Figure 2, the RL attribute
was to select the attributesto be is assignedscores ranging from 0 to
used to rank facilities. The 10 based on the years of remaining
attributeswere selectedwith the life. If a facility has a remaining
intentthat the attributecould be life of less than 5 years, its
rankedwith availableinformation priorityscore will be zero. If the
with little new evaluationrequired, anticipatedlength of time required
Additionally,the attributewas to completethe NPH evaluation,
requiredto provide a measure that mitigationand implementationof the
would identifythose facilitiesthat upgradesexceedsthe remaininglife
are most hazardouswith respectto of the facility,then naturallyit is

j potentialseismicdeficiencies, meaninglessto prioritizesuch a
Finally,the ranking approach facility. As such, the proposed
specifiedfor each attributewas rankingapproachscores facilities
selectedto be non-linearto ensure a with less than 25 years remaining
spread in facilitypriority and to life as 3 or lower, with those
identifythe most deficient facilitieshaving a remaining life of
facilities. Four attributeswere equal to or greaterthan 25 years as
selected: FailureConsequences; a I0. It should be emphasized that
RemainingLife; Building one needs to determinethe "as-is"
Vulnerability;and Mission remaininglife prior to new
Importance. Using these attributes, modificationsand not the design or
facilitiescan be screenedout based originallydeclared life of the
on either no failureconsequence facility. For those sites with a
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large number of personnelin office Seismic experiencedata has shown
buildingsthat are approaching30 to that the largestpercentageof
40 years old, if there is no structuralfailuresfor buildingsin
identifiedprojectto replacethese active earthquakeareas have taken
buildingswith modern structures, place in unreinforcedstructuresand
then a longer remaininglife should reinforcedframe structuresdesigned
be assumed, prior to 1976. The ductile

reinforcedconcrete concepts in
ATTRIBUTE2 FailureConsequence(FC) engineeringdesign and national model
of the Facility: codes were being introducedduring

this time frame. This knowledgecan
The analysisof the adverse be used as an excellentscreening
consequenceof failure of the tool, particularlyin terms of
facilitywill consider existing identifyingpotentiallydeficient
informationin the form of hazard buildings. Table I lists post-
category and buildingoccupancy, benchmarkyears which can be referred
Within the DOE complex, facilities to for twelve differentbuilding
are grouped into varioushazard types and five differentnational
categoriesas part of the overall model codes for seismicdesign
safety analysis assessment. These provisions. The twelve different
provide an indicationof the buildingtypes are listed in Table 2.
significanceof the failure
consequenceof the facility. As The ranking approachfor the Building
shown in Figure 2, scores are Vulnerabilityattributeshall be
assignedfor both hazard categoryand determinedbased on assigningthe
buildingoccupancy. The greater conditionof the facility as good,
numericalscore of these two shall be fair, poor, and very poor. This
used as the failureconsequence(FC) qualificationwill be based on one of
score. The higher the hazard two approachesdependingon the
categoryor the higher the building qualityof existing information. For
occupancy,the higher the score. The the case where existing seismic
smallestnumber of occupantsin a structuralanalyseshave been
building is set at anythinglarger completed,the rankingwill be based
than zero as long as the occupancyis on the capacity/demandratio
continuousfor more than two hours consideringseveralsub-attributes
each day (see draft Standardsof describedbelow. If there is
Seismic Safety for Existing Federal insufficientexisting seismic
Buildings). The use of 300 peopleas analysis,the approachwill be to
a cutoff is consistentwith the follow the guidelinescontained
definitionof a specialoccupancy within the 1991 Edition of the NEHRP
structurein the 1991 versionof the RecommendedProvisionsfor the
Uniform BuildingCode. The two Developmentof SeismicRegulations
intermediatebuildingoccupancy for New Buildings. Figure 2 displays
numbers simply representorder of a summaryof the ranking criteria for
magnitudechanges in the number of this attribute.
occupants. Similarto the remaining
life attribute,the scores are non- When using the capacity/demandratio
linear, to rank the Building Vulnerability

attributethe followingsub-
ATTRIBUTE3 BuildingVulnerability attributeswill be considered:
(BV): seismichazard level,type of

buildingconstruction,adjacency
(interaction),and engineering
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analysis/designdocuments. Each of Adjacency (interaction): The
these sub-attributeswill contribute potentialfor structural
to and collectivelyassist in pounding between two adjacent
determiningthe appropriate buildingsneeds to be
capacity/demandratio,which will considered. More than often
determinethe overall conditionof there is not an adequate
the facility. Each of the sub- separationof the buildingsdue
attributesis discussedbelow, to various constraints. A

buildingnearby which is poorly
SeismicHazard Level: In the built may fail under a
case of seismichazards, postulatedearthquakeand impact
factors such as peak ground the adjacent facility,thereby
acceleration,soil stiffness, affectingits structural
liquefactionpotential, integrity. Above and
landslides,fault ruptureand undergroundpipin_ connecting
deformationshall be considered adjacentbuildingscreates a
as applicableonly if the potentialsituationwhere domino
factor is importantto the effectsmay be a concern.
specificsite. Wherever Situationssimilar to the so-
possible the latest seismic called II over I concerns and
hazard informationshall be evaluationcriteriawhich are
utilized in assigningthe very typical in commercial
capacity/demandratio, nuclear industryare also found
includingany recentwork to in many DOE facilities.
update the probabilistic
estimateof seismichazard. EngineeringAnalysis/Design

Documents: The availability,
Type of BuildingConstruction: accuracy,and recencyof seismic
For seismicruggedness,various analysis/designrelated
building structuretypes are documentsshall be considered in
listed in Table 2, and from determiningthe capacity/demand
Table I a quick determination ratio. The quality and type of
of the seismiccode provisions the documentationsuch as design
can be made. Other important criteria,specifications,
factors such as the building analysis and design
height, story height,soft calculations,independentpeer
story (withdue consideration review reports,design
to the openings),eccentricity modificationdrawings and the
and load distribution,plan as-built updates, and the level
irregularity,short columns, of effort needed to locate,
and soil-structureinteraction retrieve,and perform a cursory
shall be consideredin but meaningfuland up-to-date
determiningthe capacityof review of these documentsare
facilitiesto resist seismic very critical in this phase to
shears and moments. A rapid establishproper priorities.
walkthroughcombinedwith a
quick review of buildingplans For those cases where there is
and drawings and interviews inadequateexisting information,the
with appropriateplant proceduresdescribed in ATC-14, FEMA-
seismic/structuralengineers 178 (formerlyATC-22) and the 1991
may be adequateto evaluate NEHRP Provisionsmay be used to
buildingcapacity, establishthe BuildingVulnerability

ranking. For example, Table 3 shows
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that those building types that are PRIORITY RANKING (PR)
not permittedper the 1991NEHRP
Provisionsshould receivea very poor Once the scores for each of the
ranking in most areas of the Unites attributesis determined,the next
States. In these cases, first-hand step will be to compute the overall
knowledgewas gained by observation priorityrankingof each facility as
of structuralweaknesses in past follows:
earthquakeswhich have led to failure
of building componentsresultingin PR = RL (X) FC (X) BV (X) MI
partialor total collapsewith injury
or death of buildingoccupants. Each site will be requestedto
Other examples of relatinga given provide an overall table to show the
buildingdescriptionto the seismic facilitiesand each of the scores for
hazard map and overallbuilding the four attributes. Additionally,
vulnerabilityrankingare provided in it is requestedthat each site
Table 3. Those facilitieswhich have preparea data compilationtable,
no existing capacity/demandratios similarto Table 4. This table will
and are not identifiedas part of summarizethe basic informationof
Table 3 basis will need a short facilityname, constructiondata,
justificationbasis for the type of construction,number of
assignmentof the building occupantsand other summary
vulnerabilityscore, informationas deemed appropriate.

Finally,a summary table should be
ATTRIBUTE4 Mission !mportance(MI): preparedwhich displays the overall

ranking (from high to low) for those
In view of the ever changingglobal facilitieswhich have a non-zero
defense strategiesit is quite score.
conceivablethat the missionof a
particularDOE facilitymay be As shown on Figure i, the numeric
unique,or the facilitymay be maximumrankingof a facility can be
performingsome strategicfunction as high as 5000. For example, an
which would be difficultto replace office buildingwith more than 300
in the event of a severe earthquake, occupants,a building construction
The failure consequencesof such a type no longer permittedby the
facilitymay involvenot only life- BuildingCode, a high mission
safety and huge capitalloss but a importanceand a long remaininglife
permanentadverse impacton the would receivea score of 5000. On
Unites States national securityor the other hand, a low hazard facility
other national defense strategiesas with 5 occupantsand a 10 year
well. Additionally,the distribution remaininglife would receive a score
of site personnelmay impactthe of no higherthan 50.
mission ranking. For example, if
most site personnelwere located in Each DOE site's implementationplan
only a few facilities,these for the NPH Order 5480.28 will
facilitieswould have a higher reflectthe overallprioritization
mission importance. Becausethe process,and provide the resulting
rankingof mission is the most rankingwith a recommendation
subjective,it is requestedthat an regardingwhich buildingsrequire
explanationbe providedof this detailed evaluation. Detailed
attributeas ranked by each site and requirementsfor evaluationand
that DOE site managementbe consulted upgradeof SSC's will be consistent
to help score facilities, with the final ICSSC Standards.
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It is recommendedthat each DOE site
become familiarwith the mentioned
FederalActionsfor existing
facilities. Additionally,each site
can start to compileexisting
informationthat can be used to
prioritizefacilities. A format
similarto that shown on Table 4
appears to be useful. Each site can
determinewhich, if any, of their
buildingsare no longer permittedby
the building codes since these types
of buildingsare likely to be ranked
high.

Lastly,the authorswould like to
receivefeedbackon the approach
described in this paper, including
any informationon potentially
alternativeapproaches. Comment
should be providedto the authorsat
the listed addresses.
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Figure 1. Overall Process of Prioritizing DOE Facilities
for NPH Mitigation
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FIGURE2 PRIORITYRANKING,OFFACILITIESFOR NPH MITIGAUON

RL = REMAININGLIFE

YEARS
<5 0
>5<15 1
> 15 < 25 3
> 25 I0

FC = FAILURECONSEQUENCES
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HC" SCORE BO SCORE
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0 PEOPLE 0

BV = BUILDINGVULNERABILITY (See also Table 3 )
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< 0.5 VERY POOR 10

MI = MISSION IMPORTANCE
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Table.l: Post-BenchmarkYears
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...... ,.,,, , ,., ,, - , ................

r

S4 S1-r.E2.FRA.Mt W/CONCRETE SW 1992 1992 1985 1976 1982
, , ,.,,,,,, ....... . ..............

CI RC MRF 1992 1992 1985 1976 1982
_ _ .,,,,,,, , ,, ,, ,

C2 RCSW NO MRF 1992 1992 1985 1976 1982

C3/$5 URM LNTU.i " " • • •

PCI TILT-UP 1992 1992 1985 1973 1982

,,,,,,, ., ,, , , ,,,, . _ , , ,,,,, __ , _

RM RE_'FORCED MASONRY 1992 1992 1985 1976 1982
..................

,, , j ,,

URM I.rN'RF.INFORCEDMASONRY " " • • •

" Ind/cau:sno _ year.
0" Loc_ i_visions fm wood _ need tc be cmnparedm 1949 I._C to determine_ year
• "" See Table 2 f_ oomple_ descr/pt/on

BOCA - BuildinI Officials _ Code _ (BOCA,1990). (BOCA _ theNEHRP 1991 Seismic
pm_Joas i a 1992 Addendum).

SBCC - SumdasdBuilding Code (SBOC, 1991). (SBCCsdopusd_e NEH_ 1991 Seiunk provisions in a 1992
Addendum).

NEH_ . Natio_ Ea_quake Hazanh R_uction Pmgrmn(BSSC, 1985, 1991)

UBC • . UniformBuildingCode0CBO, 1949,1973,1976,1988,1991)

ANSI - AmericanNational SumdardsIn_u_ A58.1 (197Z 1982)
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Table-2:Bu|ld|n9 Structural T)l)es for Se|sm|c Ituggedness

l i i i

.... identify'in s

6 uild[ ng ,Type Sxm bo,!,,,ii J_:l I

Wood buildingsof all types W

Steel moment resisting frames S1

Bracedsteel frames S2

Light metal buildings $3

Steel frames with cast-in- S4
place concreteshear walls

Concretemoment resisting CI
frames

Concrete shear wall buildings C2

Concrete orsteelframe C3/$5
buildings with unrtinforce_
masonry infill walls

Tih-up buildings PC 1

Precastconcrete frame PC2
buildings

Reinforcedmasonry RM

Unreinforcedmasonry URM
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Table 3 - Building Vulnerability Factor
* for use when capacity/demand ratios _arenot available

NEHRP )Cap 2 '_ ] Building Description ] Condition I
' "'"' ',',, ,,,, ,,.,,,.,, ',' _i i,,.,. , ',..,,,,, ,,, , I"' ,,,,

Zones 3-7 1.Unreinforced Masonry Very Poor
Shear Wall s

2.Non-ductile RC
Moment Frames1

,, ,, ...... ,, ,, ,, ,,

Zones 5-7 RC or Masonry With No Drawings Very Poor
or Verification of Bar
Placement or Details

,,, ,.. , ,,,,,= ,........

Zones 5-7 Height Above 160 ft 2 Very Poor
,,= • ,.... ,,,

Zones 3-7 Obvious Deterioration of Poor
Membersof the Structural
System

Zones 3-7 Potential for Soil Liquefaction Poor
or UnknownSoil Conditions

,,,,, ,, .....,.... ,,

Zones 5-7 Indicationsof Significant Poor
StrengthDiscontinuities,
StiffnessDiscontinuities,
GeometricalIrregularities,or
Mass Irregularities.,,,, ,, ..,,

Zones 2-7 Remaining Buildings Which do Fair
not, Satisfy the Condition
Listed Below

Zones 2-7 Post-Benchmark Buildings Whose Good
Documentalion ShowsAdherence
to the Seismic Design
Guidelines of Accepted National
Codes (see Table 1)

, ..... ,; ,, : I ......... _ I% m _ --

RC Frames which contain no detailing for ductile behavior.

= Except for buildingswith SpecialMoment Frames.
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o
"I

= Table-4 SiteBuilding Inventory0

Z

= Setsm/c._ Type of Building Construction
ResisL

m

eD ConMruc_on Construc. Nuclear
: Area m_. # Bl_. _m Func_on _ _ _ sq._ comment,
0 r_ Type Date Fmcility

= 3 29 CblR Lab lab 20 M/Pad 223 557.159 Remtomed _ lt1153 X Yes ivied haz..chem pluI 4

_ 56 4 PtJIordzm,zBldg. _ 10 WRad 161 169.121 Reiilon:_Conomle 1/I/74 X Yes AKA Plul Proom_ Fac

50 1 Liq _Ptml Wasle H 20 pdanvolSces 15 M/Pad 91 39.990 _ Conc_le I/1/63 X Yes
"1

41 4 Lab Bk_ Lab/shq:z/olrzca/tum_ 5 M/Pad 52 41.321 __ 1/I/52 X Yes Based on icD-houso only. pdut.Rfil

3 43 Adn_ Bldg. oIr¢_ 10 None 951 316.553 _ Cxxzam_ 111156 X NomJ.
im°

orQ
_,1 11 24 Ak-Gun _ 10 None 5 3.716 Sleel Fl'mn_ 1/1157 X No
im.
o
:_ 55 3 Szccx_ BI[_I. _ 15 H/Che 114 38.738 Mesonn/EJd Wails 1/1/77 X No

0 NOTE: T_smm,_asmC_mddo_rd__u__,*my_DOE_e.
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REALISTIC EVALUATION PROCEDURES
FOR EXISTING DOE GENERAL I:ACILITY BUILDINGS

Loring A. Wyllie, Jr.
H. J. Degenkolb Associates, Engineers

350 Sansome Street, Suite 900
San Francisco, CA 94104

ABSTRACT

Much of the effort to date at Department of Energy (DOE) facilities
to evaluate natural phenomena hazards has been directed to high
hazard facilities containing nuclear materials or products. This is
an appropriate place to begin as the consequences of failure of
such a building are considerable. But, there is also a need and
upcoming regulations that will require the non-nuclear office
buildings and other facilities at DOE facilities to be evaluated for
seismic, wind and other natural hazards. It is also important to

provide life-safety protection to employees, who will be greatly
needed after a strong earthquake or severe windstorm.

Public Law 101-614 requires the President to adopt, not later than
December 1, 1994, "Standards for assessing and enhancing the
seismic safety of existing buildings constructed for or leased by the
Federal Government which were designed and constructed without

adequate seismic design and construction standards." These
standards will give agencies like the DOE a number of years to
comply with the standard.

This paper will emphasize the need for practical guidelines and
procedures to ensure that EK)E facilities evaluate their non-nuclear
buildings in a cost effective and meaningful manner. Too often,

facility managers with nuclear backgrounds, which are common at
DOE facilities, take the "nuclear" approach and contract for
extensive analytical evaluations as are traditional for nuclear
facilities. Such evaluations can be beneficial, but large sums of
money are spent and the results may not give the guidance that is
needed or desired.

The program needs to have a rapid assessment and screening
phase to quickly at low cost identify all buildings that contain
potential life-safety hazards and need more detailed studies.

Detailed studies can verify that hazards exist and develop
schematic strengthening schemes to establish budgets for

mitigation. The program must establish priorities at each step to
ensure that the most significant hazards are mitigated first. Peer

reviews are recommended to ensure compliance and consistency.
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INTRODUCTION procedures and potential budgetary issues
seem to be the most controversial in the

Public Law 101-614 requires the attempt to develop a program that will be

President to adopt, not later than December effective and feasible. It is uncertain at this
1, 1994, "Standards for assessing and writing exactly what procedures will

enhancing the seismic safety of existing eventually be adopted in the Presidential
buildings constructed for or leased by the Order.
Federal Government which were designed
and constructed without adequate seismic Whatever eventual program will be
design and construction standards." These mandated by the Presidential Order, it is not
standards will give agencies like the too early for DOE to begin establishing their

Department of Energy a number of years to program. The DOE program will be more
comply with the standard, difficult than most other agencies.

Providing life-safety for employees is an
DOE has the added situation that many obvious goal that is easy to support. But the

other federal agencies do not have that hazard of nuclear and other materials that
many DOE facilities contain nuclear or other occupy many DOE facilities create special
hazardous materials. These nuclear or potential hazards and a certain priority must
hazardous facilities clearly represent special be given to many structures. Thus, the DOE
concerns in the event of natural hazards. A program will have to delicately balance the
considerable effort has been underway in potential hazards of earthquake damage
recent years within DOE and at DOE releasing radiation or other harmful
facilities to establish guidelines and evaluate substances to earthquake damage causing

and retrofit high hazard facilities, as is life-safety hazards to employees in buildings
appropriate. This paper does not deal with that may have collapse potential. The
those facilities. It addresses only the office overall program will have to establish
buildings and other structures at DOE priorities for evaluating and abating
facilities without hazardous materials which potential hazards in nuclear facilities
may represent life- safety concerns for their compared to evaluation and retrofitting
occupants and will have to be addressed conventional office buildings which have a
under Public Law 101-614. collapse potential in a major earthquake

affecting the site.
ESTABLISH A PROGRAM

A program to evaluate the potential life-
The first step in the process will be the safety hazard in DOE office buildings and

need for DOE to establish a program, similar facilities mus..._..._tbe based on a practical
Currently, discussions are underway within procedure utilizing considerable engineering
the Interagency Committee on Seismic judgment. There will be a great tendency
Safety in Construction (ICSSC). That within DOE to developa "nuclear approach"
committee, which includes DOE, has been to evaluating buildings without hazardous
evaluating various technical approaches as materials. Such an approach will result in
well as administrative procedures to excessive analysis and retrofit costs. An

implement such a program. Degenkolb effective program will result in an effective
Associates in conjunction with another firm screening procedure to set aside those
have been under contract to the National buildings that do not represent potential
Institute of Standards and Technology hazards and focus on further studies and
(NIST) to draft standards and procedures possible retrofit only of those buildings that
and serve as consultants to the review clearly represent significant life-safety
process within ICSSC. The administrative threats.
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INITIAL SCREENING AND Other guidelines have been developed for
RAPID EVALUATION several federal agencies which may have

features desirable for DOE.

An effective program will require a
method to screen a large number of The guidelines will have to also address

buildings rapidly at low cost and identify other issues beyond the basic structural
those buildings which will need further issues. Any geologic hazards, such as
study and possible retrofit. The screening faulting, landsliding, liquefaction potential,
program should also prioritize buildings for etc., have probably already been identified
further study based on their relative in general terms at DOE sites from previous

apparent risk from tile rapid screening studies. Potential nonstructural life-safety
process. This will require development of a hazards, such as masonry partitions,
program outlining the procedures to be ceilings, building cladding, elevator
followed, counterweights also need to be included m

the screening procedure.

The detailed program will have to
address various levels or zones of seismicity, Due to the large inventory buildings that
different methods of construction and the need to be screened, an approach needs to

performance of those various building types be developed that constantly follows
to different levels of earthquakes. The focus priorities and establishes new priorities for
must be on those structures with significant the next phase. Initial priorities favor sites
life-safety hazards, primarily those buildings in the higher seismic zones, buildings with

with a potential for partial or complete large occupancies or buildings known to
collapse in an earthquake expected at the have certain structural systems.
site. Modern buildings that were designed

to acceptable seismic code regulations can be DETAILED STUDIES
screened out, although only the Uniform
Building Code has had seismic regulations Once buildings have been screened as
until just recently, potential hazardous, and following priorities

for fllrther study, a detailed study of the
There are several examples of screening building needs to be performed. This

guidelines that can be used as a starting detailed study is not intended to be

point in developing a program. FEMA exhaustive, but it should verify if the
17813] is an extension of ATC-1411] and building is potentially hazardous, identify

ATC-2212] and evaluates existing buildings all the deficiencies and develop a schematic
for life-safety concerns based directly on the strengthening solution so cost estimates and
performance of different building types in budgets can be established. Parallel with
past earthquakes. Some refinements to this this effort should be any appropriate studies
procedure may be appropriate for buildings regarding the functional use of the building
within the DOE inventory and to provide or documenting anticipated remodeling of
some priorities for more detailed evaluation space and building finishes.

based on relative risk. Other systems that
have been used successfully include the It may be beneficial to develop some
Good, Fair, Poor and Very Poor seismic guidelines for seismic strengthening
performance rating system of the University approaches to aid engineers in performing
of California. This approach relies heavily these detailed studies. FEMA is currently
on professional judgment which may not funding an effort to develop guidelines for
result in consistent results at DOE facilities, seismic strengthening and these may be

sufficient, with or without nlodification.
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As detailed studies are completed, they SUMMARY
and the building they represent need to be
entered into a priority system for eventual Legislation and a pending Executive
upgrade. Again, many approaches to Order will require DOE and other federal
prioritization can be developed. One agencies to establish a program to identify
approach developed by the California and mitigate seismic life-safety hazards in
Seismic Safety Commission[4] is based on a their facilities. These requirements will
Benefit Cost Ratio considering occupancy, divert DOE to establish a program and
cost of upgrade, structural system utilizing guidelines to screen their facilities, identify
insurance loss data. Some suggested potential hazards, study those structures and

improvements were recommended after its design retrofit which are partial and cost
application to state-owned buildings in effective. All phases must follow a logical
California in SSC-60415]. set of priorities aimed at mitigating the

worst potential hazard first. DOE has the
RETROFIT added task of blending priorities for

conventional buildings with higher hazard

Eventually, actual retrofit work will facilities containing radioactive materials.
begin. Plans and specifications need to be
carefully prepared to reflect existing The program needs to be based on
conditions to minimize change orders. It sound engineering judgment and not be an
may be necessary to cut exploratory holes in exercise in extensive calculations and thick
building finishes during the design phase to reports. It should be based on our
determine existing conditions. This knowledge of how buildings have

procedure is mostly likely familiar to DOE performed in past earthquakes and be
site personnel as remodelling of facilities in executed by knowledgeable engineers
an on-going operation, experienced in practical seismic resistant

design. Peer reviews should be included to
The program should provide for a peer ensure compliance and avoid overkill. To

review of the design documents. This be successful, the program should be faced
should be done by a small group of well as a challenge, not as a burden.

qualified engineers who will help DOE
enforce reasonable compliance with their REFERENCES
program guidelines. The peer reviewers
should review drawings and calculations at
the end of design development and at 50% [1] Applied Technology Council, 1986.
and 95% of the working drawing phase of Methods for Evaluating the Seismic
design. The peer reviewers should not only Resistance of Existing Buildings.
verify that the designs are adequate but also Applied Technology Council Report
determine that the designs are not excessive ATC-14, Redwood City, California.
or overkill.

[2] Applied Technology Council, 1989. A
Handbook for Seismic Evaluation of

Existing Buildings (Preliminary).
Applied Technology Council Report
ATC-22, Redwood City, California.
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[3] Building Seismic Safety Council, 1991.
NEHRP Handbook for the Seismic
Evaluation of Ex@ting Buildings.
Developed by BSSC for FEMA, FEMA
178, Washington, D.C.

[4] Seismic Safety Commission, State of
California, 1979. Evaluating the Seismic
Hazard of State-Owned Buildings, SSC
79-01, Sacramento, California.

[5] Seismic Safety Commission, State of
California, 1981. Seismic Hazard Survey,

State of California Buildings, SSC-604,
prepared by H.J. Degenkolb &
Associates, San Francisco, California.
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SAVANNAH RIVER SITE (SRS)
IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAM PLAN FOR

DNFSB RECOMMENDATION 90-2
i

Baren K. Talukdar and Fred Loceff

Westinghouse Savannah River Company
P.O. Box 616

Aiken, South Carolina 29802

ABSTRACT

The Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board (DNFSB) based on its
review and evaluation of the content and implementation of standards
relating to design, construction, operation, and decommissioning of
Defense Nuclear Facilities has made the recommendations (90-2) whc_
when implemented would assure comparable or equivalent levels of safety
to the environment, public and workers as required for the commercial
nuclear facilities.

DOE has accepted the DNFSB 90-2 recommendations and have directexi

SRS and other M&Os to implement them. The implementation program
commits to developing Requirement Identification Documents (KIDs) for
all defense nuclear facilities in the DOE complex. At SRS the program
was started with a pilot project for Defense Waste Processing Facility.
DOE has identified twenty functional areas each requiting a RID. The
various activities for a facility are designated as a separate i_anctienalarea
(e.g., Maintenance, Fire Protection, QA, Nuclear Safety, Engineering
Design, etc.). SRS-DWPF 90-2 program is being implemented in phases,
developing a limited number of RIDs in each phase. The primary sources
for the requirements are Federal and state laws, regulations and permits
and DOE Orders.

DNFSB Recommendations 90-2 is applicable to all defense nuclear
facilities under DOE complex. SRS being one of the first to implement
these recommendations obviously is going through a learning process.
This paper summarizes the approach used by SRS 90-2 Team in the
development of RIDs. The authors feel that individuals/teams within the
DOE complex may find our approach as a helpful guidance as they
proceed for the 90-2 implementation.

The informationin thisarticlewasdevelopedduringthecourseof workunderContract
No. DE-AC09-89SR18035with theU.S.DepartmentofEnergy.
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INTRODUCTION: Because the program is evolving, the initial efforts are to
focus on facilities tllat are of particular interest to the
DNFSB and have a major DOE mission.

On March 8, 1990, the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety

Board (DNFSB) issued Recommendation 90-2 [1] to the At the Savannah River Site (SRS), the Defense Waste
Secretary of Energy. This recommendation, based upon Processing Facility (DWPF) for vitrification of high level
the DNFSB review and evaluation of the content and liquid waste meet these criteria requiring 90-2 program
implementation of standards relating to the design, implementation. At SRS the program has been started
construction, operations, and decommissioning of with a pilot project for DWPF and are now being extended
defense nuclear facilities of the Department of Energy for other facilities at the site.
(DOE), called for three actions:

BACKGROUND:

(1) identification of specific standards that apply to DOE
facilities; (2) assessment of the adequacy of those The recently issued revision 4 to the DOE-HQ

standards for protecting public and worker health and implementation plan for 90-2 provides the background
safety; and (3) determination of the extent to which they for the program [2]:
are being implemented.

Until recently (1989) DOE conducted its defense-related

Specifically, the DNFSB recommended that DOE [1]: nuclear operations primarily as an oversight organization
with respect to its major management and operating

Identify the specific standards/requirements which DOE contractors. In keeping with this management approach,
considers applicable to the design, construction, which was considered necessary and appropriate at the
operations, and decommissioning of defense lheilities of time, individual contractors at defense nuclear facilities
DOE (including all applicable Departmental Orders, were responsible for formulating, selecting, and
regulations, and standards.., administering standards/requirements controlling design,

construction, and conduct of operations. Government

Provide DOE's views on the adequacyof the standards by approval of the individual contractor practices was vested
evaluating their applicability and sufficiency for protecting with each DOE Operations Office Manager. Due to the
the public health and safety at defense nuclear facilities dearth of nuclear industry standards/requirements when
and determine the extent to which the these facilities were constructed and first operated, these

standards/requirements have 'teen implemented at these contractors had to knowledgeably apply non-nuclear
facilities, industry standards/requirements and, in many cases,

formulate appropriate detailed technical

The benefits of the 90-2 program result from the standards/requirements to address their unique
applications. However, over the years, the

preparation of a Requirements Identification Document standards/requirements adopted have not been codified or
(RID). The RID contains the necessary and sufficient tracked; thus, the historical baseline has not been
requirements to design, construct, operate, and established. Further, modem practices and standards/
decommission a nuclear facility that address the safety of requirements were often not assessed or adopted as they
the public, workers and the environment. This RID became available. These are some of the reasons that a
becomes the contractual basis between the DOE and the well-documented body of external codes and standards/

facility operator and is also used as the basis for requirements has not been implemented for DOE defense
nuclear facilities. The DOE shortcomings include the

assessments of the facility following:

SCOPE: • DOE, in many cases, does not have generic
requirementscomparableto thecommercialindus.t.ry,

The scopeofthe90-2programisdelineatedintherecent
responsefromDOE totheDNFSB inrevision4 oftheir • DOE doesnothavedocumentsequivalenttothe

implementationplan[2]: NuclearRegulatoryCommission(NRC)StandardFormat
andContentGuides,whichdcl'mcmostofthe

environment,safety,andhealth(T_,S&H)considerationsfor
The Standards/Requirements Program described in the the commercial nuclear industry',
DOE Implementation Plan [2] applies to all programs,

activities, operations, sites, and facilities under the * DOE has many varying types of operationswith
sponsorslfipor directionof the Assistant Secretaries and vastlydifferent characteristics;generic ES&H
Directors who manage new and existing DOE facilities, requirements canbe developed for different types of
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facilities, but facility-specific requirements will be needed Requirements Identification: Requirements
for facilities that areunique; Identification is the process of identifying the specific

requirements that apply to conducting the day-to-day
• Existing ._tfetyanalysis reports (SARs), in many mission of defense nuclear facilities. The requirementscases, have not included complete or sufficiently specific
set of requirements; and are derived from the following list of potentially

applicable sources, and may be used to supplement DOE

• Environmental and worker safety requirements not Orders:
covered in the SARs must be incorporated.

• DOE Orders, Secretary of Energy Notices, Rules,
• Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board (DNFSB) is and directives;
established by the United States Congress as an

overviewing organization for DOE-Defense Nuclear • Federal Regulations and Laws: Environmental
Facilities. The DNFSB has identified these above listed Protection Agency, NRC (Code of Federal
shortcomings and recommended 90-2 program to address
those deficiencies. Regulations, Regulatory Guides, etc.), Department of

Transportation, Department of Defense, Department

DEFINITIONS: of Labor, Health and Human Services, etc.;

• Industry codes and standards: National Fire
ES&H Configuration. ES&H Configuration is the Protection Association, American National

breakdown of the environmental health and safety Standards Institute/American Nuclear Society,
(ES&I-I) issues into functional areas and further division American Society for Quality-Control, Institute of
into elements and sub-elements for which requirements Electronics and Electrical Engineers, International
can be identified. The functional areas, are listed in Commission on Radiological Protection, etc.;
Table 1. DOE has developed a 90-2 Implementation

Guidance Document [3], to assure consistency within the • National consensus issuances: Underwriters

functional areas. This leads to a uniform presentation of Laboratory, Institute of Nuclear Power Operations,
requirements for the various sites and facilities in the Electric Power Research Institute, etc.;
DOE complex.

• International guidance: International Atomic

Table 1 Energy Agency, International Nuclear Safety
90-2 FUNCTIONAL AREAS Advisory Group, etc.; and

1. Environmental Protection

2. Fire Protection . Other State and local requirements.
3. Maintenance

4 Operations These requirements are to adequate to umbrella the safety
5. Training and Qualification assumptions of defense nuclear facilities to assure

6. Emergency Management adequate protection of the public and workers. In areas
7. Engineering Design where the existing requirements are not adequate to
8. Waste Management provide an acceptable level of protection, DOE will
9. Occupational Safety and Health develop new or modified requirements.
10. Radiological Protection

11 Quality Assurance Requirements Identification Document: A Requirements
12. Nuclear Facility Safety Identification Document (RID) sets forth the indi_dual
13. Construction construction, design, operation, and decommissioning
14. Configuration Management requirements for DOE sites and facilities. The RIDs are

15 Management Systems living documents, to be revised appropriately based on
16. Safeguards and Security change to the site or facility's mission or change to the
17. Packaging and Transportation applicable requirements. For contractor operations, DOE
18 Decontanfination and Decommissioning approved RIDs will become part of the operating basis
19. Environmental Restoration that is enforced by contract.
20. Operational Readiness Review
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Facility RID: The Facility RID contains the complete requirements: (4) Assess the adequacy of the
body of requirements applicable to a specific facility, requirements; (5) Conduct an assessment of the
"Facility," as used in the Implementation Plan, includes compliance of DWPF to the requirements; (6) Turnover
physical buildings, processes, operations, etc., which the applicable requirements document and the completed
support a specific mission. The accomplishment of a assessment to DWPF configuration management and to
facility mission may involve one or more activities. DOE HQ.

Site RID: The Site RID contains requirements that are The DWPF RIDs and the their compliance assessments
applicable site-wide and are necessary for safe operation are documented on a database that will be nmintained
of the site and its associated facilities, and that are not and controlled by DWPF configuration management.
the direct responsibility of a specific facility manager Presently WSRC is using a database called WRIMS.
(e.g., a site-wide fire department). The standards/ This database is being used by all Westinghouse M&Os
requirements in a Site RID will not normally be that are implementing 90-2 programs. By using the
duplicated, although they may be supplemented, in a same database we are reducing cost by sharing in the
Facility RID. development of the RIDs.

Reouirements Adequacy Assessment: Requirements The DWPF RIDs serves as a model and source for other
adequacy assessment is the process of determining facility RIDs being prepared along with SRS-Site RID.
whether the RIDs represent a sufficient basis for meeting

DOE safety policies and objectives. FACILITY DESCRIPTION:

_RequirementsImplementation Assessment: The DWPF vitrification building receives washed sludge
Requirements implementation assessment is the and precipitate via inter-area transfer lines from waste
systematic process by which a determination is made tanks in the H-Area tank farm. The DWPF product is a
whether or not the requirements specified in a RID are canistered borosilicate glass containing essentially all of
being met. the radioactive waste originating in the feed.

SRS 90-2 IIM[PLEMENTATION The principal building and support systems associated
PROGRAM: with the vitrification process include:

The DWPF at SRS has been selected as a pilot facility in • Inter-area transfer system
the DOE program plan., and WSRC has initiated a the
preparation of functional area RIDs for DWPF. The The system consists of four inter-area transfer lines
program is being implemented in three phases. Phase I between the H-area tank farm and the vitrification
of the program began in July 1992 and completed in building.
December. In phase I, five functional areas were
selected by DWPF management based on the importance • Vitrification Building
of the topics to the status of the facility. The first five
functional areas completed are: Environmental The vitrification building houses a glass melter and all
Protection; Fire Protection; Maintenance; Operations; associated equipment required to vitrify the high level
and Training and Qualification. Phase II was completed radioactive waste.
in July, 1993 and includes functional area RIDs for
Engineering and Design; Emergency Preparedness; • Glass Waste Storage Building
Occupational Safety and Health; Radiological Protection;
Quality Assurance; Nuclear Safety; and Waste Glass Waste Storage Building provides a temporary
Management; location for filled canisters.

The DWPF 90-2 program plan encompasses six tasks: • Organic Waste Storage Tank
(1) Assemble the project team and provide them with
training and orientation; (2) Define the ES&H functional The Organic Waste Storage Tank is a 150,000-gal
area bases for DWPF; (3) Identify the functional area double-wall tank that stores organic waste recovered

from the precipitate hydrolysis process.
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maximum inventory of tile Sludge Receipt and
ES&H BASIS: Adjustment Tank. This scenario results in a high

off-site and a high on-site hazard. Also resulting in

For the preparation of a comprehensive and effectiveRID a high on-site hazard is a postulated explosion in the
it is important to identify the ES&H issues associated Auxiliary Pump Pit or the Low Point Pump Pit
with the facility hazards, releasing the maximum inventory in the affected pit.

Moderate on-site exposure results from the

The hazards associated with DWPF are assessed in the generation of contaminated dust in the vault area of
DWPF Hazards Assessment and the DWPF SAIL These the Glass Waste Storage Building from a postulated

hazards are analyzed using specific assumptions and collapse of the operating area concrete floor.
classificatior_sunique to DWPF. "Safety Class' items
and the items "important to safety" identified in the Safety An.alysis
current DWPF Hazards Assessment and in the DWPF
SAP,have been addressed in the RID. The Hazards • .Analysisof Operation. The evaluation of the safety

Assessment and the DWPF SAR are currently being of DWPF is accomplished in the DWPF SAR by the
reevaluated for safety classification. If the reevaluation identification of hazards associated with the facility-
identifies additional Safety Class items, the applicable and the analysis of the response of the facility to
"Safety.Class Systems" requirements will be added in the postulated events involving those hazards. The
future revisions of this RID. To provide a basis for events are analyzed in terms of minimization of the
weighing the need for requirements, the hazards defined causes of the events, quantitative determination and
by the DWPF Hazards Assessmen! _'adthe DWPF SAIL mitigation of the consequences, and the ability to
were summarized. That summary is provided below, cope with each event. A postulated event is

considered credible only if its annual frequency of

Hazard Assessment -6
occurrence is 1 x 10 or greater.

• Chemical Hazards. Protection of personnel from
chemical hazards and protection of the environment • Classificationof Structures,Components,and
from chemical releases is a safety issue. The DWPF Systems. Classification of equipment in the DWPF
Hazards Assessment concludes that the maximum SAP, is based on an analysis of the various
postulated chemical hazard results from an explosion structures, components, and systems. Each
causing a complete spill of the maximum inventory structure, component, and system is evaluated in
of the Sludge Receipt and Adjustment Tank. This terms of its importance in protecting the safety of co-
results in a moderate off-site and a high on-site located onsite workers and the public.
hazard. Release of the inventory of the Chemical
and Industrial Waste Treatment System could exceed No "safety related" design requirements (e.g.,

electrical separation, environmental qualification,the acceptable limits, therefore a hazard analysis was
performed, single failure criteria) beyond seismic and tornado

protection were required as an integral part of

The Feed Storage System also result in high on-site DWPF design. The necessity of these requirements
postulated hazards. A moderate on-site hazards to assure protection of the environment and the
results from a postulated explosion of the Organic health and safety of the public and co-located onsite

workers had to be determined on a component byWaste Storage Tank. These hazards are based on
airborne chemical concentrations without any credit component basis in the development of each affected
taken for engineered safety features or administrative RID.
controls to mitigate consequences.

RID DEVELOPMENT PROCESS:

• Radiolo_,icalHazards. From the initial design phase
of DWPF, protection of personnel and the DWPF 90-2 Implementation Program Plan requires
envirorment from exposure to the release of preparation of a RID for each of the twenty functional
radioactive materials has been considered a safety areas established to address necessary statutory
issue. The maximum radiological hazard results conditions :rod protect the environment and the safety
from a postulated explosion and complete spill of the
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and health of the public and worker. The process used by _aration of tile Functional Area Outlines. The
the SRS 90-2 team to prepare the RIDs is as follows: breakdown of functional area into elements and sub-

elements was accomplished by the interaction between
• Identification of Functional Area Experts (FAEs), FAEs, bTEs, DOE, and other functional area experts at

Facility Technical Experts (FTEs) and Subject the Site. These experts considered outlines of functional
Matter Experts (SMEs). areas developed at other sites and the DOE-Headquarters

0tQ) draft of guidance for functional area configuration
• Identification of the Environmental, Safety, and 131in preparing outlines for collating requirements

Health (ES&H) basis for use in RID development.

Figure 1

• Preparation of the functional area outline. 90-2 Implementation Sequence
,,

• Identification of standards applicable to each ] Define Functional Area Ji_i;,_

functional area. [ Define Subareas/Topic, Jli!i_(DevelopOuUlne). lii_i_!.,
• Identification of requirements from standards _.:.-'_-_.__:___

applicable to each functional area and

documentation in RIDs. j DetermineSafetyand J:_

[ Hazards Issues Iii!_
• Assessment of the applicability and sufficiently of Define"safetyEnvelope" li_'.'_

::_

• requirementSApprovalor RIDs.inthe RIDs. _-_:__._._._.._V,_,__..........................................

The Figure 1 provides a flow diagram of the RID [ FAEand FTE l.::_iil
development process for DWPF at SRS. ...............................................fli_i_

Identification of FAEs, FTEs and SMEs, The FAEs were

selected based on their experience and knowledge in the [ RIDAdequacy l::_!

functional area. Typically an FAE will have five or more [Assessment li!i!
years direct functional area experience. The FTEs /iii
(Facility Technical Experts) were identified by WSRC I SME

DWPF management based on their knowledge of and _._......_:_ii_`.:._.:._.:....j::::
experience in the application of functional area topics at T
DWPF. The FAEs maintained contact with DWPF FTEs [ RIDApproval [i_-".-,.:

I ProgramDirector [i!_during development of the RIDs. The SMEs (Subject
DOEHQ ii_i

Matter Experts) were selected by the DOE Office of ......:...:.:.:...:.:............................._.......................................................fiii
Waste Management based on the SME's knowledge and .....:..:::::::::....__:_:::::::::_:::::::::.::..::::::::::::::::::.._:_::_:::::::_:_::.:::::::::..:::::::
experience in the corresponding functional area. t

Commercial nuclear backgrounds; supervisory, I J

managerial, and independent assessment experience; and
non-involvement in DWPF activities and oversight, were Asr_ssment of iii
considerations in the selections of the SMEs. Compliance Ji_

....
Identification of ES&H Basis for RID Developm.ent. The _:,._-_:-_:_.____-_,__::_._"_:_.::_
FAEs and FTEs prepared the ES&H basis used for the
development of functional area RIDs. The basis includes

hazards identified in the DWPF Safety Analysis Report [ Submittalof discrepancies [_

and the DWPF Hazards Assessmentthat require actions J toDWPFforTracking/Evaluation li_
to protect the environment and safety and health of the _::::_:::::::^,,_:':_:_:-::,,::.z:_::__::.':,,_:_:__
public and DWPF workers.
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needed to address statutory conditions and potential industry codes and standards and national consensus
ES&H hazards at DWPF. Unless deviations were documents containing "should" actions are to be carried
necessary to satisfy the uniqueness of DWPF or to out as specified in those documents. In other words, all
continue practices consistent with the commercial statements contained in a RID are considered mandatory
nuclear industry, the DOE-HQ draft guidance was requirements for the protection of the public, workers and
followed to support consistency throughout DOE. the environment.

Identification of Applicable Standards. Applicable Assessment of Applicability and Sufficiency_of RID
standards, including DOE Orders, for each functional R.e.quirements.The SMEs assessed the applicability and
area were initially identified by FAEs using their sufficiency of requirements in their assigned RIDs by
knowledge and experience. The SME,s supplemented the initially discussing with FAEs and the FTEs the source
standards selected by the FAEs with the pertinent documents used in developing the documents and any
documents that were identified by electronic searches of problems encountered in satisfying the protection needs
computer databases containing world-wide industry and of the ES&H basis. SMEs then assessed the applicability
Federal standards, reviews of available DOE-HQ and of the requirements by reviewing the draft RIDs to ensure
other site RIDs, and discussions with other functional that the source documents used were current,
area experts known by the SMEs or available at SRS. requirements were relevant to DWPF, statutory

requirements were complete, and the best choice of
Identification of Requirements and Documentation in available commercial nuclear and chemical industry
RIDs. The FAEs used federal and state laws, regulations, standards were used. SMEs conduc',ed the sufficiency
and permits; DOE Orders; Federal Facility Compliance assessment by weighing the requffgments contained in
Agreements; and ,_ndustryand Federal standards to the draft R/Ds against the protection needed to address
identify requirements that met statutory conditions and the hazards identified in the ES&Hbasis. Additional
provide protection of the environment and personnel requirements from the universe of standards were used to
against the potential hazards defined in the ES&H basis, correct weaknesses found in needed protection. The

SMEs used personal knowledge and reference
The FAEs collated the requirements under appropriate information, searches of computer databases of standards,
elements of the RID. Each requirement entry from a discussions with other people from DOE and the
source document listed the applicable document acronym commercial industry who were knowledgeable of the
and paragraph number as the Requirement Source. functional areas, and RIDs from other sites to obtain
Documents that specified particular requirements from these additional requirements.
other documents as mandatory actions were listed as
Requirement Authority for those entries. Other Approvalof RIDs. After the FAEs and S/viEs were
docuanents that addressed the same requirement, but were finished developing their RIDs and assessing the
considered of lesser importance to DOE than the adequacy of requirements contained in those documents,
Requirement Source document, were listed as Related the RIDs were reviewed by other members of the
References. Requirements that were directly excerpted Program Team and DWPF resident experts and
from documents were identified by quotation marks. A cognizant engineers in the areas involved. Comments
sample of a page from a DWPF RID is shown on received from those reviews were resolved by the SMEs
Attachment I. Paraphrasing of requirements was limited and FEs and the resulting RIDs were certified, by the
to cases where direct excerpts were impractical, signatures of the SMEs and FEs, as meeting the

objectives of the DWPF 90-2 Program Plan. The RIDs
Requirement statements that were not mandated by laws, were sent to the WSRC Deputy Director and DOE
regulations, permits, DOE Orders, Federal Facility Director of the 90-2 Program Team for concurrence
Compliance Agreements, and other DWPF commitments followed by the review and concurrence of the WSRC
are italicized in the RID. The italicized requirements are Manager of DWPF and the DOE Director of the Defense
recommendations for adoption at DWPF and does not Waste Processing Division. The RIDs were then sent to
become mandatory until approved by DOE. the DOE-HQ for approval by the Assistant Secretary for

Environmental Restoration and Waste Management.
Requirement statements in RIDs from DOE Orders Any comments resulting from the concurrence and
containing "should" actions are considered mandatory approval process are returned to the DWPF 90-2 Program
"shall" actions. Requirement statements in RIDs from Team for resolution.
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Upon approval of the RIDs by DOE, requirements DOE-ItQ EM30. DOE-ItQ provides the Independent
recommended in the RIDs for adoption at DWPF become SubjectMatter Experts to work at the Savannah River
mandatory. The approved RIDs are used for compliance Site. The 90-2 program tbr the SRS DWPF is under tile
assessments and are transferred to the DWPF auspices of the DOE-DWPF Field Office. Tile DOE
Configuration Management group for maintenance and Field Office has appointed a DOE DWPF Program
control. Director with responsibility for the day to day

implementation of the DWPF 90-2 Program. The
Programmatic Interfaces: Independent Subject Matter Experts review and comment
Many required support services for DWPF are provided on the work assigned to them by the DOE Program
by centralized site organizations. Requirements for those Director. Assisting the Program Director is the Deputy
support services are documented on Site RIDs for Program Director from WSRC who assists in the day to
appropriatefunctional areas. DWPF RIDs define day operation of the program. The Program Director and
interfaces with Site RIDs by cross-reference. The DWPF his Deputy are responsible for : (1) program support, (2)
RID boundary for these interfaces is the DWPF access preparationand adequacy of the RIDs, (3) the
control fence which is defined in the DWPF Safety compliance assessments of the RIDs, and (4) arranging
Analysis Report (SAR). Examples of these interfacing for program QA reviews.
support services tbllow:

STAFFING:
• Administrative Support (Human Resources,

Procurement, etc.) The success of the program relies on assembling a team
of Functional Area Experts,, and Subject Matter Experts

• Quality Assurance knowledgeable in specific functional area topics and
Facility Technical Experts knowledgeable in the

• Nuclear Safety application of the functional area topics at DWPF. This
team will then work together to develop the functional

• Emergency Preparedness (Site response plans) area RID, assessing the adequacy of the requirements in
the RID. The DOE provides the SMEs who ,,viii

• Fire Department Response participate as required in the DWPF 90-program. The
use of SMEs not associated with the DWPF facility

• Safeguard and Security (Security Force, provides an independent assessment to assure credibility
Investigations, etc.) of the program

• Management Systems CONCLUSION:

• Facilities/Utilities Infrastructure (Electrical Power,
Steam, Water, Office Space, etc.) DNFSB recommendations 90-2 is being implemented at

the DOE - Complex. Site and Facility RIDs are being

• Training developed for twenty functional areas identified b DOE-
HQ. The RID development program is followed b,

• Environmental Services compliance program. The RIDs add value to the safe
operation of the facilities. The 90-2 being a new

SRS Site RIDs are being developed following a similar program and SRS being one of the first sites to
approach _d using where applicable the DWPF implement the program has had gone through extensive
functional area RIDs. Moreover, Westinghouse M&O developmental and learning curves to standardize an
sites are working jointly as a teamto develop single RIDs acceptable and cost effective RID preparation procedures.
for W-M&O sites by s"haringresources, avoiding Westinghouse M&O sites have been working closely with
duplication, providing consistency with resulting cost each other sharing information and whenever appropriate
savings, preparing single functional area RIDs for W M&O sites

thereby not only avoiding duplication of effort, but

ORGANIZATION: achieving consistency and uniformity in a most cost
effective way. Moreover with the development and
implementation of electronic database network system

The DWPF 90-2 organization is shown in Figure 2. The between W M&O sites using Westinghouse Requirement
90-2 program for DWPF is under the cognizance of Identification Management System (WRIMS) database,

the sites now have access to each other's RIDs.
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Currently only a number of DOE sites have initiated the
90-2 program but in the near future, by DOE mandate,
all sites are required to implement 90-2 program. The
intent of this paper is to share the RID development
experience at SRS with the other sites at DOE complex.
The authors are hopeful that professionals involved in
90-2 implementation program at other DOE sites would
benefit from our experience.
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FIGURE 2
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A_ I
SAVANNAHRIVERSITE- DEFENSEWASTEPRYING FACIIXrY

REQUIREMENTSIDENTIFICATIONDOCUMENT- ENGINEERINGDESIGN
Revision0 July .30,1993| i i i i ii

2.2.3 Desien Control

Requirement Source: DOE Order 4700.1, Chapter HI, PartD, 2.C

"Designcontrolsshouldbe establishedto enable designsto becorru_y translatedinto
specifications,drawings,procednn:s,andinstructions. Themeasuresfor _lishing
theseUansla6onsandthe attendantdesignreviews andprovisionsfor independent
assessmmt_ shouldbeadd=su_ Desertchangeco_-o_tndud_addchanges,
should be subject to design ctmm31measurescomnumsuta_ withthose appliedto the
originaldesign,and shouldbe approvedby theo_r_-i_fion thatperfom_ theoriginal
design."

REQUIREMENT AUTHORITY:
I. None

RELATED REFERENCES
I. DOE Order5700.642,9.b.2(b)
2. ANSI NQA-1 - 1989,SupplementII & lII
3. ANSI N45.2.11 - 1974, 2.0

2.2.3.1. __

Req_t S_ 3ME NQA-1 - 1989, Supplement 3S-1, 2

"Applicabledesign input, such as design bases, perfonnan_ n:quirem_, regulatory
requirements,codes, andstandards,shall be identifiedand documented,and their
selection_'viewed andapprovedby the reslmnsible designorganization.Thedesign
inputshall be specified andapprovedon a timely basis andto the levelof detail
necessaryto permit the designactivity to be carded out ina correctmannerand to
providea consistent basis formakingdesign decisions, ac.ccxnpli-qhln_design verification
measures,andevaha_ designchanges.Changesfromapproveddesigninputs,
includingthereasonforthechanges, shall be identified,approved,documented,and
controlled."

REQUIREMENT AUTHORITY:
I. None

RELATED REFERENCES

I. ANSI N45.2.11-1974, 3.0
2. DOE Order 5700.6C, A_t I, CriteriaB-26
3. DOE Order6430.1A, 1300-3
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LESSONS LEARNED BYTHE DOE COMPLEXFROM RECENT FARTItQUAKES

Mark W. Eli

Fission Energy & Systems Safety Program
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

7000 East Avenue

Livermore, CA 94550

ABSTRACT

Recent earthquake damage investigations at various industrial facilities have result-
ed in providing the DOE complex with reminders of practical lessons for structures,
systems, and components (SSCs) involving: confinement of hazardous materials;
continuous, safe operations; occupant safety; and protection of DOE investments
and mission-dependent items. Recent assessments are summarized, showing
examples of damage caused by the 1992 California Earthquakes (Cape Mendocino,
Landers, and Big Bear) and the 1991 Costa Rica Earthquake (Valle de la Estrella).
These lessons if applied along with the new DOE NPH Standards (1020-92 Series)
can help assure that DOE facilities will meet the intent of the seismic requirements
in the new DOE NPH Order 5480.28.

INTRODUCTION investigation was funded by DOE/DP. Most of the
lessons learned can be applied to the DOE complex as

Earthquake damage investigations were per- well as to the commercial nuclear power plants.
formed by LLNL in three different geographical areas in
1991 and 1992 and covered the following seismic events: A. EARTtlQUAKE DAMAGE INVESTIGATION OF
(1) Landers/Big Bear Earthquakes in Southern Califor- 1992 LANDERS/BIG BEAR LAKE SEISMIC EVENTS
nia; (2) Cape Mendocino Earthquakes in Northern IN SOUTtlERN CALIFORNIA
California; and (3) Valle de la EstreUa Earthquake in
Costa Rica. These investigations focused primarily on On June 28, 1992 at 4:58 AM, a 7.4 Richter
power plants, industrial facilities, and lifelines near the magnitude earthquake occurred in the desert about five
epicentral areas for those events, miles southwest of Landers, CA and 100 miles east of

Los Angeles, CA. Three hours later, a 6.5 quake struck
LLNL's objective was to determine what lessons an area about six miles southeast of Big Bear Lake in the

the DOE complex can learn regarding earthquake-resist- San Bernardino mountains and 30 miles southwest of
ant design and retrofit of facilities and lifelines, as Landers. Several moderate aftershocks were recorded
well as construction practices, emergency planning, and during the following weeks that were in the magnitude
emergency response. Several facilities had damage that range of 4.5 to 5.4 [1],[2].
could be encountered for similarly designed DOE struc-
tures, systems, and components (SSCs). A Southern California Edison (SCE) 230-kv

transmission tower about 20 miles north of Landers was

Funding was provided by DOE/EH for the initial damaged due to differential lateral displacement of the
visits to the earthquake-damaged areas in Northern and ground between the feet of the tower. The tower began
Southern California in 1992. Subsequent, limited, to buckle due to torsion but did not collapse (see Figure
follow-up visits to selected industrial facilities in North- 1).
ern and Southern California were funded by the
USNRC. The 1991 Costa Rica Earthquake damage In the town of Landers, a 200,000 gal water tank
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Figure 1. Southern California Edison (SCE) 230-kV transmission tower
about 20 miles north of Landers, CA.
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ruptured at its base. As the water rushed out of the B. E,ARTIIQUAKE DAMAGE INVESTIGATION OF
bottom of the bolted-seam steel tank, the upper wall of 1992 CAPE MENDOCINO & PETROLIA SEISMIC
the vessel buckled due to lack of ventilation at the top. EVENTS IN NORTIIERN CALIFORNIA

Extensive damage to the roadway in several places Within an 18-hour period during April 25 & 26,
on Hwy 247 was caused by local surface rupture of the 1992, three earthquakes occurred with Richter mag-
ground. Also, underground water mains were broken nitudes ranging from 6.6 to 7.1 on the Northern coast of
along Hwy 247 in the epicentral area between Yucca California near Petrolia and Cape Mendocino in
Valley and Landers. Humboldt County. The three seismic events were within

about 12 miles of each other, and were located near an
At the SCE Devers Substation about 10 miles area where three major tectonic plates meet, approx-

northwest of Palm Springs, CA, the most significant imately 250 miles north of San Francisco, CA. Accounts
damage at that site was experienced by a "jack bus" (see by many of the local residents indicated that each of the
Figure 2). This bus is a horizontal tie-line between the 3 three quakes had differing effects and characteristics
single-phase transformers and the spare transformer. A from the other two seismic events !121.
vertical ceramic member failed and allowed a u-shaped
portion of the "jackbus" to invert and ground out on the Two heavy industrial facilities and one govern-
supporting steel frame below, ment facility were included in the damage investigation:

(1) Pacific Lumber Mill in Scotia; (2) Humboldt Bay
Several large cement plants are located about 30- Fossil Fuel Power Plant; and (3) Centerville Beach Naval

35 miles northwest of Landers, CA. At least one of the Facility.
cement plants received enough damage to cause the
plant to be shut clown for three weeks (see section on The Pacific Lumber Mill in Scotia was the closest
NRC follow-up investigations), heavy industrial facility to the epicenters of the three

April 25 & 26, 1992 quakes. Scotia was approximately 15
In the town of Yucca Valley approximately seven to 25 miles east to northeast of the three epicenters. The

miles southwest of the 7.4 event's epicenter, a major Pacific Lumber Company provided information on and
supermarket was put out of operation for a week due to access to damaged areas of their 25 MWe power plant
collapse of the suspended ceiling system even though the and their large warehouses. The entire lumber mill and
building had little structural damage. Another large power plant complex was out of operation for about a
chain store experienced collapse of a portion of its roof. month during repairs (see section on NRC-funded por-
Also, a bowling alley suffered a failure and collapse of its tion of effort). Across the river in Rio Dell, a free-field
east wall and extensive shear cracking along its north instrument measured about .55g horizontal ground
wall, which was constructed of lightly reinforced concrete motion on April 25 and was about 1-2 miles from the
block, mill.

In the Big Bear Lake area, damage to lifelines in- Damage to the Humboldt Bay Fossil Fuel Power
cluded leaks in underground gas mains in the community Plant was less than that experienced at Scotia, though the
and closure of some buildings at the local airport. Rock types of damage to the boilers' seismic bumpers and
slides in the mountains caused temporary closure of steel-frame support structure were similar. The Hum-
Highway 38. Several buildings were damaged by seismic- boldt Bay Power Plant was about 25 to 30 miles north to
induced fires which resulted from differential displace- northeast of the three epicenters. A free-field measure-
ment between the propane gas lines and the buildings, ment at the Humboldt Bay Power Plant was about .25g

horizontal on April 25.
A recent seismic upgrade to the saddles support-

ing a large propane tank at a vendor's distribution yard The Centerville Beach Naval Facility was about
in Big Bear helped to prevent a major catastrophe. The 13.5 to 16.5 miles north to northeast of the three epicen-
base width had been increased about 1 foot on each side ters. The most serious damage to the Centerville Beach
of the reinforced concrete saddles at each end of the Naval Facility was to a two-story reinforced concrete
approximately 10-foot diameter horizontal steel propane block wall structure and its pilaster columns. The upper
tank, which provided better transverse restraint to the floor and roof were made of reinforced concrete slabs

tank. This was just one example of some of the structur- and beams but were poorly attached to the block walls
al details observed which survived the major shocks in and pilaster columns, causing the building to be evacuat-
the Landers and Big Bear Lake areas, ed until it could be repaired.
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Figure 2. At the SCE Devers Substation about 10 miles northwest of Palm
Springs, CA, a vertical ceramic member failed and allowed a U-shaped portion of the
_]ackbus *to invert and ground out on the supporting steel frame below.
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On April 25, the 7.1 Richter magnitude event near In the Control Room for the newer Units 3 & 4,
Petrolia, CA produced a peak acceleration of at least 2g the suspended ceiling collapsed and a CRT monitor fell.
at the Cape Mendocino recording station, located about Suspended ceiling and suspended lighting systems need
2.5 miles southwest of the epicenter. This is the largest to have lateral bracing systems to survive major earth-
acceleration ever recorded in California. quakes.

Spalling of concrete occurred at the foundations
C. ADDITIONAl, EFFORT IN LANDERS/BIG of several supports on the combustion turbine system.
BEAR AREA (S. CAHF.) FUNDED BY USNRC A temporary timber support was installed (as a result of

failed concrete support) for a large, vibration isolator at
Further investigation of several industrial facili- the exhaust end (near baffles) of the SCE combustion

ties in the Landers/Big Bear area was conducted by turbine.
LLNL with limited funding from NRC [2]. The indus-
trial facilities included: (1) Southern California Edison In the SCE Switchyard for Units 3/4 at Coolwatcr,
(SCE) Coolwater Generating Station near Daggett, CA; damage to the horizontal arm on disconnect switches
(2) Mitsubishi Cushenbury Cement Plant near Lucerne resulted from the 6/92 quakes.
Valley, CA; and (3) Pfizer Cement Plant near Lucerne
Valley, CA. Communications system had 40-volt switch that

dumped oil after it tipped. It was located at the top of a
C.1 Coolwater Generating Station power pole.

At the SCE Coolwater Generating Station in Units 1 & 2 experienced damage due to interac-
Daggett, CA, a Unit 3/4 transformer radiator leak oc- tion between the boilers and the adjacent secondary steel
curred as a result of the 6/28/92 quakes, frame and steel catwalk grating. Also, some of the

power and control conduit had to be replaced as a result
The 4 turbines on Units 3/4 at Coolwater Gener- of impact and differential motion. It appears that the

ating Station narrowly escaped extensive damage, seismic bumpers and bracing performed as expected and
Emergency batteries tipped over and out of their cabinet absorbed and dissipated much of the energy imparted to
doors but did not ground out or lose connections of their the structure. Many of these braces and seismic bumpers
wires. These batteries provide back-up power to pumps were subsequently changed out.
for the lube oil on turbine bearings. Typical spin-down
time for the turbines is about 5 minutes from 3600 rpm. A demineralized water tank (near Units 1 & 2)
The control room operator estimated several million was damaged at localized spots at the base where the
dollars damage would have occurred and Units 3/4could ground settled but the reinforced concrete pipe chase did
have been down for several months, not settle.

At SCE's Coolwater Units 3 & 4, differential C.2 Mitsubishi Cushenbu_ Cement Plant
motion between SSCs tore the fiber wrap loose on the
CT Baffles CT-31 & -32 between the jet engine and the Three disk drives (multi-platter disks) crashed
boiler, during quakes and brought down entire plant for about 6

to 8 hours. The site tried to resume operations by 're-
In general, the digitally-controlled equipment at starting' each loop one at a time.

Coolwater Generating Station experienced no problems
from the seismic events on 6/28/92. On the Clinker Breaker, the motor starter inter-

lock (for a 150 HP motor) failed.
The only equipment and components which used

fiber-optic cables were those for a site computer local Most of the problems during and immediately
area network (LAN) that extended 19etweenthe adminis- after the quakes involved the natural gas burners at the
trative building and the store room/maintenance build- plant. Eighty percent of the heat for the kilns is gener-
ing. Even though the server was located on a flexible ated by coal fire. Natural gas is used for stabilization of
rack about 5 feet above the floor, the extra loop of cable the kiln heat. The safety shut-off switch/valve was off for
between the rack and the wall accommodated the differ- about one-half hour after the quake. The safety shut-off
ential motion, required a 'manual re-set'.
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The Nuclear Gauge electroni_ card vibrated The cone was also fabricated from unstiffened 1/4-inch
loose during the quakes. This device uses a gamma steel plate. The volume of space between the vertical
source and receiver to look through the hopper to detect support skirt and the inverted cone was hollow, with the
presence or absence of material, configuration resulting in a combination of a large,

elevated mass on top of an unstiffened, unbraced, vertical
A 'Symetro' alignment switch tripped on a large cylindrical shell.

Gear Box (10 feet x 20 feet) for the Finish Mill. The
alignment switch was for the interface between the drive The digitally-controlled equipment at the Pfizer
shaft and gears. Cement Plant appeared to have no problems due to the

6/92 quakes.
In the Raw Mill, the 4160-volt (2000-amp) Bus

Tie-Breaker tripped and took one-half hour for 'manual An unreinforced masonry block shear wall col-
re-set'. This breaker was an old-style time over-current lapsed at the Pfizer Cement Plant. The replacement wall
model. It apparently changed state due to 'chatter' of the now has steel reinforcement and fewer wall openings.
contacts. Both transformers are needed to operate the
new plant at full capacity. Reinforced concrete beams experienced extensive

cracking due to several factors: (1) large masses on the
A common problem occurred with elevator shaft upper floors of structure, (2) location of structure on

tracks, alignment, and counter-balances during and right hillside with minimal foundation piles to resist move-
after the quakes, ment as the slope became unstable during and imme-

diately after the quake.
The inclined walkway between silos (old NW

silos) had to be re-anchored as a result of the seismic D. ADDITIONAL EFFORT IN CAPE MENDOCINO
events. AREA (N. CALIF.) FUNDED BY USNRC

There were no apparent problems with any of the D.I Pacific Lumber Mill & Co-Generation Power
digitally-controlled equipment (ie Allen-Bradley pro- Plant
grammable controller). Of the approximately 1000 tags
(electrical points or nodes) about 400 are digital and Further investigation of selected structures,
about 600 are analog. There are four separate sets of systems, and components was performed at the Pacific
Electrical Rooms on-site at the Mitsubishi Cushenbury Lumber Mill with limited funding from NRC [2]. Items
Cement Plant. of interest included: (1) equipment and components

using fiber-optic cables; (2) digitally-controlled equip-
C.3 Pfizer Cement Plant ment; (3) turbine-generator damage; (4) broken fire

protection mains which provided cooling water for aux-
At the Pfizer Cement Plant in Lucerne Valley, iliary systems (ie, back-up diesel that powers the fire

CA, the damage resulting from the Landers and Big Bear protection pump); (5) lack of anchorage of main elec-
seismic events amounted to about $4.6M physical trical transformer (which powered one of the mills and
damage and $2M in loss of sales and business for the all of domestic power for the company-owned residential
facilities at the site. The most dramatic failures that district in town); (6) poor anchorage of switchgear; (7)
occurred at the Pfizer Cement Plant involved several tall, failure of fire protection lines above the Debarker
steel silos. Each of the storage bins were approximately MCCs; (8) lack of anchorage of electrical panels in
20 feet in diameter and 50 feet high. These vessels had Factory Annex; (9) instrument air line damage due to
walls that consisted of l/4-inch steel plate, with no stif- differential movement of boiler and adjacent structures.
feners for the first 12 feet on the lower support skirt to

prevent buckling. Since the contents of the silos _as The turbine generator damage due to a 0.5-inch
granular material with a density of about 120 lb/ft , the displacement resulted in a failed thrust bearing and
combined seismic and dead load in the vertical direction damaged steam seals (see Figure 3). Apparently the
and the amplified lateral seismic load exceeded capacity shims came in contact with the turbine blades, which
of the unstiffened lower support skirt to resist buckling, caused the turbine to spin down in 15 minutes (normal
Just above the concrete base slab, a 45-degree inverted turbine spin-down time for this model is about 25
cone was designed to act as a funnel for eact, storage bin. minutes). The batteries remained available for the lube
Since the vertical support skirt buckled, the inverted oil to the main turbine bearings which consequently
cone buckled due to impact with the concrete base slab. survived the quake.
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Figure 3. Differential settlement between the turbine, generator, and their
foundations usually requires shutdown for shaft re-alignment and can even cause
damage to those components. The 60-ton stator (at Pacific Lumber 25 MWe Co-
Generation Plant) moved about 1/4 inch.
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Approximately 21 pipe-main breaks occurred line broke for the tubing that cleans off the UV-eye
mostly underground to the fire protection system. It was sensor (that detects if the oil burner is operating);
the second seismic event (12:40 AM on Sunday 4/26/92) (3) An AOV control (for the oil-burner air damper)
that caused most of the damage. This resulted in elimi- impacted a support for instrument tubing and caused the
nating the available cooling water to the diesel generator AOV to be non-operational; (4) I_x_ssof function for
which provides back-up power to the fire protection steam differential pressure transmitter on the boiler
pump. At the same time, a fire was raging at the Scotia system; (5) Near top of Boiler B, the steam drum had
shopping center adjacent to Mill A and a $15M loss Clark "Reliance Lcvalarm" l-inch line break at the drain
resulted. In an attempt to provide water to the fire valve and at the sight glass (for "local" reading of the
protection system, the back-up diesel (for F.P. pump) ran steam drum level); and (6) An air line broke that
for about 20 minutes (without cooling water to the die- provides air to an AO'¢ for water spray on the De-super-
sel) and then the diesel engine seized up and was no heater that brings steam from 870 °F to about 750 °F.
longer available.

Strong motion from the three seismic events
The step-down electrical transformers (13.8kV to caused extensive damage to the Electrostatic Precipita-

2.4kV) were not positively anchored before the 4/92 tor, which is part of the Pacific Lumber 25-MWe Co-
quakes. Two of the transformers on the north end generation (wood-fired) Plant at Scotia. Each of the
overturned and tore loose one of the electrical phases, three Precipitators consists of 110 parallel plates that arc
This necessitated shutting down all 3-phase equipment, suspended vertically and are each 40 feet long. Seismic
As a result, all of Mill B and all 3-phase motors in the damage included excessive bending of the long precipita-
(company-owned) town of Scotia had to be removed tor plates which normally need to have tight tolerances
from service. This disabled the Domestic Water Pump, in the distances between the plates and adjacent wires
because it was also 3-phase. To put it another way, any (for effective control of electrostatic charge between
motor at the Pacific Lumber Mill and the town of Scotia plate and wire and to prevent arcing). The precipitator
that is rated at 3 horsepower or more is considered to plates are used to collect ash product from the burner
need 3-phase electrical power and therefore could not be exhaust for recycling and conservation of materials in the
used until the transformers were available. Immediate power generation process.
restoration of these step-down transformers became a
high priority for Pacific Lumber Company. Upon close- At Mill A, large primary transformers were un-
up visual inspection of the new repair welds, it became anchored and relied on the bus bars to limit the dis-
clear that the weld quality was very poor with multiple placements.
discontinuities on each weld, and the lack of paint on
the welds allowed severe rust to begin (see Figure 4). It At the base of the 94-foot high, steel support
was apparent that the capacity of these repair welds was frames for the three boilers at the Scotia PALCO Power
marginal for surviving another large seismic event. Plant, the 1.5-inch to 2-inch diameter anchor bolts

stretched about 1.5 to 2 inches in the reinforced concrete

At the time of the return visit to the Pacific foundation. During the three- to four-week outage, the
Lumber Mill, there had been no problems reported or foundations required extensive retrofit.
detected regarding function of digitally-controlled
equipment. The fiber expansion joints on the three boilers at

Scotia PALCO Power Plant were replaced with steel
At the 25-MWe co-generation power plant at expansion joints, after damage was caused by excessive

Scotia, a 2.4kV switchgear cabinet moved about 2" North seismic motion of the boilers and their support frames.
and about 2" East. Fortunately, there was enough slack
in the cables to avoid any loss of function. At Mill B, the ceramic-block kilns experienced

damage along with failure of threaded connections on
On the boilers, the seismic bumpers and struts the 1-inch diameter steam lines. The steam lines are

performed their job well, and absorbed the shock to the used to accelerate the drying process for lumber.
system during the quakes. However, the differential
motion between the boiler and the adjacent support The Factory Annex (where boards are glued
structure caused the following problems on small-dia- together) had several electrical panels overturn due to
meter lines for Boilers B and C: (1) Instrument air tubing lack of anchorage. It was explained that the panels had
was crimped for the pressure differential switch that been installed only one month prior to the 4/92 quakes.
controlled the air damper for the oil burner; (2) The air
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Figure 4. At the Pacific Lumber Mill in Scotia,CA, the step-down electrical
transformers (13.8kV tc_2.4kV) wcre not positively anchored before the 4/92 quakes.
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At Mill B, the overhead fire protection lines F. APPLICABI,E LESSONS LEARNED FOR DOE
broke at some of the threaded connections and caused SITES AND FACILITIES FROM 1992 CAI,IFORNIA

inadvertent water spray on the MCC panels that control QUAKES AND FROM 1991 COSTA RICA SEISMIC
the De-Barker system. Once the main transformer for EN'ENT
Mill B was available and after the MCC panels were
opened, it took several days for large heaters and fans to 1. For reinforced concrete block structures, the detailing i

dry out the electrical panels, of rebar development length between walls, roofs, upper
floors, and pilasters shoui,l be given proper attention.

E. EARTIIQUAKE DAMAGE INVESTIGATIONOF
1991 VALLE DE IA ESTRELIA SEISMIC EVENT IN 2. Eccentricity in connections and bracing forwood
COSTA RICA members can lead to failure of the wood members during

a seismic event.

On April 22, 1991, at 3:57 PM local time, the
Talamanca (Valle de la Estrella) earthquake occurred in 3. Designing structures, systems, and components
Costa Rica with a Richter magnitude of 7.4. The epicen- (SSCs) to minimum criteria from building codes does not
ter of the seismic event was located 24.5 mi. south of ensure that the SSC will be functional or operational
Puerto Limon, near the Caribbean coast. The quake during or immediately after the design-basis earthquake.
originated at a depth of about 13.4 mi. The seismic event
was centered at latitude 9° 38.62' N and longitude 83° 4. In addition to providing adequate anchorage, it is
5.92' W. The epicentral area lies between the Talamanca important to take into account the potential amplifica-
mountain range to the west and the Valle de ia Estrella tion of motion up through the SSC.
to the east, near northwestern Panama [3],[4].

5. Seismic interaction bysliding, falling, or impacting of
A team of four engineers was sent to Costa Rica one object into another can interrupt function or opera-

to investigate the earthquake damage to industrial facili- tion if one of the objects is a critical SSC.
ties, bridges, and other lifelines. The team was made up
of a civil engineer from LLNL, a structural engineer 6. Soil directly adjacent to a body of water is subject to
from EQE, and two bridge engineers from the California subsidence, lateral spreading, and liquefaction during or
Department of Transportation. immediately after a seismic event.

Puerto Limon, Costa Rica, was lhe largest popula- 7. Electronic cabinets and control panels should be
tion center (about 130,000 people) and industrialize :! adequately anchored and braced and not rely on the
area that experienced major earthquake effects. The electrical conduit to limit the seismic-induced displace-
earthquake caused broken water lines, collapsed or ments.
severely damaged bridges, partial collapse of warehouses
and hotels, warped train rails, and buckling of vertical 8. Differential settlement between the turbine, genera-
tanks. Earthquake damage was also observed at the tor, and their foundations usually requires shutdown for
Moin Electrical Power Plant northwest of Puerto Limon shaft re-alignment and can even cause damage to those
and at the 9-MW Chiquita Electrical Power Plant in components (see Figure 3).
Changuinola, Panama. The Chiquita power plant had
differential settlement of the diesel foundations similar 9. Unreinforced masonry walls with wood ledgers at
to that experienced at the Moin power plant. Diagnostic upper floors and roof levels need 'o be upgraded or
tests on shaft alignment of the Moin and the Chiquita replaced with a more seismic-resistant structural system.
diesels were conducted afterward as a prudent measure.

10. If an SSC is intended to slide during an earthquake, it
E.I Industrial Facilities Observed is important to test the types of materials which form the

sliding interface to ensure that the system will perform as
Small oil refinery intended. If there is enough friction, the sliding interface
Port facilities will lock up and transmit the seismic accelerations up
Warehouses for bulk paper storage through the SSC.
Packing plant

- Electrical generation facilities 11. SSCs should be adequately tied to their supporting
Bottling plant structure or foundation to prevent excessive relative dis-

placement of the SSCs.
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12. Positive anchorage is necessary for continued func-
tion of critical components (eg, batteries h_r lube oil to
turbine bearings upon loss of normal power or site
power).

13. Seismic interaction duc to differential motion bet-

ween adjacent SSCs needs to be considered if continued
function of one of the components is crucial.

14. Digitally-controlled equipment appears to perform
acceptably if the components are properly anchored and
arc positioned to avoid seismic intcraction with adjacent
SSCs.

15. "Fire following earthquake" and "spray or flood h_l-
lowing earthquake" need to be considered if differential
motion and seismic interaction are not addressed ade-

quately.

16. Inventory stacked or located nearby building col-
umns can sometimes cause catastrophic failure of the
structure, the attached distribution systems, and adjacent
critical components if the inventory is allowed to impact
the building columns during a seismic event.

This work was performed under the auspices of the
U.S. Department of Energy by Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory under contract No. W-7405-Eng-48.
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WALK-DOWN PLAN FOR
NATURAl., PHENOMENA ANALYSIS

R. J. Kroon, N. E. Stone, D. R. Denton, and R. J. Hunt
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.

P. O. Box 2009

Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-8083

ABSTRACT
To evaluate existing facilities for Natural Phenomena Hazards a plan was developed
at the Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant" to establish the "as-exist" configuration of existing
facilities as required by Seclion 4.4.5 of UCRL-15910[1]. The "as-exist" conditions
of critical facilities were determined to ensure that these facilities were constructed

in accordance with the design drawings, that any major configuration changes to the
principal structures are identified, and that the location of major equipment loading
is defined. This paper presents the details of this plan as well as lessons learned
during implementation.

BACKGROUND a flow diagram representing the structural walk-down
steps. Figure 1 shows that there are four major tasks to

In support of an ongoing update to the Safety be completed before a completed structural walk-down
Analysis Report (SAR) Program at the five DOE plants package can be issued. Completion of these tasks are
managed by Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc., it was intended to:
decided early on that a procedure was needed to
determine the "as-exist" condition of the facilities. Since 1. provide a documented overall description of the
the majority of the facilities were built between 1940 and general condition of a building,
1950 lack of documentation of the "as-exist" condit_,on

was a concern. In addition, while various seismic analysis 2. establish and document a statistical determination
had previously been performed on some of the facilities, that structural members are consistent with the
the actual loading conditions were not well documented, design drawings,
Finally, data was needed to address the strength and
stiffness of infilled masonry walls. 3. document significant changes to the structural

configuration,
PLAN

4. document the magnitude of loads on the roof and
The first step in the evaluation of existing structures floors, and provide a load map of a building,

was to determine the existing conditions, since a
configuration management program had not previously 5. document the configuration of masonry walls
existed. It should be noted that the safety assessment carrying lateral loads,
staff had already identified the critical structures that
needed documentation. Therefore, an aggressive program 6. develop elevation drawings of each infilled masonry
was undertaken to develop a procedure that could be wall showing conditions and penetrations, and
used to provide a consistent approach. Figure 1presents

"Managed by Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc., for the U. S. Department of Energy under contract
DE-AC05-84OR21400.
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Figure 1. Walk-down procedural steps.

7. provide a complete list of material properties and considered. The check list is presented in Table 2. The
reference drawings necessary for updating existing walk-through inspection is to be performed using the
mathematical models or to develop new structural design drawings. Major configuration changes will be
models for use in analysis of Natural Phenomena noted and subsequently identified (red-lined) on the
Hazard loadings (e.g., wind, rain, and seismic), respective design drawings. It should be noted that a

method was provided to allow the walk-down engineer to

The level of detail provided by this walk-down is not report to plant management significant safety concerns
sufficient to document the complete "as-built" which might be identified during the walk-through
configuration of the structure. However, this effort (Table 2, Item 16 on check list).
complies with the requirements of UCRL-15910 for
Natural Phenomena Loading by collecting pertinenw STRU_ INSPECTION
information for use in performing structural analysis The purpose of the sampling inspection was to verify,

based on a statistical determination, that the essential

IMPLEMENTATION structural members are consistent with design drawings.
The structural features inspected were columns, beams,

WALK-THROUGH APPROACH AND PROCEDURE column bases, and connections. The sampling
An overall structural walk-through was performed to methodology followed the Procedure MIL-STDI05E[2].

ascertain the general condition of the structure. The
walk-through was performed using a check-list-type set of The procedure was based on inspection by attributes,
data sheets, which were filled out in the field. Table 1 and the methodology allowed only a "yes" or "no"
list the contents of the data sheets in a component determination. The inspection attributes were defined as
oriented format and shows the inspection parameters column size, column orientation, beam size, and member
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Table 1. Walk-through ch.eck items For each inspection sample, a column, one of its
connecting girders or beams; a girder or beam column

Structural Inspection connection; and the column baseplate was examined.
Item Components Details Table 3 shows a sample work sheet.

1. General • Visible signs of settlement ROOF AND FLOOR LOAD DRAWINGS
.Cracking of load bearing walls Loadings include equipment, partitions walls, piping,
• Corrosion•f structural elements HVAC ducting, conduit, and cable trays. The
,Deviation from design drawings information is presented as load maps that indicate both

uniform and concentrated loads. The design live loads
2. Columns, •Missing members are noted on the maps, but not included in the uniform

Beams, & dead load determination. Major structural elements such
Connections as columns, girders, and infilled masonry walls, that will

be included as elements in the structural model, are not

• Orientation of columns and beams included on the map as dead loads. (See Figures 2 and
• Notches and cutouts in members 3).

.General conformity with design dwg.
Equipment with a total weight equal to or greater

3. Welds •Free from defects than 10% of the dead weight of a bay floor or roof deck
• General condition of welds carrying the equipment are treated as discrete loads.
.Welds are continuous Equipment footprints are indicated on the load map

drawings and are shown in detailed partial plans and

4. Floor .Undocumented openings in floors entered into a data base. The vertical eccentricity of the
concentrated load's centroid from the floor surface is also

5. Ponding ,Ponding noted.
• Roof attachments to structural steel

• General condition of the roof Dead loads supported by roofs and floors are
• Drains and gutters are free of debris indicated on the load maps as uniform area loads. The

uniform dead load consists of loading supported by the
6. Siding ,Properly attached,to building roof or floor on its upper surface, the roof or floor's self

weight, and loading suspended from the underside of the
connection, floor or roof. Load intensities are noted in legends on

each map.
Column size, column orientation, beam size, and

member connections which did not conform with design To obtain the area load intensities, a walk-through of
drawings, even if they were larger than specified, were the structure was utilized to group bays into light,
considered to be failure attributes, moderate, and heavy load categories, Alter the bays were

surveyed, load calculations were performed for the light,
The criteria for the sample approach are a function moderate, and heavy ioaded bays. Loads in the survey

of the lot size, inspection level, and acceptance quality included equipment not qualifying as a concentrated load,
level (AQL). A normal inspection level was used in this partitions, piping, conduit, cable trays, HVAC, and other
sampling approach as opposed to a reduced or tightened miscellaneous items. These loads were summed and
inspection level. When the MIL-STD procedure was applied as a uniformly distributed load over the entire
followed using a 4% AQL and a sample was acceptable, bay. This process was performed for each load group
it could be inferred that in the total tx_pulation there was (i.e., light, moderate, and heavy load groups).
a probability of 0.95 and that 4'% or less of the members
are defective. Dcwelopment of Uniform Loading Intensity

Determination of the load intensity on a floor (top
Candidate inspection elements were selected on a surface for example) was accomplished in the following

random basis. When an element was deemed inaccessible manner. The loading condition of all bays composing the
by walk-down personnel, it was so noted and the next loaded floor was established by a visual survey. Then a
sequential substitute element was selected. Substitution bay for which load intensity best represented the average
was continued as necessary until the required sample size load level of all the bays on the floor was selected. The
was inspected, average bay ideally was one representative of most of the
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Table 2. Walk-through checklist

Building:

Area Inspected: Elevation:

Yes No Comment Initials

1. Are there visible signs of building settlement?
Crack of load-bearing walls? Corrosion?

2. Are column bases of standard, acceptable configurations?
3. Are there any missing/additional members?
4. Area columns continuous without strength discontinuities?
5. Are column orientations consistent?
6. Are column sizes consistent?

7. Are column splices consistent with drawings?
8. Are there un-reinforced masonry walls?
9. Are there cut-outs or notches on columns or primary beams?
10. Are connections of standard acceptable configurations?
11. Are connections consistent with design drawings? _
12. Do structural welds appear acceptable (continuous, adequate __

size, free of defects)?
13. Are there any undocumented openings in floors?

Are all _pening sizes consistent with design drawings'? _
14. Do beam sizes appear consistent with design drawings? _ m
15. Are the braces installed per design drawings? _
16. Are there structural configuration changes that represent _

significant safety concerns?
(Note: Notify LPWE immediately if this item is determined to

be "YF_'.)
17. Are parapet heights consistent with design drawings?
18. Is there a potential for ponding?

If no, provide justification.
19. Does the roof contain drains or other openings for ponding

relief?.

20. Are drains and other openings free from debris or other
obstacles?

21. Is siding securely attached to building structure?
Provide sketch of typical details. __

22. Is roof decking securely attached to building structure?
Provide sketch of typical detail. __

bays on the floor. The uniform load level was based on Generally, the three load intensity categories were light,
the following parameters: the volume of similar kinds of moderate (average), and heavy. These distinctions are
equipment; the weights of different kinds of equipment; subjective. Where there was large disparity in the
and the total number of pipes, ducts, conduits and cable loadings the number of groupings was increased or
trays. Moderate bay load in the field was defined as the decreased to adequately describe the floor loading.
average (based on volume, number of pipes, etc.)
intensity of the total loading surveyed. From each of the loading groups, a representative bay

was selected and a detailed load inventory was recorded.
E.ach bay was grouped with similarly loaded bays with The field inspection information was examined and

a load intensity relative to the average loaded bay. detailed load calculations were made utilizing field
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Table 3. Instructions for completing worksheets and 8. Clip or Seat Angles - the leg size, length and
connection sketches thickness of clip and seat angles will be included

in the connection sketches.

A. The Lead Plant Walk-down Engineer (LPWE) or
designee will assign the location, reference drawing, COLUMN ATI'ACHMENT WORKSHEET
detail number, and other information in the design
column based on design drawings and other l_x_cation:
applicable references prior to the initiation of the Ref DWG: Detail:
walk-down.

Steel Concrete Design Nominal: As configured:
B. The Walk-down Team will provide recorded and

checked information for all items in the as- d d
configured column based on data obtained during bf bf
the walk-down, tw

tf
C. The Walk-down Team will answer applicable

questions on each worksheet and provide comments Web Direction N]S or .E/W N/S or E/W
and sketches as necessary, x

Z

D. The Walk-down Team will provide details (sketches) tbp
on each selected connection to the sample column
(i.e., column-base, column-beam, brace). These

sketches will include, but are not limited to, the 1. Is column welded to base plate? Y or N.
following items: If Yes, indicate location:

(a) all around (b) web only (c) outside flanges only
1. Bolt diameter - to be determined by measuring

the dimension across the flat sides of a hex bolt (d) web and outside flanges

head or a hex nut. 2. Are clip angles used? Y or N.
If Yes, are clip angles welded, bolted, or riveted,

2. Bolt type - self drilling expansion anchor, wedge and indicate location:
bolt, grouted anchor, undercut anchor, etc.

(a) web (b) flange (c) web and flanges

3. Bolt material - high strength A325 or A490 bolt 3. Are welded bar stiffeners used? Y or N.
will be identified by markings on the bolt head.

If Yes, indicate location:
If the markings are not visible, due to paint or
other reasons, the bolt will be assumed to be (a) web (b) flange (c) web and flange

consistent with the design drawings.
4. Are anchor bolts used for attachment of base

4. Bolt/Rivet spacing - the edge distances and plates? Y or N.
spacings of bolts/rivets shall be measured and If Yes, indicate quantity: and location:
noted for base plates, clip angle, and other (a) web (b)flange (c)corners

connecting plate. 5. Comments:

5. Plates - the dimensions and thicknesses for

connection plates will be measured unless they
are inaccessible, in which case the plates will be
assumed to meet the design drawings.

Signatures:
6. Rivets - diameter of rivets shall be determined

by measuring the rivet head diameter. Design Info. Prep. Date
As-Configured Prep. Date

7. Welds - weld size, type (fillet, full or partial
penetrations, etc.) and configuration shall be Design Info. Prep. Date
shown. Weld fillet gages may be used for As-Configured Prep. Date
measuring the thickness of the weld.
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BEAM ATI'ACHMENT WORKSHEET 4. Bolts/rivets

a. Diameter 1/16 1/8
Location: b. Spacing 1/8 1/4
Ref DWG: Detail:

5. Welds

Steel Concrete Design Nominal WF As configured: Weld sizes will be determined using special weld fillet
gages relying on the best fit. The weld size will be

d d determined at each mid-point along any length of weld
bf bf longer than 1 in.
tf --
tw -- 6. l_x_cation

Equipment locations will be recorded to the nearest
1. Are clip or seat angles used to make beam end h)ot.

connection? Y or N.

If Yes, are clip or seat angles bolted, riveted, or information, handbooks, vendor documentation, and
welded and indicate location(s): other information as required. This tends to minimize
(a) one side of web (b) both sides of web the subjectivity of the field inspection. The process was
(c) bottom of flng (d) top & bottom of flng repeated for the top and bottom surface of each floor in
If No,explain: the structure. Load intensity drawings wcrc generated for

each loaded floor.

2. Comments: Field Load Survey Prtx.x_ures
Signatures: • Before the initiation of the field work, each

inspection team member was issued a field inspection
Design Info. Prep. Date procedure handbook and a set of building layout and
As-Configured Prep. Date structural drawings including a set of master plans

showing the floor bays and elevations to be surveyed.
Design lnfo. Prep. Date
As-configured Prep. Date • Prior to actually performing the dead load inventory,

each field team completely walked through the
E. Measurements will be taken using rules, calipers or structure to determine all h)ading to which the

other measuring devices of measurements within the structure is subjected.
accurac'y specified (measured). The measurements
will then be recorded as measured. This data will • For each surface of a floor surveyed, a key plan was
be compared to the design to verify the clement prepared and relative load intensities on
size. representative bays were performed.

• Ten percent of the loaded floor self-weight was
Tolerance(in.) calculated so that the threshold for concentrated

Item Measured (in.) (+/-) loads could be determined.

1. Structural shapes • Utilizing the calculated threshold weight the
a. Width 1/16 1/8 equipment loading on each bay was categorized as
b. Depth 1/16 1/8 concentrated or uniform loading. Recording of these
c. Thickness 1/32 1/16 two load categories in the field was performed

differently and is described below.
2. Clip seat angles

a. Leg length 1/16 1/8 • The total load on a roof or floor was determined by
b. Thickness 1/32 1/16 summing the self-weight of each and the uniform

dead loading from both surfaces of the roof or floor.
3. Plates Uniform Load Survey/Procedure

a. Length 1/8 1/4 Uniform dead loadings for all the bays on the
b. Width 1/8 1/4 structure were grouped according to similarity of load
c. Thickness 1/32 1/16 intensity as previously discussed.
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• Each loaded floor surface was surveyed and grouped center of the masonry and center line of the frame
independently, members were estimated and noted. Figure 4 represents

a typical masonry wall configuration and penetration map
Concentrated Load Survey Procedure developed in the field survey.
• Concentrated loads were identified by recording the

location, footprint, weight, and available vendor ADDITIONAL INFORMATION GATHERED
identification of the load on a case-by-case basis.
When it appeared unlikely that vendor-supplied In addition to the information mentioned previously
weights could be found, the inspection team there were several areas without adequate documentation
described the piece of equipment in sufficient detail and the following actions were taken.
to permit a reasonable load and eccentricity
(distance of center of gravity above or below surface) 1. Drawings--A data base was established to identify and
to be calculated, index by attribute all drawings for specific buildings.

This was a tremendous undertaking as drawings
MASONRY WALL CONFIGURATION AND needed to be cross referent_.'d and reviewed for
PEN_TION MAPS attributes (equipment, structural modifications, etc.).

The stiffness of infilled masonry walls is represented
by equivalent struts' in the building structural model. 2. References--A data base was established to identify
The struts' stiffness and strength are influenced by calculations applicable to a particular structure for
opening in the walls, boundary conditions, and the both design and evaluation.
general condition of the infill. Therefore, field surveys
were performed and drawings were developed to provide 3. Equipment--A data base was established for the
masonry wall elevation details and plan views showing equipment whose weight was greater than 10 percent
wall location, type of material, dimensions, eccentricity, of the floor dead load. The field information
and thicknessofmasonrywalls. The location of missing gathered was utilized to (l)either identify the
or broken tiles, extensive cracking, or other significant manufacture and model number so that weights could
damaged condition was documented. The location and be obtained from the manufacture or (2) if
dimensions of openings in the infilled masonry walls were manufacture was not available a calculation was
identified and documented. The eccentricity between the performed to establish center of gravity and weight

(See Table 4).
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Figure 4. Repr_ents a typical masonry wall configuration and penetration map.
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Building:
,-x.j Elevation: 1053o
= Floor. Third floor (fan house)"'1

=" Support/

Equipment Model attachment
ID Tvge number Manufacturer S_tem Insulation type Location

Z
SF1 Fan 82 Train Comp HVAC Yes Rigid NP23

•n SF2 SCF R2526-1 American Standard HVAC Yes Rigid MN23

SF3 Fan R5258-1 19717 Champion Blower & Forge HVAC Yes Rigid MN23
"_ SF4 Fan R8Z527-1 Champion Blower & Forge HVAC Yes Rigid HJ23m"

SF7 Air Conditioner 77-3663 Barry Blower HVAC Yes Rigid DE34
o SF8 Centrifugal fan K41205686 Trane HVAC Yes Rigid NP34

SF9 Centrifugal fan Browing 205V118" Trane HVAC Yes Rigid MN34
SF12 Fan and blower TBFC1636B28G70 Twin City Fan & Blower HVAC Yes Rigid GH23

Surface

Fxluipment top/ Footprint Eccentricity Capacity/ Weight Term/
_._ ID bottom (Ft x Ft) (Ft) size (lb) Perm Reference
__.

SF1 Top 5 x 13 1.5 7,886 Perm wt calculated

_" SF2 Top 6 x 15 0.7 6,122 Perm wt calculated
SF3 Top 6 x 20 1.6 600 9,059 Perm wt calculated

¢') SF4 Top 7 x 11 2.1 542 6,437 Perm wt calculatedo
SF7 Top 5 x 19 1.4 9,161 Perm wt calculated

_-_ SF8 Top 5 x 10 1 154 8,346 Perm wt calculatede_
SF9 Top 6 x 12 1.3 154 5,399 Perm wt calculatede_

SF!2 Top 9 x 9 0.7 6,450 Perm wt calculated
I

_t_ Table 4. Lcg_ inventory data base



4. Material Properties--As the data base was developed B. Equipment weight--establish method for
for the drawings and references, material properties determining:
were documented. Table 5 is a sample of these • vendor search,
material properties showing material, code of record, • plant personnel (central contact), and
and reference for the information. • calculations (estimation).

Table 5. Material properties DURING WALK-DOWN
A. Perform walk-through with the lead walk-down

Code of Ref. engineer using walk-down procedure to:
Mat'l Description Record _ • identify potential problem areas (inaccessibility,

lifts required, etc.),

Con- Footing mar'l: f'c = • determine lead engineers understanding of
crete 2500 psi @ 28 days ACP318 FU-1608 procedure, and

Others: f'c = • perform early in program (first week) and on
3000 psi @ 28 days ACI-318 a continuous basis.

B. Experienced structural engineers will perform the
Struct. All shapes: ASTM A-7 AlSC-1947 *FU-16(B structural walk-through.
Steel *QU-I'TO4 C. Establish ownership--walk-down personnel should

be involved in:

Roof Roofing covering mat'l E2F-12124 • walk-downs
2 in. x 15 in. x 10 ft • transfer of field notes to reports and drawings,
std metal bound, pre- and
cast T&G, light weight • review final report.
gypsum plank

5.ply built-up roof ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Misc. Hollow clay tile walls E-S-21803 The authors would like to thank the Gaseous Diffusion
4 in. tk - 18 lb/ft2 Re£ 10.12 Plant and Y-12 Plant Safety Analysis Report Programs
8 in. tk - 32 lb/ftz personnel for their support in this effort.
12 in. tk - 42 lb/ftz

REFERENCES
Plenum floor:

15 Ga. sheet metal [1] Design and Evaluation Guidelines for DOE
steel = 2.8 lb/ftz Facilities Subjected to Natural Phenomena Hazards,

UCRL-15910, June 1990.

*Design drawing of main building complex.
**The 12-in.-tk HCTWs in the Building _ consist of I2] Sampling Procedures and Tables for Inspection by

a layer of 4-in.-tk blocks and a layer of 8-in.-tk blocks. Attributes, MIL-STD-105E, DepartmentofDefense,
The displayed value is for 12-in. blocks only. Washington, D.C., May 10, 1989.

LESSONS LEARNED

BEFORE AC-q_AL WALK-DOWN BEGINS

A. Advanced preparation
(1) Gather materials--

• drawings and
• reports.

(2) Coordination--get input from--
• plant personal (lifts, lockers, etc.) and
• Security (access requirements).

(3) Training--
• site procedures and
• walk-down procedures.
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SYSTEMATIC EVALUATION PROGRAM (SEP) AT ROCKY FLATS PLANT: AN
OVERVIEW OF PRACTICAL MANAGEMENT ISSUES FOR EVALUATION ()F

NATURAL PHENOMENA tlAZARDS

Faris M. Badwan

EG&G Rocky Flat.,;

Kenneth S. Herring
NUS Corporation

Overview
level of safety is achieved in an economical

The Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board fashion.
(DNFSB) recommended that a Systematic
Evaluation Progran be developed and implemented The SEP interfaces with other Rocky Flats
at the Rocky Flats Facility (DNFSB programs such as the Standards program, the
Recommendation 90-5). EG&G has established Configuration Change Control program, the Vital
the Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP) to carry Safety System Operability Verification program,
out this recommendation by developing various the Final Safety Analysis program, and the Safety
programmatic plans based on the DOE Analysis ReportUpgmdepmgram.
Implementation Plan and DOE Management Plan.

Detailed Discussion

Many of the buildings at the Rocky Flats
Plant were designed and built before modern The SEP at RFP is being conducted in three
standards were developed, including standards for phases:
protection against extreme natural phenomenon
such as tornadoes, earthquakes, and floods. The Phase 1: Development of the Topics List
purpose of the SEP is to establish an integrated and the Topic Evaluation Plans,
approach to assessing the design adequacy of Phase 2: Evaluation of the Topics, and
specific high and moderate hazard Rocky Flats Phase 3: Performance of the Integrated
facilities from a safety perspective and to establish Safety Assessment.
a basis for defining any needed facility
improvements. The SEP is to be carried out in The purpose and the elements of each of the
three Phases. In Phase 1, topics to be evaluated three phases are summarized in the RFP SEP
and an evaluation plan for each topic were Management Plan.
developed. Any differences between Current

Design Requirements (CDR) or acceptance criteria Phase 1 was conducted from approximately
and the design of existing facilities, will be April 1990 through April 1992. The tasks
identified during Phase 2 and assessed using an performed during this period consisted not only of
integrated systematic approach during Phase 3. those specified in the Phase 1 Plan such as a
The integrated assessment performed during Phase Topics List and Topic Evaluation Plans, but also
3 provides a process for evaluating the differences included, in collaboration with DOE, the

between existing facility design and CDRs so that development of the SEP concept, approach, and
decisions on corrective actions can be made on the process. These efforts resulted in the development
basis of relative risk reduction and cost of the DOE Management Plan for the
effectiveness. These efforts will ensure that a implementation of DNFSB Recommendation 90-5
balanced and integrated level of safety is achieved and the development of the RFP SEP Management
for long-term operation of these buildings. Plan, Quality Assurance Plan, Phase 1 and Phase 2
Through appropriate selection of topics and Plans, and several programmatic working
identification of the structures, systems, and procedures for RFP to conduct the SEP.
components to be evaluated, the SEP will address

outstanding design issues related to the prevention In Phase 1, sixteen topics were selected as an
and mitigation of design basis accidents, including organizational mechanism to evaluate structures,
those arising from natural phenomena. The systems, and components. The topics included
objective of the SEP is not to bring these initiating events, such as natural phenomena
buildings into strict compliance with current hazards, and systems topics. The topics are as
requirements, but rather to ensure that an adequate follows:
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Wind and Tornado
Seismic 2. Preliminary Seismic Hazard Evaluation

Hydrology
Other External Events 3 Soil Amplification Studies
Fire ProtectionSystems The purpose of Task 3 is to
Electrical Power Supply Systems determine the effects of the alluvial soil
Instrumentation and Control Systems overlying site bedrock on ground motion
Nuclear Criticality Design at plant structures. The 2-D amplification
Environmental Qualification analysis was finalized, but the task will
Confinement BamerSystem not be completed until results arc
H_ardous Material Control available from the shear wave velocity
Confinement Ventilation System testing.
Other Internal Events

Utility Systems 4. Vibratory Ground Motion
Human Factors The purpose of Task 4 is to
Classification of Structures, Systems and determine methods suitable for use at the

Components Rocky Flats Plant (RFP) site to translate
earthqu_e motions from distant evenLs to

General Topic Evaluation Plans (TEP) were ground motion at the site. Since there
developed for each ttJpic. The TEPs identified were no empirical attenuation
current design requiremenLs, acceptance criteria, and relationships available for this region,
described a plan for evaluation. The TEPs were studies from other regions were adapted
generic rather than building-specific. Identification and modified. The draft task report
of building specific structures, systems and presented two methods for attenuation-
components, their associated safety functions and distance relationships, one empirical and
development of specific curr.ent design requirements the other analytical. By utilizing both
and acceptance criteria will be performed in meth_xls in the seismic hazard assessment,
Phase 2. there will be a comprehensive and

bounding set of assumptions for
Phase 2 work began in approximately April calculating seismic hazard and quantifying

1992 on Building 559. DOE subsequently directed uncertainties.
EG&G to stop work on Building 559 and
commence Phase 2 work on Building 707, Data 5. Soils Liquefaction Potential
collection and review of this data has been The purpose of Task 5 is to assess
completed for the majority of topics expected to be the potential for earthquake induced
evaluated on Building 707. This data includes liquefaction of the soils at the RFP site.
drawings, design specifications, and previous In large earthquakes, loose sandy soils in
studies and analyses. The SEP review and combination with ground water can
assessment of existing studies at RFP is being liquefy, causing severe problems with
documented in twelve special study reports. These foundations of structures. The draft task
reports are in the areas of seismic, fire protection, report concluded that, based on the
electrical, I&C, confinement ventilation systems, available data, there was no significant
and confinementzones, liquefaction potential at RFP. The

conclusion was in agreement with
previous studies.

Seismic Hazards Study
6. Stability of Gex)technical Structures

To support the seismic analysis of buildings The purpose of Task 6 is to review
and components, SEP has undertaken a the stability of earth slopes at the site
comprehensive study , using recognized seismic during earthqu_e induced ground motion.
experts to establish the appropriate seismic hazard The draft report concluded that while
for RFP. permanent deformations of the existing

earth slopes at the site were generally
Current estimated progress is indicated below: negligible, if the results of the overall

study concluded there was a potential for
Description significant ground motion and a slope

could severely impact a plant structure, a
1. Definition of Seismic Hazard Issues more detailed study of the slope in
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question might be required, drilling was required to be containerized and tested.
To accomplish this, it was necessary to purchase

7. Detailed Seismic Source Characterization 100 55-gallon barrels which were required to meet
The purpose of Task 7 is to further Department of Transportation Standard DOT-17C.

investigate the issues identified in the Arrangements also had to be made to test the soil
Task 2 preliminary study. Task 2 for contamination. Because of the potentially
identified potentially important source contaminated nature of the soil, it was necessary to
characterization issues worthy of further take precautionary measures and utilize a health
studies. The draft report presented the physics technician at the drilling site. In
sources identified and a discussion of the determining borehole locations, it was necessary to
parameters and associated uncertainties, assure that there were no underground interferences
The terms of magnitude, distance, and which required approvals from various RFP
recurrence interval with probabilities organizations and, for security reasons, security
identified for ranges of parameters. These approval was also necessary. To minimize cost,
sources will b,e combined with the results the drilling performed for the Seismic H_.ard Study
from the other tasks to determine the was coordinated with drilling being performed by
seismic hazards for the site. the Environmental Restoration Management Group

at RFP. This coordination required additional up
8. Historical Seismicity Studies front planning for approximately four weeks'

however, it resulted in fewer total ix)reholes than if
9. Draft Seismic H_ard Recommendation the up front coordination did not occur. The cost

to purchase barrels and test soil was approxinaately
10. Final Seismic Hazard Recommendation S200,000; the cost to perform shear wave testing

was approximately S40,(X)0.
11. Artificial Ground Motions

Much of the work being performed for the
Tasks 1 and 2 are complete; Tasks 4 through 7 Seismic Hazard Study is being performed by

have been completed in draft form. EG&G subcontractors. For example, separate
su'bcontracts were awarded to perform the drilling,

Approval was obtained from DOE-RFO to the shear wave testing, barrel purchase, and soil
proceed with shear wave investigation efforts (an testing. All subcontracts must conform to DOE
input to the Soil Amplification Study, Task 3 regulations concerning subcontracts which is a
above), and the associated drilling program, tirne consuming proccss. The process requires

issuing requests for proposals, technical and
financial evaluation of the proposals, and awarding

Management lssue,,,i the contract.

Seismic Hazard Study Ouality Assurance

Performing natural phenomena evaluations at Quality Assurance (QA) at RFP requires full
Rocky Flats presents unique management issues in compliance with Section 8 of ASME NQA-I.
the areas of environmental, quality assurance, This encompasses building model and software
procurement, building access, and coordination development, data, and evaluations. RFP was
with other site programs and organizations, built in the early 1950s with subsequent additions

and modifications. Because of the plant's age,
All soil at Rocky Flats Plant is treated as structural properties and as-built configurations

potentially contaminated, either radiologically or have not always been well documented over the
toxicologically. As a result, commitments to the years. This requires a justification and recreation
Colorado Department of Health (CDH) and the of the necessary information in order to perform
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) require the SEP analyses. In situ material testing is likely
testing of all removed soil. Because of testing to be necessary in some cases to determine material
constraints, all removed soil must be containerized properties. To accurately reflect as-built
prior to testing. As part of the Seismic Hazard conditions, walkdowns of structures and equipment
Study, it was necessary to perform shear wave are required, some of which have been performed.
testing which required eight four-inch diameter To assist in developing QA approved data and
boreholcs ranging from 50 feet to 500 feet in depth evaluations, the following procedures wcrc written
to be drilled. Consistent with RFP commitments as part of SEP:
to the CDH and EPA, the soil removed during
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• SEP-08 Software Quality Assurance
• SEP-203 Documents and Data Validation
• SEP-205 SEP Configuration Walkdown

Procedure lk)rStructures
• SEP-206 General Walkdown Pr(×:edure

• SEP-210 Walkdown Procedure for Screcnillg
and Evaluation of Systems and Coml)t)ncnts
using Experience Data

Summary

In summary, environmental, quality assurance,
procurement, and coordination requirements at
Rocky Flats have presented unique challenges to
managing the SEP natural phenomena evaluations.
The requirements havc added cost and extended the
SEP completion schedule. However, by focusing
management attention on these issues and through
advance planning, cost and schedule impacts can be
minimized.
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EXTREME WIND INDUCED ACCIDENT SEQUENCE ANAI,YSIS
OF THE ADVANCED TEST REACTOR

b
S. T. Khericha and D. M. Henry

Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

EG&GIdaho, Incorporated

Idaho Falls, Idaho 83415

(208) 526-9248

M. K. Ravindra and W. H. Tong

EQEInternational Inc.

Irvine, California, 92715

(714) 833-3303

ABSTRACT

An extremewind probabilisticrisk assessment(PRA)was performedfor the

DepartmentOf Energy (DOE)AdvancedTest Reactor(ATR)as part of the external

eventsanalysis. The ATR is locatedat the Idaho NationalEngineeringLaboratory

(INEL) in Idaho. The analysis includedevaluationof wind fragilityof several

structures. As part of the analysisthe impactof extremewind on the ATR core

fuel damagefrequencywas evaluated.

Los_ of commercialpower was modeledas an Initiatingevent as a functionof wind

velbcity. Normally,the componentslocatedinsidethe buildingare not affected

directlyas a resultof wind. However,failureof a structurecan eliminate

severalcomponentsas a resultof spatialdependency. ATR supportsystemsare

locatedin severalstructures. Two walkdownswere conductedto collectthe

informationon structuresand componentsand to determinethe structural-

componentsinteraction.

Booleanequationswere developedfor core fuel damage sequenceswhich included

failureof components(structures)from extremewind, randomfailuresand

operatorerrors, The sequenceswere quantifiedusingwind hazard curveswith

wind fragilityof the stationpower,componentsand non-windunavailabilities.

The resultshowed that contributionfrom extremewind was less than 4%. ATR

totalcore damage frequencyfrom the internaland externalevents is estimatedto

be 5.E-5/yr. The systemanalysis (faulttrees)was performedby the EG&G, Idaho

Inc. and the structuresand componentswind fragilityand sequencequantification

was performedby the EQE EngineeringConsultants.

a Work supportedby the U.S. Departmentof Energy,AssistantSecretaryfor NuclearEnergy,Under DOE IdahoField
Office ContractDE-ACOl-161D0151O.

b
Currentlywith TeneraLP, Idaho Falls, Idaho,83201. (20B)-529-6691
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INTRODUCTION Designed to study the effects of intense

irradiation on samples of reactor materials, the

EG&G Idaho has been performing the Advanced unique cloverleaf shape of ATR's |.2-m high core

Test Reactor (ATR) probabilistic risk assessment provides positions for nine in-pile tubes (flux trap

(PRA). The wind analysis is an integral part of the positions), and numerous smaller irradiation

external event. The ATR wind PRA have included the locations. The lobes of the cloverleaf core allow
i

integration of wind-induced internal flood and various power levels to be established at different

internal fire, and component-structure interactions, lobe positions. Separate loop systems for each

Nine human actions modeled in the analysis take place in-pile tube provide coolant at the e×periment's

after the initiating event; hence, their failure designated temperature, pressure, and flow rate. A

probability can be influenced by the initiator. Most comparison of the ATR to a typical commercial PWR is

human actions modeled in the PRA take place pre- presented in Table I.

initiator and are not influenced by the initiator.

The system fault trees and event tree were developed The top of the ATR reactor vessel is located

by the EG&G and wind fragility and sequence at ground level, and two floors below house PCS pumps

quantification were performed by the EQE. and heat exchangers, switchgear, loop systems, and

other equipment. Framed with structural steel, the

DESCRIPTION OF THE PLANT confinement structure above the reactor is designed

as a barrier to radionuclide release into the

The ATR is a 250-MW(t) test facility located atmosphere.

at the INEL. The ATR, which began operation in 1968,

has a smaller core, higher Dower density, lower The ATR original design was to 1960 Uniform

primary coolant system (PCS) pressure and temperature Building Code (UBC) Zone 2 provisions. It is planned

(350 psig and 170"F), and greater ratio of coolant that the ATR will remain in operation through the

weight to power, than typical commercial pressurized first decade of the next century, so an assessment of

water reactors (PWRs). the additional risk posed by extreme wind is in

Table I. Comparison of ATR and PWRcharacteristics

Reactor Operating Conditions ATR PWR

Power MW(t) 250 2,000-4,000

Core power density (MW/I) I 0.i

Operation pressure (psig) 355 2,250

Inlet temperature (OF) 125 550

Outlet temperature (OF) 170 600

Primary coolant Flow rate (gpm) <48,000 300,000

Primary coolant weight (Ib) 600,000 450,000

Primary coolant weight/thermal power (Ib/MW) 2,400 170

Decay Heat (MW at 10 s) 13 135

(MW at i d) 1.3 19

Fuel

Total Uranium weight (Ib) 89 180,000

Enrichment (% U-235) 93 2-4

Configuration 48 in. long A1 plates Zirc rods containing

attached to side plates stacked pellets

Matrix UAI x UO2
Fuel temperature (OF) 430 2,000-3,000

Fission product inventory 60-d operation 10 times ATR

at 250 MW
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order. The wind accident sequence analysis performed year. Only at lower frequencies is the contribution

for the ATR includes a unique fault tree based from tornado events discernable. Therefore, the wind

treatment of wind induced fires and floods, hazard is considered herein only in terms of straight

wind contribution. The annual exceedance frequency

METHODOLOGY for 86 mph and wind and ]Of mph wind is i0 "3 and 10"

5, respectively. DOE Guidelines 3 estimate annual

Through the following six steps, this exceedance frequency of: TO"3 for 84 mph winds and 10-

complete wind risk analysis considers all factors 5 for 105 mph wind. Simiu et. al.4 estimate wind

necessary to estimate the frequency of fuel damage at speeds of around 75 mph for a I,O00-yr return period
I

ATR: and 95 mph for a tO,O00-yr return period on the basis

of the extreme wind speeds recorded at Boise, Idaho.

• Determine the wind hazard (hazard curves) Thus, the best estimate wind hazard is on the

conservative side up to 120 mph. Beyond this limit,

• Identify accident scenario for the ATR wind hazard estimates from other site specific

that lead to fuel damage (initiating events sources are not available for comparison. The peak

and event trees) gust recorded at the INEL site is 78 mph based on

records from 1950-1983. DOE recommended basic wind

• Determine the failure modes of the ATR speed for high hazard facility at the site is 95

safety and support systems (fault trees) mph.3

• Determine fragilities (probabilistic

failure criteria) for the important

structures and components
i0:

/ /

• Compute the frequency of fuel damage by ; i'..--.--,........
/ jrdeveloping and quantifying the accident

sequence Boolean equation ,o_= '>/

: / /I .?i

• Estimate uncertainty in the fuel damage /

frequency, _ / -
_0_ _ / _ ._-_

- /
HAZARD ANALYSIS - / l

The Advanced Test Reactor (AIR) is located at _ / " :
,0_ _ , _- _

the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) in _ :
: _tralqnt ",_,no$

Idaho. The topography consists of a flat valley _ =

5,000 ft above sea level, surrounded by high • 3

mountains of up to ii,000 ft. Therefore, all air _o.__ :

masses entering the valley must cross mountain

barriers, and their orientation tends to channel the _ 2

prevailing winds, lhe wind channeled across the _

mountains cover almost the entire INEL area, and the _0_ .:._

maximum wind gusts are considered representative of

conditions at all locations in the INEL. Therefore, - /

the results of INEL wind hazard analyses are _ /

considered applicable to the ATR location, '°: '°'50 _00 _50 :00 Z50 _ _50

Wind lOle<l(monl

A wind hazard curve for the INEL site has

been developed as part of the site specific studies 2

for the various Department of Energy (DOE) sites. It Figure i. Wind Hazard at the Idaho National

is seen from Figure i that the extra-tropical or Engineering Laboratory, Idaho (Reference 2)

"straight" winds dominate the hazard at the site for

frequencies is of exceedance larger than 10.6 per
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Uncertainty in the best estimate hazard curve development of accident scenarios that lead to fuel

is assumed to arise mainly from the sampling error damage. For the wind analysis, an event tree was

due to short period of recorded data used in the developed to model core fuel damage frequency based

hazard analysis. The estimate of uncertainty is on the loss of commercial power event tree as shown

based on the data given by Simiu et. al.4 for Boise, in Figure 3. Instead of modeling station blackout as

Idaho. Using Boise data, and assuming Type I extreme atop event on the event tree, the loss of the diesel

value for hazard distribution, median (5Oth generators was modeled in the power supply fault

percentile) and 85th percentile hazard curves for tree.

Boise are estimated. The ratios between the 50th to

85th percentiles are computed at each wind speed and FAULT TREES

are assumed to be applicable to the ATR hazard. The

ATR best estimate hazard is considered to be 50th The system fault trees developed for the ATR

percentile. The 85th percentile curve is obtained by Level i PRA were modified using the guidelines
5

scaling the 50th percentile with the ratio computed provided in NUREG/CR-4826. First, all the events

from the Boise data. In Figure 2, a family of wind that did not appear in the final dominant accident

hazard curves used in the wind PRA is presented, sequences of the internal event analysis, and whose

unavailability was less than 1.0xlO"4, were

INITIATING EVENTS eliminated from the fault tree models. This reduces

the complexity of the problem and size of the Boolean

The level I internal events analysis for the equations to be analyzed. Exception were made for

ATR PRA, completed in December 1989 included con_non cause events.

l -

10 -2__
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_10 -.-=
>.
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Figure 2. Family of Hazard Curves for ATR Site using Lognormal Uncertainty Distribution
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Figure3. Simplifiedevent tree for extremewind hazard

Normally,the componentslocatedinsidethe fragilitiesis similarto the methodologyfor seismic

buildingare not affected directlyas a resultof fragilityevaluation.The steps involved in the

wind. However,failureof a structurecan eliminate fragilityanalysiswere" (a) review of the plant

severalcomponentsas a resultof spatialdependency, designand wind qualificationinformation,(b) plant

ATR supportsystemsare locatedin several walkdowns,and (c) estimationof the fragility

structures. The safety relatedcomponentsin these parametersof structuresand components.

structureswere identified. Also, the presenceof

fuel lineswere identifiedwhich could result in Becausethere are many sourcesof variability

leakageof fuel, and consequentlyin fire and in the estimationof wind capacity,the component

actuationof fire suppression,upon failureof the fragility isdescribed by means of a family of

structure, fragilitycurves"a subjectiveprobabilityvalue is

assigned to each curve to reflectthe uncertaintyin

Then, wind failuremodes were added for all the fragilityestimation. Eleven basic wind events,

major componentsand structures,for example lossof that is structureand components,were modeled in the

a dieselgeneratordue to the failureof fuel line. wind event and fault trees. Wind fragilities,for

The uniquecharacteristicof the analysiswas the these importantstructuresand componentsthat were

explicitmodelingof spatialeffectsof wind induced modeled in the event and fault trees,were developed

fire and floodingat the fault tree level.For by the EQE.

example, lossof dieselgeneratoras a resultof fuel

linefailureand loss of certainnearby safety QUANTIFICATION

relatedelectricalcabinetsas a resultof fire. The

propagationof the flood,was also modeled The CAFTA code packagewas used to develop

explicitly, accident scenarioequationswith initiatorsand all

wind failuremode events.6 These Booleanequations

FRAGILITYANALYSIS were then quantifiedover the entire spectrumof

possible wind hazards by EQE using a processthat

The objectiveof wind fragilityevaluationis combined the sequence Boolean logic,the wind hazard

to estimatethe wind resistancecapacityof a given curves, the wind fragilities,and random and due to

componentusing informationon plant design bases, maintenanceunavailabilities,includinghuman

as-builtdimensionsand material properties.The wind actions. Uncertaintyanalysisusing numerical

fragilityof a structure is definedas the integration(DiscreteProbabilityDistribution)was

conditionalprobabilityof failurefor a given wind performed.

speed. The approachfor evaluatingwind structural
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Uncertainty in the best estimate hazard curve development of accident scenarios that lead to fuel

is assumed to arise mainly from the sampling error damage. For the wind analysis, an event tree was

due to short period of recorded data used in the developed to model core fuel damage frequency based

hazard analysis. The estimate of uncertainty is on the loss of commercial power event tree as shown

based on the data given by Simiu et. a]. 4 for Boise, in Figure 3. Instead of modeling station blackout as

Idaho. Using Boise data, and assuming Type I extreme atop event on the event tree, the loss of the diesel

value for hazard distribution, median (50th generators was modeled in the power supply fault

percentile) and 85th percentile hazard curves for tree.

Boise are estimated. The ratios between the 50th to

85th percentiles are computed at each wind speed and FAULT TREES

are assumed to be applicable to the ATR hazard. The

ATR best estimate hazard is considered to be 50th The system fault trees developed for the ATR

percentile. The 85th percentile curve is obtained by Level 1PRA were modified using the guidelines

scaling the 50th percentile with the ratio computed provided in NUREG/CR-4826. 5 First, all the events

from the Boise data. In Figure 2, a family of wind that did not appear in the final dominant accident

hazard curves used in the wind PRA is presented, sequences of the internal event analysis, and whose

unavailability was less than 1.0xl0 "4, were

INITIATING EVENTS eliminated from the fault tree models. This reduces

the complexity of the problem and size of the Boolean

The level 1 internal events analysis for the equations to be analyzed. Exception were made for

ATR PRA, completed in December 1989 included common cause events. I
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Figure 3. Simplified event tree for extreme wind hazard

Normally, the components located inside the fragilities is similar to the methodology for seismic

building are not affected directly as a result of fragility evaluation. The steps involved in the

wind. However, failure of a structure can e]iminate fragility analysis were: (a) review of the plant

several components as a result of spatial dependency, design and wind qualification information, (b) plant

ATR support systems are located in several walkdowns, and (c) estimation of the fragility

structures. The safety related components in these parameters of structures and components.

structures were identified. Also, the presence of

fuel lines were identified which could result in Because there are many sources of variabi]ity

leakage of fuel, and consequently in fire and in the estimation of wind capacity, the component

actuation of fire suppression, upon failure of the fragility is described by means of a family of

structure, fragility curves; a subjective probability value is

assigned to each curve to reflect the uncertainty in

Then, wind failure modes were added for all th_ fragility estimation. Eleven basic wind events,

major components and structures, for example loss of that is structure and components, were modeled in the

a diesel generator due to the failure of fuel line. wind event and fault trees. Wind fragilities, for

The unique characteristic of the analysis was the these important structures and components that were

explicit modeling of spatial effects of wind induced modeled in the event and fault trees, were developed

fire and flooding at the fault tree level. For by the EQE.

example, loss of diesel generator as a result of fuel

line failure and loss of certain nearby safety QUANTIFICATION

related electrical cabinets as a result of fire, The

propagation of the flood, was also modeled The CAFTA code package was used to develop

explicitly, accident scenario equations with initiators and all

wind failure mode events. 6 These Boolean equations

FRAGILITY ANALYSIS were then quantified over the entire spectrum of

possible wind hazards by EQE using a process that

The objective of wind fragility evaluation is combined the sequence Boolean logic, the wind hazard

to estimate the wind resistance capacity of a given curves, the wind fragilities, and random and due to

component using information on plant design bases, maintenance unavailabilities, including human

as-built dimensions and material propertles. The wind actions. Uncertainty analysis using numerical

fragility of a structure is defined as the integration (Discrete Probability Distribution) was

conditional probability of failure for a given wind performed.

speed. The approach for evaluating wind structural
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RESULTS [6] CAFTA Manual for version 2.0, Science

ApplicationsInternationalCorporation,

The total estimatedmean annualfuel damage February 22, 1989.
frequencyfor wind-initiatedsequencesis about

1.4xi0"6 This representsless than 4% of the total

fuel damagefrequencyfor the ATR fram the internal

and externalevents. SequenceWND-7 was the dominant

sequence,composingabout 61% of the total.

Sensitivityanalysis indicatedthat by setting

fragilityof only one structureto zero, i.e.,the

structureis upgraded,the total fuel damage

frequencyfor the wind analysisreducedby 85%.
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DESIGN ()F A I,I(;tiTWEIGIIT SEISMIC STRUCTI.!RE

RESISTANT TO T()RNAI)() WIND MISSILES

Y. l.,. _l'ien, Raytheon Engineers and Constructors
F..1..Baker, Wcs[inghouse Savannah River Company

M. ('t×mlbcs, Energy Operations, Incorporated

A BS T R A CT

Arkansas Nuclear One decided to expand the Control Room onto the
Turbin Room floor. The design loads were to include earthquake,
tornado wind, and tornado missiles. Preliminary calculations indicated
that the tk×_r could not support the weight from a traditionally designed
reinforced concrete-walled structure. A new design approach wasneeded.

The design seismic demand on the structure was a relatively low 0.05g
with the rcquircmen! to meet UBC standards. The tornado design loads
included a wind speed of 360 mph (total) and two design missiles: a
4"x12"xi2'-(/" wood plank traveling at 300 mph and a 10' long,
Schedule 40, 3" steel pipe traveling at 100 mph. The existing design
dead and live loads on the structure were reduced by performing a
walkdown to determine actual weights. Seismic, wind, and missile
impact loads were calculated. "['he structural bracing configuration was
determined to best utilize the existing structure. A lightweight
coml×_sitc wall section was developed to sustain the impact loads and to
optimize ctmstructibility concerns.

The lJnaJ ctmccptual design utilized b_"thick lightweight concrete panels
with #(_ reinlorcing bars at 9" c-c each way, each face. These panels
included a 1/4" thick steel liner to prevent missile spalling amt
scabbing. A lightweight steel frame of columns and beams transfer the
loads to the existing "l'urbif_eRoom floor structure.
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INTRODUCTION requirements were different due to code changes during
these periods. The floors are 9-1/2 inches thick at Unit !
and 11-1/2 inches at Unit 2. Both have #5 E-W

Arkansas Nuclear One dex:ided to expand the Control (transverse) reinforcing steel and #4 N-S (longitudinal)Room onto the Turbine Room floor [1]. The proposed

building (see Fig. 1) consists of two floors. Each floor is reinforcing steel at 12" c--c on top and bottom. Under theconcrete floor are steel beams. Some of these beams were
nine feet high. The first floor and its walls are classified fireproofed. The floor was designed for 350 psf live loads
as a Category 1 nuclear facility and the design loads were
to include earthquake, tornado wind, and tornado missiles, including cable trays, conduits, and piping.
Conventional design for a missile barrier would call for
thick reinforced concrete or steel plate. Preliminary The proposed control room expansion is a two floor
calculations indicated that the existing floor could not structure. Each floor is 9 feet tail. The first floor and
support a thick concrete barrier because of the additional walls have to be protected from tornado missiles. The
weight. The cost of a thick steel barrier would be too high second floor roof and walls, however, are not required to
due to the prolonged in-situ welding time that would be be designed for tornado missile impact. This paper !
required. An alternative approach was needed. This study addresses only the design of the missile barrier. Loads
was intended to design a missile barrier and floor support from the second floor and roof were estimated and
arrangement that would shorten plant outage time and that included in the evaluation.
would require minimum modifications to the existing
floor.

[ Fig. 2 GENERAL SITE LAYOUT

i
I

I DESIGN LOADS
I

Earthquake

The design seismic demand on the structure was a

relatively low 0.05g [1] with the requirement to meet UBC

Fig. 1 PROPOSED CONTROL ROOM EXPANSION standards [2].

(Bold Outline)
Tornado Wind

DESCRIPTION OF THE STRUCTURE The tornado design loads included a wind speed of 360

mph (300 mph tangential cyclone plus 60 mph translation)
and a differential pressure of 3 psi [1]. The design tornado

The plant consists of two units (see Fig. 2) and was built
spanning the 60's and 70's. The governing codes and
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wind loads were derived using a procedure based on ANSI
A58.1 131. A velocity pressure was first computed. F

- 84 kipa

q 0.00256 V2= Cpe

where:

q = 'velocity pressure from straight-line tornado
wind (psf)

td = .0176 t (see)

V = straight-line tornado wind speed (mph) Fig. 3 WOOD PLANK FORCING FUNCTION

Cpe = velocity pressure exposure coefficient based Steel i.p_jp_e2."
on building length (Cpe = .85 for L = 80 ft.)

Tornado Missiles Mm = mass of missile = W/g = 2.354 Ibm

Two design missiles were considered: a 4"x12"x12'-0" Vs = missile speed = 147 fps

long, 108 lb wood plank traveling at 300 mph and a 10'
long, 3" Schedule 40 steel pipe weighing 75.8 lb and P = collapse strength of missile = 60,O00psi [4, 5]
traveling at 100 mph [1]. The design tornado missiles

were evaluated to determine their impact characteristics A = min. cross-section missile area = 2.228 in2
and loads.

Fm = collapse force = P • A = 133,680 lbf
Wood Plank:

F = peak force = 2"M m" Vs/t i = 98,8701bf
M m = mass of missile = W/g = 3.354 Ibm

ti = impulse duration = Mm'V c/F = .007sec
Vs = missile speed = 440fps = Vc

The analysis of data from testing done by Bechtel
P = crushing strength of missile -- 2500 psi [4, 5] Corporation and Sandia Labs [4] demonstrates that the

impact force of a steel pipe with a concrete barrier can be
A = min. cross-section missile area = 33.6 in2 represented by a triangular impulse function (see Fig. 4).

F = avg. interface force = P" A = 84,0001bf

F
ti = impulse duration = Mm'V c/F = .0176sec

The analysis of data from testing done by Bechtel _e
Corporation and Sandia Labs [4] demonstrates that the

impact force of a wood plank with a concrete barrier can

be represented by a rectangular impulse (see Fig. 3).

tr= .0035 t i = .007 t (see)

Fig. 4 STEEL PIPE FORCE FUNCTION
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Using Biggs [6] dynamic load factors (DLFs) were BC-TOP-9-A:
determined for the two missiles which were applied to the Concrete:

maximum impulse loads to give resultant impact loads: Penetration: X = 12'Kp'Ap'lOgl0"(1 + Vs2/215,000)
or

Wood: DLFma x • F = 2.0 • 84 kips = 168 kips X 1 = [1 + e-4(t/x-2)]'x

Steel: DLFma x • F = 1.2" 98.87 kips = 118 kips T = 427/(tc'0'5)'W/Dl'8"(Vs/1000)l'33

Dead Load and Live Load Steel: T = (M'vs2/2)'67/672/D
and

The design also has to consider the dead load weights from Perforation: Tp = 1.25'T
missile barriers on its supporting system. The proposed and
live load for the new structure included 50 psf on the first

floor and 40 psf on the second floor. Because of the Spalling: T s = 2.0"T
critical load concerns on the existing structure a walkdown
was conducted to obtain more realistic design loads The results were:

supported by the existing floor directly under the proposed
roofed building. Piping, cable trays, significant Concrete Barrier:
equipment, and the support locations for these commodities
were mapped and their tributary weights calculated and

Tornado Penetration Perforation Spall
tabulated. An additional 80 psf live load was included to

Missile X in inches e in inches son)account for loads inside the proposed control room
extension. In the surro'anding area approximately 3 feet

away from the proposed building a more realistic live load Wood Plank 3.3 7.6 15.2
was calculated at 100 psf or 200 psf.

Steel Pipe 6.75 5.3 10.5
DESIGN OF MISSILE BARRIER

Steel Barrier:

The missile barrier was sized by first determining the

perforation and spalling capabilities of the design missiles Wood Plank perforates at 1.13"
against, separately, a 4000 psi concrete reinforced wall and
an A36 carbon steel plate. The ASCE Manual 58 [3]
methodology was used for concrete barriers and then Steel Pipe perforates at 0.46"
compared to the BC-TOP-9-A [2] methodology for both
concrete and steel with the larger values used for design. The missile barrier has to be designed to prevent local

damage to the building as well as to maintain acceptable

ASCE: X = [4'K'N'W'd'(vo/1000/d)l'80]0"5, x/d < 2 overall structural response. Local damage includes
penetration, perforation, scabbing and/or punching shear.

or Overall response includes flexure and reaction shear in the
X = {[K'N'W'(vo/1000/d)l'80]+d }, x/d > 2 structure. Due to a pipe missile, penetration and

perforation will be more critical because of its small cross-
where, sectional area and its great hardness. For a wood plank

X = penetration missile punching shear is more critical. Both missiles will

K = 180/(fc,0.5 ) produce significant impact forces. To maintain overall

N = missile shape factor response at an acceptable level the structure has to be able
to absorb the impact energy or provide enough ductility, to

W = missile weight accommodate the large deformations.
vo = missile velocity

d = missile equivalent diameter The load combinations for the wall/missile-barrier design
were:

1. W t = Wwl +Ww2
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2. W t = Wp required fl)r tile first tloor slab. Adequate fixity can be
3. W t = W m achieved by the welds between tile ste,..'l liner and the

4. W t =- Wwl + 0.5 Wp supporting steel.
5. W t = Wwl + Ww2 4-W m

Using yield line thex)ry it was found that the proposed
6. W t = Wwl 4-0.5 Wp + W m barrier provided adequate resistance and punching shear

Where: capacity for the above impact forces. It should be noted
Wt = Total tornado load that wind pressures were included in the overall response
Wwl = Tornado wind external pressure load evaluations.

Ww2 = Tornado wind internal pressure load #6 0 6" E.W., E.F.

Wp = Tornado differential pressure load

Wm = Tornado missile load l • • M_/

Conventional design would call for a thick reinforced -

concrete wall or steel plate. Since the control room _ "x,
expansion would be housed within the Turbine Building L_
and be built on the existing floor, the weight of the barrier _ on sruo lt4" srrm. PtarE
and the construction time were constraints. Preliminary
calculations showed that a one-foot thick reinforced Fig. 5 MISSILE BARRIERPLANSECTION

concrete wall structure would be too heavy for the existing

floor and that the welding time of heavy steel plates would The supporting steel arrangements for the proposed roofed
be too excessive. Thus a hybrid design was developed, building are shown in Fig. 6. The proposed maximum

span was 12' or shorter such that no heavy concentrated

It is seen that a concrete barrier has to be at least 151/4 " loads resulted on the floor. Considering the composite
thick and that a steel barrier has to be at least 11/4" thick action of the steel section and the proposed 8" concrete
based on conventional design. Since scabbing governs the barrier, preliminary results showed that W14x38 steel
thickness it would be more desirable to back a thinner beams and W12 columns would be adequate.

concrete wall with a thinner steel plate. Thus only 8" of

concrete would be required to resist perforation. The . ....... . .... ,, ... , ....., ,
proposed concept, therefore, is an 8" thick, lightweight 1
concrete reinforced barrier with a 1/4" thick steel plate _ l-------
backing.

I

EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED BARRIER - - - ,

The overall structural response of the proposed design was SECONDSTORYROOF
evaluated based on Ref. (1), (2), and (3). Based on the
results of this study, it was found that an 8-inch

lightweight c°ncrete panel with fc' = 4000 psi' reinf°rced _I I t 'by #6 bars at 6" c-c, each way, each face can adequately

perforation. To prevent scabbing or spailing and punching --'

shear failure, it was found that a 1/4" thick steel plate
would suffice to be attached to the back of the concrete

_''---.---_I.-.--.--..---.--_--.---*.--.--_-- " ...... l' ',

panel. This composite missile barrier is shown in Fig. 5.
The steel liner and concrete were to be connected by studs.
This panel can be approximately 9'x9' in size and can be FIRSTSTORY CEILING
pre-cast or cast-in-place. For the wall missile barriers,

fixity is required on three sides. Fixity all around is Fig. 6 PROPOSED FLOOR FRAMING
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The steel beams and columns may have bolted connections. The nuclear industry shall lace more challenging
The column to existing slab connection may need shear assignments of this kind due to the expanded usage of the
type anchoring. Since the embedment was limited, a existing facility. More research and laboratory tests to
combination of shear key and anchor bolts may need develop procurable, workable, economical materials is a
consideration, promising avenue for the future. The development of

construction materials with the necessary toughness and

The proposed building spans between two plant units hardness to resist missile penetration and resultant spalling
which have an expansion joint separation. Although is an endeavor that could reveal some unexpected surprises
seismic loads did not control the design, due consideration such as the possible utilization of recycled plastics. The
must be given to maintaining the joint function. The use of high strength concrete should be considered but
proposed building would be provided vertical bracing for further testing and research are needed to determine the
wind and seismic loads, fracture mechanics of high strength concrete under missile

impact loads.

EVALUATION OF THE EXISTING FLOOR
The use of more elaborate modeling and analysis could

also result in lighter weight more economical designs. The
Preliminary design of the roofed building resulted in the hand calculations used for this study proved conceptual
following basic loads on the existing floor: feasibility. The use of finite element modeling with elasto-

plastic consideration of material ductility would likely lead
1st floor slab: DL = 100 psf LL = 50 psf to long-term economies and utility in final designs.

1st floor missile wall: DL = 755 psf
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THE FEBRUARY 21, 1.993TORNADOES OF EAST TENNESSEE

,. Kenneth E. Fricke
Center for Natural Phenomena Engineering

Frank C. Kornegay
Office of Environmental Compliance and Documentation

Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831

A series of tornadoes struck the east Tennessee area on Sunday afternoon,
February 21, 1993 around Knoxville, Lenoir City, and Oak Ridge causing
millions of dollars worth of damage to both homes and businesses in the area,
killing one, injuring a number of persons, and leaving a large area without
power for many hours or even days due to damage to the local TVA
transmission line network. One tornado touched down in the Department of
Energy Oak Ridge Reservation near the Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant', continued
through the Union Valley business district located just eazt of the plant, through
the adjacent University of Tennessee Arboretum and then continued into the
communities of Claxton and Powell. The path length of the tornado was
approximately 13 miles. Damage to the Y-12 Plant was minimal, but the Union
Valley business district was seriously damaged, including the Fusion Energy
Design Center (FEDC) which houses a number of DOE related projects. The
preliminary cost estimate of the damage to DOE facilities (both at Y-12 and at
the FEDC) was around $520,000. This paper describes the local meteorological
data, the tornado that struck near the Y-12 plant, the resulting damage both to
the DOE facilities and to the surrounding communities, the plant emergency
response and recovery activities, and the current hazard analyses being
undertaken at the plant.

INTRODUCTION were struck by other tornadoes spawned from the
same system.

The U.S. Department of Energy's (DOE) Oak
Ridge Reservation (ORR) is located within the At Y-12, the tornado caused damage to trees,
corporate limits of the city of Oak Ridge in eastern signs, building exteriors and roofs, vehicles, power
Tennessee (Figure 1). On Sunday afternoon, lines, and utility poles. A power outage affected a
February 21, 1993 severe thunderstorm conditions large portion of the plant facilities. Although
produced a group of tornadoes in the Tennessee damage to DOE-owned facilities was relatively light,
River Valley. One of these tornadoes formed near the cost estimate for repairs was approximately one
and passed through the northeastern edge of the half million dollars. The path of the tornado was
Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant. A number of nearby towns fairly narrow and about 13 miles long, striking the

* Managed by Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc. for the U.S. Department of Energy under
contract DE-AC05-84OR21400
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Figure 1. Oak Ridge Reservation Vicinity Map

adjacent Union Valley Industrial Park, University of METEOROLOGICAL ASPECTS
Tennessee (UT) Arboretum, and the communities of AND IMPAC'I_

Chtxton lind Powcll. The tornado caused significant
tree damage in the local area and resulted in varying SYNOPTIC SITUATION
damage to homes, trailers, and other structures along

its entire path length. The wind speeds associated A low-pressure s ,',)stem," with an attendant complex
with this tornado arc estimated to range from about cold front, moved from the Mississippi River Valley
40 mph to a maximum around 130 mph, depending into Tcnncsscc on February 21, 1_Y93. That frontal
on the location along the path. Existing site system strengthened during the day. The National
emergency plans and proccdurcs wcrc tbllowcd. Thc Weather Service (NWS) issued a tornado watch lbr
Y-12 Emergency Operations Center (EOC) was 57 counties in West and Middle Tennessee lit 10:02

activated, response pcrsonnclwcrc mobilized on-site am. By midaftcrnoon, a series of thunderstorms

and others were called in. No injuries occurrcd, no wcrc spawned by a squall line preceding the frontal
hazardous materials wcrc released, and it was system. Cold air aloft, coupled with significant moist,
determined that no hazardous material release low-level inflow rrom the Gull" of Mexico enhanced

potential existed as a result of the power outage. A the system throughout the day. Radar observations

special study [1] of the tornado cvcnt was conducted from the NWS depicted widespread thunderstorm
at the request of DOE and resulted in some positive activity associated with the frontal system and the
observations of things that went well. In addition, it development of the midaftcrnoon squall line.
was learned that there was an opportunity tbr Showers and thunderstorms moved from West

improvement and planned actions wcrc identified. Tennessee into and through the middle of the state

Lessons learned included the value of checklists, by early afternoon. A Special Weather Statement
procedures, and training; preservation of evidence; was issued at 1:12 pm by NWS, describing the
traffic control; informing personnel of changing conditions and emphasizing the danger ot' this
situations; recovery planning; protective actions; and system. Severe thunderstorm watches wcrc issued by

damage prevention, the NWS for Middle and East Tcnncsscc at 2:26 pro.
The st_rms grew progressively more intense
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throughout the afternoon. Cloud tops of the : '- "
[ • - . +..... v,fP.,r_,_v ) ...('. v^

thunderstorms of the approaching squall line grew to ..... '7._:_,"-;r;,;,;,:w ......," " ......... ;-+;.-
/

about 35,(X10 t't as measured by NWS radar in /"_ ............."-._.}{"
(/// A

midafternoon. The storm system moved from west- ;, . \ r,, , ,
southwest to east-northeast at about 35 to 40 mph. ; ....... ' -' " / {, _I'¢ _-,,"_"

New cells continued to develop on the southern edge . t! .... ,,. _ . ,__ ; . ._ot" the squall line as the system moved rapidly
through Tennessee. East Tennessee is covered by .... . ...... :

, , o111 _ _ _ ,.......... 7+" _
NWS radar in Chattanooga and Nashville. /ks storm -.,_. ,, . _,__..,,.:.__. .......
systems move through the Cumberland Mountains ,%....._ ,,,_.,:..; "JR,-'_'+'_',..¢",- ,
and into East Tennessee, radar coverage becomes ........ _,__,___ ._ja._ __'- j ,'+_.",Q.u,.\Vu : , , ,,

less reliable because of ground clutter and radar , _3 __(xz_a.iJ. "_ _,.,.... :

beam angle, and speeds and cloud heights become ¢jt.' _",,?/",,___ , ,
'F tlc'' , ,_.+:/,._;% • '

more difficult to determine accurately.., .,+,_ ' V+,"/...........*"e'.¢.;....... _._°"'..... ._,.,.... ..
_/ • _. ,.

....51' • .-",-"-'-e.,,..The first tornado spawned by this system in __j .,/ _ .... o+'_ _..

Tennessee occurred in Crab Orchard in Cumberland " - / _ v,"'-"-,,'_ ' '
County at about 3:07 pm, and the system moved o,! "-,/ / "--" [

' _l, ,_ 0 ',,

generally eas:..ward at approximately 45 mph. Other ,,,. // ,,.("',-- ...._ ",
tornadoes were spawned as the system moved from
the Cumberland Plateau into the Tennessee River Figure 2. General Tornado Locations
Valley. Tornadoes touched down at Oak Ridge at
4:39 pm, Ciaxton at 4:45 pm, Powell at 5:05 pm, to Powell tornado was detected on NWS radar, and
Lenoir City at 5:25 pm, and also at Friendsville, had a cloud top of about 38,0(10 1i on the national

Englewood, and Tellico Plains. Lenoir City suffered radar depiction. The storm was part of the
extensive damage to a five square block residential advancing squall line, and was traveling in an east-
area and portions ot"the adjacent business district; northeasterly direction at approximately 45 mph.
one person was killed, many others were injured, Numerous cloud-to-ground lightning strikes were
numerous buildings were severely damaged or noted by the thunderstorm monitoring system at the
destroyed, and widespread power outages occurred. K-25 Site, approximately 10 miles west of Y-12. At
The general locations of the tornadoes identified by 4:39 pm a tornado formed on the south side ot"Pine

the Tennessee Emergency Management Agency Ridge just north of Y-12, and it initially touched
(TEMA) is shown in Figure 2. down west of the Water Treatment Plant. It was at

full strength by the time it reached the intersection
As can be seen, the tornado paths werc of Bear Creek Road and Scarboro Road on the

approximately parallel, and the storms generally northeast corner of the plant. The tornado

moved in the direction of the squall line and frontal proceeded in an east-northeast direction through the
system. The tornadoes were accompanied by heavy Union Valley Industrial Park complex located less
rainfall and significant amounts of large hail. The than half a mile from the plant, through the UT
squall line moved eastward, passing into the rough Arboretum, and through the northern section ot"
terrain of the Smoky Mountains. The storm system Haw Ridge Park. It crossed the Clinch River and

was weakened by the loss of diurnal heating as local continued through the south side of Bull Run Ridge,
sunset approached, and perhaps by disruption of the where it went through the community o1"Claxton,
low-level moist inflow from the Gulf caused by the immediately south of the Tennessee Valley Authority
rougher terrain of the mountains. (TVA) Bull Run Steam Plant. The tornado crossed

Melton Hill Lake causing some damage near the
Mile 4 pumping station at Mehaffcy Road, and it

MESOSCALE (The Oak Ridgc-to-Powcll Storm) then continued in the same general direction for
approximately another 6.5 miles, causing damage at

The thunderstorm that spawned the Oak Ridge a trailer park on the Clinton llighway and to and
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businesses and houses in the Powell community in facility). Miscellaneous damage to wlcuum punlps,
north Knoxviilc, after which the tornado dissipated, glass column adapters, power supplies, and alarm

The total path length of the tornado was systems occurred in a number of Production and
approximately 13 miles. The path width is estimated utility buildings. Power was lost to some operating
to bc between 50 and 100 yards, varying along the equipment in Buildings 9215, 9204-4, and 92()4-2E

length. The approximate path of this tornado is (all Production facilities).
shown in Figure 3.

..... Biology Cx_mplex Area: The built-up roof for the
........... fan room on the laboratory portion of the Building

_'_ _ , 92(t7 (ORNL Biok_gy/misccllaneous offices) was
_'_' ,-';:_' damaged. The south ol'fice annex built-up roof also

, _;)._,,,<_,_o., ......." _" "-='.............._ .....;':'_m'_."2_" "',E ?'i'.\_+ was damaged. 'Fhcre was water damage in one
........i .....r_x_ .... ,.... _--.y._,,......_, .._._._. room, and damage to the TV mast for the Hollander
,.,, ,_ .....7"__'i, .....;._ ......... Auditorium. Insulation for the north supply fans was

._-_,_._r.(j _U._ 4! _i .... . _'/ ..... torn. In Building 9769 (ORNL Biology) the entry
"___.¢.,_-_L_. Y"" '_ ¢" t(. / ,,
_"d. _.... r(-=?/.), :-'_ ::_ , ,i,_ door and side glass seals were damaged, siding was
3._. e ...._:::_-_,- ')(_ 4,/ partially stripped on the east and south exterior

_ ').::,y.'_ ":,,:,_-/;'_,i:_ )'_i::i;..: walls, and the argon trailer door and manifold was
'_ _/"::_' _" _' " _ " damaged. The control room roof of Building 9767-6

) _4_/;3:5 " I (Utilitics) was damaged. Thrcc transluccnt fiberglass
..,.,,...._"'/,. i panel wall scctions, an intcrior drip shield, and the

...................... tarpaulin roof covcring of Building 9621 (used for

Figure 3. Oak Ridgc-Powcll Tornado Path RCRA/TSCA storagc) wcrc destroyed, but the
concrete frame of this small storage building was not
damaged. In addition, miscellaneous damage to the

TORNADO DAMAGE Biology Complex Area included guttering, siding, and
flashing. The cost lbr repairing the roofs in the

OAK RIDGE Y-12 PLANT Biology arca was $67,(XX).

Damage from the tornado to the Y-12 Plant was Monitoring and Surveillance F_,quipment:

relatively light since the path of the tornado passed Numerous closcd-circuit television camera systems
the plant on the northeastern edge. Despite the and their tamper alarms were damaged along Bear
light damage, the cost estimate for repairs and Crcck (plant north) and Mt. Vernon Roads (plant
cleanup at Y-12 is on the ordcr of $460,(100. A brief south). Two cameras at the Bear Crcck Road
listing of the tornado related damage follows: Barrier wcrc twistcd and rippcd from thcir mounts.

The preliminary cost estimate for repairing these
General Site and Equipment: Shingles on the items was $32,000. In Building 9204-3 (ORNL

north wing of the Administration building (9704-2) Isotope Scparation), 250 gallons of water spilled on
were damaged and needed replacing. Guard Posts 2 the floor because of low air pressure from a loss of
and 6 (near the Biology entrance) received damage powcr. In Building 9219, sprinkler piping and an
to canopies and miscellaneous electrical fixtures, awning was damaged. An off-site warning system

The metal roof and guttering wcrc damaged in solar collector panel was damaged, as wcrc pole-
Building .9959-2 (used for storagc). Minor damage mounted speakers and part of the plant public
occurred to guttering, canopies, exhaust louvers, vent address system. Some fire alarm system redundancy
stacks, and service masts in Buildings 9219 (storage) was lost. At the West Portal, a pole and one
and 9712 (Y-12 Plant Garage). The Graphic Perimeter Intrusion Dctection and Alarm System
Arts/Photography Building (9766) had a door on the (PIDAS) light were damaged.
south side damaged and the northwest corner drip

edge required reattaching. A roof leak occurred in Roads, Grounds, Signs, and Vehicles: About 25

A-wing of Building 9212 (a major Production traffic signs along Bear Crcck Road wcrc damaged
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by the storm. These svere replaced or repaired sc;¢m wire needed cleaning. "l'he l¢'_i-kV lines on the
afterward. An Energy Systems inft_rrnatitn_ billboard st_uth side of Bear ('reek RCmd were knocked d¢_wn.
and the main Y-12 Plant sign at the east end of Bear Portal 23 was tcrnporarily out _t"service. Station 2(11
Crcck Road were also blown over, knocking down

/.

some power and communicatiCms lines and blocking
roads. The fallen trees were Oll the north side ¢ff
Bear Creek Road and in the cast end area _t' the ,,'-,;':'_'-_"

plant, primarily outside of the security fence (Fig. 4).

!

Figurc 5. Empty Tanks Moved, Trailers Ovcrturncd

(Bear Creek and traffic lights) wets out of service,
and much of the electrical system and equipment
(crossarms, lightning arrcsters, insulators, etc.)

needed replacing and cleanup. The meteorological
tower (33{) fI) on the cast end of the Y-12 Phmt

required replacement of six aircraft spherical warning
markers. The cost of repairing the electrical and

Figurc 4. Darnagc to Trees, P_lcs, and Signs high-voltage systems wets estimated at $62,600.

Some trees were left in dangcrcms positions that UNION VALLEY INDUSTRIAL PARK

rc luircd their rcmowd. Near l.ake Reality (far east

end of the plant) a small trailcr used as a staging The Union Valley Industrial Park, located near the
area for environmental field activities was east end of Y-12 between Scarboro Road and South

demolished. In the east end of the plant near thc Illinois Avcnuc is barely half a mile long. The storm
gasoline station, empty gasoline tar)ks wcrc blown destroyed two small buildings and damaged many of
from a temporary, diked storage area, and a tankcr thc rcmaining buildings, in addition to destroying
and a large truck trailer wcrc overturned (Fig. 5). trees, two TVA high-voltage transmission towcrs, and

scattcring debris throughout the area. The Dixie

A number of vchicics and trailers wcrc damaged Electronics and 3S Safety Supply buildings, situatcd
when windows and windshields were shattered and side by side about halfway along the road on the
other body damagc occurred. The cleanup of thc south sidc, wcrc destroyed (Fig. 6).
trees and the power lines further damaged the

grounds on the cast end of the plant which required Thcsc buildings were constructed primarily of
additional cleanup and reseeding c_l"the grounds, unrcinforccd concrete block mas_mry walls tied to a

light stccl framework. The unrcinforccd masonry
High Voltage/Electrical Distribution Systems: (URM) walls wcrc knockcd over and laid on thcir

The East River Linc (Bear Creek and East Portals) sides on the ground, with thc tics ripped out of the

was scvcrcly damaged. Six poles rcquircd masonry. A trailer located near thc 3S SafctySupply
rcplaccmcnt and/or straightening, and six spans of building wets damaged. Ncxt to them is the Fusion
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Enginecring Design Ccntcr (FEDC), partly visible in the Advanced Neutron Source (ANS), the
Figure 6, which had roof damage and interior water International Thermonuclear Experimental Rcactc_r

Project, and the Superconducting Super Collidcr.
_ Approximately one-third of the west end of the

FEDC built-up roof was blown off, allowing watt,"
--t-. and wind to enter the building and damage many

offices in that end of the building. Water-logged
J" " ceiling tiles fell on desks and computer systems, and

_,, many items such as computer components, books,
v and cabinets were damaged by the water. Portions

_'_" ,.,_ of the ceiling insulation were blown away. Sections,_ l, ,,,r 'lt''''j . .

...- of the built-up root; including loose gravel, wcre
scattered around the grounds. Five vehicles were
badly damaged by the debris; two were total losses.

t One Energy Systems employee was in the building at
the time of the event. He was not injured and

,.._ _,t_- remained to help mitigate the damages from water
leaking through the roof. The structural frame to

Figure 6. Union Valley Road Damage the FEDC was not damaged.
l

damage. The west end of the City of Oak Ridge UT ARBORETUM AND HAW RIDGE PARK
Incubator Building (the city maintains this facility to
support the startup of small businesses) on the The UT Arboretum, a local tourist attraction,
northwestern portion of the industrial park was offers a number of walking trails and plant and
destroyed. The Incubator Building is basically a light wildlife t..oitats for research, is located less than one
steel frame structure with metal siding. The tornado mile east of the Y-12 Plant. It has 2260 acres
struck the far west end of the structure, destroying situated along Pine Ridge and Chestnut Ridge.
20 ft of the building, then skipped over the Approximately 500 acres were damaged by the
remainder of the building, causing little more damage tornado, mostly along the Chestnut Ridge area, of
to the rest of the building and its contents. Some which 260 acres were completely destroyed [2].
exterior heating units were blown away from the Many trees were uprooted and broken. Most of the
building. A TVA transmission tower located on a fallen trees were evergreens. In addition, some TVA
small hill behind the Incubator Building was knocked power lines and transmission towers in the arboretum
down. Other buildings in the area received varying area were also blown down. The arboretum was
amounts of damage. ZYP Coating had a roll up temporarily closed after the tornado until the area
door blown inside, roof and facade damage, and could be cleared of debris and fallen trees. Haw
broken windows. Ogden Environmental had exterior Ridge Park, located cast of the Arboretum and on
damage on the east side, roof damage, internal water the other side of and south of Bethel Valley Road,
damage, and moderate damage to vehicles parked in extends to the Clinch River to the east and south.
the rear. Maxima had some roof damage and The tornado also inflicted heavy damage to trees in
interior water damage. Mid City Tool had west wall this area. Figure 7 shows damaged trees and, in the
damage, some roof and water damage, and heating center of the picture, a downed TVA transmission
units that were moved and damaged. Ebasco tower. The Bull Run Steam Plant is seen across the
suffered roof damage, broken windows, and scattered Clinch River.
debris. Similar damage occurred to other buildings
in this area. There was also a propane gas leak at COMMUNITY OF CLAXTON
the City of Oak Ridge's Peak Shaving Plant.

Claxton was the hardest hit residential community
The FEDC Building, leased by Energy Systems, in Anderson County. It is located in an area south

houses personnel for a number of projects, including and also northeast of the TVA Bull Run Steam
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Plant. Rcsidcnti_il home.,,, p_,_,_cllim.'s. ;l_l_lhundrt'ds knc_ckcd th_wn; apl_r_ximately !5(I(Ihomes in ¢'laxum
were without power, some for ;t number t_l"days,

_._*_*a]i_,,,_.. t_llowing the storm. A trailer park located about
....-- 3 miles east of this area along tlighway 25W (still

,qK_,q_"_' part of Claxton) was struck by the tornado, some

..... "- " "_ : -"q_ trailers were damaged, and a few minor injuries were

TVA POWER I.INES DAMA(JE

The TVA electrical p¢_wertransmission grid system
in the Oak Ridge, Claxton, and Powell areas was

damaged during the storm. Transmission lines out of
the Bull Run Steam Plant were severely damaged.
Fourteen H-frame poles and 11 laced steel towers

(two on the 5(X)-kV system), were severely damaged
andor knocked down 131. Two 161-kV towers were
in the Union Valley Road area and another five
were between the Arboretum and the Steam Plant.

F'igurc 7. I law Ridgc lh_Tk l)am_gc Power was disrupted to a widespread area of
Anderson and Knox ct_untics, most of which was

of trees wcrc damaged andA_r tlestroycd (Fig. N). A back in service by the I'_llowing morning. Including

number of trailers wcrc damaged. Many houses, damage in l_xznoirCity, TVA estimated damagc costs
garages, and barns suffered r_t_t"and miscellaneous to bc $3 million.

exterior wall damage; several homes wcrc dcstrt_ycd -
one house had the third lloor con_plctcly

demolished. Y-12 PLANT EMERGENCY RESPONSE AND
RECOVERY TO "IltE TORNADO EVENT

,._ - RESPONSE ACTIVITIES

After the 2:26 pm tornado watch issued by the
NWS, the Y-12 Plant Shift Superintendent (PSS)

notificd General Plant Maintenance supervisors of
the severe weather conditions forecast and the site

public address and radio system was used at various
,, _ times during the day to keep onsitc personnel aware

of the wcathcr situation. The Y-12 PSS used a
natural hazards tornado checklist established in 1990

during a tabletop exercise in preparation lot
rcsponsc and recovery actions (I). At 4:20 pm, the
K-25 Site PSS notilicd the TSCA Incinerator of the

approach ot" a severe thunderstorm as indicated on
z., the K-25 Site thunderstorm monitoring system. The

burning of all waste was suspended at the incinerator
at that time (1). At 4:31) pm, the NOAA wcathcr

Figure S. l);tt_,_c in (+t_txtt_n radio in the Y-12 PSS ofl'icc was triggcrcd and
ann(_unced that scvcrc thunderstorms were in

The Steam Plant was.shut dt_wn because S_)lllCof progress in counties north of Y-12. At 4:39 pm,

the elcctrical transmissi_m lines lr¢_m lhc plant wcrc when the tornadt_ hit the cast end of the Y-12 plant,
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a power failure occurred when a TVA 161-kV half hours after the power outage. At 9:41 pm, the
linepower i'eeding the Elza 1 Substation at Y-12 was Y-12 EOC was deactiwlted and operations returned
blown down. A circuit breaker opened and to the control of the Y-12 PSS.
interrupted power to several buildings, including the
Steam Plant, Steam Phmt Wastewater Treatment The DOE Oak Ridge Operations (ORO) EOC,
Facility,and the Water Treatment Plant (operated by located in the Federal Building in Oak Ridge, is
Johnson Controls Workl Services) which provides staffed continuously. StaMng in the ORO EOC was
potable water to Y-12, ORNL, and the CityofOak augmented by various ORO officials after the
Ridge. The east end of Bear Creek Road, the main tornado passed Y-12. ORO senior management and
entrance to Y-12, was blocked by debris and fallen DOE Headquarters EOC were kept informed of
power lines. A number of trees, signs, and utility weather-related activities through the ORO EOC.
poles along Bear Creek Road were blown down. Each Oak Ridge site was contacted by the ORO

EOC to confirm that there had been no injuries or
The Y-12 PSS began response activities. At 4:49 releases of hazardous materials. This status

pro, TEMA notified the Laboratory Shift information was passed to TEMA along with the
Superintendent (LSS) at ORNL of tornado sightings offer to make DOE resources available, if necessary,
in the Oak Ridge area. The LSS notified the HFIR to suptx_rtresponse in the surrounding communities.
Control Room and at 5:06 pm the reactor was shut
down. Shortly after the tornado passed by the plant, Y-12 officials were in continuous contact with the
the Johnson Controls operator at the Water city of Oak Ridge and utilityofficials throughout the
Treatment Plant, informed the Y-12 PSS that the event. Mutual aid was requested and promptly
Water Plant was without power, and requested provided by the City of Oak Ridge, the Tennessee
assistance from the PSS to facilitate access by a Highway Patrol, K-25 Site, ORNL, TVA, Johnson
utility crew from the city of Oak Ridge because Controls, and MK-Ferguson. This aid included law
normal access was blocked by debris and downed enforcement traffic control, power restoration, and
power lines. The Y-12 PSS arranged for access equipment loan. The Y-12 Security Patrol
through the north side of the ridge. At 4:59 pm, Department provided traffic control mutual aid to
NWE issued a tornado warning for Anderson County the Oak Ridge Police Department in the vicinity of
which includes the ORR and Y-12, and the Y-12 Y-12.
EOC was activated. No injuries were reported, no
hazardous materials were released, and it was Emergency power was provided tocritical facilities
determined that there was no emission potential as at Y-12 during the power outage. Twenty-nine of
a result of the power outage (1). The available the 30 required emergency power generators started
members of the Y-12 EOC cadre restzonded to their and supplied building power to critical safety systems.
pager and telephone notifications. Because of debris The one which failed to start supplies emergency
and fallen power lines, access to the Y-12 Plant was power to Building 9616-7 systems. The building (a
blocked to traffic approaching from the cast, so many satellite maintenance shop) was unoccupied at the
individuals had to detour and approach Y-12 from time of the tornado, and its function was determined
the west. to be noncritical to the recovery operation.

All Material Access Area and PIDAS alarms Because the warning came after the tornado hit
were operational. At 6:(X) pro, additional Y-12 the plant, the precautionary measures taken during
Security and Industrial Hygiene personnel were the two hours after the tornado watch was
called in, and electrical maintenance crews were announced and preceding the power failure and the
dispatched to restore plant power. Work shifts tornado warning were appropriate. The emergency
scheduled for rotation were held over until activities response to the incident was well executed. Plant
were stabilized. At 6:04 pro, the Y-12 EOC was operations were returned to normal in less than
declared operational and the Y-12 Crisis Manager 8 hours.
assumed overall command of the incident. Power
was restored to major buildings within two and a
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RECOVERY ACTIVITII_S short duration as to be damped out by the averaging
time. Thelet'ore, these data tannin be used to

The recovery operations proceeded in a timely accurately determine the tornadic wind speeds. A
and safe manner. The Y-12 EOC was activated and meteorological tower tit the Natitmal Oceanic and
the necessary support crews called to the plant. Atmosphcric Admmlstraticns(NOAA)Atmosphcric
Industrial Safcty engineers v,'crc also called in to Turbulcncc and Diffusion Division (ATDD) Iocatcd
participate in the recovery operation planning and approximately half a miic northeast of Y-12 and not
execution. A medical team was brought to the site in the direct path of the tornado, measured a peak
ready to assist should injuries bc incurred or othcr gust of 70 mph, No significant changes in barometric
medical cmcrgcncics arise. Nt_ rccordablc injuries or pressure wcre measured at cithcr site.
first aid cases were experienced as a result of the

tornado or during rcc,wcry ctTorts. Damage control Thc Fujita t_r F-scalc [4] is a simple nlcthod for
elements in the Y-12 Plant area cxpcricnccd some estimating wind speeds, and it allows a quick
difficulties in communicating intbrmation to the EOC classification l'_r each of the hundreds of tornados

(1). The communications intcrt'acc with mutual aid that occur every year. This scale is divided into 13

rcspondcrs was also not fully cffcctivc, scgmcnts, F-0 through F-12 (though only F-0
through F-5 havc bccn used for measuring tornado

Damage assessment activities continued through speeds). While simple to use, it also has some
the night. A detailed damage assessment was drawbacks [51.
initiated the morning after the incident. A Recovery
Actions Coordinator was named to oversee the The news media indicated damage to the local
repairs, to minimize the disruption to normal area as being caused by wind speeds as high as 2(X)
operations, and to optimize the use of plant mph, but rcvicw of the damage to the commercial
resources in performing the restc_ration activities, and residential districts, as wcll as to thc UT

Arboretum and other heavily forested areas, does not
On Monday acccss to the Union Valley Industrial support wind speeds that high when compared to the

Park was closed cxccpt to property owners. Acccss F-scale dcscriptions. Thc Knazovich study [1]
to the east cnd of the Y-12 Plant was limited, concluded that the majority of damage observed at
Information regarding the iimitcd access was the Y-12 Plant resulted from an F-0 tornado (40-72
broadcast ovcr local radio and television stations, mph), with an F-1 category tornado (73-112 mph)
Many employccs and local residents wcrc forced to being responsible for the most scvcrc damagc. Most

detour around the area and take altcrnatc r¢_utcs to damage in the plant is to trccs and to poles that
work. The rcmuting of traffic caused numerous wcrc either knocked down or snapped, to signs, and
people to bc delayed up to several h¢_urs, to other relatively small items. Small areas of root_

v,'crc pcclcd off, and empty storage tanks wcrc

pushed approximately 2()ft. The only damages to
DISCUSSION OF TORNADO WIND SPEEDS major cnginecrcd facilitics at the Y-12 Plant wcrc

architectural in nature; no damage to thc structural
The Y-I 2 Plant has two mctc()rological towers on frames occurred. The report stated that the damage

site, a 60-m t()wcr near the west end, and a l(X)-m to the Y-12-t()-Claxt()n community can bc

tower at the cast end. Tt-_cwest tt)wcr, located away categorized as being caused by an F-0 or F-I
from the tornado) track, w;_s unaffected by the storm tornado, with perhaps the lower end of an F-2
passage, but the t()rnad() passed within a few meters tornado being rcspc)nsiblc for some ()f the damage in

of the east tower. Wind speed data from the cast the forested areas and Claxton. Thus, wind speeds
tower, which was undamaged by the passage ()f the from this tornado event ranged from 40 mph at the
tornado, arc for 15-min averages. The highest 15- lc)wcr cnd to) as high as maybe 13() mph.
min average speed rcc()rdcd was appr()ximatcly
30 mph. Given the small size ()f the t()rnadc) at this

location (based on eyewitness accounts as well as the
extent of the damage), the peak winds were of such
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RISK-BASED APPROACH TO SEVERE significant tornado (F-2 or higher) striking the Oak
WEATHER DESIGN AND PLANNING Ridge area ranges between 3 × l0 '_ to 1 x l0 7.

UCRL-15910 recommends a tornado wind speed of
A key objective of DOE's emergency 113 mph be used for design and analysis lk)r Category

management program is to ensure that fill DOE 2 facilities in the ORR, which is the hazard
facilities and operations develop and maintain classification for the Production facilities in Y-12. In
emergency planning, preparedness find response addition to the wind speeds, UCRL-15910 specifics
capabilities, as well as effective public and that wind-generated missiles be considered. For

interagency communications, to minimize the facilities with a lesser hazard classification, a 70-mph
consequences to workers and the general public from straight wind speed is given for design and analysis,
events involving the release of hazardous materials, with no missile analysis required. Based on the wind
If planning and preparedness for emergencies are to speeds estimated, it is concluded that the tornado
be adequate and appropriate, then the hazards that that touched down near Y-12 had essentially the
are specific to each facility and operation must first UCRL-15910 design tornado winds (without the
be identified and understood, wind-generated missiles).

The East Tennessee region, including the Oak Understanding the vulncrability of facilities and
Ridge area, has one of the lowest incidences of buildings to natural phenomena has bccn an ongoing
tornadoes east of the Rocky Mountains. Numerous effort of the Y-12 Plant since the early 1970s.
methods of calculating tornado frequencies and Design codes have changed over the years and wind

recurrence intervals ex,st. A common approach is load criteria have become more stringent. In the Y-
that initially proposed by Thorn [6]. Based upon 12 Plant the main production facilities are large, fully
historical tornado sightings over a large (1°) square, engineered structures, comprised of a steel or
a point probability can be calculated. The reinforced concrete frame, with reinforced concrete

probability of a point, like the Y-12 Site, being floor slabs and unreinforced URM hollow clay tile,

struck by a tornado of any magnitude is brick, or concrete block infill (generally spanning
approximately 0.0004. The recurrence interval for a column to column and floor to roof) walls. Roofs
tornado striking that point is 1/0.(_34, or once every are reinforced concrete slabs, precast channel slabs
2500 years. This value is only approximate, and is supported by roof purlins, or metal decking
derived from averaging the nearest one degree supported by joists, all overlain with some form of
squares. An approach first proposed by Abbey and gypsum or built-up roofing. URM walls form both

Fujita [71]is to regionalize the hazard of tornadoes, exterior and interior walls. Most of these buildings
including the intensity of the tornado damage. Site- were originally built in the 1940s and 1950s, and all
specific studies by Fujita 18,9],McDonald [10], and of them have had modifications to the walls and

Beavers et al. [11] were performed for the ORR. roofs. A number of smaller structures consisting
McDonald used data from theweather station at the entirely of URM construction or wooden

Knoxville airport to obtain his straight wind curves, construction and a few light, prefabricated metal-
whereas Fujita and Beavers used the local data base siding types of buildings also exist. A few office

(dating from the 1940s) from NOAA. All three used facilities of more recent vintage (1970's or later)
site-specific data for the tornado curves. The exist. In addition to the main structures, tank farms

Beavers study was adopted by the ORO in 1985 as and pipelines are located outdoors in the Production
its position with respect to high wind hazards for the area. Similar types and variations of constructed
evaluation of existing, and tbr the design of new, facilities exist toward the cast end of the plant,

nonreactor nuclear facilities. More recently the except that the buildings are generally not as large as
UCRL-15910 [12] guidelines have been used, though those in the Production area, and trailers (used for
with respect to tornado winds there is no difference, offices), and wooden construction is more prevalent.
Based on these studies, the probability of a tornado

withwind speeds of 100 mph occurring at Oak Ridge Since 1990, the Y-12 Plant has had a major
is about 5 x 105, or a recurrence interval of about evaluation and testing program to study the strength
once every 20,000 years. "lhe probability of a and behavior of the hollow clay tile infill walls that
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are commonly found in the major production and pipelines located outside of facilities would be
facilities. Laboratory and in situ testing of the vulnerable to wind-generated missiles, and,
hollow clay tile walls has been performed. The depending on the capacityofthe tie-downs, would be
results of this program have provided great insight susceptible to being moved or thrown about.
into the performance of buildings at Y-I2 when
subjected to both seismic and extreme wind loads. Analysis of accidents in facilities at Y-12 is

documented in Safety Analysis Reports (SARs). The
Were the main production buildings to undergo SARs are presently being updated in an SAR

a direct strike by a moderate tornado (i.e., an F-1 or Update Program (SARUP). SARUP was designed
F-2 tornado having wind speeds of 73 to 157 mph), to be a risk-based, graded approach by prioritizing
damage to the built-up roofs (such as spalling and/or the schedule and facilities to be analyzed by hazard
possible sections uplifting) and to some walls would category. In addition, at the end of each phase of
result. It is not expected, however, that walls would the program an evaluation is made to determine if
collapse or be blown out by this tornado. Recent any risk-reduction actions should be incorporated
tests of hollow clay tile infill walls by Fricke et al. into the facility, process, or procedures to lessen the
[13] and Flanagan et al. [14] have shown that these risk to workers or to the public. Changes that
walls are able to easily withstand lateral pressures involve substantial employee c_r public health and
beyond 1 psig, that translate to straight wind speeds safety improvements are made according to their
in excess of 200 mph. Tornado-generated missiles priority as defined by the level of danger to on-site
(pipes and debris), however, would easily penetrate personnel or to the public. For operating areas, a
URM boundary walls. McDonald and Bailey [15] cost/benefit technique is used on modifications that
and Nevins [16] have shown that unreinforced involve improvements of a lesser health and safety
concrete masonry barriers are easily penetrated by magnitude. Severe natural phenomena (tornadoes,
wind-generated 2 by 4-in. timber plank missiles, earthquakes, or floods) are considered in light of
Three-inch-diameter steel pipe missiles are even their potentials as initiating events. Some of the
more difficult to stop. The openings to the buildings tornado-initiated accidents analyzed in SARs include
from the damaged roofs and any penetrations of the personal injury, release of hazards, and criticality.
wall would permit water and winds to enter the Minor releases of material beyond the Y-12
facility, which in turn could damage mechanical boundary are possible in the event of a severe
equipment and offices inside. It is not expected that accident initiated by a tornado at a Y-12 facility, but
the structural frame or the floor slabs would be no off-site exposure to toxic or radiological materials,
seriously damaged by a tornado of this magnitude, with irreversible health effects, should occur. The

probability of an accidental nuclear criticality caused
Consequences of a direct tornado strike to the by a tornado event at Y-12 is extremely low, with a

smaller, lighter structures would be severe to both probability of occurrence significantly less than 10s
the structure and its contents. Obviously, trailers are per year.
prone to being seriously damaged and overturned
during tornadoes. Standard wooden construction, as CONCLUSIONS
seen by the damage in Claxton and Lenoir City, does
not stand up well under tornadic loads, but again An F-0 to F-1 tornado struck near the Y-12 Plant,
there is very little of this type of construction at causing minor damage to facilities, power lines, utility
Y-12. Where such construction exists, the buildings poles, vehicles, and trees and signs. The tornado
were built in the 1940s and early 1950s and are continued for about 13 miles causing further damage
primarily used ['oroffice space. It could be expected along its path. Existing site emergency plans and
that roofs would be damaged, if not completely lifted procedures were followed. The Y-12 EOC was
off, opening the inside to the storm. Small buildings activated, and response personnel were mobilized.
constructed with unsupported, load-bearing URM No injuries occurred, no hazardous materials were
side walls might be significantly damaged. As these released, and it was determined that no hazardous
structures are damaged, more debris and material release potential existed as a result of the
tornado-generated missiles would be created. Tanks power outage. Analyses of building resistance to
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wind and seismic loadings have been conducted for 10. McDonald, J.R., Assessment of Tornado and
a number of key Y-12 facilities since the 1970s. Straight Wind Risks at the Oak Ridge,
Recent studies conclude that building construction Tennessee Site, prepared for Lawrence
with infill URM walls have a higher resistance to Livermore Laboratory, Livermore, California,

strong winds than determined in the early studies, 1979.
based on new test data and analysis methodologies.

11. Beavers, J.E., Hammond, C.R., and Manrod,
W.E., Recommended Straight Wind, Tornado,
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ABSTRACT

Simplified empirical formulae and some tabuler data for the
design/evaluation of structural barriers to resist wind/tornade generated
missiles impact are presented in this paper. The scope is limited to the
missiles defined by UCRL-15910 which are to be, considered for moderate and
high hazard facilities only. The methods presented herein are limited to

consideration of local effects on the barrier, i.e., the barrier must be capable i
of stopping the missile, and the barrier must not cause the generation of
secondary missiles due to scabbing. Overall structural response to missile
impact and structural effects derived from wind pressure are not addressed in
this paper.

The design/evaluation methods meet the acceptance criteria
(performance goals) for the usage category of the facility which is analyzed,
specified in UCRL-15910.

INTRODUCTION barriers (e.g., metals) than those of brittle barriers
(concrete, wood, etc.). Explicit computer codes like

Nonlinear dynamic finite element analysis LS-DYNA3D and ABAQUS EXPLICIT can
computer codes for transient dynamic response of simulate the complex phenomena of armor
three-dimensional structures and solids can be penetration, automobile crash and any general
utilized to solve the problem of impulse loading impact type of analysis.
and penetration of the target by the missiles. Such
analyses can better predict the behavior of ductile

"Oak Ridge National Laboratory is managed by Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc., for the U.S.

Department of Energy under Contract No. DE-AC05-840R21400.

The submitted manuscript has been authored by a contractor of the U.S. Government under contract
No. DE-AC05-840R21400. Accordingly, the U.S. Government retains a nonexclusive, royalty-free license to
publish or reproduce the published form of this contribution, or allow others to do so, for U.S. Government
purposes.
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However, the purpose of this paper is to DEFINITIONS, ACRONYMS, AND

collect simple industry proven methods and test NOMENCLATURE
data which can be used tot the design/evaluation of

various types of structural barriers to resist Terminology not delined here can be found
wind/tornado generated missiles impact, in the DOE Order 6430. I A and/or in UCRL-15910.

In this regard, the scope of this paper is DEFINITIONS
limited to missiles required to be considered by Penetration - Penetration is the
Department of Energy (DOE) Order 6430. IA II 1. displacement of the missile into the barrier. It is a
The details of these missiles are given in measure of the depth of the crater lbrmed at the
UCRL-15910 121. The methods presented herein zone of impact.
are limited to consideration of local effects on the

barrier, i.e., the barrier must be capable of Pertbration - Perforation is defined as thll

stopping the missile, and the barrier must not cause penetration. The missile passes through the barrier.
the generation of secondary missiles due to
scabbing. Overall structural response to missile Puncture - Puncture is defined as the case

impact and structural effects derived from wind in which part of the missile punches through the
pressure are not in the scope of this paper, barrier, but passage of the entire missile is
Kuilanoff and Drake 13] have addressed the design prevented.
consideration for overall structural response.

Scabbing - Scabbing is defined as emission
GOVERNING CRITERIA of fragments (secondary missiles) from the back face

of the barrier.

The governing criteria for the design of

new DOE facilities and for the evaluation, Spalling - Spalling is defined as emission of
modification, or upgrade of existing DOE facilities fragments from the front face (impact side) of the
for protection against natural phenomena hazards barrier.
are given in DOE Order 6430. IA.

ACRONYMS

The detailed criteria and guidelines to BRL - Ballistic Research Laboratory

assure uniform design/evaluation are provided in DOE - Department of Energy
UCRL-15910. The DOE Order refers to guidelines NDRC - National Defense Research Council
given in UCRL-15910 as an acceptable approach SRI - Stanlbrd Research Institute

for design/evaluation of DOE facilities. UCRL - University of Calilbrnia Research
Laboratory

The design/evaluation of DOE facilities
shall meet the acceptance criteria (performance NOMENCLATURE
goals, as specified in UCRL-15910) for the usage A¢ = contact area; minimum missile contact

category of the facility which is analyzed, area on the barrier face (in.Z); For pipe,
this is the metal area of the pipe

Section 2.3 of UCRL-15910 provides rules cross-section; for solid missiles, this is

for exception to the criteria, namely, if the existing the minimum projected area (Ar) of the
facility is close to meeting the guidelines, missile cross-section on the barrier
Deviation from these criteria is permitted if the face.

requirements given in UCRL-15910 are not Ap = projected area; minimum I:rojected area
applicable to the specific situation, or a more of the missile cross-section on the
detailed evaluation is performed, barrier face (in. _-)

d_ = effective diameter (in.) (4AJTr) "_

do = nominal diameter (in.) (4Ap/Tr)"_
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f'c - ultimate compressive strength of MISSILE LOADING
concrete (lb/in. 2)

F(t) - time dependent tk_rce on target (lb) DOE Order 6430. IA requires that facilities
F,_x = maximum force on target (lb) be designed for design basis events. UCRL-15910
g = acceleration due to gravity (fl/s 2) provides the details tk_rthese design basis events,
K = concrete penetrability factor i.e., straight wind speed, tornado wind speed, etc.

[180/(f'c) °51 (nondimensional) The minimum wind design criteria for all facility
L = length of cylindrical missile (in.) usage categories are given in Table 5-2 of
M = mass of missile (lb-s_'/fl) (Win/g) UCRL-15910. The wind speeds for extreme winds,

N = missile shape factor; 0.72 for hurricanes, and tt_rnadoes are given in Table 5-3 of
flat-nosed missiles (for all UCRL-15910. Individual site/facility specific
UCRL-15910 missiles) studies can be conducted and used to reduce these

t = time from start of impact (see) speeds. Guidelines for determination of the facility

tv = thickness of barrier to prevent usage category and the acceptable performance goals
perforation (in.) for each usage category are given in Tables 2-1 and

t, = thickness of barrier to prevent 2-3, respectively, _f UCRL-15910.
scabbing (in.)

Tp,T, = thickness of barrier just perforated, Section 0111-99.0.2 of the DOE Order
scabbed (in.) 6430.1A requires that both the small high-velocity

Vp -- velocity required to just penetrate an missiles as well as the massive low-velocity missile
element (fl/s) be considered separately in terms of penetration,

V_ = residual velocity of missile after perforation, or crushing effects. From Table 5-2 of
penetration of an element (ft/s) UCRL-15910, it is evident that the missiles are _t

V,V, - striking velocity of missile normal to considered for general use, important or low hazard
barrier surface (ft/s) facilities. The missiles need to be considered only

Wm = missile weight (lb) fl)r moderate and high hazard facilities. Table 1
W, = length of a "standard width" (4 in.) [4] summarizes (from Table 5-2 of UCRL-15910) the

W,, = length of square side of barrier missiles and the design base data which should be
inscribed between rigid supports (in.) considered for the appropriate facility usage

x = penetration depth; neglecting rear category.
boundary effects, i.e., x is the distance
a missile will penetrate into an LOADING COMBINATION
infinitely thick block of concrete (in.) Per Section 5.2.3 of UCRL-15910, the

horizontal and vertical velocity components of the
STRUCTURAL MODEL missiles may be treated as uncoupled, i.e., the

horizontal and vertical velocities need not be

The facility construction drawings and combined. Thus, the barriers shall be evaluated for
specifications should be used to determine the the appropriate component of the velocity.
model of the barrier prior to construction of a new

facility. If an existing facility is being evaluated, a DESIGN/EVALUATION METtlODOLOGIES
site visit to verify that the facility was built
according to the plans and specifications is Before using the formulae given later in this
necessary. The span of the barrier is critical in the section, data given in Tables 2 and 3 should be
evaluation of effects of automobile missile impact used, if appropriate, for quick evaluation of some
loads. The key to the design/evaluation of facilities common barriers.

is to identify the potential failure points.
Table 2 (test data reported by McDonald

[5l) provides threshold perforation velocities for
common construction materials when impacted by a
2 in. x 4 in. timber plank weighing 15 lb.
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Table 1 Missile type and missile data

Design basis loading event: Wind
, I II I

Missile Missile Missile Data

Category Type ..............................................................................
Facility Usage Category

Data Type Mode rate High
Hazard Hazard

b,,,

Small 2"x4" Timber Horz Vel (mph) 50 50

High Plank Max Height (ft) 30 50
Velocity Weighing
Missile 15 lb.

II

Design basis loading event' Tornado

Missile Missile Missile Data

Category Type ...............................................................................
Facility Llsage Category

Data Type Moderate High
Hazard Hazard

2"x4" Timber Horz Vel (mph) 100 150
Small Plank Vert Vel (mph) 70 100

High Weighing Max Height (ft) 150 200
Velocity 15 lb.
Missile

3" Standard Pipe Horz Vel (mph) 50 75
Weighing Vert Vel (mph) 35 50

75 lb. Max Height (It) 75 100
,,

Massive Automobile Velocity (mph) - 25
Missile Weighing (Missile rolls

3000 lb. and tumbles)
....

Other Barrier This is not mentioned in UCRL-15910. This occurs in brittle

Missile Backface materials, e.g., concrete.
Scabbing

,11
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Table 2 Threshold perforation velocities for common barriers impacted by a
2" x 4" timber missile weighing 15 lb.

I I

.......... 1....

Estimated

Barrier Description Threshold Perlbration "'k'l
Velocity (mph)

Masonite siding 54.0
Insulation board and masonite siding 54.0
Plywood (1/2 in.) and masonite siding 52.0
Plywood (1/2 in.) 52.0
Plywood (3/4 in.) 53.0
Stucco 53.0

Lapboard siding 53.0
Insulating board and lapboard siding 52.0
Insulation board and brick veneer 120.0 b

8 in. CMU c'_'hWall

Grout and rebar in every cell > 130.0'l
Grout only in every cell > 130.0'
Intermittent vertical rebar 65.0 c'

Horizontal reinforcement only 65.0 fJ
Unreinforced 60.0

12 in. CMU c'_'hWall

Grout and rebar in every cell > 130.0d
Grout only in every cell > 130.0'
Intermittent vertical rebar 70.0 t''

Horizontal reinforcement only 70.0 f'j
Unreinforced 65.0

Notes

a. Perforation means the missile passed through the thickness of the test panel.
b. The brick veneer wall stopped a missile traveling at 120 mph. The missile passed through the brick veneer

(penetration), but did not break the plane of the gypsum board on the back side.
c. CMU - Concrete Masonry Unit.
d. Missile will splinter.
e. Missile will not perforate, but wall may crack.
f. Face shell of empty cell will be perforated.
g. Conventional residential wall construction will not stop the missile if transported by tornado winds.
h. The CMU walls must have each cell reintbrced and grouted to assure that the timber missile will not perforate.
i. Reinforcement adjacent to a hollow cell has little or no benefit if the missile strikes the lace of the empty shell.
j. Horizontal joint reinforcement has little or no effect on missile impact _esistance.
k. The shape of the end of the missile was not significant.
1. Missiles shot at a 45 degree oblique impact angle tended to bounce off without causing damage.

IIII I I I
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Table 3 Barrier thickness (['or Existing Facilities s) required to prevent
perforation and scabbing by small high-velocity missiles.

IIII IIIIII II I II I II II IIII

,u, ,_ ...... _ ,,.,,,,_,, "' ,. "_ '_...................

Required Required Required
Steel Plate Concrete Slab Concrete Slab
Thickness _ . ,Thtckness" Thickness z'_

Facility Missile64 to Prevent to Prevent to Prevent I
Usage Missile Velocity Perforation Perforation Scabbing
Category Description (mph) (in.) (in.) (in.)

Moderate 2" x 4" timber

50 (H) 3/32 3 6
100 (H) 3/16 5 8
7O (V) 1/8 4 7

3 in. pipe
5O (H) 5/32 5 6
35 (V) 3/32 4 6

High 2" x 4" timber
5O (H) 3/32 3 6
150 (H) 5/16 6 9
100 (V) 3/16 5 8

3 in. pipe
75 (H) 1/4 6 7
50 (V) 5/32 5 6

Notes:

1. Steel plate thickness is BRL calculated thickness rounded up to the higher 1/32 inch.

2. Concrete slab thickness is modified NDRC calculated thickness rounded up to the higher inch.

3. f'c > 2500 psi.

4. (H) and (V) are the horizontal and vertical directions of the velocity, respectively.

5. The thicknesses for new designs shall be increased by 25% t'or steel and 20% for concrete as de,_crihed in
following sections.
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Table 3 provides the steel plate anti Barrier thickness for just pertbration:
concrete barrier thickness required to prevent
pertbration, scabbing (concrete only) by small

( V2/2j3high-velocity missiles. These thicknesses were 0.5 M ._/
determined by using the methods described in 7'_, = 67 2 d
following sections.

DESIGN/EVALUATION OF BARRIERS FOR (Note: Refer to Definitions, Acronyms, and
SMALL tilGH-VELOCITY MISSILES Nomenclature sections for terms used in this and

other equations given in this paper.)

Local damage depends upon missile
characteristics and target material. Missile Where,
geometry and deformation characteristics can have

a significant effect on penetration or perforation of d = d,, for perforation
a target. A pointed missile will penetrate deeper d = d,. for puncture
into a target than a blunt missile.

Thickness required to prevent perforation:

Empirical methods are used to estimate

local damage because of the complex phenomena t, = 1.25 Tp for new designs
associated with missile impact.

t_,= Tp for existing facilities
STEEL PLATE BARRIERS

Two empirically developed formulae are SR! Formula

available: (1) the Ballistic Research Laboratory The SRI formula 14] for predicting
(BRL) formula and (2) the Stanford Research perforation is based on low-velocity research and
Institute (SRI) formula. However, the SRI formula will provide an accurate prediction of maximum

is based on empirical data derived from target thickness perforated. The SRI equation is
parameter-dependent tests and is not recommended applicable only over a narrow range of conditions.
for general use. For this reason, it is not recommended tbr general

use. However, where the SRI conditions are

The thicknesses calculated by the above satisfied, the SRI equation is a good predictor and
formulae are based on solid nondeformable may be used.

missiles. The literature 141161recommends that

for design purposes they be increased by 25%. It Barrier thickness for just perfl_ration:
is, therefore, suggested that thickness for new
designs be increased by 25%. However, since

Ithere is large scatter in the test data, it is suggested W,,,V,2 W_, W,
that the thicknesses for existing facilities be kept T_,- 0. 045 _ +0. 0022 -0. 047

Wthe same as calculated by the above two formulae. I,''_

BRL Formula Thickness required to prevent perforation:
Minimum steel plate thickness required to

prevent perforation is based on the BRL formula t_ = 1.25 Tp for new designs
[6], which is modified slightly by setting a material

constant K = 1.0. t, = Tp for existing facilities

The above equation is applicable when the following
conditions are met:
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0.1 < Tp/d,, < 0.8 Barrier Thickm_s to Prevent Pt:rfi)ralipn
0.002 < Tp/L < 0.05 Barrier thickness fi_rjust perft_ration:
10 < L/d,, < 50
5 < Wu/d,, < 8 Tp = 3.19 x - 0.718 x_'/d_

8 < W./Tp < 100 (fi)r x/de < 1.35)
70 < V, < 400

Tp = 1.24 x + 1.32t1_
White and Botsford 141notes that, based on a (for 1.35 < x/d_. _ 13.5)
parametric study within the limits of the SRI

equations, the BRL and SRI formulae generally Thickness required to prevent perforatitm:
agree for short spans. However, for long spans the
SRI equation is less conservative, q, = 1.2 Tp for new designs

REINFORCED CONCRETE BARRIERS tp = Tp for existing facilities
For predicting local behavior of reinforced

concrete, the modified National Defense Research Barrier Thickness !9 Prevent Scabbing
Council (NDRC) formulae, as interpreted by Sliter Barrier thickness for just scabbing:
171, are recommended. The amount of reinforcing
steel and the size of aggregate are not critical and T, = 7.91 x - 5.06 x'_/d,
their effects on results are enveloped by scatter in (for x/do < 0.65)
test data.

T, = 1.36x + 2.12d,
Sliter also recommends that the thickness (for 0.65 < x/do <_ 11.75)

calculated by NDRC formulae be increased by 10
to 20%. It is, therefore, suggested that thickness Thickness required to prevent scabbing:
for new designs be increased by 20%. However,
since there is large scatter in the test data, it is t, = 1.2 T, for new designs

suggested that the thicknesses for existing facilities
be kept the same as calculated by the NDRC t, = T, for existing facilities
formulae.

MULTIPLE ELEMENT BARRIERS

Calculate penetration depth from the
following: Missile barrier may consist of several

thinner elements, instead of one thick element.

Analysis of a missile barrier composed of several
elements involves determining the perforation

velocity (Vp) required to just perforate an element.

[ V 1_ forx/do < 2 Theresidualvelocity(V_)ofthemissileafterx = 4KNWdo 1000do
perforation of one element is then used as the
striking velocity (V.) on the next element. The
formula for residual velocity [6] is:

[ V 1"_ fi_rx/do > 2x --d o + KNW 1000do
t--

Note: The penetration depth x is first calculated V= _/V;-
by both of the above equations. The

correct penetration depth is that depth
which meets the x/do limit of the equation
used in calculation of x.
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BARRIER DESIGN FOR Tile RF_Irl,:RENCI,_S
MASSIVE MISSII,E

]1] United States l)epartnlent of Energy, General
The automobile missile may puncture ¢,r _,_ Cr'_, Order Number D()I_

pertbrate barriers; however, because of its low 6430. IA, April 1989.
velocity, scabbing is unlikely. The automt_bile is a
very soft missile subject to large del'_rmations on [21 R.P. Kennedy, et. ai., De__.AL_and Evalua_tioI___!l
impact. The tumbling autt, nlt_bile imparts an Gu_elines f_r Del_artment of Energ5
impulsive load to the structure and may cause Facilities ___ Natural Phentmlena
considerable load anaplificaticm in small, free Hazards, [JCRL-15910, prepared f_r The

standing structures. H¢_wever, for large structures, Office of the Assistant Secretary for
the dynamic response of the ovt:rall structure to this Envirtmment, Safety, & Health, Ollice i_l
missile strike is negligible, and dynamic ellZ,cts are Safety Appraisals, United States Department
limited to members actually struck by the missile or of Energy, June 1990.
connected to the struck member. The tluesti_n Of

interest is whether or not local damage will cause a 131 G. Kuilanoff and R.M. Drake, "l:)esign of
more generalized collapse o|' the structure, The DOE Facilities tbr Wind-Generated Missiles,
problem is practically handled by an equivalent Proceetlings ¢_tlthe Third DOE Natural

static approach. The impact force may he Phent_mena Hazards Mitigati¢m Conference,
estimated from the empirical equation 161given 1991, pp. 270-281.
below:

141 R.W. White and N.B. Botsford, Containment

F(t) = 0.625 V, W_ sin(20t) of Fragments |'ronl a Runaway Reactor,
(for t <- 0.0785 sec) Report SRIA-Ii 3, Stanford Research Institute,

September 15, 1963.
F(t) = 0

(for t > 0.0785 sec) 151 J.R. McDonald, "Impact Resistance of
Ct)nlnlt)n Building Materials to Tornado

The maximum equivalent static load may be Missiles," Journal of Wind Engineering and

fi)und by setting sin(20t) = 1.0 and multiplying the Industrial Aerodynamics, 36, pp. 717-724,
resulting equation by 1.8 (the maximum dynamic 1990.
magnification factor for a sinusoidal pulse 181),
yielding the maximum automobile missile impact 161 R.t3. Linderman, st. al., Design of Structures
force" for Missile lmp!_, BC-TOP-9-A Rev. _

Bechtel Power Corl_oratitm, San Francisco,
Fm_ = 1.125 V, Wm Calif_rnia, September 1974.

= 123,750 lb.

For a 3000-1b automobile at an impact 17] G.E. Sliter, "Assessment of Empirical
speed of 36.667 ft/s (25 mph) Concrete Impact Formulas," Journal of the

Structural Division, Proceedings :)f the
This load may often be treated as a American Society of Civil Engineers,

distributed load. An impact area ¢_f3.0 ft x 5.0 ft Vt)l. 106, Nt). S'1"5, pg. 1023-1045, May
is suggested. Application of this load tt)the 1980.
structure is situation dependent. The user should

trace the path of the impact load as it is distributed 181 R.W. Clough and J. Penzien, D__namics of
through the structure. For example, a beam struck _S!ructures, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1975,
by the automobile missile may well be able to resist p. 94.
the impact load; however, heavily loaded columns

may buckle as the load is distributed to them by the
beam.
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VINI'I_F: F3I,t-LMF, I AI()I_I,]I,IN(; (_I.' 'I"C)t_N.AI)C) NIISSII_E
t_II'AC"F _)N ltF.:lNl:_(_l_C't.]l)(__NC'I_I::FI: WAI,I. I"ANt:I S

_'. Zt_ang
t:t,,t_'a rctl .,\,ssista 1_1

('.\.(;. \'a, llal,hat_
t'rt,fessor

_111f[

3. t(.._1 clT)onald

Professor, Director of Institute for Disaster [_esearcil
Departnlent of C',ix'il l';ligineering. _lexa.s Tech {;lliversity

S I fxAC IAB" ' "'"

This paper describes a finite element model for the impact of
large tornado-generated missiles with reinforced concrete wall panels.
'I'he anaiysis predicts the dynamic response of a wall panel when im-
pacted by a missile with a l'arge contact area such as an automobile.

Quadratic finite elements are used to discretize the domain of
the wall panel. Fundamental assumptions are based on the Mindlin
a11d the related l:(einsser plate theories. An "embedded" model is em-
ployed to account for the reinforcing bars. The nonlinear behavior
of concrete and steel bars are analyzed by means of time-dependent
constitutive relationships. A model is proposed to describe the initial
and subsequent yield surfaces of concrete material, which avoids un-
derestimation of the effect of high hydrostatic stresses on the yielding
behavior of concrete. Ottosen's four-parameter failure criterion is used
to define the failure surface of concrete. A crack monitoring algorithm
accounts for post-cracking and post-crushing behavior ,,f concrete. Ex-
plicit time step integration of nonlinear dynamic equations are carried
out using the finite element discretization of a concrete wall panel.

As a practical application of the analysis technique, the contact
failure pressure for a particular panel geometry can be calculated. The
contact failure pressure and the elapsed time to failure after missile
contact define a rectangular or triangular impulse loading to produce
failure of the panel. Since automobile crashes are known to produce
triangular impulse loads, the two pulses (failure and impact) can be
compared to determine if a particular impact will fail the panels. Thus,
a particular concrete panel can be analyzed to determine if it will fail
under a postulated missile impact.
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INI'll()I)iC'II¢)\ reflec_ tl_c' I ru_. I,eh;_vi¢,r of r¢.iI_f,,rcing t_ars in

'l'l_c [)('{)ill'llllt:lit _,[ }[II{'I'_,V 1¢'('('1111\' i:,.',_li't{ \'._i>.,,l',',),_cr_',c'. 1,_,(1cti,i,,,)',, 11_¢'¢'t['_'<'Is_,f reili-
()rder 1)¢)1. 5,1Sl).2',. wt_ict_ (.s,a!,',i_.l_e:),_,licv [i,r f,,rci_.,_' I,;lrs. sI)_'<i;ll itti_i,) .vi"l¢t ,n_] failure cril,.-

llazards (.Nl'}] 1. }ll_.lll_li1_gearl }lilll;qk_..willlt, i-_ll] \ crack _ll_,l_il,,ii_te. _le,,rill_!_ is I_./._tcd 1_, _,,d_.l
tl_,_,d, l*()l'[ ._I1_ 1_t2(1.!12_'.,_a/,lisl_e., Nl'll cri lt_'_cI_:il_'t)c'tl_lxi,,r,,fc,,_ct_'l,'. 'l,,,,\'crc<,_l_call

teria f,,r tilt' itvsign a_d ex'aluali_,_l /,f lli.)l[ [acil- lt_c itittcullie!,, all _._tt,,._i_t_'<tscl_en_c is used l_,
tiles. "lt_e crilcria i_cludc pr,,xi.,i,,_s [,,r It_, i_,_ lakl' ilC{'t*/llll I,[ ltle _'ttccl_. ,_f r_,il_f,,rciIlg bars.
l_aci ,,f l,,rl_a(t,, ,_'_'ncra_Icd _i::it_.>. 11(!t-7 .q l l) .\ rtl,,lt,'l i- t_¢',,¢_,,_',1 I,, _i_._c:'ii,,. fill. i_ilial _tI1(]

102(I-92 was f,,r_cIl\' p_blisl_ed as t{c/i :2. t'_a}_- sul,s,.'q_'_ll \'iel{i s_rfac,',-,,f ct,ncr¢,le. ()tl{,Sell'S

]ic buildin,_<_, suci_ as sct_,,,ls. , ttost_i',al,., tire sla- t'_,ur-parat_eler criter'i,,_ 5 ;s usclt l_, de{i_e ltle
lions, and e_ergencv opcrali_g cc_icrs also are failure surface _,f c_,_lcrele. 'lThe l_.nsile bchavi_,r
candidates for n_issiie proleclion. Studies _ver of c{,ncrcle is studied t,x" _nea_s ofa slrain trite-
the past lwo decades have addre:sed l]_e ha- rio_ which (:a_ prcdicl the reducliox_ of stresses

lure oflornado-ge_terated nlissiles a,,d tt,edam- when cracks occur. The strain-softening bet,ar-t
age infticled by lhem. The nat,_re of iornado- i¢_r of concrete ¢]ue l_ ct,ncrele crushing is taken
generated missiles includes types c,f missiles, ira- i_ll¢, accounl by assun_ing l]{al tl_e failure surface
pact velocities, trajeclorie._, t_r_,l_al)ililies _,f oc- ,,f c,_t_crc_.e wiil sltrink al a tale such lhal stress
currence and risk frequency. Sludies in l.t,c la.l- reducti,m is achieved frt,m the increase i_, vis-
ter category remain at a stage where empirical coplastic strain. :\ specia] function is proposed
formulas are employed to predict, lhe local ef- f_,r the viscoplastic flow rule of concrete mate-
feet and impact tests are perforn_ed to verify riM. The fundamental assumptions are based
the prediction. The objective of the study de- on the Mindlin and the related Iieinsser plate
scribed in this paper is to predict the failure theories. Eigl,t-node quadratic elements are em-
response of a reinforced concrete wall panel to p]oyed for the discrelization of the wall panel
the impact of a large tornado-generated mis- domain. Effects of impact contact area and the
si]e. Typically, a concrete panel is re_3resented steel ratio on tl,e displacement response are de-
as a single-degree of freedom system so that termined. The relationship between the collapse
the structural response (displacement) can be loading and the span to thickr, ess ratio (flexu-
obtained by assuming conservation of momen- ral ratio) of the reinforced concrete panels, a/h,
turn and energy. However, tests f3] ilidicate are calculated, which will llelp design engineers
that neither the energy balance mettlod nor the find the least thickness of the panels for a cer-
impulse-momentummethod can predict even ap- rain impulse loading. The contact pressure to
proximately the permanent displacement of re- produce failure for a given span to thickness ra-
inforced panels. Using ultra-conservative values tie (flexural ratio) is calculated by the numerical
for design criteria results in increased construe- procedure.
tion costs. Thus, there is a need to accurately
predict the failure loadings of reinforced concrete \:ISCOPLASTICITY OF CON(',ItETE
walls subject to the impact of large tornado-
generated missiles. The viscoplastic flow rule is based on a

non-associated rule as
Modern computers make possible the ap-

plication of finite element techniques to study ¢")0
reinforced concrete panels. Studies have been

conducted for more than two decades, i[owever,

the finite element technique is rarely egnpl_,yed in which {/},v and {o-} are viscoplastic strain
for predicting overall structural response of re- rate and stress vectors, respectively; 7 is a fluid
inforced concrete panels s_,13ject to the missile parameter; ais a numerical coefficient; Q is the
impact. The con_plex properties of rei_forced plastic potential; f is f/f, where f and f, are
concrete pa_els arc: difficult to model, especially stress function and equivalent yield stress, re-
when the panels arc' subject to tra_sverse load- spectivelv.
ing. The so-called smeared scl_erne has been rec-

ommended for bending proi_le_ns of reit_forced The'y and c_ parameters are discussed for
concrete panels, tlowe.ver, tl_is sol,tree does not both concrete and n_etal in reference [4]. The
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The plaslic potential (,J can be assumed a.s
"fJ-_ ltle I)ruckcr l:'ragcr fullcii,,ll,

}'_t11tl 1"(' Stl Ff3_.

"-.._ .--"'"-" .... O. (i/_ , \./._ (.I,)

_,j which defines l}le direciit,n of viscoplastic flow.

'ield Surfaces o - 2sine,' \'3(3 " .si7_.¢')-I.

l"t_ A('T ('lil XC, ()F ('()N CI_+E'I E

........ l'hc mechanism of c_,ncrete fracturing or

(r_Supercrit.i_cal .,__Subcr2!ical__[__[__'. I post-failure is quite conlplex. Post-failure of con-
crete can be divided into two categories' post-
cracking due to tensile stresses and posl-crushing

Figure 1' Yield Surface and Failure Surface of due to compressive stresses. Post-cracking be-
Concrete havior of concrele is usually studied by means

of a smeared ..... 'representation. Post-crushing be-
havior, or the strain-softening effect., is studied

function f is defined by two functions, f,,,v and by means of a strain-softening function. In prac-
f._,,_,, which describe the supercritical and the rice, the incremental constitutive relation of the
subcritical regions, respectively (see Fig. 1). strain-softening is assumed to be as same as that

of the strain-hardening for simplicity but the
J'-' _ plastic modulus is changed into a negative value

f.,,p - _a -f + "__/a.., 4-/3_ I1 - fc In this study, different techniques are employed
to account for concrete fracturing.

fs,,b = f_[4( 1' -+-½(4[) + (°)) 2
(_, _ (o Post-Cracking Behavior

J2

+ (., 11 A crack monitoring scheme is employed todescribe the tensile behavior of concrete. Cracks

f_ = r/f; + H _'pU" (2) are assumed to occur in the plane normal to the
directions of the principal stresses if the corre-

in which J2 and I1 are the second invariant of sponding strain in that direction, e,, exceeds the
the deviatoric stress tensor and the first invari- critical value of strain. Tests indicate that the

ant of the stress tensor, respectively; H ''p is the maximum strain, %, may be over four times as
viscoplastic modulus;/31,/32, and 77are material high as the critical strain, er, corresponding to
coefficients; (o defines the shape of subsequent the peak loading. So the stress level is gradu-
yield surfaces [4]; (_ = f_/_.., and {, is the value ally reduced to zero until the maximum strain is

1 o
of ,_/_,, when -Ia = _(_ + (,). )_ is a function achieved.

of sin30 [5] {or} = [D!{e} for ei> e, (5)

cos[eos- (-k,,sin30)]

for si,_30 <_o in which {_r} = {o'j,o',,}; {e} = {e_,e2};

= k, (3) ( )for sin30 > 0 [D t __ E_ #_l u
/z]-l_ - u2 v /zl

in which k_ and k2 are two material parameters; -t _ e, f[ + 56.7 for i = 1 2 (6)
0 is the so-called Lode angle. Values of mate- #' - _o-e, 69.9
rial properties depend on the ratio of the tensile

strength to the compressive strength of concrete, in which f[ is the tensile strength in psi; Ec and
For , ,ft/f_ = 0.12, /3_ = 0.9218, /32 = 2.5969, u are the Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio of
k_ = 9.9110, and k2 = 0.9647 [5]. In this case concrete material, respectively [6]. #, is zero for
the angle of internal friction is 4) = 51.8 °. an open crack when e, = %. #i is 1 when ei _< et.
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Post-Crushing Behavior are expressed as

Tile failure and yield surfaces of concrete _ - _ .. ,,:, /
are assumed to shrink al a certain tale. Shrink- {P" } -- ,,, {2(=,,, - ) /)r. {or/}

age of yield surface will increase tile viscoplastic
strain rate a_,d reduce lt,e stress level so _ha_ the .... (:,,, ....z.,)[t_;' /{cr.}}d,5' (8)
strain-softening behavior can be described. As

the damage of concrel.e is accumulated, or vis- // ._.1.._.\
coplastic work II"r increases, the failure surface ¢. ,% /.i

will sttrink al a cerlain ra_e 7. lt_c degradation {p,} --- X"_.z_..,E'A'[TI]/, • J_ (---_',) [ "_"'._)will be accelerated after the )failure of concrete, at j= i t= 1 - I :\,._
a rate, c.:cp--_._(ll""---li'"P)i, in ,,'}_ich p can be
taken as 10 [8, and II'"" is the viscoplastic work (e, - eir')d¢_ (9)

when concrete fails, in which {pl} has to be added to the internal
resistant force vector corresponding to 0, or (_,,.FINITE ELEMENT MODELING
respectively' S (_) is the domain of an element;

When finite elements are used to discretize E... and A, are Young's modulus and the cross-

the domain of concrete panels, the choice of el- sectional area of reinforcing bars, respectively' L
ements is very important. Although the ad_:a.n- and Ni, are the number of concrete layers and the
tage of Mind iin and the rela_ed Reinsser plate number of reinforcing bars in one layer and one
theories is the application of C(0) continuity element, respectively; _a is the the z coordinate
plate elements, a phenomenon termed "locking" of a reinforcing bar; {o'/} and {or,} are the flex-
appears following the integration over thin plate ural, and shear stress vectors, respectively; :<rl,

elements. Serendipity and Lagrangian elements _'..,, and _',_ are the shape functions of a bar el-
are good choices for concrete panels because the ement; e/ and el'v are the total strain and the
flexural ratio of a panel rarely exceeds 40 accord- viscoplastic strain in the direction of a steel bar,

ing to the Building Code Requirements for Rein- . [B}_)]r [n (_)!_- and [T] are givenforced Concrete. t{owever, application of bilin- respectively; , L_,,. J ,
ear elements will still produce "locking" even for as

those thick panels. Eight-node Serendipity plate [B_)] 'r= [[B.rl] [Bj2] .. [Brs]] 7 (1.0)elements (isoparametric quadratic elements) ap- ' ' "" •
pear to be best for this st.udy. The dynamic gov-
erning equation for a reinforced concrete panel [B_')iT= [[B,I],[B._J,...,[B_s]] 7 (11)

canbeexpressedas[4] ( N] N., N:, ... N_ )Np N i' N:' A{'3 ""
[M]{d} -_ [C]{d} 4-,{p} = {f} (7)

liar

in which [M] is the lumped mass matrix; [C] [B/,] = 0 0 o_,'c
;,y (1.3)

is the damping matrix," {d'} and {d} are nodal 0 o.a;o._ o.vLo_.

acceleration and velocity, respectively; {p} and ( °.", ._N. 0 ){f} are internal resistant forceand external force [B,,] = 0 -N, " (14)
vectors, ou

Superposition of internal resistant forces By using the central difference scheme for
for each element will constitute the internal re- time integration, the individual nodal values are
sistant force vector {p}. Since steel bar elements obtained as

are embedded in concrete plate elements, respec- At

tively, their effects on the dynamic response will d;'+' = (rni, + -_-c,)-'[(At)2(ff - p,")be considered by adding the contribution of steel

bars to the internal resistant force vector. The At )d','-'] (15)internal resistant forces for individual elements + 2rni,di'-(m,,-- -2-ci,
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d,' - (At.):'...... , d_, was (10 x .4) psi. Fig. 3. shows tha_ the dis-
2r,,.,, (f: - p_'') . " placement increases a.s l},e iml)acl c,)ntact area

dcc re ases.

-  t(3 (16)
2m,, C ONTACq' FAII,(:Ptlg PI(ESSII{E

in which ?rt,,, c,,. f,, and p, correspond to Failure of a reinforced concrete panel oc-
(.alj,..:[C]._{.f}, and {p}, respectively:., At'. is tim curs wl,en the viscoplastic work is large enough
t_me step. The critical time step without con- to violate the stability of the step-by-slep cal-
cerningthe damping is defined as [4i culations, or the accu_nulalion of lhe concrete

damage is too large. Failure l(m.ding of rein-
/p,(1- u-') forced concrete panels largely depends on the

At,_ < 0.3h V E,:. (17) flexural ratio a/h and the imt)a.c, contact _rea
5',. Different concrete panels wi,h compressive

in which h and p, are the thickness of the panel strength f; = 40(10 psi and the tensile and the
and the mass density of concrete, respectively, compressive steel ratio p = pl = 0.848c_ , were
A number of calculations for non-linear analysis analyzed. The range of the flexural ratios vat-
indicate that the real time step can be taken as ied from 6 to 20. If the flexural ratio exceeds
(1 _ 1.2)At,:,. for viscoplastic concrete analysis. 20, the central displacement can be very large

before the panel collapses. The typical impulse
PARAMETER STUDIES of automobile crashes onto a rigid target is tri-

angular with an impact duration of about td =
The model developed above is applied to 120 msec. The peak value of loading tends to

study the relationship of various parameters that occur at t, = 40 msec. Now, by assuming that
affect the results, the impulse remains the same for a particular re-

inforced concrete panel with a certain thickness,
1. Effects of Steel Ratios on Displacement Res- the maximum fa.ilure pressure of the impact, q.:,
ponse: which will fail the panel can be calculated. Cal-

culated values of the failure pressure for different

Consider a 12ftx 12ftxlft reinforced con- contact areas and same steel ra.tio are plotted in

crete panel. Material properties: E_. = 3.6 x 10G; Fig. 4.
f_ = 4000 psi; f[ = 480 psi; p_ = 0.000217 lb.

s2/in4; H ''p = 3.14 x 106 psi; Yield stress of steel The maximum contact pressure of an auto-
mobile impact onto a reinforced concrete panel

bars, av = 40000 psi; E,. = 29 × 10_ psi; mass
can determined by means of the impulse princi-

density of steel bars, p,. = 0.0007224 lb. s2/in 4. ple,
Steel reinforcing bars are placed at 10 in. on 2m_'i,
center, each way, each face. Tensile and corn- q,,, = (18)
pressive steel ratios are, respectively, p = p_ = 9 td Sc

0.848%, 1.326%, and 1.909% by using different where the impact is assumed to be plastic; g is
size bars. A quarter panel has nine plate ele- gravity acceleration; rn and I/[ are the mass and
ments and eight layers. A uniformly distributed the impact velocity of the automobile; td is the
impulse pressure of 40 psi is applied. Fig. 2 impact duration; S_ is the impact contact area.shows the effect of different steel ratios on the

central displacement response. As the steel ra- Suppose a 3000 lb automobile impacts a
rio increases, the displacement decreases. 12 ft × 12 ft × 1 ft reinforced concrete panel at

50 mph. The impact contact area is approxi-
2. Effects of Impact Contact Areas mately 16 ft _. The triangular impulse has an

impact duration 120 msec. The peak contact
Selecting a panel with p = pl = 1.909%, pressure from this impact is 49 psi which is much

impact contact areas of a 144ft:', 81ft 2, 36ft 2, smaller than the failure pressure shown in Fig.
and 9ft "_were considered. A quarter panel in 4(a) when the flexural ratio is 12. Therefore,
this case contains sixteen elements and eight lay- the slab is safe. The failure contact pressure of
ers. The panel was subject to a uniformly dis- 600 psi and the calculated contact pressure in
tributed step pressure. The total step loading this case are compared in Fig. 5. It can easily
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o.7] P = P l = 0.848%.-. ..... P = Pl = 1.326%
o.6 - --- P = Pl = 1.909%e,--4

O5
(1)

o 0.4- )
0.3

.....4
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..---,4

0.2-
I.-,

(1.) 0.1
r,..)

0.0 l l i-- ' '
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Figure 2: Central Displacement Response for Different Steel Ratio
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Figure 3: Central Displacement Response for Different Contact Areas
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be seen fron_ Fig. 5 that the calculated contact 16] G.C. St, and A. DiTommaso, F_r_'actt_rv._.b'I__':
pressure is _111:chsrllaller tllan the failure c_,l_i,acl :'tlaIlics of U.orlcrete: Structural Application alJd

press:::e. .t_:.!..::3g'j'!.:'a.!_(,a!t::Ll_:!:.:.o_:!• I.i-i:;r-dri'}_;i{ti--;]!ii-e--Ni:-l-i-{i,:.i
la1:ds: Marti::us NijhotF Pub.. 198g, Ch.l.. pp.

C()NCI,{JS]()N AND his( OMMENI AI I()NS 21.

l:_ecause tll:' failure of reinforced c<,ncrete, :7' ']'. Ila.tano_ and H. Tsulsumi. "Dynamic
panels is complex, tlle finite element tect:nique Compressive I)eformation and t:ailure of Con-
is the only practical approach for nonlinear anal- crete under Earthquake Load." t]_rd?5--_0_f21)d
vsis. The explicit time integration schen:c e:n- \'\'orld Conf. on garlhquake Engrg., \"o1. 3. T(,-

ployed in the dynamic impact analysis proposed kyo, Japan, 1960, pp. 1693-1978.
in this study is e:flzicient in the use of (:PU time

and computer memory. [8! N. Bicanic, and O.C. Zienkiewicz, "Constitu-
tive Model for Concrete Under Dynamic Load-

For certain types of impulses the re]ation- ing,'" Earthquake Engrg. & Struc. Dynamics.

ship between the flexural ratio and the contact \:ol. 11 1983, pp. 689-710
failure loading of reinforced concrete panels can '
be determined. Thus. by comparing the con-
tact pressure to produce failure, q/, of the con-
crete panel with the maximum impulse pressure
of the missile, q,,,, a judgement can be made re-
garding the safety of a particular concrete panel
that is impacted b3' a missile with particular size
and impact velocity. The approach shows great
promise as a design tool, but must yet be vali-
dated by comparing calculated results with au-
tomobile crash data.
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N[JCLEAR POWER PLANTS RESULTING FROM EARTHQUAKES

DURING SHUTDOWN COND[T|ONS *

Robert J. Budnitz
Future Resources Associates, Inc.
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PRD Consulting
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ABSTRACT

This report will explore the likelihood of seismic-initiated core damage
accidents during refueling shutdown conditions at two nuclear power
plants, Surry Unit 1 (a Westinghouse 3-loop PWR with a subatmospheric
containment) and Grand Gulf (a General Electric BWR/6 with a Mark III
containment). An initial scoping study was performed. It established
that seismic-initiated accidents seem to be of sufficient concern to
justify a more rigorous and more quantitative evaluation, which is now
in progress and will be completed in late 1993. This paper will
present the conclusions that will have been reached in the extended
analysis now in progress.

From the initial scoping study (Ref. l), it is as shutdown accidents leading to very
already clear that unless earthquake-initiated extended outages.
accidents are included when performing a
shutdown PRA, a complete picture of the There were two principal reasons for having
overall plant risk profile cannot be obtained, selected these two plants: (i) Both the
Also, other endpoints besides core-damage Surry (Unit 1) and the Grand Gulf (Unit 1)
accidents may be useful figures-of-merit,such nuclear stations have been the subject

* The work described here has been supported by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research under contracts NRC-04-
90-373 and NRC-04-92-058. We acknowledge with thanks the assistance and
support of Richard C. Robinson, Jr. of NRC/RES, Donnie W. Whitehead of
Sandia, and Louis Chu of Brookhaven.
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of recent probabilistic shutdown risk studies (Ref. 8) and EPRI (Rcf. 9) arc used
(excluding seismic-initiated events) recently for both sites as an approximate
completed for the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory representation for the full seismic
Commission (Ref. 2, 3). (ii) Both Surry hazard.
(Rcf. 4) and Grand Gulf (Ref. 5) have also
been the subjects of an extensive risk 3. APPROACH
assessment for full-power conditions
sponsored by the NRC, as part of the very The approach to the analysis hcrc includes
large NUREG-1150 PRA study (Ref. 6). For the following steps:
Surry (but not for Grand Gulf), this NUREG-
1150 analysis included a seismic PRA (Ref. (1) dcvclop the seismic hazard at each
7), in which plant-specific fragility informa- site;
tion was developed for structures and some
components. (2) develop information about shutdown

and outage durations;
2. ASSUMPTIONS

(3) develop seismic fragilities of safety
The following assumptions arc made in the structures and components;
initial scoping study of Ref. 1 (man), of
these are being improved upon in the more (4) perform a PRA systems analysis
extensive analysis now underway): leading to calculations of core-

damage frequencies.
a. The two recent shutdown risk studies

(Ref. 2, 3) are the principal basis for 4. CONCLUSIONS
the systems-analysis parts of our work
here. Table 1 provides a summary of the core

damage frequencies that were estimated in
b. Only refueling outages are considered the Phase ! effort (Ref. 1) from the seismic-

in this analysis, initiated accidents during shutdown. It
shows the various important sequences and

c. We assume that the only seismic the key failures involved in each. It should
events of concern are those that cause bc recognized that the numbers are no more
non-recoverable loss-of-offsite-power than approximate estimates: The seismic-
(LOOP) transients, hazard values and core-damage frequencies

in analyses like this one are typically
d. To simplify the analysis, median uncertain by as much as factors of + 10,

seismic capacity is used as a sharp sometimes more.
threshold for seismic failure.

For Surry, the total core damage frequency
e. For Surry, a limited number of plant- was estimated in the Phase l effort to be

specific fragilities are available from approximately 7 E-6/year and 1.5 E-6/year
the earlier NUREG-II50 seismic PRA based on the LLNL and EPRI hazard
(Ref. 7), and these are used here. For estimates, respectively. For Grand Gulf, the
Grand Gulf, no plant-specific fragilities total core-damage frequency is estimated to
exist, so in the initial scoping study we be about 3 E-6/vear and about 1 E-8/yea__r,
have used instead the table of generic based on the LLNL and EPRI hazard esti-
fragility values found in Ref. 7. mates, respectively. Note that these Grand

Gulf frequencies differ by a factor of about
f. Equipment failure from seismic-induced 300 between the LLNL and EPRI hazard

relay chatter is outside the scope of estimates, whereas at Surry the difference is
this analysis, only about a factor of 5.

g. To simplify the analysis, the mean Several insights were gained from this
seismic hazard curves from both LLNL preliminary evaluation, including:
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1. The core-damage frequencies for National Laboratory, submitted to U.S. I
earthquake-initiated accidents during Nuclear Regulatory Commission, June 4, 1991 i
shutdown at both Surry Unit 1 and
Grand Gulf Unit 1 arc found to be low 3. D.W. Whitehead, J. Darby, B. Staple, B.
in absolute terms. The reasons for Walsh, T. Hake, and T. Brown, "Draft Lcttcr
this are (i) that in their ability to Report for Phase ! of the Low Powcr and
respond to earthquakes during Shutdown Accident Sequence Frcqucncics
shutdowns, the plants both have large Project", DRAFT, Sandia National Laborato-
seismic capacities, well above their ries, submitted to U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
design-basis levels; and also (ii) that Commission, June 21, 1991
both sites enjoy among the lowest
seismic hazards of any LWR sites in the 4. R.J. Breeding, J.C. Helton, W.B. Murfin,
U.S. and L.N. Smith, "Evaluation of Scvcrc

Accident Risks: Surry Unit 1, Main Report",
2. We believe that the results for Report NUREG/CR-4551, Vol. 3, Rcv. I, Part
Surry and Grand Gulf do not neces- l, Sandia National Laboratories, October 1990
sarily apply to any other plants,
primarily because of two considera- 5. T.D. Brown, R.J. Breeding, H.-N. Jow,
tions: (i) the importance of plant- J.C. Hclton, S.J. ttiggins, C.N. Amos, andi
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varying distribution of seismic hazards Risks: Grand Gulf, Unit 1, Main Report",
associated with different US. sites east Report NUREG/CR-4551, Vol. 6, Rcv. 1, Part
of the Rocky Mountains. 2, Sandia National Laboratories, December

1990
3. Further research is appropriate to
learn more about earthquake-initiated 6. U.S. Nuclear Rcgulatory Commission,
shutdown accidents than could be "Severe Accident Risks: An Assessment for

accomplished in this scoping study. Five U.S. Nuclear Power Plants, Final
Summary Report", Report NUREG-1150,

Further work now underway will be completed December 1990
in late 1993 and will be reported in the final
paper to be presented at the DOE-NPH 7. M.P. Bohn, J.A. Lambright, S.L. Daniel,
meeting in Atlanta. J.J. Johnson, M.K. Ravindra, P.O. Hashimoto,

M.J. Mraz, and W.H. Tong, "Analysis of Core
5. REFERENCES Damage Frequency" Surry Power Station,

Unit 1, External Events", Report NUREG/-
1. R.J. Budnitz and P.R. Davis, "A Scoping CR-4551, Vol. 3, Rev. I, Part 3, Sandia
Evaluation of Severe Accidents at the Surry National Laboratories, December 1990
and Grand Gulf Nuclear Power Plants

Resulting from Earthquakes During Shutdown 8. D.L. Bernreutcr, J.B. Savy, R.W. Mcnsing,
Conditions", Future Resources Associates, and J.C. Chen., "Seismic Hazard Charac-
Invc., final report yto U.S. Nuclear Regulatory terization of 69 Nuclear Plant Sites East of
Commission (1991) the Rocky Mountains", Report NUREG/CR-

5250, Lawrence Livermore National Labora-
2. T-L. Chu, Z. Musicki, W. Luckas, S.M. tory, January 1989
Wong, L. Neymotin, D.J. Diamond, C-J. Hsu,
G. Bozoki, P. Kohut, and R. Fitzpatrick, 9. Electric Power Research Institute,
"PWR Low Power and Shutdown Accident "Seismic Hazard Methodology for the Central
Frequencies Program: Phase l-Course and Eastern United States", Report EPRI
Screening A , ""nal_sls, DRAFT, Brookhaven NP-4726, in 10 volumes, July 1986
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TABLE 1

SEISMIC-INITIATED ACCIDENT SEQUENCES CONTRIBUTING
TO CORE DAMAGE

._ SURRY
o

Sequence Annual Frequency* Percent Failure Mode
o

Z Loss of offsite power, 4.1E-6/yr (LLNL) 59 % LOOP failure of RWST
loss of RHR and makeup 8.1E-7/yr (EPRI) 56 % and CCW heat exchangers

= to primary coolant system"I

"_ Loss of offsite power, 1.9E-6/yr (LLNL) 27 % LOOP, human error
:r failure to load electrical 4 9E-7/yr (EPRI) 33 %
=
= power to pumps

1 0E-6/yr (LLNL) 14 % LOOP seismic failurem Loss of offsite power, - '

:=: loss of emergency AC power 1.6E-7/yr (EPRI) II % of diesel generators

TOTALS 7.0E-6/yr (LLNL) i00 %
" 1.5E-6/yr (EPRI) i00 %

_" GRAND GULF
m-

o
=

o Annual Frequency* Percent Failure Mode
= Sequence

Loss of offsite power, 2.3E-6/yr (LLNL) 79 % LOOP, failure of SSW,=
loss of SSW causing loss 8.1E-9/yr (EPRI) 74 % emergency AC (blackout)

I of AC (blackout)

Loss of offsite power, 6.0E-7/yr (LLNL) 21% LOOP. human errors%a
human error in actuating 2.SE-9/yr (EPRI) 26 %

RHR, SDC, or SPC

TOTALS 2.9E-6/yr (LLNL) I00 %
i. IE-8/yr (EPRI) i00 %

* "LLNL" and "EPRI" designate different seismic hazard analyses
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BUCKLING ANALYSIS OF CYLINDRICAL WASTE TANK SHELL t

K. Bandyopadhyay, J. Xu, and S. Shteyngart
Brookhaven National Laboratory

Upton, New York 11973

ABSTRACT

The underground cylindrical waste tank walls need to be designed or
evaluated for axial compressive stresses due to soil overburden and other static
loads, and earthquake loads. A major design consideration is buckling of the
shell walls. The existence of geometric imperfection in a shell element resulting
from construction procedures reduces the theoretical buckling capacity. On the
other hand, the tank wall is also subject to internal pressure due to the liquid
waste it contains. The internal pressure tends to reduce the imperfection and
enhance the buckling capacity. Therefore, a realistic buckling criterion for the
tank wall should be established considering both reasonable imperfection shapes
and internal pressures. The ASME code case N-284 provides the capacity
reduction factor needed to compute the buckling strength for tanks not subject to
internal pressure. The code case acknowledges the benefit due to the internal
pressure but does not quantify the effect. On the other hand, there were studies
performed abroad that estimated the effect of internal pressures for long open
cylinders.

In order to determine the applicable capacity reduction factors for the
DOE waste tanks, BNL performed elastic buckling analysis of cylindrical shells
with appropriate geometries and boundary conditions. Both realistic and
stringent imperfection shapes were considered following information available in
the literature. The computer program BOSOR4 developed by Lockheed Missiles
and Space Company was used for the analysis. The capacity reduction factors
for various radius-to-thickness ratios and internal pressures obtained from the
analysis are presented in this paper. A two-fold increase in the buckling strength
is observed for realistic geometries, buckling shapes and internal pressure values.
This may require a restriction on the amplitude of the imperfection. Additional
possible benefits due to non-axisymmetric dynamic bending compressive stresses
and non-uniform internal pressure were not included in the above estimates.
Additional studies will be required to quantify any such benefits.

i Thestudy was sponsoredby the U.S. Departmentof Energy,Officeof EnvironmentalRestorationand Waste
Management.
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INTRODUCTION COMPUTER MODEL

The underground high-level waste storage tanks A 40-foot high circularcylinder with a radius
consistof cylindricalwalls thatare subjectedto axial of 40 feet was considered in the analysis. The bottom
compressive stresses due to soil overburden and of the tank was assumed open and the wall was
other static loads, and earthquake loads. A major assumed hinged along the bottom periphery. In order
design consideration for these cylindrical shells is to represent the top concrete or steel enclosure of an
buckling. The buckling capacity of a shell is underground waste storage tank, a rigid diaphragm
substantially reduced from the theoretical value if the was introduced on top of the cylinder. The thickness
geometry is not perfect or if the axial load is not of the tank wall was varied in the analysis by
applied uniformly over the thickness. Even a small maintaining the radius constant. Three different types
amount of imperfection that may result from of axisymmetric geometric imperfection were
standard construction procedures can reduce the considered in the analysis: a single harmonic bulge,
capacity by several times. On the other hand, the a multiple-harmonic shape and a rotationally stiff weld
waste storage tank walls are also subject to internal depression. Each case was analyzed assuming linear
pressure from the liquid. The internal pressure elastic buckling under a uniform axisymmetric
tends to reduce the imperfection and enhance the compressive stress. The computer program BOSOR4
buckling capacity. Therefore, a realistic buckling developed by Bushnell [91was used for the analysis.
criterion for the tank walls should be established The imperfection shapes are further elaborated in the
considering both reasonable imperfections and following sections.
internal pressures.

MODEL 1 -SINGLE HARMONIC SHAPE
The ASME Code Case N-284 [1] provides A single inward bulge of shape (l-cos0) was

the capacity reduction factors needed to compute the introduced at the bottom of the tank wall. The length
buckling strength for tanks. These factors account of the bulge, L, was selected to match the natural
for practical imperfection shapes and magnitudes but buckling shape as follows:
do not include the effect of internal pressures. The
Code Case acknowledges the benefit due to internal r. -- 3.5vrR---g {l.)
pressures but does not quantify the effect. On the
other hand, an earlier NASA test program [2] where, R = Radius of the cylindrical tank
considered the effect of internal pressures but the t = Thickness of the wall
existence of imperfections in the test specimens or
their representativeness to practical tank geometries The shape is defined by an indent as shown in
is questionable. Several tests and analytical studies Figure 1. The corresponding computer model
were performed in Europe, Australia and New showing the line segments of the axisymmetric shell is
Zealand in the last decade [3-8]. These studies shown in Figure 2. The dense portion of the bulge
considered the effect of both the geometric represents a large number of segments to appropriately
imperfection and internal pressure for long model the buckling in this region.
cylinders, and empirical formulas are presented for
determination of the buckling capacities. MODEL 2 - MULTIPLE-HARMONIC SHAPE

In the second model, five uniform half-
The purpose of the subject analytical study harmonic waves (designated as 5_r) were assumed at

at BNL was to consider the geometries and boundary the bottom part of the tank wall as shown in Figure 3.
conditions comparable to the waste storage tanks and The total length of the imperfection was 8.6 v'_'t'.
introduce various reasonable imperfection shapes to The computer model with segments are shown in
determine the corresponding buckling strengths both Figure 4.
with and without internal pressures.
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Figure 4
Figu_ 2 Model 2- BOSOR4 Computer Model

Model I - BOSOR4 Computer Model

MODEL 3 - KFWF WELD DEPRF.,SSION
In the third model, a rotationally stiff weld

depression shape is introduced following Potter's
formula [7]. This is basically a highly damped
harmonic shape symmetrically located on either side
of the weld line as shown in Figure 5. A sensitivity
study indicated that the worst effect is obtained if the
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weld line was about2.5 k to 3.5 k from the bottom, ANALYSIS RESISTS
where k is the axisymmetric buckling half wave
length and defined by the following equation: Each of the above three models was analyzed

assumingthatan axisymmetric compressive linear load

_. ffi xv_E _ (2) is applied on top of the wall. The thickness was
vr,2-[3(1_v2)]-i varied to achieve R/t = 400, 600, 900, 1200 and

1500. In addition to the no-pressure case (i.e., p =
o), each model was analyzed for a constant internal

where, v ffi Poisson's ratio pressure, p = 8.6, 17.3, 25.9 and 34.6 psi.

The computer model showing the segments The elastic buckling capacity was computed
are presented in Figure 6. for each combination of geometry and loading. The

. .... , .... ,...., .,.., .... , .... _ .... : results are presented in terms of a capacity reduction
i WeldLine : factor, cz, which is the ratio of the analyzed buckling

--_--'--'%_.... Symmetricalabout : strength to the theoretical buckling strength. The

i __W_d Line _ theoretical buckling strength is defined as follows"•2" O_ = E t. _ _ (3)
e " [3 (z-v2)]_

• )-:.." where, E = Modulus of elasticity
,q

"'" " .... ' .... ' ...... ' .... ' .... """ The results were obtained for each model

L = 3.5X Tank WaU considering only the meridional stress without

including the effect of the hoop stress. For each case,

-_,," the imperfection amplitude, e, was varied until the
Trek Bottom capacity reduction factor, _, was equal to about 0.2

Figure 5 with no internal pressure. This corresponds to the
Model 3 - Rot_omdly StiffWeld_ioa value of ot recommended by the ASME Code Case in

the range of P-titfrom 600 to 1,000.
ill ,

I, In, 1:_1 _! :1 I ........1 _.I ,I I _ I

_.. - The capacity reduction factors for various
_.. mrrutL tmD_ s'rauertra_ _ internal pressures and tUt values are plotted in Figures

7, 8 and 9 for the respective three models. A
m. , - substantial increase in the elastic buckling capacity is
m.. _ observed in each ease. The benefit of the internal

pressure increases with higher pressure and increasing
Im, m

l = R/t values. (However, this does not include the effect
--.. _ of the hoop stress which will tend to reduce the

allowable axial stress as will be discussed later). In
m.. " order to determine the amplitude of imperfection that
m, . - would be required to produce a capacity reduction
m.. _. factor of about 0.2, Models 1 and 2 were analyzed

with one pressure case (p = 17.3 psi). The results
a.. - (Figures I0 and 11) show that a large amount of

-m. _ _ , , I i 1 _ t t I imperfection is required in the presence of pressure to
4. L m m. _ m. a_ aL aL _ m.m. produce a capacity reduction factor comparable to the

II ASME Code Case.
Figure6

Model3 - BOSOR4ComputerModel
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Model 2 - Influeace of Pressure on _ty
Reduction Factorfora Constant e/t Figure II

Model 2 - Influmce of Pressure on

Imperfection ampLitude e/i-=1.95 hzipeffe_oa Amplllzideto Pzzxlile a

1 , , , _,,,, ,., ,.., .... .., , , ,._ Cmm=iiCqlliiy_F.¢_.

_"0.8 " _7_ _ _i CONCLUSIONS• "" " _ The analysis results clearly indicate the benefit: 0.6 , ,, /

"" "" / _ of the internal pressure to increase the buckling

_ 0.4 P"_"" / _ strength. For relatively low internal pressure values
_" 0.2 - po.o_ _ and thin cylinders, the buckling is _xpected to be

elastic and the above resultsare appli'_ble for such

"_ 0 , , , _ • . , = , , _ .... applications. However, for relatively large internal
rO 4(}0 675 950 1225 1500 pressure values and thick cylinders, elastic-plastic

R/t buckling is expectedto govern the critical load. For
Figure 9 such applications, the effect of the hoop stress to

Model 3 - Influence of Pressure on Capscity reduce the allowable meridional stress should be
Reduction Fsctor for z Constant_t
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considered. Therefore, the elastic analysis results [81 Priestly, M.J.N., et al., "Seismic Design of

presented above are not applicable in this region. Storage Tanks- Recommendations of a Study
The elastic-plastic analysis results will be presented Group of the New Zealand National Society
in a future publication, for Earthquake Engineering," December,

1986.
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WHICH 84TH PERCENTILE DO YOU MEAN?

C. Allin Cornell

Stanford University
P. O. Box 9260

Stanford, CA 94305

INTRODUCTION (seismo-tectonic) provinces and (b) the maximum historical
value in the province of the site. In either case, these site

"Use the 84th percentile ground motion." This is a intensities were subject to significant, but unquantified

commonly read and heard dictum in many fields of seismic uncertainty. The next step was to translate I s to a peak

engineering. Unfortunately, it means many different things, acceleration, PGA, via one or another empirical
to different people, at different times, and in different relationship obtained from formal or intbrmai fitting of a
contexts. The past examples of and future opportunities for
misunderstanding and misinterpretation are many. Tile relationship such as lnPGA - Co+ClI s to available
difficulties arise from the awkward path of development of data. No scatter about this curve was explicitly recognized,

seismic design practice and from a common failure, often i.e., it was, at best, a regression curve in which the result,
unknowingly, to be precise. (Both the speaker and the l nPGA, should be considered the mean ("average" or

listener may be guilty here.) This paper will use a expected) value of the natural log of PGA ivg!zEp- an MMI

discussion of the evolution of seismic design practice in the of Z s. This is an example of a conditional mean; it should
commercial nuclear reactor and the DOE contexts to clarify

this commonly recurring problem. It is presumed that the be denoted explicitly as E[lnPGAII s] , and read as "the
reader is familiar with the elements of seismic design, e.g., expected value of lnPGA given MMI I s''. It is the

response spectra, hazard curves, etc. Some familiarity with average value of lnPGA lbr all sites where the MMI was

the notions of means, medians, standard deviations, and observed to be I s . The dispersion of data about the line

percentiles is also necessary; a brief appendix is provided tbr should be denoted SlnPGAIZ, i.e., the standard deviation ofthose who may need to brush up on the basics. The
additional, subtler probabilistic notions, such as "conditional lnPGA given I s. The value of this (ignored-in-practice)
84th percentiles", that are essential to obtain a clear, precise standard deviation is 1.0 or more. Recall (see Appendix A,
picture of the various measures used in current seismic if you don't)that, assuming PGA is (conditionally, given

practice will be presented in the text as necessary. Is) lognormally distributed, the median of PGA, or

EARLY NPP PRACTICE PGAso, is exp(InPGA) and the average value of
1 2

PGA, PGA, is PGAsoexp(-_SlnpaA). The 84th
Seismic engineering practice developed rapidly in percentile (a value exceeded by only 16% of the data) is

the U.S. in the 1960s and 1970s for several reasons. Design PGAsoeXp ( SlnPGA ) .
of large critical commercial facilities such as nuclear power

plants took place in all parts of the country; this activity Note that to be precise and avoid potential
provided the impetus and resources to improve practice to
the limit possible. Improved strong motion instrumentation confusion, this notation should be SlnPGAIZ, PGA5olI, ,
nets and computation capability led to rapid growth in the etc. But this becomes cumbersome. Theretbre, context is

number of good records and the completeness of their critical for precision. Better examples will follow.
numerical processing. The seismological and engineering
communities began to interact more frequently and The next step of 1960-70's practice was to scale a
effectively in the process of developing design ground standard (response) spectral shape to this PGA value, i.e.,

motion criteria, to PGA5o- exp (lnPGA) . This practice evolved
rapidly. Initially, the Housner spectrum was used. Its

Common practice in commercial nuclear power precise statistical interpretation is not available. It was
plant (NPP) practice in the 1960s and early 1970s was to replaced, after studies led by several investigators such as
establish for a site a design Modified Mercalli Intensity Newmark, Hall, Blume, etc. by statistically analyzed spectral
(MMI), Is, based on (but often larger than) the largest of shapes. These led to the NRC's Regulatory Guide 1.60 [!]
(a) MMI's attenuated to the site from distant sources or spectrum and to the NUREG/CR0098 I2] 50th and 84th
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spectra, which arc all sill] in use. They are commonly _f the observed "ffA'S (Fig. 2) will be much larger Ihan () m
referred to as 84111percentile speclra. Bul what really are 3()g, even ill high frequencies. Thal is wily we prefer here
ihese 841h percentile spectra? Are they uniquely defined? Io tlellOlc tl]e spectral shape stalislics above as hehmging to

l)Al,"s and not to Sa's, even Ihough this DAI_'84curve is
More precisely the investigators looked ill the

virlually always referred Io as a spectrum, e.g., as "lhe Reg
statistics of spectral acceleration ordinates, SA, after tact3 Guide 1.6() spectrum". If one does treat lhese results as a
of the records had been scaled 1o it common unit value of

spectrum (after perhaps nluliiplying by a specified/::'GA
the PGA, Fig. I. Because of tills scaling, at any given value), Ihen to be precise, this is the 84ltl percentile
frequency, the result can be considered also as a dynamic spectrum g.iven the PGA value.
amplification factor, DAF , or SA/ PGA. The

3.5

3,5 ........................................................................ i

d \.

.g 2.s ._

2.0

_.o

& o.5 •

0 ! _ ............... _............ -_.............
1 2 5 I 0 2 0 0 ........ }............. t-............ t ............ * ............ -J

1 2 S I o 20

Frequency, cps F:-(,qt.oncy,c-.ps

Figure ! Response Spectra Scaled Io 1.0g (NUREG- Figure 2 Unsealed Response Spectra for a Common
0098 median shown for reference) Magnitude and Distance (NUREG-0098 median shown for

reference)

investigators reported, typically, lhe median, DAt-_o , and

the COV (coefficient of variation< VDAF, and/or the 84th

percentile of DAF (i.e., see Appendix A)

.............. Sludies for NUREG/CR-0()98 also showed that if
DAF84 = expllnDaF, slnDAF]= (l)

DAFsoeS,.mF .. DAFsoe,,Oa,. one was interested in predicting the ,.c3'_for oscillators in the
3 to ! cps range, the peak ground velocity, PGV, gave a

The median, as a function of oscillator frequency, reflects "better prediclion". Whal this means, precisely, is that Ihe

the spectral shape. Typical values for VDaF range from condilional COV of lhe ratio of Sv/PGV is found to be

effectively zero for very high frequency oscillators (e.g., 35 lower than that of ,-q'A/PG'A in this frequency range.
to 50 cps) to 20 or 30vA for I cps oscillators. Therefore, the 841h percentile is closer to the median.

Hence, the "preferred practice" of using both PGA andThis broad range of COV values illuslrates well the

meaning of conditional statistics. Because tile S m of rigid, PGV to eslablish the 841h percentile speclrum. But notice
high frequency structures is always virlually equal to the that the resulting 841h spectrum must now be considered to

be the 841h percentile given both PGA am___tPGV. It is
PGA, it is clear that the variability in the DAF' will he near typical that given more information, the residual uncertainty
zero at high frequencies. At lower frequencies (longer ([ecreases.
periods), the PGA is nol such a good predictor of oscillator

response, however, and both the increasing COV and the LATER PRACTICE
increasing ratio of the 841h percentile "speclrum" to the

median spectrum rel]ect this (Fig. 11. in contrast, if we take By lhe late 1970s and early 1980s, the
any suite of observed rec_rds, even records caused by understanding between earthquake engineers and scientists in
virtually the santo magnitude ill the same dislance, lhe COV the field had begun to grow. It became clear that lhere was
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something peculiar about reflecting explicitly in design The ratio between the 84th and median is strictly

uncertainty of 20 to 30% in the spectral ordinates at one eXlO (SlnsalM ' R ) , where Slns,,lt_,n has a value ranging
frequency (e.g., i cps), bul virtually no uncertainty at all at from 0.5 to 0.7 or 0.8 or more lbr decreasing frequencies.
higher frequencies (e.g., 33 cps). In addition, there was This implies an 84th to median ratio of about 2. Indeed, it
better documentation of the degree of variability in PGA

2 2
(and PGV), once the design earthquake event (magnitude, should be virtually identical to _/Sum,4F+Sh.wc,_ shown in
M, and distance, R) was specified. Many "attenuation
laws" where available at this time; they resulted from Eq. 4. (The ditTerencc lies in questions of correlation,

empirical fits of equations such as Appendix A. The DAF and PGA ten to bc negatively
correlated. )

InPGA - bo +bIM-b21nR, lnPGA is the conditional

mean log PGA given M and R. The variability of data This is a main point of this paper. Until recently at

about this line, S znpaA, is strictly the conditional standard least, it has been the single most common cause of confusion

deviation of log (base e) of PGA given M and R. This among various 84th percentile spectra. Note that both of the

S A variability value is much larger, ranging from 0.4 to 0.7 84th percentiles we have considered are conditional 84th

(depending on a variety of factors), than that for the DAF, percentiles; one was conditional on PGA and the other ohm
and R. In the tbnner case, the variability was relatively

i.e., the variability in the S A given PGA. It was clear that, small (as small as zero) and strongly frequency dependent.
if one asked for the characteristics of S A given M and R, In the latter case, the dispersion is much larger and

he needed to recognize that S A is the product of two comparatively less sensitive to frequency. The 84th

variable factors percentile to median ratio (or exp(Slnsa) ) may vary

Sa - DAF • PGA (2) from 1 (tbr s = 0) to 1.35 ([br s = 0.3) to about 2 (for s =
0.7). Therefore the numerical implication of which 84th

and (see Appendix A), whereas the medians have a simple spectrum is specified can be very significant. Also the

relationship spectral _ of the median, 84th percentile given PGA,

SA_° - DAF_ • PGAso (3) and 84th percentile given M and R are different. Note that
one of these 84th spectra represents the uncertainty in

the 84 percentile spectral value becomes (approximately) dynamics (DAF) only, whereas the other represents in
addition (the much larger) uncertainty in ground motion2 2

$4,4 . SA,oexp(_/St,oAF+St,,pa,0 (4) prediction. One might say that the tbrmer is a structural
issue and the latter a seismological one.

In this case the 84th to median spectrurn ratio By the late 70s and early 80s it became common to

reflects variability in both PGA and DAF'. Note that for produce direct S A ground motion prediction equations
SlnPG A(_-vPG A) _" 0.5 or more, the square root here (regressions), e.g., of the form general

is dominated by SlnPG A. (Recall SInDA F ranges from _=bo+biM-b21nR. These produce site-specific
about zero at high frequencies to about 0.3 at 1 cps). spectra directly without the need to collect suites of records

with "similar" M and R pairs. The regressions give the
In short, to ignore SlnPG A and include only

median SA (where SA_°= exp (_) and the reported
SlnDA F in seismic practice is to be very short-sighted.

standard deviation (variability about the fitted curve)

By the mid-70s the NRC recognized this issue and SSAIt4,R or SsA, tor short. Together these permit the
began putting first priority on "site-specific" spectra [1]. determination of 84th percentiles
These are obtained in one of two ways. First, one can

collect a large set (n= 10 or more) of records "representative" Sa,4-exp(lnS_. St,s,)- (5)

of the design magnitude, M, and distance, R (and site Sa,oexp(st, sa)

conditions, etc.). The spectra of these records are plotted It becomes very clear in this regression context that these
(producing n very irregular lines, Fig. 2) and the median

and 84th percentile calculated at each of a large suite of represent statistics conditional on M and R.
frequencies. The latter spectrum that results from this

In short, whichever way they are obtained, these
exercise is, of course, the 84th percentile given M and R.

"site-specific" 84th percentile spectra, given M and R, are
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very different in level, shape, and meaning from those 0..' 2spectra (such as Regulatory Guide 1.60 and NUREG/CR- 1
0098 spectra) derived from statistics of records scaled to a

common PGA (i.e., derived from D,ZI.F'statistics). To make 84"[]11.Pelt_ellll.'li.le

this distinction clear and precise, whenever ambiguity is
possible, one should reler to these as 84 percentile spectra l'll,'_all

either g_iven M and R or given PGA. Recognizing this

distinction does not, by itself however, claril), which is the 1
"right" spectrum to specify or use in any given situation.
This is a larger question.

SEISMIC HAZARD BASIS (SIMPLE SHA)
Median

In recent years it has become commonplace to base

the ground motion criteria on probahilistic seismic hazard 1111_4analysis (SHA). Both the NRC and DOE have moved in
this direction. One approach is to establish the PGA
associated with a specified (small) annual probability of
exceedence. To find the PGA associated with this

probability, one uses the standard seismic hazard sum of
ir'.tegrals [3]:

p[PGA>ao] - 10"5
0 0.2g OAg

lna o- InPGA (m,r) )],ffr1-0( PGA
S InPGAIM,R

fM(m)fR(r)dnt dr Figure 3 Seismic Hazard Curve: Mean, Median,

and 84% Fractile of Annual Probability of Exceedance of
(6) Given PGA

P [PGA>,:X 0] versus a 0 is called a seismic hazard curve
(Fig. 3). The sum is over faults or other future earthquake
sources. For each source, one considers the mean rate of

occurrence of earthquakes, v i, the probability distribution

of magnitudes, fM' the probability distribution of site-to- With the advent of spectral acceleration attenuation

tbcusdistance, fR, and the probabilityofexceeding level] 0 laws, it has become standard hazard analysis practice to

ivg2y.9.E M:m and R=r. This last probability is given in terms calculate at each frequency the value of S a associated with

of the standard nonnal distribution function _. Note that the specified annual probability of occurrence, say P0, using
its argument contains familiar tern]s: the conditional mean the same SHA formula as above, hut replacing

log PGA _ that M=m and R=r (denoted here _ (m, 15) and '-q./nPaalt4,/_by _ (/7/, .r) and
2/2PGA (m, z') ) and the conditional standard deviation

S2n.S'alIq,R' respectively. Connecting these values of,..qa
S.zapc,alM.R given M and R. produces a unilorm hazard spectrum (UHS), where each

spectral ordinate has a common annual probability of
In some practice the PGA level associated with a

exceedence, e.g., P0 = "10 -,a
specified small probability, .P [.PGA> a 0 ] = P0, has been

used with a standard spectral shape, e.g., the Regulatory It is important to note that this UHS spectrumGuide 1.60 shape, which is implicitly an 84th percentile

given PGA. One cannot assign any unique probabilistic contains explicitly the variability SlnsalM ,R; it need not be
meaning to this ,,esult. The probability of exceeding any included again elsewhere. For example, one need no...._t

suct] spectral acceleration is neither t:7,0 nor 1-.84 = 0.16 nor supplement this UHS spectrum by multiplying by

even (0.16)De). It is not recommended, oxp (SZn.%IM, R) or exp (,_C12nSalPGA). Nor does thi__.ks
UHS spectrum carry with it only a simple notion such as
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median or 84 percentile; the whole range of possible values S A knowledge. The ratio of this 84 percentile to median ground

values (given M and R, an(_._!their relative likelihoods) is motion will decay with increased knowledge. It is in this
contained explicitly in the SHA integral, (as, indeed, is the ratio that the well known 198()s Livermore and EPRI hazard

curves dilTered markedly. Their quantitative assessments ofwilole range of possible values of M and R and their relative
likelihoods), this epistemic or knowledge uncertainty differed.

SEISMIC HAZARD BASIS (WITH UNCERTAINTY) It is easily shown that the two percentile curves
(e.g., the median and 841h percenlile ground motion curves

The seismologists may have severe informational versus fro ) will be idenlical Io Ihose obtained above by

problems in determining tile probability distributions ffm and 2FR entering at a given ,20 and finding the median and 841h
in the SHA integral. Seismic history, theory, and input percentile annual frequency, On tile other hand, the two

parameter values are limited by as yet imperfect data bases, mean craves and '[(,2o) and a (f0) will be different.
In addition, in most parts of the U.S., strong rnotion data is

insufficient to establish well constmined lits of the tianction_ For several reasons it is preferable, evel........_lwhen one
to the data. The implication is that there remains significant is attempting to lind a ground motion associated with a

professional uncertainty in estimating the input to SHA, a specified annual frequency, f0' to enter thcse multiple
fact which produces significant uncertainty in the output, hazard curves at a specilied ground motion and use the

curve associated with mean annual frequency given the
In the past decade the approach to this difficulty has

ground motion, i.e., -:ff(,20) , (and not a (.f0))' Inbeen to quantify the degree of this professional, or

"epistemic", uncertainty in each of the SHA input practice, this value -f(`2o) is sometimes referred to,
parameters, e.g., in the value of the Gutenberg-Richter "b- however, as, say, the "mean 10'_ground motion". In fact, it

value", which characterizes the .Et4distribution, in the value is the ground motion associated with a mean hazard of l0 4

of the upper bound magnitude at which that distribution falls per year. See, lbr example, DOE 102015J. The ratio of tile
84th percentile annual probability 2F8,a (`20) to the medianto zero, in the depth of the fault, which impacts "f'R' etc.

These uncertainties are captured in "logic trees" [51. The f__0 (a0) may be very large (a factor of 10 or more). It
branches reflect alternative parameter values (with their is common to represent this distribution, again, by a
relative weights or likelihoods). At the right-hand end of Lognormai distribution. The implication is that the COV

each set of branches, one has both a fully specified SHA and standard deviation s.tnt, are large, implying in turn that

model, permitting a hazard curve calculation, and a the mean annual frequency, T(a 0) is substantially largercomposite weight tbr this end node (calculated as the
than the median fs,(ao). All these ratios and issues wereproduct of the weights of each parameter-value branch in the

model). A plot of all of these curves together with their explored in depth in DOE 1024 161 in order to provide at
least an interim resolution to the larger differences between

weights implies that at each ground motion level a 0, one the LLNL and EPRI assessments of these professional
has an uncertainty distribution (i.e., a probability distribution uncertainties. (There are revised LLNL results available

reflecting incomplete knowledge) over Po the annual now 171 that show a much closer agreement.)

frequency of exceeding a o. From this uncertainty
distribution, one calculates the mean annual frequency, the DISAGGREGATED SHA: M, R
median frequency and the 84th percentile frequency. These

,trst suggested 10 years ago [8], it hascurves are shown in Fig. 3. This mean frequency we might Although " '
become popular in the last few years to turn the SHA "inside

denote -r(`20) , i.e. the mean annual frequency of
out" to see which magnitudes and distances "contribute the

exceeding PGA (or S A) level ,2o" most" to the hazard. This is done by displaying as a
function of m and r the (summed) integrand of the SHA

It is also possible to enter the original family of integral, Eq. 6:
hazard curves at a given annual probability level, f'0, say,

and calculate the mean, the median, and (once again!)the _, v_[l_.ll)(,)]fM(m)fR(r) (7)84th percentile ground motion level associated with this i

annual probability of exceedance. Note that thi...._s84th (We use, tor simplicity, here the simple SHA as a basis; in
percentile ground motion reflects a "new" kind of practice it is usually the median or mean hazard curve, e.g.

uncertainty, that which can be reduced in time as the T(a 0) .) When re-normalized to unit volume, thisearthquake community gathers more data and improves its
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"integrand" represent,; Ill++"ct,ndlli_m;ll twldxdfililx tlislfibuli_ln Nl< il thlenn't h:avc, un where vee_begatl.="Ttlc hlgical choice

S\, Ref>reselllatix¢ _,_ljiies _d il+IH_,.llilLitlC,.It+it!dlnl',tnCC _iIc >,[+¢¢lrutn_ixcn P(;A. i.¢.. tiler lilt? Rc_ (iuid¢ 1.6()sl]ccti'LIlll.)
111+.ll'l\ C;A_,¢it Vv(ltlid be virtually a c(_incidenc¢ if this

found by lakjn_ ,l,<¢l-a_Jcs,i,t,.. M lll|l)l'¢ slfiClib dcn_m:_l
spcclruln wt+Ialched the I._llS in level at any I'reqtlency.

_]lA>a0) js the lncan ma_llilucle t_i'<,.'n A)'c__0 ) , _het'e A uain, lhcrcf_)r¢, re-s_.'alin_ Io the I_!tlS at some frequency

a 0 is the grt]tll'ld lilotit/II x._iltlc _+t,ilh ,i specified annual t>l illtclcst flit|\ t'_u'ill Order. In all cases, it is clear th;.ltjt
ma\' be aPl+rol'_rhd¢in cerlain situations to use two pairs (M.

probability t_l exceedunc¢. R {tll, _lllcll, /)) is I]1c -t?), one anstwialed v,'ilh higher frequencies and _me with i
Conditional mean ctislatlc¢. (in l+;.lcl, Praclic¢ oflen rises lower 161.

instead "R"- eXp (7 nR) .1 ()no could in Iwi,cil+_l¢ find

.just ;++iseasily tIle median M and R, i.¢, Mr, 0 amt.Rt, 0, l:inallv II st,mhJ be menlioned Ihat because of Ihc

given ,A>a0, or l'or thai m;attei _4tli fwrccntiles: +A,]_,+aml.R:6 differences in l:+lq_l and I.I+NI. mear___hazards, the NRC [9l

giVell A>a o. ('F. be conservative _;tic wants, el +course, is leaning ttweard using tile process above tile rnedhm
ha/ards. (Again, recall, these are mean and median with

smaller values t+l" R, m_t largcr._ respe¢l Io the Prt+fcssional or epislemic uncert;.tinty.) And

rather Ihan using ;+ipl+e-sgt targel [>rob;.Ibilily, ;.is DeF, 11)20
These represellt;.ltive Viiltles (M. R) ci|n Once ;+t_ilin

l+rol_oses, the NRC suggests Usill_2 what we might call the
be considered a "design event". They are called lt, in

|nectiarl me+,li;+mhazard! This is the median with respect to
references 161, 17], an<l I I0l, for exmnple. In contrast tt_

all ctlrl'elll [i[._]_ nuclear power plant sites of Ihe median
196()'s and 197()'sdesign ¢,+'enls, this design (M.R) pair rtcm<'

hazard (rnedi;+m, rww,,', with respect tt +,upistemic uncertairuyl
reflectsrandonlnesninM and R as wellas thevariabilityin associatedwith each site'scurrentSSE (Safe Shutdown

ground moth+n_ab_mtthe ,¢aluepredictedgivenM and R: in F.arthquakc)gt'oundni<>tionlevel. Tile resultinghazard

addition (A'I. R) reflect tile target annual f_rohability level. (anrlual frequerlcy of exceed:race) value is different fc,r the
M will be lar,ger, for example, if the probability is decreased. 1988 I.I.NI+ SHA curves (1() 4) than the EPRI curves (2x10

They also rellect the frequency content' if, for the same _). This scheme for calibration back to existing practice has

annualprobubilityof exceed;since,one lo.ksatPC;V rather merit in the faceof the existingEPRI-I.+t.NI+diffcretlces;

than PGA, or at h_wcr lretluericy S A, A")and R will b(_th bc recall, however, that these differerlces have recently been

larger, r¢<,tuced significantly. This ctmvcrgenue may well obviate

the need touse differenttargetprobabilitiesand may permit
_I and R can. of ccmrse, be used t. e_tablish +.i use ofmean ratherthantnetliarlhazardcurvesintheprocess.

design spectrum. ()rio tnight a,,,k v,,hv not, as llllinv thh

simply use tile {.Ills ;it the ,n+itl+ietarget probability. The RI,:FERENCES

response conies lrtml establi.,,hecl pru._ctice a_ld prefcrcrlcc;

the s[le¢lrUUl ;+issoci;+ilt,'dwith a given M and R pair will havl,, I11 t.l,',; NRC, "Do,sign Resp(tns+ Spectra for Seismic

;.i nlorc f;+ilnili;.u- _,tl;+ll_e.Recall it can be aretlCd thai this i_ Design i'or Ntic'loar Power", Reg. Guide ].6(J, NRC,

the _ shape if <me trg¢s, .";tiy, tile lllCtli+.ln P(eA (uiverl M Washirigton, I)C.
i,ind R) together _ith an t44ih percentile IJAF, e.g., iilgether

with a Regulatory (iuide 1.6() ,nl+eclruln. This t:llncern 121 U,'5; NRC, "l)evelopment of Criteria for Seismic

suggests using t.! liledi;.ill shape, i.e., DA_h'!:+0. An open Review of Selected Nuclear Power Plants",

questi<m is then wtlat level el' tJ(;A Io use with this shape. NlIREG/CR-OO98, June, 1978, NRC, Washington,

To use tile value from +.l iegressh!n equation, fi,¢. DC.

PG"A_:,01ys,_) leads, ¢Xl)i.'rienc¢ slll)w_,, 1_ lllil ]l/w ii value.
It will bc Ic.,>sih;.in lh¢ /'(;A a_,,,,ociatcd v+ith the original 131 National Research Cllun¢il, "Probabilistic SeiSlllic

target prlflxibilit) bccatl>+cit tuG>licitly ignoit+,_ some l:_oriion t+l;+izaid Analysis", Pane/ o, ,$'tl,,1. Nat. Res.
('<mn<'i/, l t)l_bl, Nal. Ac;+id. Press, Washiriglon, DC.

of tke v_lriabilit) ss_m_;.41_,s+, _ind the f¢sullin_ sp¢CllUll+i

Celtainly igll()lek "q]zlDAh't/:";A II ha>,been xuglzestccl I+>1t() 141 Coppersn_ith, K.J., and Y(itiilgs, t4,1,?,.,"Probabilistic

simply sc';+llc the ,,l>¢cliUlil back up I_ ttle {IHS al _.oin¢ ,Seismic Ha/.ard Analysis Using t::+Xl>ertOpinion; An

representative frctlucnuy le.g., _it ihc P(]A). 17,Xamlqefroth tile f'acific Northwest", in Krinitzsky,
E.l .... (lilt[ ,_'lt'mmOllS, D.B., "Neoteclonics in

Another currcrlt suggeslitln I'Jl is t<,use M, /7 and, t'Jttrt/tqt.lke Eva/tuttion", Gcohlgieal Society of

yes, thc 84th percentile s['Jccli'utii, l]ul which 8,11hSl_¢clrunl'?
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America Reviews in Engineering Geology, Vol. 8,

1990. j, - lnx - l__ Inx, (A-4)
n

151 US DOE, "Natural Phenomena Hazards Design and

Evaluation for DOF. Facilities", DOE-STD-1020-92, I _ _--"(lnx_ 1,_._)2 (A-5)
Feb. 1993 Draft, DOE, Washington, DC. Sy'St,u- -

161 US DOE, "Guidelines for Use of Probabilistic Numerically, one will find (provided v x is less than about
Seismic Hazard Curves at Department of Energy (I.3) that
Sites", DOE-SlD-1024-92, Dec. 1992, DOE,

Washington, DC. inx- lnx (A-6)

[7] US NRC, "Revised Livermore Seismic Hazard st,v:, (A-7)
Estimates for 69 Nuclear Power Plant Sites East of

Now, one may choose to adopt a "model" ,of thisthe Rocky Mountains, Drt!/'t Report for Comment,
random variable, x. The two most popular choices are

NUREG-1488, Oct. 1993, NRC, Washington, DC.
Gaussian (or Normal) and Lognormal. These models imply
certain assumptions about the probability distributions of[8] McGuire, R.K., and Shedlock, K.M., "Statistical
these variables. In particular, the Gaussian model assumesUncertainties in Seismic Hazard Evaluations in the
that the data shoukl tend toward a symmetrical distribution

United States", BSSA, Vol. 71, No. 4, pp, 1287-
about the central or average value, whereas the [_,ognonnai

1308, Aug. 1981.
assumes the same about the logs of the observations. This
latter assumption implies an asymmetrical, "skewed right"

[9] US NRC, "Identification and Characterization of distribution tbr the direct observations. The models imply
Seismic Sources, Deterministic Source Earthquakes, that one can find estimates of percentiles of the distributionsand Ground Motion", Draft Regulatory Guide DG-

from a standard Gaussian table; e.g., the 84th percentile (a
1015, Nov. 1992, NRC, Washington, DC. value such that 84% of the observations lie below it) is, if x

is Gaussian,
[10] Bandyopadhyay, K., Cornell, A., Costantino, C.,

Kennedy, R., Miller, C., and Veletsos, A., "Seismic xa4.x+s
Design and Evaluation Guidelines for the

Department of Energy High-Level Waste Storage [Gaussianl (A-8)

Tanks and Appurtenances", BNL 52361, Jan. 1993. or, if x is modelled as Lognormal:

APPENDIX A: SOME RANDOM VARIABLE lnxa4 - Inx+sl,,x
ARITHMETIC

ILognomlall (A-9)

Given data (n observations) oi'a random variable x, or

i.e., a vector {x1, :,ca, x n }, one can calculate the
sample avera._e xg4"et_eS_

[Lognorma!l (A- 10)

x--_ x i (A-I) Also, the median
(50th percentile) is either

and _le standard deviation xs0-x

i [Gaussianl (A-I i)s_- 1__, (xt_x) z (A-2) or

which implies a sample coefficient of variation Xso-e t''

v - six (A-3_ ILognormali (A- 12a)
The mean of x in the Lognormal case is

Similarly, one can first take the natural logarithms of the

observations, 3"1 - -]-r/.,xi , and apply the same averaging
operations getting
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x_el/2.,._,,,' II.{_gn{}nnall(A-12b) 2 7 ", /x - sl_ - si,_ +s_,,,(• 2 p sl,,,.%)

{A-18) i

where p' is the correlati{m between ln._ and lny, which in

Note, for v x "small", i.e., less than about 3{}%, practice is very close to 13in numerical value.

i,<_,,ela_. x [Ia}gnormal] (A-13) Second. if X and Y are {jointly) Gaussian. then W =XSO - e
X+Y is also Gaussian, and if X and Y arc (.j{}intly)
Logn{}rnml, then Z = X.Y is also l..ognonnal, in both cases
with the parameters given just above.

x_ - xsoe_ , xe"' Ih}gn{}mmil{A-14"1
In practice, it can often be assumed that X and ,_',,re

independent, implying that p and p' arc zero. We shall

assume this in the examples below.
Other percentile values can be found as either

+ kps x (Gaussian} or s_:oex p (kpsza x) {Lognomml) Note that for the l.ogn{}rmal assumptions,

by looking up values of kp in standard Gaussian tables for
different percentile levels, p. Note that in probability texts z_-zsoe"t"z_ . (x_)(y_)

the sample statistic s here would be denoted by its (A-19)
distribution parameter notation o, and .T by la. In some

where Xsa=X_:oe s_''X, etc. Rather,texts the median x_0 is denoted _×, the coeMcient of

variation as V or 8, while in much of the seismic PRA, v/S_-.... -_-
margins, and criteria literature (e.g., in DOE !02{}) sin x is z_'ZsoeSt_'XsoYsoexp(--lr_+st") ')

denoted 13. {A-2{})

If we arc interested in the relationship between the It is easily shown that via 2-i/92 ,,, 0.7 (a+b) for a/b
properties of two random variables, X and Y, say, those {}f between about Va and 3. Therefore,

some other variable, W or Z, say, which depends functionally , 0.Tst_., 0.7,_.
upon them (e.g., W = X+ Y or Z = X°Y}, certain (limited} z_ " tx_e )LVsoe )

statements can be made. (A-21)

First no matter what the distribution types of X and ,, (xv6){Y.Te) < (xs4)(ym,)
Y:

(A-22)

(I) If W = X+Y, then
In short "simple arithmetic" of 84 percentiles does

_,;- x+y {A- 15) not apply.

and

S'-w,Sx+S_+(2pse_r). (A- 16}

where 13is the "correlation coefficient" between X and Y, a

measure of "linear c{}rrelation", which we shall not pursue
further here. Similarly,

(2) If Z = X.Y, then

lnz - -lnx+iny (A- 17a }

or

z5o - XsoY5o {A--17b)

and
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I

C()NI)ITI()NS F()R WIIICII SSI EIq"ECTS IN III,W WAS'I'F TANKS ARE SMAI,I_ i

Charles A. Miller and Carl J. Costantino

The City College of Ne_ York
l)epartment of Civil Engineering

Ne_ York. NY 10031

ABSTRACT

"llle objective of this paper is to evahmte the significance of SSl effects in controlling the
seistmc resl_mse of high level waste (HLW) tanks. The tanks considered in the study
consist of steel base-supported tanks contained within a concrete vault structure. The
parameters describing the physical characteristics of the tanks are selected to span the

range of tank properties tbund at the DOE sites. The tank/fluid system is modeled with a
cantilever beam having the fi'equency of the tank and a mass equal to the impulsive mass
of the fluid. The vanlt is mt_leled as a rigid btxly and attached to the free field with lumped

parameter SSI mcxlels. Transt_ fimctions are developtxl both including and neglecting SSi
effects, and these are compared with each other to asses the significance of SSI.

INTR()i)UCTI()N top and bottom of the vault (needed for the design of
equipment mounted on the vault), maximum seismic fi_rce

High level waste at many of the DOE sites is usually acting on the vault; and peak acceleration impo,,_,,_lon the fluid
stored in large burieal tanks. These high level waste (HLW) contained in the tank. The primary fi_cus of the study is to
tanks usually consist of an outer concrete vault and a steel determine the ranges of HLW tank parameters for which the
inner tank containing the waste which is in a fluid tbrm. The magnitaldes of these response characteristics including SSI
steel tank can be supported as a cantilever from the ba_nmt of effects are not significantly larger than the magnitudes which
the vault or as a propped cantilever with an additional support are obtained when SSI effects are neglected. The range of

of the tank from the vault provided near the top of the tank. l}arameters for which SSI effects significantly reduce the
The tank seismic evaluation guidelines 11] contain magnittdes ofthe reslxm_ characteristics are also identified.
recommendations of alternative methods for including ,,a_il-

structure interaction (SSI) effects when performing seismic The physical characteristics of the problems considered
analyses for the_ tanks. Two aspects of the SSI problem are are first described. This is then followed with a discussion of

discussed in the guidelines. The first deals with evaluation of the combined horizontal / rocking resl_m_ and the vertical
the spatial variation of the free field seismic motion and the reslmmse.
,second deals with the interaction of the free field motion with

the HLW tank. Analyses of _veral specific HLW gex_metries I)ESCRIPTI()N ()F PR()BI,EM
have indicated that the SSI effects may not have a large

impact on the respon_ of the tank. The parameters of the HLW tank system considered in the
study are shown in Figure 1. The parameters which are varied

The objective of the work reported in this paper is to in this study are: tank fr,,quency (ft); vault height to radius
perform a systematic evaluation of the significance of the ratio (H/R), depth of cover to height ratio (D/H), shear wave
second of the SSI effects di_ussed above for HLW tanks velocity of the soil at elevations above the basemat of the

typical of those contained in the DOE inventory. A range of vault (Vs), shear wave velocity of the soil below the basemat
fluid / tank / vault / soil gexmletric and material properties
including most of the existing facilities are considered in the (Vb), density of the fluid contents of the tank (yf), and the
study. The seismic response of the tanks are computed using vault radius (R). The other parameters of the problem, shown

models both including and neglecting SSI effects, and the on Figure I, are assumed to be constant at the values as
results compareA to determine the significance of SSI. The shown. The variations considered in the study are discussed

response parameters considered in the study are: spectra at the next.
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.ORIZONI"AI,IkOC:Kl,;kESP,,NSE
I 1" F()RMUI, ATION

D The horizontal / rocking respon_ model used fi_r the

l study is shown on Figure 2 a. The fluid / tank system is

modeled as a cantilever I_eam attached to the basemat of tile

T :iiiiiiii!iiii',!i:i:ifili:tH Us RIGID

" ss,I--v
R " Ub h' I

•I I CG

I Zo M J

F_gure1 Problem Definition - J,

The contents of the tank are represented as a fluid with

densities of 62.4 pcf, 100 pcf, or 150 pcf. The fluid is (a) Mod.el

contained in a tank of radius (Rv) , height (H v), and frequency

(ft)' The correlation of the tank frequencies with tank _ U ,.Iproperties is discussed in Section 4 of R I. Tank

frequencies of 5 cps, 7.5 cps, and 10 cp tn this Hi

study. The seismic effects are generally mai hen the iii
masses are largest so that conservative estim.at_=,,,,l tank sizes ii:,

are used fc,r the study. The tank is assumed to have a radius i'..i

(Rt) 2 feet smaller than the vault and a height (Ht) 6 feet [i!
smaller than the vault. :.:

The vault is assumed to be rigid and to have a height to iii
radius ratio (H/R) of 0.5, 0.75, or 1.0. The vault is concrete !ii

having a density of 150 psf and wall thicknesses ot2 f_t. i_i
The ratio of the depth of soil over the vault roof to the height !_!
of the vault (D/I-t) is assumed to be 0.25 or 0.5. The radius of :_:

the vault is assumed to be 40 feet or 60 ti:_et. L
Most of the solutions are obtained for two ,sets of soil r, W

conditions. The first is a uniform site with the soil shear

wave velocity equal to 1000 fps. The second is a layered site
(b)Defini_oaofD_placementswith the soil at elevations above the vault basenmt having a

shear wave velocity of 600 fps and the soil below the basemat

having a shear wave velocit 7 equal to 3000 fps. A few
parametric studies were perfbrmed tbr uniform sites with _il

shear wave velocities varying from 250 fps to 2000 fps. The Figure 2 Horizonlal / Roekhag Respome Model
soil density is taken as 100 pcf and the Poisson's ratio as 0.33
for all of the problems.
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vault. The relationship of the cantilever parameters to the The model contains three degrees of fi'eedom, as shown in
physical characteristics of the tank are developed in Reference Figure 2 b,which are the horizontal (U) and rocking (¢)

1. It is expected that consideration of tanks having a top deformation of the vault, and the horizontal deformation (W)
support would result in conclusions that are substantially of the fluid mass. l_a)wer case (u) and (w) represent the
similar to those obtained in this study. The mass is taken as horizontal displacements of the vault and fluid nmsses relative
the impulsive nmss which depends on the H / R ratio [1I. The to the free field (Y) resl_,.'tively. The resulting extuations of

ratio of impulsive mass (Mr) to total fluid mass is 0.3. motion are:

0.439, and 0.548 fl_r H / R ratios of 0.5, 0.75, and 1

respectively. The height (h') of the fluid mass above the w" + 2 _ tct iw" - u'- (h'-Z o) @'1 + tet2 Iw - u - [h'-Z o) 4)1=
basemat is also a fimction of the H / R ratio and is equal to -Y"

1.464, 0.94, and 0.721 times the height (H) for H / R ratios M u" + Ch u' - 2 _]tct Mt Iw' - u'- (h'-Zo) _'1 -_Crh dp'
of 0.5, 0.75, and 1 respectively. The flexural stiffness of the
tank model is selected to obtain the specified tank / fluid Kh u - tot2 Mt Iw - u - (h'-Z o) _l . Krh (b = -M Y"
frequency of 5 cps, 7.5 cps, or 10 cps. The damping of the

fluid / tank system is specified to be 4 % of critical. J _" + Cr qb' + Crh u' - 2 ( teI Mt (h'-Z o) Iw' - u'- (h'-Z o)

The vanlt is m_×leled as a rigid element with a nmss (M) _'1 + Kr 4) + Krh u - tel2 MI (h'-Z o) {w - u -_ (h'-

and rotary inertia (J) alx)ut the center of gravity of the vault. Zo) I = 0

The center of gravity of the vault is h_ated a distance (Zo)

alnwe the basemat. This distance is taken to be equal to (H/2) where, tct = circular frequency of fluid tank system = Ii / 2 ,-r

for this study. The r_)f of the vault is assumed to I_eat the _ = |'lttid tank system dalllping ratio = 0.04
surface (D=0). Results obtained fi)r this m(_lel are exlK-;ctedto ()' = diffi:rentiation with resl_eCt to tiule
be applicable to vaults with a shallow cover.

The tree field n_,)tion (Y) and three detiwt_mtions (u,v,. and

The SSI effects are menleled with spring-damper m(_iels _ ) are expanded in Fourier series such as:
representing horiz(mtal and rocking effects and connecting the
center of gravity of the vault to the free field. The Beredugo-
Novak 12] frequency independent mtnlels are used. The u = Y. luc Cos t,.:'t + us Sin tc tl
following values of these parameters are used (K is u.',a:xlto

represent the springs, and C is used to represent the dampers; The fl'ee field nl_titm is t',tkcn as Yc ---0:and Ys = I.
subscripts h and r are used to represent horizxmtai and rocking

effects respectively; subscripts b and s refer to _il properties These are substituted inlo the three equations of motiou

of the soil beneath the basemat and above the basemat and solutions obtained toe frequencies in the rage of 0.5
respectively): through 11 cps. The results are thei] c_ml_ared with th_se

obtained when SSI effects are neglected.

Kh = 4.83 Vb2 Pb R + 4.05 Vs2 Ps H

Kr = 12.5 + 4.83 _Zo/R)21 Vb2 i:)b R3 + 4.05 10.33 (H/R) 2 + The solution neglecting SSI effects is:

(Zo/R)2 - HZo/R21Vs2 f)s R2 H tic =(be = _s = 0 ' u s = 1: wc = - tC2 b / (a2 + b2) •

Krh =-4.83 Vb2 f)b R Zo - 4.05 Vs2 i)s H IZo- H/21 ws = tc2 a / (a2 _-b 2)

• - te2C h=3V bl:)bR 2+9.9 V spsRH where, a=¢t 2 "b=2(tc t t.t:

Cr = 10.43 + 3 (Zo/R)2 I V b % R4 + 9.9 V s Ps R3 H 10.33
The solutions including and neglecting SSi effects are

(H/R) 2 + (Zo/R)2 - HZo/R2I obtained, and the comparisons of the two solutions are shown

on Table I. The first six columns of the table give the values
Crh = - 3 Vb Oh R2 Zo - 9.9 Vs t9s R H I Zo - H/2 I of the tank/vault system that are varied. The seventh colunm

in the table gives the lowest frequency of the three degree of
where, I:)b and f)s represent the mass densities of the soil fi'eedom system. The last flmr cohmms of the table present

below and above the basemat respectively. The free field the ratio of the reslxmses including SSI effects to the
motion (Y) is assumed to tmiform over the depth of the vault, responses neglecting SSI effects. These comparisons are

discussed in the tbllowing sections.
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Befi_re discussing the comparisons, however, it is useful
to consider the general characteristics of the transti_r functions.
Two cases are ,,,;electedto illustrate these characteristics, one I 5 - ' ..... ' ' ' i _ ' ' _ _ '

where SSI effects are imt'a)rtant and the second where SS! ft = 5 cl::,s Us- 1 000 fpe,

effects are relatively snmil. The amplitude of the transfer H/R = 0,5 U b = 1 000 fp_
functions are denoted by the displacement parameter with the

12 R = 60 f(

subscript m (W m, U m, _m ). Tile transti_r function for the yf
150 fpc

displacement {or acceleration) of the fluid mass (W m) is

shown on Figure 3. Transfer fimctions both including and
neglecting SSI effects are plotted. The effect of SSI in the 9 NO ,.SSI

upper plot on Figure 3 is to significantly reduce the fluid W
acceleration tbr frequencies above about 3 cps and to slightly m

increase the accelerations fl_r lower frequencies. The system 6
frequencies for this case are tbund to be 4 cps, 11.5 cps, and
16.4 cps. The other case on Figure 3 indicates that SSI effects
do not influence the nmgnitude of the fluid acceleration. The

system frequencies for this case are 5 cps, 29.3 cps, and >30 3
cps. The tank/fluid frequency tbr both cases is 5 cps. A review
of all of the data represented by the parameters listed in Table S ,
1 indicate that these two plots are representative of all of the ""_
results. The upper plot on Figure 3 applies when the lowest 15 I t t t- [ I- I I t
system frequency (listed in column 7 of Table 1) is lower than

the tank frequency, and the two amplification curves tend to f t, " 5 Cp _ Us "-" 6 0 0 f p

come together (as in the lower plot on Figure 3) when the H/R = O, 5 Vb= 3000 fps
system frequency approaches the tank frequency. 1 2 R = 4 O f t

" --62 4 pcfThis difference in behavior occurs because of the 4f ,
relatively high damping (as compared to the tank damping)
associated with the horizontal SSI model. When the system 9

frequency is lower than the tank frequency the horizontal SSI I,,In,z ,...
models are relatively "soft" so that the SSI (tamping reduces WITH fiND

the input to the tank. 6 WITHOIJTSSI

Figure 4 contains plots of the transfer functions, S/ _._

including SSI effect.,i, for the horizontal displacement of the

vault center of gravity for the _me two cases. The transfer 3
function fi_r the ca_ neglecting SSI effects are equal to unity.
These are typical results for the rest'arose of the first mass
(vault) of a two degree of freedom system where the second

nums (fluid) acts as a vibration damper. The initial peak occurs .... I , , , ,
at the lowest system frequency, the depression occurs at the O 5 '1O
frequency of the fluid/tank model, and the second peak would
tx:cur at the second system frequency (11.5 cps for the upper FREQUENCY (CPS)
ph)t and 29.3 cps tor the lower plot).

Fig_.tre3 TrardferFt_nctionforFluid
Figure 5 contains plots of the vault rotation transfer Moss Displacement

functions.. As may be .,a:_ensignificant rotations _x:cur fi_r the
first case but not fi_r the second case.
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I I i
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RESPONSE ()F VAUI_T FORCES ()N VAUi:i"
The force acting on the vault by the _il pressures is

The ratio of the displacements at the top (U t) and bottom
exluilibrated by the inertial f'orcesacting on the vault and flnid.

(U b) of the vault c_mlputed including SSI effects to the These inertial fl_rces are convenient to use to calculate the

magnitudes neglecting SSI effects are computed and the total fi)rce acting on the vault. This force (F) is:
maximum value of the ratios (over the frequency range
considered) are shown in cohmms eight and nine of Table 1

F = o:2 { Mt [wc2+(ws + 1)211/2 + M 1%2 +(us + i)21 I/2respectively. This represents the nmximum ratio of the

resl×mse spectra at the two locations considering SSI effects

to that neglecting SSI effects. The maximum value of this This is again conwflved with the NUREG 0098 spectra
ratio may be seen to be 1.25 for the uniform site. The

to obtain the total force acting on the vault, and the ratio (F v)amplification for the top reslx)nse of the vault varies from a
formed as the ratio of the force including SSI efl'ects to thelow value of 1.13 to a high value of 1.25 for all of the
value of the force neglecting SSI effects. This ratio is shown

unifc, rm site conditions considered. The amplification at the
in the last colunm of Table I. This ratio is somewhat largerbottom of the vault varies between the values of 1.02 and
than the ratio inw_iving the fluid accelerations but remains

1.11. This indicates that response spectra generated from
less than unity indicating that SSI effects tend to reduce the

models including SSI effects at unitbrm sites will not
force acting on the tank.

significantly (by more than 25 %) exceed those generated

neglecting SSI eff_ts. VERTICAl, RESPONSE

The re,,mits are different for the layered site. The The vertical SSI model consists of a rigid mass

amplifications for the layered site vary from 1.10 to 1.90 fi_r connected to the free field with a parallel spring / damper

the cases considered. The amplifications fi'w the layered site model. The mass (Mv) of the model includes the vault, soil

increase with tank frequency, H/R ratio, fluid density, and overburden for the depth (D), and 80 % o, the fluid mass [ I ].
vault radius. Table 1 must be used to determine those cases tbr The SSI coefficients are taken from ASCE 4-86 [41 and are:
which SSI et'fi:cts nmst be included.

RESPONSE OF FI,Uil) Kv =5'97 Vb2 0b R
The seismic induced stresses in the tank are a function of

the peak acceleration of the fluid mass [ 1I. The acceleration Cv = 0.85 Kv R / Vb

(A) of the fluid nmss (Mt) is given as:

The equation of motion controlling the vertical motion

A(tc) = w2 [ we2 + (ws + I)211/2 (v) of the vault relative to the free field motion (Z)is:

My'" +CvV' + Kv v=- Mv Z"
The ratio of this acceleration as a function of the input

frequency is shown on Figure 3 for both the mc_lel including The displacements (v) and (Z) are expanded in a Fourier

SS1 effects and neglecting SSI effects, series and the solution for (Zc = 0 ; Zs = 1) is:

The data shown on Figure 3 must be convolved with the
seisnfic flee field accelerogram to obtain the peak acceleration vc = - t_2 b / (a2 + b2) ; vs = w2 a / (a2 + b2)
of the fluid. The amplification fimctions shown on Figure 3

are convolved with the median soil free field spectral shape of 2 t_2 t_;;
NUREG 0098 [31. The ratio of the resulting fluid acceleration where, a = tc v - • b = 2 _-v toy

including SSI effects to the acceleration neglecting SSI efl_ts tcv = i Kv/Mvll/2; _v = Cv / 2 [K v Mv II/2
(A f) is shown in colunm 10 of Table 1. As may be seen SSI

eft_ts reduce the fluid acceleration.The last eighteen rows of The solution neglecting SSI effects is:

Table 1 clearly demonstrates that the ratio (A f) increases as the

soil stiffness increases, but that the ratio only approaches vc = 0; vs = 1
unity.

Solutions are obtained for the same set of parameters as
used for the horizontal / rocking case and the resulting ratios

of response including SSI effects to the response neglecting
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SSI effects (V v) are shown on Table 2. The vault response 5. The inclusion of SSI effects reduces the seismic loads
including SSI effects exceed the resl_onse when SSI effects are acting on the vault for all cases considered. In many cases
neglected by a factor of 1.48 when the D/H ratio is 0.25 anti a the reduction is mininml but ill some cases reductions to
factor of 1.54 when the D/H ratio is 0.5. These factors occur 22 % of the n_ SSI model are found. In these cases it may
for the H/R ratio of 1 and decrease to !.28 and 1.32 not I_ prudent to neglect SSI effects.

respectively for the two D/H ratios when the H/R ratio is 0.5.
AC KN()WI,EI)(;EMENT

It is unlikely that even the higher ratios will be
significant since thestressesresultingfromloadingsincluding This work was performed on a contract from the
seismic eftbcts are compared with allowable stresses which are Department of Energy through Brookhaven National

2/3 higher than the allowable stresses neglecting seismic Lal'_n'atory. The support of Drs. Howard Eckert of DOE and
effects. It is therefore unlikely that the seismic vertical Kamal Bandyopadlayay of BNL is gratet'ully acknowledged.

motion will be significant in the design process. The nmterial contained in this paper expresses the views of
the authors and does not imply acceptance by DOE.
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Table 1

HORIZONTAL/ROCKING RESPONSE

_ H/R Vb Vb 7f R fs ut ub Af FV

(cps) (fps) (fps) (kcO (fl) (cps)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)

.....................................................................................................

5.0 .50 i000. i000. .062 40. 4.82 1.13 1.05 98 1.01

5.0 ,50 i000. 1000. .062 60. 4.48 1.14 1.04 92 .93
5.0 .50 i000. I000. .I00 40. 4.73 1.16 1.06 95 .97

5.0 .50 1000. 1000. .100 60. 4.24 1.19 1.05 87 .86

5.0 .50 1000. i000. .150 40. 4.61 1.18 1.07 93 .93

5.0 .50 1000. 1000. .150 60. 3.96 1.22 1.05 83 .78

5.0 .50 600. 3000. .062 40. 4.98 i.I0 1.07 1 Ol 1.04

5.0 .50 600. 3000. .062 60. 4.93 1.12 1.08 99 1.02

5.0 .50 600. 3000. .100 40. 4.96 1.09 1.07 1.00 1.03

5.0 .50 600. 3000. .i00 60. 4.88 1.18 I.ii .97 .98

5.0 .50 600. 3000. .150 40. 4.94 i.ii 1.07 .99 1.01

5.0 .50 600. 3000, .150 60. 4.83 1.26 1.15 .95 .94

5.0 .75 1000. 1000. .062 40. 4.64 1.15 1.04 .93 .94
5.0 .75 1000. 1000. .062 60. 4.09 1.18 1.03 87 .83

5.0 .75 1000. i000. .i00 40. 4.45 1.21 i 05 90 .87

5.0 .75 1000. 1000. .100 60. 3.74 1.22 1 03 81 .74

5.0 .75 i000. i000. .150 40. 4,24 1.27 1 06 86 .80

5.0 ,75 I000. i000. .150 60. 3.38 1,27 1 04 75 .64

5.0 .75 600. 3000. .062 40. 4.94 1.14 1 07 99 1.02

5.0 .75 600. 3000. .062 60. 4,83 1.30 I 13 .96 .95

5.0 .75 600, 3000. .I00 40. 4.90 1.20 i II .98 .98

5.0 .75 600. 3000. .i00 60. 4.73 1.46 1 18 .93 .89

5.0 .75 600. 3000. .150 40. 4.85 1.30 1 15 .96 .94

5.0 .75 600. 3000. .150 60. 4.61 1.64 1 19 .90 .83

5.0 1.00 1000. i000. ,062 40. 4.49 1.16 i 04 .91 .89

5.0 1.00 i000. 1000. .062 60. 3.85 1.16 1.03 .85 ,78

5.0 1.00 i000. 1000. .i00 40. 4.25 1.21 1.04 .87 .81

5.0 1.00 I000. 1000. .i00 60. 3.46 1.20 1.03 .79 .68

5.0 1.00 I000. 1000. .150 40. 3.99 1.26 1.05 .83 .74

5.0 1,00 1000. 1000. .150 60, 3.07 1.25 1.04 .73 .59

5.0 1.00 600. 3000. .062 40. 4.88 1.26 i.ii .97 .98

5.0 1.00 600. 3000. .062 60. 4.69 1.51 1.13 ,93 .88

5.0 1.00 600. 3000. .i00 40. 4.81 1.41 1.16 .95 .92

5.0 1.00 600. 3000. .i00 60. 4.54 1.66 1.18 89 .81

5.0 1.00 600. 3000. .150 40. 4.73 1.62 1.22 93 .87

5.0 1.00 600. 3000. .150 60. 4.34 1.77 1.25 84 .72

7.5 .50 I000. 1000. .062 40. 6.81 1.14 1.05 93 .91

7.5 .50 1000. 1000. .062 60. 5.71 1.14 1.04 80 .73

7,5 .50 lO00. I000, .I00 40. 6.50 1.18 1.06 88 .83
7.5 .50 i000. 1000. .100 60. 5.16 1.18 1.04 .72 .61

7.5 .50 I000. I000. .150 40. 6.15 1.21 1.06 .83 .73

7.5 .50 1000. 1000, .150 60. 4.60 1.21 1.05 .63 .50

7.5 .50 600. 3000. .062 40. 7.42 1.14 1.09 1.01 1.01

7.5 .50 600. 3000. ,062 60. 7.25 1.23 I.I0 .98 .95

7.5 .50 600. 3000. .I00 40. 7.37 1.19 1.12 1.O0 .99

7.5 .50 600. 3000. .i00 60. 7.11 1.27 1.12 .96 .89

7.5 .50 600. 3000. .150 40. 7.30 1.26 l.lli .99 .95

7.5 .50 600. 3000. .150 60. 6.93 1.30 1.17 .92 .81

7.5 .75 1000. 1000. .062 40. 6.20 1.17 1.04 .85 .77

7.5 .75 i000. I000. .062 60. 4.84 1.16 1.04 .72 .59

7.5 ,75 I000. i000. .I00 40. 5.73 1.20 1.04 .78 .66

7.5 .75 I000. I000. .I00 60. 4.19 1.20 1.03 .62 .47

7.5 .75 I000. I000. .150 40. 5.25 1.25 1.05 .70 .56

7.5 .75 I000. I000. ,150 60. 3,57 1.25 1.04 .53 .27
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7.5 .75 600. 3000. .062 40. 7,28 1.31 1.12 .99 .95

7.5 .75 600. 3000. .062 60, 6.91 1.33 1.14 .91 .81

7.5 .75 600. 3000, .100 40. 7,15 1.41 1.12 .96 .89

7.5 .75 600 3000. .i00 60. 6.61 1.52 1.20 .84 .69

7.5 .7 5 600 3000. .150 40. 6.99 1.44 1.17 .93 .82

7.5 .75 600 3000. .150 60. 6.26 1.75 1.23 ,76 .59

7.5 1.00 1000 1000. 062 40. 5.81 1.15 1.03 ,82 .70

7.5 1.00 i000 I000. 062 60. 4.41 1.14 1.02 .70 .55

7.5 1.00 i000 lO00. I00 40. 5,28 1.19 1 04 .74 .59

7.5 1.00 I000 i000. i00 60. 3.76 1.18 1 03 .60 .43

7.5 1.00 i000 I000. 150 40, 4.77 1.23 1 05 .66 .49

7.5 1.00 i000 1000. 150 60, 3.16 1.23 I 04 .51 .34
7.5 1.00 600 3000. 062 40. 7,09 1.43 1 12 .95 .87

7.5 1.00 600 3000 062 60 6.50 1.55 I 14 .81 .67

7.5 1.00 600 3000, .i00 40 6 88 1.46 1 18 .90 .77

7.5 1.00 600 3000 ,100 60 6 06 1.76 1 18 .72 .55

7.5 1.00 600 3000. .150 40 6 62 1.70 1 25 .82 .67

7.5 1.00 600, 3000 .150 60 5 59 1.80 1 23 .64 .45

i0.0 .50 1000. 1000. ,062 40 8 14 1.15 1 05 .69 .74

i0.0 .50 1000. lO00 .062 60 6 20 1.14 1 04 .51 .55

i0.0 ,50 i000. I000. .i00 40 7 57 1.17 1 06 .60 .64

i0.0 .50 I000. lO00 .I00 60. 5 41 1.17 1 04 .43 .44

I0.0 .50 1000. i000. .150 40. 6 99 1 20 1 06 .53 .55

I0.0 .50 i000. I000 :150 60. 4 64 1 20 1 05 .37 .35
lO.O .50 600. 3000. .062 40. 9,79 1 13 i 09 ,92 .93

10.0 .50 600. 3000. .062 60. 9.38 i 23 1.13 .75 .77

I0.0 ,50 600. 3000, .100 40. 9.67 I 16 i.ii .85 .86

i0.0 .50 600. 3000. .i00 60. 9.06 1 32 1.17 .67 .67

I0.0 .50 600. 3000. .150 40. 9.52 1 22 1.14 .78 .77

i0.0 .50 600. 3000. .150 60. 8.67 1 45 1.21 .60 .60

I0.0 ,75 I000. i000. .062 40. 7.04 1 16 1.04 .58 .58

i0.0 .75 I000. 1000. .062 60, 4.99 1.15 1.03 .44 .42

I0.0 .75 I000. ]000. .I00 40. 6.32 1.19 1.04 .49 ,48

i0.0 .75 I000. 1000. .100 60. 4.12 1,19 1.03 .35 ,32

I0.0 ,75 i000. i000. .150 40. 5.62 1.23 1.05 .42 .39

i0.0 ,75 1000. 1000. .150 60. 3.30 1.23 1,04 .29 .25

i0.0 .75 600. 3000. .062 40. 9.45 1.28 1.14 ,76 .77

i0.0 ,75 600. 3000. .062 60. 8.60 1,48 1.15 ,61 .60

i0.0 ,75 600. 3000. .I00 40. 9.17 1.40 1 19 ,68 .67

i0 0 .75 600. 3000. .I00 60. 8.00 1 62 i 18 .54 .53
I0.0 ,75 600. 3000. .150 40. 8,82 1 59 1 25 ,61 .60

i0.0 .75 600. 3000. ,150 60, 7.36 1 73 1 22 ,50 .47

i0.0 1.00 i000. 1000. .062 40. 6.45 1 13 i 03 .55 .52

I0.0 1.00 i000. i000. .062 60. 4.48 1 13 I 02 .42 38

i0.0 1.00 1000, 1000. ,100 40. 5.71 i 17 I 04 .46 42

i0,0 1.00 i000. I000. .lO0 60. 3.65 1 17 1 03 ,34 29

i0.0 1,00 1000. i000, .150 40. 5.02 1 21 1 05 .39 34

i0.0 1,00 1000. 1000. .150 60. 2.88 1 22 1 04 .27 22

I0.0 1.00 600. 3000. .062 40. 9.01 1 48 I 16 .66 65

i0,0 1.00 600. 3000. .062 60. 7.77 1.59 1.12 .53 50

i0.0 1.00 600. 3000. .100 40. 8.56 1.70 1.20 ,58 57

i0.0 1.00 600, 3000. .I00 60. 7.01 1.72 1.17 ,46 42

10.0 1,00 600, 3000. .150 40. 8.05 1.90 1.24 ,54 .52

i0.0 1.00 600. 3000. .150 60. 6.26 1.82 1.20 ,39 .34

5.0 .75 250. 250. .I00 40, 1.50 1.17 1.04 ,68 .64

5.0 .75 500. 500. .100 40. 3.16 1.19 1,04 .79 .76

5.0 .75 750. 750. .i00 40. 4.05 1.21 1.04 .86 .83

5.0 .7,= I000. I000. .I00 40. 4.45 1.21 1.05 .90 .87

5.0 .75 1500, 1500. .100 40. 4.76 1.20 1.05 ,94 .92

5.0 .75 2000. 2000. .100 40. 4.87 1.16 1.05 .96 .95

7.5 .75 250. 250. .I00 40. 1.06 1.16 1.04 .4_ .37 '

7.5 ,75 500. 500. .i00 40. 3.23 1.18 1.04 .61 .48

7.5 .75 7504 750. .lO0 40. 4.74 1.19 1.04 .71 .58
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7.5 .75 I000. i000. ,I00 40. 5.73 1.20 1.04 .78 ,66

7.5 .75 1500. 1500. .I00 40. 6.68 I._i 1.05 ,87 .77

7.5 .75 2000. 2000. .i00 40. 7.04 1,17 1,05 .92 .84

I0.0 .75 250, 250. .I00 40. 5.37 1.16 1.04 .22 .20

i0.0 .75 500. _00. .i00 40. 3.00 1.17 1.04 .32 .31

i0.0 .75 750, 750. ,i00 40. 4.88 1.18 1.04 ,42 .40

i0.0 ,75 I000, I000, .I00 40. 6.32 1,19 1.04 .49 .48

I0.0 .75 1500. 1500. ,I00 40. 8.09 1.21 1.05 .60 .58

10.0 ,75 2000. 2000. .i00 40. 8.91 1.21 1.05 .67 .65
.......................................................................

Table 2

VERTICAL RESPONSE
.......... . ..................................................

50 50 i000. 062 40 6 96 1.25

D/H H/R Vs yf R fv VV 50 50 1000. 062 60 4 82 1.24
so so looo. 100 40 6 sl 1.28

(fps) (kcO (fl) (cps) 50 50 1000. 100 60 4 42 1.2v
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 50 50 1000. 150 40 6 02 1.32

50 50 1000. 150 60 4 02 1.31..............................................................

50 50 3000. 062 40 20 89 1.21

.25 .50 1000. .062 40. 7.78 1 21 50 50 3000. 062 60. 14 45 1 24

25 50 1000. .062 60. 5.44 ± 20 50 .50 3000. 100 40, 19 53 1 23

25 50 I000. .i00 40. 7.17 1 24 50 .50 3000. i00 60. 13 26 1 27

25 50 I000. .100 60. 4.89 1 23 50 .50 3000. 150 40, 18 07 1 27

2b 50 1000. .150 40. 6.53 1 28 50 .50 3000. 150 60. 12,06 1 32

25 50 1000. .150 60. 4.36 i 28 50 .75 1000. 062 40. 5 82 1 33

25 50 3000. .062 40. 23.35 1 17 50 .75 lO00. 062 60. 3 99 1.32

25 ,50 3000 .062 60. 16.31 1 19 50 .75 1000, 100 40. 5 37 1,38

25 .50 3000 i00 40. 21.50 1 19 50 .75 1000. I00 60. 3 63 1.37

25 .50 3000 100 60. 14.66 1 23 50 .75 I000. 150 40. 4 91 1.43

25 .50 3000 150 40. 19.60 1 23 50 .75 i000. 150 60. 3 28 1.42

25 .50 3000 150 60. 13.08 1 28 50 .75 3000. 062 40. 17 46 1.29

25 ,75 1000 062 40. 6.55 1 28 50 .75 3000. 062 60. ii 98 1.32

25 .75 i000 062 60. 4.53 I 26 50 .75 3000. 100 40. 16 12 1.34

25 .75 i000 100 40. 5.93 1 32 50 .75 3000. iO0 60. 10.90 1.36

25 .75 I000 i00 60. 4.02 1 31 50 .75 3000. 150 40. 14.74 1.41

.25 .75 I000 150 40. 5.33 1 38 50 .75 3000. 150 60. 9.83 1.43

,25 ,'75 I000. ,150 60. 3,55 1 38 50 1 O0 1000. 062 40. 5.10 1.41

.25 .75 3000. 062 40. 19.64 1 23 50 1 00 I000. 062 60. 3.49 1.39

.25 .75 3000. 062 60. 13.59 1 26 50 1 O0 i000. i00 40. 4.68 1.47

•25 .75 3000. i00 40. 17.79 1 28 50 1 00 i000. 100 60, 3.16 1 45

.25 .75 3000. I00 60. 12.07 1 32 50 1 O0 I000. 150 40 4.25 1 54

.25 .75 3000. 150 40. 15.99 i 35 50 1 O0 1000. 150 60 2.83 1 54

25 .75 3000. 150 60. 10.66 1.37 50 1.00 3000. 062 40 15.30 i 38

25 1.00 1000. .062 40. 5.76 1.34 50 1.00 3000. 062 60 10.46 1 39

25 1.00 I000, .062 60. 3.97 1.32 50 1.00 3000. i00 40 14.04 1 _3

25 1.00 i000. .I00 40. 5.17 1.40 50 1.00 3000. I00 60 9.47 1 46

25 1.00 i000. .I00 60. 3,50 1.39 50 1.00 3000. 150 40 12.76 1 54

25 1.00 I000. 150 40. 4.61 1.48 50 1.00 3000. 150 60 8.50 1 54

25 1 O0 I000. 150 60. 3.07 1.48 .........................................

25 1 00 3000, 062 40, 17,27 1,29

25 I 00 3000. 062 60. 11.90 1.32

25 1 O0 3000. i00 40. 15.52 1,37

.25 1 O0 3000. i00 60. 10.[9 1.38

.25 1 O0 3000. 150 40. 13.84 1.47

.25 1 O0 3000. 150 60. 9.22 1.48
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SAVANNAH RIVER SITE DISAGGREGATED SEISMIC SPECTRA*

Dale E. Stephcnson and Richard C. Lee
Westinghouse Savannah River Company

Aiken, SC 29808

Jeffery K. Kimball
U.S. Department of Energy
Germantown, MD 20585

ABSTRACT

In the past, single enveloping response spectra have been used at the Savannah River Site

(SRS) for seismic design and qualification purposes [1]. This practice of generating simu-

lated ground motions for use in design and qualification from a single spectrum now

appears to be justified only when the total site seismic risk is the result of a single earth-

quake source or if site geology shapes the frequency content of the ground motion. If thc

data suggest that the occurrence of several earthquakes contributc to the seismic hazard, it

is necessary to (1) determine the various frequency content, amplitude, and duration of

each event, and (2) investigate the response spectrum devcloped for each (i.e., a large, dis-
tant earthquake or a moderate, close event). These two tasks were performed at SRS to

characterize the seismic ground motion as input to a liquefaction study. This was accom-

plished by reviewing the deterministic and probabilistic assessments of the seismic hazard

to establish the potential sources of earthquake-generated ground motion, which control

the hazard at the site. For the liquefaction study, an evaluation was then made of tile seis-

mic ground motion in terms of the response spectra for each of the events.

*P_ forthe U.S.I_ of ]_ergy_ contractno. DE-AC09-89SRI8035
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INTRODUCTION in practice, when there is more than a single source of
spectral shapes, judgment rather than any formal method-

For engineering design criteria of earthquake-resistant ology provides the spectra to accoulll for both near alld
structures, seismic response spectra serve the function of distant events. Near sources produce a shape rich in high
characterizing ground motions as a function of period or frequencies while the more distant sources result in spectra
frequency. These motions then provide the input parame- of a more constant shape at lower frequencies. For engi-

ters that are used in the analysis of structural response. The neering design or planning, these spectra, which resull
response spectra arc an inherently conservative design from several sources, can _? enveloped by a single spcc-
tool, bccause only maximum values are retained in the trum or averaged to arrive at a spectral shape. As described
analysis. Response spectra arc described in terms of by Relier, the main problem with the approach of using a
amplit¢_dc, duration, and frequency content, and these are fixed spectral shape is the assumption that the spectral
related to source parameters, travel path, and site condi- shape is appropriate tbr design earthquakes of all magni-
tions. Typically, the response spectra represents an enve- tudes, source characteristics, travel paths, and site condi-
lope of more than one earthquake with each earthquake tions [5]. At SRS, we are faced with a situation_sh_w_'n

controlling narrow frequency bands, in contrast to the by the enveloping canhquake_that one geologic unit may
enveloping apl:_roach, the tJ. S. Nuclear Regulatory Com- liquefy. The uncertainty of whether the same would holt[
mission (NRC) states that, in general, several different true for individual controlling earthquakes provided the

carthquakcs produce the largest ground motions in differ- impetus for this study. Because there are now a number of
cnt frequency bands at a site; therefore, it is acceptable to studies that show spectrum values at different periods arc
use an ensemble of ground motion time histories from different functions of magnitude [6], we decided that the
e,_rthquakcs with similar size, site-source characteristics, spectrum tbr the individual sources with differing magni-
and spcctral characteristics [I]. Studies by a number of tudes and travel paths should be used. This approach is
investigators have shown by statistical analysis that for similar to that proposed by the NRC for base-isolated

different magnitudes the response spectrum values are dif- sites, which states that more than one analysis of the facil-
fcrcnt for differing periods. These facts support Jennings' ity's response may be necessary to ensure adequate pcrfor-
posilion that using different shapes of design spectra for mance at all earthquake loading levels [7].
earthquakes of different magnitudes and travel paths is a

better practice than employing a single, general-purpose METHODS AND RESULTS
shape [2]. We have investigated the use of individual con-

trolling earthquakes versus the enveloping case at SRS As pointed out by the National Research Council's
and the tindings arc presented in the fl_llowing discussion. 1988 report by a panel on seismic hazard analysis for the

eastern U. S., the results of PSHAs and deterministic

BACKGROUND methods may be different because of low recurrence rates.
For this reason, the panel recommended that the results of

During the present and past decade, deterministic a PSHA be disaggregated to determine which seismic
sol.stoic hazard analyses of SRS were performed and sources dominate the hazard at a site. This was done for
response spectra t\_r gro_,nd motion calculated. In the 1982 SRS by the two organizations that pcrlbrmcd lhc _rigin:_l
J. A. Blumc study, a spectrum was developed from three PSllAs to identify the sources controlling the hazard at Ihc

events, one local, one at Bowman, South Carolina, and site. The following steps wcrc used for disaggrcgating the
one near Charleston, South Carolina [3]. Similarly, in the probabilistic seismic hazard at SRS:
1991 Gcomatrix study, the following three possible
s_urces wcrc identified: Charleston at 110 kin; Bowman at 1. Using either the LLNL or EPRI probabilistic hazard

60 kin; and a local source at less than 30 km (with the result, select ground motion parameters of interest
Bowman source m_tions being enveloped by the local and (e.g., PGA, 51tZ SV, 1ltZ SV, etc.).
Charleston sour.':cs) [4]. Also during the 1980s, two proba-
bilistic seismic hazard analyses (PSHAs) were performed 2. Select a probability of cxcccdance (e.g., 10E"l/yr).
for SRS. l.awrcncc Livcrmore National Laboratory

(I.LNL) performed a study using the input and methods 3. Compute probability, retaining results al discrete
developed through support of the USNRC. The other anal- magnitude and distance intervals.
vsis was performed by Jack Benjamin and Associates

using the input and methodology developed by the Elec- 4. Determine the mean magnitude and distance thai
tric Power Research Institute (EPRI). controls the ground motion at the selected probabil-

ity of interest.
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The LI.NI, meth¢_d has been developed for the NRC to hypothetical earthquakcs consistent with tile size of earth-
provide a part of the technical basis for the revision to 10 quakes that have historically occurred in similar ge¢_lt_gic
CFR Part 1(}(IAppendix A, Since providing the SRS results, environments were found to be controlling both SI,',',;spectra

I,LNL has bccn rctining their approach for the NRC. The lat- and ground motions: (1) a hypothetical site intensity VII
cst disaggrcgatcd results will bc presented in an LLNL final (MMI) local earthquake of epiccnlral intensity VII, cau.,,i_lg
report, although they are not expected to be drastically dif- an estimated site acceleration of about (I.I g; and (2) a hyp¢_-

fcrcntlhanrcsultsprcviouslypresented, thetical intensity X (like 1886 Charlcston) earthquake,
occurring at a closer distance of 145 km and causing an csti-

Two approaches were developed: I.LNL produced a mated site acceleration of about 0.1 g. As a conservative
matrix of results that show the hazard contribution percent- approach, a site PGA of 0.2 g was sclcctcd, whi'. h torte-
ages; and the EPR! results of JAB/Risk Engineering simply sponded to a site intensity of Viii. Synthetic scismograms
show the me_,n magnitude and distance for a given peak were also incorporated into the analysis and suggested a
ground accclcration (PGA). Figures 1 and 2 show the hazard PGA of 0.08 g for the Charleston earthquake (Mb=6.6) and
rcsultsobtaincd for SR.S. The LLNLresuits in Figure 1 show approximately 0.1--0.20 g for the local event (Mh=5.2),
the pcrccnt hazard contribution as a function of magnitude depending on source distance. The spcctra developed by this

and distance. Figure 2 shows the EPR1 results with a PGA of study is very similar to that provided in I.I.NI_ rep¢_rt I;('P,I.
0.2(I g (thc silc's design basis) as a function of magnitude 53582 [8].
and dislancc. Thcse results are summarized in Table 1. As

can be seen from these studies, two seismic sources_a local Oeomatrix performed a deterministic analysis as
event with R<30 km and a larger source at some distance required by Appendix A to 10 CFR, Part 1(1(I[4]. "l'hc rep_rt
from the site---control the seismic hazard at SRS. These for K Reactor recommended spcctra t'_r a Charlcslo, source

results compare favorably with the deterministic analyses (Mw=7.5, 120 kin) and a local source (Mw=5). The spcclra
performed for the site, where Mw=5.0 at R<25 km and were developed using Random Vibrati_m Theory (RVT)l'c_r
Mw=7.5 at R=.12(Ikm. the Charleston source. Western U. S. slrong-ill¢_ti_m dal;.I

(from deep soil sites) wcre corrected for castcm tJ. S. soil
Table 1. IA.Ni_ and EPRI Seismic Hazard Results conditions using the RVT modcl.

Ll.,Nl.,Seismic llazard Results (Vogtle), Proh=lxl0E "4 The controlling earthquakes used in the liqucfactit_n
study were selected to be consistent with the dctcrministic

Ground Motion results used at K Reactor since these were bascd on the NRC
Parameter Magnitude l)istance Standard Review Plan. The results were then c_mpared t_

the past deterministic study of Blumc and the results _f the
PGA 5.60 26 km disaggregated LLNL and EPRI haz_,rd analyses [9]. 'l,tl,le 2
Avg 5/1(I HZ 5.75 29 km shows the deterministic results uf the studies perfornacd hv
Avg I/2.5HZ 6.25 63 km Blume [3] and Geomatrix [4].

EPRI Seismic Hazard Results (SRS) at PGA = 0.20 g Table 2, Acceleration Recommended 1\, SRS fr_i'n

Local Earlhquake

Mean Magnitude Mean Distance
(;eonl_llrix

5.9 31 km Period Blunle (g) (l",astern U. S.)

One noted difference between the two approaches is that 0.02 0.11} 11.2(I
the Charleston source, while an important PSHA contributor, 0.04 0.10 (/.27
does not control the hazard at its maximum magnitude. The 0.05 0.111 0.2S

individual rcsponse spectrum from the controlling earth- 0.06 0,121 (I.31

quakes can be uscd to develop time histories for input to soil 0.07 0.131 (I.31

ground rn_tion models. Recommendations of spectral shapes 0.08 0.140 (L32

are considered from those presented in the determi_:istic 0.09 0.153 (I.33
analysis made by URS/Blume [3] and more recently by the 0.1 O.165 0.33
Geomatrix [4] evaluation for the K Reactor. In the Blume

O.15 0.20 11.2c,_
analysis, the recommended site acceleration and spectra
were based on historic earthquakes, ground motion data and 0.2 0.255 (t.25
synthetic seismograms tk)r those events, and a PSHA. Two 0.25 0.265 0.22
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Table 3. Acceleration for Charleston-type EarthquakeGeomatrix

l)eriod Blume (g) (Eastern U.S.) at SRS

0.3 0.255 0 20
Geomutrix

0.4 0.20 0.18 Period Blume (g) (Eastern U. S.)
0.5 0.150 0.17

{}.6 0.130 0.13 0.01 0.110

0.7 (1.110 0.I I 0.02 0.I 15

0.8 0.105 0.09 0.03 0.122
05} 0.088 0.07 0.04 0.I 00 0.140

1.0 0.070 0.05 0.05 0.I I0 0.I 58

1.5 {).047 0.02 0.06 0.120 0.176

2.0 0.032 0.02 0.07 0.133 O.187

3.{} 0.021 0.005 0.08 0.145 0.1 {}6

4.0 0.010 0.09 0.153 {}.200

5.0 (}.{}()6 0.10 0.160 0.212

6.0 {}.(}{}6 0.15 0.195 {}.23{}

7.{} 0.0045 0.2 0.230 {}.225

8.{} {}.{}03 0.3 0.270 {}.212

9.{} {}.{}{}25 0.4 0.260 {}.2l(}

1{} {).{){}2 0.5 0.240 {7.212
0.6 0.210 0.215

The Blume report contains separate local and Charles- 0.7 0.185 0.212
ton-type spectra that can be compared to the median 5% 0.8 0.175 0.204
critically damped spectra contained in the Geomatrix 0.9 0.170 0.193

report [3,4] ("l\ablcs 2 and 3). Figures 3 and 4 are compari- 1.0 0.165 (}.181

sons of the local and Charleston spectra for the two 1.5 0.123 0.141

reports. Thc Mw=5 "Corrccted median scaled to eastern U. 2.0 0.080 0.105
S." of the Gcomatrix report is plotted with the Blume local 3.0 0.058 0.058
spectra scaled to 0.1 g. Figure 4 illustrates the Blume 4.0 0.036 0.033
Charleston-type spectra and the smoothed Geomatrix 5.0 0.028 {}.(}2(}
Mw=7.5 spectra (SD=150 bars). The original, recom-

6.0 0.019 (}.(}18
mended Blume spectrum and the spectra for K Reactor are
shown for comparison purposes in Figure 5 with the 7.0 0.014 {).{)13
Blume spectrum anchored to the 0.2 g PGA. This figure 8.0 0.{109 0.009

clearly shows that the Blume spectral shape does not rep- 9.0 0.007 0.005
resent the individual controlling earthquakes listed in 10 0.006 0.002
"lid)le 4.

Table 4. Individual Controlling Earthquakcs
Thc liquefaction study calculated induced stresses

based on the two controlling earthquakes from the Geoma- Radius

trix study [4] ('llqbles 2 and 3; Figures 3 and 4). The use of PGA (g) Magnitude (kin)
the individual controlling earthquakes showed that the soil

layer in question would not liquefy. Given the consistency Median spectral
between the deterministic and probabilistic results, and the shape from K 0.20 5.(} 25

Reactor for (anchored)
fact that they speciticaily model the controlling events and local source
the site-specific soil column, a recommendation has been

made to usc the individual response spectra. The use of the Charleston 0.11 7.5 i 1{}

individual response spectra for structural design analysis spectral shape (anchored)
also appcars warranted, from K Reactor
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CONCLUSIONS [4] Geomatrix Consultants, "'(.)l('Jtllltl Mc_ti_n I:_,ll_\vija,2
Selection of SRS Design Basis I_althqu,tkc and Ass_ci-

The methodology proposed for SRS is the use of two ated Deterministic Approach", prepared ft)l \Vcstillg-
controlling earthquakes' spectra that were developed for K house Savannah Rivcr Company, WSRC-'I'R-(,_1-12.1,
Reactor. All scismic ground motion characterization results San Francisco, CA, 1991.
indicate that the PGA is controlled by a local event with [5] L. Reiter, Ear.thquake llaxard Anal_s Issues anti
Mw<6 and R<3(J kin. The results also show that lower fre- !nsights, New York, Ct_lunabia tJniversity Prc:;s, l_m().
qucncics arc ctmtrollcd by a larger, more distant event, typi- [6] Joyner, W. B. and D. M. I?,oc_rc,"i'cak l l_riz_ltal Acccl-

c;_.lly the Charlestt_n source. The PGA of 0.2 g, based eration and Velocity from Strc_ng-Moli_n I,Ic¢_i(.Is"
originally on the Blurne study [3], is consistent with LLNL (incl. records from the 1979 Imperial Valley, ('alif(,r_ia,
report UCRL-15_,_I0 [10] and with the DOE position on earthquake), Bull Seis S(_cAm, vc_l. 71, 13p.2()11-2()3_.
LLNL/EPRi. The DOE Standard, DOE-STD-1024-92, pro- 1981.

vides interin3 guidance for the development of deterministic [7] Nuclear Regulatory Commissi_m, f:cdcral l,',cgistw_:_r,\'_1.
spectral shapes [11]. This guidance provides for the use of 57, No. 203, p. 47808, 1992.
single-enveloping spectra or one for each magnitude/dis- [8] D. W. Coats and R. C. Murr,ty, "'Nattlral I'hcllt_fllcll:t
tance combination of the earthquakes controlling the hazard Hazards Modeling Project: Seismic I lazartl M_tlcl.,_1'(_
at the site. Department of Energy Sites", l.awrcllcc I,ivcmat_rc

National Laboratory, UCRI.-53582, Roy. 1, I.i,.'crnl_rc.
REFERENCES CA, 1984.

[9] D. E. Stcphenson and R. C. l.cc, "Interim l'_,sitit,n t,n
[1] U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Standard Seismic Spectra for the Rclglaccmc_l "l'rilitlm I:acilil\,".

Review Pla_ fl_r the Review of Safety Analysis Reports SRT-ESS-92-(}540, Wcslinght_usc Savai_n:_h Ri\'cr ('_,i_-
for Nuclear Power Plants", NUREG-0800, Washington, pany, Aikcn, SC, 1992.
DC, 1978. [10]R. P. Kenncdy, S. A. Sht_rt, J. R. M¢l)_i_:tltl, M. \V.

[2] P. C. Jcnnings, "Earthquake Observation, Theory, and McCann, Jr., R. C. Murray, Jr., and J. R. l lill, "l)csi_
Interpretation", !t. Kanamori and E. Boschi (Eds.), Pro- and Evaluation Guidelines for l)cF_:_rtn_ei_(_t" !!l_t,r_y
ceedings of the International School of Physics, Enrico Facili!ics Subjected m Nalural Phc_(mwm_ I laz:_rtls",
Fermi, Course LXXXV, Amsterdam, North Holland prepared f,_r the U. S. l)eFxHtmcnt _t' I:.ncrgy, [)(?RI.-
Publishing Co., pp. 138-171, 1983. 15910, Livcrmore, CA, 19_,_().

[3] URS/JohnA. Blumc&Assoc.,Engineering,"Updateof [II]U.S. I)cpartmcnt of l'ncrgy, "'(;t_idclincs t'_,r t lsc ,,f
Seismic Criteria E_r the Savannah River Plant", pre- Probabilistic Seismic llazard ('t_I\'cs at l)cl_arlmcllt _i'
pared for E. i. du Ptmt de Nemours and Company, DPE Energy Sites", DOE-STD-1(124-u2, Washinglol_, I)(',
3699, San Francisc(_, CA, 1982. 1992.
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Figure 3. Horizontal statistical spectra for local event (Mw = 5.0)
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DEVELOPMENT OF SITE-SPECIFIC "EARTHQUAKE RESPONSE SPECTRA
FOR EASTERN U.S. SlTF_.S"

J. E. Beavers, W. R. Brock, R. J. Hunt, and K. E. Shaffcr

Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
P. O. Box 2009

Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831

ABSTRACT

Site-specific earthquake, uniform-hazard response spectra have bccn defined for the
Department of Energy Oak Ridge, Tennessee, and Portsmouth, Ohio, sites for use in
evaluating existing lacilities and designing new lhcilitics. The site-specific response spectra
were defined from probabilistic and deterministic seismic hazard studies following the

requirements in DOE-STD-1024-92, "Guidelines for Probabilistic Scismic t lazard Curves at
DOE Sites." For ti_ese two sites, the results show that site-specific uniforrn-hazard response
spectra are slightly higher in the high-frcqucn W range and considerably lower in the low-
frequency range compared with response spectra defined for these sites in the past.

INTRODUCTION order to perform these studies, results from

regional geological investigations and soil and rock
Safety Analysis Reports (SARs) for the exploration programs were reviewed to determine

Department of Energy (DOE) Oak Ridge the site characteristics. In parallel, seismic hazard
Reservation (ORR) sites (Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant, assessments were performed using the Lawrence

Oak Ridge National Laboratory, and thc Oak Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) [3] and
Ridge K-25 Site) and the Portsmouth (PORTS) the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) l4]
Gaseous Diffusion Plant are being updated, methodologies. Some results from these two
Therefore, seismic evaluations of the facilities are methodologies arc significantly different from each
being made in accordance with the requirements in other. These differences raise questions on how the
DOE General Design Criteria (GDC) 6430. IA [11 results can be used to develop the seismic hazard
and UCRL-15910, "Design and Evaluation curves. DOE-STD-1024-92,"Guidelines fl_r Use of

Guidelines R)r Department of Energ, y Facilities Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Curves at Department
Subjected to Natural Phenomena Hazards," [2] to of Energy Sites," [5] describes these differences and

support the SAR updates. The purpose of this provides an approach for using the two
paper is to present the development of the site- methodologies to develop the seismic hazard

specific earthquake uniform-hazard response curves. This approach was used for cornbining the
spectra (UHRS) to be used in the seismic results of the two methodologies, supplemented
evaluations for the SARs. with additional evaluations R_r peak spectral

velocities, to determine the site-specific UHRS.
UCRL-15910 allows R)r development of site-

specific studies to establish seismic hazard curves LOCATION AND DESCRIVI'ION OF
suitable for use in evaluations and analyses. In THE SITES

Research sponsored by the Oflicc of AssistantSecrct:u7 for Tile ORR and PORTS sites are in the eastern

Nuclear Energy and ihe Office of :MssistantSecrctm7 for United States, as depictcd in Figure 1. The ORR
DefensePrograms, U.S.Departmentof I!ncrgy,under contract Y-12 Plant is about 3 miles south of the center of
DE-AC05-840R21400with Martin Marietta Encrg.,ySystems,
Inc. Accordingly,the U.S. Governnmnt retains noncxclusive Oak Ridge, Tennessee, and its primary mission has
royalty-freelicense to publishor reproduce the publishedform been production of nuclear weapon components.
of this contribution or to allow others tt_ do so for tJ.S. '-['he Oak Ridge National Laboratory is about 8
Governmentpurposes, miles soulhwesl of Oak Ridge and is one of the
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largest scientific and technological multiprogranl calculated for peak spectral velocities (PSV) at
research and develolmlent laboratories in the frequencies of 25, 10, 5, 2.5, 1.(), and 0.5 Hz in

world. Its primary objective is to develop new and order to define response spectral values.
environmentally acceptable energy technologies.
The K-25 Site is about 12 nliles west of Oak The dominant magnitudes and distances for the

Ridge. The K-25 Site was previously known as the earthquakes controlling the hazard were deter-
Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant; however, the mined for the PGA and the maximum PSV (at 2.5
gaseous diffusion plant was shut down in 1985. The l-tz). These parameters were determined for use in
K-25 Site now is involved in a number of programs the generation of representative time histories and
related to development of energy production, for subsequent use in deterministic evaluations.
demonstration facilities for enrichment process, The EPRI seismic hazard results were used to

and waste disposal of hazardous materials, determine lhe dominant magnitudes and distances
because their spectral velocity hazard curves are

The PORTS site is about 4 miles southeast of based nmre on direct spectral ordinate ground-
Piketon, Ohio. Uranium hexafluoride is enriched motion models than on standard spectral shape
in the U-235 isotope at the plant for eventual use ground-motion" models. The LLNL results were
in commercial nuclear power reactors and in not used l'or this purpose because their spectral
military applications, velocity hazard curves are based more on the use

of standard spectral shape models, rather than on
Both the ORR and PORTS sites have relatively direct ordinate models. The effect of lhe direct

shallow soil deposits overlying sound,* competent spectral ordinate and standard spectral shape
bedrock. The surface bedrock at the ORR sites is modcls is illustrated by Toro and McGuire [8] in
generally limestone and shales in the vallcys and an assessment study of the 1988 Saguenay
sandstones and siliceous carbonate rocks on the earthquake. The standard spectral shape is

ridges. The thickness of soil overburden at the typically based on statistical analysis of large
ORR sites ranges from about 10 to 50 ft. For most (M>7) earthquakes, while the direct spectral
of the critical structures, the soil overburden has ordinate method is based on a specified magnitude,
been excavated and the structures' foundations are distance, and site conditions.

supported on bedrock. The surface bedrock at

PORTS is shale, siltstone, and sandstone, and the The dominant magnitudes and distances from
thickness of the soil overburden is generally about the EPR[ seismic hazard results are listed in Table

30 ft. The structures at PORTS are all supported 1. The magnitudes and distances are listed for the
on the soil overburden, annual exccedance probabilities of 2 x 103, 1 x

103, and 2 x 10" per UCRL-15910. The ORR
Based on these site conditions, site-specific sites are controlled by moderate-size earthquakes

UHRS were developed for rock outcrop motions (mb of 5.6 to 6.1) at close distances (25 to 85 kin).
and will be used as input for modeling soil The PORTS site is controlled by moderate-size
conditions where needed. The modification of the earth-quakes (mb Of 5.6 tO 6.2) at longer distances
motions for the soil condilions has been completed (46 to 205 kin).
R_r PORTS, but this paper presents only the rock
outcrop UHRS. DOE-STD- 1024-92

LLNL AND EPR.I SEISMIC HAZARD The differences in the seismic hazard result from

RFLSULTS the I_,LNL and EPRI methodologies have been an

issue since their completion. To resolve these
The seismic hazard results from the EPRI differences and to allow the results of the two

methodology were calculated by Risk Engineering, methodologies to be used at DOE sites, DOE
Inc., and the results from the LLNI_. methodology developed guidelines R_r combining the results to
were calculated by LLNL. The results are pro- obtain pseudo mean PG.Ns and for determining

sented in reports [6][71 for each site prepared by site-specific response spectra. These guidelines are
Risk Engineering, Inc. Figures 2 and 3 show the defined in DOE-STD-1024-92.

seismic hazard curves for peak gremnd (rock)
acceleration (PGA) for ORR and PORTS respec- The recommendations in DOE-STD-1024-92 R}r

lively and illustrate the differences in the results combining the EPR! and LLNL hazard results are
from the two methodologies. Similar results were as follows:
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1. Use the PGA probabilistic median seismic 3. Scale the spectra for each magnitude and
hazard curves from both tile LLNL (without expert distance ct)mbination to the corresponding ground
5) and EPRI studies, motion parameter value associated with the

appropriate annual probability listed in UCRL-

2. Enter the two studies at the target probabilities 15910. For examlHe, scale the median spectra for
(2 × 10s, 1 × 10s, and 2 x 10 _) per UCRL-15910 the magnitude and distance controlled by the PGA
and geometrically average the resulting two PGAs. It) the pseudo mean PGA and scale the median

spectra for the magnitude and distance controlled
3. Multiply the resulting PGA by 1.8() for the by the rnaximum PSV to the pseudo mean PSV.
probabilities of 2 × 1()_ and l x I():' and 1.65 for The corrccli_ms factors of 1.8 and 1.65 were

the probabilityof2 x 104to represent unccrlainty developed based on the unccrtaint), in PGA
in the hazard analysis. The derivalion t)f these seismic haxard curves. Since the uncertainty is less

multiplication factors is explained in DOE-STD- stable and greater R)r the PSV seismic hazard
1024-92. The factors are used to determine a curves, the use of 1.8 and 1.65 to obtain a pseudo

pseudo mean PGA from the average median PGA. mean PSV may not bc appropriate. If this
approach is selected, juslification should be

4. Using the PGA from 3 above, anchor a median provided for the PSV value selected.
standardized spectral shape such as the median
spectral shape defined in NUREG/CR-()()98 [9 ! or 4. Envelop the two resulting spectra to create a

a deterministic site-specific derived median spectral single response spectrum.
shape. In all cases the spectral shape should be
consistent with the rock or soil conditions at the "Fhc combinations of the LLNL and EPRI

site. For those sites that implement a deterministic hazard results to obtain the pseudo mean PGA
site-specific spectral shape, information contained and PSV for ORR and PORTS arc shown in Table

in the probabilistic seismic hazard analysis should 2. The site-specific spectra for the annual hazard
bc used to establish thcappropriatc magnitude and cxccedancc probability of 1 × 1{)'_ for the PGA
distance, and PSV dominant magnitudes and distances arc

shown in Figures 4 and 5. The unsealed spectra
Interim guidance in DOE-STD-1024-92 for shov,,n in these figures are caiculaled using the

development of deterministic spectral shapes is as dominant magnitudes and distances along with the
follows: ground motion attenuation function of McGuire,

et al. [1()]. The scaled spectra are the unsealed
1. At the probability of interest, determine the spectra anchored to the pseudo mean PGA and

dominant magnitudes and distances for PGA and PSV. Also shown is a comparison of tile spectra
maximum PSV. It is recommended that the slabil- with the spectra derived from NUREG/CR-()098.
ity of the magnitude and distance combination be

assessed at other probabilities (such as 5 to 10 "l'hcse scaled spectra were coml)ared to actual

times lower than the probability of interest), given earthquake response spectra for eastern U.S. types
the issues with the uniform hazard spectra. The of earthquakes with similar site conditions,
issues with the uniform hazard spectra are the rnagnitudcs, and distances. The actual earthquake
combination of standard spectral shape models records selected arc tabulated in Tables 3 and 4.

with direct spectral ordinate methods, and the The response spectra from the actual earthquake
uncertainty distributions associated with the records were scaled to the pseudo mean PGA and
uniform hazard spectra appear to be less stable PSV and arc compared to the response spectra
than the PGA seismic hazard curves, calculated from the attenuation function of

McGuirc, ct al. in Figures 6-9. These comparisons
2. Develop the deterministic median response show a reasonable similarity in the median

spectra for each magnitude and distance combi- response spectra shapes.
nation. Guidance can bc found in U.S. Nuclear

Regulatory Commission Standard Review Plan, As indicated in theDOE-S'1"D-l(I24-92guidance

Section 2.5.2, regarding methods to develop site- for developing the deterministic spectral shape, the
specific spectral shapes. The deveh)pmcnt ol' factors of 1.8 and 1.65 used for determining the
median response spectra should address the issue pseudo mcart PGA may not be applicable for
of appropriate frequen W range for ground motitm determining the pseudo mean PSV. The scaling
in the eastern Uniled States. factors were devchq3cd mainly for using with the
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EPRI and LLNL PGA results. Examinalion of the distances obtained from the hazard analyses for the
EPRI and LLNL results for PSV at the ORR and annual probability of cxccedancc of 1 ,'< 104. The
PORTS sites indicates a greater uncertainty than dominant magnitudes were increased by about one-
for PGA. Thcrcforc, additional evaluations arc half magnitude units, and the dominant distances
ncccssary to determine the PSV for lhc site- v,'erc reduced by about one-half. For the ORR and

specific response spectra. PORTS sites, increasing the magnitude controlled
the maximum PSV.

PSV EVALUATIONS

4. Scaled the site-specific response spectra
The following additional cvaluations were dcvclopcd for the Pcrry and Scquoyah Nuclcar

pcrformcd to supplement the DOE-STD-I()24-92 Power Plants to thc site pscudo mcan PGAs.
guidelines for dctcrmining the PSV for site-specific These nuclear plant sites are rock sites and have
response spectra: similar magnitudes and distances as ORO and

PORTS for their sitc-spccific earthquakes. The
1. Dctcrmincd ratios of PSV/PGA using various Perry plant sitc-spccific carthquakc was dcfincd as
ground motion attenuation functions for the a magnitude 5.3 + 0.5 at a distance of 0-25

eastern United States. The attenuation functions kilometers, and the Scquoyah plant earthquake was
used were McGuirc, ct al., [I0] arid Atkinson and a magnitude 5.8 _+ ().5 at a distance of 0-25
Boore i11]. These ratios wcrc used with the kilomctcrs. Both plants obtaincd actual
pseudo mean PGAs to determine the PSVs for carthquakcs with these characteristics for rock sites

each site. The diffcrcnccs between eastern and and determined the 50th and 85th pcrccntile
western U.S. ratios wcrc examined by comparing rcsponsc spectra.
the above with the results obtained from the

ground motion attenuation by Joyner and Boorc Table 5 tabulates the PSVs obtaincd from these
112]. For the ORO sites, the PSV/PGA ratios additional evaluations for cach site and compares
rangcd from 11 to 20 for the castcrn U.S. the rcsultswith the PSVs obtained from following

attenuation functions for magnitudes and distances thc DOE-STD- i024-92 guidclincs. This
associated with annual probabilitics ofexcecdancc comparison indicates that PSVs should bc
of 2 x 103 to I x 10s. For the western U.S. increased to account for the uncertainty. The final
attenuation functions, the PSV/PGA ratios for selected values arc shown in Table 5.

ORR ranged from 20 to 38. For the PORTS site,

the PSV/PGA ratios ranged from 13 to 38 for the CONCLUSIONS
eastcrn U.S. attenuation functions and from 12 to

28 for the western U.S. attcnuation functions. Site-specific UHRS for rock outcrop motions for
These comparisons suggest that PSV/PGA ratios ORR and PORTS sites are shown in Figures 10

for rock sites a:c smaller in the eastern United and 11. These spectra are bascd on combining the
States for modcratc-magnitudc earthquakes at EPRI and LLNL probabilistic hazard results and
closer distances to the sites and about the same for dcvch)ping a deterministic spectral shape in

modcratc-magnitudc earthquakes at longer accordance with DOE-STD-1024-92. The spcctral
distances from the sites. The main reason the shape has bccn modified in the PSV region to con-
ratios are smaller lot the closer distances is that sider the greater uncertainly associated with low-
the PGAs arc larger for the near-field type castcrn frequency ground motions, as shown in Table 5.
U.S. carthquakes.

For these two sites, the site-specific UHRS are
2. Reviewed the EPRI _5th percentile peak slightly higher in the high-frequency range and
spectral velocities fl)r 2.5, 1.(), and 0.5 Hz. The considerably lower in the low-frequency range

LLNL85thperccntilcpeaksl)cctralvclociticswerc compared to the response spectra defined in
not used because their grc)und mc)tion attenuation UCRL-15910. The response spectra defined in
models arc controlled by standard spectral shapes UCRL-1591() arc based on the NUREG-0098

and therefore do nc_t reflect site-specific definition of response spectra. The NUREG-0098
conditions, rcspon.,:c spectral shapes are based on standardized

response spectra shape devclopcd to generally
3. Determined the scnsitiviiy of thc UHRS, envch)pallsitcconditions (rock, shallow soil, deep
obtained by using the DOE-S'I'D-1024-92 soil, etc.), all magnitudes, and all distances. The

guidelines, to a range of dominant magnitudes and low-frequen W part of the NUREG-0()98 response
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spectra is controlled by largc-magniludc earth- NUREG/CR-525(), LICID-21517,

quakes at relatively long distances on dccp soil USNRC', 1988.
sites. These conditions result in considerably more

low-frequency motions and soil :tmplification than [4] "l_'chnical Report NI'-d72(_-A, l:.lcclric
are expected R_r rock sites, such as ORR and Power Rcsc:lrch Inslitute,"Scismicllazard
PORTS, where the hazard is conlrollcd by Mcthodoh_gy for Central and Eastern

moderate-magnitude carthquakcs at relatively United Stales," Vols. 1-11, Rcv. 1, 1988.
closer distances wil!_ no soil amplilicatit)n effects.
The reason R_r the dilfcrcrlccs in the high- 151 U. SS. Department of Energy Standard,

frequency part of the response spectra is because "GuMclincs for LISE of Probabilistic
eastern U.S. earthquake recordings generally show Seismic Hazard Curves at Department of

larger motions at higher frequencies than wcstcrrt Energy Siles," DOE-STD-I()24-92, 1992.
U.S. carthquakc recordings. The response spectral
shape in NUREG-0098 is based rnainly on western I('i Risk Engineering, Inc., "Seismic Hazard i
U.S. earthquake records. Ttlcrclorc, sitc-spccific re- Evaluation for the Portsmouth Gaseous

sponse spectra for an eastern U.S. rock site should Diffusion Plant, Portsmoulh, Ohio,"
be greater in the high-frequent..3,, range than the prepared lk_r Martin Marietta Energy
response spectra defined in NLIREG-(I(/t)8. Systems, K/GDP/SAR/SUB-2/RI, 1992.

These site.-spccific UHRS are being used to [7! Risk Engirmcring, Inc., "Seismic Hazard
evaluate existing facilities and to design new Evaluation for the Dcparlmcnl of Energy
facilitics at each site. Oak Ridge Reservation, Oak Ridge,

"Ii:nncsscc," prepared for Martin Marietta
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Table 1. Dominant Magnitudes And Distance Table 2. Seismic Hazard Peak Rock Acceleration Results
Exceedance Ground-Motion
Probability Measure Magnitude Distance (km) Probability

OR PORT....._._S_OR PORTS 2 x 10E - 3 1 x 10E - 3 2 x 10E -4

2 x 10-3 PGA 5.6 5.6 50 120 OR PORTS OR PORTS OR PORTS
PSV 5.8 6.0 85 205

0.04 0.02 0.07 0.03 0.17 0.07 '
O 1 x 10-3 PGA 5.6 5.6 38 86 EPRI Median, PGA, g=

PSV 5.9 6.0 70 175 PSV, cm/sec : 29 0.54 1.93 0.85 4.86 2 50

2 x 10-4 PGA 5.7 5.6 25 46 LLNL Median, PGA 0.05 0.03 0.08 0.04 0.18 0.08
PSV 6.1 6.2 47 125 without 5 PSV 2.40 1.5 3.30 2.0 7.1 3.9

:Z ....... Geometric Average, PGA 0.045 0.025 0.075 0.035 0.175 0.075
=_ PSV 1.76 0.90 2.25 0.30 5.87 3.12

° i"I Psuedo-mean, PGA 0.08 0.04 0.13 0.06 0.29 0.12

PSV 3.17 1.62 4.54 2.35 9.6_ I 5.15
b,_ i

o
N
=

co _

Table 3. Oak Ridge Reservation Table 4. Portsmouth Site
u) Records Selected for Comparison of Spectral Shapes Records Selected for Comparison of Spectral ShaPes

_ IIIII

_,: DominartMagnltu0eandDistanceforPGA DominantMagnltu(leandDistanceforPGA
_1_" Evenl Dxm MLo Station Distance(kin) Event Date ML9 Stabon Distance(kin)

II

_,_.
O N. E Ohio 01/31/86 5.3 Peru/. basen'mnt 18 N.E. _ 01/31_1B6 53 Perry, basement 18

Nahannl, NWT 12/23/85a 5.4 Stat_ 01 16 Nahannl, NWT 12.J23/85a 5.4 Station 01 16

Nattannl.NW'r 12125/85 5.7 Station01 24 Nal'mnnl,Nw'r 12/25/85 5.7 Station01 24
Nlhannl,NW3" 12/25/85 5.7 Statlor_20 24 Nal'mnrJ,NWT 12/25/85 5.7 Station20 2412/25/85a 54 Station01 26
NMIB'tnl,NW'T 12/25/85a 5.4 Station101 26 Naharml,NWT

(,_-"_ Nahannl.N'WT 02/13/88 5.4 Station01 14 Nal'_inrd,NWT 02/13/86 5.4 Statmn01 15
"I Nahannl,NW'T 02/131/86 5.4 Statlon02 15 Nal'mn_,NWT 02/13/86 5.4 Station01 18
f'0 NewBrunsw_k 11101/82 5.5 ECTN 135

DominantMagnitudean0Distancefor25-HzPSVf_ DominantMagnitudeandDistancefor25-HzPSV

I Event Date MLg Stabon Distance(Ion) Event Date MLg Stabon Distance(kin)

_¢: Nahanni,Nw'r 12/23/85 6.5 Station01 22.0 Nahanni,NWT 12/23/85 6.5 Station01 22.0
Saguenay.Clue 11/25/88 6.5 Station16 43.0 Saguenay,Que 11/25/88 6 5 Station01 113.8

f"*J Saguenay,Oue 11/25,/88 6.5 Stab_on17 63.6 Saguermy,Que 11/25/88 6.5 Station10 1144
Saguermy,Clue 11/25/88 6_5 Station20 90.4 Sague_ay,Que 11/25/88 6.5 Station09 122.7
Saguenay,Que 11/25/88 6.5 Sta_on08 93.0 Saguenay,Oue 11,25/88 6.5 Station02 143.9Saguenay.Oue 11/25/88 6.5 Stabon14 176.8



Table 5. Peak Spectral Velocities (in/sec)
........

Annual PSV/PGA EPRI Sensitivity Scale DOE-STD- Selected
Exceedance 85% of Mb &d Nuclear 1024-92 Values
Prabability Plant

Spectra
,,,, i, ,, ,r, ,,

2 x 10`3 0.9 - 1.4 1.5 - 1.8 1.7 - 2.5 1.25 2.0
_'} .... ,= , ,. ,,.

n" 1 x 10.3 1.4 - 2.2 2.0 o2.5 2.0 - 2.5 2.7 - 4.1 1.9 3.0

0
2 x 10-4 3.2 - 4.9 4.0 - 5.7 6.0 - 9.2 4.2 6,5

2 x 10"3 0.6- 1.0 1.0- 1.25 0.85-0.9 0.8 1.1
" . , ,, ...... ,. , ,,.

o
E 1 x 10-3 0.9- 1.5 1.4- 1.65 0.8- 1.2 1.25- 1.35 1.1 1,5

"tO 1 X 10.3 1.8 - 2.9 2.3 - 3.4 2.5 - 2.6 2.0 3.0
......

V.GA93..2627 Ihm

PADUCAH, t<Y. PORTSMOUTH, OIL
O,4SEOUS DIFFUSION t_.A N T GA SEOUS DIFFUSION PLA N T

()AK RIDGE, TN OAK RIDGE. 7N
K 25 SITE OAK RIOGE, TN (_)/?NL

, /2 PLANT

Figure 1. DOE OAK RIDGE OFFICE SITES
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Scaled spectra from events representative of the magnitudes Scaled spectral from events representative of the magnitudes
and distances that dominate 2.5-Hz PSV: summary statistics and distances that dominate PGA: summary statistics are
are compared to the shape predicted by the McGuire et al. compared to the shape predicted by the McGuire et al.
attenuation functions, attenuation functions.
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ABSTRACT

The spatial variation of site response over short distances is characterized by the
variation of response spectral values from dense array recordings. Strong and

weak motion recordings from nine dense arrays in California, Taiwan, and Japan
with station separations less than 100 m are analyzed. The standard error of the
natural logarithm of response spectral values for station separations less than 100
m at soil sites is between 0.1 and 0.2 (eg. 10-20%). The variability for rock sites is
generally larger than or equal to the variability for soil sites, indicating that it is not
appropriate to simply combine the variability of rock motions with the variability

of soil site response calculations to estimate the total variability of ground motion
at soil sites. The variability of the site response can be used by geotechnicai
m_gineers to guide 1-[) characterization of site response.

INTRODUCTION ith earthquake. Let ASaiik(f ) be the difference between
the log spectral values of thej th and k th stations from the

Site response can vary even over short distances ith event. That is
(<100 m). The planning and/or evaluation of a
geotechnical site characterization should consider the

inherent variability of the site response over the dimen- ASaiik(f ) = Saij(f) - Saik(f ) (1)
sions of a large structure or group of structures. In this
paper, the variation of site response over short distances

is quantified using empirical recordings of seismic Let o(f,_) be the standard deviation of ASaijk(f) where _
ground motion at dense arrays. In a previous study, is the separation distance between stations j and k.
Schneider et al. [1] used dense array recordings to ana- Assume that o(f,__)is independent of the event (but may

lyze the variation of Fourier amplitude spectra over be magnitude dependent) so that ASaijk(f) from different
short distances. Here, the variation of the response events can be analyzed together. Then o represents the
spectra is analyzed for the same data set. standard deviation of the difference in site response

between two points separated by distance _ and it is used

ESTIMATION OF GROUND RESPONSE to quantify the variability in ground response.
VARIABILITY

DATA SET

The variability of site response is estimated as

follows. Let Saij(f )be the average horizontal component The largest set of dense-array strong-motion re-
accelerationresponsespectrumforthejthstationandthe cordings are fi'om the SMART-1 and LSST arrays in
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Taiwan; however, there are several other dense arrays in
California and Japan that have recorded strong motions. MODEL
In addition, there are several dense arrays that have

recorded weak motions. As the separation distance, _, goes to zero, c_goes
to zero by definition. Based on the previous study of

We considered only arrays with minimuna station variation of Fourier amplitudes by Schneider et al. (1992)
separations of less than 100 m and obtained recordings and a preliminary analysis of the site response variabil-
from nine dense arrays for use m the analysis. The arrays ity, the site response variation as a function of frequency,
and their general characteristics are listed in ]'able 1. For separation distance, and magnitude range is modeled
this study, the arrays have been grouped only by the by
general site classes of soil and rock, with five arrays on

rock and four on soil. The data sets for each array are _(f,_) = cl(f,M) ( 1 - exp { - g c2(f) } ) (2)
summarized in Table 2. Six of the arrays have recorded

strong motion and three have recorded only weak too- where cl(f) and c2(f) are constants for each frequency
tion. and magnitude range. Using the dense array data, the

Table 1. Dense Array Characteristics.

Site Surface Spacing (m)
Array Location Class Stations Min Max Reference

EPRI LSST Taiwan Soil 15 3 85 Abrahamson et al. [2]
EPRI Parkfield CA Rock 13 10 191 EPRI [3]

Chiba Japan Soil 15 5 319 Katayama [4]
USGS Parkfield CA Rock 14 25 952 Fletcher [5]
hnperial Valley Diff CA Soil 5 18 213 Smith [6]
Hollister Diff CA Soil 4 61 256 Salsman[7]

Coalinga (temp) CA Rock 7 48 313 Mueller [8]
UCSC ZAYA (temp) CA Rock 6 25 300 Bonamasse [9]
UCSB Landers (temp) CA Rock 5 85 325 Steidl [10]

Table 2. Dense Array Data Sets.

No. of Eqk Magnitude Source Dist (km) Largest
Array Analyzed Min Max Min Max PGA

EPRI LSST 9 3.0 7.8 5 113 0.26g

EPRI Parkfield 12 3.0 3.9 13 15 0.04g
Chiba 5 4.8 6.7 61 105 0.41g
USGS Parkfield 1 3.5 18 45 0.04g
Imperial Valley Diff 2 5.1 6.5 5 10 0.89g
Hollister Diff 1 5,3 17 0.20g

Coalinga (temp) 6 3.2 5.2 10 20 0.21g
UCSC ZAYA (temp) 3 2.3 3,0 9 19 0.03g
UCSB Landers (temp) 2 4.1 4,7 14 44 0.06g
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Table 3. Regression Results for Parameter Cl

Soil Soil Soil Rock Rock Rock

Frequency (Hz) (M,1.1-4.6) (M5.0-5.6) (M6.0-7.8) (M3.0-4.1) (M4.1-4,7) (M5.2)

0.7 0.095 0.087 O.15
1.5 0.12 0.10 0.095 0.21 O.16
2.5 0.16 0.13 0.12 0.22 0.21
3.5 0.30 0.1q 0.18 0.46 0.28 0.26
5.0 0.32 0.20 O.19 0.48 0.30 0.38
7.0 0.31 0.20 0.20 0.50 0.32 0.26
9.0 0.30 0.20 0.18 0.58 0.33 0,16

11.0 O.30 0.20 0.15 0.65 0.40 ().14
15.0 0.30 0.20 0.13 0.74 0.49 O.14
20.0 0.30 0.20 O.13 0.80 0.54 O.14
25.0 0.30 O.17 O.13 0.76 0.53 0.14

constants Cl and c2 are estimated by regression using a or equal to tile variability at soil sites for most frequen-
maximum likelihood approach, cies and magnitudes. The small magnitude (M4.1-4.7)

rock site variability is larger than the small magnitude

The resulting values of cl(f,M)are listed in Table (M4.1-4.6) soil site variability at low frequencies and
3 and the resulting model for c2(f) is high frequencies, whereas, they are similar at moderate

frequencies (3 to 7 Hz). The large magnitude rock site
c2(f) = 0.2 f/3.5 for f < 3.5 Hz, curve is for only a single event from the Coalinga array

(3) so it is not as robust as the other curves, but it also shows

c2(f) = 0.2 for f > 3.5 Hz. larger variability then the M5 soil site variability in the
frequency range of 1 to 7 Hz. One possible source for

The site response variation model is plotted as a function difference in variation on soil and rock is that a slight
of frequency in Figure 1 and 2 for separation distances of shift in resonance across a site can easily generate large
10m and 100m, respectively and as a function of separa- variations in amplitude at a given frequency. In this

tion distance in Figure 3. The variation is strongly regard, small changes in layer thickness would produce
dependent on earthquake magnitude with larger mag- more predominant shifts in resonance for shallow lay-
nitude events having less variation. The magnitude ers; thus shallow soil sites and rock sites with complex
dependence is strongest at the higher frequencies. This geology would tend to experience the largest amplitude
result is consistent with recent results of analysesoflarge variations.
empirical strong motion data bases for peak acceleration
[11]. The variability of site response for soil sites is CONCLUSIONS
between 10% and 20% for moderate to large magnitude

(M>5) events. The difference in soil site and rock site ground
response variability has important practical conse-

COMPARISON OF SOIL SITE AND ROCK SITE quences. In site response studies, the variability of the
GROUND RESPONSE VARIABILITY rockground motion at the base of the soil column isoften

assumed to be the same as the variability at a rock
The majority of the dense array data used in this outcrop. If the total variability of ground motion at soil

study is from soil site arrays, however, there is some data sites is computed by simply adding the variance of the
from rock sites. The variability of ground response on soil amplification to the variance of the rock response
rockand soil sites shown by the solid and open symbols, spectru, then the variability of response spectra at soil
respectively, in Figure 2. This figure shows that the sites would be larger than the variability of the response

variability of ground response at rock sites is larger than spectra at rock sites. The dense array data, however,
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Figure 1. Model of ground response variability as a function of frequency for a separation
distance of 10 m. The open symbols are for soil sites and the solid symbols are for
rock sites.
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Figure 2. Model of ground response variability as a function of frequency for a separation
distance of 100 m. The open symbols are for soil sites and the solid symbols are for
rock sites.
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Figure 3. Model of ground response variability as a function of separation distance for large
magnitude events at soil sites.
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suggest that tile opposite is true. This suggests that Goldstein. (1992). lhe US(_S ParkfMd, California,
either the soil has a honmgenizing effect on tile ground dense seismographic array-UI'SAlL Bull. Sei.,.;m.
motion or that tile bedrock motion is less variable than Soc. Am., 82, 1041-1070.

the outcrop motion.
[61 Smith, S. W., I. E. Ehrenberg, and li. N. t lernandez

These results also have implications for empirical (1982). Analysis of the El Centro l)ifferential
site response studies. If small magnitude events re- Array for the 1979 Imperial Valley Earthquake,
corded at the site are used to characterize the site re- Bull. 5cism..qo¢. Am., 72, 237-258.

sponse, then such empirical site response estimates will

have large variability across the site. Therefore, several [7] Salsman, M. and R. Forshee (1988). St rong motion
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II

SITE SPECIFIC SEISMIC IIAZARD CALCULATIONS AT DEEP SOIL SITES

Carl J. Costantino, Ch_u'les A. Miller and Ernest Heymsfield
Department of Civil Engineering

City University of New York
New York, N Y 10031

ABSTRACT

The objective of this study has been to determine the effect of uncertainty in
specification of soil properties on the definition of the seismic hazard at a
deep soil site. Most site specific studies which consider the effect of the soil
colun'm on site response are deterministic and consider amplification
functio,_s computed from upper bound, best estimate and lower bound
definitions of the soil properties. A Monte Carlo analysis is described herein
in which the properties of each soil layer of the soil column are randomly
selected between known or estimated limits. In the simplest case, the
primary soil p,'u'ameter which is treated randomly is the low strain shear
modt, lus of each soil layer of the deep soil colunm, with the upper and
lower bound limits being defined from the results of site specific
geophysical field studies. The remaining parameters are then specified in
terms of the low strain modulus. In more complete studies, other
parameters (such as strain dependent modulus degradation and hysteretic
damping ratio) can also be randomly treated. One thousand complete
convolution calculations are then performed in which the outcrop input
motion as well as the soil properties of each layer of the soil column m'e
randomly selected. For any one convolution calculation, the input motion at
bedrock is defined in terms of the uniform hazard spectra obtained from the
seismic hazard definition for a rock site. The surface motion is then
determined using typical iterated analysis to obtain the column response,
assuming upward propagating horizontal shear waves. From the resulting
surface spectra of the convolved motions, the surface seismic hazard is then
determined in terms of response spectra by statistically evaluating the
resulting spectra at each frequency. The results of using this rmadom
approach for a specific site are then compared with the results for the
deterministic calculations to arrive at conclusions on the conservativeness of
the detemainistic approach.

INTRODUCTION modulus, hysteretic damping ratio and density.
Nonlinear behavior of soils is typically accounted

This paper presents the results of numerical for by incorporating nonlinear dependence of both
calculations performed to investigate methods for the shear modulus and damping ratio on effective
incorporating into the site seismic response shear strain (soil degradation effects), using an
evaluation variability in both the input motion and iterative equivalent linear calculation [1]. The site
soil properties at a deep soil site. In typical model is then subjected to seismic motions
response analyses, eithera time history or a target generated from assumed upward propagating SH
response spectrum is used to define the input waves caused by the seismic input ,notions at the
motion and the soil site is represented by a series rock outcrop.
of horizontally bedded viscoelastic soil layers of
infinite lateral extent, each having its own shear In the deterministic method of analysis, the soil
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strain shear modulus, a degradation ()f this =, ,._'",,'_k.--.__e )............
modulus and an increase in the hysterctic d:unping p,_+_+_._ o'+ • .
ratio with shear strain. Three site response 40 ".;__1_,',;," i•.- ,_;_ -,, , ....

eJL21_'i[_ i '" •
c,llculatiotlS are then pcrft)rmed, the first using at) ;'r'_._l,,F_fl,,,t" "
illitial"best estitnatc" low strain shear ntodulus in • !t_ "a' "i

• P'.,%,_"%+ _i •each soil laver, the second usirtg an upper bound +0 ... ,, ,_...,.,, ,,:
+ _ . i"| +l+d,ll_'_ !

estin,ateof tt,is value and a third using a lower + ;_,y_,,t +
boutld estimate, l>resttmably, these three estitnated _ = _.._, i "
low strain shear rnoduli are based cm .,..,0 ,. r _)
measurements of site properties from geophysical : _I • _,,,,,,,o,oso,,
field irtvestigations. Envelopi)lg these three l L._.r . D,_,,o,,o,o.+o,a

,--_. ]j.. ............., . c,o_,,,o, t
calculated surface responses is then assumed as atl .,60 : • ",• "i -- ++o+,t_,+,,,,,+,,,+
upper bourtd estimate of site response over the • " ! _-',[ • i ,o,.,,,,_+,,_,
frequertcy range of interest. ! • _.. { u,,po,Boo,_ t

{ tll tO I
.200 ........ _, ---1 __ . J_ , , . , , I

RANI)OM CALCUI+A'I'IONS o ,ooo +000 _ooo
SHEAR WAVE VELOCITY (FT/SEC)

In this study, an alternative approach has been

taken to try to irlcorporatevariability it; both input F'igure 1. Varial)ilily isi Site Shear XVa,,'e
motion and site properties it;to the analysis. An Vel()cily _leasurenmnls
appropriate seismic attenuation function is used to
define both the best estimate (median) rock The soil site selected for this evaluatiotlis a

spectrum as ,,yell as the variability of this spectrurn v,,'esterrl soil site which has a depth to the top of
as a function of both distance attd rnagrlitude [3}. soft rock of abotlt 3(1(1ft, with a slitter rock (used

In a [xtrticularcalctzlation, a targetrock spectrum is as an outcrop) at a ¢lepth of 55() ft. The veh)city
ther_ randomly selected froth the attentlation tnc_lel model used for tl+e colt)inn is sllown in l:igtlre 2,
and a synthetic time history gerterated to match together v,'ith the assumed variation in ut_per and
this target spectrurrl. Similarly, soil properties ;ue lower bound shear wave velt+city through the soil
randornly selected by choosing the low strain shear layers.
nwdulus for each layer of the soil column txztween

appropriate lower arid upper bound estitnates. For No variation in rock prol_erties was considered ill
any one selection of the target response spectrum this particular calculation. The lower and upper
and shear moduli, a complete detem'finistic site bound shear rnoduli (taken as 1/2 to 2 times the

response calcuhttion is then perfonned to obt;fin best estimate values) were set to cturespottd to tl_e
the surface response spectra. The results from a 5th and 95tl; rtonexceedance percentiles of a log
large nurnber of such calculations are then normal distribt)tior_of modt+liin each soil layer. In
organized into a data base which is statistically the randont selection process, if moduli exceeded
analyzed to determine the impact of potential the 99th percentile, it ,,,'..,itsset equal to the 99th
parameter variability on the corresponding surface percentile. Similarly, if the selection was less than
response spectra, the 1st percentile, it was set equal to the I st

percentile. A comparison of the low strain shear
In the determination of appropriate upper and rnoduli selections from the 1()()() cases analvzed
lower bound shear tnoduli for the soil, site with the best estimate and bounds assumed is

t_masurements are used to properly descrite shown in Figure 3.
potential variability. At; example frorn the results

of an extensive array of data obtained from both Strain dependent degradation and hysteretic
cross-hole and down-hole testing at a particular darrtping ratios for the tnaterials ;.ire shown in
site is shown in Figure 1. This variability in Figures 4 and 5 and were used for all calculations.

measured data is compared to the assumed These models were obtained from site specific test
variation from 1/2 to 2 times the best estimate data and incorporated the inflt_ence of materialtype
shear moduli and shown to be comparable, and depth in the soil colunm on behavior.
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SITE CONVOLUTION RESPONSES
The rock input spectra was based on the
Geomatrix attLnuatiot_ expression [3] considered The convolution calculations performed for this
appropriate for California sites. A strike slip study are based upon the analysis of vertically
rupture for a magnitude 7 earthquake was assumed propagating SH traveling through multiple
with adistance to the fault rupture of 45 kms. ]'he horizontal soil layers, using the equivalent
rock spectra from this model for various linearization technique to accountfor nonlinear soil
percentiles of nonexceedance ,are shown in Figure property variation with strain. The computer code
6, together with the results fiom the random used is the SLAVE Code originally developed for
selections from the 1000 cases used in the study, the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission in 1979
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[1]. In the analysis, numerical solutions are soil amplification cycle, the frequency responses
obtained in the frequency domain, which are combined using a FF'F analyses to obtain the
represents the exact solution for linear viscoelastic response solutions in the time domain.
soil layers subjected to the steady state motions
(l:ourier analysis). At each frequency component, For each of the 1()()()cases, a target response
the solution is obtained for motion at the soil spectrum is selected using the attet_uation
surface due to a specified rock outcrop tnotion, relationship described above. An acceleration time

history is then generated which has a respopse
os ........................... spectrum matching the target. In this process, a 20

s.t_,mpo_ second pulse discretized at 0.01 seconds is
. _'°"' developed.

04

•_" Targets

Soil degradation effects are accounted for by an
z iterative process based upon the effective shear

03 ,= strain developed in each soil layer. Moduli are

_,//__._ selected at the beginning of the iteratiol, process

8 and compared with moduli computed from the
0.2 "_

\_ effective strains determined at the end of the
_= calculation. If the difference for any of the layers is

STATISTICS OF SITE RESI'ONSES
00 - " "_ = ...................

, , ,o ,oo In a previous study [2], tim Monte Carlo approach
r,_OUEUC,_,z) was used to estimate the potential variability in

computed surface ground motions due to known
Figure 6. Comparison of Statistics of variability in soil properties only. In these

Rock Outcrop Spectra with calculations, a large number of complete nonlinear
Target Spectra soil column calculations were performed, varying

the selected low strain shear moduli in each of the
Each layer of the vertical soil column is treated as a soil layers of the soil colunm for specific input
linear viscoelastic material possessing an elastic motions at the rock outcrop. The impact of
shear modulus and a frequency independent variability of input motions on site response was
hysteretic damping ratio. The shear stress-strain not incorporated into the Monte Carlo evaluation.
relationship used for the soil models is the typical
Kelvin model defined by The objective of the calculations performed for the

study described herein was to further examine the
details of this process by including potential

x =GT + rl;/ (1) variability in the ground motion into the
uncertainty evaluation of the site. In these

where "r is the shear stress, ¥ the shear strain and calculations, each soil layer of the soil column was
G and rl the shear stiffness and viscosity of the subdivided into a number of computation
material. The frequency independent hysteretic sublayers to properly treat the nonlinear
damping ratio is related to the viscosity by relationship between shear modulus and effective

shear strain. Each sublayer of the soil column was

D ri co then assigned its low strain shear modulus= independently of any other sublayer of the column
2G (2) in the random selection process. Such ml

assumption of course must be carefully evaluated
where D is the hysteretic damping ratio and co is for a particular site, since the specific properties of
the steady state circular frequency of the motion, each generic soil layer of the soil column may be
Solutions are obtained for each frequency reasonably considered as correlated. In this case,
considered in ",.heanalysis. At the completion of the the initial shear modulus of each sublayer of the
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soil layer would be the same. In contrast, for the The amplification functions of Figure 8 indicate the
data shown in Figure 1, such a correlation may not differences in site amplification due to both
be considered appropriate since the shear moduli intensity of the earthquake as well as soil stiffness.
were found to be so vmiable within each soil layer. At the higher frequencies, these amplifications m'e

greater than unity for all cases, shown, indicating
Once the low strain initial layer properties were that the materialdampi,lg in this soil column does
defined, the input motion to the soil column was not dissipate high frequencies as is nonnally
also selected randomly by using the attenuation expected. The variations indicated at the lower
model, including its uncertainty definition, to frequencies (lower than 1 hz) are not considered
select a rock outcrop response spectrum. The significant since the input levels at these
response of the soil column was then generated frequencies are so small, and small differences in
using the iterated approach mentioned previously, the spectral fitting program would have significant
From each of the 10()0 column calculations, the impact on these ratios. It is also unclear that the
resulting responses (generated surface spectra and cases controlling the 95th percentile surface spectra
spectral ratios)were amassed into a data base, are the same as those controlling the 95th
frorn which statistical evaluations of variations in percentile amplification functions.
computed responses could be generated. These
statistics were computed by treating the spectral ' ........ ' .......... " ........
accelerations at each frequency independently of o_ s..t,_,n0_,,

Spocltaeach other. .,L2

l"°Figures 7 and 8 present the resulting data for _,=
surface spectra and spectral amplification, defined / _ II _ \ .,,,, 9s.,.

as the ratio of surface spectrum to rock outcrop _ =..= ///c.x \ _Q_
spectrum at a give,, frequency, As may be noted in '/" J///'_ _ _s5°_"
Figure 7, the peak of the random spectra occur at I ,JI //1 ,_\ ....... ,s_.
slightly lower frequencies as the severity of the s_
motion increases, as indicated by the higher
nonexceedance percentiles. This indicates the
effect of bolh the higher n'totion input as well as
the lower soil moduli on the computed responses.

0
I I I0 100

FREQUENCY (HZ)

1_ ........... •.... _ .... '_,.i • .",,' ."..-.f • ....• • ,'",'_.,

/¢_ s,t_.m_o_ Figure 8. Statistics of Surt'ace
,0 [/ _"" Amplification Spectra

/ \

i ///_ / COMI)ARISON WITII I)ETERMINISTIC

o_ CALCULATIONS

o_ As mentioned previously, the typical method used

'i ///"__x'k_ to evaluate the effects of potential variability in soilo, properties on site response is to perform three

// / ...\'N."-_s,. separate convolution calculations; namely, one
" ./'.i/ //_'...N, M...'-"-",,s. using best estimate values of the low strain shear

02 //////.,/5_,/ "N.."--.."-"so,. modulus, a second using an upper bound estimate
..//.._// _ ,_.,. of the low strain shear moduli in each soil layer

0 _.-_ ..... s_. and a third using a lower bound estinaate. "I11e
, , ,0 ,00 upper and lower bound estimates of the low strain

F'_EOUE,CY(,Z_ shear moduli are obtained by multiplying and
- dividing the best estinaate values by some factor

Figure 7. Statistics of Computed greater than one. Presurnably, at a given site, this
Surface Response Spectra factor would be determined from scatter in field
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geophysical measurements. For the calculations Figure 10 presents a comparison of the I
performed in this study, the factor selected to deterministic spectra colnputed using the median
obtain the upper and lower bound ranges was 2; rock input motion with the three soil columns. As
that is, the upper and lower bound estimates of may noted, the spectra are all enveloped by the
low strain shear moduli are twice and one-half fl_e 85th and 95th pcrccnlile ralldoln respo_ses, wilh
best estimate values in each soil layer. This factor the median input/median soil case approximately
was selected to correspond to the range used in the matching the 50th percentile random results.
random selection process corresponding to the 5th
and 95th percentile lognormal distribution in the The corresponding results for the 85th percentile
Monte Carlo calculations, motion input to the three detenninistic calculations

are shown in Figure I1. As may be noted, the
To compare such deterministic calculations with deterministic calculations are generally below the
the random study, six additional column 95th percentile random responses atall fi'equencies
convolution calculations were performed to except at the specific column frequency associated
determine surface spectra. In three of the with all soil layers of thecolumn uniformly at their
calculations, the input rock outcrop motion was softest level.
defined by the median or 50th percentile target
spectrum. The low strain soil modulus properties
were then selected by the 5th, 50th and 95th ,2 ......... ,.,..., ............... • .......
percentiles of Figure 2, corresponding to the lower /¢_ 50,oD_o_
bound, best estimate and upper bound moduli. The ,o 1,_ sp°_,,.
second three runs used the 85th percentile rock
input spectrum with the three sets of soil moduli in
each soil layer. The resulting surface spectra for 08 ,_ so,, /r'_\I= Soil \

the caseof the85th percentile input motion is ! _,: / u._,,,oi. \\
shown in Figure 9. As may be seen, the softer o6 Soil
soils lead to the larger responses at the primary .,

freq uency of the soil cohlmn, while the stiffer soils ._ _k_X
are generally not controlling at any frequency of 0, _ , _, _ "Q--- _._,.
interest. _,,..__ ,._.

Still Soil _ 15%

• _ 5%

1.2 ........ , ........ , . _ . .. ..... 1 1 10 O0

FREQUENCY (HZ)

5% Damped
, Spectra

1.0 I

._ _ Figure 10. Comparison of Surface Spectra
so,, ', from Random Input Motionsz sol,--'2 k 1 . .

0.8 0 ' I ,_ Median
a i I_-"g , :, so,, with 50th Percentile Inputs,,, , , .!1

,. , .,_;'.; CONCLUSIONS
o.6 R , t'_, '?,

=" r' .;.:.NV,%i.,,r,, .-.,. The primary conclusion obtained from these
o.4 t; ,,,.a,,.,.,,u- ,_.._....,c_' calculations is that the standard detemfinistic

./,_" " .,,,, ...._d_,.... procedures for incorporation of potential variability,.,,'
02 .ff.,_ -ig,i" .x,._ of both soil properties and rock motions do not

necessarily lead to upper bound estimates of
oo .......................... response spectra at all fre(ttmncies of interest.
., _ ,o ,o0 Combinations of properties within the range of

,=.EOU_NCY(.z_ possibility may lead to greater amplifications at
particular frequencies, depending on the resulting

Figure 9. Deterministic Surface Spectra amplification functions for the soil column.
for 85th Percentile Rock Input However, the use of a uniformly soft soil column,
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with all layers of the column having low values of
initial shear moduli, can lead to exceedances as
compared to tile 95th percentile nonexceedance ,2 .... . . . ...... ..... . ....... , ........
curve. This result indicates tile low probability of J_ s.,.D,,,,_,e,
occurrcflce of this detemlinistic model. ,o so,, .,,]_ s_,c,,,

Median I

Tile development of information on variability of _ .! -iI\ L.."
surface spectra from the Monte Carlo calculations 0, ; "4/,,,,_*_ so,,

is also dependent on the selection processes used _ _ / _\to arrive at the initial or low strain shear moduli. If 06

randomness in shear moduli is assigned to each _ t_._ 7=:,:,soil layer of the soil column but not to
computational sublayers within each soil layer, o., g N/_-_"P \'_i'P_,_._s,.
different surface spectra are obtained. It is not ,_ /_.,_l_/ .,'x__,s,,.

clear, however, that such a selection in initial 02 ___s0.,.moduli is appropriate for actual soil sites in which _ ,5_
layer data is assigned based on relatively crude soil dO-------r=...---me_................ s..,.....
descriptions. ., , ,0 ,00

FREOUENCY (HZ)

Finally, it should be noted that the procedure for
selecting the rock input spectra makes use of a Figure U. Comparison of Surface Spectra
predetemdned earthquake magnitude and distance, from Random Input Motions
Thus, the resulting surface spectra are not uniform with 85th Percentile Inputs
hazard spectra typically defined from hazard
studies.
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ELEVATED TEMPERATURE EFFECTS ON CONCRETE PROPERTIES

Patrick R. Grant and Rahe S. Gruber
Fluor Daniel Inc.

3333 Michelson Drive

lrvine, Cai 92730

with

Carl Van Katwijk
Westinghouse Hantord Company

ABSTRACT

The design of facilities to process or store radioactive wastes presents many challenging
engineering problems. These facilities must not only provide safe storage of radioactive
wastes but must also be able to maintain confinement of these materials during and after
natural phenomena events.

Heat generated by the radioactive decay of the wastes will cause the temperature of the
concrete containment structure to increase to a magnitude higher than that found in
conventional structures. These elevated temperatures will cause strength related concrete
properties to degrade over time. For concrete temperatures less than 150°F no reduction
in strength is taken and the provisions of ACI 34911] apply. ACI 349[1] states that
higher temperatures are allowed if tests are provided to evaluate the reduction in concrete
strength properties.

Methods proposed in a report, "Modeling of Time-Variant Concrete Properties at
Elevated Temperatures", by Pacific Northwest Laboratories[3l can be used to evaluate
the effects of elevated temperatures on concrete properties. Using these modified

concrete properties the capacity of a concrete structure, subjected to elevated
temperatures, to resist natural phenomena hazards can be determined.

INTRODUCTION should be reduced to account fi_r this degradation.

An underground reinforced concrete vault was designed To meet ACI 349[11 and DOE-STD-1020-92121

to provide interim storage for 2000 stainless steel canisters requirements a thermal analysis was performed to determine

filled with vitrified high level radioactive wastes. Heat the temperatures that the concrete vault will experience
generated by radioactive decay of the canister contents will during its service life and what effect those temperatures
raise the internal temperature of the vault and the will have on the strength and serviceability of the concrete.
temperature of the vault's concrete above that found in The design of the facility to withstand natural phenomena
normally designed buildings, hazards and other design basis accidents was based on the

lower concrete strength and serviceability properties.
Codes such as ACI 349 [ll limit the long term operating

temperature of concrete structures to 150°F. Higher FACILITY DESCRIPTION
temperatures may be allowed it' tests are provided to
evaluate the reduction in strength and this reduction is This interim storage vault is approximately 165 feet by
applied to the design allowables. DOE-STD-1020-92 [21 175 feet and is embedded approximately 50 feet into the
requires that if material strengths are expected to decrease ground. The vault is divided into three cells connected at

over the life of the structure then code allowable strengths the ends by intake and exhaust plenums. The top of the
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vault's r_of is at grade level. This is to alh_w access, with to establish the validity of the use of structural concrete at
the use of a heavy shielded canister transporter, tbr the temperatures above 150"t:and a relationship betwc.en design
installation and rcm_al _t canisters thr_ugh shield plugs in properttes and temperature-duration. The Portland Cement
the vault roof. Association Construction Technology Laboratory was

engaged as a consultant to assist and review our effort in

A natural convection c_t_ling system is provided to establishing appropriate design properties.
control the temperature of the st_red vitrified wastes and to
limit the maximum temperature that the concrete structure Conventional concrete is subiect to significant
will experience. The cooling system is composed of two transti_rmations when subiected to elevated temperatures.
intake structures (stacks) located at (me end (_t the vault and Aggregates may be subject to crystal transtormations leading
a single exhaust stack located at the opp_site end of the to increases in w_lume or shrinkage associated with
vault, dehydration. Changes associated with the concrete

aggregates seem to occur alxwe 500"F and are not
This interim storage vault has a specified see'ice lite of considered significant for this application. 171

40 years.
Changes in hardened cement begin at low and moderate !

temperatures and continue over time. At ambient
temperatures, 30% to 60% of the volume of cement paste

CONCRETE TEMPERATURES and between 2% and 10% of the w_lume of concrete is

occupied by free or evaporable water. As the temperature
Because the vault cooling system is passive and increases this free water is lost until at about 220"F all the

convection driven, surface temperatures and through wall free water is lost. Above 220'F and with sufficient
thermal gradient variations within the fully loaded vault are exposure, chemically combined water will be driven out
dependent primarily on the ambient temperature of the until dehydration is complete at approximately 1550"F. 171
intake air. Heat transfer and fluid flow analysis of the vault
cooling system have established the relationship between the Based on the loss of hydrated water at temperatures

ambient air temperature and the vault concrete surface above 220"F, it was decided to limit the long term exposure
temperatures, of structural concrete to 200"F. Low temperature refractory

concrete was placed adjacent to the vault roof and walls
Climatological Data for the site representing 90 years adjacent to the canisters. The refractory concrete served to

was used with the heat transter and fluid flow analysis to limit the long-term exposure of the structural concrete to
determine both 1) concrete temperature ranges and their temperatures below 200"F and to attenuate thermal stresses
durations for establishing concrete properties and 2) extreme caused by daily ambient temperature variations. See

temperature time histories to establish wall temperatures and Ftgures 4 & 5.
gradients for stress analyses.

Extensive literature establishing the properties of
The relationship between the ambient air temperatures concrete exposed to short term elevated temperatures such

and concrete temperatures was used to determine the as fires was tound. However, scant literature was found to

threshold temperatures, i. e. ambient air temperatures at es_d'_li_:hdesign properties for concrete exposed to the long
which the concrete temperatures exceed 150"F, at various term elevated temperatures anticipated in this vault. The
points within the vault. From the climatological data and most applicable document |bund was "Modeling of Time-

threshold temperatures, the total duration and average Variant Concrete Properties at Elevated Temperatures", by
temperature the concrete will be above 150"F over the vaults Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) 131. This report is an
40 year service life was established, analysis of a series of test on concrete exposed to

temperatures as high as 450"F for periods of nearly 3 years
The vault operating temperatures were found to vary by the Portland Cement Association [41, at Hanh_rd,

between -27"F and 200"F with average operating Washington.
temperatures at vari_)us places within the range of 50"F to

120"F. The three properties that are most significant in the
design process are compressive strength, modulus of
elasticity and creep coefficient. Concrete strength is used

CONCRETE PROPERTIES for normal flexural and axial load design. Modulus of

elasticity and creep coefficient are used for calculation of
An extensive search ()f existing literature was pertormed the deflection in the vault roof subjected to moving loads
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from the heavy shielded canister transporter. 10t_ ..............................................................................................................

The predicted time dependent anti temperature related "_. IOf]

CL _".-,
modulus of elasticity and strength can be determined directly _v -

'-) g5

fromfi_rm:the PNL report. The equations take the following o_-''-'_-90Fj5__.. " ,-, ,, ,,, _, -n

E = 5,3947 + O,1233 S - 0.006751 T - 0.1786 Iog_(t+ 1) ,--,
(,3

"- 80
fc = 4416.338 + 490.919 S - 4.714 TA - 230.241 _' "_ ......., ..... -_--.

Iog_(t+ 1) + !.273 TB iog_(t+ I) _ 7.5 .... • .........._'........._ ........•

where: 70 -,------,-........ ,._______._.,_.............................__....... ..L
0 5 10 15 2[] 25 If] 3t5 40

E = predicted value of modulus of elasticity ( 10_ psi) t CY_ar._.',

t_.= predicted value of compressive strength (psi) ,.___ooL_,c3F -o-300 t:_,_ r
S = nominal initial compressive strength of concrete (iO_

psi) Figure 2, Compressive Strength

T = constant value of temperature CF)
TA = maxlO, T-3501 (°F)
TB = maxl0, 350-TI CF) from the heavy shielded canister transp,rter, i,, sensitive to

t = time at constant temperature (days) immediate and long-term deflections. To control detlections
in the vault roof, an increased design compressive strength

"1ao of 5000psi with a specified compressive strength of 6000psi
at 90 days was chosen lot the vault roof. The vault is notr_ 100

"t- expected to be placed in service for several years after
completion Therefore, the speciticati_m or"the stre,gth atu 90

o. 90 days all _ the concrete to gain its specified strength
8o with a lower cement content, more economical mix.

¢.-,
O
L.,'

tu vO Additionally, to control detle.cti,ns, long term creep had
,., _ to be considered in the design of the vault roof. At low to

_ 60 ______ moderate temperatures, creep originates in the cement paste
and represents the mutual approach of adjacent particles of513 -,-_----,------_-- .........

0 5 10 15 zo 25 30 35 ,40 cement gel while driving out water in the gaps between the
t EYoar_) particles. Temperature affects creep rate by facilitating the

200 Oe9 P -I.-]300Oeg F diffusion of water from the paste and by dehydrating free
and hydrated water. [7] Creep is accounted tor by factoring

Figure 1, Modulus of Elasticity the immediate deflections by the "creep coefficient", ACI-
349111, 9.5.2.5. Creep rates reported in the PCA testing
141were compared with other reported rates 151. At the

Figures 1 & 2 show the reductions in properties of temperature ranges anticipated in the design, a "creep rate
concrete, subjected to continuously elevated temperatures maximum" or creep rate greater than that found at higher
over several years, and lower temperatures was found both in the testing and

literature search. See Figure 3.
The design concrete properties are extrapolations to 40

years of concrete properties measured after three years of This creep rate maximum may be associated with an

exposure toelevatedtemperatures. Due totheuncertainties optimal low free water viscosity in the anticipated
of this extrapolation, conservative reductions corresponding temperature ranges. Using the elevated creep rate, a creep
to exposures of approximately 250"F for 40 years were coefficient of 4, two times that required by ACI[I I, for the
chosen. 40 year exposure was estimated. The European model

concrete code committee 161, (CEB), provides methods of
The vault base mat and wails were designed tbr f'c = estimating creep and shrinkage as a function of stress,

4000psi while the compressive strength was specified to be member size, temperature, humidity and age. The creep

5000psi at 90 days. The vault r(_f, subjected to the loads coefficient estimated by this method corresponded closely
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with that developed t'ronl the measuredcreep rates. _'._......................................................................................

_.]........................................................................................tl._ "_ /D -'*_'-,Ik. ,._" 6" "IL.,,.,

2 5

I 5 f_ lop

lftl)

L } _ I_ L_LLJF_I ,' II'_I_IL!I8_ |rl_ (']J{3rl_rlil_O Jrlt_l'_CQt

T in_ C__our_3
0

0 t_ _ Figure 5, Insulating Concrete, Daily Tenlperature Variations
7empc_rat ure_ (cJ_egr-ee F 3

Figure 3, Local Creep Rate Maximum

and internal concrete temperatures, was unresponsive to
daily temperature fluctuations. See Figures 4 & 5. Only

STRESS ANALYSIS ambient temperatur: changes that were maintained h)r days
would affect the internal concrete temperatures.

Besides the mechanical and environmental loading that
the vault is subjected to, the heat source and ambient The climatoh)gical data was reviewed to establish a

thermal cycling creates significant thermal stresses. "design heat wave" which combined both a very high rate-
of change in ambient temperature with a sustained period of

Through-section gradients are caused by both steady- a high daily average temperature. A heat transfer analysis
state conditions with heat flux not equal to zero and by time- using the design heat wave as the driving function was

variant transient conditions. Maximum gradients may be performed on the vault. The maximum gradients produced
estimated by the superposition of the maximum gradients by the design heat wave were applied to the vault using
caused by the change of temperature with respect to time on conventional finite element methods. The loading
the steady-state gradient. It is anticipated that it will require determined by the thermal gradients and elevated
two years to fill the vault to its design capacity. The heat temperatures were combined with other mechanical load

source is added to the vault so slowly that it can be using the operating temperature combinations of ACI-349.
considered to be steady-state and no time-variant heat
loading for the source needs t() be considered. Since the

vault is cooled by natural convection, however, significant
transients are caused by tlae daily and seasonal inlet air CONCLUSION
temperature variations.

Outside Recognizing that over time elevated temperatures

I -_ decreas_ the strength and serviceability of concrete_o _.'_ _',, ,._' ",:, ,.'q\ structures, a study was pertormed to determine the
'_ _ _" _ *' '_/ temperatures of the structural concrete during the design life

Structural '---_. "-" --" ,_--> of the vault. Once the temperatures were determined an

Concrete <'t _' _' ,7 ,7 '_ ._ ,7 _ _/ evaluation was rnade to determine the impact of these
_ ':' _" ,_ _. ,_ ,, _ temperatures on the strength and serviceability of the

Insulating l! '_ _' _ '_ _, _, "_ _ z_ concrete.

Concrete \ _ Based on inlormal consultations with experts in this
field, a literature search and working directly with a

Inside, Hot Face consultant, a methodology was developed to predict the
Figure 4, Vault Roof Cross Section design strength of our concrete at the end of 40 years. The

design of the vault to resist the applied operational, thermal,

Transient heat-transfer analyses were perh)rmed which and natural phenomena loads then proceeded based on the
indicated that the vault, due to the phase lag between sur&ce re_luced concrete properties. As a result we have a

structure we feel confident will perform its design function
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MATERIAL PROPERTIES OF HOLLOW CLAY TILE
AND EXISTING MORTAR CHARACTERIZATION STUDY

M. B. Butala and W. D. Jones

Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
Oak Ridgc, Tenncssec 37831

ABSTRACT

Several Buildings at the Departmcnt of Energy (DOE) Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant* were
constructcd (circa 1950) using unrcinforced hollow clay tile (UHCT) masonry walls,
which act as shear walls to resist lateral forces. A comprehensive test program,
managed by the Center for Natural Phenomena Engineering (CNPE) of Martin
Marietta Energy Systems, Inc. (MMES), is under way to determine material
properties of existing hollow clay tile walls that will be used to help determine the
structural strength of those buildings.

This paper presents the results of several types of material property tests of 4-in.-
and 8-in.-thick hollow clay tiles. These tests include determination of weight, size,
void area, net area and gross area, initial rate of absorption, absorption, modulus of
rupture, splitting tensile strength, and compressive strength. The tests were
performed on old, reclaimed tiles and new tiles. A total of 336 tiles were tested. The
stress-strain relationship for 40 specimens was also obtained. All testing was
performed in accordance with ASTM standards and procedures developed by CNPE.

This paper also presents the results of an investigation of mortar removed from the
existing walls. The mortar characterization study was performed by Testwell Craig
Materials Consultants (TCMC) under subcontract to MMES. Petrographic and
chemical investigations were conducted on 18 mortar samples removed from four
buildings at the plant. The primary purpose of the investigations was to evaluate the
properties of existing mortar and provide a similar specification for the mortar to
be used for construction of test specimens and test walls for the test program. The
study showcd variability in the mortars among buildings and among different
locations within a building; however, it was concluded that an average mortar mix
conforming to ASTM type N proportioned by volume of Portland cement, hydrated
lime, and Tennessee river sand would be used to conduct further laboratory studies
of masonry assemblages.

*Managed by Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc., for the U.S. Department of
Enex'gy under contract DE-AC05-840OR21400.
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INTRODUCTION The existing walls at the plant used side construction
(cores horizontal); however, two variations of tests were

Many of the buildings (built circa 1950) at the Oak pcrformcd, one with the load applied perpendicular to
Ridge Y-12 plant were constructed using unreinforced the cores (cores horizontal), and the other with the load
hollow clay tilc (HCT) interior and exterior infilled walls, applicd parallel to the cores (cores vertical). Singleton
In some cases these walls comprise a substantial portion Laboratories performed the laboratory testing in
of the lateral force resistance of a building. A hollow clay accordance with appropriate ASTM standards. Figure 1
tile wall (HCTW) test program managed by CNPE is shows a typical 4-in. and 8-in. hollow clay tile.
being conducted to address the safety issues associated
with the ability of these walls to resist lateral forces PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
caused by earthquake and wind [1]. Assemblages (prisms,
infilled frames, etc.) for laboratot'y tests are constructed MEASUREMENT OF HCT UNITS
of new HCT units. The test results need to be correlated Physical measurements (length, width, height, weight,

to the existing structures. To help accomplish this and void ratio) of 288 tiles were recorded. Half (144)
corrclation, 336 tiles were used to test for (1) weight, size, were new tiles and half were old tiles, with each set
void area, and net and gross areas; (2) initial rate of composed of 72 4-in. and 72 8-in. tiles.
absorption; (3) absorption; (4)modulus of rupture;
(5) splitting tensile strength; and (6) compressive strength The dry weight of each tile was measured using a
(40 tiles wcrc instrumented to measure stress and strain calibrated scale. A calibrated rule was used for measuring
rclationships), i-Ialf of the tiles were "new tiles" recently length, height, and width, while a calibrated clipper was
purchased from D'Hanis corporation of Texas and the used to measure the thickness of webs. The void area of ,
remaining half were "old tile.," removed from the existing each unit was determined by filling the cores with clean
buildings. Prior to any tests, all of the old tiles were dry sand. Figure 2 shows the typical testing procedure.
cleaned with a wire brush to remove loose mortar and The mean values and coefficient of variations are shown

paint.

Fig. 1. Isometric view of a typical 4-.and8-in.
HCT used in the HCTW test program.
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in Table 1. All measurements were taken in accordance
with ASTM standard C67.

' "-_ The outside dimensions of old tiles are larger than
new tiles, but the webs and face shells of old tiles are

tt thinner than new tiles. The weight of 8-in. old tile is
greater than that of 8-in. new tile, whereas the reverse is
true for 4-in. tile. The overall coefficient of variation is

less for new tile than old tile. To compute the mean andb

•" coefficient of variation of the net areas of the tiles, the
¢

net area of each tile was calculated using its average
" dimensions. Another method would have been to multiply

the gross area by the percent void (coring), which would
• have yielded slightly different values. The old tiles, which

were possibly manufactured at different plants in the
United States, had variations in color, and about 15% had
ribs on three sides while another 15% had ribs on two
sides.

INITIAL RATE OF ABSORPTION (IRA)
1

_ a' Forty-eight tiles, six each in eight categories, were
_- selected and tested in accordance with ASTM standard

C67. Old and new 4-in. and 8-in. tiles were tested, with

the cores held vertical and parallel to the water, and the
Fig. 2. The void ratio was measured using dry sand. length and width of the surface in contact with water was

Table 1. Dimensions of HCT specimens
_,, ,,,

Old tile New tile

Parameter 4-in. 8-in. 4-in. 8-in.

Mean %,"(%) Mean V (%) Mean V (%) Mean V (%)
L,.

Length (in.) 11.79 2.18 11.81 1.95 11.56 .23 11.55 .33
................... , ,,i

Width (in.) 3.75 7.03 7.90 2.53 3.69 1.96 7.88 .35
..... ,L ,,,,

Height (in.) 11.79 2.58 11.86 2.09 11.57 .23 11.57 .28
,,,

Weight (lb) 19.54 5.20 34.08 9.52 20.25 3.17 31.78 1.84
,,,

Coring (%) 49.34 12.69 58.14 4.19 44.6 2.16 54.80 .99
iiii i i i i i ii i ii illll

Gross area 45.93 8.2 93.72 4.28 42.80 .42 91.10 .64
cores horizontal

.... ,, ,

Gross area cores 43.76 8.74 83.86 5.12 42.95 .38 91.23 .52
vertical

........ , ,,

Net area 15.53 12.42 23.94 3.76 17.50 1.21 24.63 1.43
cores horizontal

Net area 22.73 5.41 39.26 4.30 23.70 .79 39.98 7.2
cores vertical

..... ,, ,,

V = Coefficient of variation.
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measured. The oven-dried weight of each unit was also ABSORPTIONS
recorded. Most of the old tile required extensive cleaning
to remove paint and mortar. The test results are shown in Absorptions tests were performed on the same 48
Table 2. clay tiles used for IRA. Twelve specimens were tested in

accordance with ASTM standard C67 for each category,
The IRA (suction)does not provide information on and results are shown in Table 3. The saturation

strength for the unit. Rather, strength has been correlated coefficient was 0.7 for old tile and 0. 9 for new tile (i.e.,
to the bond strength between the mortar and the masonry the new tile absorbed more water). Very little variation of
unit. The values observed for the new tile are in the lower the saturation coefficient was observed between cold

to middle portion of the optimum range of 5-20g/rain/30 water and boiling water submersion.
in." recommended by Plummer [2]. The old tile exhibited
IRAs Irom 6-41/g/min/30 in.z, depending on the size and MODULUS OF RUPTURE (FLEXURE TEST)
orientation of the specimen. Most of the specimens
required extensive cleaning to remove paint and mortar. Forty-eight cl_,y tile specimens were tested, 12
The effect of these conditions on the capillary action of specimens for each category. Testing was performed in
clay is not known, except that voids sealed with paint and accordance with ASTM standard C67, and results are
mortar will reduce suction, while abrasive cleaning to shown in Table 4. The 4-in. (old and new) tile appears to
remove coatings may open voids and roughen smooth be stronger in flexure than 8-in. tile. Figure 3 shows a
finishes, increasing suction, typical setup for the test.

Table 2. IRA test results
..............

Old tile New tile
,, ,,,

Parameter 4-in. 8-in. 4-in. 8-1n.,,,,, ,, ,,, ,,

Mean V_ (%) Mean V (%) Mean V (%) Mean V (%),,,

Suction normal

(g/min/30 in.z) 5.76 64.9 15.33 74.77 10.78 20.4 7.13 10.8
(cores horiz)

,, , ,.....

Suction parallel
(g/rain/30 in.z) 41.25 43 23.3 66.62 18.4 15.5 31.11 73.44

(cores vert)
........ ,

V = Coefficient of variation.

Table 3. Absorption test results
.....

Old tile New tile
, .....

Parameter 4-in. 8-in. 4-in. 8-in.....

Mean V° (%) Mean V (%) Mean V (%) Mean V (%).... ,,,

5-h Submersion 4.9 37.9 6.9 64 10.0 2.4 11.3 1.6
,, ,, ..... ,,

24-h Submersion 5.5 29.4 7.3 60.2 10.1 2.1 11.4 1.5
,, ,, , ...... ,

1-h Boiling 7.6 23.1 8.9 48.1 .... 10.7 1.6 12.3 3.3
5-h Boiling 7.8 20.9 9.3 45.3 10.9 1.2 12.6 2.7

i iii i ii i

Saturation coeff 0.7 11.6 0.7 34.4 0.9 1.24 .9 2.31
.... , ,,,

"V = Coefficient of variation.
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Table 4. Modulus of rupture test results

Old tile New tile

4-in. 8-in. 4-in. 8-in.Parameter

Mean V" (%) Mean V (%) Mean V (%) Mean V (%)
,,

Avcragc load b (kip) 6.2 18. 10.2 14.6 7.1 17.7 7.9 22 ....

Avcrage stress b (psi) 177 18 136 14.6 203 17.7 108 22i

Avcra_,e loadc (kip) 4.85 20 7.15 21.8 4.77 14.0 6.60 14.3,,,

Average stress c (psi) 536 20 155 21.8 479 14.0 146 14.3

"V = Coefficient of variation.
bWeak axis bending (specimen supported flatwise).

Strong axis bending.

a. Test setup, b. View of tile after testing.
Fig. 3. Modulus of rupture test of a 4-in. tile.

SPLITHNG TENSILE STRENGTH COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH

Splitting tensile strength tests were performed on 40 Tests were performed on 200 HCT specimens in
clay tile specimens. Two variations of loading were accordance with ASTM standard C67 using two variations
performed. Twenty specimens were tested with loading of loading, load applied perpendicular to the cores and
normal to the cores (cores horizontal), anti the remaining load parallel to the cores. The bearing surfaces of the
were tested with loading parallel to the cores (cores specimens were capped with gypsum compound
vertical). Testing results are shown in Table 5. Figure 4 (Hydrocal). For specimens with ribs the depressions were
shows a typical test setup, filled prior to capping, with grout composed of one part

by weight of Type III Portland cement and two parts by
weight of sand. Test results are shown in Table 6.
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Table 5. Splitting tensile strength test results

Old tile New tile
..................... _ ............

Orientation 4-in. 8-in. 4-in. 8-in., , ..............

Mean V" Mean V (%) Mean V (%) Mean V (%)
(%)

_-=-- , ............. l .......

Normal (.psi) ..... 518 ...... 28.1 592 39.2 612 59.0 482 29.,8......p.....

........ Parallel (psi) 4 749 40.6 560 20.9 698 64.1 869 14.8

Avg load (kip) 11.9 28.1 22.3 39.2 16.7 59.0 18.7 29.8
(normal)

i .... , ...............

Avg load (kip) 17.5 40.6 20.5 20.9 18.9 64.1 33.3 14.8
(parallel) ....................................

' V = Coefficient of variation

'_ b. View of tile after testing.

a. Marking the split surface, spreading a gypsum
compound, and placing the bearing rods.

Fig. 4. Typical splitting tensile strength
test of a 4-in. tile.

Strain gages were placed on 40 tiles. For the 20 old and perpendicular to the load. Load and strain
tiles, the surface coating was removed and the tiles measurements were recorded continuously on X-YY'
thoroughly cleaned before placement of the gages. Two recorders until the specimen failed. A calibrated SAtec

uniaxial strain gages were attached to each face of a universal testing machine with 600 kip maximum capacity
specimen, as shown in Fig. 5.a, to measure strains parallel was used for testing.
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Table 6. C_}mpressive strength test resuik_;
: ::: ..... , ..........

Old tile New tile
.............

Parameter 4-in. 8-in. 4-in. 8-in,,,

Normal Parallel Normal Parallel Normal Parallel Normal Parallel
horiz vcrt horiz vert horiz vert horiz vert

....................

Avg ull load 80.2 206.5 144 369.4 159.8 345.6 211.2 411.4
(kip) .......

Gross comp. 1771 4815 1550 3985 3736 8048 2317 4507
strength (psi) .......... _.., .....

Net comp. 5214 9116 6025 9488 9139 14590 8572 10285
strength (psi)....... ,,

Poisson's ratio 0.14 0.17 0.15 0.18 0.16 0.20 0.21 0.20
.........

G ross e last ic 1.61 1.95 0.97 1.46 1.33 2.05 1.09 1.49

modulii (ksi)
.... ,,,

Net elastic 4.07 3.85 3.74 3.55 3.24 3.72 4.06 3.39

modulii (ksi) .....

A typical tile failure is shown in Fig. 5,b. Compressive _ '3 _ " " '_strength, Poisson's ratio, and modulus of elasticity were ,, ,tcalculated based on gross area and net area in accordance
with ASTM standard C67. Results are shown in Table 6.

_"]L, ,i

a. Strain gages with lead wires, b. A view of tile after testing.

Fig. 5. A typical compressive strength
test of an 8-in. tile.
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The compressive strengths test results of new tile in accordance with ASTM standard C!09. The average
were substantially higher than those for old tile. This compressive strcngth of iaboratory-prcparcd mortar was
difference may be due to improvemcnts in the grinding 2540 psi, which excccds the strength rcquircd by ASTM
and firing process. The strcngth of 4-in. ncw tile is specification C270, Type N mortar. Thc compressive
substantially higher than that of old tile because of a strength of the four mortar chunks (removed from
smaller void area. The variation in Poisson's ratio was existing pilastcr) was in the rangc of 2870 to 4390 psi,
smah ....from 0.14.0.17 for old tile and 0.16-0.21 for new with an average of 3580 psi. The dctailed results of the
tile. The gross clastic modulus varied from 1.65-1.95 for compressive strength tcsts arc also described in
old 4-in. tilc to 1.33-2.05 for new tile. Results for old Y/EN-4675 [2].
8-in. tile were in general agreement with those for newer
8-in. tile.

CONCLUSIONS
MORTAR CHARACTERIZATION STUDY

The old tile is larger in outside dimensions than ncw
A mortar characterization study of mortar samples tile, but the net area is less compared to new tile. Also,

removed from existing hollow clay tile walls was new 4-in. tile is heavier than old 4-in. tile. The new 8-in.
performed by TCMC under subcontract to MMES. The tile is lighter than the old tile, but the nct area is bigger.
primary purpose of this investigation was to determine A large variation on IRA results was probably because
the ingredients of the mortar in order to provide a similar only six specimens were tested from each category, and
specification for mortar to be used in future laboratory- the saturation coefficient had less variation, with the
built test specimens, average being 0.8. For loading parallel to the cores, new

tile appears stronger than old tile. For loading
Eighteen mortar samples were collected from perpendicular to the cores, the 4-in. new tile appears to

different buildings on which petrographic and chemical be much stronger than old tile, possibly because of its
analyses were performed. Compressive strength tests were thicker webs and face shells. For modulus of rupture and
also performed on four large chunks of mortar (-3 x splitting tensile tests, the 8-in. old tile appears to be
4 × 5 in.) obtained from a pilaster. All testing was in stronger. The compressive strength of new tile is
accordance with appropriate ASTM standards, considerably higher than that of old tile. One reason may

bc that damage might have occurred to the tiles while
The detailed results of the testing are described in they were being removed. A second reason is that the

Y/EN-4675 [3]. From the investigation it was observed manufacturing process has improved ovcr the ycars. The
that the principal ingredients of the mortar were natural gross and net modulus of elasticity and Poisson's ratio are
siliceous sand, Portland cement and a binding ingredient, comparable for old and new tile.
hydrated lime, with volumetric proportion similar to
ASTM C270 Type N mortar. A mortar mix was prepared A mortar mix design using the average composition
using the average composition of the samples and of the mortar samples taken from existing walls was used
Tennessee river sand. The volumetric proportion of the to construct laboratory test specimens. Tennessee river
ingredients of the mortar mix is shown in Table 7. Two- sand, lime, and Portland cement (Type I) were uscd for
inch mortar cubes were prcpared from this mix and tested thc laboratory mix design.

Table 7. Mortar batch proportions
,, .

Material Volumetric Proportions (g)
ratio

Portland Cement (Type - 1) 1 473.3..... .....

Lime 0.86 290.0
.........

Sand (Tenn. River Sand) 4.38 1737.0.... ......
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INSERVICE INSPECTIONS FOR STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY OF
STRUCTURES,SYSTEMS,AND COMPONENTS

C.D. Cowfer
Richard Ostrowski

George B. Rawls
Westinghouse Savannah River Company

Savannah River Site
P.O. Box 616

Alken, South Carolina 29802

ABSTRACT

Monitoring of facility systems and equipment through predictive means such as
inservice inspections is an important part of Aging Management and the
demonstration of structural integrity.

The primary objective of an Inservice Inspection (ISI) Program is to ensure the
continued integrity and operability of important systems and components
throughout their service lifetimes. DOE facilities are designed for a wide array of
sern'ice conditions and environments. Each facility faces unique challenges against
which an ISI program must provide a high level of confidence of integrity.

For the purpose of this paper an ISI program is defined as all planned periodic
examinations, tests, observations, measurements and analysis performed on
structures, systems, and components, including their supports to detect material
aging (degradation) and analyze its effect (s) on facility performance, safety or
reliability'.

Formal ISI programs provide the capability to trend material and component
performance versus predicted Design and Operations parameters. ISI also provides
the facility a means to identify and resolve material aging problems unique to the
facility in a cost effective manner. In addition ISI provides the necessary
information required for cost benefit decision models to determine continued or
extended service as referenced in DOE Order 4320.2, "Capital Asset Management
Process".
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problems or environmentally induced
INTRODUCTION failures. This has contributed to

conditions of fragmented, inconsistent,
DOE complex facilities include Nuclear and often incomplete practices which
Reactor, Nuclear Processing and Non- are implemented in a reactive rather
Nuclear Support Facilities having than pro-active process.
varied structures, systems, and
components (SSC) for which continued Reactive measures taken to assess
integrity and reliability is necessary current material conditions typically
for safety to the public, to personnel are too focused to adequately address or
and for continued operation. Recent be consistent with established long
DOE Orders establish the need for term strategic planning as it relates to
formal programs to measure, track, facility safety and extended service
mitigate and document facility aging, goals. Considering the resources
Therefore the effects of aging expended, and the potential impact on
degradation must be accounted for and facility safety and availability,
addressed in a standardized Inservice examinations, tests, and analysis
Inspection (ISI) Program process performed to determine active
which complements the predictive and degradation modes and to identify and
preventive maintenance programs by address functional obsolescence issues
focusing on important to safety SSC'S. should be accomplished within a
As a result of the implementation of standardized ISI program. A
the ISI process DOE facilities will standardized ISI program provides
enhance their current capabilities to 1. criteria for selecting critical SSC's to be
assess and determine SSC current examined or" tested, thus assuring that
functional, material, and structural important items are not overlooked and
condition and/or qualification, 2. unimportant items do not detract from
support remaining life prediction, and significant ones. This ISI process
3. develop recommendations for provides the facility the means to
establishing a path forward for identify and resolve material aging
qualification of SSC's for extended problems unique to each facility in a
service. Through the identification cost effective manner. In addition,
and implementation of essential ISI information obtained as a result of the
program elements, and subsequent process provides the necessary data
interface with existing facility required for cost benefit decision
programs, a standardized process is models to determine continued or
developed and implemented to access extended service.
current material conditions and
address facility aging management Inspection programs which are
actions. In establishing and developed in a reactive mode tend to be
implementing this ISI process facility isolated from other programs that
management will have an additional contribute to the monitoring of
tool necessary to demonstrate that equipment degradation, e.g.
acceptable safety margins are being maintenance and operation
maintained based on their unique surveillance's. Isolation and
safety, environmental compliance, and development of these stand alone
programmatic mission requirements, programs inhibits valuable

information because data collected
from these individual programs often

BACKGROUND is not totally disseminated and allowed
to be factored into a broader program

Historically, non Code/Order driven of aging management. In effect a
inspection programs were developed in facility is likely collecting most of the
response to immediate operational needed data but does not have the
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program structure to tie it all together. - Coordination ot" facility program
This fragmented approach not only activities which impact, support
results in the "loss of" valuable data" or are impacted by ISI;
required in the decision process, it - Periodic assessments to evaluate
precludes facility generic impact program effectiveness;
assessments of failures, and is also not - Performance Monitoring and
very cost effective. Trending.

The primary objective of this paper is ISI Interfaces
to provide the key elements essential to
an effective ISI process, define those As discussed earlier, lnservice
elements, and finally provide the Inspection activities are predictive
structure for their implementation, maintenance functions which

complement other facility programs
and as such appropriate interfaces

ISI PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT should be established to maximize use
of all data collected. In addition to data

Development and implementation of a collection, facility activities such as
facility ISI program utilizing the repairs and modifications or changes
essential elements defined in this in examination or test procedures
paper will provide reasonable implemented by other programs, such
assurance that the evidence of as maintenance or surveillance testing
structural or functional degradation are reviewed for impact on ISI
during ser'vice is detected to permit activities. Interfaces also need to be
corrective action before the safety' established so that data on equipment
function of the structure, system, or degradation or failures for systems and
component is compromised. This components receive a reliability
facility ISI process is also a predictive analysis, and the data is appropriately
maintenance activity which when incorporated into facility trending
implemented complements the overall programs.
preventive maintenance, equipment
performance monitoring, and facility Of equal importance is the fact that
life cycle assessment programs, many examinations and tests relative to

the ISI process may already be
Essential elements to be addressed by established in other facility programs.
the ISI program in the development Whenever possible, system and
and implementation of the ISI process component examinations and tests
are identified as follows, should be consolidated into single test

procedures or evaluations. This will
Program Procedures effectively minimize wear and tear of

equipment, reduce exposure to
ISI program requirements and personnel (safety and radiation), and
responsibilities should be clearly ultimately result in more effective
defined in facility procedures. These resource utilization. In addition
facility procedures should specifically consolidated examination and test
address: procedures should clearly state which

parameters and acceptance criteria, if
- Development rationale and any, are relative to technical

approval responsibilities; specifications.
- Designation of engineering

support for program
implementation;
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SSC Ev',duation classified as important to safety but
whose failure could impact the

The SSC's selected for examination function ot'a safety' class item, results
and/or test, locations, frequency, and in large replacement costs, and
examination/test methods should be extended facility downtime should be
established by a team comprised of considered for inclusion in the ISl
individuals knc)wledgeable in the process.
following areas:

2. Structural Margins
- operation, functic)n, and failure

consequence of facility systems; Structural margins are reviewed for all
- maintenance performance and SSC's in the ISI program. This review

baseline histow of facility SSC's; covers the design, configuration, and
- materials and fluids involved in operating conditions in the facility.

sy'stem processes, resultant The results of the review will be used
degradation, and structural in the evaluation of degradation
mechanics evaluations to mechanisms, performance of stress
disposition detected degradation; and fracture mechanics analysis, and

- structural loadings and margins application of examination and test
of facility SSC's and their techniques. The evaluation
supports; methodology should correlate location

- application of nondestructive specific parameters with potential
examination and test methods; degradation modes for each material

- DOE orders and commercial codes and consider interactions among
and standards applicable to the degradation modes.
development and implementa-
tion of examination and testing Degradation Mechanisms:
plans, programs and procedures,
trending and periodic SSC's in the ISI program reviewed to
assessments, determine credible and significant

degradation mechanisms. The
All reviews, evaluations and frequency and extent of inspection
subsequent team recommendations are will vary based on the severity and
documented and become SSC lifetime rate of the degradation mechanism.
records. Revisions to team reviews Typical examples of degradation
resulting from periodic assessments, mechanisms to be considered are:
component trending, or external
events would require the same level of - Corrosion - Hydrogen
team review as conducted originally. - Mechanical - Thermal

- Radiation
Selection Guidelines;

Operation ttistory:
The SSC's to be addressed in the ISI
Program and the frequency and degree The development of the facility
to which the examinations and tests specific ISI program includes a review

of the operating history of the facilitywill occur is determined by the
following criteria: under review and/or facilities with

material and service conditions similar
1. Functional Classit'ication to the facility under review. The

service history should be used to gain

All facility, SSC's classified as important guidance into specific inspection
to safety are required to be considered locations and frequencies. Sources of
in the program. SSC's which are not information include literature in

technical publications, material
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handbooks, and previous inspection can be obtained ea('h time ISI data is
data. l.aboratory experiments should provided.
be c()nsidered when existing data is not
adequate. Examination aJld 'llcst Methods:

Regulatory Requirements: Testing and examination methods J

utilized should be recognized by i
ISt programs should meet all national societies and/or (;()de
applicable DOE requirements. In organizations such as, the American
addition D()E ()rders with ISI related Society of Mechanical Engineers
functions such as DOI! ()rder 4330.4A, (ASMIi), American Society of Testing
Maintenance, and 4320.2, Capital Asset and Materials (ASTM), American
Management, should be used as Standards Institute (ANSI), or
guidelines to support and complement American Society of Nondestructive
implementation oflSl activities. Testing (ASNT). Examples of

recognized methods are:
l_xamination Plan:

- Visual Testing: Surface
The determination of specific SSC's examinations used to detect
subject to examination and testing and material discontinuities,
required frequency is documented in deviations in plant equipment
written inspection plans and configuration, or leakage
procedures. These plans include: of pressure retaining

components;
- Components subject to

examination or test; - Radiography, Ultrasonic,
- Diagrams or system drawings Magnetic Particle and other NDE

identifying the extent of methods used to detect material
components and boundaries discontinuities;
subject to examination or test;

- l:requency of examinations or - Vibration Monitoring and
tests; Diagnostics: Diagnostics for

- Specific examinations and tests monitoring and analyzing
to be performed; rotating equipment.

- SummarT tables that provide a
status of examinations and tests. - Bearing Temperature Analysis:

Analysis used to measure and
All examinations and tests specified by analyze temperatures of critical
the examination plan should be equipment bearings to predict
included in the facility maintenance failure;
and operation surveillance programs
as applicable. The procedures - Motor Operated Valve Testing:
associated with these programs should Testing used to measure and
reflect the ISI program requirements analyze key motor operated
and include actions that specify parameters such as operating
establishing the proper conditions, current and voltage stem
system configuration, and operating thrust, limit and torque switch
parameters to ensure data collected will setpoints, and valve stroke times;
be comparable and trendable. In
addition equipment monitoring - Electric Circuit Monitoring:
locations should be identified, marked, Monitoring used to determine
and documented so consistent readings the condition of a circuit and aid

in fault location.
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data with speciM attention ensuring
Capabilities and limitations of each the fidelity and integrity of
chosen examinatiCm and test shall have electronic and/or magnetic records.
been previously determined by actual
performance demonstration. If ISl results are determined to be

inconclusive or contradict previous
Control and Proces_;ing of Data: examination or test results, the

examination or test is repeated or
A standardized process for data analysis supplemented by a different technique
and review should be developed and or method, if practical, Both sets of
implemented for all ISI activities data are then analyzed and the correct
performed in the facility, disposition determined.

Data Analysis Doc2umentatiQn

Evaluations are conducted of all flaws ISI activities are performed and
and evidence of SSC degradation reported in accordance with written,
detected during the examinations and approved, and qualified procedures
tests required by the ISI program, using controlled and calibrated

equipment and materials. Such
Evaluations are accomplished by procedures must meet technical
comparison of examination and test requirements of applicable codes and
results with acceptance standards and standards. Results of ISI are reported
baseline data when available. If no in accordance with applicable codes,
baseline data is available, the initial ISI standards, and procedures and provide
becomes the baseline for subsequent objective evidence that ISI activities
examinations and tests, were performed as required.

Data Review Reports and records of examinations
and test activities, where applicable,

Consideration for Data Review should contain the following
activities should be given to: information:

- Internal and/or external oversight • Facility, system product form,
of testing and examination activities and component/item
by O_uality Assurance, Independent identification
Inspection, and/or external groups
(e.g., Defense Nuclear Facilities • Work control document number,
Safety Board, DNFSB) as applicable

- Reporting requirements; level of • Procedure number and revision
detail and control of documentation,
designation of a facility representa- • Type of examination or test and
tire to review and approve ISl tests essential variables
and examinations, requirements for
release of ISI information to outside • Reason for test (e.g., post-
agencies/organizations, maintenance, routine inservice

test, establishing reference
- Resolution and/or analysis of values).

nonconforming conditions.

• Comparison with allowable
- Mechanisms to assure the accuracy ranges of test values and

and integrity of testexamination analysis of deviations
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I
I

• Identification of • API Standard 510, Pressure
instruments/equipment used Vessel Inspection Code,

Maintenance, Inspection,
• Values of measured parameters Rating, Repair, mad Alteration

• Acceptance criteria and results • ACI 349.2R-93, Evaluation of
of examination Existing Nuclear Safety-Related

Concrete Structures (DRAFT)
• Non-cont'ormance

report/rework authorization • ASME Code of Operation and
Maintenance of Nuclear Powernumbers, if applicable
Plants

• Date of examination/test,
name(s), signature(s), and • ANSI/ASME B31.1, Power Piping,
level(s) of certification (if Appendix V
applicable) of individuals) who
performed or interpreted the • NB-23, National Board Inspection
examinations or tests. Code

• Data trend analysis of equipment The facility specific acceptance
performance, criteria are based on the material,

environmental conditions, and normal
Acceotance criteria operating and accident loading

- conditions. This facility specific

In order to disposition issues related to criteria may be based on stress analysis
degradation detected during inservice and, where necessary, fracture
inspection, component specific mechanics. An analysis of the
acceptance criteria are developed to structures, systems, and components is
ensure safety margins against failure, performed to determine the critical
The facility' should make use of the parameters for both normal operating
following industry codes and standards conditions and accident conditions
in the development of facility specific with the appropriate factors of safety.
criteria. It is noted that other sources Consideration should be given to
are available in technical and placing bounds on the acceptance
manufacturer's literature that should criteria to provide for increased
be utilized in the development of evaluation (e.g., NDE, stress,
acceptance criteria, degradation) as the structures, systems,

and components approach acceptance
Sources of Acceptance Criteria limits. The need for detailed

development of acceptance criteria
• ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel also includes cost-benefit evaluations

Code, Section VIII, Divisions 1 based on the cost of inspections versus
and 2 the cost of component replacement

and/or repair.
• ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel

Code, Section XI, Rules for performance Monitoring Trending
Inservice Inspection of Nuclear
Power Plant Components. Trending of inservice inspection data

provides a means to optimize overall
• API Recommended Practice 574, plant availability and reliability

Inspection of Piping, Tubing, through early detection of potential
Valves and Fittings. problems. Effective implementation of
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a trending program will result in for continued service, and reporting
prompt corrective action, better outage requirements. The ISI Program
and maintenance planning, and establishes interfaces with facility
increased reliability while improving organizations and related activities to
plant safety. Trending programs 1.) prepare the program, 2.) implement
should consist of the following: the program and 3.) report results to

ensure that observed aging is
• A systematic evaluation of all documented, reviewed and

systems and components to dispositioned by Cognizant
determine parameters to be Organizations including the customer.
trended.
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CONCLUSION:

Recent DOE Orders on Maintenance and
Capital Asset Management, and a
pending DOE Order on Configuration
Management require more formalized
programs to monitor, control, and
report aging of facility structures,
systems, and components. In the past,
repetitive inspection and testing
activities were a reaction to failures.
An approach is offered which
considers operating history and other
attributes to monitor and mitigate
aging before failure occurs. This
approach called an ISI Program,
defines a set of essential elements to
establish the scope and extent of
inspections and tests, methodology to
perform inspection and tests,
acceptance criteria to evaluate results
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ABSTRACT

During the seismic upgrade waikdowns of some of the Savannah River
Site (SRS) facilities, a number of partition walls were encountered.
These wails are constructed from 1/4 inch cement fiberglass or cement
asbestos wallboard panels. Some of the partition wails are located in
close proximity to safety related equipment Hkerelay cabinets containing
essential relays. Light weight safety related equipment like electric
conduits and panels are commonly attached to these wails. Occasionaily,
heavier equipment such as a transformer may also be found. To
maintain functionality of the safety related equipment during a seismic
event, structural integrity of the wails is required. Additionally, any
structural failure of the wails could pose an interaction hazard to
adjacently located relay cabinets resulting in spurious actuation of
essential relays. In the absence of published structural capacities specific
to SRS construction characteristics, a series of tests were performed to
assess the capacity of various wail features.

This paper discusses the different types of tests performed to mer_ure
the structural capacity of various wail features. The results of the tests
are presented.
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INTRODUCTION The wall framing is constructed from sheet metal
Channel and Z sections. 18 gauge (.0478 inch)

Seismic upgrade walkdowns at some of the SRS Chanr_el sections are used for the floor and ceiling
facilities identified a number of critical partition runners. The runners are anchored to the concrete

w',dls requiring structural integrity during a _ismic with 5/8 inch expansion anchors or explosive driven
event. The walls had either safety related equipment stud fasteners. 20 gauge (.0359 inch) Z-sections are
attached to them or were in close proximity to relay used as the framing studs and are connected to the

cabinets containing essential relays. These partition floor and ceiling runners at 16 inch centers. The
walls are constructed from I/4"X4'X8' cement wall board panels are fastened to the studs with # 10

asbestos (popularly known as Transite walls) or sheet metal screws spaced approximately 16 inches

cement fiberglass wall board panels. The walls apart. Saw tooth metal clips which fit into metal Z-
range in height from 8 ft to 16 ft. The original studs are used at the vertical edges of adjacent

construction, dating back to the early 1950s, studs. The dips, which are spaced 16 inches apart,
constituted mainly the cement asbestos type. All hold the pailel edges in place. A snap-on molding is

replacement and new wall construction used the used to cover the clips. Fig. 1 shows a typical
cement fiberglass panels. A mixture of cement partition wall construction.

a_bestos and cement fiberglass partition walls
therefl_re exists in SRS facilities.

Panel

Z-

:[.- .e

16"ttyp Partition Wall
Panel

..,-_.,,e Moulding

Channel e Sheet Metal
Runner Screws

Anchor
Bolt

Fig 1. Partition Wall Construction
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A number of tests were performed to assess the of _his test were to compare the flexural capacities
structural capacity of various wall features. Both of the asbestos and fiberglass specimens.
the cement asbestos and cement fiberglass panels
were tested. To avoid undue exposure to asbestos,
selected tests were performed on the cement asbestos
specimens. All categories of tests were performed on
the cement fiberglass specimens.

The test setup required an application of load on the /\ _"_'"'_ "_' ,E.........
test specimens and recording the corresponding

displacement. Load was applied with a 4-Ton double _J-_°_ _acting hydraulic cylinder (ENERPAC) and a
hydraulic hand pump. Load measurement was _,jt/_.1t

recorded with either a 100 ib or a 10001b foil strain ___ _]/____
gage load cell. A linear potentiometer was used to _-_ .... ,"
measure the displacement. The tests were also video .-._E_...... i, °
taped and photographed. Mentioned below is a list "_
of the tests which were conducted.

• FLEXURAL STRENGTH TEST ON A
1/4" X 2" X 6" SPECIMEN.

• TENSILE AND SHEAR TESTS ON 3/16" Fig 2. Flexural Strength Test
AND 1/4" TOGGLE BOLTS.

• TENSILE CAPACITY TESTS ON PANEL Test Results
CLIPS AND SHEET METAL SCREWS.

The load-displacement data was recorded during the
• FULL PANEL (4' X 8') STATIC CYCLIC tests and is documented in the Test Report [Ref. 1].

TEST. The failure flexural load is tabulated in Table 1.
The average failure load for the cement fiberglass
specimens was 31 ibs and that for cement asbestos

FLE_ STRENGTH _ specimens was 51 lbs. The displacement at which
failure occurred tended to be higher for the cement

This test was performed on 1/4 inch thick by 2 inch fiberglass specimens. Cement fiberglass specimens
wide specimens. The specimens were tested as a deflected an average of 0.18 inches at the failure
simply supported beam 6 inches long resting on a load compared to 0.08 inches for the cement
pair of roller supports. A two point loading was asbestos specimens.
applied on the specimens as outlined in ASTM
Standard C947-89 [Ref.2]. Fig. 2 shows a setup of These tests also provided a comparison of the
the test. Both cement asbestos and cement fiberglass flexural properties of the two types of specimens.
specimens were tested. The test was performed on Since the cement asbestos specimens exhibited a
a total of ten specimens of each type. The failure higher flexural capacity, some of the other tests
mode was a flexural crack occurring in the were performed on cement fiberglass specimens
specimen area located between the two points of only. Those test results would therefore be
application of the load. One of the main objectives applicable to both cement asbestos and cement
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equipment is mounted on unistruts and attached to
Cement Fiberglass Cement A_bi_os ..... the wall board with toggle bolts. Only one size

Specimen Load Specinlen Load (3/16") of toggle bolt was used in the shear tests.
No. Obs) No. 0bs) The test was performed on a total of five specimens.

p |, ,

FL-1 30 TL-1 57

FL-2 30 TL-2 33
,, , , ,,,, ,, , ,,,,

FL-3 30 TL-3 62

FL-4 31 TL-4 61

.............. i__/.-- <,_I_.'.-'-:'<

......FL-6 31 .... TL-6 .....44 ]i[ // \'_:_;_

FL-7 34 TL-7 42 E _':_:-i--_ _ / .......... J -X -............. \\ !1!
FL-8 32 . TL-8 51 _"_/f,., ,,.-._ \ l J_ /"" "_ "_./

FL-9 32 TL-, 53 _,_ _ ?_ ?;'i
FL-10 50 TL-10 51 _ iL".,_ ......_, ,,_ ,, .., Ili',ll-,,,,, .... ,

Table 1. Fiexural Strength Test

fiberglass specimens.

Fig. 3 Toggle Bolt Tensile Test
TOC_LE BOLT TESTS

To assess the capacity of toggle bolt connections, a
tensile and shear test was performed on two sizes of
toggle bolts. As already mentioned, some of the light
weight equipment is attached to the partition walls
with toggle bolts. The tests were performed on I-'qAV _vof_,_. I ¢ -,m

18"X18" cement fiberglass specimens. The test stand "0"<'.... _'"'_" <°'-" <_"_" \

which was anchored to the floor contained two Z ,-,,,. ,,,., _,,,._ / _,I,'_,_,,_'I_.... _ \

studs spaced 16 inches apart. The specimens were // ,_X<,.,<._,,,,,7/ /_/ \fastened to the Z studs with sheet metal screws. The
t _liTmJ_,_"LoE..X \ /r---f " - - -!_- b'- --- "--I k
\ llllll£11[,OlOi'i(L \ \ / I I II /. II r-_toggle bolt was installed at the center of the test

specimen(Fig. 3). A tensile load wasappliedto the _i--'L _t1?: U tl _

toggle bolt till failure occurred in the specimen. Two ,_[__._ \ '

sizes of toggle bolts, 3/16" and 1/4" were used in the lT--_r_ ,

tensile tests. A total of five specimens for each size ,,,_ _., _ "_

of toggle bolt were tested. _.<di'-i,;;,_,_:, i_ _,,__X

The shear test setup consisted of a short section of
unistrut attached to a cement fiberglass panel with
a toggle bolt. A shear load was applied at the top of

the unistrut (see Fig. 4). This configuration Irig.4Toggle Bolt Shear Test
simulates a common field condition where
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Test Res¢lts occurring due to the panel slipping out from under
the panel clip or the panel popping out of the sheet

For the tensile tests, failure occurred due to the metal screw head. The same test stand used in
formation of a flexural crack in the panels. The performing the toggle bolt tests was used for the
crack formation depended largely on the orientation panel clip and sheet metal screw tests.
of the installed toggle bolt. When the toggle bolt
ears were oriented parallel to the Z stud axis, the
crack formation was continuous along the length of PANEL CLIP
the panel. The average failure load for both the
3/16" and 1/4" toggle bolts in this case was 77 ibs, The test setup consisted of an 18 inch long specimen
the lowest value being 70 Ibs. When the orientation mounted on the test stand with two panel clips
of the ears was perpendicular to the Z studs, there spaced 16 inches apart. The panel clips held the test
was a split in the crack at the location of the toggle specimen along one edge and sheet metal screws
bolt. Failure loads were usually higher in this case, were used to hold the specimen along the opposite
averaging around 151 Ibs. for both sizes. Since the edge (See Fig. 5). A pair of back to back unistruts
failure mode was the formation of a flexural crack were attached along the entire length of the
in the panels, the size of the toggle bolt did not specimen and a tensile load applied through the
affect the failure loads, unistruts. Five cement fiberglass specimens were

tested.
For the shear tests, failure was due to prying at the
bottom edge of the unistrut causing the toggle bolt
to pull out from the panel. Failure loads were fairly
consistent for the five specimens tested, the average
being about 112 Ibs.

F--CYLINfI_ & PO'tJ,_!qu[ZT__ ROD, _OPPL1_T[D

LI_[ IN l_b:,:[ BU_" T[N_,ILf liSTThe results of the toggle bolt tests are tabulated in ,-,,,. T.* _. sH, _,-Ls_,_._
\SHJUeASEL \\ .;*._.ASH_R. /

Table 2 below. \ _c_ c_,Pk\_ _"_°_ /

Tensile 3/16" Tensile 114" Shear //

Spcma Load Spcm Load Sp_m Load

,,,,., ,., --/--".___T19T-1 70 T25T-1 75 TS-1 115 - \ =7

' / LIT.,,,.,,_. "----;,o.._:._ _o;_,_._T19T-2 141 T25T-2 135 TS-2 110 u.ls,.__ ;_EL _,'P,
/
I" e_4ALL TEST .STAND (REF

TI9T-3 84 T25T-3 130 TS-3 119 o,_,.s-_2_72-A,-oo_,
,

T19T-4 184 T25T-4 167 TS-4 115

T19T-5 83 T25T-$ 75 TS-$ 99

Table 2. Toggle Bolt Test Fig. 5 Panel Clip Test

pANELCLIPANDsm E'r METALSCREW,TF r
Test Results

This test was performed to assess the capacity of
panel clips and sheet metal screws holding the
wallboard panels to the Z studs. The main objective As seen from Table 3, out of the five specimens
of this test was to check the possibility of a failure tested, three specimens- PC-I, PC-2 and PC-4
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exhibited a flexural failure in the panel along the Test Results
unistruts. The average failure load in this case was
106 lbs. In the other two cases, PC-3 and PC-5, Two types of failure modes were observed in the
local panel failure around the clips was observed; sheet metal screw test. In one mode, the panel
the average failure load being 167 ibs. failure was similar to the toggle bolt tests with a

flexural failure occurring parallel to the Z studs.
" From Table 4, two specimens, SMS-2 and SMS-4

Specimen No. ....... Load (I.bs) ' experienced this failure, with an average failure
PC-I 105 load of 68 ibs. For the other three specimens, SMS-

....................... 1, SMS-3 and SMS-4 the screw head pulled out
PC-2 110 through the panel; the average load in this case

,, ,, , ,, ,, ,, ,., ,,,,,

PC-3 174 being 126 ibs.
., ,, ,, , , ,, , ,,,., ,,,,., , ,

PC-4 104

PC-5 160 ................
" Specimen No. Load 0bs)

...... , ,. . , , ,

Table 3. Panel Clip Test SMS-1 125

SMS-2 67
,., .,

SHEET ME"rAL SCREW _ SMS-3 120

The setup for the sheet metal screw test was similar SMS-4 133
to the toggle bolt tensile test. A tensile load was
applied to a # 10 sheet metal screw installed at the SMS_5 69.........

center of an 18"X18" cement fiberglass specimen as
shown in Fig. 6. Five similar specimens were tested. Table 4. Sheet Metal Screw Test

_' -*,...... •.... _"n\_l -,_c.- static cyclic test was performed on a full 4'X8'
A

\ ,_ _ ,_,. \__c_,._ panel. Four panels were tested, two of the cementfiberglass type and the other two the cement

....."_ ,_-_!_"%:_'" asbestos type. The panels were mounted on a test
"-_--- stand consisting of four parallel Z studs spaced at

_,_-_ _,_-_-_- - _-_,- =1_'" -\_' 16 inches centers. The panel was fastened to the test
"_. stand with # 10 sheet metal screws for the inner

studs. Panel clips were used to hold the panel edges
_O_$d_'Lt_{$_'_T''_'"_"__-- ,|" II I|' Pdbd_L to the two outer Z studs. Both the sheet metal

screws and the panel clips were spaced 16 inches
apart to simulate field installation conditions. Fig. 7
shows the test setup for the full panel static cyclic
test. The load was applied through a unistrut frame
for uniform distribution of load.

Fig. 6 Sheet Metal Screw Test
The panel was subjected to tensile and compressive
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loads for the cyclic tests. The cyclic loading was

applied in three stages and the panel cycled in each
direction five times or until failure in the panel was All four test panels exhibited no structur',d

observed. For the first stage a 500 lb cyclic load was degradation when the 500 Ibs and the 750 Ibs loads
applied and increased to 750 Ibs for the next stage, were applied. The two cement fiberglass panels

A 1000 Ibs cyclic load was used for the third and failed at the first and third cycles when the 1000 Ib

final stage, load was applied• Both cement asbestos test panels
failed during the second half of the first cycle at the
application of the 1000 lb load.

Fig. 7 Full Panel Static Cyclic Test
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CONCLUSIONS REFERENCF_

The wall panel structural integrity test program 1. Savannah River Technology Center, Wallboard
provides an insight to the flexural behavior of Panel Test Report, SRT-MNT-930034.
cement asbestos and cement fiberglass wall panels.
The data from the tests will be used in determining 2. ASTM Stan 'dardC 947-89, Flexural Properties of
the structural capacity of wall attachments as well Thin-Section Glass-Fiber-Reinforced Concrete
as the whole wall panel. This paper does not address (Using Simple Beam With l?lird-Point Loading).
the structural integrity of the metal framing or the
anchorage on the channel runners. A standard 3. Savannah River Site Standard, Parti_'ons-Metal
structural approach should be used in addressing Studs 1/4" Wallboard Lining, B 30 F.
these items. The results from this test program will
be instrumental in avoiding unnecessary 4. Federal Specification, Sheets, Flat, Asbestos-
modifications or relocation of safety related Cement, SS-S-283a July 20, 1954.
equipment at SRS facilities resulting in significant
cost savings.
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SEISMIC SPATIAL INTERACTION EFFECTS-
EVALUATION TitR()UGH AN IMPACT TESTING PROGRAM*

Brian !). Thomas

Westingllouse Savaflmth River Company
Engineering and i'r_jects Division

Aikcn, _ulh ('arolina

Gary F'. lh'iesen

Westinghouse Savannah River Company
Engineering and I'r_jects Division

Aiken, S_uth Carolina

ABSTRACT

The consequences of non-seismical',y qualified objects falling and striking essential,
seismically qualified objects is an analytically difficult problem to assess. Analytical
solutions to impact problems arc conservative and only available for simple situations.
in a nuclear facility, the numerous "sources" and "targets" requiring evaluation often
have complex geometric configurations, which makes calculations and computer
modeling difficult. Few industry or regulat_ry rules are available for this specialized
assessment.

A drop test program was recently conducted to "calibrate" the judgment of seismic
qualification engineers who perform interaction evaluations and to further develop
seismic interaction criteria. Impact lests on varying combinations of sources and targets
wcrc performed by dropping the sources from various heights onto targets that were
connected to instruments.

This paper summarizes the scope, test configurations, and some results of the drop test
program. Force and acceleration time history data and general observations are presented
t_n the ruggedness of various targets when .,,ul_jected to impacts from different types of

* Prepared for the U.S. l)epartment of Energy under contract no. l)E-AC09-89SR18035
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Ill

INTR()I)UCTI()N • Eh.;ctrical cabinets (approximately 5 m. x 10 in. x
19 in. and 4 in. x 7 in. x 14 in.)

The consequences of Seismic Category I1 objects • Electrical cabinet (approxinuttcly 24 in. _ 25 in. x
("sources") falling and interacting with Seismic Category 7(71in.) with relays mounted inside
I objects ("targets") during an earthquake has been an • Emergency light batlcry pack enclosure
analytically difficult problem. These interactions are often
referred to as II/I interactions. The wide variety of The test program consisted of various combinations of
equipment source and target combinations that exist in these sources and targets. The sources were dropped from
any facility adds to this challenge. In addition, the various heights onto targets connected to instrumenled
analytical complexities introduced by various structural equipment.
characteristics, geometric configurations, and impact
loads make it difficult to predict the consequences of II/l TEST INSTRUMENTATION AND RECORDS
interactions by analytical means.

Targets such as the conduits, HVAC duct, and the
The criteria that govern the Seismic Qualification Utility protective barrier were _u'r,'mgcd in a simple support beam
Group (1991) cvaluation of target and source interactions configuration with load cells mounted at each support
are based on engineering judgment concerning failure point (Figure 1). The aircraft safety cable target was
mode, which must be both credible and significant, draped below the source to capture it during the fall
Although there are several EPRI and NUREG documents (Figure 2). The cable was connected to load cells at each
that address seismic interactions from the view of end. Force/time history plots wc, e generated for all of
identifying potential hazards (Kennedy et al. 119911, these test cases.
Thatcher 11989a1, Thatcher 11989b], and Stevenson and

Smith [1990]), guidance related to predicting damage The large electrical cabinet target contained an
resulting from component interactions is limited. In the accelerometer mounted near the relay locations. This
case of protective barrier design, conventiomd evaluation configuration produced an acceleration time history plot
procedures such as NUREG-800, Standard Review Plan, for cdch of the tesl,_, In addition, the relays were
Section 3.5.3 (NRC 1981), are applied in cases where electrically energized and monitored for chatter during the
fragments strike simple structural elements. However, tests.
conventional evaluation procedures are not readily applied

to the irregularly shaped sources and targets, which are Photographs were taken of the test articles before and
common in many industrial facilities, after testing to help characterize the results. In addition,

all drop tests were filmed using a high-speed camera. The
SOURCE AND TARGET SELECTION movie film was latcr convertcd to slow-motion video for

evaluation purposes.
A test program was conducted to evaluate the potential
effects of seismic impact from falling objects for various TEST RESUI..TS AND OIlSERVATIONS
combinations of sources and targets in existing facilities.

Sources and targets were chosen based on a seismic A total of 122 rests wcre performed and the information is
interaction review of one facility (ASME 1992). In that being evaluated for a final report. An exhaustive
review, over 130 potential interaction hazards were discussion of the test results is beyond the scope of this
identified during field walkdowes of 25 systems. Many of paper. However, sever',d observations of particular _tttcrest
these hazards can be groupcd into the equipmcnt warrant discussion.
categories listed below.

Sources include: OVERALL RUGGEDNESS OF TARGETS

• Pipe and conduit In general, objects tested were more rugged than one
• Cable tray would intuitively have imagined before the test. For
• HVAC duct example, the electrical cabinets repeatedly absorbed
• Cement - fiberglass wallboard impacts from a variety of small- to medium-sized sources

• Cciling panel (i.e., incandescent and fluorescent light fixtures, ceiling
• Fluorescent and incandcsccnt light fixtures tiles, transite wallboard, and 3/4-inch conduit) with little

or no resulting damage to the cabinet housing. This
Targets include: finding suggests that smaller sources may be allowed to
• 3/4-inch conduit impact the cabinets if sensitive relays are not housed
• 2-inch conduit inside and cabinet anchorage can withstand the additional
• HVAC duct impact load.
• Protective barrier

• Aircraft safety cable
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SOURCE

- IHEIGHT TA RGET

Load Cell

S P AN, L ,.._1 At Each............. ' "- [ Support Point

Figure 1. Simple Support Beam Configuration

I _ 97" _"-I _ LOAD Ci_LLAT BOTH ENDSOF CABLE

AIRCRAFT CABLE, l/4-1N. DIAMETER
(LENGTH OF CABLE & LOAD CELL ASSEMBLY- 198")

Figure 2. Aircraft Safety Cable

The empty 3/4-inch conduit deformed plastically at the surface, the degree to which a slightly obtuse angle
mid-span even when struck by sources such as the of impact reduces impact loads was surprisingly large.
fluorescent light fixture. However, local collapse of the
conduit wall was never observed. Functionally, this The effects of impact angle were observed in tests of
condition suggests proper continuity of the cables 2 ft x 3 ft pieces of 1/4-inch thick transite wallboard
would probably have been maintained if the target dropped on a protective barrier target made from 5 x 5 x
conduits had been tested with cables in them. 3/8 pieces of tube steel. Figure 3 shows the resulting

force time history plot at the barrier support points

SOURCE ORIENTATION AT TIME OF from a 5-ft drop with an impact angle of -90 °. The peak
IMPACT impact load was 4000 pounds. When the drop height

was raised to 10 ft but at a slightly obtuse impact angle,
Although it is obvious to most engineers that a the resulting peak force (Figure 4) decreased to 3200

glancing blow at an obtuse angle will produce a smaller lbs even though the drop height had doubled! Similar
impact load than a direct hit in normal alignment with results were noted throughout the test program when
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sources were either skewed or off center at the lime _)1 DATA ANAINSIS ()iI,|E(,TIVI:.N
inlpaCI.

The testdataarecurrentlyl_cingsludicdat_dwillhc

In general, it was noted that even under the crmlrolled used to augment current seismic intcracti_n evaluation
conditions of these tests, it was difficult to ohlain a truly criteria, A primary (fl_jective is to develc_p equipment
solid (.direct) impact. This condition demonstrates the interaction evaluation guidelines lh;.ll Call I_e used by

impor_mc¢ of only considering credible (leasiblc) angles seismic capability engineers during field walkdowns.
of impact when reviewing potcmial concern:.; in the licld. These guidelines will ser`,'e to "calil,ralc" the .iudglllCrlt

In many cases, only obtuse angle mleraclions are possible exercised by these engineers.
because t)l t)bstructiol> from other objects. This change

should result in lower impact loads. Another objective is to dcvcl_,p rcl:ui_nsllips t_etwccn
the peak load from any given dl(_p IcSl ;,lilt] tile _fl_scrved

REI,AY PERFORMANCE CtIARACTERISTICS response. These obselv;,tl[t_ns _,`,'i][ bc used 1_, ['(_rlllulalc
dynamic models thai ch:tlactcrizc the .,,,,urcc and target

"l'wc_relays and an accelerometer were mounted inside interaction response. "l'hcsc m_dcls v,ill b_: a hcll_ful
of a Iloor-mounted electrical cabinet. Ceiling tiles, transite design and evaluation to_l in that. v<il]/t_tlllily aid _1' l_'st
wallboard, and incandescent and fluorescent light fixtures data, it is difficult to accuralel\' tlL'IUrlllilleI]1_.'l-C:.,r)_.qlscl,_r
were dropped onto the cabinet from heights of 8 feet or the many complex shapes lypi'call', I_und in l:wilili__,s.
less. Vertical acceleration values ,,,,,ererecorded and the

relays were monitored for chatter. Relay chatter is _1' (.'()N('I.I!SI()NS
interest because it could disrupt certain electrical circuits
throughinadvertcnlaclualion. A comprehensive clr_p It.s[ pr_Le.ram has I_cen

implemented thai evaluates the C_llSC([UCllCCS _'_["p_dctllial

One relay was a Westinghouse-type SG relay. The dynamic interactions between typical etluii_nlclll targets
other relay was a Potter & Brumfield model KRPAI 1AG. and impact sources that may occur during a sci:qmic cvenl.
The seismic capacily of both relays is `,veil documented As a result of this program, preliminary ohservati_ns have
through previous shake table tests, Based on these tests, been formulated about the twerall ruggedness of the
the KRPAIIAG relay is generally regarded to he targets, theparameters_ahichil_llucncepcakimpact l_acls,
"seismically rugged" and the Westinghouse-type SG relay and the chatter sensitivity of selected relays. Test data
is not regarded as "seismically rugged", ttowever, the analysis is currently underv,'av _.lIld will he used to
performance of these relays, when subjected to various upgrade Savannah River .gilt seismic inlvractit_n
impulsi`,'e hinds, was unknown, evaluation crileria. The end result _l" these _..If_lls sh_uld

he significant projecl c_sl sa_ in.,_,_,lhn_tl"h lhe reduced

The drop tests were repeated for different relay contact evaluation time needed I,_ pcrl_rn_ sc.islllic illlcra(.'lit)ll

c_ndilions (i.e., normally open and nornlally closed), reviews and thn_ugh a rcduc_:d nul_l_cr {_f SUl3p{_rt
Acceleration values of over 10g were recorded during upgrades needed i_, prcx_.'nt ,_I It_'.,,xt..ntl,c t'tl'ccl _1
some of the tests. The KRPAI lAG relay performed well seismically induced impacls.
regardless of the impact source. In contrast, the
Westinghouse-type SG relay displayed significant chatter ACKN(IWIJ,:II(;,_,IEN'i'S
t'rom the relatively minur impact of a ceiling tile dropped
fr_m'_a height c,f 2 ft. The intorn_atiou c_tntainud iw this ',trliclc x,,;_s

developed during the c(_ursc _1 xv_,lk un&:i (',,ntlact N_.
DE-AC09-SR8918()35 with the I.!.S. l)cl_;lrlmc.nt t_IThe resulls from these drop tests involving lhe relays

has generated considerable interest in performing more Energy.
texts _-mthe other "seismically ruggcd" relays. If addithmal
tests to other relays yield similar results, the traditional
practice of implementing hardware upgrades to preclude
all pmential impacts may be relaxed to allow certain
cabinet inlcractMns with small _hjects such as ceiling tile,
light fixtures, or sprinkler heads.
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Figure 3. Test 50
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Figure 4. Test 51
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STRUCTURAl, TFSTIN(; OF C()I{RU(;ATI"I) ASi;I,'ST()S-Ci"M ENT

ROOF PANI,'I,S AT Tile IIANFOl{l) i"ACII,ITIES,
RICIII,ANI), WASiilNGT()N

William A, Frier

Westinghouse I ianl'_wd Company
p.o. Box 197{)

Richland,WA 99352

with
Saad !,'. Moustafa anti Scott M. R_dehaver

Wiss, .lanney, Flstner Ass_)ciates, Inc.
5700 Sixth Avenue South Suite 220

Seattle, WA _)8108

ABSTRACT

This rep{wt describes a roof testing pr{;gram that was carried out at the l t)5KE/KW

Fuel Steerage Basins and their surr_mnding thcilities at the 1lanl'_wd Site in I_ichland,
Washington. The roof panels were constructed in tile mid 1950's ot' c_w|',gated
ashestos-cement (A/C), which showed common signs of aging, Based _m _he
construction specifications, the panels capacity to meet current design standards was

questioned. Both laboratory and in-situ load testing of tile corz'ugated A/C panels
was conducted, The ohjective of the complete test program was It) determine the
structural integrity of the existing A/C roof panels installed in the 1()SKI,"and

105KW facilities. The data fr()m these tests indic:lted that the ro()l%are capal)le _)1'
resisting the design loads and are considered safe. A second phase test it) address

the roof resistance to personnel and ro()f rem_)val/r()oling system installati_m
equipment was recommended and is underway.
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IN'I'R()I)UUi'I()N The _rigin_l c_nsl rucli_n spccilic:lli_nss [1I
required a t3rc:_kingslrcnglh ¢_1n¢_lIcss.slhan 411pssf

Laboratory and in ssitu lessls were nor lm_rc Ihan 61)pssf fc_r panclss with 6-fl..span.

pcrlormcd on corrugalcd a.shc.slm-cemenl n_ol Because Itlc required rc_¢_l.scrvicc load is 4(1psl(2(J
panels at the Hanford Sile in Wasshinglon Slate. psf dead h_ad pluss 21) pssf live h_ad) [2], lhc
The corrugated asbesl¢_s-cemcnl roof panel.s arc sslruclural inlegrily of all of Ihe roc_f panel.s was
made from a brilllc material Ihal have c¢_mmon considered qucssli¢_nahle.
.sign.s of aging, including cracking, chipping, and

spalling. Therefore, le.sl.swere pcrfc_rmed !o a.s.scsss In 1997 a new r¢_¢)1'¢wcr Ihc I()5KW I_asin
|he sstructural integri|y of Ihe panciss. All le.sls was added, which eliminaled lhe 21) pssf live load
were conducted bv Wins, Janney, El.slncr rcquiremenl. Because many panel.s .span more
As.sociales, Inc. (WJE) fc_r Wesslinghou.se }-]anlc)rd Ihan 6-fl, st_nle as large ass 7-fl, WHC concluded
O)mpany (WHC). lhal lhe re,of will flol c:lrly Ihe currenl dead- and

live-load requiremenls', iherefc_re, it was considered
DESCRli"I'I{)N ()!," 'I'I,'ST AREA suspccl and sh¢_uld t_e upgraded.

The I()5KE/I()SKW reactor facilil ies were To delermine the slrucl ural capacily ¢)1lhe
con.slrucled in Ihe nlid-l¢)Si)'ss (.see Figure 1). The exi.sling corrugaled assbesl_.s-cemenl roof panels
roof panels lesled _VCl¢ h_caled abewe Ihe insl;.|lled in l]lu' I()SK_ ;.llld i()SKW laeililie,s, a r¢_¢)1
irradialed fuel .slorage l_:_sini_nd are in ii rmli_iliem IC,_! pr¢_gram wass deveh_ped.
Cemlrolled area. The c_)rrugaled ;_sbe.sl_)s-Celllenl

panels were covered wilh 2-1/2 in. _1 insulllling 'I'IC_T i'I{{}{;I{AM
concrele, 1-in. of rigid insulalion, and la\,ers ¢_1

assphall and gravel. The panel span varied between The lest pr¢_gr;._m¢_bjeclive w;j.s I_ nl_ke
6 and ? ft. and Iransfcrred h_ad I¢1B-in. wide Ilange rec¢_n_mendalic_n.s I¢_r panel replaccmcnl,
beanl.s, which in lurn lranssferred Ihe load I(_ sleel mainlenance, ¢_r upgrade Ihal will mainlain IIie

girdersand mlumnss, sslrticlur;.ll inlegrJlv t)l lhu r_{)l panels I¢_r an
iiddJlJ()ll[l] 2{) veill% ()l ._,elvJce.

Figure 1 Overall view _._f11_5K\¥'
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I,AB "i'I,:S'I'S WJE at their Norlhhr_k htl_¢_ral_ry,according tC_
Toexperimcnlallydctcrminclhestruclural ASTM C221..,',;8. Pcrlile concrete, which was

capacity of a typical roof panel, nix corrugalcd bonded t¢_the lop surlacc ¢_l'the c_upons relricvcd
asbestos-cement panels, lakcn from Ihc 19()KE I'ronl Ihe I{)5KW basin nx_l', was nol remewcd
Building walls [3] were tcsled in Ilcxurc at the heforc testing. We were apprehensive Ih;.tl any

WJE laboratory in Norlhhrook, Illim_is, in altcmpl to remove the pcrlite might result in

accordance wilh ASTM E72-g() 131. These pancls damage to the A/C specimen. The thickness of the
were similar to the roof pancis of thc I(I5KE and pcrlile concrclc vltricd noliccahly fn_m one
I()5KW facilities, specimen I{_ am_lhcr. I1 was dclcrmined lhai

lCSlitlg Of Ihc c_mpons wilh Ihe pcrlilc concrete in
Coup_ms, cut lnml failed p_rti_ns o1' the place wits desirable because any c_mlposite acti_n

tested 19()KE wall pancls, v,'crc also tested ill the thai might exist for Ihis type of constructic_n w¢_uid
WJE laboratory, according to ASTM C221-,",;8 14l. he revealed.

Two enclosures with special air filters were Table 3 lisls lhe designali_ns, dimensi_ms,
constructed to conlain Ihc ashcslOS during panel ultinlalc load and bending momcnl _ff'_laincd in Ihe

testing in the WJE laboratory. One compartment II)5KW c_mpon tests, as well as cquivaicnl ulllnlale
housed sawing equipment uscd for culling the uniform load of several spans, for Ihe cight
coupons and the olhcr h_}uscd the tcsi cqtlipnlcnl cempons. Table 3 sll_ws the nlagrliludc of Ihc
for both Ihc ASTM E7,.-,',;(I and the ASTM -"_'_C,.,,I- ultimalc hind rangcd fr_rn I,{hR4ihf mininlurrl I_

,R,Rtcsls. WJE personnel inv{_lvcd wilh Ihcsc 2,371) ihf maximum, which was equivalent to a
activities ,a'orc proleclivc ch_lhing and masks, uniform load _f 71 psf to 157 psf I_r a 6-1i. span.

The higher values corrcsp{_ndcd to specimens _,vilh
Four of the six panels wcrc ICslcd in Ihc a lhicker layer of perlilc C_}ilCI'ClC ill Ihc It}p, and

as-rcccivcd moislurc c¢_ndili_n and Ihc other tv,'_} the smalicsl value rcprcscnled it spccimen wilh
were tested in the v,'cl ct}ndilh_n. Wcl condili¢_n virlually m_ pcrlilc c_ncrclc. Thcrcf{_rc, il was
was achieved by soaking Ihc panels in walcr I_r 24 c{mcludcd Ih;.ll Ihe presence ¢)1 pcrlilc concrete

hours, illCl'Cttscs the flcxural resistance t_l A/C panels
Ihrough ct_mlx}Silc aclion.

Table 1 lists naaximun_ deflccli{_n rcc_rdcd

during the full panel ICSln and corresponding h)ad Because the ialx)ratt)ry tests were
and modulus of elasticity as wcli its ultimate h}ad pcrl'_rlncd bcf¢_rc Ihc pnx_f hind lUSt, Ihe rcsulls {_1
recorded at failure and c_rresp_mding hcnding the 19()KE panel and coulxm tcsls, as well its tests

moment in fl Ih/fl. It als_ lists equivalent ultimate on two of Ihe eight couix_ns ohtaincd I'r{}lll Ihe
uniform load for sevcral spans. According to this I()5KW roof, were used to estimate the in situ load

5'table an average ultimate uniform load of .8.3 psf capacity of the roof panels. The results also)
for a 6-11. span was obtained for the four provided a guide during the pcrli_rmancc ¢_1roof
specimens tested in the as-received moislurc pn_¢ffhntd lesl.

condition. This load agrees well wilh _hc
construction specifications I_r the A/C panels. FII,'I,I) 'i'l,:S'l',q

A roof area, including several A/C panels,
Table 2 lists Ihe designations, dimensions, was tcsled under uniform ltmd. The load lest was

ultimate load and bending m_m_cnt ohtaincd in the conducted in accordance with ASTM EI96-81} 15i
coupon tests, as well as cquivalcnt ullinlalc and ASTM E72-,v,I). The only hind lesling
unih)rm h)ad I()r scveral sparta f()r lhe 12 croup(ms, procedure of cxisting structures specified in the

The average ultimate uniform hind I_r a n-Il, span Unilbrm Building ('t_tlc I(_1is thai of the American
was 72.9 psf, excluding Ihc Iwt_c{}upons iakcn Inm_ Concrelc lnstitule (ACi 318, 171). The ACi 318
the 19()KE-3{}(Ipancl. This is ah_ut a 25 pcrccnl pn_cedure is inlcndcd I_r rcinlbrccd and
increase over the c_,,rrcslx_nding values Ihr Ihc full prcstrcsscd concrete strt|c(urcs. Criteria I_r the
size panels. This is anlicipatcd hccausc one w_uld r_l' i_r_l" h)ad Icsl wcrc hascd on Ihe rcsulls of
expccl less flaws in a smaller specimen Ihan in it Ihc initial materials tcs_ing pn)gram.

larger one. The pnx_f load test involved the

Eight asbestos-cement coupons from a apl_licalion ¢_Ia maximum uniform load of 35 psf,
random areas of the I()5KW basin were tested l_y which was applied in 5 psf increments. Roof
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Table 1 - 190Kl," l:ull Panel "l'es! Results

Panel I.D. " 19()KE-I()() 191)KE-21)I)19()KE-31)() 19()KE-41)() 19()KE-5()() 19()KE-6()()
I III IIIII I _ l I I

Max. deflection recorded (in.) ().6(_i ().613 (1.(_16 ().536 ().4,_() ().445

Load corresponding to max. l,(Jg('i' 1,(19(I 7'"i() 1,49(_ !,39() ! !,59()
dellection (lbs)

Modulus of Ela'stic'itv (ksi) ' 3,5411' 3,81(I 2,47{) 3,4'4'11 3,59() 4,42() .....

Ullimale Load"iibs ) i,!(13 1,185 ' 785 1,552 1,541) 1,589 "

....... _

Ultimate bending momcnl 236.5 253.9 168.1 277.1 274.9 283.8
(fl ib/f t)

.................6'0" span 52.5 56.4 3'7.4 61.6 61.1 63.()
L_

,,

t_- 6'6" span 44.7 48.1 ..,1.9 52.5 52.1 53.'/

e--.. ,,

•=- ....6'9" span 41.5 44.6 29.6 48.7 48.3 49.8

......7'if' span 38.(-_ 41.4 27.5 45.3 44.9 46.3

,,

'l'able 2 - 190KE Coupon Test Specimens

...........

Specimen Size Ultimate Ultimate l_quivalcnt Llllirnalc Unifc_rnT Load (psi)

I.D. (inches) Load Mc'_iTIcnl .... 7'()"
(ibs) (fl Iblfi) 6'()" span 6'6" span 6't) '' span sp;all

II II I Iq

190KE-101 17.13 x 3C_ 1,142 333 74.1 63.1 5_.5 54.4

19()KE-I()2 16.88 x 36 i,194 354 7_?i'_ 67.() 62.1 57.7

190KE-2()l 17 x 36 1,()9() 321 71.3 6().8 56.3 ..... 52.4

19()KE-2()2 17 x 36 !,153 339 75.4 64.2 59.6 ",55.,4

"" 49.4 42.119()KE-301 17.25 x 36 762 _,.3 39.() 36.3
- 1" hole

19()KE-3()2 16.75 x 36 1,(1()8 3()1 66.9 57'ii) 52.9 49.2
.... _

19()KE-4()I 13 x 36 923 355 7_.9 67.2 62.3 38.()

19i)KE-4()2 17.25 x 36 1,()3(-_ 3()() 66.7 56._ 52.7 49.()

/ 190KE-5()l 17.25 x 36 1,13() 327 72._ 62.1) 57.5 53.5

1190KE-5()2 16.75 x 36 1,()27 31)7 6,_. I 58.1) 53._ 5().()

19()KE-6()I 16.75 x 36 I,(123 3()5 67.9 57.9 53.6 49.9L

19()KE-6()2 17 x 36 i,15(1 33g 75.2 64.1 59.4 55.2
h,
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Figure 2 Back-up Shoring System

deflection was measured ill ihe center of each A/C I,erccnl i<l Ihal Ihc slrenglh ill Ihc A/C roisf

roof panel. The 35 psi lest load was delcrmincd by panels will exceed Ihe ._5 psf exleinal l(l(ll pr¢_lsf
multiplying the roof design uliimalc load (51 load I'c_ra 6 I1 - ()in. sp;.ill.
(-i].5 psi" by 0,85 (in accordance with ACI) and
subtracting from this number Ihe rool_ own weighl A backup shoring syslem (scc Figure 2)
used in the estimation o1'design load requirement was irlslalled 1¢5miriirrlize the el'feel of accidental

(19.2 psi'), or unaniicipaled prcmalurc failure of ime or more
A/C ro_f panels during Ihe Icsl. The backup

The probability of Ihe A/C panels in Ihe sh_ring was c_mlposed o12 by ,"¢and 2. by 4 limber
selected roof area or the 105KW Building ll_ men_bers clamped Io Ihc sleel rraming members

support the required proor load tesl was between which supp_ri Ihc A/C panels.
79 and 99 percent, depending on the clear span
and the effect of cl)nstrainls ol'fcrcd bv the Because the possibilily Ihal i)ne ()I more

overlapping of the panels, and the roofing syslem corrugated Ate roof panels nlight fraclure during
(perlile concrete). The degree of reslrainl was the proof load lest, special measures were laken to
verified experimentally during the proof load lest. conlain Ihe asbestos malcrial Ironl being released
This was accomplished by comparing lhcdct'tcclion inlo Ihc atm_spherc. A clear plaslic membrane
values obtained under small increments o1 load al (visquccn) was taped to the underside of the A/C
the, start of the test with Ihose measured in the lab. roof panels before starling the lest !15 contain lhe

asbcslos in case of fraclurc.

Flexure test resulls of 5 of the 6 full panel

tests and 12 coupons were used in planning Ihe Load was applied using urclhane coaled
proof load test. The average ultimale bending nylon bags filled wilh water. Six hags, measuring
moment of these specimens was 313.2 fl Ib/fl and %i"1by 8-lt each, were used to cover the test area
the standard deviation was 36.5 fl Ib/fl. Based ¢m (scc Figure 3). The x,151umcof walcr in each bag

these results, there was a probabilily _1 99.25
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l:igure 3 Loading Syslern

was measured using a lh_w meier and .,,pecial meier readini 3was recorded. This rcpresenlcd |he

manifold syslem. Marl _)1'[he h_ad lesl, t|lld Ihe Iirsl incremenl of
load was applied. The hind was applied in six

Dellecli()n was measurcd using Linear incrcmcnls. The nlaximum I_md was reached and
Variable Differenlial Transf¢)rmcrs (I.VDT). Thc was then hcld for 24 hc_urs. The flow meier

LVDTs were mounted (_n Ihc backup sh¢_ring reading was rcc¢_rdcd again, and the lolal ;.lm()tln|

system which was uscd I(} reslrain Ihc A/C panels of waler in Ihc bags was verified.
from deflecling more than I-in. should a fraclurc

occur. The backup sh_ringwassupporlcd by Ihc Thclcslhmdwasrcmovcdbydraininglhe
slecl framing system Ihal SUpl)Orls Ihc A/C panels, walcr Ircm_ lhc bags. Dcllccli¢_n readings wcrc
Therefore, Ihc dcllcclion readings recorded recorded al Ihis linlc, rcprcscnling lhe

reprcsent the nel dcllccli_n _1 Ihc A/C panels, semipermanent set. In addilion t() marluaily
recording Ihe readings during the load lesl, the

An {)hsclvati()n and tcc_rding slali()n ,,v;js readings als(} wcr¢ enlcrcd inlt) ;.t sprcad shccl

set up inside the 1()SKW Building (_n lilt using a lap lop ct_mpulcr. The data were inslanlly
mezzanine level bch)w lhe pr(_()f hind ICsl ;.ll'C;.I. analyzed and Ihc pr()babilily ¢)1 Ihc panels 1o
Defleclion m()nil()ring/readings alld _cncral visual succcs.sfullv carry Ihe ncxl hind incrcmcnl was

m()nil()ring were mainlaincd during Ihc entire lime conlpulcd.
lesl I()ads werc applied I¢_ the l'(_)l.
C()mmunicalion with pcrs_lnncl in charge _1 h_ad TEST RI,;SIII,'I'.g

applicalion was mainlaincd at all times.
The dcllccli_ns allcr Ihc Iirsl I(md

Afler lhe backup sht_ring and IAq)l's xscrc incrcmcnl (5 psf) rangcd Ir(_m ().()()Xin. I(_().()2 in.,

in place, a set of dcllccli(_tl rcadine, s was lakcn, which c(_rrcsp()ndcd I() a maximum cffcclive span
Afler Ihc walcr hags wcrc placcd _n I_p (_1 Ihc ()f 4.94 fl and ;J c()nlpulcd tlllim;.lle m¢)menl _)f
roof and lhc hoses c()nllcclcd, an_lhcr .,,el (_1 152 fl Ib/ll. (N{)lc: aclual sp;.|ils are 6 fl - 8 in.

deflecli()n readings was _akcn. Aflcr Itl;.11,II1¢ lead and 7 Il - 1) ill.) TIle hmd-dcllccli¢)n rclali_nship
hoses lo each bag wcrc filled wilh water and remaincdappr{_ximalelylil_carlhr_)ugh(ml Ihc iesl,
deflecli(_n readings wcrc takcn again ;Jnd Ihc Ilow as sh(_wn in Figure 4. The lll;aXilllUnldclleclion I'(_r
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the 35 psf load was ().i45 in., which corrcsp{_ndcd probal_iliiy of success did nl)t fall below 99.9
to an cffcctive span i)l 5.()ft. alld ;in uilinl;llC percenl.
moment of 156 ft ib/ft. The panels closest tl) Ihc During the 24-h_ur period wt, erc the

roof edge, deflected the illosl throughout the IcSl, maxirril.im lcsl load was held, creep was recorded irl
which was expected because ()l the hick of restraint all of the pariels (scc Figure 5). Creep dcl]cclion
at the free edge. Tlaroughoul the test, the ranged from 1 to 26 percent c_)mparcd to the
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Figure 5 Time History for unil(irm h)ad of 35 psf
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inslanlallc(ms dcl]cclh_n measured a! the final h>ad 4. AS'I'N.1, I_)£,"¢,"Standard Spcciticalions I'(>r

Incfcnlcnl. Seven ()tll _l II[IIC p;tncls r_.,c(}_,cicd CcLlrltlg;.llcd Asbt.,slos-(TcnlClll Shccls,

more than 75 percent of Ihc lt_lal dcllccli_n ASTM (.__I-NN", ASTM Slandards in
dcvch_pcd after 24 hours al the rcm_wal of the Building C_dcs Volunlc 11,
load, and the _lhcr Iwo panels rcc¢wcrcd Ihcir Philadelphia, PA.

dellcclion tv,,¢_ hours lalcr. Because all panels
rccovcrcd at Icasl 75 percent ¢_llhc maximum Ic_lal 5. ASTM, I¢)gg, "Slandard Praclicc I_r
dellccli()n within 24 h_uts _1 h_iid icnlt)\al, thu, Gray!Iv [,_md Testing ()1 Fi(_ors and Flal
roof proc_f load Icsl is considered succcsslul. R¢_{_lg,ASTM E lg(_-g{}."ASTM Standards

in Building ('¢_dcs Volume il,

C()NCI,UN[()NN Philadelphia, PA.

The ro¢ff area ch<_scn l¢_r lhc prcuff I_ad (_. Unil_rm Building Code, lnlcrnalionai
tCSl successfully passed ihc hind ICSl. The cffccl (_1 Conference _1"Building Officials, Whittier,
the pc:lilc c¢_ncrclc was clearly dcnlonSll'alcd CA, 1991.

through the shorl effective spans ohlaincd during
lhc iC.Sl (5-fl. maximum). Thc c_mp_silc acti_n 7. American Omcrclc lnslilulc, Building
ol'fcrcd by Ihc perlitc concrete rcsullcd in rcduccd Code Requirements I'¢_r Reinforced
midspan dcllcclions, and pnwidcd s_mc c_ntinuil\, ColTcrelc and C_m_mcnlarv 31N-Ng,
helwCCll adjacent spans. Table 4 sht_xv.smaximum DellOil, MI, 19,'4¢).

inslanlancous dcllccli¢_n Obl;.tincd in ¢ac'h pa_lcl
undcr 35 psi load, c_mpulcd cffcclivc span, and g. Millcr, 1. and ground, J.E., "Prohabilily
bending momcn! corrcsp_,,_ding I_ Ihis h_ad. and Sial!slits I'¢_rEnginccrs, 3rd Edition",

;,'4._, Prentice t lall, Inc., Englcw¢_¢_dComparing the maximum bending m(_mcnl value I ( '-
(155.9 I't Ih/fl)with the minimum ullimalc I_cnding Clillg, NJ.

momcnl value ohlaillcd in Ihc Or)tip(Ill ICsl.,,
(319 fl Ih/ft), it can hc staled that lhc 1(15KW I_l

panels could suplx_r_ a minimum _1 N7 ps{ _f
external uniform load. Thcrcl_rc, the 1(15K\V r_t

is capar_lc of supp_rling Ihc design h_acls and is
considered safe.

A scc()nd phase ICSl I()address Ihc r()()f
resistance l() personnel and r{)()l rcm_wal/n_ling
svsicm inslallali_)n equipment was rcc()mmcndcd
and is underway. This type _1 Ic.,,Iwill as.,,isl in Ihe

sclccli_m of rcro_fin,-nlclh(_ds and cquipnlcnl.

R I,_I'"I,:R!':N1,"1'2-;

1. GE, 1952, ('onslructi(m Spccilicall()n
"Ccmcnl Asbcsl_.,, Shccls," H\V-47a,v,,

General Electric ('_mp:tnv
Richland, Wasl'_ingt_n.

2. Gillcr, R./\., 1992, "I()5KE New R_t'_/

Design L,_ a d .,,," 92' RA(i(12_, _,

Wcslingh_usc Hanfi_rd ("_m p;_nv,
Richland, _:_ hineI_n

3. ASTM, lggg, "Slallda/-d Mclh_)ds _)l

Conducling Slrcnglh l'c.,,,is _I Panel.,, I_r
Building C_)nslrucli_m, AS'I'M I::7-''__-,',;('),"

ASTM Standards in l_uilding C'¢_dcs
Volume I!, Philadelphia, PA.
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'l'ahle 3 - 105KW Coulmn 'l'est NI)ecilnens

siiccimcn I.D. Size Ullimalc l._md tlllimalc M_mlcnt Equivalent trltimatc t lnili_rm l._md
(inchc.,,) (Ihs.) (fl Ih/fl) (psi)

,.............

(_i_),,span (_'(_"span (¢u" span 7'1)" span
I I Ill I Ill Illll I I I lll

II)sKW-AB (}33,q 16.13 x 36 1,171 3(_3 81).7 (_8.8 63.8 59.3

II)5KW-BC 1153{ 17 x 3(-_ 1,(184 31_ 711.9 60.4 5(-_.(l 52.1
...................

i'()'_KW-BC. ...'_s _t,_.._ 16.75 x'3(, 2,37(I 7()7 157._.. 134.11 1,4.,.'__ i15.5

I()5KW-BC 233i '16.75x 36 !,494 44(, 99.1 .... 84.4 781.:_ 72.8

I()5KW-CD (i719 17 x 36 i,7311 51,,, i13'{) 96.3 80.3 83.1)
,,

I()5KW-C!D ;'()!9"-'17.25 x 3(, I S12 438 r
'" L 97.4 83.(I 77.(1 71.(,

i()5KW-DE _2()1_) 16.75 x 3(, 1,85'_ 555 i'23.3 i()5.1 97.4 _().g,

lil5KW-DE 'i_i0 17x 3g, 1,849 544 ' i'2{I.9 IIB.I) 95.5 ,_8.8
....

Tahle 4 - lloof Ih'oot' l.oad "l'es! Results

Panel No. Maximum l)cllccli_n Effcciivc Span 1. Maximum M{_lllCfll (fl II_i
(in.) (fl) I_r EflL'clivc Span l.

I Ill I II I I , ill
I   .141 4.9 151.,
2 ....  ).145 .... 154.4

...... _ ....

3 (i. 148 5.(1 155.t_
.... i

4 (I.()_,q 4.5 124.11
,,,

5 ().1183 4.3 ! 17.I}
......

6 (i.'1)93 4.4 I__3..>"-
, ,,

7 IUI% 4.5 125.7
.. ...........

8 11.1114 4.6 1311.7
....

9 (1.131 4.8 !4(_.6
.............
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M ETR IC CON V ERS ION

CONV ERSION FACTORS

TO CONVERT FROM: TO: MUI,TII)LY BY:
I Ill IlUII Illll Illlllll I Ill I

Ibol meier (m) I)3(_,1_

inch millimeter tmm l 25.4

pound nc_lon IN) 4,148

pound/square l'_ol kllopascal (kl_a) /_l147XX

I'oo[-potlnd llc_ I_HI-IIICI¢I(.N'III) I ._5(_

pound (avdpI ki l,_gtam(k_) _1.I53t',
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DEVELOPMENT OF AN IMPROVED METHODOLOGY FOR PROBABILISTIC
SEISMIC HAZARD ANALYSIS

Robert J. Budnitz
Future Resources Associates, Inc.

2000 Center Street, # 418
Berkeley, California 94704

ABSTRACT

In the late 1980s, the methodology for performing probabilistic
seismic hazard analysis was exercised extensively for eastern,
U.S. nuclear power plant sites by the Electric Power Research
Institute (EPRI) and Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
(LLNL) under NRC sponsorship. Unfortunately, the seismic-
hazard-curve results of these two studies differed substantially
for many of the eastern reactor sites, which has motivated all
concerned to revisit the approaches taken. This project,
jointly sponsored by NRC, EPRI, and the U.S. Department of
Energy, is that revisitation.

The NRC, EPRI, and the U.S. Department of EPRI and under NRC sponsorship by LLNL.
Energy (DOE) are jointly supporting an 18-
month project that began in the spring of Technical Support Panels sponsored by NRC,
1993, with the goal of d- ,ing a DOE, and EPRI will perform analyses and
recommended methodology lding studies as defined by the Committee. A
implementation guidelines, for final Committee report will summarize the
performing PSHA. The final pr,J of the work performed in this project and provide
project will be a methodology that can be the desired implementation guidelines,
used in seismic regulation of nuclear power including a recommended methodology,
plants and other critical facilities, suitable for the performance of PSHA.

To accomplish this objective, an independent This paper will discuss the progress to date
committee of technical experts, the Senior for this important project, including the
Seismic Hazard Analysis Committee, has been approach being taken and some of the key
established under joint NRC, DOE, and EPRI technical issues that are being confronted.
sponsorship.* This Committee is developing Among these are how to provide definitive
the desired implementation guidelines for guidance on seismic zonation, scismicity
PSHA. In the course of this work, it is modeling, ground-motion modeling, and
expected that the Committee will evaluate the expert elicitation.
PSHA methodologies already developed by

* The members of the Committee are Robert Budnitz (chair),
George Apostolakis, David Boore, Lloyd Cluff, Kevin Coppersmith,
Allin Cornell, and Peter Morris.
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A DETERMINISTIC AND PROBABILISTIC SEISMIC HAZARD EVALUATION
OF THE LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LABORATORY

Ivan Wong, Mark HemphiU-Haley, Tom Kolbe, Robert Green
Jacqueline Bott, and Helen Kanakari

Woodward-Clyde Federal Services and
Woodward-Clyde Consultants

500 12th Street, Suite 100
Oakland, CA 94607

Keith Kelson and Colleen Haraden
William Lettis & Associates

Oakland, CA 94607

Jamie Gardner, Leigh House, Steven Reneau, and Dean Keller
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Los Alamos, NM 87545

Walter Silva and Cathy Stark
Pacific Engineering & Analysis

El Cerrito, CA 94530

ABSTRACT

A comprehensive seismic hazard evaluation of the Los Alamos National Laboratory
(LANL) was initiated in 1991 with the purpose of updating the seismic hazard criteria
as defined in UCRL-53582 and an informally accepted 20-year old deterministic

seismic design criteria developed for the Plutonium Facility. This evaluation included
a prograin of geological, seismological, geophysical, and geotechnical studies. Regional
Quaternary and tectonic investigations, airphoto interpretation, paleoseismic trenching,
age-dating, and historical and contemporary seismicity evaluations were performed to
characterize the earthquake sources significant to LANL. The Maximum Credible

Earthquake (MCE) for most of the LANL is a moment magnitude (Mw) 7 event on the
Pajarito fault at source-to-site distances of less than 5 kin. Drilling, downhole velocity
measurements, and dynamic laboratory testing were performed to characterize the site
geology beneath several moderate and high hazard facility sites. Based on this data,
both deterministic and probabilistic ground motion parameters were estimated.

Preliminary deterministic peak horizontal accelerations for LANL, assuming the MCE,
ranged from about 0.5 to 0.7 g. For an annual exceedance probability of 2x10 _ (high
hazard), preliminary peak horizontal accelerations ranged from about 0.25 to 0.35 g.
A significant factor influencing these ground motion values is the near-surface geology
beneath LANL, particularly a thick sequence of alternating nonwelded to densely
welded volcanic tuff.
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INTRODUCTION 4) Estimate deterministic ground motion parameters
from the most significant earthquake sources;

The Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANt.) is located 5) Estimate ground motions by performing a
near the western margin of the Rio Grande rift (Figure 1), probabilistic seismic hazard analysis which
a ,seismically and volcanically active tectonic structure incorporates therangeofparametric uncertainties;
which dominates the geology of north-central New and
Mexico. Since 1991, an ongoing seismic hazard 6) Develop site-specific seismic design and seismic
evaluation has been performed whose purpose is to safety criteria for LANL.
update the seismic design criteria presently being used at
LANL. This study was also motivated in part by the This paper describes and summarizes the preliminary
recent recognition that the Guaje Mountain fault, which results of our Task 2 studies.
is partially located within the laboratory boundaries
(Figure 2), has been active in the Holocene (past 11,000 SEISMOTECTONIC SETTING
years) [1]. Both deterministic and probabilistic
earthquake ground motion assessments have been made The LANL is located along the western margin of the
for eight specific technical areas at the LANL. Rio Grande rift (Figure 1). The rift in noah-central New

Mexico and south-central Colorado is a broad

OBJECTIVES physiographic and structural depression located between
the Colorado Plateau on the west and the Great Plains on

The intent of the LANL study was to perform a state-of- the east. The rift in north-central New Mexico is
the-art seismic hazard evaluation based on the composed of a series of north-trending, elongate
identification and characterization of seismic sources and topographic and structural basins that are collapsed parts
probabilistic and deterministic assessments of ground of a broad area of Laramide structural uplift [2]. The
motions. The study consisted of two phases: Task 1 structural basins are arranged in a right-stepping, en
involved a review of existing data to identify specific echelon pattern (Figure 1), and are characterized by thin
issues relevant to the potential seismic hazards at LANL crust, high heat flow, late Quaternary faulting, Quaternary
and to develop a focused program (Task 2) to evaluate volcanism, and thick basin fills [3]. The Rio Grande rift
them. Task 2 activities provided a systematic approach exhibits geologic and geophysical characteristics that are
to address the most significant issues and maximize similar to continental rifts throughout the world, such as
critical data. Based on this program, other remaining the Kenya rift of the East African rift system and the
seismic hazard issues significant to the I,ANL could be Baikal rift of the Mongolian Plateau.
identified, prioritized, and addressed in future studies.

The historical seismicity record indicates that only six
It was recognized in Task 1 that several seismic sources earthquakes of estimated Richter magnitude (Me) 5.0 or
may be significant to LANL in terms of earthquake greater have occurred in the LANL region. The most
hazards. Task 2 was designed to focus on those seismic significant event was the 1918 Cerrillos earthquake of
sources that pose the highest hazard and would probably estimated ML 5_Awhich occurred approximately 50 km
control the seismic design criteria for LANL. These southeast of LANL.
sources are three faults or fault segments that either

border or intersect LANL: the Pajarito, Rendija Canyon, Microseismicity recorded by the LANL regional network
and Guaje Mountain faults (Figure 2). from 1973 to 1992 indicates, as is commonly observed

throughout the Basin and Range province, that events are
The specific objectives of Task 2 activities were: generally not associated with mapped faults or structures.

Few well-located earthquakes have occurred in the
1) Identify active faults or other potential earthquake immediate vicinity of LANL or the three local faults.

sources in the LANL region (as defined in Figure The Valles caldera also appears to be seismically
1) that may significantly contribute to the seismic quiescent. The maximum depth of seismicity in the
hazard at LANL; northern Rio Grande rift appears to be about 15 kin,

2) Characterize the location, geometry, maximum which is consistent with elevated crustal temperatures.
magnitude and recurrence of these seismic Focal mechanisms exhibit both normal and strike-slip
sources; faulting generally on northwest- to northeast-striking

3) Assess the effects of the subsurface geology on planes. The tectonic stress field is characterized by
strong ground shaking especially in the near- approximately east-west extension.
surface beneath each major facility site;
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Figure 1. Tectonic Map of the LANL Region
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SEISMIC SOURCES the considerable uncertainty in the timing of past surface-
faulting events.

Within the LANL region, 26 faults and five seismic
source zones were identified as potential seismic sources The probability of activity, maximum magnitude, source
significant to LANL in terms of ground shaking. The geometry, orientation, sense of slip, slip rate, and
three most significant and closest faults to the LANL recurrence intervals were estimated for each fault
were the Pajarito, Guaje Mountain, and Rendija Canyon considered in the hazard analysis. Based on estimated
faults (Figure 2). The Pajarito fault is a 47-kin-long rupture lengths and rupture areas, maximum magnitudes
north-trending discontinuous fault zone that defines the were calculated for the 26 faults using the empirical
active western boundary of the Rio Grande rift. The fault relationships developed by Wells and Coppersmith [4].
is located along the western boundary of the LANL and Four potential rupture scenarios were postulated for the
is a down-to-the-east normal fault dipping moderately to Pajarito fault. The maximum magnitudes for the Pajarito,
the east beneath the laboratory. The Rendija Canyon Rendija Canyon, and Guaje Mountain faults were
fault is located 3 km east of the Pajarito fault (Figure 2). moment magnitude (Mw) 7, 6_A, and 61A,respectively,
The 10-km-long fault trends north-south across the LANL with uncertainties of :t:IAmagnitude unit. In general, the
site. The fault is a steeply west-dipping normal or faults in the Rio Grande rift are assumed to be northerly-
oblique slip fault; the amount of lateral slip, if any, is not trending, moderately-dipping normal faults. For each
well constrained. The Guaje Mountain fault is located 1 fault, a characteristic earthquake model has been used to
to 2 km east of the Rendija Canyon fault (Figure 2). The represent the recurrence of larger earthquakes. The range
14-km-long fault is similar to the Rendija Canyon fault in of slip rates ranged from 0.01 mm/yr for the lowest
its orientation, tectonic setting, and probable sense of slip. activity faults to 0.2 mm/yr for faults such as Pajarito,
Previous paleoseismic trenching along the Guaje Embudo, and Puye faults.
Mountain fault shows that the fault is active with

repeated late Quaternary surface ruptures [1]. The most To address the hazard posed by earthquakes not
recent earthquake on the Guaje Mountain fault may have associated with known or identified geologic structures,
occurred about 4,000 to 6,000 years ago. seismic source zones were incorporated into the

probabilistic analysis. The source zones are defined as
As part of Task 2, paleoseismic investigations were regions with similar seismotectonic characteristics in
conducted along the Pajarito, Rendija Canyon, and Guaje which earthquakes are assumed to occur randomly. In
Mountain faults. Based on our analysis of aerial most regions of the western U.S., events larger than about
photography, aerial reconnaissance and field mapping, ML6tA are usually accompanied by surface rupture, and
several possible sites for detailed investigations were thus, repeated events of this size will produce
identified. Six sites were selected for detailed recognizable fault or fold-related features at the earth's
investigations on the basis of geomorphic expression of surface. Seismic source zones considered in this
faulting, availability of surficial deposits to record late evaluation included the Rio Grande rift, Jemez Volcanic
Quaternary displacement, and potential for obtaining data province, the Colorado Plateau Transition zone, the
on deposit ages and fault characteristics. Exploratory Southern Rocky Mountains, and Great Plains provinces.
trenching revealed that the Pajarito fault has ruptured Maximum magnitudes for the random earthquakes within
during multiple surface-faulting events in the past these provinces ranged from M_6 to 6½. Recurrence for
100,000 to 200,000 years; thus the fault is considered these seismic source zones was computed based upon an
active. The estimated slip rate on the fault during the evaluation of the historical and contemporary seismicity.
past 1.1 Ma ranges from 0.05 to 0.20 mm/yr. Similarly,
paleoseismic trenching shows that the Rendija Canyon DETERMINISTIC GROUND MOTION
fault has repeatedly ruptured during the late Quaternary, EVALUATION
w_th the most recent event occurring at about 8,000 to
9,000 years ago. Estimated recurrence intervals on the Based on empirical data and observations, it is well
Rendija Canyon fault range from 25,000 to 100,000 known that near-surface geology can significantly
years, and the slip rate ranges from 0.01 to 0.05 ram/yr, influence, if not dominate, the level and spectral content
The Guaje Mountain fault exhibits evidence of multiple of strong ground motions. In particular, the thick
surface ruptures during the past approximately 150,000 to volcanic sequence beneath the LANL called the Bandelier
300,000 years. Recurrence intervals for this fault are Tuff may be capable of strongly affecting ground
estimated to range from 50,000 to 150,000 years, and the motions. Thus, the subsurface geology beneath the
slip rate ranges from 0.01 to 0.03 ram/yr. The wide LANL was investigated through a program of corehole
range of intervals for all three local faults demonstrates exploration, downhole velocity measurements, and
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I

dynamic laboratory testing of corehole samples. Core .......... '""_"-'"" ..... ' .......-_ '""'' ..........'..... "......_"'-'!
holes were drilled at four sites and logged for lithology _,_._,,_,o,_,,__,P_._,o,

Fand structure. Downhole shear-wave velocity and some ."damping measurements were performed in each hole. 'S ..,.. ,
Laboratory testing of undisturbed samples for dynamic _ .," '

• ,

properties was also performed to assess the range of _ .," F-". '
properties with lithology and depth, particularly for soils " _. .',' • ,
and unconsolidated sediments. Based on these site- -_- ""' / ".i\'

,','/ ..',

specific data and seismic source characterization, _ .;:j
deterministic and probabilistic ground motions were _ '_. _" "

, o ".

estimated. _'! ...i;_i!i'ii':"

The deterministic ground motions were evaluated through _ " ''''"\
empirical and stochastic approact_es. Because of their
proximity, the Pajarito, Rendija Canyon, and Guaje
Mountain faults will produce the greatest ground shaking _" ..............................10 "_ 10 -t l0 0 10 I

at the LANL sites. Thus, deterministic ground motions P.r;od...... _,
were computed for the maximum events on these faults, tEa_,o
The empirical approach consists of using attenuation .... c,,_p_,._

..... Joyner & I_, 1988

relationships based on recorded strong motion data for -,- s,,_. _r
both peak ground accelerations and response spectral _ s_t_
accelerations. Based on the characterization of the

surfacegeology developedfor eachsite, each technical Figure 3. Median Empirical andStochastic
area was classified as either a rock or soil site. Four of Acceleration Response Spectra
the sites are underlain by nonwelded Bandelier Tuff for ParajitoFault Mw7 Earthquake
which, becauseof the tuff's low shear wave velocity
(<?50 rn/sec)are classified as soil sites in this study, quite signilicant, and thus, should be incorporatedinto
This classification, unfortunately, oversimplifies the strong6q'oundmotionpredictions. An equivalent-linear
complex nature of the sequence of Bandelier Tuff. approach to estimate nonlinear soil response was also

employed to incorporate the effects of the low velocity,
Based on this soil or rock classification, attenuation nonwelded Bandelier Tuff beneath the sites.
relationships were selected to evaluate the peak
acceleration and response spectral values (Figure 3). For Response spectra were calculated for all sites based on a
the rock sites, the relationships by Joyner and Boore [5], M, 7 earthquake on the Pajarito fault and for a M_ 6.5
Campbell [6], Tsai et al. [7], and Idriss [8] were used. event on the Guaje Mountain fault (Figure 3). Selected
The relationships developed by Joyner and Boore [5], input parameters were randomly varied to arrive at the
Campbell [6], and Sadigh (described in [5]) were used for parametric uncertainty which was then incorporated into
the soil sites. Empirical peak horizontal accelerations the horizontal ground motion estimates. The 5%-damped
generated by the three local faults generally ranged from absolute acceleration response spectra from 50 runs with
0.4 to 0.6 g at the eight facility sites with the M,,.7 all the parameters simultaneously randomized were
earthquake on the Pajarito fault generally producing the assumed to be log-normally distributed, and estimates of
highest values. Typical spectra for one site are shown in the 16th, median and 84th percentiles of the distribution
Figure 3. were made.

Site-specific stochastic acceleration response spectra were The stochastic peak horizontal accelerations were similar
also computed for the maximum earthquakes on the local to the empirical values except for three of the eight sites.
faults based upon the finite fault version of the Band- Significant site amplifization occurs at these three sites
Limited-White-Noise source model and random vibration with peak horizontal accelerations ranging up to nearly
theory [9]. The advantages of the stochastic approach are 1.0 g. Comparison betv,een the empirical and stochastic
that source effects and site response could be response spectra, howeve,', showed considerable
incorporated into the ground motion estimates. In the differences partially as a result of the generalized
near-field region of large earthquakes, as is the case for classification of sites into rock and soil required by the
the LANL, the effects of a finite source including rupture empirical approach (Figure 3). The site-specific
propagation, directivity, and source-site geometry can be stochastic spectra exhibited significant effects of site
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amplification and material damping due to the nonweltaeO
to densely welded Bandelier Tuff (Figure 3).

PROBABILISTIC GROUND MOTION
EVALUATION

The use of probabilistically-based hazard analysis is
especially appropriate for seismotectonic regions such as
the northern Rio Grande rift where 'he recurrence

intervals of faults is on the order of several to many

thousands of years. The probabilistic seismic hazard .
analysis approach used in this study is based on the

model presented by [10] which is similar to other ':'
available seismic haz_'_d analysis models (e.g., [111).

The qeismic sources were modeled in the hazard analysis

in terms of maximum magnitude, geometry and
earthquake recurrence using logic trees (Figure 4). This
approach allows the incorporation of the range of possible
source, path, and site parameters and their uncertainties.
The geometric source parameters included fault location, .........

segmentation model, dip, and depth of seismogenic zone. ,,,
The recurrence parameters included recurrence model '_,,,_...... ,_

(exponential and characteristic), recurrence rate (slip rate ......... ,,_
or average return time for the maximum event on the ..... "_"..... I b t_, t_e_cer_t i le

faults or number of events over the minimum magnitude .... _,, o_-.,.,,__,

for the source zones), and slope of the recurrence curve F::igure 5. Seismic Hazard Curvos
(b-value).

Specifically, the Pajarito fault, which dips beneath the
To describe the attenuation of ground motions, both LANL, and the Rio Grande rift zone, which the site is

empirical and site-specific stochastic relationships were located in, are the dominant contributors to the hazard at
used. For the probabilistic analyses, we used the same all eight sites. Other seismic sources of significant but

attenuation relationships as for the deterministic analyses, lesser importance include the Puye and Embudo faults.
To incorporate source, path, and site-specific effects into The nearby Rendija Canyon and Guaje Mountain faults
the probabilistic seismic hazard analysis, attenuation do not contribute significantly to h_ard until low
relationships were developed tor peak acceleration and exceedance probabilities (< 10 "4) are considered due to
spectral accelerations at periods of 0.2 and 1.0 sec for their long estimated recurrence intervals (Figure 6). The
each site using the point source version of the BLWN- remaining faults and source zones in the LANL region do
RVT methodology, not contribute significantly to the total hazard at the

LANL because they are too distant and/or their
Seismic hazard curves were developed for each LANL recurrence rates are too low.

site for peak horizontal acceleration and response spectral
accelerations at periods of 0.2 and 1.0 sec. For an annual In addition to the seismic sources, the contributions from

exceedance probability of 2x10 .4 (high hazard), the the different attenuation relationships results in the widest
preliminary peak horizontal accelerations ranged from variation in the total hazard. The use of the site-specific
0.25 to 0.35 g (Figure 5). At a probability of lxl0 3 for stochastic attenuation relationships with the empirical
low and moderate hazard, the peak accelerations ranged attenuation relationships results in a wide variation of
from 0.14 to 0.19 g. The highest values for several sites potential ground motions and large confidence intervals.
are due to the significant site amplification occurring

beneath these sites. Although not as significant in terms of ground shaking at
annual exceedance probabilities of 10.3 to 10"4, the

The seismic hazard in terms of peak acceleration is Rendija Canyon and Guaje Mountain faults are important
dominat_.d by the closest sources with the highest because of their potential for surface faulting at some
likelihood of producing large earthquakes (Figure 6). facility sites. Current investigations are underway to
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NATURAL PliEN()MENA ISSUES- A C.IIALLEN(_E F()R i}()E

Joseph E. Fitzgerahl, Jr.
Deputy Assisumt Sccret_uy

Safety and Quality Assurance
ar_l

Robert W. Barixx (Pre.,,a.'nter)
l)irector, Office of Risk Analysis and Technology

Assistant Secretary lor Enviromnent, Safety and ttealth
U.S. Delmrunent of Energy

i NT R(} DU CTI ON that can be characterized as "expected" events --
events that are likely to occur within our lifetime

Good afternoon. I appreciate this or the lifetime of the facility, rather than the
opportunity to share with you some observations much larger "design basis" events which
coucerning DOE's Natural Phenomena Hazards generally have return periods of 10,0()(1or more
Safety Programs. Following a few introductory years. These losses may be a symptom of
comments, I plan to focus my remarks in the management neglect; something we all need to
tk_ilowing areas: ex amine.

First, 1 want to provide a tleadquarlers' Effective, site-initiated programs at I..BL,
perspective on the recently issued NPH policy SLAC and LLNL reduced damage and injury
requirements and relate these to the elemenLs of during the t, oma Prieta Earthquake that caused
the DOE NPH Program that support catastrophic losses elsewhere. Life-safety
Departmenull and National Salety Objectives; concerns exist at other sites. Some are being

evaluated, but few fixes are underway. Other

Second, I want to address major NPH issues sites, like the Nevada Test Site, were found to be
and needsiktcing the Delmrtment:and, vulnerable (Sl M damage) to the 1992

earthquakes in Southern Calilornia.
Third l will summarize the DOE agenda that

addresses some of the needs. Although the Loma Prieta carthquake
damage was minimal, the 55 M in freezing

To put things in perspective, it is worth losses that occurred the next year (1990)at the
noting that the DOE NPH program has the scope same sites were unacceptably high.
of a National Program. Many of the Natural
Phenomena that occur world-wide occur at Some sites have recurring llooding problems
various DOE sites as well. Each site is which have becon_e more frequent since the
vulnerable to impacts from some natural facilities were constructed. Faster and more
phenomena. The necessity and means to t'requent runoff due to inadequate storm water
mitigate their effects _u'emuch the same for DOE control and upstream development occur at the
as they are to the nation. Consequently, DOE Oak Ridge Y-12 site and the Plant in Kansas
has a strong interest in the developnmnt and use City. This is a common problem, affecting
of standards and guidance for national and communities and other agencies as well.
international use.

The DOE Pantex Plant and the DOE power

During the past three years, DOE concerns administrations have periodic million dollar
have been raised based upon operational feedback losses due to 100+ mph winds, and related storm
from the Department's recently-strengthened damage, and the Oak Ridge Site had similar
accident and occurrence reporting systems, and losses due to tornadoes las[ spring.
from the recently-h_rmed NPH program liaison
groups. Property losses from natural hazards With the billions of dollars lost nationally
events at DOE sites have significantly increased to recent earthquake and hurricanes in mind, we
during the past few years, and are nearly an order believe it is timely that current DOE Directives
of magnitude higher than experienced in earlier require an improved NPH risk design, and that
years. DOE sites incurred losses of over $15 our standards provide performance goals to
million during 1990 - 1992. More significant is achieve this.
an average of one fatality per year during the past
decade. These losses wc, c duc to NPH events
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NPH PROGRAM other phenomena, and get on with fixing thenl.
A prioritization stamlard/guidelinc is under

Tile Office of Environment, Safety, and development to assist in the screening,
Health has the DOE lead responsibility for evaluation, and determining fix priorities.
initiating and coordinating DOE projects and However, several sites have already undertaken
activities ['or reduction of the effects of natural el'forLs that have proven successful in initiating a
phenomena hazards (NPH) on workers, DOE seismic mitigation program for existing
proI_rty and dm public. The Natural Phenomena facilities.
Hazards Safety Programs Group of the Risk
Assessment and Technology Division has The seismic safety program at LBL is a g_x)d
responsibility for managing these programs for example of what can bc done. LBL was among
EH. the first to establish a site-wide seismic safety

program. Their mitigation efforts - albeit
To meet this responsibility, the Natural designed by yesterday's standard - saved many

Phenomena Hazards Safety Program of El-l, lives and precluded nc_lrly S601M in losses from
together with EH's Office of Nuclear Safety the Loma Pricta earthquake. These tremendous
Policy and Standards, developed a new Order, savings cost only $4M due to creative solutions
"Natural Phenomena Hazards Mitigation," DOE engineered over a period of 15 years. Similar
5480.28. efforts arc underway at LANL and Oak Ridge.

EH-33.1 has a pilot effort underway to complete
The Order states, "It is the policy of the a preliminary first order seismic "risk"

DOE te design, construct, and operate DOE assessment of the DOE complex and is
facilities so that die workers, the general public, coordinating this effort at sites where local
and the environment are protected from the assessments of existing facilities have bccn
impacts of natural hazards." To quote a recent initiated or completed.
article in Phenomenal News describing the NPH
Order signing, this is "a DOE Landmark in We believe that existing standards, codes and
setting policy for the mitigation of natural methods arc adequate to provide significant
hazards by DOE Programs at all Department mitigation in new and existing facilities.
sites." Identifying and fixing existing risks is not

something that is easy to do. "l"he main
The DOE NPH policy is linked to challenge is one of identifying the life-safety

Departmental ES&H and Nuclear Safety Policies risks in over 12,000 buildings, with consistency
as well as to National/Federal in criteria and approach, and then prioritizing the
programs/standards: "DOE mitigation risks for corrective action. LBL documented their
requirements will be consistent with the safety upgrading experience and LANL has token steps
policy and goals of the National Earthquake to prioritize some 2500 buildings/structures.
Hazards Mitigation Program and the Executive Both used simplified prtx:esscs that can easily be
Order on Seismic Safety." DOE's policy used at other sites.
requiremenL,_ have goals to ensure 1) "safe work

places", 2) minimal Federal "property loss or There is also a need for Federal policy and
damage", 3) "operation of essential facilities", requiremenL,_ for evaluation of existing buildings,
and 4) protection of "public health, property, and and fixing the deficiencies limnd. The Federal
the environment against exposure to hazardous building at one DOE Oak Ridge office has been
materials." judged to bc a life-safety hazard (based on

consensus evaluation standards). Fixing it was
While the primary focus of the Order is on bound up in the bureaucracy of dealing with

seismic, wind, tornado, and flood, the policy Federal agencies who have their own priorities.
applies to mitigation of all natural hazards. At increased risk were nearly 8()0 DOE and other

agency employees.
ISSUES

The 1990 enabling legislation for the
Let's discuss some issues that I think arc NEHRP program tusked FEMA (in coordination

important, with other agencies) to develop methods for
evaluation and retrofit of existing Federal

First, we need to idcnttfy and undersumd the buildings. DOE has committed resources to
NPH vulnerabilities of existing buildings, work with the lnteragency Committee on
facilities, and operations, for earthquakes and Seismic Safety in Construction (ICSSC) to
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develop an Executive Order and related standards receive financial assistance through DOI'_
for screening, evaluation, and retrofit o1 existing programs, inclt_ding Congressionally-lunded
buildings. Examples of upgrading and rclated projects, The E.O. requires I)()E and other
costs are currently ncx'ded, agencies to assure that Federal sl_.lndardsare used

to but ld earthquake-resist:mr btn Itlings.
As a principal mechanism lor idcntilying

NPH risks, we will need to assure that NPtt is We ark working with Procurement to revise
included in tile Department's oversight activities, the Financial Assistance Rules (ill i0 CFR 6(10)
To date, oversight activities addrcssing the NPH and, with ER, CE, FE, to include procedures on
aspects of DOE programs and facilities (with loans and loan guarantees to require and assure
exception of DP activities at LANL and Rocky use of seismic standards. We plan tc_assist DOE
Flats,) have been largely fortuitous or_! hoc. We programs and organizations in the
have obtained seismic experience data and implement,'ltion of other aspects of the E.O.
evaluation information from EPRI and are DOE is currently working with other agencies

currently providing this to the DOE Program (through the ICSSC) to develop and implement
Ol',_ces and sites for use in self-inspections. Federal guidelines related to the E.().

As a part of the oversight process, we also My third and last isstie deals with DOI:.
need to expand tile use of lhe indepcnde_lt review involvement in the International Decade on
process for seismic and wind design, not only for Natural Disaster Reduction (IDNDR). This
new projects, but cspccially for retrofit and involvement includes Federal, national and
repair. While it is general knowledge that cost international NPH programs. We need to make
benefits have been achieved through third party or available our talents, products and ideas to help
"peer review", programs are reluctant to utilize solve problems on a world-wide scale. P,y the
the resources available. ()lie DOE site office way, this could mean getting involved in your

saved "millions" using third party review on a local community to resolve NPll concerns,
wind and seismic upgrade project, yet has not especially at hospitals, schools, and (_lhcr
utilized the process for other major tmWcts, essential facilities.

DOE Orders require this independent review DOE plans to rccomn_end adc_plion _1 a
of all projects, and the UBC provides such a revised Seismic Safety Guide and a Seismic
service for nlember organizations, The Detailing Document by the National Earthquake
membership fec is only S75. Siles thai arefft Hazards Reduction Program Interagcllcy
members pay several thousands in purchase of Committee. Also, we have proposed that the
ICBO/UBC materials. What are we waiting for? Seismic Salety Guide and the Earthquake Alert
Only ten of the 5(, DOE sites arc participating. System be used in support of the t.JS effort for

the Decade for Natural Disaster Reduction. The

To our knowledge, only I.BI, does a third Department, just this month, comnlitled use of
party review on every project -- as mandated by a DOE-developed technology to FEMA in support
University of Califonlia policy that applies only of natural hazards mitigali(m stralegics.
to their activities ill California. This is

inconsistent. Policy, standards and documenled NPII A(_ENI)A
methodology can help, but they must be used if
we are to achieve cost effectiw:, quality fixcs for In my previous discussions, 1 noted
existing problems, examples of what it took to put D()E HQ, Fiehl

and Contractor NPH Safely programs in place.

The DOE NPH program is developing Those efforts were sut_portcd through the
standards and guidance documents, conducting initiatives of individuals and organizations.
workshops and conferences, issuing Newsletters We've already cited the LBL expcrience that saved
and Safety Bulletins. But this is not enough -- lives and produced a seismic guide for use by
DOE also needs the organizations represented in others. The ad hoc processes and organizational
the audience to initiate and propose creative and relationships have contributed in the past, but
effective solutions to address site-specific needs, there is a clear need to structure an Ntql Program

using the DOE line organization to set the

My second issue is meeting the challengcs Department's safety priorities.
of imp!cmenting the Executive Order on Seismic
Safety. There will be niajor inlpacts on I want to leave you with sonic insight tc_our
programs and organizations outside of DOE that agenda, addressing the issues and needs discussed
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earlier, and addressing responsibilities within the
Department.

The Office of tile Assistant Secretary for
ES&H is committed to a strong, cooperative
effort for NPH mitigation within tile
Department, with full participation of DOE
program offices and contractor organizations. In
the Risk Assessment and Technology Division,
Jim Hill continues as manager of NPH safety
programs and serves as the Secretary of Energy's
appointed Seismic Safety Coordinator.

Mitigation program planning will expand to
focus, not only on protection of the public and
environment, but also on safety of building
occupants where there are serious injury and death
concerns. We must reduce the risk to occupants
from NPH events through improvements in
structures, equipment, and lifelines and through
training in reslxmding to those events.

EH will encourage and SUl)port substantial
participation in the National Earthquake Hazard
Reduction Program and related activities of the
Decade for Natural Disaster Reduction. This

includes dissemination of knowledge developed
by DOE and of lessons learned by others as a
result of disasters.

EH has led in the development of NPH
policy and is developing related standards on
NPH safety programs for the Department. Wc
will continue to develop NPH relaled guidance
and will be providing advice and assistance to
line program implementation.

Finally, we plan to integrate DOE and
Interagency resources m support of understanding
the risks from earthquakes, deriving schemes for
prioritizing the fixes and deriving methods for
cost-beneficial solutions.
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REBASELINING SEISMIC RISKS FOR RESUMPTION OF

BUILDING 707 PLUTONIUM OPERATIONS AT THE ROCKY FLATS PLANT

Frank Elia, Jr., Stone & Webster Engineering Corp.
Terry Foppe, EG&G Rocky Flats, Inc.

Edwin Stahlnecker, EG&G Rocky Flats, Inc.

ABSTRACT

Natural phenomena risks have been assessed tor plutonium handling facilities at the
Rocky Flats Plant, based on numerous studies performed for the Department of Energy
Natural Phenomena Hazards Project. The risk assessment was originally utilized in the
facilities Final Safety Analysis Reports and in subsequent risk management decisions.
Plutonium production operations were curtailed in 1989 in order tbr a new operating
contractor to implement safety iml_mvements. Since natural phenotnena events dominated
risks to the public, a re-assessment of these events were undertaken for resumption of

plutonium operations.

INTRODUCTION precast concrete columns. It was designed to industrial
code requirements in effect at that time which did not

include special requirements for extreme naturalThe Rocky Flats Plant (RFP) is a govenlment-
owned and contractor-operated facility, which is part of the phenomena events. Site-specific design basis accident
nationwide nuclear weapons production comple× managed (DBA) criteria for a high hazard nonreactor nuclear facility
by the Department of Energy (DOE). RFP is located in were initially established in the early 1970's after Building
Colorado about 16 miles northwest of downtown Denver. 707 was operational, and these DBA criteria changexl over

The plant site encompasses about 10 square miles of time as a result of studies lot the DOE Natural Phenomena
federally-owned land with the major structures located Hazards Project (LLNL, 1990). Building 707 was

within a half square mile section. The remainder of the evaluated to the RFP site DBA criteria in effect in the late
land serves as a buffer zone between the processing 1970's to mid-1980's during development of an accident
facilities and the general public, analysis for its Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR).

RFP was primarily involved with metal fabrication, The Building 707 FSAR (EG&G, 1991) accident

assembly, and chemical processing associated with the analysis addressed natural phenomena events including
nuclear weapons program and other work directly related to earthquakes, winds, tornados, metex)rites, floods, snow
national defense. Activities included numerous loadings, and lightning. Credible hazards that could result

metalworking, fabrication, and assembly shops; chemical in a release of radioactivity include earthquakes, extreme
recovery and purification processes; and associated quality winds, and tornados. The other natural phenomena events

were determined to not be credible or damage would notcontrol functions. This inw_lved materials such as

plutonium (Pu), enriched and depleted uranium, beryllium, result in a release of radioactivity (DOE, 1980; Rockwell,
and various alloys of stainless steel. 1981; LLNL, 1990; EG&G, 1991; EG&G, 1992).

Building 707 was built at RFP in the early 1970's Since stnlctural (Agbabian, 1980) and vital
as a Pu production facility involving tbundry, machining, equipment (Blume, 1981; Blume, 1982) evaluations
and assembly operations. It consists of 10 production demonstrated that the facility could not meet the DBA
modules which are physically separated. The structural criteria, the FSAR accident analysis approach was based

system used for Building 707 is a precast, prestressed on probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) techniques in order
to provide data for risk management purposes such asconcrete twin-tee roof and second floor, supported on
where could cost-effective upgrades be made. The PRA
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approach evaluated a range of natural phenomena events, resumption teams and efforts concentrated on enhancing or
starting with threshold damage of the facility (i.e., loss of establishing programs tt, efl_ct a new safety culture
confinement capability) up to DBA criteria, or lesser level consistent with commercial and government nuclear
which could result in collapse or total damage to the industry practices for power reactor facilities.
facility. The risk assessment approach and results were

presented at the First DOE Natural Phenomena |tazards Due to the limited scope _)f RT-3's review, and
Mitigation Conference (Foppe, 1985). The process for concurrent with other FSAR/OSR/VSS audits that
estimating consequences from natural phenomena events identified numerous issues, the DOE Headquarters Defense
was based on numerous studies tor the DOE Natural Programs requested that the DOE Rocky Flats Office

Phenomena Hazards Project which were discussed in the (RFO) organize and direct a multi-discipline team (i.e.,

previous paper (Foppe, 1985). This process involved: Task Force) to validate the facility risk envelopes defined
by the FSAR risk curves and to assure that the RT-3 report

• Determining credible events and establishing DBA was technically adequate and defensible. The DOE Special
criteria Task Force consisted of experts from the DOE complex in

• Assessing the capability of structures and vital the fields of safety analysis, risk assessment, and
equipment to DBA criteria plutonium operations. The DOE Special Task Force

• If DBA criteria cannot be demonstrated, then assessed risk dominant accident scenarios, including

provide a realistic assessment of damage based on seismic and wind events, and validated that the risk curves
experiential data were reasonable for resumption of Pu operations in the

• Determine hazards related to process material-at- first building to be restarted (i.e., the Building 559 Pu

risk, and how often present Analytical Laboratory) and that, within the scope of the
• Calculate radiological source term released to RT-3 review, their "report covered all major issues that

environment make significant impacts on resumption of Pu operations"
(DOE/RFO, 1991). Although the DOE Special Task

The source term estimates were used to calculate Force focused on Building 559, their review also evaluated
consequences to the public, such as radiological dose to a methods and key assumptions applicable to other
maximum offsite individual and number of latent cancer resurnption facilihes. DOE/RFO requested that EG&G

fatalities in the general population. Mean risk estimates, direct a similar task force to assess the next building to be
and an uncertainty analysis, were calculated by applying resumed, Building 707.
estimates of return periods from natural phenomena hazards
curves. This risk assessment was utilized for the Building EG&G established an FSAR Review Team, using
707 FSAR and for risk management decisions, many of the same industry experts who participated on the

Building 559 DOE Special Task Force such as Science

REBASELINING SEISMIC RISKS FOR Applications International Corporation (SAIC) who was

RESUMPTION OF BUILDING 707 responsible for analyzing additional accidents (including

PLUTONIUM OPERATIONS natural phenomena), and Stone & Webster Engineering
Corporation (SWEC) who was responsible lbr documenting

and rebaselining the Building 559 FSAR results. SWEC
Pu production operations at RFP were curtailed in lead the Building 707 Review Team eflbrt under the

late 1989 by the DOE so that a new operating contractor, general direction of EG&G Rocky Flats Nuclear Safety
EG&G Rocky Flats Inc., could assess the safety of Engineering Department. The results of the Building 707
resuming Pu operations and implement a new safety culture. FSAR Review Team validated that the risk curves were

In order to establish an interim authorization basis to allow reasonable tot resumption of Pu operations and that no
resumption of plutonium operations, several thcilitics' new OSRs were required (SWEC, 1991).
FSARs were reviewed and supplenlcnted by additional

technical documentation. Several resumption teams were The general approach established by the DOE

established to assess the safety of resuming plutonium Special Task Force for Building 559, and later applied by
operations, and the adequacy of their FSARs, Operational the EG&G Building 707 FSAR Review Team, was to
Safety Requirements (OSRs), and vital safety systems establish sub-teams to address the following topics:
(VSSs). Specifically, Resumption Team 3 (RT-3), the
FSAR/OSR Review Team, asse,;sed RFP Pu operations to • Radiological consequences of accidents
provide assurance that resumption of operations would be , Frequencies of accidents and risk assessments

in a manner consistent with the approved FSAR/OSR • Adequacy of OSRs being revised for resumption
radiological consequence envelopes (EG&G, 1990). Other
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• VSS reliability analyses and operability ac_:ident analysis in the Building 707 FSAR (EG&G, 1991)
verifications was performed, structural upgrades have been completed

• Chemical hazards and accidents on Building 707A (i.e., Modules J and K) which is

• Criticality accidents and risks approximately 20% of the tacility. Because of the
• Additional bounding accidents not included in tile structural upgrades to Building 707A, it is expected that

FSAR Building 707A will not experience total collapse until an
earthquake severity of approximately 0.3g surface (0.15g

This required that the DOE Task Force and the bedrock).
EG&G FSAR Review Team formally document the FSAR

risk assessment assumptions and calculations, located in The FSAR Review Team concluded that a 0.21g
backup "shelf files." If errors were encountered, surface acceleration, corresponding to a 5,000 year return
rebaselined risk estimates and sensitivity analyses were period, recomrnended for high hazard facilities at RFP in

performed to determine their effects on the risk curves. UCRL-15910appears to be reasonable. This magnitude of
The teams also performed "sanity checks" by applying seismic event is well below the 0.26g surface acceleration
contemporary calculational models (e.g., applying the used in the Building 707 FSAR analysis. Thus, the FSAR
MACCS ,'omputer code for dispersion and dose consequence analysis goes substantially beyond the
assessments) and assumptions (e.g., release fractions and currently recommended level when assessing seismic risks

leak path estimates) that had been used for safety analyses associated with Buildings 707 and 707A.
at other DOE and NRC-licensed nonreactor facilities.

Building 707's seismic capability was re-assessed

Seismic Risk Rebaselining by the FSAR Review Team and seismic risks were
rebaselined for resumption of production operations

Since the FSAR accident analysis chapter was (SWEC, 1991). This included a re-assessment of the
based on a realistic risk assessment which concluded that FSAR seismic risks along with the inclusion of additional
seismic events dominated radiological risk to the public, the bounding seismic scenarios. This included seismic

Building 707 FSAR Review Team established a process to: scenarios with and without concurrent fires and explosions.
The currently defined DBE of 0.21g sur|;ace (O.105g

• Determine how much credit could be taken for bedrock) was evaluated, along with a more severe event at
structural upgrades implemented after the FSAR 0.26g surface (0.13g bedrock), because it was previously
was approved analyzed within the definition of the pre-1989 DBE which

• Reassess the frequency of earthquakes by updating could affect the total risk profile. The 0.21g surface
seismicity data used for the original DOE hazard (0. 105g bedrock) earthquake was analyzed assuming

curve model, and by addressing soil amplification increasing consequences, but at lower probabilities.
considerations Additionally, a severe accident beyond DBE which results

• Reassess potential damage to the building structure in the collapse of Buildings 707 and 707A was analyzed
and equipment for an 0.3g surface (0.15g bedrock) acceleration

• Evaluate additional bounding seismic events not earthquake.
included in the FSAR

• Reassess radiological consequences to the public Reassessment of Potential Damage to
• Revise the risk assessment Building Structure and Equipment

Earthquake risks analyzed in the FSAR were based The Review Team perfornled an independent

upon a realistic damage assessment from earthquakes by evaluati{m of the building structural response to an
EQE, Inc., and LATA (1985) that were categorized into earthquake with a peak ground acceleration of 0.2 l g based

four levels; 1) 0.16g surta.ce (0.08g bedrock); 2) 0.18g on the previous building damage calculations. The ground
surface (O.09g bedrock); 3) 0.24g surface (0.12g bedrock); response spectra recommended in UCRL-53582 (LLNL,
and 4) 0.26g surface (0.13g bedrock). The 0.26g surface 1984) for RFP was used for the evaluati(m. A comparison
(0.13g bedrock) event could be roughly translated as was also made to the 2% damped response spectrum of the
equivalent to the previous RFP definition of a design basis NRC Regulatory Guide 1.60 (NRC, 1973). For periods of
earthquake (DBE) of 0. i4g bedrock acceleration from a interest, less than 0.4 sec, the spectra are similar. In
Magnitude 6.0 on the Richter scale (or Modified Mercalli addition to reviewing the building response, the Review

Intensity VIII) located at an epicenter of 16 miles (which Team also evaluated the response of the tloor moun/ed
was established in the early 1970's as design criteria for a equipment for peak ground h()rizontal accelerations of

plutonium recovery facility, Building 371). Since the 0.08g, 0.14g, and 0.21g. This evaluation was not intended
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to be detailed. Rather, it was intended to independently upgrades to this building are sufficient to prezlude any
determine damage estimates to confirm those provided by damage t() the building following a 0.21g earthquake.
LATA/EQE for inclusion in the Building 707 FSAR. The
results of the 0.21g earthquake estimate were used in the The Review Team evaluation of the response of
evaluation of the additional accidents evaluated by the floor mounted equipment to a 0.21g earthquake concluded
Review Team. The review of the Building 707 structural the following:
response to the 0.21g earthquake indicated that:

• This equipment is specifically designed to elevate
• The fatigue strength of the welded connections the work space and material handling equipment

between the precast concrete components is likely to a height above the floor that is convenient for
to be exceeded resulting in the precast concrete a standing technician. This design is inherently
components becoming disconnected, less able to resist externally-applied lateral loads

of the shaking induced by earthquakes. Raising
• The greatest relative motions bet,,veen precast the equipment with an extended support structure

components with failed connectionsare most likely without also widening the width of the base
to occur at locations of structural discontinuities, results in a tendency for the equipment to tip over
The infill concrete block shear walls are the most rather than slide along the floor in response to
important structural discontinuities identified, these loads.

• The locations where the building is most • A simplified model of the equipment shows that
susceptible to this type of damage is on its if its center-of mass is higher than 3.5 times its
perimeter at the west side adjacent to the column base width, it will tip. If its mass center is lower
lines coincident with the south walls of Module C than this, it will slide. When considered as a

and Module E (colunm lines 7 and 11). At these separate structure, the equipment has a tendency
locations, infill shear walls oriented in the east- to exhibit tipping behavior. When it is considered
west direction are most likely to result in relative that many components are interconnected, the

displacements large enough to cause localized wider support base of the overall assembly will
structural failure, produce a stabilizing effect that promotes sliding

behavior.

• The areas affected by this failure are the southwest

corners of Modules C and E, the northeast corner • The equipment will not tip over completely until
of ModuleD, and thenorthwestcornerofModule its initial horizontal velocity becomes high
F. The first floor slab above Module C will resist enough. It will simply rock and settle to its

the impact loads associated with the collapse of the original position. The equipment is less likely to
second floor and roof. rock for lower mass centers and wider support

bases. Velocities which result from a 0.21g
• The above structural failures will impact earthquake are insufficient to cause overturning of

gloveboxes and the glovebox ventilation/inerting the equipment studied.
system for Modules A, B, and C. Gloveboxes C-

125 and E-125 are expected to be within the • Interconnected equipment will slide less than one
envelope of roof and second lloor panels which inch. This distance is considered to be small

collapse. The header of the glovebox inerting enough to preclude gross distortion of the utility
system for Modules A, B, and C is routed directly service connections to the equipment and the
below the floor and roof panels which are expected support structure.
to collapse. This will result in the loss of inerting

to the gloveboxes in these three modules. The guidelines provided by UCRL-15910 (LLNL,
1990) were used to re-assess the frequencies of occurrence

The building structural response summarized above of earthquakes analyzed in the FSAR and additional

for the 0.21g earthquake is consistent with the I.ATA bounding seismic scenarios. The FSAR frequency of
estimate that 1 of 20 exterior panels would fall away from occurrence determinations were performed in terms of
the building given a 0.24g earthquake. However, the bedrock accelerations. The frequencies of occurrence of
LATA damage estimates included total collapse of Building these bedrock accelerations were determined from the

707A. The Review Team concluded that the structural "FERA (1982)surface acceleration earthquake hazard curve
as if the TERA curve had been at bedrock. The FSAR
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Review Team believed that this interpretation was incorrect 707 and 559 teams. Their general approach for assessing
and results in overstating seismic frequencies and risks the new mission was to update the FSAR rebaselining of
(i.e., an overestimation). They believed that the currently fires, explosions, spills, criticalities, and seismic events for

accepted method for determining the frequencies is to the previous production mission. Accident scenarios were
covert the bedrock accelerations of interest to surface reviewed for applicability to the new mission and risk
accelerations utilizing soil amplification factors and then to dominant scenarios were identified. Event tree analyses of

determine the frequencies of those surface a_.celerations the risk dominant scenarios were modified to establish
from the TERA cu_'e. Using this currently accepted accident sequence frequencies for the new mission.
method resulted in freque,ncies of occurrence considerably Radiological source terms were r_vised to reflect the

smaller (i.e., longer return periods) than those in the I-:SAR quantities of material at risk for the new mission. While
analyses, the total amount of material is reduced due to the mission

change, the amount of powder is expected to be greater.
The TERA seismic hazard curve was reviewed by Radiological consequences and risks were analyzed with

the FSAR Review Team which concluded that it would not the MACCS computer code for radiological doses to the

be expected to change substantially as a result of current rnaximum offsite individual and latent cancer fatality risks
seismicity methodologies and data, including the latest to the general population within 10 and 50 rniles of the
understanding of the capability of the Golden Fault and the RFP.
1882 Colorado earthquake. However, the Review Team
recommended that it be updated to retlect the results of a Risk information was presented in terms of mean
site-specific seismicity study and soils/structures interaction risk estimates and risk curves. The new mission curve is
analysis, which should be performed early in the Systematic dominated by seismic events, including the 0.21g surface
Evaluation Program. Further information on this subject is acceleration event with partial collapse of Modules A and
presented in a separate paper tk)r the Fourth DOE Natural C, and the 0.26g surfitce acceleration resulting in collapse
Phenomena Hazards Conference (McGuire, 1993). of Modules A through H (SWEC, 1992).

Taking into account more conservative bounding A comparison of risks was made to risk curves
seismic scenarios, the FSAR Review Team concluded that from severe accident analysis of commercial power
the risk curves reported in the FSAR are a reasonable reactors (NRC, 1975; NRC, 1990)and to the DOE SEN-
representation of risk for plutonium operations, and that the 35-91 (DOE, 1991) quantitative safety goals (i.e., less than
findings of the RT-3 review were adequate and defensible. O. 1% prompt fatalities and less than O. 1% latent cancer
Seismic risks from resuming production operations were fatalities). When considering Building 707 operational

found to still dominate risk to the public, and results of the accidents without seismic events, the risk to the public is
rebaselining will be useful for future upgrading studies and well within the conlparable risks from commerzial nuclear
the Systematic Evaluation Program. In addition, no new power, especially in the low probability region, and much
OSRs were identified as a result of the risk rebaselining, less than that from industrial and societal risks. The

comparison to the DOE Safety Goals showed that both
REBASELINING RISKS FOR goals were met. That is, there were no projected early

THE NEW MISSION fatalities and the latent cancer fatality goal was met by
approximately three orders of magnitude. This conclusion
was also valid when risk to the public from Building 559

In 1992, the RFP mission was changed to
decommissioning, decontamination, and environmental resumpti(mofplutoniumoperations(DOE/RFO, 1991)was

included (SWEC, 1992).
restoration. In order to support this new mission, the

Building 707 FSAR (EG&G, 1991) and the Building 70"/
FSAR Review Team Report (SWEC, 1991) required Severe earthquakes have historically resulted in a
re_'_aselining of the risk of resuming thermal stabilization of significant number of fatalities to building occupants from
Pu by electrical heating in an air environment, as well as collapsing rubble, depending on a number of factors such

other activities to support the building in a standby and as magnitude of the earthquake, distance from the
epicenter, soil attenuation and amplification characteristics,

interim storage mode. population densities, local building codes, types of
structures (e.g., reinR)rced concrete, non-reinforcedThe same FSAR Review Team that rebaselined
masonry, steel frame, wood frame), etc. The riskBuilding 707's production mission was commissioned to

assess the new mission risks (SWEC, 1992), utilizing many assessment report for the Building "707 startup mission
estimated that a Modified Mercalli Intensity Vlll (roughly

of the same safety analysts who participated on the Building equivalent to the RFP DBE) could result in 700 to 7,000
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deaths in the metropolitan region surrounding the Rocky the comparable risks from commercial nuclear power,
Flats Plant where up to 2 million people reside (SWEC, especially in the low probability region, and much less
1992). If Building 707 collapsed, a few fatalities could be than that from industrial and societal risks.
expected from the I00 to 200 personnel in the building.
Building 707A (i.e., Modules J and K) was seismically REFERENCES
upgraded to the current requirements for a design basis

earthquake (i.e., 0.21g surface acceleration) and would be Agbabian, 1980 Structural Evaluation of Existing
expected to survive the severe seismic event postulated for Plutonium BuiMings apM Auailiary
this comparison. Structures at Rocky. Flats Plant,

Agbabian Associates, February 1980
Impacts to the public from releases of plutonium (UCNI)

from Building 707 collapse were assessed (SWEC, 1991;
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cancer fatalities. This assumption however, is not Rocky Flats Plant, URS/Blume and
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collapse of buildings within the Denver metrooolitan area. Rocl_3, Flats Plant Final Safety Analysis

Report, U.S. Department of Energy,
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Taking into account more conservative bounding (UCNI)

seismic scenarios, the Building 707 FSAR Review Team

concluded that the risk curves reported in the FSAR are a EG&G, 1990 Rocky. Flats Plant Plutonium Operations
reasonable representation of risk for plutonium operations, Phased Resumption, FSAR/OSR Safety
and that the findings of the Resumption Team 3 review Review, BuiMings 371, 559, 707, 771,
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still dominate risk to the public, and results of the Phased Resumption Team 3, EG&G
rebaselining will be useful for future upgrading studies by Rocky Flats, Inc., Rocky Flats Plant,
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thermal stabilization is well within the DOE Safety Goals Report, EG&G Rocky Flats, Inc., Rocky
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in the metropolitan region. When considering Building 707 1987, revised 1991 (UCNI)
operational accidents, the risk to the public is well within
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SEISMIC PROBABILISTIC RISK ASSESSMENT FOR
K REACTOR AT THE DOE SAVANNAH RIVER SITE

H. E. Wingo, WSRTC, J. W. Reed, Bahman Lashkari, M. W. McCann,
JRB & Associates

ABSTRACT

An improved method was developed to estimate the frequency of core
melt for the K Reactor. The analysis indicated an improvement in the
strength of the plant as the result of analyses and structural and
equipment upgrades done for the reactor to satisfy requirements of the
NRC USI A-46 unresolved safety issue. A comparison of this analysis
w_.:han analysis done earlier for the P Reactor [1] indicated that the
major contributors to the core melt were changed from seismically-
induced failures to the cooling water system and relay chatter to random
failures and human errors. The frequency of core melt for the K
Reactor, using the most recently developed seismic hazard, showed a
slight increase in core melt frequency when compared to the P Reactor
analysis. The evaluation for operator errors used the THERP
methodology and applied this method to conditions required as the result
of earthquakes.

The seismic hazard for the K Reactor used an evaluation of the
Lawrence Livermore (LLNL) and the Electric Power Research Institute
(EPRI) Hazard analysis for the plant site, with generic soils factors from
the EPRI study. This hazard was determined from the two studies by
comparing the predicted hazards with the historical record and deleting
those predictions that did not come close to the historical record.

INTRODUCTION Improvements were also made in analytical
methods to quantify the risk of core damage by

The Seismic condition of the reactors at the reevaluation of the seismic hazard for use in the
Savannah River Site (SRS) have received probabilistic assessment, and tools were
increasingly more attention in physical upgrades, developed to directly integrate into the seismic
in procedure revisions, and in training. More evaluation the details of evaluations done for the
evaluations have been performed to determine internal events analysis. Human actions are
and document the seismic strength of structures important in coping with a seismically-induced
and systems and to measure the resultant risk of accident, and since human evaluation is not
core damage from earthquakes. The plant was straightforward, a renewed emphasis was placed
evaluated and upgraded in order to meet on this partofthe evaluation.
requirements of the NRC USI A-46 unresolved
safety issue. Training was specifically directed This paper evaluates in a probabilistic fashion
toward proper response to a seismically-induced the risk of core melt frequency for the K Reactor
accident, using revised operating procedures, at the Savannah River Site after the
validated by dry runs. New equipment was improvements were made. Since these
installed to cope with seismically-induced improvements were made, the reactor has been
leakage and cooling water loss. shut down and placed in cold standby, and

implementation of improvements to reduce the
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estimated core melt frequency, although Analytical methods
possible, have not been made and are not
planned. Seismic Hazard

The classical method of analysis for a seismic
DISCUSSION probabilistic analysis was used, in which the

seismic hazard is combined with structural and

equipment fragility as dictated by the system
model to determine the probability of core

The reactors at the Savannah River Site are low- damage. It is believed that significant
temperature, heavy-water moderated reactors for improvements were made in each of the
the production of radionuclides, using a once- components of the analysis to make this overall
through cooling system. The plant site has five analysis the most accurate possible.
such production reactors, K Reactor being the
most recently operated. All reactors are now The seismic hazard used in the analysis is shown
shut down. Cooling water is supplied from the in Figure 1, and is a composite of the EPRI and
Savannah River to a large reservoir at the reactor the LLNL studies for a rock site at our location.
area through an underground piping system. A The seismic hazard was modified using generic
cooling tower was constructed for the reactor but soil factors from the EPRI evaluation for the
was never used. Neither of these cooling water deep soil conditions at the site. A soil
sources were seismically qualified. Electrical investigation program is planned to develop
power for pumps at the river pump house and at these soil factors for the Savannah River Reactor
the cooling tower operate from the plant soil conditions.

I= • , 7 : .....electrical grid with no backup. Flow of cooling 0-'._
water was assumed in the analysis to be stopped _ _oe. ,,-.-0a_ :

hq _ _,_* o_oby any size ear uake. a_ ,.--- 0 is

A cooling water recirculation system is provided _ o , ,_to circulate used cooling water back to the _

cooling water basin in case of loss-of-cooling- _ _kwater flow from the river or the cooling tower. 0-" _,_,,_
!A recirculation system is also provided for "5

coping with leaks in the heavy-water system of >,
less than 1000 gpm, and this system was .--z0-' !
modeled in the analysis. _ ; _, "', "+'--

An emergency cooling system that feeds from e2
the reservoir at the K Reactor is provided for , , , .
coping with major leaks in the heavy water or °61_o' ' " _.5o • i oo' • " __o' ' ' z.oo " _._o
the cooling water system but has no installed Peak GrouncJ Acceleratior_ (g)
recirculation capability. Use of the emergency Figure 1. SRS seismichazard curves for lx_akground
cooling water system to cope with a seismically- accelerationandrock-siteconditiions
induced accident, which also would stop flow of
cooling water to the reservoir, would eventually The seismic hazard used is represented by an
deplete the emergency cooling water supply and average hazard at a spectural acceleration
lead to core melt. Thus, for this Level 1 between 2.5 and 10 Hz. This representation was
analysis, the emergency cooling water system used in order to be consistent with the structural
was not modeled because its success or failure and equipment fragility analysis that used the
would eventually lead to core melt. For a Level same range. Use of this representation of the
2 analysis, this distinction would have to be seismic hazard as opposed to the use of peak
retained, ground acceleration was done in order to have a

representation of the earthquake challenge closer
to the dynamic frequency associated with failure
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than if the peak ground acceleration was used, was represented in the analysis by only four of
and as suggested by Kennedy & Reed [2]. the weaker components.

The SRS hazard used the results of both the It is conceivable that an earthquake could rattle
LLNL and the EPRI evaluations after applying a the relays used in the reactor control rod system,
screening test that eliminated all predictions that causing a control rod drive-out accident and an
were outside the 99.9 percentile record for actual attendant power-rise accident. However, these
earthquakes. This approach is believed to be accidents were not included in the model
superior to the approach used in the DOE interim because tests on the relays showed that only in
standard [3]. This standard averaged the extreme cases could they be caused by vibration.
medians of the two studies and then multiplied Furthermore, relays and contactors in the valve
the average by a constant to determine a median control circuit for the heavy-water circulation
value, eliminating predictions that are far and for the cooling water system were not
removed from the average of the panel included in the model because analysis of the
predictions but with little technical justification, valve circuit indicated that for a valve closure to

occur, the close contactors had to chatter, and the
Fragility Analysis open contactors, of the same manufacturer,

installed in the same cabinet at the same location
A sample of the fragility values used in the had to not chatter, a condition that was estimated
analysis is shown in Table 1. For the complete to be extremely rare. Thus, these contactors
analysis, a total of 105 components and were omitted from the model.
structures were evaluated. The fragility
evaluation made extensive use of the results A surrogate fragility element was added in every
from the systemic walkdown done to satisfy appropriate branch of the event tree to represent
requirements of the NRC USI A-46 criteria, the elements that were screened out because they
Thus the fragility evaluation had as input the are relatively rugged. The decision to screen
original design requirements as well as as-built elements was based on plant walkdowns and
construction details and calculations to verify inspection of the equipment. A review of the
concerns of the NRC USI A-46 criteria, criteria used in the systematic evaluation of the

plant that was performed to satisfy requirements
Table 1. Representative Fragility Values of the NRC UCI A-46 provided the basis for

screening. To account for the lower-bound
Component Median Betar BetaU capacity assumed in the screening process, theCapacity, Sa

ReactorBuildin_ ......... 2.98 0.35 0141 capacity of the surrogate element was developed
Elecmc Grid 0.O7 0.35 0.41 from the underlying screening assumptions. The
__Ccmt_ ..... 0.53 0.34 0.34 median spectral acceleration capacity of the
DieselDCGenerator 1.30 0.40 0.45 surrogate element and the combined logarithmic
Main Process Pumps >6.00 0.30 0.30 standard deviation were 1.2g and 0.30,
Pipiag_Joim .......... >1.50 0.30 0.30 respectively. These values were obtained byStation Batteries 0.67 0.37 0.49

.... starting with the HCLPF screening level used inTransite Wall 0.67 0.37 0.49

REDACRela_,s 4.56 0.38 0.46 the analysis, which was 0.8g, spectral
Surrogate Element 1.20 0.21 0.21 acceleration [4]. Based on the belief of many

structural engineers that the median capacity is at
The fragility analysis yielded values for least a factor of two larger than that of the
component failure that were not all just HCLPF, a median spectral acceleration capacity
mechanically put into the calculation scheme, of 1.6 was selected. However, the HCLPF value
but were used in an efficient manner tc reduce is made using the assumption that the ground
calculation complexity and yet retain the best motion has a non-exceedance probability of 0.84.
representation of failure probability. As an To convert to a PRA-type analysis where the
example, the permanently-installed, emergency- probability of the ground motion not being
diesel-driven electrical-power system was exceeded is 0.50, not 0.84, the median capacity
determined by the walkdown inspection to be must be divided by e 13rs, where l_rs is the
weak seismically. This multi-component system logarithmic standard deviation for response
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spectrum variability. For the case under which showed that no better, generally-accepted
consideration, e tks is about 1.3, and the median methods exist for evaluating operator errors.
capacity for the surrogate element is 1.2g The operator response was divided into three
(1.6g/1.3). The logarithmic standard deviation of regions, depending upon the intensity of the
0.3 is just equal to (1/2.3)*1n 2, to be consistent earthquake, following the lead used in the Diablo
with the assumed factor of two between the Canyon seismic PRA. At the very low
HCLPF and median capacities. The penalty for earthquake levels, where damage is possible,
use af the surrogate element was small because according to calculations but in opposition to
this element alone contributed only about experience, and where alarms in the reactor
3.0x10-6 to the mean annual core damage would not even respond, the operator errors used
frequency, were the same as for the internal events analysis.

Typical operator errors used in the analysis are
Piping and valve failures were screened out, shown in Table 2. For operator errors after the
greatly simplifying the systems model. The basis seismic alarms are enunciated, at 0.05g, the
for screening came primarily from the results of THERP methodology for high stress was used
the plant evaluations for the NRC UCI A-46 and applied to actions described in the operating
requirements and the plant walkdown. Example procedures specifically developed for coping
bounding calculations for a section of piping with an earthquake. For earthquake levels above
indicated that the use of the surrogate element 0.35g peak ground acceleration, the THERP
was conservativeforpiping, methodology for threat stress was used :o

Virtually all components of importance in the Table2. Sample of Human Errors
seismic risk assessment were housed in the NAME,Symbol Zerog Lowg Highg
reactor building, which is a large, reinforced- Value EF Value*EF Value! EF

Manual Trippin s of Reactor
concrete building imbedded 52 feet in the soft 1)NormalPowerAvailable 1.05E-_, 1.05E-6, 1.05E-5,

soil of the site. Adjacent buildings house 10 l0 _0
cooling water supply facilities and cooling water 2)NormalPowerUnavailable2.55E-6, 2.55E-6, 2.55E-5,10 10 I0
recirculation facilities, such that relative building Actuauo.o, R_tor t_a
movement and relative settlement were CollectionS_,stem

important. The effect of settlement and relative 3)Noma'_ Power Available 7.1E-4,5 6.95E-2,5 2.74E-1,5

movement were calculated using an extensive 4)NormalPowerUnavailabl¢ 7.1E-4, 9.45E-2, 5.79E-I,

modeling and analysis technique using the ActuanonofLargeCWLeak 5 5 5
SASSI and FLUSH computer codes made first Collection System

for deterministic evaluations, and then expanded 5)NormaJ Power Available 1.0E-3, 8.13E-2, 2.25E-1,
5 5

for probabilistic estimations, o)No_ Power Unavailable Not Not Not
Possible Possible Possible

This expansion yielded results that did not meet ActuauonofSmall CW Leak
all the expected behavior patterns of CollectionS_,stem7)Normal Power Avaalable 7.1E-4, 3.31E-2, 5.31E-1,
amplification and frequency shift, so engineering 5 5 5
judgment was used to adjust the results from the 8)NomaalPowerUnavailable7.1E-4, 3.31L-'-2, 5.31E-1,5 5 5
SASSI and FLUSH computer evaluations in ActuationofCWRemrculation

order to produce results that met expectations System

more completely. 13)NorrrmlPower Available 1.9E..4, 6.25E-3, 6.26E-3,5 5 5
14)Normal Power Unavail:d_le 1.0E-3, 3.13E-2, 1.25E. 1,

Human Errors 5 5 s
Operator Falls to Throttle
CW Flow

The THERP methodology [5] was applied to the _5)No_alPowerAvailable 1.9E-4, 9.56E-3, 4.93E-2,
5 5

operator actions to quantify operator errors 16)NormalP0werUnavailabte 1.9_-41 3.44E-'2, 3.32E-I,
during seismic challenges. A literature search 5 5 5
was first conducted to determine the most (') e_mate
appropriate evaluation methodology used in (_)Range in Sa is 0.57 to l.33, with best estirnat_ of 0.66
recent seismic probabilistic risk assessments,

evaluate errors, which caused a jump in the
operator errors at 0.35g peak ground
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acceleration. This change in stress from high though the main safety systems would probably
stress to threat stress at 0.35g corresponds not be damaged. This would be evident in the
generally to a Richter Magnitude VI earthquake, control room, where items would be thrown onto
where some damage would be expected in non- the floor, and in various other areas of the plant,
seismically-reinforced components. Operating which could instill fear and performance-
personnel would see unusual movement or harming anxiety.
physical damage throughout the plant even

Figure 2. Seismic Initiating Tree
.... ......
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Calculation Scheme evaluation. For a Level 2 analysis, this
simplistic approach could not be used. For this

The seismic probabilistic analysis made reason, the original analysis should be made for
extensive use of the analysis performed to a Level 2 analysis first, if a Level 2 analysis is to
determine the risk of core damage from random be performed and then simplified for a Level 1
failures, as described in the internal events analysis.
analysis, so that a direct link between the seismic
model and that used for the internal events A mitigating tree was coupled to the seismic
analysis could be made. initiating tree to quantify the probability of

mitigating the seismicallyi-nitiated accidents.
A seismic event tree was first constructed from Not all branches of the initiating tree lead to the
all the initiating trees used in the internal events mitigating tree because not all accidents could be
analysis to permit evaluating the multiple successfully stopped. The total risk of core
accidents caused by earthquakes. This seismic damage was then obtained as the sum of the end
event tree included only seismic failures, and the points of the initiating tree and the mitigating
frequency of all the seismically-induced tree when combined with the seismic hazard.
accidents was obtained at the end points of the
branches of the event tree, as shown in Figure 2. A fault tree was constructed for each of the
Not all multiple accidents pos_,,ible were events in the above trees, by reference to both
included, because some of the combinations had the internal events analysis and the seismic
the same response as the single accident and system boundaries used in the NRC USI A-46
were thus not used in the tree for this Level 1 walkdown effort, so that all components in both
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analyses were included. The starting point for 105 component failures, and 17 human errors
construction of these seismic fault trees was the were used. Seismic failures had log-normal
internal events fault trees, to which appropriate failure expressions that increased with the
seismic component failures were added, earthquake level, random failures were constant,

and human errors increased with the earthquake
The CAFTA computer code [61 was then used to level to account for increased stress and error.
evaluate each of the fault trees by placing a high The SHIP computer code evaluated each item
failure value on the seismic failures so that they according to the failure type assigned to it and
were all retained when the fault trees were combined these expressions with the seismic
manipulated. A truncation level was set at hazard for final quantification.
l xl0 -4 to eliminate random failures of

insignificance to the seismic analysis and the Quantification
trees solved to produce cut sets. In this manner,
the logic used in the internal events analysis was The overall plant fragility is shown in Figure 3,
retained, and all seismic failures of importance which indicates a 50 percent probability of
were included while reducing the number of failure at a spectural acceleration of 0,52g. The
random failures and cut sets to a manageable plant HCLPF is 0.04g.
number.

Use of the DOE interim hazard for the Savannah

The CAFTA computer code was then used to River Site caused the calculated overall risk to
construct sequences of cut sets according to the increase slightly. The main contributors to risk
logic indicated in the event trees, so that proper were not altered by the use of the DOE hazard
handling of successes and failures in the curve, nor was the relative ranking of the main
sequences were obtained. These cut sets were contributors. Use of any other hazard curve with
then put into the SHIP Computer I71 code for a non-increasing slope would also not alter the
final evaluation. For the final seismic ranking of the main contributors.
evaluation, 827 cut sets, 149 random failures,

Figure 3. SRS K-Reactor Plant Fragility
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Risk Reduction Possibilities from the value of 1.2 x 10.4 when using the DOE
interim standard hazard and the hazard produced

The analysis indicated that improvements in the from an evaluation of both the EPRI and the
estimated risk of core melt could be made by LLNL hazard for the site, which indicated an
recovery actions not included in operating estimated value for the yearly core melt
procedures at the time of the analysis. Most of frequency of 6.2x 10.5 and 2.2x 10.4 respectively.
the main contributors to the risk of core melt
frequency could be mitigated by use of the
emergency cooling system if throttling were REFERENCES
successfully done throughout the 72-hour period
needed. It is estimated that the success of using [ 1] Brandyberry, M. D. and H. E. Wingo, SRS
the emergency cooling system in such a fashion PRA of Reactor Operation - Level 1
should be at least 20 percent, which would result External Events, WSRC-RP-89-733 (June
in an overall reduction in core melt frequency by 1990).
16 percent.

[2] Kennedy, R. P. and J. W. Reed, Post
If the cooling water supply to the reservoir at the Symposium Seminar on Fragility
K Reactor were at least as strong as the plant Evaluations for Probabilistic Risk
electrical grid, then some small earthquakes Assessments for Nuclear Power Plants,
would not cause a loss of cooling water flow to Sponsored by North Carolina State
the reservoir, as was modeled in the analysis, and University (December 14-18, 1992).
the overall core melt frequency would decrease
by about 50 percent. No basis exists for [3] DOE Standard, Guidelines for Use of
estimating the seismic strength of this system. Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Curves at

Department of Energy Sites, DOE-STD-

CONCLUSIONS 1024-92 (December 1992).

[4] A Methodology for Assessment of Nuclear
The analysis developed a method for modeling Power Plant Seismic Margin, Electric Power
and analyzing the seismic behavior of the K Research Institute, EPRI NP-6041 (October
Reactor in a manner consistent with the internal 1988).
events analysis. A computer code was used that
correctly manipulated cut sets contained in the [5] Swain, A. D., and H. E. Guttman, Handbook
Boolean expressions for the plant response to of Human Reliability Analysis with
earthquakes and integrated these expressions Emphasis on Nuclear Power Plant
with the seismic hazard in order to correctly Applications, NUREG/CR-1278 (August
evaluate the frequency of core melt. 1983).

I

Using this seismic analysis tool, an evaluation [6] CAFTA/CAFTA 386 Version 2.2, Science
was made of the K Reactor as upgraded for Applications International Corporation,
compliance with NRC USI A-46. The analysis proprietary software (November 18, 1991).
indicated a seismically rugged set of structures

and components, but with much reliance placed [7] SHIP, Seismic Hazard Integration Package,
on operator actions. The value {or the frequency Jack R. Beniamin & Associates (June 1993).
of core melt depended to a large extent on the
hazard used. When compared to Lln analysis The informationcontainedin thispaperwas developed

done previously for the P Reactor using the EPRI during the course of work under Contract No. DE-AC09-
hazard, the estimate of the frequency of core 89SR18035with the U.S. 1)epamnent of Energy. By

melt was calculated to be higher by 6x10 -5 per acceptance of this paper, the publisherand/orrecipient

year after the upgrades than it was before the acknowledges the US. Government'sright to retain a
upgrades because of modeling improvements, non-exclusive, royalty-free license in and to any

The frequency of core melt was little changed copyright covering this paper, along with the right to
reproduce and to authorize others to reproduce all or part

of the copyrighted paper.
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SEISMICALLY INDU(?ED RELAY CHATTER RISK ANALYSIS

FOR TilE ADVANCED TEST REACTOR a

S T. Khericha,M. B. Calley,S. A. Eideb, and F. G. Farmer

IdahoNationalEngineeringLaboratory

EG&G Idaho, Inc.

IdahoFalls, Idaho83415

M.K. Ravindraand R.D. Campbell

EQE EngineeringConsultant

CostaMesa, California92626

ABSTRACT

A seismicprobabilisticrisk assessment(PRA)was performedas part of the Level

I PRA for the Advanced Test Reactor (ATR). The ATR is one of the Departmentof

Energy (DOE) researchreactorand is locatedat the IdahoNationalEngineering

Laboratory(iNEL). The seismicPRA includeda comprehensiveand efficient

seismically-inducedrelaychatterrisk analysis. The key elements to this

comprehensiveand efficientseismically-inducedrelay chatteranalysis included

(I) screeningproceduresto identifythe critical relaysto be evaluated,(2)

streamlinedseismicfragilityevaluation,and (3) comprehensiveseismicrisk

evaluationusing detailedevent trees and fault trees. The fault treesdeveloped

for the seismicanalysiswere modifiedto includethe relay chatterevents.

These key elementswere performedto providea core fuel damage frequency

evaluationdue to seismically-inducedrelay chatter. A sensitivityanalysiswas

performedto evaluate the impactof includingseismically-inducedrelay chatter

events in the seismicPRA. The systemsanalysiswas performedby EG&G Idaho,

Inc. EQE EngineeringConsultantsdevelopedthe fragilitiesfor the relaysand

performedthe sequencequantification.

INTRODUCTION PRA) includesthe integrationof seismically-induced

relaychatter. This paper describesthe integration

EG&G Idahohas been performingthe Advanced of a comprehensiveand efficient seismically-induced

Test Reactor (ATR)probabilisticrisk assessment relaychatteranalysisas part of the ATR PRA.

(PRA).I The seismicanalysis is an integralpart of

the externalevent. Previousseismicanalysis Seismically-inducedrelay chatter is a

(ReferenceI) for the ATR PRA have includedthe potentialrisk concern becausetemporarilyopeningor

integrationof seismically-inducedinternalflood and closing (chatter)of some relayscould cause

internalfire, spatialdependencyamong the similar normally-operatingequipmentto stop, remotely-

type of components,component-structureinteractions, actuatedvalvesto change positions,or other

and the modelinghuman error ratesas a functionof deleteriousevents to result. Evaluationof relay

the earthquakemagnitude.2 An updateof seismic chatteris a necessarystep in a comprehensive

analysis (to be included in Revision2 of the ATR seismicrisk analysis. Considerationof such events

a. Work supportedby the U.S. Departmentof Energy,AssistantSecretaryfor NuclearEnergy,Under DOE Idaho Field
OfficeContractDE-ACO7-761D01570.

b. Now with Los Alamos TechnicalAssociates(LATA),2400 LouisianaBlvd. N.E., Building I, Suite 400, Albuquerque,
NM, 87110.
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is required by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission for core fuel damage results obtained from the analysis,

Individual Plant Examinations of External Events and the sensitivity analysis results are presented.

(IPEEEs) for severe accident vulnerabilities.3 The sensitivity analysis results show the impact of

including seismically-induced relay chatter events in

The procedures for addressing relay chatter the seismic PRA.

effects in IPEEEs depend upon the approach taken for

the seismic evaluation. The seismic evaluation could DESCRIPTION OF THE PLANT

be either a deterministic or probabilistic approach.

The deterministic approach is a seismic margin review The ATR is a 250-MW(t) test facility located at

of the plant, whereas a probabilistic approach is a the INEL. The ATR, which began operation in 1968,

seismic PRA. Previous relay chatter studies (e.g., has a smaller core, higher power density, lower

Seismic Margin Assessment of the Hatch Nuclear Plant primary coolant system (PCS) pressure and temperature

- Unit 14) have used the seismic margin review of the (350 psig and 170"F), and greater ratio of coolant

plant approach and did not evaluate the impact of weight to power, than typical commercial pressurized

relay chatter on the core fuel damage frequency, water reactors (PWRs).

For the ATR PRA, a probabilistic approach has Designed to study the effects of intense

been performed to evaluate the impact of seismically- irradiation on samples of reactor materials, the

induced relay chatter on the ATR core fuel damage unique cloverleaf shape of ATR's 1.2-m high core

frequency. Several steps were taken to provide a provides positions for nine in-pile tubes (flux trap

comprehensive and efficient relay chatter risk positions), and numerous smaller irradiation

analysis. These steps included (I) a screening locations. The lobes of the cloverleaf core allow

procedure to identify the critical relays to be various power levels to be established at different

evaluated, (2) a streamlined seismic fragility lobe positions. Separate loop systems for each

evaluation, and (3) a detalled event tree and fault in-pile tube provide coolant at the experiment's

tree evaluation with the re!av chatter events designated temperature, pressure, and flow rate. A

included in the fault tree models. These steps, the comparison of the ATR to a typical commercial PWR is

presented in Table I.

Table I. Comparison of ATR and PWR characteristics

Reactor__OpeFatinQ Conditions ATR PWR

Power MW(t) 250 2,000-4,000

Core power density (MW/I) ! 0.1

Operation pressure (psig) 355 2,250

Inlet temperature (OF) 125 550

Outlet temperature (OF) 170 600

Primary coolant flow rate (gpm) <48,000 300,000

Primary coolant weight (Ib) 600,000 450,000

Primary coolant weight/thermal power (Ib/MW) 2,400 170

Decay Heat (MW at 10 s) 13 135

(MW at I d) 1.3 19

Fuel

Total Uranium weight (Ib) 89 180,000

Enrichment (% U-235) 93 2-4

Configuration 48 in. long Al plates Zirc rods containing

attached to side plates stacked pellets

Matrix UAIx UO2

Fuel temperature (OF) 430 2,000-3,000

Fission product inventory 60-d operation 10 times ATR

at 250 MW
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The top of the ATR reactor vessel is located The next task involved further examination of

at ground level, and two floors below house PCS pumps the one-line electrical drawings of the identified

and heat exchangers, switchgear, loop systems, and components and systems. This additional review was

other equipment. Framed with structural steel, the performed to identify only those relays that are

confinement structure above the reactor is designed essential to the successful operation of the required

as a barrier to radionuclide release into the components and systems, e.g., starting relay. This

atmosphere. The ATR original design was to second task screened out all the nonessentlal relays

1960 Uniform Building Code (UBC) Zone 2 provisions, and reduced the number of potential relays down to

Some of the structures and components were later approximately 80.

evaluated for a safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) of

0.24g. It is planned that the ATR will remain in The third task of the screening procedure

operation through the first decade of the next involved discussions with ATR Electrical Engineering

century, so an assessment of the additional risk (ATR-EE) personnel to verify the specific type and

posed by earthquakes is in order. The seismic location of the identified essential relays, From

accident sequence analysis performed for the ATR these discussions, solid state relays were identified

includes a unique fault tree based treatment of and screened out.

seismically induced-relay chatter.

With the location of the remaining relays

SCREENING known, the final task of the screening procedure was

performed. The final task consisted of a plant

The first step of the relay chatter risk walkdown with ATR-EE and EQE Engineering Consultants

analysis involved a screening procedure to identify (EQE) analysts. This walkdown was performed to

the critical relays to be included in the seismic verify the exact location of the relays. This

event tree and fault tree models. The following walkdown also helped in screening out those relays

ground rule was established for the relay screening that were considered to be seismically robust based

process: upon type, e.g.. solid state relay. The procedure

used in the walkdown is summarized as follows:

The relays of concern are those that cause a Check whether the relays are firmly mounted

piece of running equipment to shut down (or onto or within the cabinet.

otherwise behave inappropriately) if they are

subjected to seismically induced chatter. Check whether the cabinet is properly

Those relays which might prevent a piece of anchored to the floor. Note the details of

equipment from starting if they are subjected anchorage for fragility calculations.

to seismically induced chatter during an

attempt to start are not to be considered. Note the dimensions of the cabinet including

The window of opportunity for such effective the metal thickness of the cabinet wall.

relay chatter is sufficiently narrow to

provide much less risk to the ATR than that Check whether adjacent units which contain

provided by the relays that will be examined, essential relays and are close enough to

impact are bolted together.

The relay screening procedure involved Note the type of relay, manufacturer's model

several tasks. The first task entailed an number, and location within the cabinet and

examination of the ATR PRA models to identify those with reference to the floor.

components and systems that are essential following

the occurrence of a seismic event and interaction Note the location of the relay within the

with non-essential component which might have an cabinet and the location of the cabinet

adverse effect. The one-line electrical drawings of within the structure to judge accessibility

these identified components and systems were then for operator corrective action.

reviewed to distinguish the relays associated with

these components and systems. This screening task Several relays were recognized to be identical and

reduced the number of potential relays to be perform the same function in different circuits.

evaluated from.thousands to hundreds. Therefore, they were grouped together. Some relays

on the preliminary list were identified to be solid
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state relays, molded case breakers or thermal RESULTS

overload switches which were screened out on the

basis that they are inherently seismically rugged. The seismic event quantification produced

This final screening procedure task identlfied a three accident sequences that have a core fuel damage

total of 17 relays that were considered to be frequency greater than l_OxlO'Z/yr. The core fuel

suscep+ible to vibration_lnduced chatter and damage frequency for the three accident sequences

potentially important to se)smic risk. lhese relays vary from 9,4x10 "t to 1.3xlO'5/yr with a total mean

were incorporated into the PRA seismic event models, core fuel damage frequency of 2.txlO'5/yr,

FRAGILITY EVALUATION When all the non-seismic failures were

removed from the Boolean equations, the total mean

The next step of the relay chatter risk core fuel damage frequency was reduced to |.5xi0"

analysis involved a streamlined seismic fragility 5/yr, Therefore, the seismic failures contribute

evaluation. Four categories of relays were over 70% to the total core fuel damage frequency.

identified for the development of fragillty curves.

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

Relays which are contained in switchgear

cabinets which contro! the breakers. These A sensitivity analysis to evaluate the impact

are protective relays for current overload or of including seismically-induced relay chatter events

undervoltage, on the AIR core fuel damage frequency was achieved by

the examining the results from a previous ATR seismic

Motor starter which are contained in motor event analysis that did not include seismically-

control centers or similar cabinets, induced relay chatter events (Reference i). The

results from the previous study contained the same

Relays which are contained in switchgear three accident sequences and their core fuel damage

cabinets which do not control the breakers or frequency varied from 1,IxlO "7 to 1.3xIO'5/yr with a

relays which are mounted in other types of total mean core fuel damage frequency of 1.9x10"5/yr.
cabinets.

When all the non-seismic failures were

Motor starters which are contained in non- removed from the Boolean equations of the previous

motor control center like cabinets, seismic analysis, the total mean core fuel damage

frequency was reduced to 1.Sx10"5/yr. Thus, the

Based on the type and location of the identifled seismically-induced relay chatter events have

relays during the plant walkdown, and past negligible impact on the AIR core fuel damage

experience, fragility curves were developed, frequency.

DETAILED RISK ASSESSMENT CONCLUSIONS

The third step of the relay chatter risk The results from the seismically-induced

analysis was a detailed risk assessment. The relay chatter risk analysis for ATR show that

detailed risk assessment entailed modifying the seismically.-induced relay chatter events have

existing system fault tree models and requantifying negligible effects on the core fuel damage frequency.

the seismic accident sequences. The system fault The primary reason that seismically-induced relay

tree models from the ATR PRA were modified to include chatter events have negligible effects is because

the identified critical relays as basic events, station blackout is expected slightly above the SSE

These modified system fault tree models were then value.

linked with the seismic event tree from the AIR PRA.

The accident sequence Boolean equations were produced

and the seismic accident sequences were then

quantified.
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ABSTRACT

Recent Department of Energy requirements have led to a comprehensive evaluation
of the industrial facilities at the Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant. The structures consist of simply
connected steel frames infilled with structural clay tile walls. The objective of the

evaluation was to determine the stability of the unreinforced infills, and whether they
provide the lateral capacity necessary to resist the moderate seismic hazard at the site.

Due to lack of information on the behavior of structural clay tile infills, various
large-scale tests were pertormed to investigate the in-plane, out-of-plane and combined

in-plane and out-of-plane behavior. The results of these tests are briefly summarized,
and the development of analytical guidelines based on these tests is given. Little
interaction between in-plane and out-of-plane loads was observed, both in terms of
stiffness and strength. Out-of-plane stability can be examined panel by panel based on
arching action. Inter-story drift does not appear to present a stability problem for the
type of infill construction investigated. In-plane behavior may be adequately modeled
with a nonlinear compression strut.

A typical building is chosen for an illustrative application. The methodology and
results of the seismic analysis are presented lot this structure,

INTRODUCTION The typical construction being investigated is steel framing
having no moment-resistant connections and infilled with

t.lnreinforced clay tile infills present a complex unreinforced structural clay tile panels. The tile is laid with
structural system that significantly alters the response of a Itle cores horizontal (side construction) using running bond.

building. Although masonry infills have been studied by Full width bed joints (Type N mortar) are provided but only
several researchers, the state of knowledge of infilled frame faceshell mortar is used in the head joints. The masonry is
behavior is still somewhat limited. This is particularly true bonded to the framing by packing mortar between the steel
of clay tile infills as most of the research has focused on and masonry. No reinforcement is present in the masonry.
brick and concrete masonry.

Both single and double wythe construction are prevalent.
To understand the behavior of clay tile infills, a Single wythe construction consists of nominally 12"x12"x8"

comprehensive testing and analysis program was begun, thick tile. The double wythe panels are made of 8" and 4"
The experimental program consisted of static testing of thick tiles with their location staggered in alternating
various specimens essential to the understanding of clay tile courses. A gap of approximately 1.5" separates the wythes
infill response under lateral seismic torces. Initial findings with no significant collar joint present.
have led to preliminary recommendations for lhe analysis of
clay tile infilled structures.
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Specimen_,_representedinfillIr',uninginwhichthewall

MATERIAl, I'R(W'ERTII';S is butted against the outside face of the column flange. The
column is bent about its strong axis under in planc panel

Several le,_ts wcrc conducled to delcrmin¢ malcrial loading. This very sliff specimen represents an extreme

constitutive properties. Results of trait tile testing is instance of relative frame to panel stiffness.

presented in Flanagan et al. [11. Significant unifornlity ill
the tile wits observed for dimensional and compressive test Scisnlic forces ill an actual structure arc transferred

parameters. Somewhat less unifornailv was Iound for from _laestcct framing to the clay tile walls. Thus, the in-
tension, suction, and bond strength parameters, plane loading of all specinaens was through the centroid of

the qeel frame. Several types of interfaces exist between

Masonry prisms consisting of 2' tw 4' asscnlblagcs in-site clitv walls and lhe crlclosing flatnes. Specitnen 7 was
have been tested under uniaxial compressl\e loading. l'he designed to investigate the condition where the wall is offset
bellavior is markedly different in the instance wtlere the from the ce_lterlirte of the franling.

compressive force is nornml to the cores of the spccimer_
versus being parallel to tile specimen cores. As indicated in Specimen l()a was constructed witll an approximate 1"
the stress-strata relationship of Figure 1, failure t_t prisms gap between the infill and the colulllns. The beanl interface
with the cores normal to the load is abrupt following ,t was snugly packed with mortar similar to the other

relatively linear behavior. ('onversely, Figure 2 indicates specimens. The resulting weak interface wits devised to
a more gradual failure mechanism with significant p()sq_eak b()urM the highly wJriable constructiorl practice and quality
capacity for prisrns with the tile cores parallel It)the of workmanship m tile field. After completion of the test,
compressive force. Table I gives a sutnnlarv of the the wail was repaired. All damaged tile were replaced, and
compressive test results for prisms of both orientation,; the corners reconstructed with solid concrete masonry traits
based on gross area. and "l'ypc S mortar, with snug mortar packing along the

column web and beam flange. This new specimen, If)b,
IN-PI,ANE BEIIAVIOR was retested as a potential retrofit scheme to strenglhen tile

infill corners.

Thirteen in-plane racking tesls were performed on
eleven large-scale clay tile infill specimens to determine the Speci,nens 2, 21a, and 17 enveloped the typical infill
behavior. Two c,f the infills were repaired or retrofitted aspect ratios found in the fiehl. Each panel ,,,,'asnominally
after the first test and retested under in.plarlc loads. The 8; feet high with lengths of 8, 1(), and 12 feet respectively.

specimens consisted of portal frames constructed sinlilar to Specimen 21a was repaired after testing with all visibly
the existing field conditions. The specinmns were loaded damaged tile replaced using normal clay tile construction
cyclically in-plane until failure. Particular emphasis was rnethods. The new specirnen, 21b, was then tested in-plane

placed onevaluatingsttength and stiffness degradation after to failure to assess the capacity of a repaired infill
cracking, previously darnaged by earthquake f()rccs.

The tests were designed to evaluate a wlrietv of t:inally specimen 24 is similar to specirnen 21a except
engineering condilions including varying frame stilfness, that a 2 teel square opening was lclt in the upper loaded
single and double wythe construction, vaEving panel aspect corner of the panel. Tills configuration is typical of
ratio, offset panels, weak colurnn.'infill in_erlace, and corner industrial facilities with openings for air ducts and other

openings. A summary of tile tests is presented in the mectlanical equipment.
schematic of Figure 3. Ultimate in-plzme tension (pull) and
compression (push) forces are shown for each test. A partial in-plane hysteresis curve is shown in Figure

4, At moderate to high loading, the infilled frame exhibited

Specimens 1 through 3 and 4 and 5 were designed to a pinched tlysteretic curve composed of two stages. For
envelope tile in-situ infill stiffnesses for g" and 13" walls small displacements, tile il:filled frame hysteretic curve was
respectively. A measure ofinfill stifflless, Xll, proposed by nearly identical to that of the bare frame. Larger
Stafford-Smith and Carter [21 was used to estimate relative displacements caused the infill to engage, greatly increasing

p_mel to frame stiffness. Specimen 2 which llad a ttle stiffrmss of the combined system. The pinchingwasdue
rnoderately stiff frame was used as a control specimen when partly to interface degradation at the frame-panel boundary,
evaluating other test parameters. With the exception of but primarily due to plastic deformations of the masonry.
specimen 9, all of the test frames were oriented with the
infill between the flanges and the columns bent about their Six limit states of the clay tile infilled frame are
weak axis under ir,,-pliule loading, identified in Figure 4. Although, these limit states occurred
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at different load and displacement levels for other (5) Double wythe panels exhibited a similar failure
specimens, similar behavior was observed. As the pattern as the single wythe specimens. A significant
incremental increasing displacements were applied to the separation of the wythes of the upper courses was observed

frames, mortar cracking and separation at the base and top as the tiles of each wythe failed independently in the latter
of the panel was observed, followed by cracking in the portions of the load history. This follows logically as there
mortar joints of the upper corners. Next, diagonal mortar was no appreciable collar joint or other special binding to
joint cracks developed in both directions of the cyclic prevent the wythes from responding separately. Little
loading. In the ensuing load cycles, parallel off-diagonal additional strength was observed in the double wythe panels
cracks developed, as the initial diagonal crack width was as compared with the single wythe panels. Similar strength
reduced. Subsequently, mortar crushing and tile cracking comparisons can be made for single and double wythe
occurred in the upper corners. Ultimate capacity of the prisms with the load parallel to the tile cores.
infilled frame was reached coincidentally with splitting of

the upper comer tiles along the intersection of the web and (6) The in-plane stiffness and strength of an infill
faceshell. Finally, many of the upper course tiles split and partly enclosed in the framing was approximately that of a
the corner crushing continued as whole tiles were destroyed concentrically constructed specimen times the ratio of the
in the upper corners, net area enclosed over the total net area.

Preliminary observations from the series of in-plane (7) The presence of a weak interface consisting of
tests are as follows, nominal 1" gaps between the columns and the infill resulted

in a softer specimen throughout the in-plane loading. As
(l) In-plane strength of the steel framing is increased expected the lower displacement cycles were dominated by

dramatically by the addition of the clay tile infill. For many the frame behavior but exhibited a pinched hysteresis early
specimens, the ultimate strength of the infilled panel was an in the loading due to the snug boundary at the beam/infill
order of magnitude higher than the bare frame, interface. The ultimate strength of the weak interface panel

was only marginally smaller than that of a similar specimen
(2) In-plane stiffness of the steel framing is also with solid boundaries.

increased dramatically with the addition of the clay tile

infill. Under increasing displacement cycles, the secant (8) An opening in the upper loaded corner of an infill

stiffness reduced gradually from the beginning of the resulted in a soft hysteretic curve for the push cycles of the
loading. The hysteretic loops were stable as indicated by in-plane loading. The push cycles were similar to those of
the second cycle of a given displacement typically following the weak interface test. The stiffer pull cycles of the in-
the path of the first. For the larger specimens, there was a plane hysteresis were similar to those of a solid panel. A
noticeable reduction in stiffness coincident with the onset of more dramatic postpeak strength degradation was also
major diagonal cracking. Panel diagonal cracking occurred observed for the panel with an opening. The presence of a

at a shear stress of 15-20 psi measured on the gross corner opening on the loaded side of the panel reduced the
horizontal cross-section of the infill. For all specimens, ultimate in-plane capacity by 25% in the pull direction and
there was a marked shift in stiffness a._ultimate capacity of over 50% in the push direction.
the infill was reached.

(9) The repair of an infill (previously tested to failure)
(3) Varying the steel frame stiffness had a significant by replacing all damaged tile (upper two courses) resulted

effect on the stiffness of the infilled frame system, in a somewhat softer in-plane hysteresis and approximately
However, variations in frame stiffness had only a marginal 80% of ultimate capacity of an undamaged infill. The
effect on the ultimate capacity of the infilled frame system, retrofit of an infill with a weak column/infill interface

after accounting for the different capacities of the steel (previously tested to failure)by adding solid concrete
frames. For the stiffest infill specimens, the ultimate masonry units in the upper corners increased the infill
capacity was reached at lower displacement levels than for stiffness to that of a solid panel with no weak column/infill

the softer infilled flames, interface. The ultimate strength of the retrofitted panel was
approximately 75 % of an undamaged panel.

(4) Varying the aspect ratio o1' the specimens by
increasing the infill length increased the capacity of the OUT-OF-PLANE BEHAVIOR
infilled flame system slightly. The longer specimens also

exhibited a more ductile post-peak behavior. Eight infill panels were tested normal to the plane of
the wall under either simulated drift or uniform lateral
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pressure. Figure 5 provides a summary of the out-of-plane Static load-unload cycles were applied to the specimens
testing, until ultimate capacities were reached and overall panel

stability began to deteriorate. Two cycles were performed
INTER-STORY DRIFT at each increasing pressure increment. The pressure versus

The stability of infill panels under out-of-plane inter- midpanel displacement relationship for specimen 18 is
story drift was evaluated by testing two large-scale shown in Figure 6.
specimens. Details of this study are contained in Flanagan
and Bennett [3]. The specimens were subjected to cyclic The behavior was dominated by arching action of the
out-of-plane displacements imposed at either the top or masonry. With the presence of panel edge restraint,
midheight of the columns. The specimens were then loaded membrane forces developed in the infill as fracture lines

in-plane to failure to determine the effect of the out-of-plane divided the panel into separate segments. As the segments
drift on in-plane stiffness and strength, moved out of the plane of the wall and rotated about their

boundaries, arching tbrces continued to develop until failure
Specimen 11 was loaded near the top of the columns in the masonry occurred along the boundaries.

producing a cantilever type curvature. Increasing
increments of displacement were imposed up to Typically vertical arching developed as horizontal
approximately 1.7 percent of the panel height. Minimal cracking appeared in the bedjoint at midheight of the panels.
damage to the masonry was observed in the form of hairline Ultimate capacity was reached as the upper course tiles
cracks in the mortar joints, failed in a shear and tension mode. After reloading the

specimen, a similar type failure of the bottom course tiles

Specimen 13 was first loaded near the midheight of the occurred. With the upper and lower course tiles damaged,
columns with the top of the specimen restrained. This horizontal arching developed allowing for considerable
produced a beam type curvature. Secondly, the upper postpeak strength and stability.
restraint was removed and the infill was subjected to a
cantilever curvature loaded near midheight. The maximum The test specimens were designed to envelope the
midheight displacement imposed was approximately 1.2 range of typical infill height to thickness ratios. Allowing
percent of the height of measurement. Again, minimal that each specimen was the same height but with varying

damage to the masonry was observed, thickness, the ultimate capacities appeared to vary with
square of the panel thickness.

There was little relative movement of the infill panels

with respect to the steel framing as the out-of-plane drill Two additional specimens were tested using sequential
loading was applied, lnfill panels constructed snugly to the in-plane racking and out-of-plane air bag Ioadings.
framing, but without ties or other reinforcing, were shown Specimen 19 was first loaded to approximately 75% of

to remain stable when subjected to cyclic out-of-plane drift ultimate in-plane capacity using incremental cyclic
displacements within the range that a typical infill might displacements. This partially damaged infill was then
experience, subjected to unitbrm lateral pressure loadings. The ultimate

lateral capacity was approximately 85% of a similar
The results of the following in-plane tests were undamaged specimen.

compared to specimen 2 which was similar except having
been loaded only in-plane to failure. The in-plane failure Specimen 20 was first loaded with an uniform out-of-

modes were similar to that of the control specimen. Only plane pressure of approximately 75% of ultimate. The infill
minimal degradation of in-plane stiffness and strength was then subjected to in-plane racking forces and achieved
resulted from the out-of-plane drift displacements, approximately the same ultimate capacity as a similar

undamaged specimen.
UNIFORM LATERAL PRESSURE

Three infill panels were tested out-of-plane with a BI-DIRECTIONAL BEHAVIOR
uniform lateral loading supplied by an air bag. The tests

were designed to simulate the inertial effects of the panel Specimen 23 was loaded with combined in-plane and
normal to its plane. Each infilled frame was nominally 8 out-of-plane forces. After a series of cyclic racking loads
feet by 8 feet. Three different wall thickness were tested; were completed, the in-plane drift was held as uniform

two single wythe panels of 4" and 8" and one 13" double lateral pressure load-unload cycles were applied. This
wythe panel, sequence was repeated until ultimate in-plane capacity of the

infill was reached.
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The maximum out-of-plane load obtained was 2.3 psi, The compression strut formulation suggested is similar
or 60% of the pure out-of-plane capacity, under an in-plane to that developed by Stafford-Smith and Carter [21. The
drift of 0.002. However, the system was still able to method has been extended to include nonlinear behavior of
withstand an out-of-plane load of 1.2 psi at an in-plane drift the infill. The contribution to lateral stiffness may bc

of 0.015. Although some interaction of in-plane and out-of- computed using the relationships of Equation 1-4. Refer to
plane forces exists, this interaction does not appear to be Figure 7 for parameter details.
significant at low to moderate levels of loading.

The length of colunm bearing on the infill, o_(in), is
ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY given by

For analysis of complex industrial facilities constructed

of steel framing infilled with structural clay tile, it assumed e _ n (1)
that a three dimensional analysis may be required due to C_
geometric or mass eccentricities contributing to torsion.
Typically seismic analyses of such facilities are performed where
using equivalent static or response spectra modal analysis.

The methodology for seismic evaluation of clay tile infills 41 E m t sin20

described below is applicable for these instances as well as _. = _ (2)simpler conditions where two dimensional analysis or cruder 4 E. Ic h /
approximate techniques are employed.

in which E,, is the gross elastic modulus of the masonry

The process of evaluating infilled frames is as follows. (psi), E_ I_ the flexural rigidity of' the column (psi, in4), 0
The masonry infill is idealized as an equivalent compression the slope of the infill diagonal to the horizontal, t the infiil
strut in the plane of the wall. Because the stiffness of the gross thickness (in), and h' the infill height (in). The width
infill is a function of the previous load history, the strut of the equivalent strut, w (in), is then determined by
model is necessarily nonlinear. After seismic loads are
determined, the in-plane capacity of the infill is assessed w - _ (3)
based on allowable strain in the masonry. The resulting cos0
out-of-plane drift stability is assessed by comparison with

allowable ratios. Out-of-plane inertial strength is evaluated and the area of the equivalent strut, a (in2) by
by comparing maximum panel accelerations with equivalent
acceleration levels computed from uniform lateral load
equations incorporating arching action. Frame members are a = wt (4)
evaluated based on the controlling in-plane drift and any

significant thrust forces due to arching. It is suggested that the length of contact be limited to 20%
of the panel height (h'). The parameter C varies with the

The conditions required for a compression strut to in-plane drift displacement. Typical values of C are given
develop must be present. Openings, interface gaps, and in Table 2.
other discontinuities may affect development of a

compression diagonal. Equivalent strut methods are For specimens in the range of height tested, ultimate
typically formulated without consideration of vertical forces, in-plane capacity of the clay tile infills should be limited by
Thus, vertical loads should be omitted during lateral load a 1" in-plane drift displacement. This corresponds to an in-
analysis and superimposed later, plane drift of approximately 1%. Caution should bc

exercised in extrapolating this drift limit for extremely tall
Attention to detail in modeling the compression strut is panels. In a recent test of a 24 feet tall by 28 feet long clay

also important. For instance, the use of a nonsymmetric tile infill specimen of similar construction [41, the ultimate

strut may result in erroneous axial forces in members at capacity was reached at a much smaller in-plane
reentrant comers of buildings. It is recommended that a displacement. It is believed that this ultimate load
compression only strut be used in each direction. If a corresponds to the panel cracking load exhibited in the
compression only element is not available, a tension- smaller specimens. In the large panel, the panel cracking
compression truss member may be used with hall" the strut load was reached early in the loading sequence and was

area in each diagonal direction, greater than the comer crushing mode of failure. This type
of failure may be less prevalent in slightly cracked panels
typical of existing masonry infill construction. Precracked
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panels will more likely be controlled by comer crushing and Seah [51, this relationship incorporates arching action
modes of failure and should exhibit more gradual stiffness tbr infills supported on all four boundaries.
reductions and strength increases through cycles of in-plane

loading. The parameter _ is a measure of the relative stiffi_ess
of the bounding columns

An upper limit of 50 kips for single wythe panels and 1
60 kips|brdoublewythepanelsshouldalsobeusedtbrthe _ = ( E Ic h/2 + G_ dc t h/)°25 < 35 (6)
in-plane capacity of the infills (maximum horizontal h )
component of equivalent strut force). Stiff frames creating

a greater length of contact along the infill will be limited by in which G_ is the column shear modulus, and J,. the column
this criteria and will reach predicted ultimate capacity at a torsional constant. The parameter /3 is a measure of the
lower in-plane displacement, relative stiffness of the bounding beam

Beyond peak capacity the in-plane strength of the infill 13 : _1_( E_ It, l / = + G_.db t l / )o.25 < 35 (7)
is assumed to reduce to 75% of peak at an in-plane drift of l /
1.5 times the displacement at peak. Postpeak testing of the

infilled frames indicates significant capacity well beyoHd a in which I, is the beam moment of inertia and Jr, is the beam
displacement of 1.5 times that reached at peak capacity, torsion constant. Effective acceleration limits may be
However, this displacement serves as a practical limit in computed from the ultimate static pressures and compared
predicting repairable damage levels of the masonry as well with the results of the dynamic analysis.
as an indicator of potential damage to the columns.

Figure 9 presents a comparison of this uniform lateral
Specimen 17 has been used to illustrate the nonlinear capacity formulation for various h/t ratios versus the results

compressive strut method. The results of this equivalent of three static pressure tests. Good correlation of test data

strut method compare well with the envelope of observed in- is made with these arching equations. The masonry strength
plane hysteretic behavior. Figure 8 presents a comparison used in the calculations is from the prism tests with the
of test versus analytical methodology. The test specimen compressive load normal to the cores. This is appropriate
consisted of partially restrained connections, so a fixed base as the primary behavior mode of the panels was vertical
and pinned base calculation with the compressive strut arching (horizontal cracking) prior to peak capacity.
formulation is given. The masonry elastic modulus used in

the calculations is from the prism tests with the compressive Frame member forces may be computed from the in-
load parallel to the tile cores. Although the state of stress plane and out-of-plane behavioral conditions. Forces in the
in the comers of the masonry panels is biaxial at low columns due to in-plane loading may be estimated based on
precracking load levels, the behavior of the panel appears to the in-plane drift of the trame and the contact forces

be more influenced by the compressive behavior in the computed along the column infill boundary. Similarly,
lateral direction at higher load levels, uplift forces in the beam may be computed based on the

contact along the beam/infill boundary. Depending on the
construction, the bending forces in the beam resulting from

Out-of-plane story drifts due to the relative top-bottom lateral loading may be negated by those resulting from
displacements of orthogonol walls may be ewduated based vertical loads.

on an allowable drift ratio of 1%. Panels drifts exceeding
I% may be stable but require more detailed evaluation. For out-of-plane drift, the frame forces are estimated

directly from the level of frame drift. In the case of out-of-

Out-of-plane inertial loads are evaluated for individual plane inertial loads, the frame thrust forces due to arching
panels based on the maximum acceleration computed for a action require more detailed evaluation. Depending on the

given elevation. The uniform lateral load capacity, q (psi), vertical loading in the beam and the presence of adjacent
of an individual infill may be determined from infills along the columns, these thrust tbrces may also be

negated.

2.5 + h__?_2_) (5)q = 0.8 f/m 0'75 t z (l/ ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

in which fmis the masonry gross compressive strength (psi) A three dimensional modal analysis of a prototypical
and 1' the infill length (in). Originally developed by Dawe industrial facility was performed using the previously

described analysis methodology. Although many
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simplifications have been made in the details of tile Maximum out-of-plane nodal accelerations and their
structure, this prototypical building is of the same general locations are tabulated for both seismic inputs in Table 6.
size, mass, eccentricity and construction as many existing Since the frequency of the panel is significantly higher than
facilities, the building structure, the maximum panel acceleration is

approximately the nodal acceleration. Using equation 5, the

A schematic showing plan and elevation views of the capacity is 0.44 psi or 2g, which is significantly greater than
structure is given in Figure 10. The building includes three predicted panel accelerations. Therefore, no panel stability
full stories with a penthouse creating part of a fourth floor, problems are expected.
W16x67 columns are used throughout with W24x76 floor
beams and W I6x45 root purlins. The steel frame is infilled CONCLUSIONS
with structural clay tile around the perimeter of the building
and in two interior bays. A open area with no masonry is A rational method for seismic analysis of steel frames
assumed in the two bays comprising the reentrant corner of infilled with structural clay tile is presented. The

the building, methodology has been validated with a significant of amount
of large-scale experimental results. The method

lnfill walls ill the first story are 13" double wythe accommodates standard techniques for dynamic analysis
construction and the top three stories are 8" single wythe while incorporating the nonlinear behavior of masonry infills
construction. The double wythe walls have been assumed in a computationally efficient manner.

to weigh 52 psf and the single wythe walls 32 psf. Total
floor loads have been taken as 120 psf and roof loads taken ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

as 30 psf.
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Table 1 Summary of Prism Compression Tests

.......................

8" Prism 13" Prism
Parameter

Parallel to cores Normal to cores Parallel to cores Normal to cores
[ .....

f,_',(psi) 436 810 372 332
I

E,, (ksi) 329 768 410 731
, ..... _ , ...... ,

Strain at f,i, 0.00222 0.00135 0.00125 0.00088.....

Table 2 Typical Values of C for Varying In-Plane Drift Displacements

I
,, ,,,

] C Displacement(in, Typical lnfill Damage,, , ,'

5 0.0-0.05 None
,,

7 0.05-0.2 Diagonal Mortar Joint Cracking
................

11 0.2-0.4 Off Diagonal Mortar Joint Cracking

14 0.4-0.6 Banded Diagonal Mortar Joint Cracking
........

16 0.6-0.8 Corner Mortar Crushing and Tile Cracking

18 0.8-1.0 Tile Faceshell Splitting (Primarily Corner Regions)
....

1.5 x Disp @ Ultimate Tile Faceshell Spalling
.....

Table 3 Summary of Fundamental Natural Frequencies

0.15g Newmark Hall Spectra 0.18g Oak Ridge Site Specific Spectra
......

NS EW VER % Mass NS EW VER % Mass
,;I,,

1.2 Hz 90 1.6 Hz 88
.......

2.2 Hz 78 2.6 Hz 56

2.8 Hz 31
.......

11.9 Hz 26 12.1 Hz 28
....... I ....
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"Fable 4 Smnmar?,.,of In-Plane Forces for Colunm Line 3 Bay CD - 0.15g Newmark Hall

,m...............

Elevation Story C ,.'xlin) _ (in) Strut Force (k) Strut (k)
Allowable

1060 1.36
.................................................................................................................. ....a ............................. 4 .................................................. 4..................................................

4 7 0.08 8.3 58.3
• .......... I

1045 1.28
.................................. 9 .......................... 4 ....................................................... i ............................. • .................................................. 4................................................. i

3 7 0.15 16.5 58.3

1030 !, 13
.................................. '4.......................... 4 .......................... 4 ............................. • ............................. .i.................................................. .u................................................. i

2 14 0.54 28,4 58.3
........

1015 0.60
................................. 4 .......................... • .......................... • ................... ... ....... 4 ..... , ....................... 4.... .............................................. 4..................................... . ...........

1 16 0.60 46.6 70.0
........

100o 0
...... . ........... :. _- • '"

Table 5 Summary of In-Plane Forces for Column Line 3 Bay CD - O. 18g Oak Ridge

Elevation Story C A,(in) 6 (in) SIrut Force (k) Strut Allowable (k) ]
......... l j ,, -. "

1060 0.35
.................................. • .......................... • .......................... ,i ............................. • ............................. • ................ . ................................. • ................................................. ,

4 5 0.03 7.7 58.3
,,,

1045 0,32
................................. 4 .......................... • .......................... 4 ............................. 4........................ ,,.,.4 .................................................. • .................................................

3 5 0.05 8.8 58.3

1030 0.27
............................................................. , ................................................................................................ , ..................................... 4 ........................... . ................... '"

2 7 0.13 14.1 58.3

l015 0.14
.................................. q .......................... • .......................... 4 ............................. 4............................................ . .................................. 4 .................................................

1 7 0.14 24.1 70.0
T

1000 0

Table 6 Summary of Maximum Nodal Accelerations

O.15g Newmark ttall Spectra 0.18g Oak Ridge Spectra
.....

Direction Acceleration (g) Location Elevation Direction Acceleration (g) Location Elevation
,,........

NS 0.39 A I 1045 NS 0.25 C1 1060
..........

EW 0.35 B5 1(.)45 EW 0.33 A5 1045
t....

VER 0.23 C2 1(160 VER 0.35 C2 1060
....
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Figure 1 Prism Compression (Cores Normal to Load) Figure 2 Prism Compression (Cores Parallel to Load)
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Figure 3 Summary of In-Plane Testing

60

_ T 4o i + Pull

2o i

0 -'--- J.--- _.--/-z --''---"_--_,,-,_ .... -

! - Diagonal Mortar Joint Cracks
2 - Off Diagonal Mortar Cracks -_ (20)
3 - Mortar Crushing, Tile Cracking p I'

4 - Tile Splitting (Ultimate Load) {4(}} 6 i

5-Tile FaceshelISpalling Push i 5 4 !
6 - Loss of Upper Course Tiles (6(})......(3 (2) (l) {} 2

Displacement (in)

Figure 4 Partial In-Plane Hysteresis of Specimen 17
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Out-of-Plane Out-of-Plane
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The Effect of Prior Out-of-plane Damage on tile In-plane
Behavior of Unreinf{Jrced Masonry Infilled Frames

R. C. Henderson and W. D. Jones

Center lbr Natural Phenomena Engineering
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.

Oak Ridge, TN 37831

E, G. Burdette
223 Perkins Hall

The University of Tennessee
Knoxville, TN 37996-2010

M. L. Porter

416A Town Engineering Bldg.
Iowa State University

Ames, Iowa 50011

In order to address the effect of prior out-of-plane damage on the in-plane
behavior of unreinforced masonry infiils, two full-scale (24 feet tall by 28 feet
long) structural clay tile infills and one frame-only (no infilling) were
constructed and tested. The infiiled frame, consisting of two wide flange
columns surrounded by masonry pilasters and an eccentric wide flange purlin,
was identical to many of the intills located at the Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant*. The
masonry infill was approximately 12.5 inches thick and was composed of
individual [bur- and eight-inch hollow clay tile (HCT) units. One of the infill
panels was tested out-of-plane by four quasi-static actuators - two on each

column. The test structure was deflected out-of-plane equally at all four actuator
locations in order to simulate the computed deflection path of the top and bottom
chords of a roof truss framing into the columns at these locations. Prior to the
infill testing, a bare frame was loaded similarly in order to determine the

behavior and stiflhess contribution of the flame only. Following the out-of-
plane test of the infiiled panel, the structure was loaded in-plane to failure in
order to ascertain residual strength. A second, identical infiiled frame was then

constructed and tested in-plane to failure. In this way, in-plane behavior with
and without prior out-of-plane damage could be established and compared. For
both out-of-plane and in-plane testing, reversed-cyclic quasi-static loading was
used in order to obtain full tension/compression hystereses. Also, natural
frequencies of the first infilled panel were determined before and after the out-of-
plane testing. This paper describes the test series and discusses the conclusions

pertinent to the effect of out-of-plane cracking on in-plane stiffness and behavior.

* Managed by Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc. for the U. S. Department of Energy under contract
DE-AC05-84OR21400
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INTRODUCTION discusses the effect that prior d,'uuage has on the in-
plane behavior and capacity of infills.

The usc of structural steel fraancs infillcd

with unrcmforced masonry (URM) is a common

construction technique, particularly in older TEST STRUCTURE
industrial facilities, lnfiiled frames are vet3' efficient

stn_etural elements in that the construction process The type of construction used in this testing
is uncomplicated and the resulting structure is unique in that an attempt was made to replicate as
responds to in-plane lateral loads with significant closely as possible the in situ conditions of many of

stiffness and ductility [l, 3I. Because of the the walls at the Department of Energy's Y-12 plant
stiffness of the infill material and the confinement (circa 1940). The construction process, also

provided by the surrounding frame, the infilled described in Reference [2], was as indicated in the
structure demonstrates much greater strength and following paragraphs. The two wall specimens were
ductility than either of the two materials acting full-scale (24 feet tall by 28 feet long) hollow clay

independently, tile infills constructed with cores running
horizontally. The wall panels were double wythe

Infilled frames subjected to seismic forces and built with a mortar mix conforming to ASTM C

must typically resist earthquake components both in- 270 Type N mortar. The walls were composed of
plane and out-of-plane. Often, when buildings are four- and eight-inch HCT with a 0.75-inch collar
composed of infilled walls in one direction and joint so that the full wall thickness was

moment resisting fraanes in the orthogonal direction, approximately 12.5 inches. The HCT were laid with
out-of-plane damage to the URM results from running bond; however, the construction was
seismic drift (as opposed to inertial forces of the somewhat atypical in that the four- and eight-inch
infill material). Tests have shown that small block alternated positions from course to course

amounts of out-of-plane drift may produce full crack (i.e., there was no full-height collar joint), thereby
patterns that completely penetrate the thickness of creating composite wall behavior. Bed joints were
the infill material 12,3]. Hence, the URM in most l/2-in, thick, full and continuous, and head joints

infillcd frames has likely experienced some degree of were 3/8-in. thick with mortar applied to the face
post-elastic behavior (i.e., mortar joint cracking, shells only. No reinforcement was used in the

degradation of the frame to infill connectivity, etc.) masonry.
over the structure's full displacement histot3,.
Therctbre, the effect of prior damage on the in-plane Red clay (terra cotta) tile units

behavior and capacity of infilled frames is important manufactured to comply with ASTM C 34 Grade
to understand. LBX (structural clay load-bearing wall tile)

specifications were used to construct the infills.

Toward this end, Martin Marietta Energy These cored tile units were sampled and tested in
Systems, Inc. and Iowa State University have tested accordance with ASTM C 67. Likewise,

two, full-scale frames infillcd with hollow clay tile representative mortar cube specimens were made
(HCT) as show_ in Figure 1 and one, full-scale steel during construction of the walls and tested at 7, 14,
frame without infilling. Reversed-cyclic, 21 and 28 days in accordance with ASTM C 109 as

sequentially-displaced, quasi-static loads were were six-inch mortar cylinders. The average 28-day
applied to the bare frame out-of-plane in order to mortar compressive strength for the cylinders and

determine a baseline stiffness and rotational spring cubes was 1700 psi and 1900 psi, respectively.
constants for the colunm to floor connections. The Additionally, twelve bond wrench specimens for the
first infiiled frame was subjected to significant out- first wall and eleven for the second wall, for a total

of-plane, quasi-static deflection followed by in-plane of twenty-three specimens, were constructed and
quasi-static loading to failure. The second infilled tested per ASTM C 1072. The average ultimate

frame was tested to failure by applying in-plane, bond strength was 110 psi with no distinguishable

quasi-static loads without prior damage. This paper difference between the four- and eight-inch blocks.
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Also, a parallel study on the prism compression wide-flange columns (WIOX33)and a wide-flange
strength of the block and mortar combination used in purlin (WI6X36) as shown in Figure 4. The WI6
the full-scale wall testing was perfornled by the purlin had coped flanges at the ends of its length and
National Institute for Standards and Technology as its web was bolted to the flanges of the W I0

per ASTM E 447. Twcntv, 12.5-inch prisms were colunms. The web of the W16 purlin was flush
constructed and tcsted ( 10 parallel to the corcs and with the face of the wall (i.e., the inner flanges of the

10 normal to the cores). The average parallel and W I6 were embedded in the wall) thereby creating an

nonual compressive strengths on the gross section eccentricity in the in-plane load path. The colunms
were 880 psi and 480 psi, respectively, were oriented such that weak-axis bending was in

the plane of the wall (See Figure 1), The beam was
Wall-to-colunm connectivity was developed oriented with its strong axis resisting vertical loads

via 25-inch wide by 16.5-inch thick pilasters that (See Figure 4).
were composed of four- and six-inch HCT. The
four- and eight-inch blocks used in the wall
construction did not extend into the column flange TEST PROCESS
area; however, studies of the in situ wail-to-column

interfaces, from which the test structure was Similar to the wall construction process,
constructed, indicated that considerable keying of the which was specifically intended to replicate the

wall to the column existed as a result of substantial existing infill structures at the Department of
scrap and mortar inside the column flanges as shown Energy's Y-12 plant, the intent of the test process
in Figure 2. The effectiveness of the wall-to-column was to simulate the method of application and

connection was further augmented by horizontal wall intensity of load that can be expected from seismic
cores and vertical pilaster cores, thereby allowing forces in situ. The testing process, also described in
for the transfer of mortar from one course to an Reference 121,was as indicated in the following

adjacent course during theconstruction process, paragraphs. The in situ out-of-plane forces are
resisted by trusses that connect to the exposed

Minimal rotational resistance at the column flanges of the infilled frame columns at the top and
to floor connection was desired as a further means of bottom chord locations. Because of the stiffness of

replicating in situ boundar3' conditions. However, these trusses (in the plane of the truss) there is little
extremely large uplift forces couplcd with the high differential, horizontal movement at the top and

magnitude in-plane racking loads, precluded the use bottom chord point where the truss frames into the
of typical "pinned" type connections. In an effort to infili column. Furthermore, because of the stiffness

satis_, high uplift forces and minimal rotational of the trusses as compared to the out-of-plane
capacity, a portion of the column web was removed stiffness of the infill, the truss drift essentially

so that a single anchor bolt could be used as a tie governs the out-of-plane motion (behavior) of the
dov,xl (See Figure 3). The out-of-plane shear system. For these reasons, the infilled frame drifts
resistance, lessened by the removal of a portion of out-of-plane in response to the lateral loads applied

the column web, was replaced by the connection of by the trusses. These out-of-plane forces can be
shear members to tl:_ column flanges. The anchor simulated by four actuators -- one at each of the top
bolts extended through the base plate, a rocker plate, and bottom chord locations -- that cycle with equal
and the laboratory floor. The rocker plate had an deflections. Thus, the bare frame and the first infill

area slightly greater than the cross-section of the panel were tested out-of-plane by four quasi-static
W 10 column and was used as a means of precluding actuators -- two on each column (See Figure 5).
pr)'ing action of the base plate and to more closely

represent the rotational resistance of the in situ The in situ in-plane forces are transmitted
column-to-floor connections, from the steel trusses and the roof diaphragm into

the purlin which connects to the infill as well as to
The structural steel framt; for the frame-only the W I0 columns as shown in Figure 4. The in-

testing as well as the infill tests consisted of two
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pl,'mc deflection-controlled loading was applied at out and attached to a 200-kip load cell and actuator

the purlin location through ,an extension arm by a for application of the in-plane load. Eight string
200-kip tensiotv'comprcssion actuator. The potentiometers, four on each end of the test
following sections describe the out-of-plane structures, were used to measure lateral

followed by in-plane testing of the first infilled panel displacement. Two diagonal deformation gages
as well as the in-plane testing of the second infilled measured diagonal shortening and lengthening of the
panel, panel orthogonal to the compression strut.

Additionally, 15 strain gages were placed at the
OUT-OF-PLANE TESTING (1st INFILL) outer flange edges of the columns and purlin in order

The first infilled panel was deflected out-of- to measure in-plane strain, and ultimately stress, in
plane equally at all four actuator locations in order the frame.

to simulate the computed deflection path of the top
and bottom chords of a roof truss framing into the The in-plane actuator was driven by a hand

colunms at these locations (the computed deflection pump at the onset of the testing and, later, by a
assumes no arching action of the infill). The out-of- single electric pump. The hand pump was used
plane, quasi-static loading process consisted of initially in order to apply finely controlled reversing

incrementally increasing c_clic displacements until cycles at every 0.05 inches. Later, as the in-plane
the predetermined deflection or a desired limit state stiffness of the test structure degraded, an electric
was achieved, pump applied the load required for displacement

cycles of 0.1 inches. Both infiiled frames were

The instrumentation used in the first infilled cycled to a maximum displacement of 3.0 inches in

frame test consisted of 28 displacement transducers tension and compression; however, only qualitative
(8 on the pilasters and 20 on the wall as shown in data (i.e., crack propagation and damage levels)
Figure 5), 15 quarter-bridge strain gages (6 on the were recorded for the first infili after an applied
outer flanges of each column and 3 on the outer displacement of 2.0 inches.
flanges of the purlin), and 4 crack-o-meters for

j measuring horizontal crack width at the base and

lower actuator locations. The out-of-plane TEST RESULTS

deflection limit for the infilled panel was 2.6 inches

and was selected such that significant damage would The out-of-plane and in-plane test results for
be applied to the infill out-of-plane bcfore continuing both infills, also described in Reference 13], were as
the test sequence with in-plane loading. Reversal of indicated in the following paragraphs.
the cycling direction occurrcd at every. 0.05-inch

displacement increment. OUT-OF-PLANE (1st INFI L L)

Thorough preliminary analyses of the test

The four actuators were driven by four, structure using finite elements were performed prior
independently-acting hydraulic hand pumps. Hand to testing in order to predict the magnitude of
pumps were used to maintain control of the applied actuator loads as a function of applied deflection as

deflections to within 0.02 inches of differential well as to deternfine behavior and crack patterns.
displacement (less than 1% of full displacement). Damage to the test structure as a result of applied
The minimization of differential displacement at the out-of-plane displacements was, generally, as

actuator locations was necessar7 to avoid torsion of anticipated. Overall panel damage was primarily
the test structure and to ensure uniform and confined to bedjoint cracking (i.e., horizontal cracks
s3anmetrical behavior as would occur in situ. formed at the mortar interface between structural

clay tile courses); however, some headjoint cracking
IN-PLANE TESTING (l st and 2nd INFILL) (i.e., vertical cracks formed at the mortar interface

In-plane, quasi-static loading was applied to between adjacent masonry units in the same course)
both of the test structures at the purlin location as did occur. Damage to the HCT units themselves
shown in Figure 6. The W l6 purlin was extended was extremely rare and consisted of localized,
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vertical microcracking at the edges of the HCT and bottom of the test structure was approximately

blocks nearthebedjoints. 1/8 inch early in the loading sequence with
maximum values of near 1/4 inch later in the testing.

At the onset of testing the infill behaved as if
fixed at the base; thus, the highest bedjoint stresses, Up to 0.75 inches of applied displacement,

those resulting from negative moment, were between only small to moderate amounts of additional
the floor and the first course. A base crack began to damage to the infill panel occurred. Cracks that did
appear in the regions near both columns at an occur during this displacement range were

applied displacement of 0.1 inches and propagated characteristic mortar joint stair-step-cracks,
inward toward the centerline. As the migration of propagating generally from the lower comers toward
the base crack from each column was approximately the upper comers. However, this cracking tended to

half complete, a second crack pattern at the lower be discontinuous and bounded by the pre-formed
actuator location began near each of the columns, horizontal bedjoint cracks. Thus, it appears that
Because crocking at the base relieved some of the when through-cracks of significant length are
flexural stress, a continuous transition from double- present, sets of discontinuous compression struts

curvature bending to single-curvature bending replace the single, diagonal compression strut typical
ensued. In a similar fashion, as complete crack of in-plane loads on a virgin structure [3].
patterns formed, flexural stresses were redistributed

until the infill structure behaved, essentially, as a The displacement range from 0.75 inches to
series of horizontal beams. The final crack pattern, 2.0 inches was marked by the onset of HCT block
at an applied displacement of 2.6 inches, is shown in damage. The most severe block damage began ar_d

Figure 7. was concentrated in the upper comers on the purlin
side and resulted from compression and buckling of

Figure 8 shows the out-of-plane, load- the face shells caused by bearing of the steel frame
displacement hysteresis at the lower actuators, on the infill material. The onset of full face shell

Initially, the infill panel was quite stiff, resisting the spalling began at an applied displacement of just
applied out-of-plane loads at 90 kips/inch, over 2.0 inches and propagated from the
However, stiffness was significantly reduced with column/purlin juncture toward the center of the

the formation of each bedjoint crack. At the infill. Final damage to the infill at a displacement of
completion of the out-of-plane testing, the lateral approximately 3.0 inches was marked by large,
stiffness had been reduced to 18 kips/inch--twenty symmetrical openings in the infill as indicated in

percent of the original value. This final stiffness Figure 9.
was approaching that of the bare frame, which was

determined to be 10.8 kips/inch. The applied out-of- Figure 10 shows the in-plane, load-
plane drift resulted in numerous fully-penetrating displacement hysteresis for the first infilled panel.

crack patterns, in addition to a corresponding loss in Initial tensile stiffness was 790 kips/inch while the
stiffness. However, because of the confinement initial compressive stiffness was 390 kips/inch. This
provided by the structural steel frame, the infill difference, attributable to greater out-of-plane
panel was still completely stable and laterally damage on the compression side, diminished to near

resistive, zero after the first few cycles. Loads gradually

increased to the peak values of 49 kips (A = 1.15

IN-PLANE (lst INFILL) inches) and 64 kips (A = 0.75 inches) for tension and

The first visible response to the applied compression, respectively. As illustrated by the
displacement was widening of the vertical headjoint smoothness of the hysteresis (and corroborated by
cracks that existed as a result of the out-of-plane the recorded cracking) damage occurred in a very

loading. Soon thereafter, significant sliding of the flexible fashion without sudden stair-step-cracking
upper portion of the structure was observed along and accompanying sharp drops in load or increases
the preformed, out-of-plane crack patterns shown in in deflection.
Figure 7. Differential movement between the top
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IN-PLANE (2nd INFILL) CONCLUSIONS
The second infill panel was extremely stiff

upon the application of in-plane loading and little or The comparison of in-plane data for the two
no visible movement or damage was recorded for the infilled panels indicates that prior damage reduces
first two cycles (up to about 0.10 inches). However, initial in-plane stiffness. Also walls with prior

as a deflection of 0.15 inches was reached on the damage respond to loads in a much less brittle
compression stroke, loud popping occurred and stair fashion than those with no prior damage. This is in
step cracks, emanating from the compression toe direct contrast to virgin structures that store

diagonally to the center of the wail, were recorded on considerable potential energy under the first few
both sides of the test structure. This same cycles of applied displacement and release it in a
phenomenon occurred on the tension stroke with a sudden fashion through brittle diagonal stair-step-
diagonal crack propagating from the opposite comer cracking. "i-he primary conclusion from the

to the center of the panel. Separation of the infill complete test sequence is that prior damage to ;afill
material from the surrounding steel frame occurred structures has little effect on the overall in-plane
at the same time or slightly before the first lower- performance or the final damage state as long as
structure diagonal crack and may have actually been confnement by the frame is maintained. This fact is

a catalystforthisbehavior, very important to the analysis of most older
structures, which have, typically, been subjected to

As in-plane applied displacement was some cracking [4]. The response that would
increased, numerous brittle diagonal cracks were logically come from conclusions drawn from this
formed in the upper portion of the infill. This research is a reassessment of the current design
cracking occurred on both sides of the test structure standards for infilled masonry construction.
and was synunetrical in the upper comers. At

approximately 1.3 inches of applied displacement,

spalling of the face shells began on the frame side of REFERENCES
the panel. This spalling began soon thereafter on the

pilaster sideand for both cases propagated from the 1) Dawe, J. L., Seah, C. K., "Lateral Load

center toward the colunm/purlin juncture. Though Resistance of Masonry Panels in Flexible Steel
the interim behavior of the second infill was Frames," Proceedings, 8th Int'l Brick and Block
considerably different than that of the first, the final Masonry Conference, Ireland, 606-616, 1988.
damage conditions were virtually identical (i.e., very

similar to that shown in Figure 9). 2) Henderson, R. C., Jones, W. D., Porter, M. L.,

"Factors Affecting the Ductility of Double-

Figure 11 shows the in-plane, load- Wythe Masonry Infills Subjected to Seismic
displacement hysteresis for the second infilled panel. Drift." Proceedings, 6th North Amer. Masonry
Initial tensile and compressive stiffilesses were 820 Conference, Philadelphia PA, 1433-1438, 1993.
and 930 kips/inch, respectively. The maximum

tensile and compressive loads of 51 kips (A - 0.10 3) Henderson, R. C., "Experimental and Analytical
inches) and 61 kips (A = 0.12 inches) were achieved Investigation of Out-of-plane and In-plane

on the third hysteretic loop. Immediately thereafter, Seismic Drift on Unreinforced Masonry Infilled
a dramatic loss in load capacity occurred which Frames." Ph.D. dissertation (draft), Civil Engr.
corresponded to the first incidence of diagonal Dpt., The University of Tennessee, Knoxville,
cracking on the tension and compression strokes. TN, 1993.
After reaching approximately 1.2 inches of

displacement, the load declined almost linearly for 4) Langenbach, R., "Earthquakes: A New Look at
both tension and compression with a final in-plane Cracked Masonry," Civil Engineering, Voi 62,
stiffness of approximately 5 kips/inch. No. 11, 56 - 58, November 1992.
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FIGURE 2: PILASTER CONFIGURATION FIGURE 3: COLUMN TO FLOOR CONNECTION
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FIGURE 9: FINAL IN-PLANE DAMAGE
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OVERVIEW OF SEISMIC BASE ISOLATION SYSTEMS, APPLICATIONS, AND
PERFORMANCE DURING EARTitQUAKES *

David J. Trummer and Stanley C. Sommer
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory "

P.O. Box 808, L- 197
Livermore, Califiwnia 94550

ABSTRACT

Seismic base isolation is a technique for mitigating the effects of earthquakes on
structures. A structure is decoupled from the potentially damaging forces of an
earthqu',ff,e by placing a flexible isolation system between the structure and the ground.
A database has been created tbr the U.S. Department of Energy which contains
information about systems used to achieve seismic isolation, their applications in
structures, and how they have perlormed during earthquakes. This paper will present an
overview of the database.

INTRODUCTION This paper gives an overview of the LLNL database.
The tables in this paper are based on the database and

There are many U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) provide information on base isolation systems, their
facilities which operate in areas of high seismic hazard. A applications, and their performance during earthquakes. The
potential method of reducing the effects of earthquakes on papers listed in the bibliography at the end of this paper are
these facilities is seismic base isolation. In the United the sources of information for the LLNL database.
States, seismic base isolation has been used in new
buildings, existing buildings, and large equipment. In order SEISMIC BASE ISOLATION SYSTEMS
to apply seismic base isolation within the DOE, further
technical development is needed to develop criteria for Seismic base isolation can be achieved in many
meeting DOE performance goals using base isolation, different ways. The basic elements of seismic isolation are

flexible mounting systems that typically include some
As part of the technical development, a database has means of damping. These flexible devices shift the response

been created for the DOE which contains information about ot'a structural system away from the peak response of an
systems used to achieve seismic isolation, their applications earthquake in order to limit the forces which can be
in structures, and how the isolated structures have generated in the supported structure. Dmnping is used with
performed during earthquakes. The database is based on the devices to dissipate the ground motion energy and to
information contained in the Natural Phenomena Hazards limit the displacements of the flexible system to acceptable
Technology Center at the Lawrence Livermore National limits. An isolation system also provides rigidity under low
Laboratory (LLNL). Currently, the LLNL database includes lateral loads. Currently, the main types of flexible mounting
information only on U.S. applications of seismic base systems are elastomeric bearings and friction sliders. These
isolation systems and the responses of the systems to U.S. two systems are shown in Figures 1 and 2, respectively.
earthquakes. The LLNL database will be expanded next This paper describes the following versions of the two types
year to include worldwide applications and system of seismic base isolation systems: lead rubber and high
responses. Information in the database about the damping rubber elastomeric bearings, and the Friction
characteristics of the base isolation systems, on the other Pendulum System which is a friction slider.
hand, is not limited to U.S. suppliers and fabricators since a
system developed outside the U.S. could be implemented in Elastomeric Bearing - Lead Rubber
a structure built in the U.S. The lead rubber elastomeric bearing is a block of

laminated rubber with a cylindrical core of pure lead (see
The LLNL database is not complete at this time and Figure 1). The laminated rubber consists of closely spaced

will evolve as the technology of base isolation evolves, horizontal steel plates that are bonded to the rubber during
Comments on the database are welcome to help make it tabrication. These steel plates confine the lead plug and
more complete and to keep it current. One goal of provide vertical stiffness to the bearing by inhibiting the
developing the database is to make it useful for other rubber from bulging outwards. Under low horizontal
organizations besides the DOE. displacement, the lead plug remains elastic and provides

* This work was performed at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under tae auspices of the United States Department
of Energy, Contract No. W-7405-ENG-48.
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wind restraint with its high lateral stiffness. However, at Spherical surface /-Articulated friction slider
large displacements, the lead yields to provide damping. "7
This damping absorbs earthquake energy and helps control
lateral displacements. Table 1 provides a list of
performance issues and characteristics for lead rubber
isolators.

Elastomeric Bearing - High Damping Rubber
The high damping rubber elastomeric bearing is

geometrically similar to the lead rubber bearing, except that t...Composite bearing materialit does not have file lead plug (see Figure 1). The damping
for the high damping rubber bearing is incorporated into the
rubber with the appropriate compounds in the elastomeric Figure 2. Friction slider.
matrix. Under low horizontal displacements, the rubber
provides wind restraint with its high lateral stiffness. At
design level horizontal displacements, the lateral stiffness APPLICATIONS OF SEISMIC BASE
reduces significantly. This results in lower frequency ISOLATION SYSTEMS

response of the isolated structure with the hysteretic Applications of seismic base isolation exist throughout
damping absorbing the earthquake energy and limiting the the world. These applications include both new and retrofit
lateral displacement. For displacements much greater than installations in buildings and several nuclear power plants.
the design displacement, the horizontal stiffness of the Currently, there are over 65 approved base isolated
beating increases and this provides an ultimate restraint, buildings in Japan, while in the U.S. there are over 30.
Table 2 provides a list of performance issues and Other applications of base isolation are in bridges and
characteristics for high damping rubber isolators, equipment. The LLNL database is divided into U.S.

Friction Slider. Friction Pendulum System applications of seismic base isolation systems in buildings
and in non-buildings.The Friction Pendulum System (FPS) consists of a

stainless steel, spherical, concave surface (see Figure 2). A Seismic base isolation in the U.S. has become
stainless steel articulated slider surfaced with a low-friction increasingly popular in recent years. In 1993, there are 16
composite bearing material slides on the concave surface, new structures and 18 retrofit structures that have been
The FPS design is based on the principles of pendulum completed or are in design or construction. Of these 34
motion. Under low lateral loads, such as wind, the static structures, 27 are in California (12 new and 15 retrofit) and
(breakaway) coefficient of friction acts as fuse preventing the remainder are in Utah, Oregon, and Nevada.
lateral displacements. During lateral loads due to an
earthquake, the articulated slider moves along the spherical Government has played an important role in promoting
surface, and raises the supported structure. The potential the use of base isolation in the U.S. In 1989, the state of
energy of the elevated structureprovides the lateral restoring California enacted Senate Bill 920 which encouraged the
force that returns the structure to its original position. The State to be a leader in using new technology to mitigate the
earthquake energy is dissipated through hysteretic frictionof effects of earthquakes. Among the Bill's requirements were
the composite bearing material in contact with the concave the selection by the State Architect of three state-owned
spherical surface. Table 3 provides a list of performance buildings as demonstration projects, one being a new
issues and characteristics for the FPS isolators, building and two being seismic retrofits. The new building

slated as a demonstration project has yet to be selected, but a
Flange plate .-- -Lead plug (lead rubber bearing only) candidate is the Transportation Management Center that will

be located in San Diego, CA. Only one of the two retrofit

buildings has been identified and it is the State of California
Justice Building in San Francisco, CA.

i_. _I
iiiiii::iiii]__ ' _' w,,---C rubber Table 4 lists applications of base isolation in the U.S.

iiiii!iiiiiiiiiiili_ i! _ _"/-.-S plates both for new and retrofit construction of buildings. Detailsabout the isolation system, type of construction, total area,

iiii/i/iii_iiii_iii_ii_.__._.:_:_:_::_:::::::::_::.......:::...x":: --= _ _,---Rubber layers and engineering firms are included in the table. Of the 34

liii!iiiiiIili!ti_!itliiiili__ __-- _ applications listed, 23 have an isolation system selected.The majority of these applications use the lead rubber

,_ _!iil!llii!_!_!!_i_ili!_!!ii_i_i!i_!!ii!i_i_ii_i!ii_ii_)_ii::_ .:/4 .: 4_ bearings, high damping rubber bearings, or the FPS isolators
t::"_ _': _ _: ","-": _ -__-'_ _J_"-"-""-":........ _ i_, discussed earlier in this paper.

__i iil i l New Buildings
As listed in Table 4, the first application of base

Figure 1. Elastomeric bearing, isolation in new construction was the Foothill Communities
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Law and Justice Center in 1985. Since that time, five has experienced an "ultimate" earthquake. However, a
additional new buildings have been completed, including the significant amount of data exists on the response of isolated
first hospital to be base isolated, the University of Southern structures to small and moderate sized earthqtmkes.
California University Hospital in 1991. Another ten
projects listed in Table 4 as new buildings are in various This paper covers the perforrn_mce of U.S. buildings to
phases of design or construction. Included in Table 4 is the earthquakes. Of the ten completed base isolated structures
PRISM Advanced Liquid Metal Reactor which is a (six new and four retrofit), many have experienced
proposed DOE reactor for which a site has not been earthquakes. Table 6 tabulates the performance of four

buildings, the Foothill Communities Law and Justice Center
selected. (Bid=4), the Los Angeles County Fire Command and

The function and size of new buildings with base Control Facility (Bld=10), the Rockwell Seal Beach Facility
isolation variesconsiderably. Building function rangesfrom (Bld=19), and the University of Southern California
hospitals that provide critical services to manufactt, ;-':, University ttospital (Bid=31) (Bid refers to the building
facilities that house sensitive equipment. Sizes range Iron. a numbers listed in Table 4). All four buildings use
4,700 square foot residence to the 900,000 square foot, five elastomeric bearings as the base isolation system.

building San Bemardino County Medical Center. The Foothill Communities Law and Justice Center has

experienced low level motions from seven earthquakes
Retrofit Buildings (Redlands, Palm Springs, Whittier, Upland, Sierra Madre,The first application of base isolation in retrofit
construction was the Salt Lake City and County Building in Landers, and Big Bear) since its completion in 1985. The
1988. Of the 18 retrofit structures listed in Table 4, lout horizontal accelerations recorded at the building foundation
have been completed with the remainder in design or ranged from 0.02g to 0.14g. These low level accelerations
construction. Some of these buildings did not meet current were transmitted across the isolation system with essentially
seismic design requirements and in many cases were no reduction in magnitude, except for the Upland
damaged by the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake. The majority earthquake. During the Upland earthquake which had the
of the retrofit projects are in California and are for buildings largest acceleration of the seven earthquakes, the isolation
of historical importance, such as the San Francisco City Hall system reduced the maximum acceleration tom 0.14g to
and the U.S. Court of Appeals. Base isolation is used with 0.05g. The other three buildings each experienced low level
historical buildings as an alternative to conventional motions from the Sierra Madre, Landers, and Big Bear
strengthening and anchoring in order to preserve the events.

architectural features of the building. The size of the retrofit The low level motions experienced at the four buildings
projects vary from the 20,000 square foot Hawley resulted in some amplification of the accelerations from the
Apartments to the 500,000 square foot San Francisco City basement of the building to the roof. Because the
Hall. accelerations and lateral displacements were small, the

Non-Building Structures elastomeric isolators responded with high lateral stiffness.
There have been other applications of seismic isolation As a result, the isolation system was only partially effective

in limiting the accelerations transmitted to thein the U.S. The concept of base isolation can be applied to
non-buildings that need protection from seismic ground superstructure. Therefore, the isolated building response
motions using similar design techniques as those which have was more like the response of a fixed based building with
been developed for buildings. Examples of the application amplified accelerations at the roof level. No damage
of base isolation to non-buildings include bridges, storage occurred in the buildings due to the small accelerations and
tanks, art objects, and equipment. Table 5 lists some of displacements. The isolation systems become more
these non-building applications. Not all of the non-building effective in reducing the accelerations that are transmitted
applications of base isolation in the U.S. are listed in Table from the foundation to the basement as the ground motion

increases. At design level displacements, the lateral5. In particular, about ten base isolated bridges are not
listed in the table. For bridges, they are isolated by placing stiffness of the isolation system is greatly reduced from its
an isolator between the tops of the columns and the bottom initial stiffness. This results in lower frequency response of
of the deck. The isolation system protects the columns, the building.
which are below the isolators, from the forces that would
otherwise be generated by the bridge deck during an SUMMARY

earthquake. This paper presented information on seismic base
PERFORMANCE OF SEISMIC ISOLATION isolation systems, their applications in buildings and non-

SYSTEMS DURING EARTHQUAKES buildings in the U.S., and the performance of isolated
buildings to U.S. earthquakes. As the technology of seismic

With the existence of many base isolation systems and base isolation evolves, the LLNL database discussed in this
the applications of those systems, it is of interest to review paper will reflect that evolution. The current LLNL
how the base isolation systems have performed during database can be used to make qualitative comparisons
earthquakes. To date, no base isolated structure in the U.S. between various isolation systems. Additionally,
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performance data such as earthquake response records can Hart, G.C., Drag, D.J., Gates, W.E., and Mayes, R.L.,
be used to validate analytical studies and to discover "Seismic Strengthening of a Tall Concrete Building
technical issues pertaining to the use of seismic base Incorporating Base Isolation", Technology Transfer package
isolation in new and retrofit design• on Seismi_ Base Isolation., Volume III, U.S. DOE,
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Table I. Seismic base isolation systems - lead rubber isolators.

....... ,,Perf°rmance Issue_ Ranl_e* I ........ Performance Cha,_raeternstnc'' .....
Design period (seconds) 1.5:3.0 Typically from 2 to 2.5 se_conds_ ......
Effective damping (% of critical) 10- 25 Provided by lead plug; helps control lateral building displacement_

depends on nature of earthquake and supported structure
Effectiveiateral stiffness (kips/incl') 16- 34 Slope of line from peak to peak force in a hysteresis ioop

- low horizontal displacement - High initial elastic stiffness of lead plug provides wind restraint
- design horizontal displacement - Lead plug yields to provide damping that absorbs earthquake

_helps contro! lateral displacements

Vertical stiffness (kips/inch) 3170 - 45100 High vertical stiffness providesvertical load capacity
Vertical load capacity of isolator _ips) 735- 3307 Provided by steel plates .......

Vertical frequency (Hz) 12 - 20 High vertical stiffness results in high vertical frequency
Rubber diameter (inches) ....... 16- 63 .......Determined by diameter of steel plates that provide vertical 10ad
.....(Sq u_e isp !9.t0r_!e_ng.th)_.................................(18--_26) ........_cap'ac!ty_;re_!a_tcd_to_ar__i_gs_ta__bi_[i._ .....................................
Rubber total thickness (inches) 3.5 - 9.5 Provides lateral flexibility; number of rubber layers times the

rubber layer thickness

Lead plug diameter (inches) 1 - 11 Lead plug provides damping to absorb earthquake energy and to
limit lateral displacements............................. , .....

Isolator total height (inches) 9 -2.6 _M_..a_xbe a clearance issue in retrofit al2plications
Connection detail ..... - Dowelled or bolted, with bolted being most common
Materials - Rubber provides lateral flexibility

Steel plates provide vertical load capacity and confine the lead plug
Lead plug provides wind resistance and reduces earthquake forces

.... and displacements with energy dissipation ......
Environmental protection Cover layer of rubber protects steel plates
Suppliers / fabricators Dynamic Isolation Systems, Inc. FURON - Structural Bearing Division

(U.S. license) LTV Energy Products Company
Oiles Industries,.Ltd. (Japan license) BridgestoneCorporation

* values from literature contained in the Natural Phenomena Hazards Technology Center at LLNL
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Table 2. Seismic base isolation systems - high damping rubber L,iolators.

Performance issue Ranl_e.* " .... perf0rmanceCharacteristic............ ,, ,,,

Design peri_ 1.2- 3.5 ._Typical!y around 2 seconds
Effective damping (% of critical) 8 - 30 Characteristic of the rubber compound; helps control lateral

........ bu___jldingdisplacement

-l_l'fective stiffness (kips]inch) 3- 36 Slope of line from the peak to peak force in a hysteresis loop
- low horizontal displacement - stiffness is high and provides wind restraint
- design horizontal displacement - stiffness much lower for seismic loading at design levels

.....- high horizon[_al displacement - stiffness is high_ increasing frequ.e_f isolated structure
Vertical stiffness (kips/inch) 1470 45100 High vertical stiffness provides vertica__l!oad capacity

__Verticalload..capacity of isolator(kips) 45- 1740 Pr_____ovidedby st__q.lplates
Vertical frequency (Hz).......... 9.1 - 29.5 High vertical stiffness results in _highyertical frequency
Rubber diameter (inches) 9.7 - 55.9 Determined by diameter of steel plates that provide vertical load

capacity; related to bearing stability
Rubber total thickness (inches) i.7-ii.4 Provides lateral flexibility; number of rubber layers times the

rubber lal,er thickness
Isolator totalheight (inciaes) ..........._ 8 - 24 - May be a clearance issue in retro.fit applicat.ions _
Connection detai! .......... Dowelled or bolted, wit.h'bolted being most.common ....
Material Rubber provides lateral flexibility and damping

Steel plates provide vertical load capa.city and confine the lead plug
Environmental pr0.tecti0n ........ - Cover layer of rubber protects steel plates ....
Suppliers / fabricators LTV EnergyProducts Company FURON - Structural Bearing Division

Bridgestone Corporation Malaysian Rubber Producers' Research Assoc.
Dynamic Isolation Systems, Inc. Rubber Consultants of England

............ Fyfe Associates .... Dynam!c Rubber, Inc.

* values from literature contained in the Natural Phenomena Hazards Technology Center at LLNL

Table 3. Seismic base isolation systems - friction pendulum system isolators.

....... Performanceissue Range* .... '" Performance Characteristic .....
Design period (.seconds) 1.3- 3.5 Determined using pendulum equ'ation, T=2rt_/(r/g), which is

independent of the building weight; function of radius of
cu.rvature, r, of spherical surface (g = acceleration of gravity)

Design damping (% of critical) 15 - 30 Provided by hysteretic friction; helps control lateral building
displacement

Radius of curvature of concave surface (inches) 39.ii88 Determines period ot;system '
Lateral restoring stiffness (kips/inch) 0.1 -27 Directly proportional to the supported weight (k=W/r)
Static (breakaway) coefficient of friction (%) - Acts as fuse for wind loads.
Dynamic (sliding) coefficient of friction (%) 5- 10 - Increasing the coefficient lowers the displacement; used to

control lateral building displacement
Vertical loadcapacity of isolator (kips) 4 ' 5000 Determined by diameter of articulated slider

Stick-slip condition Uniform contact pressure between concave surface and semi-
spherical slider reduces high fre4t,uency stick-slip motions

_Isolator diameter (inches) 2()- 42 Any diameter to accommodate r.equired seismic displacement
Isolator total height (inches) 6- 12 Small variation in height relative to supported loads; isolation

.......................period independen_to_f__height
Materials Stainless steel concave surface and articulated slider

Composite bearing material provides high load capacity and
low friction

Environmental protection Circular retainer with seal; spherical concave surface faced
downward for dust protection

Suppliers / fabricators Earthquake Protection Systems, Inc.
.... VSL Corporation

* values from literature contained in the Natural Phenomena Hazards Technology Center at LLNL
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Table 4. Applications of seismic base isolation to buildings in the U.S. (Key to abbreviations listed after Table 5).

] +
[Bl_Application iLocation iType llsolation [Status ilso !Owner St,

i 1- i ............................... -'- ....

[ 1 iChanning House Retirement Home IPalo Alto, CA _ofit tLR _design ill3_Channing_H_ous__e_e.................................................

+ ' " i IL.A. Community College District 9
2 iEducational_ _ServicesCenter ILos Angeles, CA jretrofit EBS !construction i
3 iEvans & Sutherland Building 600 iSalt Lake City, UT _w iLR icompleted - 19881 98 iEvans & Sutherland, Corporation 4

+ iHDR icompleted - 1985 98 County of San Bernardino 5

4 FoothillComm. Law & Justice Center IRanchoCucamonga, C_new !FPS icompleted-1991i 311Dr. Hawle[ 45_j__artments _ Francisco, CA !retrofit I
= 61Hayward City Hall iHa_y_ward,CA iretrofit HDR & FPS idesign __.3_6iCityof Hayward 11

t.......... !new_____LR& HDR !completed- 1992 i Kaiser Foundation Health Plan 2_" 71Kaiser Data Proces. & Telecomm. Cent. _C_orona,CA t .... _ ,

_ - 8_Kerckhoff_ Hall, UCLA [r_--_A-ngeles, CA ,/retrofit LR IconsmJction " !Regents of University of California 6
-- _ ' i '.County of Los Ang_eles ..................... _.....

m 9___4_LACounty_Emerg. O_erations Center iEast Los Angeles, CA ]new HDR construction
Z 10iLAC Fire Command & Control Facil. {East Los Angeles, CA inew HDR !com_pleted - 1990i 32 iCounty of Los Angeles 2

--_ i +design ................................-6-= 11 {LAC & USC Diagn. & Treatment Build. iLos Angeles, CA Inew i ,

12 !Loma Linda Hospital Loma Linda, CA !new idesign iVeteran's Administration

13 Long Beach Hospital !Long Beach, CA retrofit iLR & PTFE_. _ + ' idesign 156 Veteran's Administration 12
e_ 314 iMackay School of Mines IReno, NV retrofit iHDR & PTFE !completed - 19931106 University of Nevada Reno .o
El 15 iML King-CR Drew Diag_n. Trauma Cent+Watts, CA new HDR & BAS design _ !County of Los Angeles

161Masonic Hall !San Francisco, CA retrofit _ stopped i
I_ i ' i

17iOakland City Hall Oakland, CA iretrofit LR construction ' 1001City of Oakland " 18t,o _ , ' + _ ' -
_ 18 'PRISM Advanced Liquid Metal Reactor i new _ design iGeneral Electric

Seal Beach, CA retrofit iLR completed -1991 78':Rockwell International 8-.1 19!Rockwell Seal Beach Facility . ,

201Salt Lake City & County Building Salt Lake City, UT retrofit LR completed -19_447 Salt Lake City Corporation 5

21+Salt Lake City Medical Building ISalt Lake City, UT new i design i
_" 22':San Bernardino County Medical Center iColton, CA new HDR design County of San Bernardino

_'- 23)San Francisco Asian Art Museum San Francisco, CA retrofit ! design 200 City & County of San Francisco 3
= 24 tSan Francisco City Hall [San Francisco, CA retrofit i design iCity & County of San Francisco¢3

25 iSan Francisco Main Public Library iSan Francisco, CA new +LR +construction City & County of San Francisco 7

N' 26iState of California Justice Building iSan Franci_o, CA retrofit HDR ides_gn 170 State of California 6

e_ 271Tandem Computers Manufacturing FaciliSan Jose, CA new , istopped Tandem Computers 4
e_e_ 28 !50 United Nations Plaza _,SanFrancisco, CA +retrofit i .idesign mUS General Services Administration: 6

I 29 IU.S. Court of Appeals !San Francisco, CA :retrofit FPS construction 248 iUS General Ser-'ices Administration 4
" ' + idesign 300US General Services Administration 5'_ 30 U.S. Customs House iSan Francisco, CA retrofit i

_a _311USC University Hospital _+LosAngeles, CA inew !LR & HDR !completed- 1991 1491National Medical Enterprises & USC 8
321Utah Slat_e_eC__apitolBuilding !Salt Lake City, UT retrofit ! design
33iWater Control Cent.-Water Quality Lab. Portland, OR new LR design 35 iPortland Water Bureau 2

34 iWest Los Angeles Residences iWest Los Angeles, CA inew IGERB icompleted - 1992 iDavid Lowe



Table 4 cont'd. Applications of seismic base isolation to buildings in the U.S. (Key to abbreviations listed after Table 5).

Bid Superstructure Characteristics !Area Cost Structural and Isolation Engineers Supplier.....1 1962 R]C moment frame & sh_ wall 260000, Rinnie & Peterson / Dynamic Isolation Systems Dynamic Isolation Systems

2 1961 concrete frame 196_ $1,013,000 Fleming Corporation3 steel moment frame $8,000,000 Reavely Engin. & Assoc. 1 Dynamic Isolation Syst. Dynamic Isolation Systems/Furon

4 braced steel frame & concrete basement 230000! $36,000,000 Taylor & Gaines./Reid & Tarics ' Oil States Industries (LTV)

5 1920 wood bearing wall 20000 Earthquake Protection Syst. Earthquake Protection Systems/VSI
=-I 6 1969 nonductile R/C moment frame 145000] $7,000,000 EQE - San Francisco / Charles Kircher & Assoc. Earthq. Protect. Syst. & Bridgest.

7 1968 K braces with concrete walls 120000 $32,000,000 Taylor & Gaines / Englekirk, Hart, and Sabol Dynamic Isolation Systems/Furon

8I 1929 pour-in place concr. & hollow tile 100000 $15,300,000 Brandow & Johnston / The Hart Group Dynamic Isolation Systems/Furon

o -33000 $6,000,000 DMJM Bridgestone Corporation
t

t_:Z 10 !penmeter braced steel frame _, 32000 $6,300,000 Fluor Daniel Engineers Fyfe Associates/Dynamic Rubber

= 11 [moment resisting steel frame 400000 KPFF Engineers
_ 12 _ !-- I $80,000,000

I

_ 13 1967 R/C perforated shear wall !350000 A.C. Martin & Associates / Dynam. ic Isolation Syst. Dynamic Isolation Systems/Furon

-14 1908 unreinforced mason, bearing wall 50000 $7,000,000 Jack Howard & Associates / Base Isolation Consult. Furono

e__ 151 !140000!1 $40,000,000 John Martin / Base Isolation Consultants Dynamic Isolation Systems!Furon
_ 16 1912 building . __ .... I $2,391,049

t,o _ 17 1914 steel frame & unreinf, masonary 153000j $76,800,000 Forell-Elsesser Engineers / Dynamic Isolation Syst. Dynamic Isolation SystemsItan I_

18 I
-I 19 1967 nonductile R/C moment frame 30(0)00 $14,000,000 Englekirk &Hart Dynamic Isolation Systems/Furon!__ , __

_ 20 1894 unreinforced mason, bearing wall 170000 $30,000,000 E.W. Allen ! Forell-Elsesser Engineers Dynamic Isolation Systems/LTV.
_,- 21 $20,000,000 Reid & Tarics

_'_ .22 5 separate structures 900000 $500,000,000 KPFF Engineers ! Taylor & Gaines Dynamic Isolation Systems

N" 23 1916 steel frame & unreinf, masonary 11700001 'Rutherford & Chekene ! Charles Kircher & Assoc.
_ 24 steel moment frame 500000 $100,000,000 Forell-Elsesser Engineers
_ _ ,

e 25 steel moment frame on mat slab 1377000 $87,000,000 Olmm Structural Design / Forell-Elsesser Engineers Dynamic Isolation Systems_1

_" 1919 steel frame & unreinf, masonary 252000i $40,000,000 Rutherford & Chekene / Charles Kircher & Assoc. Bridgestone Corporation
"'1 ,
eD 27 Ibraced steel frame ,. Forrell-Elsesser/Dynamic Isolation Systems

e 28i1936 concr. & steel frame with mason. 345000! ,H-J- Degenkolb Associates
_ 29; 1905 steel frame & unreinf, masonary 350000! Skidmore, Owings, Merrill ................ !Easthquak_e._prptec_t!onSv_st_ems{vS_
'_ 30 i911_ steel frame & unreinforced mason. 142000 314,000,000 URS Blume

3I perimeter braced steel frame 350000 S50,000,000 KPFF Engineers Dy-naii_i-cis-oiation--S_,stems/Furon--

32 i

' 33 imoment frame : 28000i iHarris Group / Dynamic Isolation Systems Dynamic Isolation Systems

34' I 4700i $20,000 DavidLowe iGERB ,



Table 5. Some applications of seismic base isolation to non-buildings in the U.S.

Application Location iType Sys !_u_perstructure Iso Status 1987IOwnerAll American Canal Bridge Imt_e_n_'al,CA _e___ofitLR 119-60bn__h_fi__e- 3 spans 12[completed- Caltrans

Art Obits at J.P. Getty Museum Malib-u, CA-- [- l _--j ........... [completed- 1991
Seattle, WA retrofit I ' _ 18000 kips _-- design

Beverly Park Elevated Water Tank lrem : i --_ '
Bridges B764E&W Verdi, NV [retrofit fLR ,1950 bridge - 7 span steel girder & bent construction Nevada DOT

IHDR 1 completed- I977 CA Dept. of Water Res.Circuit Breakers CA -- ne-w-w-

= Clackamas Connector -P-o-ortland,OR new LR ]bridge--8-sp_nc-__d_ construction Oregon DOT
12 completed 1987 Caltrans

=" Eel River Bridge Rio Dell, CA retrofit LR 11941 bridge - 2 spansteel truss ...... -
I.S.P. Ammonia Storage Tanks Calvert City, Ky ]retrofit [FPS- s-_eeltank- 450000 lbs, 1_2ft. x 60 ft. 4 completed- 1993 Inter. Specialty Product
Liquid Argon Calorimeter [Stanford, CA lnew [LR ! _ icompleted SLAC

Main Yard Vehicle Access Bridge Los Angeles, CA retrofit !LR 1954 bridge - 2 sp_--- _ 8!completed - 1987 LAC Trans. Com.
=" Maple Leaf Elevated Water Tank Seattle, WA retrofit 1949 tank - riveted & 9000 kips I Idesig n

•n Stanford, CA new LR 3.i m_l-_s.&-3-0f-_t tall i_ Mark II Detector Unit 4 completed - 1987 SLAC

=.'_ Mobile Excitors [Diablo Canyon, CA new I! i [completed [Pacific Gas & Electric
= Olympic Boulevard Bridge Walnut Creek, CA new LR bridge - 4 span cont. composite steel gir. [construction Caltrans
_t new

retrofit
Pittsburgh, CA FPS i _completed - 1988 DOW Chem. Company

o_ Pittsburgh Emergency Water Tank LR 1966 bridge 128 completed -= Poplar Street Bridge, East Appro. St. Louis, MO 1990 Illinois DOT
retrofitt.,, LR i936 bridge - 13 span steel truss & gir. i 28 completed - 1986 Metro. Water Distr._ Santa Ana River Bridge Riverside, CA - '

__ Sierra Point Overhead San Francisco, CA retrofit LR ' 1957 bridge - 10 span concrete & steel _ 36'completed - 1985 Caltrans
_, Sexton Creek Bridge Sexton, IL new LR bridge - 3 span cont. steel plate gir. Icompleted ,Illinois DOT

Squamscott River Bridge Exeter, NH [new LR bridge - 6 span cont. composite steel gir. lconstruction New Hampshire DOT

S.W. Myrtle #2 Elev. Water Tank Seattle, WA retrofit HDR 1949 tank - riveted & 9087 kips [ design_" Titan Solid Rocket Motor Storage Vandenburg, CA new I Icompleted - 1992 U.S. Air Force_ t
.me
O

Key to Abbreviations in Tables 4 and 5:
o
= Bid = building number HDR = high damping rubber bearings
_" Iso = number of isolators FPS = Friction Pendulum System

Sty = number of stories PTFE = polytetrafluoroethylene (Teflon)=
e_ Area = area in square feet BAS = bronze alloy sliderse,
I LR = lead rubber bearings RiC = reinforced concrete
_ EBS = Earthquake Barrier System isolation Sys - isolation system



Table 6. Performance of base isolated structures to U.S. earthquakes.

Mag ' " RelDs [BIGEvent Date Dist Period Period Period Period Period Period MAcc MAcc MAcc MAcc'Ampf RelDs ReDs RelDs[RelDs

, l, (km) Trans'L0ngTrans__F_ixedFixe_ Long Trans Long Horz Horz Horz Horz Horz _B'TransTrans [Trans _Trans !Transj ! .... Isol Event IEvent FreeF Found Base IRoof ase 1st Fr
---i---- , T I (sec)-(sec) ](sec)(see)!(see)i(se_c)(g) (g) '(g) i(g) % i(cm-)) (cm)l(cm)(cm)!(cm)

- -'--- I 0.05! 0.030.020.03 50[ _ 'Redlands 2-Oct-8514.8 3010.57[ 0.61t 2.002.001 - -I - - , - - E - i - i -I
" '...... b-.05]0.02 0.02i0.05 1501 ] I io 41PalmSprings 8-Jul-86! 5.9' _ 0.57__ 2.002.00 - i - _ - - t - "=-" - ' -- ' - 0 05_ 1 , 1 ,
m- 4Whittier I 1-Oct-875.9 47 0.5710.61! 2.00 2.00 i 0.03 0.03 0.06 100 - - , - ' - ;

"; __0.-6-1] 2.00' - --_---- " 16 i ! i --4Upland 28-Feb-905.5 12, 0.57 [ 2.000.75i 0.740.240.140.050. 220 - - L - i -._-4___
- '._ I I ' "_ ! _ .... l !

, ....  .0o, - i )--4-SierraMadrei..8-Jun-91 i 5.8i 43__ 0.57! 0_.6__ 2.00i 0.85 0.040.030.040.08 1001 ! - -

_ '28-Jun-92! 7.51106i 0.5710.61i_2.00 ] 2.000.73 i _- !

:Z -4'Landers j -- i 0.76 t 0.120.110.1010.19i 90 i 1.38 i---0.-_ 1.51

"= Big Bear ,28-Jun-92!, 6.6 700.57. _ 0.61_ 2.0__ 2.00 .... - , i 0.040.060.050.07 40 i, _____i ii '_i
= 10_SierraMadrei28-Jun-9115.81 281 .. r ' ' 22 J i i-I ' ' , 0.__6i 0.32i 2.17i 2.17 0.91i 0.86 0.12 0.18 0.09 O.11i i - i - ! ' I-- _____q I i _ .......... t I _ .......... } _ I .

v _ , 621'_ Landers 128-Jun-92 7.5 161 0.36 0.32 2.17 2.17 0.96! 1.00 0.05 0.05 0.08 0.12! 50 1. O.11i i 0.14
° Bi-- ar I
== 10! 26.6, 125 i____.:_______7_05610.322.17 i 2.17, - ]_ ]i - 10.050.050.020.05 0 Ii !i -_---4 ....

19 SierraMa&ei28-Jun-91 i 5.8 57] 1.1011.10t 2.75i 2.751 i -__t - [ 0.02 0.03 50' i i ]--

e_ + ; +-----_--- ! 1.36 _ - ] 0.04 0.09 i 0.09 Oi 1.521 0.10 -_I 2.19= 19 Landers 128-Jun-9217.5160] 1.10_ 1.10i 2.752.75 1.48[ . i
co i _ ' 2.751 i ; 0.04 0.05I 0.08 601 i ;_ 19lBigBear 28-Jun-92 i 6.6126i 1.10_ 1.10:2.75 i : , _ _ I

31!SierraMadre128-Jun-9_28-Jun-91 ! 58 2911.0011._002.2112.30i 1.00i i 0.160.09 i 0.05_ 0.09___8_, _ , !
___+ v----_-T--'_ ,- , - , i ] 1.281 ........=" 31La,,ders i28-.Jun-92,7.5 163,1.00i  .0012.21i2.30t  24i__ , __ _ +- 0.05. i 0.041 0.091 0.091 0 0.83 - , :! 0.61 1.22
31iBi_Bear !28-Jun-9216.6127i 1.001.00, 2.212.30 i _ 0.050.0--3 i 0.06i 100 i i ,

,,= Key to Abbreviations in Table 6:

= Bid = building number from Table 4 MAcc = maximum acceleration
t_ Bid 1 = Foothill Communities Law and Justice Center Horz = horizontal direction

= Bid 10 = Los Angeles County Fire Command and Control Center FreeF = free field
_" Bid 19 = Rockwell Seal Beach Facility Found = foundation (below isolation system)
e_ Bid 31 = University of Southern California University Hospital Base = basement (above isolation system)
e_ Mag = magnitude of earthquake Fr = floor

Dist = distance from the earthquake epicenter Ampf = amplification of roof displacement relative to basement diplacement
Trans = transverse direction = [(roof-base) / base] x 100
Long = longitudinal direction RelDs = relative displacement
Fixed = fixed base str,_,cture For Base: displacement relative to ground
Isol = base isolated structure For 1st Fr, 2nd Fr, 4th Fr, and Roof: displacement relative to basement
Event = seismic event



POTENTIAL ROLE OF SEISMIC BASE ISOLATION IN THE DOE i
I

Stanley C. Sommer
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

P.O. Box 808, L-197
Livermore, California 94550

ABSTRACT

For nearly two decades, the United States Department of Energy (DOE) has substantially
increased its efforts to reduce the effects of earthquakes on its facilities. Traditional means
within the DOE for designing or retrofitting structures to mitigate earthquake effects
include strengthening and anchoring. A nontraditional and an increasingly popular
concept for mitigating the effects of earthquakes on structures is seismic base isolation.
Because base isolation is emerging as a promising technology for mitigating seismic
effects, its potential role in the DOE must be evaluated. In order to use the technology
within the DOE, criteria and guidance need to be developed since base isolation may
provide a viable design option for mitigating the effects of earthquakes on DOE facilities.
This paper discusses the fundamentals of seismic base isolation, applications of the
technology, and how the technology might be applied within the DOE. The future
involvement of the DOE in base isolation will be part of its efforts to be a leader in
meeting the Federal requirements for seismic safety.

INTRODUCTION design of low- to medium-rise buildings is that their
fundamental frequency of vibration is in the range of

The DOE efforts to reduce the effects of earthquakes frequencies where earthquake energy is strongest" [1]. The
on its facilities include evaluating the seismic hazards at peak acceleration in a typical design spectrum occurs in a
particular sites, developing design criteria and guidance, and period range of 0.15 to 0.5 seconds, while the fundamental
upgrading existing facilities. Traditional means within the period of 1- to 5-story buildings is typically between 0.2 and
DOE for designing or retrofitting structures to mitigate 1.5 seconds. Due to the closely matched periods, the ground
earthquake effects include strengthening and anchoring. A motion is amplified in the structure. Traditional means for
relatively new and nontraditional technology for mitigating designing structures to withstand this amplification of the
the effects of earthquakes on structures is seismic base earthquake motion are to anchor the structures to their
isolation. With seismic base isolation, a flexible isolation foundation and to strengthen them to resist the forces
system is placed between a structure and the ground so that generated by earthquakes.
the isolation system absorbs the motion of an earthquake.
The first building in the United States (U.S.) to use this There are three major problems with strengthening
technology was constructed in 1985 and since that time the a structure. First, "strengthening a structural system to
technology has become increasingly popular for commercial provide superior seismic performance leads to a stiffer
applications. Because base isolation has been successfully structure which will attract more force to the structure and
used to mitigate seismic effects at several commercial its contents" [2]. Stiffening a structure gives it a lower
facilities, there is a need to explore the feasibility of this fundamental period and this lower period can be within the
concept for the design of new DOE facilities and for the period range of the peak spectral acceleration. The second
retrofit of existing facilities, problem with strengthening is that the cost of strengthening

increases as the magnitude of the seismic demand increases.
FUNDAMENTALS OF SEISMIC BASE In order to balance the cost of strengthening a conventional

ISOLATION structure with its ability to withstand an earthquake,
building codes basically require that the structure will not

Traditional Seismic Design catastrophically collapse and endanger life. The third
To protect people and property in areas of seismic problem of strengthening is that it does not necessarily

risk, structures in the DOE and throughout the world are preclude damage to a structure due to an earthquake. "The
designed to withstand the effects of earthquake motion, code minimum life-safety performance goal reflects the
Unfortunately, "a very basic problem in the earthquake assumption that during severe ground shaking, seismic
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energy is dissipated by ductile yielding and hysteretic superstructure. In most cases, the isolation system is placed
response throughout the structure. Thus, it is accepted a in the basement directly between the ground and the first
priori that the building may experience structural and floor of the superstructure. To accommodate the behavior of
nonstructural damage without collapse" 131. While the code the isolation system, a floor diaphragm at the base of the
provisions ensure life-safety, they do not ensure continued superstructure is necessary to distribute the horizontal forces
operation of a structure during or after an earthquake and they from the superstructure. Because large displacements are
do not provide explicit protection for the contents inside a absorbed in the isolation system, horizontal clearance is
structure, provided around the base of the superstructure to

accommodate the displacements. Isolation systems are also
Using modern design techniques based on typically relatively short in comparison to the story height

strengthening, it can be feasible to design and construct a in a building. With its use at the base of a structure and its
structure which will withstand the effects of earthquake function to limit earthquake damage in the superstructure,
motion. Some damage to the structure may occur due to an base isolation has been compared to the design concept of a
earthquake, but the damage is typically repairable. On the soft first-story. In the 1960s, many buildings were designed
other hand, existing structures which were designed with with a soft first-story to achieve the same results as base
older design techniques may experience costly or isolation. In contrast to base isolation though, a soft first-
unrepairable damage during an earthquake. In order for these story does not have the structural capacity to withstand the
mature structures to meet modem design requirements, they amount of horizontal displacement that is required for the
must be retrofitted and typically the retrofit of older soft first-story to be effective.
structures is costly. Seismic base isolation is a technology
which can preclude the limitations of traditional design In order to obtain substantial benefit from
techniques by greatly minimizing structural damage clue to isolation, the period shift discussed earlier must occur.
earthquakes and by providing a cost effective technique for "Short buildings having short fundamental periods of
retrofitting mature structures, vibration without base isolation benefit the most, on a

comparative basis, from base isolation. As a basic
Technical Fundamentals of Seismic Base guideline, base isolation is best suited to relatively stiff,
Isolation squat, low-to-medium-rise buildings in the range of 2 to 5

The main purpose of base isolation is to decouple a stories" [4]. If a structure is not relatively stiff, the
structure from the potentially damaging motion of an isolation system cannot shift the period to the desired period
earthquake. Ideally, a flexible isolation system shifts the range because the structure and the isolation system have
natural period of an isolated structure above the predominant comparable periods. The shift does not occur also if the soil
period range of an earthquake. Typical isolated structures conditions are not appropriate. "In general, when base
have fundamental periods between 2 and 3 seconds. These isolation is used, sites founded on moderately stiff to stiff
periods are above the period range of peak earthquake soil will experience greater relative reductions to the input
acceleration for typical earthquakes at firm soil sites. The motion than will sites founded on softer, long period soils"
period shift is caused by the relative difference in the [41. A softer soil is a form of isolation and its fundamental

fundamental periods of the structure and the isolation period may be similar to the fundamental period of an
system. Testing on shake tables has verified the benefits isolation system. This tuning could cause an undesired
associated with this period shift. "Results from the shake resonant effect in the structure.
table tests show significant reductions in superstructure
accelerations, interstory drifts, and base shear forces due to In addition to the period shift, the isolation system
the isolation systems, when compared with the expected dissipates energy through nonlinear hysteretic behavior. The
response for the equivalent fixed-base building" 121. hysteretic characteristics of different isolation systems will

be discussed later. In many isolation systems, damping is
In addition to the period shift, isolation changes the added to increase the amount of energy dissipation and to

dynamic response of the structure due to the flexibility of limit displacements. Damping is beneficial in limiting the
the isolation system as compared to the structure. "If the large lateral displacements in the isolation system and in
fixed-base fundmnental frequency of the building is much suppressing resonant effects due to earthquake motion in the
higher than that of the isolated system, say 3 t-lz as period range of the isolation system. However, using
compared to 0.5 Hz for the isolated case, the first mode of additional elements for damping can induce responses in the
the isolated building is mainly a rigid body mode " [I 1. higher modes of a structure.
With the rigid body mode, most of the earthquake-induced
deformation occurs in the isolation system. Isolation A main attribute of seismic base isolation is that it

essentially transforms the large accelerations from earthquake substantially limits damage in a structure by significantly
motion into large displacements in the isolation system, reducing the interstory drift and the forces that are generated

during an earthquake. While the displacements are
A key aspect of seismic base isolation is that the essentially limited to the rigid body displacement with

isolation system is located near the bottom of the negligible interstory drift, the seismic demand is essentially
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limited to the base shear or base acceleration transferred There are two major types of elastomeric bearings,
through the isolation system. Since "damage to structural high damping and lead rubber. For high damping
frame members, shear walls and other elements associated elastomeric bearings, there are three distinct levels of
with displacement are influenced by interstory drift" 15], effective horizontal stiffness. At low displacements, the
isolation provides protection to these elements due to the bearing has high stiffness in order to provide resistance to
small amounts of interstory drift. Isolation also limits low level input like wind loads and low level earthquakes.
nonstructural damage to the superstructure and its contents For moderate or design levels of displacement, the bearing
because floor accelerations _u'esignificantly reduced, has reduced stiffness in order to achieve the period shift

necessary for isolation. Finally, at high levels of
Isolation Systems displacement, the bearing again has high stiffness. This

To achieve seismic isolation, there are several high stiffness at displacements greater than the design level
different types of isolation systems. The two basic types are provides a safety margin for failure in high damping
elastomeric bearings and sliding systems. There are other bearings. "If a superstructure is designed just to be at yield
systems which incorporate different forms of passive energy level at the design strain of the isolators, the superstructure
dissipation, but these systems are typically used in would have to be able to sustain a base shear of six times
conjunction with bearings or sliding systems. Within the the yield level in order that the isolation system would fail
two basic types, some of the systems are proprietary because before the superstructure would collapse. With this
of the novel approach they use to achieve isolation. With approach to isolation design it can be anticipated that the
most of the systems, the goal is to _:ombine low horizontal isolation system is not the weakest link" 16]. The damping
stiffness with high vertical stiffness. The low horizontal in high damping bearings decreases with displacement and is
stiffness is necessary for the period shift while the high generally 10% of critical or greater in the design
vertical stiffness is necessary to support the superstructure, displacement region.
In addition, damping is added to dissipate energy and to
control the lateral displacements in the isolation system. In contrast to other elastomeric bearings, lead

rubber bearings have an additional design detail. A lead core
The first basic type of an isolation system is which is cylindrical in shape is inserted in the middle of the

elastomeric bearings. The bearings are either natural rubber elastomeric bearing. For proper performance, a tight fit
or neoprene and the bearings are made by bonding sheets of between the lead core and the matrix of rubber and steel
rubber to thin steel reinforcing plates. To enhance resistance plates is necessary. At low displacements, the lead core is
to environmental effects, the outside of the bearings is made elastic and the horizon_l stiffness in the bearing is high.
of different compounds. In current practice, bearings have As with high damping bearings, this high stiffness provides
relatively thick steel end plates bonded to the rubber and resistance to low level input. For design levels of
these end plates are bolted to plates in the superstructure and displacement, the lead core becomes plastic and the bearing
foundation. Design requirements for the bearings are exhibits the reduced stiffness needed for isolation. With the

accomplished by varying the properties of the rubber and the lead core, the damping achieved by a lead rubber bearing is
number of plates in the bearings. Low horizontal stiffness between 20% and 40% of critical, which is greater than the
is achieved with the relatively soft rubber while high vertical levels achieved with high damping elastomeric bearings.
stiffness is achieved with the steel plates. A key
characteristic of most elastomeric bearings is that they are an The other basic type of an isolation system is
integral unit with the flexibility and damping functions sliding systems which consist of two surfaces rubbing
contained within the bearings. As an integral unit, the against each other to limit the transfer of shear across the
bearings can simplify design and construction procedures, isolation interface. The weight of the superstructure above

the isolation system creates high normal forces which are
During an earthquake, the elastomeric bearings have converted to frictional forces in the isolation system. Low

a nonlinear response characterized by a hysteretic loop, or horizontal stiffness is achieved with the appropriate friction
force-displacement curve. The area inside the loop coefficient and high vertical stiffness is achieved with the
corresponds to energy dissipation. For increasing levels of interface between the two surfaces of the isolation system.
earthquake acceleration, the size of the hysteretic loops grow In contrast to elastomeric bearings, sliding systems "have
as the bearings dissipate more of the energy from the the very beneficial effect of spreading out the response
earthquake motion. The basic properties of elastomeric frequencies over a wide band. Hence, 'resonance' is not
bearings, effective horizontal stiffness and effective damping, possible with any frequency" 17]. As the two surfaces of a
are determined from the hysteretic loops. Horizontal sliding system rub together, they can experience highly
stiffness corresponds to the slope of the force-displacement nonlinear stick-slip behavior. Stick-slip behavior results
curve, while hysteretic damping corresponds to the area in from the change from the static or stick coefficient of
the hysteretic loop. Both the effective horizontal stiffness friction to the dynamic or slip coefficient of friction. Stick-
and damping vary nonlinearly with the displacement level in slip behavior generates "high-frequency vibrations in the
a beating, structure, vibrations at frequencies which may not even be

present in the ground motion. The action of the system is
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to transform low-frequency energy into high-frequency applications of base isolation in all five categories is
energy in the structure" [8]. This high-frequency energy can contained in the document, Overview of Seismic Base
be undesirable for frequency-sensitive equipment in the Isolation Systems, Applications, and Performance During
structure. Currently, many sliding systems are proprietary Earthquakes [91. '
and the two main versions of these systems arc the friction
slider and friction pendulum system. The first modern building to use base isolation is

the William Clayton Building in Wellington, New Zealand.
An example of a friction slider is a system which It was built in 1982 and is supported on lead rubber

combines a steel-laminated neoprene bcaring with a friction bcarings. Since 1986, the world leader in applying base
interface between two plates. This system separates the isolation to new buildings has been Japan. Currently, there
flexibility and restoring function of an isolation system, are about 30 completed buildings in Japan with about the
The neoprene bearing provides the restoring force and some same amount of buildings in final design or under
of the horizontal flexibility. A stainless steel plate and a construction. "Base isolation has advanced rapidly in Japan
lead bronze alloy plate form the frictional interface. The for several reasons. The expenditure for research and
frictional interface controls the amplified accelerations development in engineering is high, the large construction
imparted to the isolated structure and components and limits companies aggressively market the technology, and the high
the distortion of the neoprene bearing. During an seismicity of Japan - severe earthquakes are common -
earthquake, the system has two types of response depending encourages the Japanese to favor the long-term benefits of
on the level of displacement. For small displacements, the life safety and building life-cycle costs when making seismic
neoprene bearing remains within its linear range and the design decisions" 110].
frictiomd interface does not move. During large levels of
displacement, the frictional interface is activated which Several construction companies in Japan have built
reduces the forces mmsmitted to the superstructure. "demonstration buildings" in which measurements are

constantly made on the performance of those buildings. An
The friction pendulum system is an integral unit example of a "demonstration building" is the Shimizu test

which has a friction slider on a spherical surface. A typic',d facility at Tohoku University in Sendal. This facility
friction pendulum system consists of a friction slider which consists of two identical reinforced concrete buildings. One
moves along a concave surface. The system works if the of the buildings is isolated, while the other is not. Direct
concave surface is facing down or tip. To achieve isolation, comparisons between the earthquake responses of the fixed-
the friction pendulum system produces a natural period of base and the base-isolated building are made at the facility.
vibration based on the pendulum equation which is In addition, different isolation systems are placed underneath
dependent on the radius of curvature of the pendulum and not the isolated building so that comparisons can be made on the
on the mass of the superstructure. During an earthquake, the earthquake response of different systems. Response data
response of the system is bilinear with the "yield point" from the many buildings in Japan like the Sendal test
equal to the dynamic coefficient of friction for the isolators, facility has been extremely useful in demonstrating the
In contrast to other friction systems, the friction pendulum potential benefits from seismic base isolation.
system has uniform pressure along the friction interface
which can reduce the occurrence of stick-slip problems. Even though the U.S. is not the world leader in

using base isolation in new buildings, there are extensive
APPLICATIONS OF TIlE TECHNOLOGY efforts in the U.S. to further the development of the

technology. The first U.S. building to use seismic base
New Buildings isolation was the Foothills Community Law and Justice

With the maturing of the technology of isolation Center in Rancho Cucamonga, California. Construction on
systems, seismic base isolation is gaining acceptance within the building began in 1982 and was completed in 1985.
the structural engineering community. There are currently High damping elastomeric bearings are used in the building
10 base-isolated buildings in the U.S., over 30 base-isolated to shift the fundamental period of the building to 2.0
buildings in Japan, and many other applications of base seconds. After the Law and Justice Center was constructed,
isolation throughout the world. Experiences at base-isolated numerous isolation projects were initiated in the U.S.
structures are demonstrating the potential benefits of the
technology for the design of new and retrofit structures. A more recent application of seismic base isolation
There are five categories of structures in which base to a new building is the Los Angeles County Fire
isolation has been used. These categories are new buildings, Command and Control Facility in East Los Angeles,
retrofit buildings, nuclear power plants, equipment, and California. The building is supported on high damping
bridges. Based on the types of structures that exist within elastomeric bearings which shift the fundamental period of
the DOE, examples of U.S. applications of base isolation in the building to 2.2 seconds. Three factors contributed to the
all the categories except bridges will be discussed. The use decision to base isolate this building. First, the building,
or development of base isolation at several DOE facilities is also known as the "911-Building", is "an indispensable link
also discussed. Further detailed information on U.S. in the County earthquake lifelines, directing county-wide fire
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and medical emergency relief service following a major basement of the building, but is placed in the support
earthquake and its aftershocks" [7]. Continued operation of columns at about 2/3 the column height between the l'irst
the building during and after an earthquake is critical to its and second floors. Three factors contributed to the decision
function within Los Angeles County. Second, the to retrofit this building. First, the building was built prior
equipment and contents of the building have a comparable to special detailing requirements for ductile concrete frames
cost to that of the building. Finally, the building is an ideal so it was at risk to a large seismic event. Second, the
candidate for base isolation due to its structural configuration building contains an extensive amount of computer
and site location. The building "is a two story braced frame equipment which is sensitive to earthquake motion, is
rectangular structure" that is on a site which "is characterized expcnsive, and requires long periods of operation. Finally,
as stiff clay fill underlain by siltstone bedrock" [11]. These the functionality requirements of the building necessitate
building and site characteristics provide high levels of that it remain operational at all times.
stiffness which are necessary to achieve the period shift from
isolation. In order to address the three factors for retrofit, the

design criteria for the building had two objectives. The first
During the design phase of the Fire Command and objective was to reduce the seismic forces generated in the

Control Facility, fixed-base and base-isolated designs were superstructure so that there was no yielding of steel and no
considered. Both designs were based on seismic design spalling of concrete. This l'irst objective essentially required
criteria requiring that the structure "remain essentially elastic that the building remain elastic so that it would suffer no
during the maximum design earthquakes" and that the permanent damage during an earthquake. It was important to
equipment be "suitably supported (seismically hardened) to limit spalling of the concrete because if spalling occurred,
resist maximum expected accelerations from earthquakes" building officials might temporarily close the building after
[7]. While the design criteria were met for the fixed-base -rod an earthquake in order to allow for further investigation.
base-isolated designs, "a cost comparison showed the base The second objective was to reduce floor accelerations in
isolation concept to be about six percent less than the fixed order to have "no disruption to human beings or contenLs of
base design. Furthermore, the reduced level of shaking in a the building during a design level earthquake" [13]. Both
base-isolated facility should greatly reduce the potential for objectives reflect the functionality requirement of continued
impaired operator performance" [71. The six percent cost operation of the building during and after an earthquake.
savings resulted from the reduction in the measures needed Retrofit with base isolation not only met the objectives of
for properly supporting the equipment. Comparable cost the design criteria, it allowed for minimal disruption of the
savings are likely in new buildings such as the "911- building operations during construction. The retrofit scheme
Building" which have high operational requirements for the used in the building allowed for, "on all but the first floor,
facility ,and its equipment, normal building operations during the 1-1/2-year retrofit

construction phase" [131.
Retrofit Buildings

In contrast to new buildings, the U.S. is leading Nuclear Power Plants
efforts to apply seismic base isolation to existing buildings. There have been considerable efforts throughout the
The retrofit of existing buildings has become an extremely world to apply seismic base isolation to nuclear power
promising application of the technology. Base isolation "is plants. For the design of many nuclear power plants,
readily applied to the rehabilitation of older buildings of seismic induced forces are the governing loads which have
architectural and historic merit that presently do not comply resulted in excessive expenses and delays. Base isolation has
with buildings codes" [1]. Within the DOE and other been identified as a means to significantly reduce the level of
Federal agencies, there are many buildings which may not the seismic forces. In addition, base isolation offers a way
meet modern seismic requirements. The U.S. Navy has a to standardize the seismic design of the plants. Plants at
program in which it is investigating the seismic risk to all sites with different input motion could use different isolation
of its facilities. Of the 14,000 buildings that have been systems to accommodate the standardized seismic design
evaluated, "about 5 percent of the existing structures, about level of a plant. Base isolation is attractive for the design o1"
750, require structural upgrading" [12]. Seismic base nuclear power plants because "the seismic response of
isolation may offer a nontraditional and cost-effective way to isolated nuclear structures is of a predictably lower
retrofit existing facilities to modern seismic regulations, amplitude, the risk of accidents due to uncertainties in the

input motions can be reduced, public safety margins can be
An application of seismic base isolation in the increased, plant investment protection can be enhanced, and

retrofit of an existing building is the Rockwell Seal Beach standard plant design can be achievable" [14].
Facility in Seal Beach, California. Built in 1967, the eight
story building has a nonductile reinforced concrete moment Currently, the only applications of base isolation
resisting frame. The isolation system for the building is for a nuclear power plant are six Pressurized Water Reactor
lead rubber elastomeric bearings which shift the ftmdamental units designed by Electricite de France (EDF). Four of the
period of the building to 2.8 seconds. An interesting design units are located in Cruas, France and two of the units are
detail of the isolation system is that it is not in the located in Koeberg, South Africa. The EDF standard design
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is based on a seismic acceleration of 0.2 g. If a plant is study program with Shimizu Corporation of Japan. For the
isolated at a site with higher seismicity, seismic isolation is program, Shimizu provided use of the Sendai test facility,
used to limit the seismic loads to the levels of the standard which was discussed earlier, while ANL supplied the
design. Based on the success of the EDF units, base bearings to be used at the facility. Between 1989 and 1991,
isolation has been considered for several advanced reactor two different isolation systems were installed under the
concepts, isolated building in the test facility for data collection and

earthquake observation. Based on results of the testing, it
In the U.S., much of the work on applying base was "concluded that isolation systems comprised of

isolation to advanced reactor concepts has been done at the laminated steel-clastomer bearings, if properly designed, can
Argonne National l.aboratory (ANL), which is a DOE act as effective filters to reduce seismic forces" 1171.
facility. ANL has been deeply involved since the early
1980s with testing and developing seismic base isolation for Equipment
application in nuclear power plants. The ANL program has In many of the applications of base isolation, part
included the development of computer codes for isolation of the function of the isolation system is to protect the
systems and isolated structures, an experimental test contents of the structure. "It has long been recognized that
program for isolator bearings, testing requirements for computers, sensitive equipment, power plant vessels, and
elastomer compounds, and nuclear-grade design and tanks are more susceptible to earthquake damage than
fabrication specifications for isolation systems. As part of buildings. One way of protecting such components is to
the program, the effects of long period ground motions, isolate the buildings in which they are housed. Another is
aging, temperature, and other environmental factors on the to isolate individual components" [181. Because the
behavior of isolated structures have been studied, equipment inside a building can be comparable in size,

mass, and strength to the building, traditional seismic
Seismic base isolotion was first considered at ANL hardening of equipment is similar to traditional seismic

for application in the Advanced Liquid Metal Reactor design for buildings. Base isolation can offer the same
(ALMR) concept. Both the P,ockwell-International ALMR benefits to equipment isolation as it does for building
design, SAFR, and the General Electric ALMR design, isolation. For example, the hardening requirements were
PRISM, considered the use of base isolation in their design high for the contents of the Los Angeles County Fire
concepts. Based on testing and development done at ANL, Command and Control Facility discussed earlier. "By
the "current ALMR concept in the U.S., the PRISM contrast, the acceleration requirements for the base-isolated
modular plant design by General Electric, uses seismic case are of such a low level that they could be met without
isolation for the nuclear reactor module to avoid excessive the need to undertake detailed anchorage analysis of each
material thicknesses in the reactor vessel and piping, and to item" [71.
enhance the economical standardization of their plant design"
[15]. After their involvement with the ALMR design, ANL Two applications of base isolation with equipment
studied the use of seismic base isolation with the DOE New are at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) in Palo
Production Reactors (NPR). Seismic base isolation was Alto, California. Both applications were isolated in 1987
considered for NPR due to the unique operational with lead rubberelastomeric bearings. The first application
requirements of the facility. A major design requirement for at SLAC, which is a DOE facility, is the Mark II Detector
NPR was "that the facility be returned to full production at the end of the accelerator. The detector weighs 3.2
following a major seismic event with minimum downtime million pounds and is 30 feet tall. Four bearings support
and at a reasonable cost" [15]. Even though base isolation the detector and help mitigate the effects of seismic forces on
was not selected for the NPR reference designs, extensive the detector components. The other application at SLAC is
research and development was conducted by ANL to help a liquid argon calorimeter. Similar to the Mark II Detector,
advance the technology of base isolation, the calorimeter is a large piece of equipment that could

benefit from base isolation. An attribute of many large
As part of the ANL program, testing was conducted pieces of equipment like the detector and calorimeter is that

on the response of elastomeric bearings and of isolated they are relatively stiff. This stiffness as compared to the
structures. Testing of the response of elastomeric bearings low stiffness of an isolation system aids the period shift
to cyclic loading was done at two facilities, the Earthquzd,:e which is required for isolation.
Engineering Research Center at the University of California
Berkeley and the Energy Technology Engineering Ccntcr, Concerns About Applying Seismic Base
which is a DOE facility. "Tests were performed on scale- Isolation

size laminated seismic isolators both within the design shear In applying base isolation to different types of
strain range to determine the response of the bearing under structures, several concerns have surfaced. Some of those

expected earthquake loading conditions, and beyond the concerns are the cost of isolation, the effects of long period
design range to determine l_filure modes and to establish motion, the lack of standardized material data and testing
safety margins" [16]. To test the response of isolated requirements for isolation systems, and the response of
structures to earthquake motion, ANL participated in a joint isolated structures to low level earthquakes. Currently, there
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is research and development addressing these and other safety margins associated with the systems are not
issues. By addressing the concerns with base isolation, quantified. One solution to these problems is requirements
decision makers and designers will be further encouraged to on the testing of isolation systems. With the uncertainties
consider the technology as a design option, about different systems, "testing of the elements of the

isolation system is undoubtedly of the same if not greater
There exists a general perception that new importance than the proper analysis and design of the

technology costs more than traditional technology. This system" 1221. Further efforts are needed, though, to
perception has prevented many decision makers from standardize the material specifications and testing
considering the "new" technology of base isolation. Based requirements for isolation systems. Currently, the Building
on the general trends of the costs of several isolation and Fire Research Laboratory of the National Institute of
projects, "it has been found that there is a cost increase to Standards and Technology is developing a draft guideline for
incorporate seismic isolation in new construction, whereas the testing ,and evaluation of seismic base isolation systems.
there may be a cost savings in the upgrade of existing One of the major elements of that guideline will be the
buildings" [191 The cost increase in new construction has specification of quality control testing of isolation systems.
generally been less than 5%. A problem when considering
the costs of isolation is not necessarily the increase since it A technical issue with isolated structures that is
may be small, but the performance objectives of the causing concern is the response of those structures to low
structure. While "risk-adverse decision makers would tend to level earthquakes. In the U.S., all the isolated structures
choose base-isolation to lessen the potential consequences of have experienced only low levels of earthquake input. The
the worst-case scenario, decision makers who are not risk- largest acceleration measured at an isolated building in the
adverse might choose the life-s,'d'ety fixed-base scheme (least U.S. is 0.24 g at the Foothill Communities Law and Justice
initial cost) and essentially gamble that a major earthquake Center during the 1990 Upland Earthquake. Most of the
('the big one') will not occur during the economic life" [20]. other measured accelerations have been less than 0.05 g.
In order to demonstrate the potential cost benefits of base The concern about the response of the buildings during the
isolation for compm'able performance in a conventionally low level earthquakes is that the buildings are not
designed structure, the techniques used in cost studies need to necessarily responding as an ideal isolated structure. In
be modified. One modification is to include life-cycle costs some cases, the peak ground acceleration (PGA) is being
as a major p,'u'tof the economic analysis. "When disruption amplified in the superstructure. "For earthquake motions
costs and the value of building contents are important, with small PGAs the isolation system is only partially
seismic isolation has a substantial economic advantage over effective in limiting the accelerations transmitted to the
other systems regardless of initial construction costs, under superstructures. In these minor events the upper floors of
almost all conditions" [19]. the building exhibit amplified accelerations. However, as

the PGA of the input motion increases, the isolation effect
The design spectra used for conventional structures becomes more pronounced, and the roof-ground acceleration

is based on empirical data that has been collected for many amplification ratio is reduced" [231. The technical reason
years. Unfortunately, the data is not fully developed for the why the buildings are responding to low level earthquakes
period range of isolated structures due to several reasons, more like conventional structures than like isolated

The first reason is that since conventional structures have structures is that the isolation systems tue responding in the
fundamental periods in the short period region of the spectra, initial high stiffness region of their hysteretic curves during
much of the collected data is for that region. In addition, the low level earthquakes. In most cases, the response
"the long period motions in the empirical data base are not levels in the buildings to the low level earthquakes are
as reliable as the high frequency motions. In particular, at nearly insignificant and no damage resulted. Further research
periods greater than about 4 seconds, the empirical data is is needed to address how isolated buildings respond to low
often filtered to remove baseline errors. As a result, the level input when they are designed for a high level
long period motion in the empirical data base may earthquake.
underestimate the true long period ground motions" [21].
Recent research on long period motion has provided HOW THE TECtlNOLOGY MIGItT BE
technical insight about the spectra that are needed for isolated APPLIED WITHIN THE DOE
structures.

Natural Phenomena Hazards Mitigation
With no commercial standard for the specifications One of the reasons that base isolation is being

of seismic isolation systems, the advantages and considered within the U.S. is the increased awareness of
disadvantages of different systems must be carefully studied, seismic hazards. In 1977, the National Earthquake Hazards
As discussed earlier, some of the systems are proprietary and Reduction Program (NEHRP) was initiated with the goal of
it can be difficult to obtain engineering details about those reducing the risks to life and property of future earthquakes.
systems. In addition, there does not exist a structural While the Federal Emergency Management Agency and the
engineering handbook for isolation systems as there is for National Institute of Standards and Technology were the
other structural engineering components. Many times, the principal agencies, many Federal agencies like the DOE
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established plums and l_rograms to meet tile goal of NEIIRP. cost-effective way to retrofit existing facilities. As tile
These efforts were suhsUmtially increased with the passage requirements of DOE Order 5480.28 are mlplemented within
of Executive Order 126_)9 in January 1990 for new Federal the DOE, many of the mature facilities may be structurally
buildings. The mandates of that Order are "to reduce risks to inadequate to meet the provisions of the Order. "In two
the lives of occupants of buihtings owned by the Federal recent detailed cost studies, seismic isolalion was shown to
Government .... to improve the capat_ilily of essential be 15 to 30')_ less expensive than a conventional upgrade.
Federal buildings to function during or after an earthquake, In addition, disruption to the operation of the facility was
and to reduce etu'thquake losses of public buildings, all in a avoided during construction with the use of seismic
cost-effective manner" [241. Currently, the Interagency isolation" [191. Based on these two factors and the re:my
Committee on Seismic Safety in Construction is working examples of the benel'its from base isolation, base isolation
on standards that will require similar provisions as those in can be an imlxmant part of the NPtt program.
Executive Order 12699 for existing Federal buildings. Base
isolation offers a way to meet the Federal provisions of Design Criteria
Executive Order 12699 and the forthcoming order on To use seismic base isolation within the DOE,
existing facilities, criteria and guid.'mce ne.ed to be developed. These criteria and

guidance provide the tools by which the technology can be
Based on Federal requirements on the effects of applied. Without criteria, Ihere wil_ be a reluctance within !

earthquakes such as Executive Order 12699, ,he DOE has the DOE to consider base isolation as a design option.
implemented an extensive natural phenomena h_ards (NPH} Design criteria, usually in the form of a design code, are one
program. The NPH program not only addresses the effects of the main tools designers use. "The availability of design
of earthquakes on DOE facilities, but it addresses the effects codes is a key step in the implementation of any new
of other natural phenomena such as wind and flood. DOE technology since it provides the design profession with a
Order 5480.28 governs the NPH program by requiring all consensus on requirements that should be used" [26].
DOE sites and facilities to use a graded approach for natural Currently, DOE seismic design criteria do not include
phenomena hazards mitigation. The policy of the DOE, provisions for base isolation. Special provisions for base
which is specified in the Order, is "to design, construct, and isolation are necessary due to the differences between the
operate DOE facilities so that workers, the general public, requirements of traditional seismic strengthening and of
and the environment are protected from the impacts of seismic isolation.
natural phenomena hazards on DOE facilities" [25]. In order
to implement the requirements of the Order for structures, Within the last several years, design criteria for
systems, and components (SSCs), DOE Standards and base-isolated buildings have been developed for commercial
guidance documents such as DOE STD-1()2()-92 are used. applications. For most seismic isolated buildings,
With the graded approach, structural design requirements Appendix 2 of Chapter 23 of the Uniform Building Code
vary depending on the intended performance of the structure (UBC) provides requirements for the design and construction
being considered. There are five performance categories (PC) of the buildings. The provisions in the UBC are based on
in DOE Order 5480.28 ranging from PC 0 in which no Appendix IL of the Structural Engineers Association of
consideration of natural phenomena is necessary to PC 4 in California "Blue Book". Appendix 1L provides general
which the SSCs pose a potential h_ard to safety and the design requirements applicable to a wide range of possible
environment because radioactive or toxic materials are seismic isolation systems. There are two approaches in
present in significant quantities. It is within the graded Appendix IL for determining the earthquake response of
approach instituted by DOE Order 5480.28 that base structures. The first approach "uses a formula (similar to

, isolation could be applied within the DOE. the seismic-coefficient formula now used in conventional

building design) to prescribe peak lateral displacement and
There are two factors that make base isolation force as a function of seismic zone, soil profile, proximity

appealing for application within the DOE. The first factor to active faults, and isolated-building period and damping"
is that base isolation can ensure continued operation during [27l. For situations for which the first procedure is not
and after an earthquake. In addition to design objectives applicable, the second approach "relies on dynamic analysis
about life safety, DOE Order 5480.28 requires that SSCs procedures to determine maximum force and displacement
must "prevent loss of capability to perform functions response of the isolated building" [27]. Currently, most
consistent with: (1)importance to safety for workers and the designers use the static formula to obtain general design
public; (2) impact on the environment; (3) parameters and then use dynamic analyses to perform detailed
repair/replacement costs; or (4) programmatic mission" [251. design of the structure. To properly analyze the dynamic
Base isolation may be the only design option which can behavior of isolated structures, the nonlinear characteristics
meet all these design objectives for some structures. It was of the isolation system must be properly modeled.
objectives like these that contributed to the decisions to base Extensive research is being done to determine the appropriate
isolate the Los Angeles Fire Command and Control Facility way to model isolation systems. A standardized approach
and the Rockwell Seal Beach Facility which were discussed for modeling the idealized behavior of isolation systems is
earlier. The second factor is that base isolation can be a needed in Appendix IL or the UBC.
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The design criteria in Appendix 1L or the UBC can After determining which structures are appropriate
be adopted for use within the DOE. Using commercial for base isolation, the design phase of those structuaes can
design codes is consistent with the requirements of DOE begin. "Feasibility studies are required early in the design
Order 5480.28 which states that "it is the intent of this phase of a project to evaluate both the technical and
Order to conform to and/or use national consensus codes and economic issues. If inclusion of seismic isolation is
standards wherever practicable" 1251. Before directly appropriate from a technical and first-co:;t perspective, then
adopting the requirements of the UBC for the DOE, study significant life-cycle cost advantages can be achieved" i191.
and analysis must be done to determine the perlormance Technical and economic guidance is needed that addresses the
levels achieved by the UBC. As discussed earlier, the graded use of base isolation in the design phase of a project.
approach in DOE Order 5480.28 is based on different Technical issues for base isolation include the desired period
performance levels lot different types of structures. Because shift, the site seismicity, configuration of the supported
current applications of base isolation like the Los Angeles structure, and the performance requirements for the isolation
County Fire Command Control Facility and the Rockwell system. Guidance on economic issues is as important as
Seal Beach Facility were designed for high performance, it is that for technical issues. In many projects, economic
likely that the UBC requirements will meet the performance constraints have driven the technical solutions. With base
specifications of at least PC 2 and potentially PC 3 and PC isolation, the economic issues can be complicated duc to
4. With careful consideration, the role of base isolation diffcrcnces in performance objectives. For a recent economic
within the graded approach can be developed so that isolation analysis of a building retrofitted with base isolation, the
can be added as a design option within the appropriate DOE results were mixed. "In all earthquake loss scenarios, for the
Standards. design schemes with comparable pcrtbrmance objectives, the

results indicated that the life-cycle cost of the base-isolated
A major problem with commercial design codes scheme was always less than that of the repairable-damage

such as the cunent UBC is that there is a significant fixed-base scheme. However, the results varied when
difference in the performance requirements of conventional comparing life-cycle costs of the isolated scheme and life-
and isolated structures. Essentially, conventional structures safety fixed-base scheme, depending on the risk perspective
are required to protect life safety while isolated structures are used to evaluate earthquake losses (probable-case or worst-
required to remain elastic during design level earthquakes, case)" [20]. In order to properly evaluate the economic
"Because of the uncertainties associated with predicting the issues of a base-isolated structure, guidance needs to be
maximum earthquake ground motion and the ensuing developed which deals with determining life-cycle costs that
damage, an economic and performance evaluation of a base- reflect desired pcrtbrmance characteristics.
isolated building design versus a conventional building
design must be addressed in a probabilistic manner" [41. As discussed earlier, the greatest potential for the
Fortunately, the graded approach used by the DOE is application of base isolation to DOE facilities is for the
probabilistically based and can accommodate the performance retrofit of mature structures. Guidance needs to be developed
differences between conventional and isolated structures, which addresses the technical feasibility of applying base
With the graded approach, conventional and isolated isolation for retrofit design. Because of the constraints
structures will be evaluated against the same performance already present in an existing structure, retrofit of existing
requirements, structures to improve their earthquake safety involves

additional considerations when compared with new
Design Guidance construction. These constraints affect retrofit design whether

With established design criteria, guidance or not isolation is considered due to Ihe limitations and
documents will be needed to assist designers in properly unknowns of the existing structure. A problem with using
applying the criteria. A potential form of base isolation isolation with existing structures is that the level of their
guidance is a _rcening process to determine which structures stiffness is unknown, or may be inadequate, which makes
at a DOE site are appropriate candidates for seismic base the proper period shift difficult to achieve. The limitations
isolation. The screening process would consider design of the existing structure greatly affect whether or not it can
parameters like cost, performance goal, and site conditions, be identified as a candidate for isolation. Limitations include

As part of their response to the NEHRP, the U.S. Navy has the type of foundation, utility connections, and structural
conducted earthquake safety investigations of its facilities, configuration. After identifying a potential structure for
The investigations use a screening process similar to the retrofit with base isolation, evaluating its performance may
type that could be developed for base isolation. As part of be difficult due to the lack of information about its current
the screening, the U.S. Navy evaluates site h_ards, conducts state. Data about the condition of the structure, the degree
preliminary structural analyses, performs detailed structural of structural deterioration, and the modifications made to the
analyses, and recommends mitigation measures. The DOE structure is critical to evaluating the performance of the
could prepare guidance on conducting investigations of its existing structure. Finally, applying base isolation to an
facilities for base isolation based on the screening procedure existing structure has a major impact on the construction
used by the U.S. Navy. issues. As an existing building is retrofitted and as isolators
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are added progressively to the existing building, the stiffness concluded that the performance of isolator bearings "in an
of the building gradually changes, These changes must be isolated structure in moderate and strong earthquakes will
properly addressed with design guidance. In addition, the assure that the response of the isolated structure be far
building must sometimes remain in service which requires superior to that of conventional structures. More
special construction provisions, In order to address the imporumtly, the isolation system will provide high levels of
many issues associated with retrofit design with base damage control to the structure and will provide high levels
isolation, guidance needs to be developed, of protection to internal equipment and other building

contents" [171. These benefits parallel the requirements of
In order to create the necessary background and DOE Order 5480.28 which sets the policy for natural

understanding for developing design criteria and guidance phenomena hazards mitigation. As the DOE has been a
about seismic base isolation, an experience database is leader in the use of a graded approach for natural phenomena
needed. The database should contain details about different hazards mitigation, it can be a leader within the Federal
base isolation systems, their applications in structures, and government with the application of the innovative
their performance during earthquakes. A major element of technology of base isolation. The state of California has
this database is the application of base isolation to existing recognized the potential of base isolation by adopting Senate
structures. Information for this database will be collected Bill 920 which encourages "the State to take a leading role
from literature searches and by attending symposiums on in using new technology to mitigate earthquake risk and to
base isolation. In order to transfer the gathered inlormation incorporate life cycle costs into the decision making
within the DOE, workshops or short courses can be planned, process" [261. The future involvement of the DOE in
These workshops and short courses could also present seismic base isolation is part of its efforts to be a leader in
information on the developed design criteria and guidance meeting Federal requirements for seismic safety. There are
documents discussed earlier, many DOE facilities which operate in areas of high seismic

risk and these facilities must be protected. Seismic base
"Demonstration Project" isolation may provide a viable design option for mitigating

Design criteria and guidance for base isolation the effects of earthquakes on those facilities.
would be enhanced if they were applied to a "demonstration
project", such as a new design or an existing structure that ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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USE OF BASE ISOLATION TECHNIQUES FOR THE DESIGN OF ItlGH LEVEL WASTE
STORAGE FACILIIN ENCLOSURE AT INEL

Jose M. (Pepe) Vallenas, Chun K. Wong
Cygna Energy Services

1800 Harrison St.

Oakland, CA 94612

and

Michael J. Beer
WINCO

883 Shoup Avenue
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402

ABSTRACT

Current Department of Energy criteria for facilities subjected to natural hazards
provide guidelines to place facilities or portions of facilities into usage categories.
Usage categories are based on characteristics such as mission dependence, type of
hazardous materials involved, and performance goals.

Seismic requirements are significantly more stringent for facilities falling into higher
"hazard facility use categories". A special problem arises in cases where a facility or
portion of a facility is dependent on another facility of lower "hazard facility use
category" for support or protection. Creative solutions can minimize the cost impact
of ensuring that the lower category item does not compromise the performance of the

higher category item.

In this paper, a base isolation solution is provided for a "low hazard facility use
category" weather enclosure designed so it will not collapse onto a "high hazard
facility use category" high level waste storage facility at INEL. This solution is
compared to uther more conventional procedures. Details, practical limitations,
licensing and regulatory considerations, and cost comparisons are provided.

This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by
WINCO under contract DE-AC07-84ID12435 and ICF Kaiser Engineers under
subcontract 218014.
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INTRODUCTION significantly delayed because regulators
tend to enforce a higher level of scrutiny

The design of the High Level Waste for this approach.
Tank Farm Replacement (HLWTFR) Project at
the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory 2. Change the classification of the lower
(INEL) calls for four 500,000 gallon waste hazard facility to that of the higher
storage tanks placed in an underground concrete hazard facility, and design accordingly.
vault. The tanks are designed to hold high level This is the "safest" approach from a
radioactive liquid waste generated by the fuel licensing/approval perspective, but it
dissolution and separation processes at the Idaho typically results in a substantial design
Chemical Processing Plant (ICPP). The roof of and construction cost increase.
the vault is at grade level and is protected by an
above-grade steel structure referred to as the 3. Develop a base isolation or energy
weather enclosure, dissipation design concept so that the

non-linear behavior of the lower hazard

Figures 1, 2 and 3 show the tanks, the facility is carefully controlled. This
vault and the weather enclosure building. The approach is elaborated upon in this
tanks and the concrete vault are classified as paper.
high hazard facility use category structures. The
weather enclosure building, which sits on top of CRITERIA AND FUNCTIONAL
the concrete vault, houses 10 and 25 ton cranes, REQUIREMENTS
does not function as a containment structure,

and is classified as a low hazard facility use The HLWTFR Project Design Criteria
category structure, for the tank farm replacement project (PDC,

Reference 1), invokes References 2 and 3 and
When a lower hazard facility use UCRL-15910 (Reference 4) for natural

category structure, is located on top of or phenomena design requirements. The PDCalsc,
adjacent to a higher hazard facility use category provides lbr conservatism beyond the UCRL-
structure, a potential failure of the lower hazard 15910 criteria.
facility may have an adverse impact on the
integrity and/or function of the higher hazard UCRL-15910 establishes the criteria for

facility. To adequately address this concern, it is consideration of natural phenomena hazards in
necessary to pursue one of the following options: the design of DOE facilities. DOE has recently

prepared two standards to replace UCRL- 15910.
1. Analyze the lower hazard facility using These standards, D(3E-1020-92 and DOE-1021-

the higher loads intended tk)r the design 92, use new terminology that replaces "l)_cility
of the higher hazard facility. The usecategories"with"performanceclassifications".

objective of this approach is to try to The new standards do not significantly affect the
demonstrate that the higher hazard selection ofbase-isolationtoaddress interaction

facility will not be functionally impacted of adjacent facilities. UCRL-15910 uses a graded
by the failure or damage of the lower approach, in which facilities with more severe
hazard facility. This approach typically consequence of failure are submitted to more
shows substantial overstress and non- stringent design requirements.
linear behavior of the lower hazard

facility structures. The overstress can be Both the PDC and UCRL-15910 provide
so severe as to make a definitive for significant difference in the criteria and

determination of adequacy very difficult, seismic loads for these two facility use
Licensing of the facility can bc categories.
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For low hazard facility use categol.'y accordance with UBC, UCRL-15910 and U. S.
structures, Section 4.2 of UCRL-15910, Army TM5-809-10-1, Change No. 1 (Reference

stipulates that the Uniform Building Code 7). Since the PDC requires a detailed SSI
(UBC, Reference 5) static force method shall be analysis, an estimated amplification of 2.0 was
used. Analysis procedures and acceptance selected to avoid costly SSI analysis in the
criteria are to conR_rm to UBC. The UBC Zone preliminary design stages. Therefore, the

3 and 4 provisions are to be met for all detailing corresponding ZPA value was multiplied by 2.0
requirements, and used as the anchor point fc_rthe Reg. Guide

1.60 horizontal spectra. This amplified spectra,

The HLWTFR PDC provides similar along with the spectra obtained from the actual
requirements based on the UBC static force SSI analysis of the vault at a later stage, is also
procedure. However, different values of the shown in Figures 4 and 5.
UBC coefficients I and Z are specified for low
hazard category structures containing radioactive As can be readily seen from Figures 4
materials (The PDC specifies I = 2.¢) and Z = and 5, the spectral values for the high hazard
0.20 while UCRL 15911)specifies I = 1.25 and spectra structures are an order of magnitude
Z = 0.14). higher than those for low hazard structures.

With this difference in load level, it would be

It should be noted that the magnitude of very difficult to analytically provide a definite

the seismic design forces is dependent on the determination of adequacy for a structure
value of the UBC's numerical coefficient R w designed using loads and criteria consistent with
which is a function of the type of lateral load low hazard facility use category and subjected to
resisting system. Design Response Spectra loads intended tbr the design of high hazard
generated to the above requirements for facility use category structures.
different framing types are plotted and compared
in Figures 4 and 5. This paper explores the other options:

to design the lower level facility using the higher
For high hazard facility use categc,,"y loads, or to provide a base isolation or energy

structures, UCRL 15911}stipulates that analysis dissipation system.
procedures and acceptance criteria shall be in
terms of elastic dynamic analysis, including soil- FACILITY I)ESCRIPTI()N
structure interaction (SSI) effects. The Design
Basis Earthquake is defined by a median The vaultdimensionsare !65 feet by186

amplification curve, such as found in UCRL- feet by 51 feet deep. The concrete vault has
53582, applied tit a rock outcrop, with a zero five tk_ot thick walls and four foot six inch thick
period acceleration (ZPA) of 0.21g horizontal, roof slab. The roof slab has numerous access
and 0.14g ZPA vertical. UBC Zone 3 and 4 openings for remote inspection and
provisions for all detailing requirements shall be maintenance. These openings substantially
met. increase the vulnerability of the storage tanks to

damage because of collapse of the weather

The HLWTFR PDC provides similar enclosure and cranes above. The roof slab of
requirements, but defines the Design Basis the vault serves as the Iloor for the weather
Earthquake as the USNRC Regulatory Guide enclosure building (Figures 1, 2, and 3).
1.60 (Reference 61)horizontal spectra, applied tit
a rock outcrop, with a zero period acceleration The design of the weather enclosure
(ZPA) of 0.24g horizontal, and 0.16g ZPA structure calls for an approximately 6() foot high
vertical. The PDC also requires that analysis structural steel frame with steel siding. The roof
procedures and acceptance criteria shall be in consists of steel decking with 4" concrete fill.
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Overhead cranes running on steel crane girders 11,000 lbs per tk)ot therefore, evaluation of the
are provided for handling equipment. A line of weather enclosure proceeded with focus on
interior columns is provided within the 165 ft. seismic loads.

width of the building. The building is supported
by the concrete vault along exterior and interior For comparison of alternatives, an initial
vault walls. Figures 6 and 7 show the layout and design of the weather enclosure has been
general dimensions of the braced frame option, developed using seismic loading consistent with
Figure 8 shows a typical scction view of a low hazard facility use category criteria. This
moment frame option, design consists of a braced stccl frame with 20'

column spacing. The steel roof deck with 4" of

The design of the HLWTFR Project concrete acts as a diaphragm to resist bending
includes four new tanks with provisions for moments and transfer shear loads. The columns
future expansion for a total of eight tanks. Both are assumed to be fixed at the base. A
the concrete vault and the weather enclosure reference building height of 60 ft. to the cave

superstructure will accommodate the future line is selected for the initial study. Uniform
expansion. The future expansion of the weather dead weight loads for the concrete roof deck
enclosure calls for removal of one of the and steel side walls (including miscellaneous
enclosure walls so that the future configuration items such as columns, piping, attachments etc.)
provides a single, open bay to allow the initial- were estimated to be 60 psf and 15 psf,
configuration cranes to serve all eight tanks, respectively. Since the primary objective of this
This precludes the use of bracing or shear walls study is to obtain a preliminary cost comparison
in the wall to be removed. Another severe tbr feasibility and cost benefit evaluation,

constraint is the need to provide enough head approximate analysis and design methods arc
clearance to accommodate using the crane for considered adequate.
maintenance and removal from the tanks

(through the roof slab openings) of long rigid To resist the increased design earthquakc
components such as steam jets, radio frequency lateral loads consistent with high hazard facility
probes, corrosion coupons, and air lifts, use category criteria, the following three

alternatives were selected for evaluation and cost

STRUCTURAL SOLUTION S comparison.

The design of the weather enclosure BRACED FRAME
structure is controlled by lateral loads due to

natural phenomena. The design lateral loads The first alternative includes braced
include wind loads and seismic loads. The design frames at each end of the weather enclosure
wind pressures are based on the requirements (Figures 6 and 7). The high lateral seismic loads
delineated in UCRL-15910 (Reference 4, due to the concrete-steel deck roof require the
Chapter 5). The design wind pressure for the introduction of horizontal roof trusses to transl'cr
INEL site is based on a maximum wind speed of the shear loads to the braced frames at the end
70 mph for low hazard category use structures bays. Two 30'-0" deep roof trusses are used.

and 95 mph for high hazard category use Major cost increases are due to the additional
structures. A preliminary evaluation determined steel for the trusses, the increas=d bcam and
that wind loads are significantly lower than the column sizes, and the bracing.
seismic loads. The extreme wind load results in

approximately the same base shears as the low Due to the high member threes,

hazard seismic load (1200 lbs. per toot width), additional cost tbr design and fabrication of the
The base shear corresponding to the high hazard connections would also bc incurred. Thc cost

category use seismic load requirement is about increase over that of the lower hazard baseline
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reference design is summarized in Table 1. cc3mbination of the frictk_n force and the
Table 2 shows the comparison for the design restoring force developed as the structure rises
cost when the future expansion is included, along the spherical surface. The restoring t'_)rce

can be easily calculated as being proportional re)
One disadvantage of this braced frame the displacement and the weight carried by the

design is the presence of braces at the end bearing, and is inversely proportional to the
frame; the braces for this frame will have to be radius of curvature _>1"the spherical surface
removed for the construction of the future (Figure 11). The following arc the significant
expansion. The braces also restrict access advantages of the FPS fl)r this application:
through the two ends of the building.

• The all metal construction of the FPS

MOMENT-RESISTING SPACE FRAME makes it ideal f_r applications where
factors such as time, radiation or

The second alternative uses a moment- temperature c_mld affect other systems.

resisting space frame (Figure 8). This design
eliminates the need fl_r lateral roof trusses and • The system is rigid tot forces lower than
the bracing system; however, the required those required to break l'rictio_l.
column and girder sizes increase the cost over Preliminary evaluations determined that
that for the braced frame system. 95 mph wind loads will not break

friction.
BASE ISOLATION

• The lateral force resistance of each

The major cost increase component for bearing is proportional to the weight
the high hazard design braced and moment carried by the bearing. This is a

frame options is the increase in member sizes significant advantage for this system
{bracing or moment-frames) to resist the because the resultant resisting lbrcc
amplified seismic loads. The use of a base coincides with the center of mass.

isolation or energy absorption approach was Eccentricities are eliminated and the
explored as a third option to minimize the cost torsion load acting on the structure is
of a structural solution. Over the last few years always zero regardless ()f the locati_m of
several systems have appeared in the market; a the cranes.
relative comparison was made among all
available systems, and the Friction Pendulum • The designer has complete control of the
System (FPS) (References 8, 0 and 10) was period of the isolated structure. The

selected, period is independent of the mass of the
structure and related only m the radius

The friclitm pendulum is a sliding of curvatureofthesphericalsurface.
isolation/energy abs_rption device with a
spherical surt'ace (Figures 9, 11)and 11). In this • The friction mechanism provides an
system the is(_lated structure is supp_rted by ideally shaped and stable hysteresis
bearings. Each bearing consists of an articulated diagram. The energy absorption capacity
slider on a spherical concave chrome surface, of the device is a significant advantage of

The slider is faced with a bearing material that this system (Figure 12).
provides a pre-determincd and reliable friction
coefficient. The FPS acl,: as a fuse that is The cost increase c_l"the base isolated

activated only when the earthquake forces design is practically limited to the cost and
overcome friction. When in motkm, the bearing installation of the base isolators. For the
provides a lateral resistance equal to a weather enclosure, there is a minimal amount of
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ducting and cabling crossing the isolation plane Estimated additionalcostsassociatedwith
requMng special detailing to accommodate the licensing are included in Tables 1 and 2.
potential relative seismic displacements. The These costs are relatively trivial and are far less
weather enclosure being a sell" standing significant than the potential for scheduledcl,!ys.
structure, there is no cost to providing a seismic To minimize the schedule impact, the technical
isolation gap around it to accommodate the reviews should start concurrent with the
isolator displacements. The future expansion of initiation of detailed design.
the weather enclosure will use the same base

isolation aim will not require seismic separation. As more empirical results of base-
A total ot"47 base isolators are required for the isolation perl'¢_rmance in major seismic events

initial configuration and a total of 68 based becomes available, the acceptability of this
isolators are required for the l'inal expanded system should improve and should become morc

design, readily accepted by the DOE community. The
cost of oversight approval will be more

• S ¢ •C.O, 1 ESTIMATES AND COMPARISON predictable and would probably be small
compared to the significant amount saved in the

The cost of the Weather enclosure design and construction costs.
building based on low hazard facility use
category seismic loading are used as the baseline CONCLUSION AND REC()MMENI)ATI()NS
reference. Tables 1 and 2 show the base

isolated solution as the most advantageous from The study indicates that by adopting the base
the total cost of design and construction point of isolation design approach, the structural design
view. It should be noted that the cost ibr the can be simplified and the overall cost reduced as

base isolation scheme includes a $30,000 a result ol'the minimization of dynamic response
II • " I IIadditional hcenslngcost, amplification. Associated design adjustments

such as provisions for perimeter gaps,
REGULATORY ANi) LICENSIN(; requirements of llexible connections, and
CONSII)ERATIONS mechanical component isolation for relative

displacements are dependent on the project
The use of base-isolation is a new specific design. However, these factors can bc

concept for DOE high level waste storage coordinated, optimized and designed to minimize
facilities. As such, significant external technical the added costs.

scrutiny should be anticipated if detailed design

proceeds. With respect to licensing and regulatory
approval requirements, the associated costs arc

This scrutiny is expected as part of the expected to be small compar¢;d to the savings in
safety analysis process. The HLWTFR Project structural and construction costs once the
safety analysis should address the base-isolation concept of base isolation design is generally

design concept and should incorporate its impact accepted by the DOE and Regulatory
in the prt ject s risk assessment report. Through communities.
the safety analysis, the examination by DOE's

technical oversight committees is anticipated. Based on the result of this study, it is
The Projectshoulddevelopdetailedjustit'ication, recommended that the base isolation design
including references to prior use of FPS in the alternative be seriously considered for use in
private sector ahmg with data from its DOE projects where high seismic loads result in

i performance in actual earthquake events. These signil'icant cost impact.
reviews will add costs and may require a
schedule extension.
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TABLE 1 - SUMMARY OF TOTAL COSTS TABLE 2 - SUMMARY OF TOTAL COSTS

(INITIAL DESIGN) (DESIGN INCLUDING FUTURE

EXPANSION)
......... ..

FRAME IIAZARD USE TOTAL FRAME HAZARD USE TOTAL
CATEGORY COSTS CATEGORY COSTS

]_/PE (Dollars) _ITPE (1)ollars)
.... ';,_ ,,, __ : :: =_ :: : : : =

Moment Low 1,920,000 Moment Low 3,438,{)00
....

Frame High 2,427,600 Frame High 4,346,000

Braced High 2,2(i)1,600 Ecc. Braced High 3,939,000
Frame Frame

..... ,,,.... ,
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the results of an analytical study of the retrofit of a
three-story nonductile concrete frame (NDCF) with a friction-based energy
dissipator.

The energy dissipator used is the Energy Dissipating Restraint (EDR). The

EDR is a friction device which was used to dissipate the energy introduced
into the structure by a seismic event. Special characteristics of this device
are that it is self-centering, the friction force is proportional to the displace-

ment, and it can be configured to provide energy dissipation for a wide
range of seismic event magnitudes.

In this study, the EDR was deployed as part of a lateral bracing system
which was used to retrofit an existing NDCF. The addition of the EDR to
the structure increases both the stiffness and the damping of the frame. The
goal of the study was to design a bracing system which would prevent the
brittle concrete frame elements from going beyond their ultimate capacity.

Thus, it was required that in the final bracing design that the response of
the structure must be elastic or have a very low ductility demand.

The main parameters addressed in the study include stiffness of the bracing
system and the configuration of the EDR.

The study showed the importance of brace stiffness in systems with and
without the EDR. The results demonstrated that, properly configured, the

EDR reduced the response to such an extent that the magnitude of earth-
quake which the NDCF could withstand was substantially increased.
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INTRODUCTION clusions of the study are expressed in terms of the

This paper describes the preliminary analyti- expected peak ground acceleration at failure for
cal investigation of the retrofit of 3-story nonduc- the various bracing and energy dissipation
tile reinforced concrete frame (NDCF) using brac- configurations considered.

ing and a passive energy dissipation device.
THE ENERGY DISSIPATING RESTRAINT

The principal problem in retrofitting a The EDR is a friction device which is

NDCF is to prevent displacement which will intended to be installed as bracing in a vertical
induce a sudden failure. Reducing deflection plane to resist lateral loads. The mechanics of the
immediately suggests the application of a stiff EDR are described in detail in Reference [1].
bracing system. A conventional bracing system is
simple and very reliable. However, it has the The examples of the hysteretic behavior of
disadvantage of increasing the seismic demands the EDR is shown in Figures 1 and 2. These

on the structure. An energy dissipating system figures illustrate that the device is strongly self-
offers the possibility of reduced deflections and centering and the load is proportional to the dis-

reduced or unchanged seismic demands, placement. Figure 1 illustrates a loop with two
rectangular lobes (S configuration) while figure 2

This deflection requirement means that the shows the result when the EDR is configured to
energy dissipation device must be reliable enough generate triangular hysteresis loops (T

to perform its function in a life safety role. configuration). The self-centering property of the
device could potentially prove valuable in a struc-

The specific energy dissipator used was the ture which had little capacity to restore itself to

Energy Dissipating Restraint (EDR). The EDR is its undefo_tned position. The slight anomalies in
a passive friction device which can be used to the loops are plotting artifacts: the result of using
dissipate the energy introduced into a structure by a fixed time step rather than an event-to-event

a seismic event. The unique characteristics of solution algorithm. In the S configuration, the
this device are that it is strongly self-centering stiffnesses ko and k_ can be made to have arbi-
and the friction force is proportional to the rela- trary values which depend on the internal
tive displacement between the ends of the device, configuration of the device and the stiffness of the

The EDR increases both the stiffness and damp- bracing system in which the device is placed, k2
ing of the structure in which it is installed, is the inverse of ko. F_ is the initial slip load and

F2 is the return load. F_ is arbitrary. For the T

This study compares the effect of two configuration, the stiffnesses ko is arbitrary. Test-

configurations of the EDR and conventional con- ing has shown these loops are stable and repeat-
centric bracing systems. A major focus is the able over a very large number of cycles 2].
stiffness of the bracing system. The stiffness of

the bracing system is a very significant parameter DESCRIPTION OF
whether or not a friction energy dissipator is THE MODEL STRUCTURE
inserted into the bracing system. The purpose of

focusing on stiffness is to assess the significance A scale model of an actual NDCF was

of the damping versus stiffness in reducing the selected for this study. The prototype structure is
displacements for a NDCF. When life safety is a barracks constructed in the State of Washington
the issue, the simplicity and reliability of a con- which was designed under the 1955 Pacific Coast
ventional bracing system will make it the Uniform Building Code and the 1951 ACI code.

appropriate choice unless the advantages of damp- A 1/3-scale model of the prototype is being con-
ing are overwhelming, structed for testing at the U.S. Army Construction

Research Laboratory, Champaign, Illinois [3].
The displacement, acceleration, shear, and The outline of the model is shown in Figure 3

interstory drift for the several forms of structural
The base girder shown in the figures is assumed

bracing are examined for comparison. The con-
to be a rigid connection between the model and
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the shake table platform. The location where the reversing the process to obtain the joint rotations,
braces or EDR's would be installed is shown in then using the joint displacements, joint rotations
Figure 4. and member stiffnesses. The damping ratio used

for the basic structure was 5%.
Due to inadequate development length and

anchorage of the reinforcing bars, the prototype is The primary variable in these analyses was
nonductile. Because these reinforcing details will the stiffness of the bracing system. Four

be replicated in the model, the model will have stiffnesses for the conventional bracing system
very limited ductile capacity. Because the model were chosen based on increasing the first natural

has been carefully scaled with respect to length, frequency of the unbraced structure by 20%,
mass distribution, material properties, and details, 50%, 100%, and 200%. The initial stiffnesses
the results are expected to be representative of the (lqj) of the EDR's were chosen so that the slopes

prototype structure, for the initial loading, for the S and T
configurations, were the same as the conventional

For this structure, the first floor is the brace stiffness. Brace stiffnesses and EDR pro-
ground floor. Thus, the 3 dynamic degrees of perties used are given in the tables below.
freedom correspond to the floors from the second

floor to the roof. In the model, lead weight Frequency Increase
amounting to approximately 100 pounds per Property ...... -
square foot will be placed on the slabs. A weight 20% 50% 100% 200%
of roughly 11 kips was assigned to each dynamic

DOF. The analytical frequencies for the unbraced ko (K/in) 21.3 61.8 154.7 452.3
structure are given in Table 1. k I (K/in) 0.8 2.5 6.2 18.1

......F l (K) 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2

Mode 1st 2nd 3rd Table 2

Frequency 1 2.6 l 8.0 ] 13.4 Properties of S EDR's

Table 1

Frequencies of the Unbraced Model FrequencY Increase -
(Cycles/Second) Property [ =

20% 50% 100% 200%,,,

DESCRIPTION OF ko (K/in) 21.3 61.8 154.7 452.3

THE DYNAMIC ANALYSIS Table 3

A series of nonlinear time history analyses Stiffness of T EDR's
were performed. The EDRs or braces were con- ..

sidered as diagonal bracing elements which Frequency Increase
spanned one floor. Because the frame is brittle .....

there is little reserve capacity in the members. 20% 50% 100% 200%

Therefore, in this analysis, the frame is assumed 21.3 61.8 154.7 452.3
to have no ductile capacity. Thus, the structure

itself and the conventional non-energy dissipating Table 4
braces were assumed to remain elastic throughout Stiffnesses of Braces
the analyses; the EDRs were the only nonlinear (Kips/in)
elements in the analyses.

A useful measure of the !nfluence of the

A plane frame model of one half of the bracing and energy dissipation systems on the
structure was constructed and then statically con- model structure is a prediction of the peak ground
densed to a three degree-of-freedom dynamic acceleration level for a given earthquake at which
model. The member forces were recovered by
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Figure 3 Elevation and Section of the Model

EDR LOCATIONS [

Figure 4 Locations of the EDRs in the Model
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the model would fail. This peak ground accelera- ments relative to the base, interstory drifts, brace
tion is simply a scaling factor for the earthquake and EDR axial forces and total shear forces in the
signals used in the analysis. An expected failure model. The nomcnclature is the same in both
mode must be defined to make, this prediction, plots. The "Shear With EDRs" plot compares
Candidates for the failure mode considered were forces in the EDRs along the member axis with
interstory drift, moment in the slab, and moment the total shear at each story for the model with
in the column. The failure mode selected was the EDR installed. The "Shear With Braces" plot
attainment of the ultimate moment capacity in the is similar for the braced model.

lowest interior column at the junction of column In Figure 5, the EDR results shown are for

with the bottom of the second floor slab. The the S configuration. The figure shows that,
critical moment in the columns was observed at although the bracing with the EDR resulted in
this location in many of the analyses and this much lower brace forces and total shears, the dis-

failure could lead to overall failure of the struc- placements and interstory drifts, which are critical
ture. Note that the base of the column has a for the NDCF, were lower for the conventionally
higher magnitude of moment, but in the model braced configuration.
this reinforcing detail has been strengthened to

preclude failure at this location. This moment In contrast to Figure 5, where the use of the
directly reflects the interstory drift values. EDR did not improve the critical structural

responses, when the EDR was in the T

The ground motion signals for the results configuration the key responses improved
presented here are based on the E1 Centro and significantly. Figure 6 illustrates this. Note that
Zacatula earthquakes. The El Centro signal is the response of the structure with the EDR in the

characterized by a strong impulse and the Zaca- T configuration is linear [4] as, of course, is the
tula signal has a broader range of frequency con- response of the braced structure. Thus, the rela-

tent and the input energy is more evenly distri- five relationships between the responses of the
buted throughout the time-history. Both the sig- conventionally braced frame and the frame with
nals were time scaled consistently with the scal- EDR's, with a given brace stiffness will be the

ing of the model structure. This two signals give same for all input levels of a given earthquake
a good insight into how the modified and signal. In addition to reducing the displacements,
unmodified structure will behave, but because of the T configuration EDR also reduced the shears.
the wide range of variability of earthquake signals

a larger suite of earthquakes will be used in Figure 7 shows the expected peak ground
future analyses to confirm the conclusions acceleration at failure for the El Centro and Zaca-

presented here. tula earthquakes based on the moment at the top
of the lowest interior column versus the bracing

ANALYTICAL RESULTS configuration. The labeling convention for the

bracing configurations is "Brace type-Percent fre-
The results of the analyses are summarized quency increase". For example, "BR-200%" is

in a series of figures. These figures illustrate the the conventionally braced configuration with a
behavior of the unbraced frame and the frame stiffness which would increase the natural fre-

stiffened by the EDR's in both the S and T quency of the model by 200%.
configurations.

In Figure 7, the trends are very consistent.
Figures 5 and 6 compare the results for the As the stiffness of the bracing increased for both

braced model and the model with the EDRs the conventional bracing and the EDR, the level
installed. Both plots are for the El Centro signal of ground acceleration the model was predicted to
with a peak ground acceleration of 10% g with be able to withstand increased. The most marked

the stiffnesses of the EDR and braces based on increase was for the change in stiffness from the

increasing the unbraced model frequency by 100% shift in frequency to the 200% increase.
100%. The plots compare the overall displace- The S configuration EDR braced frame did not
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perform as well as the conventionally braced Future work on applying EDR to NDCFs

frame. Changes in the S configuratiol_, such as includes refining the failure criteria, incorporating
increasing the initial slip load (F 2 in Fig. l) or some small measure of ductility in the model, and
increasing the energy dissipation, could improve attempting to optimize the parameters of the S

the response. The T configuration EDR outper- configuration. The role of stiffness versus damp-
formed the braced structure at all levels. Unlike ing should also be investigated further.
the S configuration, the stiffness of the T
configuration did not diminish as the displacement REFERENCES
rose and, as the displacement increased, the

energy dissipation also increased. This effect is [1] Nims, D.K., Richter, P.J., and Bachrnan,
most dramatically seen for Zacatula earthquakes R.E., The Use of the Energy Dissipating
with 100% and 200% frequency shifts. Restrahzt for Seismic Hazard Mitieation,

Earthquake Spectra, expected publication in
The specific g levels in Figure 7, are a func- August 1993.

tion of the failure mode ide_ltified and the magni- [2] Aiken, I.D, Nims, D.K., Whittaker, A.S.,

tude of the estimated ultimate capacity of the and Kelly, J.M., Testing of Passive Energy
column. The specific g levels will be sensitive to Dissipation Systems, Earthquake
a different failure model or a more refined esti- expected publication in August 1993.
mate of the ultimate capacity. However, the

[3] Foutch, D.A., Wood, S.L., and P.A. Brady,
overall trends in the behavior, are expected to be

Seismic retrofit of Nonductile Reinforced
generally consistent with the trends observed.

Concrete Frames Using Viscoelastic

CONCLUSION Dampers, Applied Technology Council
ATC-17-1, Proce_ings o__f Seminar o_.n_n

The critical structural responses in a non- Seismic Isolation, Passive_Energy
ductile concrete frame (NDCF) are the displace- Dissipation, and Active Control, Vol. 2, pp.

merits. Increasing the stiffness of the bracing sys- 605-615, March 1993.
tern, whether or not it included an EDR, reduced [4] Inaudi, J.A., and Kelly J.M., On the Linear-
the displacements and moments in the frame, ization of S_ructures Containing Linear-

Friction Dissipating Devices, proceedings ofWith the EDR in the T configuration, the critical
structural displacements were reduced and, addi- _ _ San Francisco, CA., February1993.
tionaUy, the shear forces were lower compared to

the conventionally braced system. Thus, it was
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ABSTRACT

The High Level Waste Tank Farm Replacement Project anticipates
brining construction vehicles onto the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant
Tank Farm. Buried vaults 713 and 780 through 786 at the tank farm
are evaluated for at-rest soil pressures and for loads from 62 vehicles.

Procedures based on Theory of Elasticity are used to calculate vertical
soil pressures on the vaults. Procedures based on equivalent nonlinear
properties of soils, using hyperbolic stress-strain relationships and 2-D
finite element soil-structure interaction models, are used to calculate
lateral soil pressures on the vaults.

Maximum number and category of vehicles allowed in each of four
types of zones in the tank farm are determined, based on an acceptance
criteria that demand on vault structural members due to vehicle loads
will be no more than 10% above demand due to at-rest soil conditions.
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INTRODUCTION 42 in. thick. The roof consists of east-west

precast inverted T-beams that carry 6 in. slabs
Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Company poured after the beams had been placed. There
(WINCO) manages the Idaho Chemical are several small appurtenant structures such as
Processing Plant (ICPP), at the Idaho National sump risers located on the roof of the vault.
Engineering Laboratory (INEL). The ICPP High
Level Liquid Waste Tank Farm (Tank Farm) has Vaults 780 and 781 (Fig. 3), hold one steel
buried vaults containing liquid waste storage waste tank each, and have an octagonal shape
tanks (Fig. 1), constructed several decades ago. 30.25 ft on a side. Above the basemat is a 3-D
WlNCO anticipates that the construction phase space frame, consisting of eight massive
of the current High Level Waste Tank Farm columns, a ring beam and four haunched three-
Replacement (HLWTFR) Project, and later segmented roof girders. Wall panels and a roof
operational and rerrw..dial investigation related slab cover the space flame, and there are several
activities, will result in locating various vehicles small appurtenant structures such as sump risers
and construction rigs directly above, and/or near located on the roof of the vault.
the ICPP Tank Farm (Table 1).

Vaults 782 through 786 are octagonal precast
WINCO engaged Advanced Engineering (Pillar and Panel) type of construction, and hold
Consultants, Inc. (AEC) to prepare evaluations one steel waste tank each (Fig. 4). Vaults 782
of existing Tank Farm vaults and buried pipes through 784, constructed first, have eight
for these vehicle loads. The resultsoftlaisstudy pentagonal shaped precast columns at the
are used to determine access to the Tank Farm octagonal nodes, and another eight square
to Table 1 vehicles associated with activities columns located at the midpoint between these
described above, nodes. A ring beam at the top consists of

sixteen segments, supported by seats and
The buried vaults and pipes are in compacted interlocking keys at the top of the columns. The
fill from native soils. The ICPP area geology is sides of the vaults are covere_! by 6 in. thick,
characterized by Tertiary to Quaternary volcanic precast panels that fit in vertical pockets along
rocks interbedded and overlain with lacustrine, the edges of the columns. The roof of the vaults
eolian and alluvial sediments. The volcanic consists of precast roof beams and cast-in-place
rocks consist of extrusive basalts. Subsoils at roof slabs. Vaults 785 and 786, constructed at
the site generally consist of dry sandy gravel a later date, are nearly identical to vaults 782
overlaying the basalt, through 784. There are minor changes in some

member sizes, but the principal difference
DESCRIPTION OF BURIED VAULTS between these Pillar and Panel vaults, and those

constructed earlier, is that these are more heavily
There are three types of buried vaults at the reinforced.
ICPP Tank Farm, all of which are constructed
cas',in-place reinforced concrete (R/C) basemats SOIL PROPERTIES AND
founded on rock, and covered by at least 7 fi of ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA
soil. Vault 713 (Fig. 2) is 122 fi sq. in plan and
40 ft tall. The vault perimeter walls, and two The most challenging tasks in this project were
interior walls, create enclosures for four steel development of an acceptance criteria, and the
waste tanks. The west wall is 18 in. thick with technical approach for calculating realistic lateral
four counterfortes to help resist lateral pressure, soil pressures for at-rest conditions and for
The other perimeter aod interior walls are each surface vehicle loads. A detailed criteria
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document was developed for this project. Its than, 10% the demand from at-rest soil
most critical sections were definition of material conditions (referred to as the 10% acceptance
properties, and the acceptance criteria. Soil criteria). The 10% acceptance criteria is a
properties are very critical for determining rational choice. It recognizes that these vaults
lateral pressures on the vaults. This study have withstood at-rest soil pressures for several
assumed the soils to be dry during vehicle load decades, without apparent signs of distress.
applications. The scope of work identified eight Furthermore, these vaults have been subjected to
soil investigations at the ICPP site for use in this significantly higher short term loads from
project. These investigations recommend saturated, or semi-saturated, soil conditions
similar, but not identical, soil properties. A during heavy rainstorms and/or snow melts, and
more significant problem is that the technical loads from surface construction vehicles brought
approach selected for the project requires a on site periodically to support operations of the
minimum of 11 different soil properties, most of Tank Farm. This performance history of the
which are not explicitly defined in the various tanks justifies the conclusion that they can
soil investigations at the ICPP site. accommodate 10% higher stresses than those

from at-rest, dry soil conditions.
AEC performed a parametric study to determine
conservative soil properties. Soil investigations TECHNICAL APPROACH
at the site, and test results for similar soils, from
the open literature, were used as initial estimates The scope of work for this project postulates
for this study. Critical parameters, such as the that: 1) the soil will be dry; 2) vehicle loads are
friction angle (_), coefficient of at-rest lateral of short duration and, therefore, do not need to
pressure (Ko) and the bulk modulus (KB) were be considered concurrent with natural
varied to evaluate sensitivity of the results, phenomena or other short duration loadings; 3)
Results of this study were used to develop the the only loadings concurrent with the vehicle
following estimated soil properties: loads are the vertical and lateral static soil

pressures; 4) the velocity of the vehicles will be
Unit weight, _, 125 pcf restricted to slow speeds, such that impact loads
Young's modulus no., K 750 do not need to be considered; and 5) two or
Young's modulus exponent, n 0.4 more vehicles may be located immediately
Failure ratio, P_ 0.8 adjacent to one another.
Bulk modulus no., Ks 500
Bulk modulus exponent 0.4 An explicit evaluation of all vehicle load
Cohesion, c 0.0 combinations for each vault was not a

Angle of internal friction, _ 40° practicable alternative. Therefore, the technical
At rest lat. earth pres. coef., K, 0.38 approach was based on limiting the number of
Unload./reload. modulus no., K_r 750 evaluations by dividing the Tank Farm intc
Poisson's ratio, v zones, and grouping the vehicles into four

(for settlement calculation) 0.4 categories. Each vehicle category (Table 1) was
assigned a weighting factor to facilitate
determining the combination of vehicles allowed

After extensive discussions with WINCO, the in a given zone. Design loads of 11 10ps, 30
acceptance criteria for this project requires that kips and 70 kips were used to represent category
increases in the maximum demand on any I, II and III vehicles, respectively.
member of the force resisting system, due to Combinations of these loads were used to
unfactored vehicle loads, be equal to, or less determine vehicles allowed in zones A, B and C.
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Category W loads assumed for the exclusion homogenous behavior of soils, and the
zones included a Grove HL 150T crane with a significant influence of past loading history on
12 kip lift load, a fully loaded CAT 235 Crawler soil properties, extremely complicates detailed
Backhoe and a 0.50 ksf uniform load over a 20 modeling and stress-strain analyses of structures
ft deep area of the exclusion zone. The uniform buried soil. Current state-of-the-art geotechnical
load is equivalent to densely packed and fully engineering is primarily directed at conservative
loaded I0 yd. concrete trucks throughout a 20 ft design approaches for earth retaining structm_s.
deep strip of the exclusion zone.

Conventional Coloumb and Rankine methods to

Four zones were defined for the Tank Farm determine soil pressures on retaining structures
(Fig. 1), as follows: assume the retaining wall is rigid, moves

(rotates) as a unit and the soil behind it
Zone A: There are four zone A's, one each undergoes prescribed failure patterns.
above tank cells in vault 713. Access to these Conventional methods for calculating lateral soil
zones is limited to Category I vehicles, except pressures on unmovable walls (at-rest soil
Bobcat 753. conditions, or Ko case) are based on empirical

equations [1,2], which are a function of the
Zone B: There are seven zone B's, one each friction angle (0). The assumptions in these
above the octagonal vaults. Access to these methods are rarely true in actual structures, and
zones is limited to Category I vehicles, ignore the true nature of static soil-structure

interaction, the nonlinear behavior of soil, the
Zone C: There are five zone C's, which cover process of construction and the effects of
areas of the ICPP Tank Farm not covered by structure flexibility, which are significant
zones A, B or D. Boundaries of these zones are parameters of the solution.
shown in Fig. 1, and access to them is limited to

one of four combinations of Categories I, II and Another conventional method for obtaining
III vehicles, described in the conclusions section stresses in soils is the Boussinesq equation based
below, on Theory of Elasticity [2]. This equation

calculates vertical and horizontal pressures due
Zone D: There are four zone D's (also called to a point load on the surface of a semi-infinite,
exclusion zones). Boundaries of these zones are homogenous, isotropic, weightless, elastic half-
a minimum of 50 ft from any vault wall, and are space. This methodology has been extended
100 ft wide (Fig. 1). Exclusion zones are over the years to consider bounded uniform
postulated to be the locations where vehicles are loading and line loads. The Boussinesq equation
parked, operations are staged and some of the can be modified to calculate lateral soil

large cranes are operated to lift and move heavy pressures on an infinitely deep, perfectly smooth
loads. There are no restriction on the number and immovable (rigid)wall [2]. These solutions
and catcgory of vehicles listed in Table 1 that also ignore the true nature of static soil-structure
can be parked or operated in the exclusion interaction, nonlinear soil properties, the process
zones, of construction and effects of structure

flexibility. Nonetheless, past experience has
Soil Pressures on Vaults shown that Theory of Elasticity solutions, with

Rigorous analyses to calculate at-rest proper engineering judgement and factors of
stresses in soil, r..nd pressures on buried safety, can be useful as a design tool to limit
structures induced by surface loads, are not well displacements under shallow footings and for
developed. The highly non-linear and non- design of some retaining structures.
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Duncan et al., [3, 4, 5] have used extensive Lateral and Vertical Vehicle loads
analytical studies and comparisons with data Vehicle loads are bounded by contact area
from conventional laboratory soil tests to of supports (tires, treads etc _, and the lateral
develop a hyperbolic stress-strain relationship pressures they apply to the vault walls will vary
for use in soil stress-strain calculations. "l]_ese with the depth and the width of the wall. A 2-D
studies also introduced an iterative procedure to solution postulates a structure and line load of
be used with the hyperbolic stress-strain infinite lengths. The attempt is to calculate an
relationship to approximate the nonlinear, equivalent line load that will best represent in 2-
inelastic and high stress dependency of soil D the actual demand on the vault walls from the
material properties. In all, nine parameters are vehicle loads (i.e. the 3-D behavior). The
employed in the hyperbolic stress-strain overall approach adopted was to u_ 3-D Theory
relationship. The most critical parameters being of Elasticity solutions to calculate base shear
the friction angle (0), cohesion intercept (c), and overturning moments on a 50 ft deep wall
Young's modulus (E) and the bulk modulus due to finite vehicle loads. The same type of
(KB). The later is related to P_isson s ratio (y) solutions were then used to back calculate for a
of the soil. line load that will give an equivalent base shear

or overturning moments on the same wall.
Boulanger et al., have developed a computer Equating the base shear signifies that the total
finite element program SSCOMPPC 16], which lateral soil pressure applied to the wall from the
is a 2-D general purpose program for static soil- two loadings is the same. Equating the
structure interaction problems. SSCOMPPC overturning moments at the base of the wall
uses plane strain elements to model the soil, and signifies that the resultant of the lateral soil
structural element library and programming pressures from equivalent total lateral pressures
concepts and solutions of the program SAP to are applied at the same height from the base of
model the structure. A modified version of the the wall. Results from these analyses, and using
hyperbolic stress-strain soil material property a factor of safety of two, gave the following
models (using stress dependent bulk moduli), equivalent loads:
and the Seed and Duncan compaction-induced
stress and deformation analysis methods, are Distance of Load Line Load (k/ft)for
used to solve for soil pressures and from wall ! kip total veh. load
displacements. An interface element is used to
model friction between the structure and the soil 5 ft 0.13
(downdrag force). 10 ft 0.08

25 ft 0.04
SSCOMPPC calculates stresses, strains and 50 ft 0.03
displacements hi soil elements, and internal

forces and displacements in structural elements. A similar approach was used to determine
The analysis simulates a construction sequence equivalent line loads from exclusion zone
prescribed by the input. Nonlinear and stress loading.
dependent properties of the soil are addressed by
iterative, step-wise linear, calculations that vary Vertical pressures on the vault roofs are due to
the values of the modulus and Poisson's ratio as self weight of the soil overburden and any
a function of the stress. The iterations are vehicles placed above the vaults. Theory of
carried out until reasonable convergence of the Elasticity solutions for an elastic semi-infinite
solution is achieved. This program was selected layer on a stiff elastic half space were used for
for use in this project, these calculations. This assumes that the vault
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is significantly stiffer than the soil above the Bobcat 753 is not allowed in this zone.
roof. Vertical soil pressures calculated from
these analyses are applied to the vault roof. b. A maximum of two Category I vehicles,

at least 10 ft clear between supports, are
Analysis Procedures allowed in each zone B at any given

2-dimensional models of the vaults and soil time.

were developed for use with SSCOMPPC to
determine lateral soil pressures on the walls c. Each zone C can only accommodate
from at-rest soil conditions with and without four Category I vehicles, or two
vehicle loads. The models use beam elements Category. I vehicles and one Category II
for vault walls and roof. Element stiffnesses in vehicle, or two Category II vehicles,
the model are selected to conservatively one Category III vehicle.
represent the actual 3-D vault structure. The
walls are assumed to be fixed at the basemat. Each zone C can also accommodate any
Figure 5 shows lateral soil pressures calculated other combination of vehicles with a
from one such model for maximum vehicle sum of weighting factors of 4.0, or less.
loads allowed in all four zones next to a wall.

d. Each zone D can accommodate any
Theory of Elasticity solutions for vertical combination of Category I, II, III or IV
stresses on vault roofs were calculated for vehicles given in Table 4.
maximum vehicle loads allowed in zones A and

B. Figure 6 shows maximum vertical pressures e. Vehicles shall be kept at low speeds
on vault 713 roof from a specific vehicle load. (2.5 mph recommended maximum

speed) so that wheel pressures are not
These lateral and vertical pressures from at-rest dynamically amplified.
soil conditions, with and without vehicle loads,
were applied to the vault structures, and member f. Vehicles shall not be located in zones A
shear forces and moments were calculated, through D during saturated soil
Vehicle load combinations that did not increase conditions, as happens after a rain
any of the member forces by more than 10% storm, or snow melt.
over at-rest conditions satisfied the acceptance
criteria for the project. 2. Vehicles allowed in zones A, B and C in 1

above assume that no other surface loads than
CONCLUSIONS vehicle loads are in these zones.

Principal conclusions from this study are: 3. Effects of soil excavation, earth moving
and/or changing the soil profile in the Tank

1. Bta"ied vaults meet the 10% acceptance Farm have not been considered in this project.
criteria provided lift loads do not exceed 12
Kips for all cranes, and the following restrictions 4. The vehicle restrictions in I above consider
on vehicle loads are met: the vehicles to have their maximum allowable

loads (i.e. their rated capacity, or 12 kips,
a. A maximum oftwoCategory I vehicles whichever is less), and be placed at the

(except Bobcat 753), with at least 10 ft minimum allowable clear distance from each
clear between supports, are allowed in other. This allows maximum flexibility for
each zone A at any given time. The movement and loading of vehicles, but is most
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restrictive in terms of number of vehicles [31 Strength, Stress-Straln and Bulk Modulus
allowed m a given zone. Studies may justify Parameters for Finite Element Analyses of
allowing a larger number of vehicles in a zone, Stresses and Movements in Soil Masses,
with specific limitations on location and loading by J.M. Duncan, Peter Byrne, Kai S.,
of those vehicles. Wong and Phillip Mabry, University of

California - Berkeley, August 1980.
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Figure 2 Section Through Vault 713

Figure 3 Section Through Vault 780
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ESTABLISHING IN SITU CONDITIONS OF HANFORD WASTE TANKS SUBJECTED TO THE
AGING EFFECTS OF THERMAL DEGRADATION AND CREEP OF CONCRETE

L. J. Julyk and M. P. Weis
Westinghouse Hanibrd Company

P. O. Box 1970

Richland, Washington

A. D. Dyrness
ADVENT Engineering Services, Inc.

3 Crow Canyon Court, Suite 100
Sail Ramon, California

ABSTRACT

Some of the underground reinforced-concrete waste-storage tanks at the

U.S. Department of Energy's Hanford Site have been exposed to high temperatures
(greater than 200 °F) generated by radioactive liquid wastes. Establishment of the
in situ conditions of these tanks is the first step toward their remediation. In this
environment concrete damage can result in the form of mechanical property

degradation, increased creep response, and cracking from thermal expansion and
load redistribution. Regression analyses of data from tests on Hanford-concrete
mix designs conducted in the mid-1970's provided mechanical property correlations
that are a function of time at temperature. Creep compliance functions were
developed on the bases of literature reviews and limited Hanford Site test data.

The property-degradation correlations are thermal-history dependent because of the
irreversible nature of the degradation processes. In addition, tests were conducted
to determine the thermal expansion coefficient of the Hanford concrete.

This paper discusses the implementation of these correlations into a nonlinear

concrete constitutive subroutine that is linked to a general-purpose finite-element
computer code. The methodology used to treat variable temperature histories is
illustrated. A case study of the Hanford Site's buried, high-heat, single-shell,
waste storage tank 241-C-106 illustrates the degradation history predicted over its
service life. In addition, this paper provides a statistically based discussion of the
effects of potential batch-to-batch variation of concrete strength. It addresses

material property uncertainties, including the thermal-expansion coefficient.

INTRODUCTION temperature excursions that exceeded 300 °F.
Conventional building codes restrict the service

Underground reinforced-concrete waste-storage temperature of the concrete to below 150 °F.
tanks at the U.S. Department of Energy's ltanford Site Exposure of concrete to elevated temperatures can

have been repositories of heat-generating radioactive degrade the mechanical properties, increase the creep
waste. Some of these tanks have been exposed to high response, and promote cracking as a result of thermal
temperatures (greater than 200 °F)generated by stored expansion and load redistribution.
radioactive wastes. The bottom of tank 241-C-106, for

example, has been predicted to have experienced
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The American Concrete Institute (ACI) code same mix proportions specified in the original

requirements and evaluation methodology are most construction. Cements, aggregates, mad admixtures
appropriate for design. An alternate method oI came from the sanm sources as materials used in the
measuring the in situ structural integrity of a structure is ltanlord tank construction. Specimens were moist-
to develop a model capable of physically and cured for 200 to 300 days before heating and then
rheologically representing the structural behavior to the continuously heated at 250, 350, and 450 °F for up to

point of failure, apply the simulated service histor3,., and 920 days. Strength and modulus tests were performed
,'malytically determine the reserve capacity. Such an while the concrete was essentially in the "hot"
assessment emphasizes material characterization, condition.

This paper presents a brief description of the HENAGER CORRELATIONS
modeling of the Hanford concrete material t,ropcrties A statistical ,analysis of the CTL/PCA test data
used in the structural analysis of the Hanlbrd Site's was conducted by Battelle Pacific Northwest
buried single-shell waste-storage tank 24 I-C-106 [1]. Laboratory (PNL) to establish concrete property
Items discussed include the origin and implementation of equations and uncertainty bands for Hanford concrete.
the concrete property degradation equations, the creep The following empirical expressions were developed
equation, variations in therm'_-expansion coefficients, by Henager 131 from the CTL/PCA high-temperature
and sensitivity to material property variation. Selected test data for Hanford coiacrete.
results from the 241-C-106 structural analysis are used

to illustrate the in situ concrete degradation predicted for E :: 5.3947 + 0.1233 S - 0.006751 T
this high-heat tank. (1)

- 0.1786 iog,,(t+l) I + Et,
HANFORD CONCRETE MODELING

f,. : 4416.38 + 490.919 S -- 4.714 7'4
Proper characterization of inelastic concrete (2)

behavior is aecessary for evaluating the structural + (1.273 Tn - 230.24)log_(t+l) I + f,._,
integrity and functional performance of concrete

structures subjected to long-term operation at elevated _ = 448.1758 + 23.7436 S - 0.6077 Ta
temperatures. (3)

-18.4341 log_(t+l)I + fit,
EXPERIMENTAl., DATA

7'In the mid-19 0 s, the Portland Cement Association where
(PCA) conducted a long-term test program at its

Construction Technology Laboratory (CTL) in E = modulus of elasticity (106 lbf/in'-)

Skokie, Illinois, Ibr the U.S. Department of Energy 1_ = compressive strength (lbf/in 2)
(DOE), to quantit}, the effects of elevated temperaturcs f, = splitting tensile strength (lbf/in 2)
on concrete used at the Hantord Site 121. PCA S = nonainal 28-day compressive strength
attempted to duplicate the tank farm concrete design nfix (10 3 lbf/in 2) (valid range 3 <_S _ 4.5)
to estimate the origin_d m situ strength and determine the T = constant value of temperature (°F)
effects of high temperatures on the mechanical and creep TA = ma_ 10, T-350] (°F)

behavior of Hanford concrete. T_ = max 10, 350-T1 (°F)
t = time at constant temperature (days)

Standard 6- by 12-in. unsealed cylindrical specimens I = 0 for T < 200 °F

were cast and tested by PCA at CTL for concrete mix = (T - 200)/50 for 200 °F < T < 250 °F
designs with nominal 28-day design compressive --= 1 for T > 250 °F

strengths of 3,000 and 4,500 lbf/in:' as used in the E_, = uncertainty band width for modulus
construction of the Hanford waste-storage tanks. (10_'lbf/in")
Hartford concrete was fabricated from basalt aggregates = 0 for best fit

and American Society of Testing and Material (AS1"M) = _+ 0.26 for 95 confidence band
Designation C150 Type II (low alkali) portl_md cement. = _+ 0.76 tor 95/95 tolerance band

To simulate the compositions and properties of the (b = uncertainty band width for compressive
concretes used in the construction of the tlanford waste- strength (lbf/in")
storage tanks, test specimens were fabricated rrom the = 0 for best fit
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= _+ 507 for 95 confidence band Compressive

= _+1,292 for 95/95 tolerance band Strength (lhf/in _)

f,b - uncertainty band width for tensile 7s°"r...........'........'-..........'..........._..............

t (a)

strength (lbf/in 2) 7oo0

= 0 for best fit ,,sool

= + 37 lor 95 confidence band {= + 12(i)for 95/95 tolerance band. ,,0o0 a
a

B a c,6 u

The 95 confidence band provides a 95-percent 5o.o °."

probability that the average or expected value falls ._so., _"
within the upper and lower confidence bands. The
95/95 tolerance band provides a 95-percent probability 4ooo. ,_250 OF

that 95 percent of the property values will fall within the _0o ..........._-..... _------_........_...... J
upper and lower tolerance bands, i-:igure 1 compares the o : ., 6 )_ t0I.og e (days at letup _' I )

best-estimate compressive-strength equation and resulting
linearized uncertainty bands with the CTL/PCA data for c,,.,p,..,,,,.,.

Strength (Ibl7m ._)

3,000-1bf/in: Hartford concrete. _.oo.... ,
{h)

The database used in establishing these empirical :,.oo
equations is limited to a temperature range of 250 to

450 °F. Extrapolation to temperatures significantly ,,o,,of

above 450 °F is not recommended. Adapting these _ooof ° " <'empirical equations to a general constitutive model for _ :;.oo
practic',d applications in a general purpose finite-element _oooI
computer code required accommodating a lower range of Ltemperatures and cyclic changes in temperature. ._ooo

I I- 350o1.Recognizing that exposure of concrete to constant 20oo _ .............. _-.........
temperatures below 200 °F generally causes insignificant 0 :, 4 <, _ _{,
loss in strength and modulus with exposure time, a cut- _.og_(<_,._,,t_mp,_)
off region is defined so that no time-dependent

{._OltlOfCSSP,'e

degradation occurs below 200 °F, and a linear transition Strength IlblTinal
is applied between 200 and 250 °F. This cut-off mid _o0o -, .....-,-.........,.............,............

transition condition is implemented through the 'I' term (,:)
applied to the time-dependent terms in the above _,ooo

equations. The equation for rnodulus of elasticity still s.oo g _'
yields decreasing modulus values with increasirig . _ ,,
temperature below 200 °F, independent of time. 4ooo _a

Figure 2a shows the resulting cmnpressive strength trend 8o

at the lower tolerance band for 3,000-1bf/in e ttanford _()()o ]

concrete as a function of time at a constant temperature. 2000 tIn Figure 2b the trends are reported as a percent of a r. 4_ooF
reference value, determined at 100 °F with zero hold .Joo.........................-_----, ..........
time. o 2 4 <, _ _()

I,og e (days at iemp t I )

" CTIJPCA Itanford concrete Tesl data

" llpper 95/95 Iolerance band

Because the mechanisms causing deterioration are u),p_,9_,,nndo,,,t,_,,a
not reversible (i.e., a return to lower temperatures does ,-Besicsi,nateLower 95 confidence braid

not replace lost moisture and cannot heal micro-cracks), _.ow_,,,_/,,s,,,l_,,,,cot,,,,,_
the loss in properties is treated as nonrecoverable on

return to lower temperatures. Thus, no recovew of Figure 1. Compressive Strength Test Data for
materi',d properties occurs during cool down, but the Hanford 3,000 lbf/in 2 Concrete Compared
time-degradation term in the equations remains active as to Empirical Equation with Uncertainty
long as the material is at temperatures above 200 °F. Bands (a) 250 °F, (b) 350 °F, and

However, on temperature increase, the temperature- (c) 450 °F.
dependence term is not active until the temperature
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exceeds the previous maximum temperature
experienced by the material. These Hanford-specific
concrete-property-degradation equations (Equations 1,

Compressive 2, and 3) were implemented into a concrete
Strength (lbf/in 2) Temperature constitutive subroutine provided in ANACAP-U [41

5000 i _ T---_----T_ {%') that is linked to the general purpose ABAQUS 151
(a)__ 200 finite-element computer code. To track the

4500 - degradation at each integration point the concept of
................................................. 225 material time is introduced.

4000 _, PROPERTY DEGRADATION ILLUSTRATION

.................................. 250 All example of how the material time can differ
3500 _, from real time is illustrated in the following examples',,.,

......-.......... of tensile-strength degradation. Two separate
3000 "\, .......................... 300 temperature histories are used to highlight the salient

....."'-. features of the tensile-strength equation for

'\' '" '.........".... 4,006 lbf/in 2 Hanford concrete. One represents a heat-

i i iiiii-iii 21 35°" " ........ . -. ...... up transient with step-wise increases in temperature;
............. -....... 400 the other represents a cool-down transient with step-2000 - "........... -

..................... 450 wise decreases in temperature. The temperature

1500 '" t t _ t t .... histories are illustrated in Figure 3. Because of the
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 linear interpolation scheme employed between 200 and

Time (years) 250 °F, the temperature hold-time-dependent features
of the tensile-strength equation are activated in this
range where the temperature- and time-dependent

terms are multiplicative. For temperatures greater than
350 °F, the temperature- and trine-dependent terms arePercent of Reference Temperature

Corn _ressive Strength ("F} decoupled.
100 1 I I i 1 | 200

'".... _...................... (.b) J 225 500 • , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,

,0 1 f• 450

E" I /-- cooldown
80 ..... e.. 400 ]

..................... 250 _ / heat up, 2_ 350 -'_
70 L " . _,

E
, " .......... 300 r-,

ii

• 300 t..-, /I60 _''',
[

50- . " ........... 200 , _ . i . , i , i ,
.................. _- 350 0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900- . 400

....... - ..... 450 Time (days)
40- .........

fcRef =4597 Ibf/in 2
Figure 3. Sample Heat-up and Cool-down

30 -- _ L _ t J --- Temperature Histories.
{} 1{} 20 30 40 50 60

Time (years) Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the procedure used to

adapt the tensile-strength degradation equation to the
variable temperature histories shown in Figure 3. In
the case of the heat-up transient, at 210 °F the tensile

Figure 2. (a) Compressive Strength and (b) Percent of strength decays exponentially for 300 days (see
Reference Compressive Strength Value vs. Figure 4). When the temperature is increased

Time at Temperature for 3,000 lbf/in 2 instantaneously to 230 °F, there is no instantaneous
Hanford Concrete (Lower 95/95 Tolerance temperature dependence, so the material time is simply
Band).
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56011 ! f ! f i | ! I 56(} i !..... 1 i ! ....
i i I

520 _ ............... - .......:-:---;_:::x_-; ---_ 520

/i ", _ --""*_ .... 230"F/

' " -_"----- 240 °F

e .....................4ooIF e.
- - '.... 241 reduced

400 400 ...........
450(F_50 °F 450 oF

360 i J _ ' t J t. _ 360 ' t I , ..1..__..l J. I
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400

Time(days) Time(days)
• calculated • calculated

Figure 4. Tensile-Strength Degradation History Figure 5. Tensile-Strength Degradation History
Measured in Material Time for Heat-up Measured in Material Time for Cool-down
Temperature History. Temperature History.

adjusted to correspond to that which would have dependencies. The tensile strength both degrades
produced the same amount of degradation with time at a instantaneously (corresponding to the temperature
constant temperature of 230 °F. From that point the above 350 °F) and decays exponentially with time in
tensile strength again decays for the next 300 days. As the precise manner as that for temperatures above

the temperature is increased instantaneously to 400 °F, 250 °F (see Figure 5). After the first 25 days of
the material-time is first re-adjusted to that which would exponential decay in strength at 450 °F, the
have produced the same amount of degradation with time temperature is decreased instantaneously to 250 °F.
at a constant temperature of 250 °F, and then Because there is no recovery on cooling and the time-
instantaneously degraded as a result of temperature dependent degradation is unchanged, the tensile
exposure above 350 °F. This two-step process is strength continues the exponential decay for the next
necessary because the coupled time- and temperature- 25 days until the temperature is decreased

dependence occurs only for temperatures between 200 instantaneously to 240 °F. At 240 °F there is still no
and 250 °F. The tensile-strength equation predicts the recovery, but there is a material-time adjustment
same time-dependent degradation at 250 °F as it does at corresponding to the time-dependent material

350 °F. Above 350 °F, the time-dependent degradation degradation that would have occurred at a constant
remains the same, but the instantaneous temperature- temperature of 240 °F. In this case, the material time
dependent degradation term is activated. At this point obviously is adjusted forward. Figure 6 illustrate the
the tensile strength again decays over the next 150 days. degradation resulting from these two temperature
At the next instantaneous temperature increase to histories in real time.
450 °F, no adjustment is made to the material time, but

instantaneous degradation occurs that corresponds to the CREEP RESPONSE
increase in temperature above 350 °F. The basis for the Hanford-concrete creep relation

implemented in ANACAP-U is given as follows. The
/. -_A somewhat different but analogous procedure is CTL/PCA program tested six 4,500 lbf ]rr Hanford

used to address the cool-down transient illustrated in concrete cylinders to obtain creep strain data at

Figure 3. Starting at 450 °F, the tensile-strength 250 and 350 °F under an applied stress of 500 and
equation decouples the time and temperature 1,500 lbf/in 2. Because of the limited nature of these
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where T is temperature in °F ,and _b(T) is unitless.
560 , , , i ,' , . , . , • , . , . , , The resulting creep-compliance function is shown in

.,--.,

520 _"'-'--_-'x h Figure 7 as a function of time and temperature.eat up

_" 480 _ Creep Compliance

(10 -6 m/in / Ibf/in 2) (OF)

Temperature

440 4 1 _ _ r

._ _ cooldown . . . 450
400 "" .... 3 5

350
360 , i , I , I , i , i , i , i , i , 3 "

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 906

Time (days) 2 5

Figure 6. Tensile-Strength Degradation History _ 250
Measured in Real Time for Heat-up and 2 _ --
Cool-down Temperature Histories.

15 " 200

data and apparent inconsistencies when extrapolated to I ....... 150
lower temperatures with other data in the literature, an -
effort was made to base the Hanford concrete creep 05
response on the broader database available through the ...... .... 100
literature. There is very little data for creep of concrete 0 _ , _ _ __.t____o i0 20 30 40 50 60
at temperatures above 200 °F. Browne [6] and Time (years)
Hannant [7] have reported data in the temperature range
from 68 to 200 °F and for hold-times up to Figure 7. ANACAP-U Hanford-Concrete Creep
approximately 1,000 days. The Hannant data appears to Compliance vs. Time at Temperature.
be the most consistent qualitatively and is used as the
basis for the specific creep function for Hanford MATERIAL PROPERTY SENSITIVITY

concrete. On the basis of these data, the creep
compliance J is assumed to be a function of time and THERMAL EXPANSION COEFFICIENT
temperature only and can be represented as VARIATION

Two sets of thermal expansion tests were

J(T,t) = dp(T) C(t) (4) performed by CTL/PCA on 0.5-in.-diameter
specimens, including six from Hanford structures, and

where C(t) is the specific creep function vs. time, and eight specimens prepared by CTL/PCA according to
_(T) is a temperature enhancement factor. With the the Hanford 4,500 lbf/in 2 and 3,000 lbf/in 2 design
Hannant data from 167 °F, a four-term exponential mixes [8]. CTL reported mean thermal expansion
series is fit by James [4] to the data as coefficient (c_) values ranging from 2.1 to

4.5 X 10 .6 in/in-°F for a temperature range of 72 to

C(t) -- 0.1936 (1 - e-°°69`) + 0.280 (1 - e-°°°69t) 1,000 °F. The CTL/PCA data from [21 is the most
consistent with an average c_ of 4.2 x 10 .6 in/in-°F

+ 0.375 (I - e-0.00069,) obtained from cyclic thermal-expansion tests. The
(5) smallest value of c_derived from core samples of tank

+ 0.348 (1 - e-o.oooo69t), farm structures over the temperature range of interest
(72 to 450 OF) is 1.6 x 10.6 in/in-°F. The range
comprising all of the data reported by CTL/PCA,

where time is in days and C(t) is in units of lO 6 in/in including the tank farm specimens, is roughly

per lbf/in 2. The temperature shift then is fit from the +1.5 x 106 in/in-°F. A maximum value of
other Hannant data with a power series as 5.7 X 10 -6 in/in-°F represents the mean value from the

cyclic tests described in Reference ]21plus half the

_(T) = 226.09 - 0.00429 T range from all of the test data. The normal range of
concrete thermal expansion coefficient is from

+ 147.52 T 0'367 - 309.26 T -°'44 (6) 4.5 to 7 x 10 -6 in/in-°F.
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The number of parameters that contribute to the EFFECTS OF COMPRESSIVE STRENGTtt

variability of the coefficient of thermal expansion makes VARIATION

it difficult to specify any single representative value. A Three wdues of compressive strength, 3,000,
small value may be conservative because it creates a 4,597, and 5,889 lbf/in 2, are used to investigate the
greater differential in the thermal expansion between the sensitivity of compressive strength to the ultimate
concrete and the reinforcement. This differential collapse load of the 241-C-106 tank. Figure 8 shows
expansion could cause additional tensile stress and thus results of these cases plotted together. The jump
cracking. A large value clearly will result in greater discontinuity, associated with a sudden increase in

thermal expansion and will be much more sensitive to wide-spread cracking, decreases with decreasing
thermal gradients. Theretbre, in the 241-@106 case strength. With 3,000 lbf/in: concrete the collapse load
study, the structural response to the historical nmximum is only about 15 percent less than for the lower-bound
temperature experienced by the tank was studied with the (95/95) concrete. The difference between the best-
an upper- and lower-bound value of _. estimate and the lower-bound concrete is about the

same as that between the 3,000 Ibf/in 2and the lower-

Compressive stresses near the haunch region are bound concrete. Clearly, ultimate capacity is not
larger with the lower-bound-c_ case while stresses directly proportional to concrete strength. In fact, the
elsewhere tend to be larger with the upper-bound-oe case. dome collapse load shows only a 15-percent change

i Larger radial displacements are evident with the case of with a corresponding 35-percent change in compressive
the upper-bound _,, particularly toward the bottom of the strength. This implies that the collapse load is

wall where temperatures are greatest. Cracking was not approximately proportions! ,o the square root of the
strongly influenced by this range in {,. compression strength.

Section forces and moments corresponding to the

two bounding cases of c_also were reviewed. Section s
shear in the lower hall" of the tank tends to be larger for
the case with the upper-bound _; however, factors of 0ye,u's .

safety for shear in this portion of the tank are, in 7 ..............
__ best-estimate

general, sufficiently large to absorb larger section _,,n_,_t_(¢o_q_
6

shears. The exception occurs at the basemat adjacent to _ ---_o,,,e_-bo,,,,_
the knuckle, where shear with the lower-bound c_is g ¢o,,_,_t_(_o_o

nearly twice the shear with the upper--bound _,. tinder 5 ...... 3000 Ibf/in"2 ' [ '

combined axial and moment load, a larger value of _ is _ _,,n_,_t_,:olu3) :: / ,
beneficial in that the moment capacity is increased (for z. ........... .: / e:

axial loads less than the "balance point" load). Thus, a
greater moment is not of concern in cases where the
axial load increase is at least proportional to the moment _ 3 ., ,j

increase and the axial load is less than the "balance _ . :/:"
point" load. At some of the tank sections, the moment 2 .
increase resulting from the upper-bound _xout paces the _.-" fJ

• '"_.i[ ';"" Load distributed at
axial load increase. Sufficient capacity generally exists 1 •/ i ,_o,l_u,-r_¢ow,

......f _...,.,a_I' 10-fl radius aboutat these sections to accommodate the larger demand. An
center of tank dome

exception to this is at iLtermediate dome sections, where 0 _ ....... , .... , .... -_--_-
the upper-bound value of oecould generate a moment
greater than that allowed by the code. 0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000

Surface Load (tons)

Neither of the two potential code violations Figure 8. Sensitivity of Load-Deflection Curve and
attributable to the upper-bound value of c_ are extreme. Tank Capacity to Concrete Properties.
Therefore, the lower-bound value of (, for Hanford
concrete is considered in the detailed evaluations because 241-C-106 DEMONSTRATION CASE

it produces a more severe condition for the more critical On the basis of the upper-bound thermal analysis
haunch region of the tank structure, presented in Figure 9, analysts determined histories of
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Figure 10. Predicted Concrete Compressive

Figure 9. Upper-Bound Temperature History at Strength Degradation at Selected
Selected Locations in Tank 241-C-106. Locations in Tank 241-C-106 for Upper-

Bound Temperature History and Lower-
concrete properties at various points in the Bo,md Concrete Properties.
241-C-106 tank (elastic modulus, compressive strength,

and tensile strength). Figure 10 shows the degradation probability that an individual test have a compressive
of the compressive strength at selected locations in the strength below that specified by more than 500 lbf/in 2.
tank for the lower-bound concrete properties. There is When applied to at least 30 tests, the following two

no recovery in stiffness or strength associated with equations satisfy these conditions, respectively:
decreases in temperature. However, the compressive

strength at any location did not degrade below the for = fc' + 1.34 s (7)
specified compressive strength of 3,000 lbf/in 2. for = f_' + 2.33 s - 500 (8)

VERIFICATION OF IN SlTU CONDITIONS where
THROUGH CORE SAMPLE DATA

With the exception of Poisson's ratio, the properties f_' = specified compressive strength
of concrete typically are derived from its compressive f_r = mean compressive strength
strength by means of standard empirical relations. s = standard deviation.
Therefore, this discussion is limited to compressive

strength, even though independent equations were The CTL/PCA degraded-concrete data is
provided for tensile strength and elastic modulus by inarguably the most relevant to the Hanford waste-tank
Henager [3]. No control-cylinder compressive-test concrete. The mean of this data is not a single value,

results from the actual construction phase are available, but rather a function of hold time at temperature.
However, a review of construction specifications and Even though the quality control in the laboratory is
associated ASTM field strength requirements indicate expected to be greater than that obtainable in the field,
that quality control was an integral part of the 241-C-106 imposing the ACI Section 5.3.2 requirement on the
tank construction. The extent to which the mean 28-day CTL/PCA data provides an estimate of the
concrete strength was in excess of the specified design compressive strength that could be used as the

strength can be only estimated, specified strength as a function of time at temperature.
Unlike the Henager equation, a regression analysis

The ASTM specification that governed the tank using only the 3,000 lbf/in 2 Hanford concrete mix
construction required that the compressive strength from specimens was performed on the CTL/PCA data. The

90 percent of all tests be greater than 90 percent of the form of the Henager equation was kept intact. The
specified compressive strength. Section 5.3.2 of standard deviation was calculated as the error from the
ACI 318-89 [9] requires a probability of less than 1 in mean (best-fit) function. Figure 1 1 illustrates as a
100 that the average of three consecutive tests fall below function of temperature for a 55-year hold time, a

the specified compressive strength and a similar comparison between the compressive strengths that
Equations 7 and 8 would imply from the PCA data and
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the Henager predicted compressive strengths (best-
estimate and lower-bound). Com'_ressive

Stren _th(lbf/in2)
6000 . i r_ l 1 r ....... -r....

On the basis of the CTL/PCA data, an tmdegraded ,, ,, ,, ,, ,<.,
G G G G ¢"'_"

specified compressive strength of 5,442 lbf/in _'would 5500 ..... o ',_i......
have satisfied the ACI criteria The use of the Henager " '. '

lower tolerance band equation shows a great deal of 5000 ,o',..
,_ .,_. ....

O "1_.

conservatism relative to what the AC! would define as 4500 " * ",,.
the specified compressive strength A m_uor factor ,,.,_. o o. ,,,,• rl O -/.,

leading to this observation is the relatively small 4000 ,=, '*--..,.2£_,
standard deviatior_ of 294 lbf/in:. Even with a relatively, " -'.'_",

o.--

large standard deviation of 700 lbf/in e, more typically 3500

found in the field, the resulting ACI-specified 3000_- . -
compressive strength of 4,702 lbf/in: would still be

larger than the 4,597 lbf/in-' compressive strength 2500 Time=55years - -
predicted by the lower-bound Henager equation for
undegraded Hanford concrete. The statistical 2oo0 ___._t.........._. J t t.... a_.... •100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450

Temperature(°F)
significance of the Henager correlation, leaves little -- Henager best-estimate (Equation 2)
doubt that the trend of properly degradation with hold .... Henager lower-bound (Equation 2 lowertoleranceband)

time at temperature is appropriate for assessing the " PCAbest-fitfor3,000psi data only

in situ concrete properties. The only debated issues is o PCA-ACImean- 134 s (Equation 7)PCA-ACImean- 2.33s +500 (Fxluation8)
the magnitude ot" in situ concrete strength before
exposure to high temperatures.

Figure 11. Hanford Concrete Compressive Strength

Tests performed on core samples of concrete from Comparison vs. Temperature at 55-Year
Hartford structures were reviewed. ACI recognizes that Hold Time: Henager Correlation
core samples typically exhibit a strength slightly lower (Equation 2) Compared to ACI
than that from control cylinder tests which are the basis Requirements (Equations 7 and 8).

of the ACI specified compressive strength requirements.
Section 5.6.4.4 of ACI 318 191 requires only that the compressive strength; dividing this average by 0.85
average compressive strength from three consecutive yields a specified compressive strength of
core samples be greater than 85 percent of the specified 4,388 lbf/in:. The probabdity that the three core
strength and that no single test show a minimum samples with the lowest compressive strength were

taken consecutively, as required by ACI 318 tocompressive strength lower than 75 percent of the
confirm the specified compressive strength, isspecified strength. In terms of the core sample data

reviewed, the average strength was calculated for each 1 in 220. From among all the data derived from the
data set (i.e, 241-T, -A, -U Waste Tanks, 241-SX-115 core sample tests, the lowest compressive strength

Waste Tank, PUREX M and N Cell, and PUREX from any single sanaple divided by 0.75 yields a

Sample GalleD.'). Only the data with temperatures less specified compressive strength of 4,587 lbf/i_r_.
than 200 °F were used to represent the in situ-specified
compressive strength belore degradation. The PUREX There is no evidence that the compressive strength

M and N Cell data showed the lowest average strength of the original in-place concrete was less than
of 6,215 lbf/in". The average of all the low temperature 3,000 lbf/in 2, but substantial evidence suggests that it
data is 7,634 lbf/in _, remarkably high for 3,000 lbf/in 2 was much greater than this. Even after three decades

of service, the 241-SX-1 15 tank exhibited a meanspecified-compressive-strength concrete, but not

unexpected for low-temperature, aged concrete, which compressive strength in excess of the specified
typically gains in strength with time. compressive strength by a factor of two I10l. The

single compressive strength test on a core sample from

The magnitude of the in situ.-specified compressive 241-C-106 resulting in a value of 6,430 lbf/il_ supports
the validity of using the Henager lower-bound (95/95)strength can be confirmed by taking the average of the

three lowest tested strength cores divided by 0.85 ,'rod correlation to represent the in situ mechanical

taking the overall lowest tested strength divided by 0.75. properties of the concrete, ,and is consistent with
The core sample tests revealed that the samples from the reported concrete strength for similar concrete [Ill.
PUREX M and N Cells had the lowest average
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CONCLUSION [4] James, R. J. and Y. R. Rashid, 1993,
ANACAP- U Theory Manual Supplement for

The 241-C-106 structural analysis illustrates a Hanford Concrete, ANA-QA-124, Rev. 2,

practical approach to predicting the in situ conditions of ANATECH Research Corporation, San Diego,
waste tank concrete subjected to a high-temperature California. (ANACAP-U is a trademark of
environment. In this case study the in situ compressive ANATECH Research Corporation.)
strength is predicted to be greater than the minimum
specified strength even after 45 years of service. The [5] HKS, 1989, ABAQUS User's Manual, Version

compressive strength degradation behavior is strongly 4.8 with 4.9 Supplement, Hibbitt, Karlsson &
supported by statistical analysis of laboratory data. The Sorensen, Inc., Pawtucket, Rhode Island.
magnitude of the compressive strength found in actual (ABAQUS is a trademark of Hibbitt, Karlsson
in situ core san_ples supports the ascertain that the in situ & Sorensen, Inc.)
strength is greater than originally specified.
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EFFECT OF VISCOSITY ON SEISMIC RESPONSE OF WASTE STORAGE TANKS

Yu Tang, R. Aziz Uras, and Yao-Wen Chang
Argonne National Laboratory

9700 South Cass Avenue

Argonne, IL 60439

and
Howard J. Eckert

Hanford Program Office
U.S. Department of Energy

ABSTRACT

A study of the effect of viscosity on the dynamic response of a liquid
storage tank subjected to base excitations is presented. The tank is a
typical high level waste storage tank which has a diameter of 50 ft. and
liquid height of 20.4 ft. The liquid density is taken to be 93.6 !b/ft 3. The
tank is assumed to be rigid. Both harmonic and earthquake excitations are
used in the study. The finite element method is employed to attack the
problem. The response functions examined include the sloshing wave
height and the impulsive and convective components of the hydrodynamic
pressure. A small tank, about 1/15 the size of the typical waste storage
tank, is also used in the study to understand the effect of viscosity on the
response of liquid storage tanks and to investigate the dependency of the
viscosity effect on the size of the tank. The results of this study show that
the effect of viscosity depends strongly on the size of the liquid-tank
system. For the typical waste storage tank considered, the effect of
viscosity on the sloshing wave height and the impulsive and convective
pressures is very small and can be neglected. For the viscosity effect to
become noticeable in the response of the typical waste storage tank, the
liquid viscosity must be greater than 10,000 cP. This value is far greater
than the estimated viscosity value of the high level wastes, which may
range from 60 to 200 cP.

*This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy, Technology Support
Programs under Contract No. W-31-109-Eng-38.
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INTRODUCTION convective components, the reader is referred to
Housner [2]. It should be mentioned herein that

The dynamic response of liquid storage in this paper, all responses are considered to be
tanks subjected to earthquake ground motions has linear.
been the subject of numerous studies in the past
thirty years. A fundamental assumption made in LIQUID-TANK SYSTEM AND
most of the previous studies is that the liquid is INPUT GROUND MOTIONS
incompressible and inviscid. Therefore, the effect
of the liquid viscosity on the dynamic response of Two liquid-tank systems are studied in this
the liquid-tank system is neglected. Recently, paper. One is a large tank, which is a typical
DOE-EM has initiated a high-level waste tank high level waste storage tank, with a diameter of
safety pl'ogram. One of the objectives of the 50 ft. and liquid height of 20.4 ft., and the other
safety program is to develop seismic design and is a small tank with a diameter of 40 in. and
evaluation criteria for use in assessing the seismic liquid height of 18 in. Both tanks are assumed to
response of the existing underground high level be rigidly supported on their bases. The base
waste (HLW) storage tanks and for use as design excitations considered include both the harmonic
guides for new underground HLW storage tanks, excitations and earthquake motions. The
As the high level waste is quite viscous, use of the harmonic excitations used herein are sinusoidal
methods based on inviscid assumption for the waves with the amplitude of 1 in./sec 2, and the
liquid becomes questionable. Thus, one of the excitations frequencies of resonant and non-
tasks in the DOE seismic design and evaluation resonant frequencies of the liquid-tank systems are
program for underground waste storage tanks is to considered. The earthquake motions used are: (1)
study the effect of viscosity on the dynamic a ten-second synthetic time history whose
response of the tank. As is well known, if response spectrum matches the Newmark-Hall
viscosity is to be included in the analysis, the median response spectrum with a damping value
governing equations become very complicated, and of 2% of critical and is anchored to the ZPA of
in most cases, closed form solutions are 0.24 g, and (2) a 29-second longitudinal
unattainable. Therefore, it is necessary to use the component of the September 16, 1978 Tabas
finite element method to attack the problem earthquake in Iran which has a peak acceleration
numerically. The finite element computer code of 0.81 g. These two earthquakes are identified in
used in this study is FLUSTR-ANL (FLUid- this paper as Base Motion 1 and Base Motion 2,
STRucture interaction code developed at Argonne respectively.
National Laboratory). For the theoretical
background and algorithm used in FLUSTR-ANL, SYSTEM RESPONSE TO
the reader is referred to Chang et. al. [1]. HARMONIC EXCITATIONS

The objectives of this paper are (1) to An earthquake motion can be viewed as a
elucidate the effect of viscosity on the dynamic series of harmonic excitations with different
response of the liquid-tank system, and (2) to frequencies. In order to get insight into the
provide guidance for the analysis of the HLW tank problem investigated, the responses of the system
considering the effect of viscosity. Both harmonic to the harmonic excitations are studied first. The
and earthquake excitations are used as the input harmonic excitations used herein are the
motions. The response functions examined incl_de sinusoidal waves with the maximum acceleration
the sloshing wave height, the impulsive and scaled to 1 in./sec _. Two excitation frequencies of
convective components of the hydrodynamic the sinusoidal waves are used for the small liquid-
pressure. For the definitions of the impulsive and tank system: the first sloshing frequency of 0.915
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Hz and a non-resonant frequency of 5 Hz. For the SYSTEM RESPONSE TO
large liquid-tank system, only one excitation EARTHQUAKE MOTIONS
frequency is used; it is a non-resonant frequency
of 0.5 Hz. The computer simulations of the The two earthquake motions, Base Motion
responses of the two liquid-tank systems are 1 and Base Motion 2, are used as the input
performed. The calculation is terminated until the motions to perform the seismic response analyses,
response of the system reaches its steady state, and the results are presented in this section.
The results are summarized as follows.

Small Tank

Small Tank Three values of viscosity are used in this
The total and impulsive pressures at various analysis. They are 60, 200 and 1000 cP. The

heights along the tank wall and the sloshing wave maximum sloshing wave heights, the convective
height for the values of viscosity equal to 60, 200 pressure and impulsive pressure exerted on the
and 1000 cP are tabulated in Tables 1 and 2 for tank wall of the small liquid-tank system
harmonic excitation cases with frequencies of subjected to two input motions are presented in
0.915 and 5 Hz, respectively. The data listed in Table 4. Examining the data presented in Table
these tables are the steady state responses after the 4, one observes that both sloshing wave height
cessation of the influence of the initial conditions, and convective pressure decrease with the increase
The following trends are observed in these tables, of the value of viscosity; however, the impulsive

pressure is practically unaffected by the effect of
1. The sloshing wave height and the total viscosity. This observation is consistent with that

pressure are noticeably affected by the of the harmonic analysis.
fluid viscosity especially for the case
presented iri Table 1. Large Tankt

The response functions for the large liquid-
2. The impulsive pressure is affected neither tank system are presented in Table 5 which are

by the viscosity nor by the frequency of the counterparts of the data presented in Tables 4.
the excitation. Observing the data of Table 5, one can see a

slight decrease for the sloshing wave and the
Since the convective pressure is the associated convective pressure as the value of the

difference of the total pressure and the impulsive viscosity increases. This decrease, which is, for
pressure, from the above observations one can all practical purposes, negligible, is much smaller
conclude that the convective pressure is affected than that observed in the small liquid-tank system.
by the viscosity effect. This indicates that, for the same liquid viscosity,

the effect of viscosity on the dynamic response of
Large Tank the liquid-tank system depends on the size of the

The response functions at various heights tank-liquid system. Also, observed in Table 5 is
along the wall of the large-tank system for the that the impulsive pressure remains the same for
values of viscosity equal to 60, 200 and 1000 cP all values of viscosity considered herein.
are tabulated in Table 3 for harmonic excitation
with a frequency of 0.5 Hz. One can see that the CONCLUSIONS
data presented in this table has the same trends as

those observed in Tables 1 and 2. The response characteristics of storage
tanks filled with high viscosity waste are
analyzed. In order to understand the effect of the

viscosity on a liquid-tank system, two types of
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Table 1. Harmonic response of sloshing wave height, total pressure, impulsive pressure for exciting
frequency of 0.915 Hz, small tank

Viscosity, cP

Response Function 60 200 1000

Sloshing Wave Height, in. 6.332 2.829 0.6807

Height, in.

17.125 29.37 13.13 3.155

15.25 24.75 11.07 2.665

13.25 20.92 9.366 2.248

Total 11.125 17.68 7.916 1.894
Pressure 9.0 15.25 6.834 1.637

psi x 10.2 7.0 13.52 6.058 1.446

5.125 12.37 5.547 1.333

3.25 11.57 5.190 1.241

1.25 11.15 5.004 1.2G7

0.125 11.13 4.997 1.240

Height, in.

17.125 0.0467 0.0466 0.0468

15.25 0.0879 0.0878 0.0885

13.25 0.1192 0.1192 0.1201

11.125 0.1449 0.1449 0.1459
Impulsive
Pressure, 9.0 0.1634 0.1634 0.1641

psi x 10.2 7.0 0.1766 0.1766 0.1776

5.125 0.1851 0.1851 0.1854

3.25 0.1911 0.1911 0.1918

1.25 0.1941 0.1941 0.1938

0.125 0.1940 ' 0.1943 0.1915
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Table 2. ttarmonic response of sloshing wave height, total pressure, impulsive pressure for exciting
frequency of 5 Hz, small tank

Viscosity, cP

Response Function 60 200 1000

Sloshing Wave Height, in. 0.007322 0.003397 0.002348

Height, in.

17.125 0.05991 0.04399 0.0381

15.25 0.09886 0.08583 0.08174

13.25 0.1287 0.1176 0.1143

Total 11.125 0.1529 0.1437 0.1408
Pressure 9.0 0.1704 0.1625 0.1600

psi x 10.2 7.0 0.1827 0.1757 0.1736

5.125 0.1908 0.1844 0.1824

3.25 0.1964 0.1904 0.1886

1.25 0.1993 0.1936 0.1917

0.125 0.1995 0.1938 0.1923

Height, in.

17.125 0.0468 0.0468 0.0467

15.25 0.0879 0.0878 0.0878

13.25 0.1193 0.1193 0.1191

11.125 0.1448 0.1448 0.1448
Impulsive
Pressure, 9.0 0.1635 0.1634 0.1633
psi x 10.2

7.0 0.1766 0.1766 0.1766

5.125 0.1852 0.1851 0.1850

3.25 0.1911 0.1911 0.1912

1.25 0.1942 0.1942 0.1941

0.125 0.1946 0.1944 0.1947
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Table 3. Harmonic response of sloshing wave height, total pressure, impulsive pressure for exciting
frequency of 0.5 Hz, large tank

Viscosity, cP

Response Function 60 200 1000

Sloshing Wave Height, in. 1.00 1.00 .986

lteight, in.

220.8 2.300 2.296 2.271

172.8 2.444 2.440 2.421

133.8 2.758 2.755 2.740

Total 103.8 2.931 2.929 2.915
Pressure 78.8 3.030 3.028 3.016

psi × 10"z 59.8 3.085 3.083 3.071

41.8 3.122 3.120 3.109

23.8 3.145 3.143 3.132

9.8 3.153 3.151 3.139

2.4 3.154 3.152 3.141

Height, in.

220.8 0.9153 0.9152 0.9149

172.8 1.7765 1.7765 1.7762

133.8 2.1849 2.1847 2.1843

103.8 2.4162 2.4162 2.4161
Impulsive
Pressure, 78.8 2.5496 2.5495 2.5490
psi x 10.2

59.8 2.6255 2.6255 2.2656

41.8 2.6767 2.6766 2.6761

23.8 2.70,'36 2.7086 2.7085

9.8 2.7186 2.7185 2.7178

2.4 2.7195 2.7194 2.7186
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Table 4. Seismic response of large tank liquid system

Base Motion 1 Base Motien 2

Response Function Viscosity, cP Viscosity, cP

60 200 1000 60 200 1000

Sloshing Wave 22.42 22.41 22.40 55.72 55.69 55.55
Height, in.

Height

220.8 0.877 0.877 0.876 2.137 2.136 2.130

172.8 0.648 0.647 0.647 1.587 1.587 1.582

133.8 0.535 0.535 0.534 1.333 1.333 1.330

103.8 0.470 0.470 0.469 1.182 1.181 1.178
Convective

78.8 0.433 0.433 0.433 1.093 1.092 1.090
Pressure, psi

59.8 0.412 0.412 0.412 1.042 1.041 1.038

41.8 0.398 0.398 0.397 1.007 1.007 1.004

23.8 0.389 0.389 0.389 0.986 0.985 0.982

9.8 0.386 0.386 0.386 0.979 0.979 0.976

2.4 0.386 0.386 0.386 0.978 0.977 0.974

Height, in.

220.8 0.848 0.848 0.848 2.871 2.871 2.871

172.8 1.645 1.645 1.645 5.572 5.572 5.572

133.8 2.023 2.023 2.023 6.852 6.852 6.852

103.8 2.237 2.237 2.237 7.578 7.578 7.578

Impulsive 78.8 2.360 2.360 2.360 7.996 7.996 7.996
Pressure, psi

59.8 2.431 2.431 2.431 8.234 8.234 8.234

41.8 2.478 2.478 2.478 8.395 8.395 8.395

23.8 2.508 2.508 2.508 8.495 8.495 8.495

9.8 2.517 2.517 2.517 8.526 8.526 8.526

2.4 2.518 2.518 2.518 8.529 8.5 29 8.529
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Table 5. Seismic response of small tank liquid system

Base Motion 1 Base Motion 2

Response Function Viscosity, cP Viscosity, cP

60 200 1000 60 200 1000

Sloshing Wave 12.44 10.85 6.86 17.16 15.45 11.16
Height, in.

Height

17.125 0.567 0.492 0.322 0.738 0.668 0.519

15.25 0.470 0.408 0.273 0.597 0.548 0.434

13.25 0.391 0.304 0.231 0.492 0.457 0.362

11.125 0.327 0.287 0.195 0.408 0.382 0.303
Convective

9.0 0.280 0.248 0.168 0.348 0.327 0.261
Pressure, psi

7.0 0.248 0.220 0.149 0.306 0.288 0.232

5.125 0.226 0.202 0.137 0.279 0.263 0.212

3.25 0.212 0.189 0.128 0.260 0.246 0.199

1.25 0.204 0.182 0.124 0.250 0.236 0.192

0.125 0.205 0.182 0.131 0.249 0.237 0.204

Height, in.

17.125 0.0434 0.0433 0.0430 0.147 0.147 0.147

15.25 0.0814 0.0813 0.082 0.276 0.276 0.275

13.25 0.110 0.110 0.111 0.374 0.374 0.373

11.125 0.134 0.134 0.135 0.454 0.454 0.454
Impulsive

Pressure, psi 9.0 0.151 0.151 0.151 0.513 0.513 0.512

7.0 0.164 0.164 0.164 0.554 0.554 0.553

5.125 0.171 0.171 0.171 0.581 0.581 0.580

3.25 0.177 0.177 0.178 0.599 0.599 0.599

1.25 0.180 0.180 0.179 0.609 0.609 0.608

0.125 0.180 0.180 0.1.80 0.610 0.610 0.609
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tanks are considered. One is a typical HLW tank,
the other is a small tank 1/15 the size of the ttLW

tank. The response of these two tanks is analyzed
under both harmonic and seismic input motions.
The results show that for all practical purposes, the
impulsive pressure is not affected by the fluid
viscosity. However, the size of the tank is an
important factor for the viscosity to affect other
response quantities such as the sloshing wave
height and the convective pressures. Nevertheless,
for typical HLW tanks with viscosity values
observed in practice (60-200 cP), the viscosity
effects are negligible.
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LOCAL STRAINS IN WASTE TANK DEFLAGRATION ANALYSIS (U)

BJ Bryan and H.E. Flanders, Jr.

Westinghouse Savannah River C:ompan v
Savannah River Site

Building 707-4qB
Aiken, South Carolina 2qSt)8

ABSTRACT

In recent years extensive effort has bc,en expended to qualify buried nuclear
waste storage tanks under accident conditions. One of these conditions is

deflagration of the combustible gasses which may build up over time. While
much work has been done to calculate the general strain state, less effort has
been made to address the local strains at structural discontinuities.

An analytical method is presented for calculating these local strains and
combining them with the general strain state. A closed form solution of the
local strains is compared to a finite element solution.

INTRODUCTION deflagration, the sudden increase in pressure could

cause the primary tank wall to expand and contact
Some forms of nuclear waste release combustible the secondary wall. The primary wall would be bent

gasses as they undergo radiological decay. These around the obstructions in the annulus causing
gasses can accumulate inside nuclear waste storage localized strains. Figure 1 shows the tank
tanks and, if ignited, can burn rapidly. This configuration. The instrument probe shown is the
deflagration event would cause a rapid increase in _bstruction which caused the higl,.'st local strain.
internal tank pressure and temperature. Since most
tanks are not designed fl_r deflagration this is a

beyond design basis event, lbiPlb Combustible
A common approach to deflagration analysis of Gasses

waste tanks is to use a strain limit as an acceptance
criterion. This is the methodology used in

NUREG/CR-5405 [1 ]. A nuclear waste storage tank at I_IPI_ Primary
Savannah River Site's In-Tank Precipitation facility Tank
is analyzed using this methodology. The tank design Secondary
details and strain analysis rnethodology are Tank

discussed below. I,
Liquid

TANK DESIGN Waste
The waste tank analyzed is a buried double

walled cylindrical tank with a center column. It is Ib_ib Bracket
designed with a steel wall as primary containment,
and a reinforced concrete vault with a steel liner as & Bolts

secondary containment. In the annular space between
the two walls are ventilatim_ ducts, instrument

tubing, and other obstructions. In the event ()f a Figure 1. Waste Tank Design
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Figure 2 shows a section view of the instrument probe sophistication knockdown factor, K I. This paper

and bracket, presents a method for calculating K l based on the

structural design details and the refinement of theII I I Illl I I Illll I Ill

Primary Tank ? global strain calculation.i i

When calculating the model sophistication
knockdown factor, K l, the strain concentrations from

all source::, must be included. In addition the engineer
must be careful not to include strains addressed in the

far field analysis. This paper documents a closed
form solution for calculating K l, the model

sophistication factor, and compares it to a finite
element sol u tion.

LOCAL STRAINS

Local strains ,art, produced bv structural

discontinuities or design details. Since the global or

far field strain analysis uses an axisvmmetric modelt,_ _ which produces the general strain state, the local

strains are not addressed by the FEA. The nlodel

sophistication knockdown factor, K t, addresses these

local strains. This paper presents an analytical

method for calculating the local strains, combining
them with the general strain state, and quantifyingFigure 2. Waste Tank Design Details
the value of K1.

NUREG/CR-5405 METHODOLOGY

In NUREG/CR-5405 111 the general strain state
calculation is a finite element analysis (FEA) based ANALYSIS

on axisvmrnetric theory or a small (5+ to 10':) wedge
which does not address local strain concentrations. The local strains caused bv bending the primary

tank wall around the bolts and bracket are calculated
The general or far field strains are accepted based on
the uniaxiai tiltimate strain, e,,, which has been using two methods: classical closed form solution, and
reduced by three factors: the finite element method.

CLOSED FORM SOLUTION
K! - Model Sophistication Factor
K_ - As Built (kmdition Factor The h)cai strains art, calculated using classical

- limit analysis methods bv t-lodge [31 and plastic
K_ - Material Degradation Factor strain distribution methods bv Nadai 14l.

In addition to the K factors from NUREG/CR- Equilibrium Equations

5405 [1], the uniaxial ultimate strain, e,,, must be Assuming flat (in lieu of curved) plates
reduced by a triaxial strain factor in order to address separated by the height of the stud bolts and pipe
multiaxial loading. This triaxiality factor, TF, was clamp, the plastic hinges of the system are identified

originally proposed by Davis and Connelly [21. as follows. The equations of equilibrium, derived
from Figure 3, are as shown beh)w.

Therefore, the allowable strain, g,._l/, is

calculated as follows: Y M A .... M,_ -_-}],I_-- Vu_ ' - M u =(1 (2)

_4.,_ 2C,, _MI_:-Mt_ .t ,. +V,_t,. -M A =() (3)

C._;; = K_Ke K-_FF (1) _Fv = Vl_ + V a - p;,. = () (4)

NUREG/CR-54{)5 111 does not give a For the full plastic hinges at both pointsA & B,

methodology for calculating or quantifying the model the moments have the sarne value which is the
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Po 0.-_St, M0 nlb 3300

Applying tilt' value of tilt.' plastic hinge moment, tile
loading on the unit strip plate is as follows.

A Applied Loading (Unit Strip) PI, lb/in 75

Total Displacement (Stud Bolt
Height_ A in 2.5

: 3v7
Effective Length (,, -_ p_, l in 13.3

_tV-"X Reaction Force at A V ,_-=P¢_,, VA Ib 995

('e ..._ Rotation Angle 0 =:ta'l_k/t,. ! _ rad 0.186
[ -" ,,...._

The bendirlg moment in the prirnarv liner for this
Figure 3. Primary Tank Loading at Obstruction

loading is as follows.

ultimate moment of tile section (M a = M/_ = M¢_). It is 1 _

noted that the pressure loading which produces tile MI x_= A,'I_- V.._x+Tl',x" (8)
plastic hinge at point B applies a direct load on the

secondary liner and concrete. Thus, since the primary Using tilt, moment equation, tile length of tile plastic
tank between points A & B responds as a cantilever, region, (;,, is derived as follows.

the reaction force at point A is equal to tile total load Po '_on the tank section (V a = p/.), and tile reaction force

at point B is zero. Thus tile equilibriurn equations
reduce to the following. Mo

L
V A = pt, (5)

-M0 -TPt7 + P('7,- M. = 0 (_-,)
M_ VA

(:,.= _ (7) (;,

Thus it is concluded that tlle effective length Figure 4. Plastic Region of Primary Tank
(_,.) is a function of tile ultimate rnornent capacity of

tile material and tile applied pressure. Summing tile moments at point C, as shown in Figure
4, yields the following equation.

Results
,1

Tile ultimate moment capacity of the plate is Y--,Mc = M L- _ P¢_(i,+ V,,_tl,- M, = 0 (9)
based on tile material (ASTM A537 Class 1)

properties and is calculated as follows. The collapse Bending moment at initial yield Iload yield stress, (_0, is from tile ASME Code F1334.6 - '

point is as follows. M I ----M,/1 M 1 ] in lb 2200
[5] which allows the greater of 1.2S v and 1.5Sin, but Solving Equation (9) for t;, I
not larger than 0.7S_ _ I

_ = VA 4:_V;_ -4( l'o/2_lM,- M l ,_ (,, I ill 1.16
Collapse load Yield Stress I ;' 21PI_/21 I

(_l_= 0.7Su (_l_ ]psi 52,800

Plate Width (Unit) W [in 1.0 Since tile plastic zone of the plate extends on both
Plate Thickness t I in 0.5 sides of the support, the total plastic lm_gth, Lv, is a

Inertia (Unit Strip) 1 = @l,Vt3 1 [in 4 .Olt)4 nmfimum of 2;;,. Using tile angle of plastic rotation
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and tile total plastic length, tile plastic strains at strain and ultimate strain fron, a unia×ial tensile test

the plastic hinge are as follows. (See Figure 5.) as shown ill the following equation. Thi.s ratio
produces a K1 value that, when divided into the

Total plastic length LI, = 2t_, L, in 2.32 ultimate strain, reduces the strain allmvable by tilt,

Tile plastic "strain deflections" is value of the local strain.

_t',, St',, _l/t i ¢_tat,, =_+ =2_ )_ =_ 8e t in 0.0466 Using tlleultinlatestrain of E,,-:--0.18, tilt, Kt" 2 2 _ .2 ) 2 ' knockdown factor is calculated as follows.
Tilt, plastic strain is as follows.

c,,=8_:,,/G c,, %, t/,02/I
E ,, ]K1= =1.13 (l(/)

e,, -el, ]
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

The effective length and local strains are
_ calculated using tilt, ABAQUS finite elenlent code [61.

2 The model consists o! a deformalHe mesh of shell

elernents and a rigid surface. The shell elements
represent the primary tank wall as shown below in
Figure 6. Tile rigid surface represents the tank vault

wall and instrument probe bracket as shown in Figure
L 7. Tt:e FEM, like tile closed form solution, is based on

a unit strip theory.

Y

y-symmetw

×-symmetry y-sy mmetry

Figure 6. Deformable Finite Element Mesh

Figure 5. Plastic Strains

The total plastic strain is 2%. The implied
assumption in the preceding calculation is that the
plastic strains are uniforrnly distributed over the

total plastic length. The accuracy of this assumption
is investigated using the finite element method. ,_ eformable Mesh

The K 1 knockdown factor, when divided into Surface
the ultimate uniaxial strain, accounts for tile local z

strains caused by structural discontinuities. The x _[,r,vll,C,r,c,_-,ri,,,',vl,r,r,,,',value of the K1 factor is based on tile ratio of local
Figure 7. Finite Element Model
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Model Description ____ .....The primary tank and tile surface which it /contacts (the bracket, bolts al_d secondary vault wall) _"-'-'---------

are modeled in tile finite element analysis. [ [
i

The primary tank is modeled as a deformable
mesh of shell elements. A four node reduced

integration linear shell element with five Figure 8. Finite Element Model Displaced Shape
integration points through the thickness is used. Elastic-Perfectly Plastic Material

Symmetry boundary conditions are used to implement
the unit strip theory. The model also takes
advantage of symmetry at the instrument probe center

line as shown in Figure 7. '_--------._ ___ __

Two cases are analyzed. In the first case the

material properties are assumed to be elastic- ]_._ ]perfectly plastic. In the second case the material I1" ;,' _'_
strain hardening effects are included.

Figure 9. Finite Element Model Displaced Shape
Analysis Method Strain Hardening Material

In order to maintain tight tolerances on
equilibrium, the automatic pressure incrementation
scheme in ABAQUS is used. This implicit algorithm M0ximom Local Strain. The maximuna local

uses Newton's method [71 to integrate the equilibrium plastic strains calculated using the elastic-perfectly
equations. The pressure is applied incrementally up plastic finite element model are presented below in

to 75 psi, and the increment size is adjusted based on Figure 10. From the plastic strain contour plot it can
the convergence rate. The pressure increment size is be seen that the highest strain is 30% at the point
reduced when the contact conditions change and at where the primary tank contacts the bolts. The FEA
the onset of plastic deformation in the primary liner results are much higher than the closed form solution
near the bolt as dictated by the incrementation results because there is no redistribution of the strains

algorithm, to other parts of the structure. Once the section ,ff the
primary tank in contact with the bolt starts to yield

FEA Results the strains accumulate at that point.
The results of the finite element analysis

include displacements of the model and strains. As can be seen in Figure 11 below, the inclusion
of strain hardening material properties causes the

Effective Length, The effective length, l., plastic strains to redistribute away from the initial
calculated using the finite element model with point of yielding. The maximum plastic strain
elastic-perfectly plastic material properties is calculated using the strain hardening model is 2.6%.
presented below in Figure 8. From the displaced This is in good agreement with the closed form

shape plot it can be seen that the effective length is solution results. The assurnption that the plastic
13.8 in. The finite element solution is within strains are uniformly distributed over the total
engineering accuracyofthetheoretical, plastic length is fairly accurate for a strain

hardening material.
The finite element model which includes

material strain hardening effects produces an
effective length, t,, of 19.8 in. (Figure 9). This longer
effective length is attributed to the increased moment

capacity of the primary tank wall due to strain
hardening.
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• Tile closed form solution and tile strain

-4.19e-3 hardening finite element analysis are in good

+7.26e-2 Bolt agreement on the maximum plastic strain, ct,.

+1.50e-1 Location The assumption that the plastic strains are

uniformly distributed over the total plastic

+2.2,,e-1 length is reasonable for a strain hardening
+3.05e-1 material.

• The methods presented in this paper for
quantifying the NUREG/CR-5405 [1] model
.'_}phistication knockdown factor, K I, are valid.

Figure 10. Plastic Strain Contours from FEA
Elastic-Perfectly Plastic Material ACKNOWLEDGMENT
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CONTINUUM SOIL MODELING IN THE STATIC ANALYSIS OF BURIED STRUCTURES

L. J. Julyk, R. S. Marlow and C. J. Moore
Westinghouse Hartford Company

P. O. Box 1970

Richland, Washington

J. P. Day and A. D. Dyrness
ADVENT Engineering Services Inc.

3 Crow Canyon Court, Suite 100
San Ramon, California

ABSTRACT

Soil loading traditionally has been modeled as a hydrostatic pressure, a practice
acceptable for many design applications. In the analyses of buried structures with

predictive goals, soil compliance and load redistribution in the presence of soil
plasticity are important factors to consider in determining the appropriate response
of the structure. In the analysis of existing buried waste-storage tanks at the
U.S. Department of Energy's Hanford Site, three soil-tank interaction modeling
considerations are addressed. First, the soil interacts with the tank as the tank

expands and contracts during thermal cycles associated with changes in the heat
generated by the waste material as a result of additions and subtractions of the
waste. Second, the soil transfers loads from the surface to the tank and provides
support by resisting radial displacement of the tank haunch. Third, conventional

finite-element mesh development causes artificial stress concentrations in the soil
associated with differential settlement.

In predicting the response of the buried high-heat single-shell waste-storage tank
241-C-106 to thermal cycling and significant surcharge loading, a Drucker-Prager

plasticity model is used to address soil compliance and surcharge load distribution.
Triaxial test data from the Hanford Site are used to derive soil model parameters,
which are needed to describe the Drucker-Prager constitutive model.

Finite-element meshes normally are developed to represent the unloaded condition,
including the absence of gravity. Because of the significant stiffness and weight
differences between the soil and the buried structure, significant differential
settlement occurs as the gravity load is introduced. To address the differential
settlement, three methods of mesh development and corresponding gravity

application are described, in order of increasing complexity. The first method
involves the application of a prestress condition. The second method uses built-in
vertical "slip planes" where relative displacement is allowed to release artificial
stresses at locations of discontinuity. The third method uses a mesh that is
developed incrementally in layers to simulate the actual construction sequence.

INTRODUCTION Unlike the representation of soil via invariant traction

loads or grounded spring elements, the properly
In the static analysis of a buried structure, the formulated continuum model will distribute soil

benefits of modeling soil as a continuum are apparent, deadweight and surface loads correctly to the structure.
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Furthermore, it automatically will capture soil-structure Another widely known soil constitutive model is
interaction. Continuum soil models also allow the the Drucker-Prager model. The classical Drucker-
analyst to study the effects of backfilling and Prager model [4] postulates a yield function that

compaction, depends on the hydrostatic pressure and the magnitude
of the deviator stress. Until failure, the material

These benefits come at the expense of increased behaves as an elastic solid. On yielding, the material
complexity and cost of the analysis. Nonlinear finite- becomes perfectly plastic. The Drucker-Prager model
element analysis is the method of choice, because soil has been modified with post-yield strain hardening and
constitutive models are usually nonlinear. The material a compression cap on the yield surface. This modified
parameters for the analysis must be calibrated from Drucker-Prager model is included in the ABAQUS
nonstandard material test data. The finite-element mesh Version 5.2 finite-element computer code.
representing the soil must be defined so that there is

adequate refinement in regions of large stress gradients, Many other types of soil constitutive models have
and a sufficient volume of soil must be modeled to been proposed. In the 1960's, researchers at
preclude spurious boundary effects. Other important Cambridge proposed the critical state theories after
modeling considerations are contact conditions between observing the behavior of soil samples in a uniform

the soil and the structure, and the soil's initial stress state of stress and strain. The simplest critical state
state, model, often called the Cam-clay model, is a relatively

complicated four-parameter model. The critical state
This paper discusses briefly a few of the prevalent is the constant-volume state reached by samples

constitutive models for soil and describes various undergoing shearing deformation. The hyperbolic
techniques for developing suitable finite-element models model [5] is yet another soil constitutive model. In the
for the static analysis of buried structures. These hyperbolic model, the stress-strain relation is a
techniques are demonstrated by describing their use in hyperbolic equation. The equation is implicit in stress,

the axisymmetric analysis of a buried waste tank. This i.e., stress terms appear on both sides of the equation.
paper concludes by identifying several topics needing
additional study. FINITE-ELEMENT MODELING

SURVEY OF SOIL CONSTITUTIVE MODELS Practical problems involving buried structures are
solved best via the finite-element method. This section

Several constitutive soil models are available in the describes some of the finite-element techniques used to
ABAQUS [1] general-purpose finite-element computer analyze the 241-C-106 buried waste tank located at the

code, and many others are described in the literature [2]. U.S. Department of Energy's Hanford Site [6]. The
In general soil constitutive models are more complicated techniques were applied with the ABAQUS finite-

than linear elastic models. Until the development of element program; however, the procedures are useful
modem computers, practical problems involving soils to analysts using other nonlinear finite-element
modeled as continua were not solvable partly because of programs.
the complexity of the soil constitutive relations. Finite-

element computer codes that can compute soil SOIL CONSTITUTIVE MODEL

deformations effectively are now available. The University of California at Berkeley has done
considerable research on soil constitutive modeling [51,

The most widely known soil constitutive model is [7], [8] that addresses the variation of the soil

the Mohr-Coulomb model. The Mohr-Coulomb model properties with depth and confining pressure. The goal
is actually a failure criterion. The material is assumed has been to develop a model suitable for finite-element

to behave as a linearly elastic solid until failure occurs, analysis that models properly the soil structure
In its simplest form, the Mohr-Coulomb criterion states interaction as well as the lateral loads introduced by
that the absolute value of shear stress in a plane at soil compaction. The Berkeley research employed the
failure is an affine function of the normal stress in the existing soil triaxial-test procedures with confining

plane [3]. The two parameters that define the failure pressures; this research resulted in the development of
line are called the cohesion and the angle of internal the hyperbolic model for stress-strain and bulk
friction. The cohesion defines the intercept of the moduli [2], [5].
failure line with the shear stress axis. The angle of
internal friction determines the slope of the failure line.
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The hyperbolic model (see Figure 1) assumes that
stress-strain curves for soils can be approximated as q-%
hyperbolas. The local slope of the hyperbolic

definedStress-strainbycurve is the tangent modulus E,, which is [IE/ _E-r-_J"-'_-- q- % _ _t /" _4

/f E, q- %
E t = (l-R/SL) 2 K Pa 03 (1) Ec - _I'RiS-_'K'P;(_)

where

(a) Hyperbolic Representation of Stress-Strain Curve for Primary Loading

Re = Constant (0.6 to 0.9)
SL = Ratio of deviatoric stress to deviator

stress at Mohr-Coulomb failure 0,-%
K, n = Constants relating the initial tangent

modulus to confining pressure

Pa = Atmospheric pressure. / E,_- KdP,.I_)_
4t

E_
The hyperbolic model is really a family of hyperbolic
stress-strain curves that shift with confining pressure or
stress (a3) and the axial compression stress minus the

confining pressure (O'1-O'3). '-

(b) Linear Unloading-Reloading Stress-Straln Relationship
The hyperbolic model uses the tangent modulus to

model all situations corresponding to primary loading,

where all loading occurs at a stress level equal to or Figure 1. Hyperbolic Soil Model.
higher than all previous stress levels, triaxial testing of
the Hanford soil shows good agreement with the power The hyperbolic model was tested with the

equation relation for initial tangent modulus. Triaxial 241-C-106 single-shell tank structural model. The
testing of the Hanford soil also shows that, when the hyperbolic model, as implemented through the
stress level is less than the previous maximum stress, the ABAQUS user-defined material subroutine,

soil no longer follows the primary load curve. The soil encountered numerical instabilities in regions of
responds in an unload-reload path that is defined by the structural discontinuities. The ABAQUS program
unload-reload modulus as follows: estimates the deflections and strains, then calculates

stresses, and iterates until equilibrium force balance is

X_ obtained. The hyperbolic model as used directlyEu, = K,,r Pa °31 (2) defines the modulus of stiffness as being dependent on
_Pa) the stress history; the modulus is used by ABAQUS to

define the stress field so errors compound themselves
where with stress fields that can get out of step with the

strains. Additional work on the convergence criteria is
Kur is typically 1.2 to 3 times greater than K. needed before the Hyperbolic model can be

implemented reliably in complex problems.
The hyperbolic model was programmed and

interfaced to ABAQUS as a user-defined material Although the hyperbolic stress-strain relation was
subroutine. Validation testing of the programming and unsuccessful because of its numerical instabilities as

performance of the hyperbolic model as implemented implemented in ABAQUS, the power equation
with the ABAQUS structural analysis program showed confining pressure relations for tangent modulus and
very positive results for simple test cases. The simple unload-reload modulus have proven useful for
test cases included numerical simulation of a series of interpolation and extrapolation of the test data. The

triaxial compression tests with different confining power equation relations were used to help define the
pressures and compaction of rigidly confined volumes of variation with confining pressure and depth in the soil
soil. Drucker-Prager constitutive model.
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The Drucker-Prager plasticity model is one of pressure. Analyses in which the field-variable profile
several constitutive models that defines a material's yield remains constant throughout will generate useful results
surface as a function of confining pressure. Although a if the changing pressure field resembles the specified
modified Drucker-Prager plasticity model in ABAQUS is field-variable profile with pressure variances remaining
capable of including effects of non-associated flow, small. Even in cases where nontrivial pressure
strain hardening, and a capped yield surface, the changes occur locally in the soil over the course of the
classical Drucker-Prager model (elastic, perfectly plastic) analysis, load redistribution will tend to diminish the
was used in the analysis of tank 241-C-106 for two error attributable to the use of a fixed field-variable
reasons. First, nonstandard material test data required to profile.
calibrate the material parameters of the modified model

were lacking, and second, the classical model is more The Drucker-Prager model used in the 241-C-106
numerically stable. In the 241-C-106 tank model, the tank analysis accurately reproduces most of the results
ANACAP-U [9] concrete constitutive subroutine disables of traixial tests on soil from the Hanford Site.

the ABAQUS automatic load incrementation as described However, the constitutive model compromises some of
in [10]. The Drucker-Prager strain-hardening model the soil behavior for the sake of numerical simplicity.
does not work efficiently without automatic load As mentioned previously, the 241-C-106 analysis did
incrementation, not use automatic load incrementation because of the

concrete constitutive model. Although the strain-

Available test data indicated that Young's modulus hardening Drucker-Prager theory could replicate
and the uniaxial compressive yield stress of the soil almost exactly the available triaxial tests, it could not
around 241-C-106 varies as a function of depth, or more function properly without automatic load
precisely, as a function of the mean stress (pressure) in incrementation. Consequently, preliminary analyses of
the soil. In ABAQUS, many of the constitutive the 24 l-C-106 tank which used the strain-hardening
parameters can be made a function of a user-specified model failed. The strain-hardening model was

field variable. Assigning the field variable at any given abandoned in favor of the classical Drucker-Prager
location in the soil a value equal to the expected model. The Drucker-Prager model used in the final
confining pressure can make the soil constitutive 241-C-106 analyses has a reduced modulus to capture
parameters pressure-dependent. The field-variable some of the softening caused by yielding. It also has

profile (expected confining pressure field) in the soil was an artificially high yield stress at any given confining
fixed throughout time for the 241-C-106 analysis and pressure so that the maximum compressive stress
was calculated as follows: developed during a triaxial test simulation is

representative of measured values.

F.V. = mean stress = -(ox + oy + 0,)/3 (3)
SOIL DISCRETIZATION

where Eight-node biquadratic, reduced integration,
axisymmetric solid elements (CAX8R) were used to

ox = radial stress = Ko3,h model the soil surrounding tank 241-C-106. The

oy = vertical stress = 3'h finite-element mesh of the tank and the surrounding
trz = hoop stress = Ko-,/h soil are shown in Figure 2. Because quadratic
Ko = Rankine coefficient of lateral earth elements were used, the mesh is relatively coarse.

pressure (at rest) However, the degree of soil mesh refinement increases
- u/(1-u), where u is Poisson's Ratio slightly near the tank.

3' = soil density

h = depth of node measured from surface Approximating the soil as a finite continuum
of soil. requires that the distance to the outer boundaries of the

soil be established so that the location of these have

The field-variable approach is an approximation as little influence on the stress state at the soil-tank

the confining pressure generally changes as the analysis interface. Three test cases were evaluated with
progresses, and the expected confining pressure is not preliminary models to establish the outside radius of
known a priori. To improve accuracy, the field-variable the soil that would not influence the local effects at the
profile can be updated periodically throughout the inside radius adjacent to the structure (tank). These
analysis to correspond to the changing confining
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the structure. The 241-C-106 structural model uses

nonlinear spring elements (SPRING2) to enforce the
..... I contact conditions between the tank and the

surrounding soil. These springs act in a fixed direction
._-Z-__/_- normal to the initial soil-tank interface surface. Thus,

:=-:__::ii::/ tangential forces from friction at the tank/soil interface

--_/_ are neglected.
•.- .....

__==__-__ INITIAL STRESS STATE
--_-_ In analyzing most structures, it is appropriate to
_._ begin with a complete mesh of stress-free, undeformed

=-____-::=: elements and subsequently apply the specified loads to
_---:_-:_ obtain the desired stress state. Buried structures are an

i_-Z_;-_ exception in that their response generally is nonlinear
- .... and depends on the history of the loading. The analyst

i.... must take steps to ensure that the actual stress
i--_-_-i condition developed during construction, primarily

o...... during backfilling operations, is represented adequately
I____ in the model before applying subsequent loads. In

pursuit of this goal, backfilling around the structure
may be simulated by adding stress-free layers of soil
elements to a previously loaded and deformed mesh.

Figure 2. Finite-Element Mesh for 241-C-106 Alternately, ad hoc modeling techniques may be used
Model. to approximately calculate a stress state representative

of sequential backfilling. The primary advantage of

cases correspond to Ro = 1.6R, 2R,, and 3R, where Ro the ad hoc procedures is the relative ease of generating
is the distance from the center of the tank to the outer the model. Three such ad hoc modeling approaches

boundary of the soil and R, is the outer radius of the are described below.
tank. The results indicated that an outside soil radius of

2R, is sufficient to define a fixed-lateral-displacement In the first approach, grav;ty is applied to the
boundary condition, i.e., the computed stresses at the structure and all the soil in one computational step.
outer boundary approach the theoretical free-field Both the structure and soil are stress free before the

stresses. In keeping with this observation, the radius of application of gravity. This method is simple to use,
the outer soil boundary in the 241-C-106 mode! was but may produce unrealistic and sometimes large

specified as approximately two times the out3ide radius tensile stresses in the soil. Soil deformation tends to
of the tank wall. The depth of soil underp.eath the tank be overpredicted when this approach is employed.
was established as one tank radius. A lesser depth
would likely suffice as the high confin!ng pressure at A second ad hoc approach is to impose a user-

depth effectively stiffens the soil to a point where it is defined stress field onto the undeformed soil mesh. In
insensitive to tank loads. ABAQUS, geostatic stress states can be imposed onto

a mesh using the *GEOSTATIC option. Gravity then
SOIL-STRUCTURE INTERFACE CONDITIONS is applied in the first computational load step and

When modeling a buried structure, the analyst must displacements are computed to obtain force
specify contact conditions between the soil and the equilibrium. This approach is usually not practical
structure that are capable of realistically simulating soil- because the quality of the final solution largely depends
structure interaction. Advanced finite-element codes on the accuracy of the prescribed preliminary stress

such as ABAQUS have special contact elements that may state.
be used at the soil-structure interface. Unfortunately,
these contact elements tend to be costly. Alternately, In the third ad hoc approach, strategically-placed

nonlinear spring elements can be used to maintain the vertical "slip planes" in the soil are activated during
proper contact conditions. The appropriate spring the application of gravity and deactivated for
element is defined as very stiff in compression but very subsequent loading. These planes allow the two
compliant in tension, to allow separation of the soil from "columns" of soil on either side of a slip plane

vertically to displace independently of each other.
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This approach inhibits the formation of spurious
localized stresses near geometrical irregularities in the

buried structure. These local stresses are bounded to Unstressed
some degree by the soil plasticity model, irrespective of /the inclusion of slip planes, uJl,= 0 u*= u '- u '1,

The method of developing the initial stress state a l--_J

t_ul '1that is preferred over the ad hoc approaches is the • ,= u 0
"construction sequence" approach that simulates the _:_K
actual construction/backfill sequence by adding the I K•

backfill soil a layer at a time. The first layer is added i.- [, u
and the system then is allowed to deform under the u l,
gravitational body force. An undeformed second layer u',
then is added. Thus, in the analysis, as in reality, the

deformation of any soil layer is due only to its own

weight and the weight of fill layers above it. (11) (b) (C)

The so-called "dummy node" technique described
Note: Nodes I, J, and K are initiallycoincident.

in [11] may be used to add an undeformed soil layer to a
previously deformed mesh. In brief, a row of dummy Nodes are shownoffset forclarity.
nodes is defined along the interface between the soil
layers. The dummy nodes track the displacement of the

top row of the bottom layer as it deforms. The Figure 3. One-Dimensional Illustration of the

displacements at the dummy nodes are held fixed at the "Dummy Node" Technique.
final displacements obtained by the top row of the

bottom layer. A constraint equation is prescribed to thick backfill layers (footing soil layer, first wall soil

subtract these displacements from the subsequent layer, second wall soil layer, and top soil layer). The
displacements of the bottom row of nodes on the top backfill layers modeled are shown in Figure 4. The
layer. Thus, the top layer is not affected by the initial bottom soil layer comprises all the soil beneath the
deformation of the bottom layer, tank floor elevation and is not considered as backfill.

The approach is illustrated in Figure 3 in terms of

one-dimensional elements. The constraint equation
u =- uJ - uK = 0 relates nodal displacements. Figure 3(a)

shows the load-free/undeformed initial state of the ___J_[__ _--]--____- __

system. In the next step, ill ustrated in Figu re 3(b), a _3_____---5---t----_4_-----i----- t

load is applied to the bottom element while displacement _ /_

at node J is restrained. Displacements at nodes/andK _-_---_----___--i
are identical. In the step shown in Figure 3(c), the _11_.__.2 ]
displacement boundary condition at node J is removed to
allow the top element to deform, node K is held fixed at V___-TS__-
its location at the end of the preceding step, and

additional load is applied. Displacement of node J is • _T_l

equal to the change in displacement of node 1 from the __ ......
i

end of the preceding step. For this and subsequent ....... j

steps, nodes I and J displace together. _--:I_T--V__

The above approach is applied in the tank analysis
to simulate the stress-free addition of soil backfill layers.

In reality, backfilling involves the placement of Figure 4. Backfill Layers in the 241-C-106 Model.
numerous thin layers of soil. The analysis approximates
the backfilling sequence by considering four relatively
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Compaction of each soil layer can be included by more realistic indication of the horiz_ntal load
applying a compaction load to each layer betbre the distribution.
addition of the next layer. Typically, backfilling is

performed by placing a thin layer of soil (approximately These results indicate that the displacements and
1-ft thick), compacting the soil to a specified density, interface forces calculated using any of the ad hoc
and repeating these steps until the compacted soil surface lechniques were noticeably different from those
is at the finish elevation. Unfortunately, backfill calculated using the "construction sequence" approach.

compaction cannot be simulated realistically in _m To some degree Ihe magnitude of these differences is
axisymmetric analysis because ,any load applied in such dependent on the parameters of the generic ntodel.
an analysis is a "ring" load and not in character with a Because of the demonstrated sensitivity of the results to
compaction load applied in the field, the modeling approach, it is recommended that the

most realistic approach, i.e., the construction sequence

Seed and Duncan [71 point out that the horizontal approach, be used.
stress profile in compacted backfill tends to be more
uniform and creates a larger resultant force than a CONCLUSION
triangular stress profile predicted by Rankine theory.
Neglecting compaction of fill layers in the model leads Soil continuum models may be used effectively in
to underestimation of the initial horizontal earth pressure the static analysis of buried structures, as demonstrated

towards the top of the structure; earth pressure near the by the analysis of the 241-C-106 buried waste tank [61.
bottom of the structure is reasonably accurate. This The benefits of explicitly modeling the soil (or any
deviation from reality in the model is conservative with similar material in which a structure is buried) are
respect to determining the ultimate structural capacity of two-fold. First, such modeling provides a means of
24 I-C-106 tank because the horizontal earth pressure accurately distributing surface load and soil weight to

near the haunch provides resistance to dome collapse the structure. Second, it appropriately addresses the
from a vertical dome load. soil-structure interaction. Of course, soil continuum

models increase the complexity of the analysis because
A model of a generic buried tank was used to in general, they are nonlinear. Furthermore, they

compare the ad hoc methods of calculating the initial increase the size of the finite-element model because

geostatic stress state to the "construction sequence" the soil region must be discretized.
method. Geometric irregularities in the generic tank are
similar to those of 241-C-I06. The nonlinear springs at Many soil constitutive models are described in the
the soil-tank interface and the soil parameters used in the literature. Some, like the Mohr-Coulomb theory or the

generic model are identical to those used in the Drucker-Prager theory, are actually failure or yield
241-C-106 model, criteria joined with a theory of elasticity, usually the

linear theory. Others, like the hyperbolic model, are

Figure 5 shows the sequential addition of soil layers complicated, fully nonlinear constitutive models. Each
as used in the construction sequence simulation. Gaps model has its inherent limitations and advantages. For
appear between soil layers as a consequence of using the example, the Mohr-Coulumb failure criterion has the
dummy node method; however, proper interface advantage of being rather simple to comprehend. The
conditions are maintained via constraint equations. A simplicity, however, limits its ability to capture the

final deformed mesh of the tank with displacements behavior of a soil over a wide range of confining
scaled by a factor of 200 is shown in Figure 6 for each pressures. More complex soil constitutive models are
of the ad hoc modeling approaches (testl, test2, test3) available lhat are capable of capturing more than just
and the "construction sequence" modeling approach the rudimentary aspects of soil behavior; however,
(test4). The original location of the tank mesh is calibration of the parameters for the model requires

indicated by dashed lines. Although absolute material testing beyond what is generally provided to
displacements vary significantly among the approaches, the analyst.
the deformed shapes of the tank are similar. Horizontal

and vertical soil-tank interface spring forces are plotted The development of a finite-element model of a
as a function of distance along the outside surface of the soil region requires special procedures. Nonlinear

tank in Figures 7 and 8, respectively. In the plot of contact conditions between the soil and the structure
horizontal spring forces, the midside node spring forces must be specified. A realistic initial stress state must
are distributed to the corner node springs to provide a either be specified or created. Pressure dependence of
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Figure5. SequentialAdditionof SoilLayersin {heGenericBuried-TankModel.
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Figure 6. Deformed Shape of the Generic Buried-Tank Model.
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Horizontal Spring Forces (Midside node forces lumped to corner nodes)
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Figure 7. Horizontal Soil-Tank Interface Forces.
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Figure 8. Vertical Soil-Tank Interface Forces.
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the soil constitutive relation may have to be refined with 171 Seed, R. B,, and J. M. Duncan, 1983, Soil-

a field variable. Structure Interaction Effects of Compaction-
Induced Stresses and Deflections, Report No.

Several topics in the field of soil continuum UCB/GT/83-06, University of California,
modeling need additional study. Soil compaction is one Department of Civil Engineering, Berkeley,
such area. The dummy node method can be used to California.
model soil compaction; however, the correct magnitude

and manner of load application to simulate compaction [81 Duncan, J. M,, P. Byrne, K. S. Wong, and P,
accurately and practically are not readily apparent, Mabry, 1980, Strength, Stress-Strain and Bulk
particularly for an axisymmetric analysis. Another Modulus Parameters for Finite Element Analyses
subject that warrants additional study is soil-structure of Stresses and Movements in Soil Masses,

interface frictien. Report No. UCB/GT/80-01, University of
California, Department of Civil Engineering,
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ABSTRACT

As a result of Section 8_b) of the National Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program.

Public Law 101-614, the Director of the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA), in consultation with the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST), was asked to prepare a federal plan for developing and adopting seismic design
and construction standards for all public and private lifelines. In developing this plan,
FEMA and NIST organized a Lifeline Standards Workshop which was conducted in

September of 1991. The workshop provided priorities critical to a national program.
Many of these recommendations will inevitably affect federal agencies, such as the
Department of Energy (DOE).

The purpose of this paper is to provide a preliminary assessment of how the
FEMA/NIST plan might affect earthquake hazard mitigation planning at DOE facilities.
Currently, there are a number of DOE programs that address seismic issues. Most of
these programs concentrate on _he performance of structures, systems and components at
specific facilities. An evaluation of lifeline seismic vulnerability requires a systems

approach that includeg redundancy and flexibility of system operation and inter-
dependence among lifelines.

INTRODUCTION networks such as fire, and medical service, or systems
that deal with hazardous material release.

Lifelines are a critical component of our nation's

infrastructure system. In a general sense, lifelines can be Many sites operated for the DOE are equivalent to small
any system providing functions necessary to maintain the cities. These sites require lifeline services (Table 1) to
quality of living conditions, In a civil engineering support the several thousand inhabitants that reside and
context, the term lifeline is commonly limited to basic work at these sites. Understanding the impact of an

services that include electrical power and oil and gas earthquake on lifelines at these sites is therefore a topic
(energy), communications, transportation, and water, of extreme interest. The seismic response of lifelines at
sewage systems. Other systems that can be considered all DOE facilities is an issue that is consistent with

lifelines often rely on these basic services in order to DOE's mission to raise the consciousness of facility
function. Examples of these systems insclude emergency operators to the seismic hazards that affect structures,

components and equipment. Locations of DOE sites
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considered in the scope of this paper are indicated on tile As an example, consider the damage to water distribution
map shown in Figure 1. DOE power administrations pipelines in the vicinity of surface faulting caused by the
transmit electrical power across portions of the United 1971 San Fernando earthquake. Pipeline damage ill the
States. These administrations are very significant lifeline vicinity of the fault is illustrated ill Figure 2.
systems. The power administration has an ongoing Recognizing the extent of pipeline damage in the vicinity
seismic design, evaluation and upgrading program. A of the fault, a system enhancement to allow isolation of
long term goal for DOE lifeline earthquake engineering damaged portion could have greatly reduced the need for
is that efforts DOE sites, DOE power administrations, emergency resources such as water trucks and temporar) ,r
and other federal entities should have same level of above ground distribution equipment.
consistency.

Another important feature of lifelines is the diversity of

Table 1: Types of Lifelines Found at DOE Sites civil engineering structures that comprise these systems
Consider a crude oil transmission pipeline system as
shown in Figure 3. At first, this system would appear to

Function Type of Lifelines bc simply constructed since transmission of crude oil

Engergy Fuel Oil typically involves moving product between two locations.
(distribution andstorage) Aside fronl lhc buried pipeline, essential crude oil

Natural Gas transmission pipeline components include pipeline

(transmission anddistribution) bridges, large capacity product storage tanks, valve
Electric stations, pumping stations, control facilities, and port

(generation and transmission) facilities for loading and off-loading of oil. Therefore,
vanous modeling techniques are required ill order to

Communication Telephone analyze the full extent of vulnerability of these systems
Radio
Microwave Lifelines are similar to other civil engineering structures
Satellite in that they are susceptible to damage from various

natural phenomena hazards, e.g., earthquake, high wind,

Utilities Potable Water and flood. Earthquake hazards, however, pose the most

(distribution & storage) serious threat to performance. Earthquake hazards of
Fire Water primau' importance to lifeline systems are strong ground

Sewage shaking, surface faulting and permanent ground
deformation caused bv the flow of liquefied soil deposits,(collection & treatment)
densification or triggered landslides. Ground shaking is

Transportation Roads a more serious concern for aboveground components,
Railroads such as buildings, bridges, towers, tanks, and equipment.

Airports Current engineering practice, however, is considered
Bridges adequate for achieving acceptable response to ground

(road andrailroad) shaking One exception, however, are electrical
switchyard components that utilize fragile ceramic
insulators. Insulator damage during earthquakes is a
common occurrence and is most often addressed by

In understanding the functions of lifelines and how these maintaining a supply of replacement parts on site.
Permanent ground deformations resulting fromfunctions may bc impaired, it is important not to lose

sight of the system characteristics of lifelines. All earthquake induced faulting, liquefaction, slope

lifelines have some degree of similarity in this regard, instability, or subsidence is a more serious concern for
That is, lifelines can be represented by linear elements grade or below ground components such as buried
distributed over a large geographical area linking pipelines, roads, and runways. Since many parts of
common junction points or nodes. Numerous links to lifeline systems are located below ground, designing such
areas served by such lifelines generally require detailed components to accommodate differential ground

unevents is of major emphasis in lifeline earthquake
systems analysis for evaluation of their performance, engineering
Acceptable performance is often defined by the ability to
rapidly isolate damaged portions of the system and utilize

alternate delivery paths to the reminder of the system.
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A considerable portion of many lifeline components are With tile foregoing discussion as background, the
completely or mostly embedded in the ground. Pipelines following sections highlight important federal initiatives

are an obvious example but other cases include tunnels, that may impact earthquake hazard mitigation planning
runways, and roads. These components are relatively at DOE facilities, identify what opportunities currently
immune to ground shaking effects. As a result, faulting exist within existing DOE programs for addressing
and permanent ground deformation are the earthquake lifeline concerns, and suggest a preliminary plan for
hazards of primary interest• These ground deformation implementing a program for reducing seismic hazards to
hazards may exist over a large area that cannot be DOE facilities from failure of lifeline systems.
avoided by the lifeline. As shown in Figure 3, many
lifelines are long linear systems which cannot be sited to FEDERAL AND INDUSTRY INITIATIVES
avoid faults and other seismic hazards•

The National Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program
Compared to related efforts on aboveground structure Reauthorization Act (Public Law 101-614)has mandated

response, relatively little effort has been undertaken to that a federal plan be developed to assemble and adopt
understand in detail the response of underground seismic design and construction standards for all public
components to large permanent ground deformations. In and private lifelines. Federal agencies will be
the past, most efforts in this area focused on encouraged to adopt these standards via the President's
characterizing the impact of surface fault rupture on Office of Management and Budget circular A-119. In
buried pipelines. Recently (i.e., the last 10 years) there addition, the Federal Government will be encouraged to
has been significant progress made in understanding the provide incentives to the private sector and to state and

earthquake performance of buried pipelines in other local governments for their vohmtary adoption.
ground failure areas, such as liquefaction. In addition, Organizations within the government responsible for
research to identify potential liquefaction areas has been reporting to Congress on the national lifeline standards
quite active. Approaches that provide a reliable means of program are FEMA and NIST. A draft plan for
quamifying ground deformations in liquefaction zones developing and adopting seismic design and construction

should be forthcoming in the near future, standards for lifelines has been developed with input
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flora DOE and has been submi!ted to the Office of limits of acceptable behavior. Goals and corresponding

Management and Budget. It is expected that a completed perfornmnce categories arc selected by persons
plan will be submitted to Congress shortly. Six private knov¢ledgeable of systems, safety requirements, and
contractors, directed by a fcderally-appointcd steering facility operations in a manner that DOE safet_._policies
committee, have provided input to FEMA and NIST on arc met. Economic and programmatic considerations can
the federal lifelines plan. The contractors were assisted also bc thc basis for assignment of pcrfornmncc
in their efforts by panels of selected experts (including categories.
contributions from DOE).

Seismic design and cvahmtion criteria io implement

Current knowledge is not sufficient to adequately DOE 5480.28 are provided in DOE-STD-1020-XX "Fills
prescribe standards for many lifeline components. The standard specifies seismic criteria comprised of the
federal standards development activity will proceed with following elements: (1) establishment of seismic loads:
the intent that focused research programs will be (2) evahmtion of seismic response: (3)establishment of

conducted to clarify performance issues not fidly acceptance critcrim and (4) design detailing
understood at this time. The intent of these efforts is to requirements. Performance goals are achieved in the

incorporate newly gained knov¢lcdge to continually standard by specifying a probabilistically-based seismic
improve the existing standard process, load at a hazard probability, PH and including sufficien|

intentional conservatism in other steps of seismic criteria

Members of the Anlcrican Society of Civil Engineers to reduce the risk to the performance goal probability.

(ASCE) Technical Council on Lifeline Earthquake PF. The Standard and the Order requires probabilistic
Engineering (TCLEE) have played a key role in hazard assessments to be performed at DOE sites having

establishing the requirements of the federal lifeline hazardous or critical facilities, but then employs
standards plan. Many members of TCLEE participated deterministic design and evahmtion methods in a manner
in this effort, either as members of the steering which meets thedesiredprobabilisticperformancegoal

committee, as authors to the plan, or as members of the
1991 workshop. The role of TCLEE is expected to DOE-STD-1021-XX, "Natural Phenomena Hazards
continue as the federal plan proccedslo implementation. Performance Categorization Criteria for Structures.

Systems, and Components" is the standard that provides

Efforts to develop a federal seismic standard for lifelines methodology and guidance for placing items into lhc
will directly affect DOE facilities. Consequently, DOE is appropriate performance category.. This Standard
taking an active role in the standards development provides linkage between the hazard categories used for
activity. The exact mode of this participation is expected safety analysis reports and the performance categories for
to be clarified once the federal plan has been submitted to NPH evaluation. This document emphasizes
Congress. One point that is clear is that implementation categorization for safety considerations however it
of a lifeline earthquake program must be consi.,;tent with provide needs improvement to little assistance in
the performance objectives of DOE Order 5480.28. This assigning categories for mission or economic
consistency may be accomplished by adapting the main considerations.
elements of the Federal lifeline standards plan into DOE-
STD-1020-XX or by developing a DOE implementing By complying with the DOE Orders and Standards, all

guide for lifelines, structures, systems, and components at DOE facilities are
assigned to a performance category, and are assured a

Mitigation of earthquake hazards at DOE laboratories, known level of protection against earthquakes and other
reservations, and production facilities is mandated by natural phenomena hazards. Generally, all DOE systems
DOE 5480.28. DOE 5480.28 establishes: (1) necessary for safe handling of radiological or toxic
requirements for mitigation of natural phenomena materials and for assuring the safety of workers are
hazards (NPHs); (2) consistent requirements for all NPHs addressed by the DOE Orders and Standards. This
and for all DOE facilities: and (3) NPH requirements would include those portions of lifelines necessary to

appropriate for facility characteristics and objectives meet facility safety objectives. Assessing the
within a graded approach. By the Order, structures, performance of DOE facility lifeline systems to NPH is
systems, and components (SSCs) comprising DOE believed to be an important consideration for nmintaining
facilities are assigned to performance categories. Each continuity of facility operations. Continued operation,
performance category has a target performance goal while not necessarily a safety concern, may be very
expressed in qualitative terms of acceptable behavior and important for maintaining mission performance and for
quantitative terms of annual probability of exceeding providing economic stability in facility operations.
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CURRENT DOE NEEDS FOR LIFELINE A seismic evaluation of lifeline systems at DOE facilihes
EARTItQUAKE ENGINEERING should differ from the current evaluation process (DOE

Orders and Standards) in several important aspects.
Transportation. comnmnications, electric power, water Since most DOE facilities are generally, not sclf-sufficlent
and sewage transfer, and filcl transmission are all when it comes io lifeline services, examination of lifeline
services that support operations at DOE facilities. These vulnerability will typically extend off-site and addrcss

see'ices are also required by society in general. Lifelines systems operated b) public or private utilities. Upgrade
providing these services are therefore expected to be of of these systems will generalb,' require the cooperation of
primary importance to mission continuitv. In addition, the non-DOE system operators. It is likck that upgrades
the costs associated with the repair and replacement of to mcct the needs o? the DOE facility will also result m
damaged facilities or with production interruption at benefits to the community at large Finally, there is a
selected DOE facilities nmst also be given special need for DOE to expand its cfforl as a pro-active
attention, participant in the FEMA/NIST effort to develop seismic

standards for lifelines.

For example, a recent evaluation of the Paduccah
Gaseous Diffusion Plant identified a complete reliance on Lifelines exist within DOE site boundaries but also
off-site power to maintain production materials in a extend beyond those boundaries Io public lands. Thus, it

gaseous state. Long term interruption of power could is important to realize thal even if all lifeline components
result in solidification of material in process prompting a located within DOE site boundaries wcrc adcquatek.
long term interruption in operations and perhaps protected against seisnuc hazards, some s'_stcms may still

irrecoverable damage to equipment. While these bc vulnerable because measures to mitigate seismic
potential consequences do not have immediate safety hazards have not been Implemented b_ private
consequences, they do impact the production of nuclear companies, regional utilities, and other governmental
fuel and could threaten the economic viability of the agencies that service tile site. If lifelines extending

facility, beyond site boundaries arc of great importancc Io a DOE
site, DOE must rely on Fcderai and industr3.' standards to

An important aspect of any DOE Lifeline Earthquake insure tile reliability of these offsite lifelines or provide
Engineering program is tile need to understand the backup sources for critical onsite lifelines. The fi_st
operations of the various sites. It is difl'icult at this lime priority should be to assure thai Federal and induslt3
to quanti_'thesignificanccoflifelincsto individual DOE standards mcct DOE needs. In this regard, it is
facilities since a systematic evaluation has not been imperative that DOE play a leadership roic ill the
performed. Such an assessment should bc a fimdamental development of these national standards.
step ill the development of any proposed DOE Lifeline
Earthquake Engineering program. Judging from the DOE-STD-IO20-XX primarily provides seismic criteria
experience of studies of lifeline systems in the public for buildings and equipment anchorage thai insure the
sector, lifeline svstcms are critically important to many performance goals of DOE 5480.28 arc achieved AI
DOE facilities, prcsenl, there arc no similar criteria availabic for some of

the specific structures and comporlenls that comprise a
Detailed information on tile specific system lifcline system. In many cases, there are no seismic
characteristics of lifeline systems at DOE facilities can be criteria of any kind available for certain items: the

used to develop performance guidelincs or criteria. This development of such criteria is a major effort for ongoing
criteria can be used to assure thal critical lifeline lifeline carthquakc engineering research. In other cases,
elements are placed ill the appropriate performance where seismic criteria does exist, tt has llol been

categories. For this purpose, a workshop involving DOE developed with the performance goals of DOE 54811.28 in
site personnel and experts in lifeline earthquake mind. Such criteria will nccd to bc developed or refined

engineering can provide a valuable opportunity to for the types of lifelines that arc important to DOE
exchange important inlbrmation betxvccn potential end facilities.
users and the developers of lifeline earthquake
engineering evaluation methods. The workshop can also To understand the needs of DOE in the field of lifeline

provide an opporhmity for lifeline experts to describe the earthquake engineering, a logical first effort is to select a
importance and vulnerability of lifelines to earthquakes DOE laborator).', reservation, or production facility for a
and other natural phenomena hazards. Finally, the pilot study. Such a study would address categorization of
workshop call provide a forum for which acceptable lifeline systems, impact of off-site extensions of lifeline
performance standards can bc developed, systems, and the available criteria and needed tasks to
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conduct a seismic evaluation of lifeline stnlctures and

components for DOE facilities.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A national liLline standard development program is
being conducted by FEMA and NIST. DOE is following
these developments and stlpplementing thenl to meet life
safety and mission requiremehts for all DOE facilities.
The DOE lifelines earthquake engineering task is
planned to begin in Fiscal Year 1994, as part of the

national phenomena hazards mitigation program. The
task will be overseen by a DOE management team with

technical guidance provided by a steering group of
management and operating contractor representatives.
During Fiscal Year 1994 DOE expects to follow and
participate in the federal program, conduct a workshop,
develop an overall plan, organize a steering group, and
conduct a pilot study at a DOE facility.
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FIRE C()NFLAGRATION AND
POST-EARTHQUAKE RESPONSE

OF POWER AND WATER LIFEIANES

John M. Eidinger
G&E Engineering Systems, inc.

5011 Crystalridge Court
Oakland, CA 946115

ABSTRACT

This paper ex,'unines how two lifelines, Pacific Gas and Electric's electric power system
and East Bay Municipal Utility District's water distribution system, are inter-related in
providing water service to end users during fke conllagmtions and _fftermajor earthquakes.

The East Bay area, including the cities of Oakland and Berkeley, is exposed to high life
and earthquake 'hazards. Urban intermix fires generally occur in the Berkeley - Oakland
Hills area once every five years. Several faults bisec! the East Bay area, most notably the
Hayward Fault. There is nearly a 30% probability of a Hayward Magnitude 7 or larger
event occurring before the year 2020. Fires following earthqu_es pose another
significant hazard.

A model of the two lifelines was prepared using the SERA GIS system. About 400
EBMUD facilities and 3,700 miles of buried pipe are included in the motlel. Twenty-
eight of PG&E's high voltage substations and 215 local distribution circuits are included
in the model. Earthquake damage was simulated using fragility curves for ground
shaking, liquefaction, landslide and surface faulting hazards. Flow analyses were
performed to determine available flows for fire fighting purposes.

Once the _'lamage to the electric and water systems was known, service restoration
analyses were performed. The results from these amdyses include the electric power
outage times 'alter the earthquake.

Once the outage times are determined, the lifeline utility manager can develop optimized
post-earthquake emergency plans and pre-tuu'thqu_e mitigation actions.

and electricity. Emergency planners at essential hlcilitics
INTRODU CTI ON should be aware of these limitations and plan accordingly.

This paper examines how two inter-related lifelines SETTING
respond to fire conflagrations and maximum credible
earthquakes. This paper is based upon studies of two The PG&E and EBMUD lifelines discussed in this

lifelines in the East Bay area of San Francisco: Pacific Gas paper are located east of the San Francisco Bay, locally
and Electric's (PG&E) electric w,msmission and distribution c'alled the East Bay area. The East Bay area ex_unined in this
systems, and East Bay Municip_d Utility District (EBMUD) paper includes 21 communities (Oakland, Berkeley,
water distribution system. Richmond, San Leandro, San Lorenzo, El Cerrito,

Kensington, Crockett, Rodeo, Hercules, Walnut Creek, San
Two emergency events ,'weexamined: the recent Ramon, Alamo, Lafayette, Orinda, Moraga, Pleasant Hill,

1991 Oakland Hills f'trestorm and a future Hayward Danville, El Sobrante, Pinole, and parts of Hayward.) This
Magnitude 7 earthquake. Both the water and electric area has a population of 1,200,000 people. DOE's Lawrence
lifelines have limitations under these emergencies that will Berkeley Laboratory is in this area.
hamper provision of lifeline services to end users of water
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FIRE EXP()SURE event caused extensive dmnage in Oakland tor structures
located oil soft soil iu'eas (exmnple: Cypress Freeway

The East Bay _u'eais exposed to a number of fire collapse) and to a significant extent, d_unage to structures
risks. All the communitics in the East Bay area have locat_ on firm ground lwcas.
professional fire departments. The lnsur,mcc Services Office
has rated the largest communities, Oakland and Berkeley, as Current best estimates suggest that the Hayward
having relatively low fire risk loss cxposurcs, fault will produce another Magnitude 7 earthquake with a

30% probability by the year 2020 111. The East Bay is
The East Bay area does not have a particularly high Idso exposed to substantial ground shaking from breaks

exposure to "norm_d" fires. A "normal" fire is one which along the moderately distant San Andreas and Rogers Creek
consumes a single structure or small group of structures, but laults (about 3(.1%chance each of Magnitude 7 or higher
which does not spread past the immediate fire ignition area. event by the year 2020). The area is also bisected by the

Calaveras and Concord faults capable of producing
The E_tst Bay area has two additional exposures to Magnitude 6.5 to 6.75 events at somewhat lower

fires which m'e not "normal". First, about 20% of the probabilities.
populated East Bay ,area hit,,;been built in what is colnmonly
called all "urban intermix" environment. An urban intermix The EBMUD and PG&E systems were evaluated
environment is an area where constructed facilities have been for several possible earthquake scenarios. The earthquake
built within rural heavy fuel load zones. The hillside _enarios represent "maximum credible" events lind
communities in O_Nland, Berkeley, El Cerrito, Kensington, "probable" events. These earthquake scenarios _we
Orinda, Lafayette, Moraga m_denvirons are in urban deterministic in magnitude and _u'eotherwise treated in a
intermix areas. DOE's Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory probabilistic manner. Unce_dnties in ground inotions,
facility is in such an area. In these areas, ,grass, brush and equipment responses, and system responses are considered by
forest fires can be ignited which can rapidly encroach upon running multiple simulations of each scenario eltrthquake.
constructed facilities. The fuel load available for these fires This report will describe results for the Hayward Magnitude
can be very high, especially if vegetation growth is left 7 earthquake (a maximum credible event).
unchecked by private and public landowners. For example,
the Berkeley- O',ddand Hills area has averaged one wildland LIFELINE MODELS
tire every five years over the past 70 years. Sever;d of these
fires consumed multiple constructed facilities. The two Models of the PG&E and EBMUD systems were
most d,'unaging tires were the 1923 Berkeley Hills fire (600 developed using the SERA (System _u-thquake Risk
structures burned) and the 1991 Oakland Hills fire (3,000 Assessment) code. The SERA code is a GIS-based system
dwellings burned), for the seismic risk assessment of facilities and lifelines.

The second "non-normld" fire exposure in the East The entire EBMUD water distribution system 121
Bay area is a Fire Following Earthquake (FFE). As will be was modeled. This includes 3,700 miles of buried pipe, 140
discussed later in this paper, a major earthqu_e on the pumping plants, 175 reservoirs, 19 office buildings, 6 water
Hayward tault will cause a number of fire ignitions in the treatment plants, 17 microwave and radio sites, and 20 rate
East Bay area. At the stone time, fire departments will lmve control stations.
victim extraction activities, the water distribution system
will be heavily damaged, and electric power will be lost over All potenti',dly vulnerable and vital equipment for
widespread areas. These contributing factors can result in each EBMUD facility were included in the model. For
lack of fire fighting response to every fire ignition, possibly example, a typical pumping plant includes a building,
leading to fire spread, especially if the earthquake occurs on a several electrically-driven pumps, electrical cabinets
windy day which could lead to conflagration encroaching including motor control centers, switchgear, etc., and
upon DOE essential facilities. (occasionally) an overhead trolley cr,me. Local site PG&E

equipment (pad mounted transformers, pole-mounted
EA RTHQ UA KE EXPOS URE transformers, oil circuit breakers) were explicitly modeled.

In total, the model included 2,300 individual EBMUD
The East Bay area is exposed to earthquake risks buildings and pieces of equipment.

from a number of well defined faults. The Hayw_u'd fault
runs directly through the cities of Hayward, Oakland, Each buried pipe was identified by location,
Berkeley _uadRichmond. The Hayward fault produced routing, construction material, type of joinery, age, lining,
Magnitude 7 earthquakes in 1836 and 1868. The East Bay and coating. About 390,000 individual pipelines were
area was sparsely populated at that time, yet 30 persons lost included in the model. Using GIS techniques, layers of map
their lives in the 1868 shock. Smaller magnitude 6_+events i_fformation were superin,posed over the pipeline database to
producing loc',d area Intensities of VI to VII have occurred determine local conditions: type of soil (ranging from rock
six times between 1888 and 1955. The 1989 Loma Prieta to loose sands to Bay Muds); type of landslide conditions;
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presence of c_rrosiw soil conditions; pre,_.nce of _earby
open channels, etc. With the exception of the I 15 kV buried translnission lines,

all these low w)ltage equipment failures ctm be relatively
PG&E's transmission and dislrii)ution system in easily _vmetlied after an earthquake. However, tile electric

the E;kstBay wits modeled including 28 substatioiis (5()() kV, utility will be faced with many concurrent repair tasks after a
230 kV, and 115 kV) and 215 local distribution circuits. At Hayward Magnitude 7 event, _mdthe time needed to effect
each substation, the mt)del included circuit breaker, repairs will be limited by shortage of manpower and
lmnsfonner, air switch, low w_ltage equipment, ancillary lx_ssible shortage of replacement part equipment.
equipment and control buildings. Fragility curvcs
(developed using empirical evidence of how similar ti AZA RI) ANi) FRA(iII,TY I)ESCR! PTI()NS
equipment tx:rformed in past e_ulhquakes) were used IO

characterize the response to inertial loadings. Reccnt PG&E Fragility curves were developed for each piece of
efforts to upgrade some equipment were included. In tottd, lx+teutfidly vulnerable equipment. Due to the high level of
the model included 1,3(XI individual PG&E buildings and ix)tcnlial ground shaking (some sites will experience over
pieces of equipment, l.()g peak ground accelenttions), the empirical databa.'_ was

augmented with c',dculations. Fragility curves were
Past efforts by Southern Calilornia Edison and developed which consider damage due to inertial and

PG&E to characlerize their electric systems have I)cnnanenl ground defonnation (PGD) effects.
concentrated on file delivery of bulk power using the high
voltage tnmsmission system 13,41. While this is important lnerti;d loading considers the funchuncnt;d frequency
inlonnation lor the owner of the electric utility, it does not of the equipment item; local site amplifications due to firm
provide enough information for the end user to answer file or soft soil effects; response spectral shapes on rock, finn
tollowing questions: "Will I have electric power at my and soft soils; magnitude effects; and uncenaintics in the
specific site after the e_uthquake?" or "How long will the attenuation of motions. Median peak ground accelerations
power outage last'?" In order _o :mswcr these questions, three due to a Hayward Magnitude 7 event are about 0.75 g
addition',d factors have lycen incorporated into the SERA (adjacent to the fimlt) and 0.40g to 0.50g (adjacent to the
model: the vulnerability of low voltage electric distribution San Francisco Bay) ;rod about 0.20 to 0.25g (along the most
circuits, the ability of an electric utility to repair d_unagc in distant easternmost built-up areas). 84th percentile peak
a timely manner, and tile panfllel hazards from leaking gas ground accelerations exceed 1.0g in many areas. Fragility
lines, etc. leading to government officials' edicts to cut curves include median and standard deviation p_muneters.
power off entirely until immediate hazatrtksarc controlled.

Permanent ground delormation loading considers
Empirical evidence shows that high voltage the settlements and lateral spreads caused by local site

transmission hm'dwm'c arc very vulnerable to e_trthqu;_ke liquefaction and down-slope movements due to landslides.
damage, while low voltage hardware is mostly (but not The entire East Bay area was micro-zoned using a
entirely) rugged. Rarely are the 11 kV to 115 kV hardw;uc combination of USGS genendized geology maps, augmented
explicitly considered in risk models. In the current an:dyses, with site specific reconnaissance at 110 particuhtrly critic:d
this lower voltage hardwm'e is explicitly modeled. In the facility locations 15I. The SERA model delennines the

course of the analyses, it was verified that only modest an_ount of movement at each facility (or pipeline) site by
levels of damage ix:cur to 115 kV h;u'dw;u'e,and that occurs considering the local soil profile, the duration of ground
only at sites with very strong ground shaking (0.Sg and shaking, the season (winter or summer), the presence of
higher). Due to redundancies at substations, danmge to this nearby open channels, and the empirical evidence of recent
hardware kseasily bypassed shortly lifter _me_u'thqu_dce, movements (1989 Loma Pricta earthquake). At each
However, some problematic vulnerabilities were exposed tot location, the probability of liquefaction / landslide is
low voltage equipment. 115 kV buried transmission lines c;dculated. If the site does liquefy / slide, then the amount
crossing the Hayw_u'd lault could be broken due to surface of PGD i' calculated and the direction of movement is

faulting (expectcd to be 3 to 5 feet), with emergency repairs determined. The direction of movement plays an important
possibly taking several (-'lays. L(x:ai distribution hm'dware role in assessing the perfonnance of buried pipelines.
(poles, transtonncrs, etc. which distribute electricity from Typical PGD levels due to a Hayward Magnitude 7 event
the substation to end users) are mostly rugged, but prone to along the fill are;is next to the San Francisco Bay are on the
sporadic failures. Such sporadic failures include pole failure order of 3 feet. Maximum PGD movements in slides in

due to inerti_d loading, line failure due to collatcr_d damage hillside areas are about 24 feet (winter) or 8 feet (summer).
to structures which in turn pulls down the above ground The PGD m(xlels have been validated ag_finst recent
poles, and failure of unanchored pole mounted transfimners, earthquakes (Loma Prieta 1989, Cape Mendocino 1992, etc.)
Wire slapping of energized lines can lead to local outages. Fragility curves for PGDs for buried pipelines are based
At the final end user site, many utility-owned tmmsh)rmers upon empiric_d evidence augmented by calculations.
were found to be unanchored, possibly leading to slippage Fragility curves for PGDs for above ground structures are
and, in some c;tses, failure, based upon empirical evidence and judgement.
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WATER SYSTEM I)I_PENI)ENCE ()N ()FFSITE Figure 1 is a scllematic diagram showing how
P()WEI_ - NORMAl, ()PERATI()NS EBMUD's gravity-led and hillside communities arc served.

The perfornlance of EBMUD's water system is EBMUD obtains its water from l_u'geraw water
dependent upon the performance of PG&E's electric system, reservoirs. The water is released l'rom Ihese reservoirs
In the following i_amgral_hs, we describe how EBMUD has through an outlet tower and is then transported to water
designed its system with consideration to the rcliabilily of treatment phmts through large diameter aqueducts. The
off-site PG&E electric power, water treatment plant shown in this schematic diagram

represents EBMUD's Oriuda treatment planl. Tile treatmeut
The East Bay _uea is hilly. All of EBMUD's water plant converts the raw water into potable water. The potable

u'eatment phmts _u'eItx'ate,! at about 350 feet above sea water leaves the treatment plant at elewition 350 feet. It is
level. Water leaving the treatment plants serves about 60% then tnmSlX)rtedfrom Orinda it) the Oakland area through a
of EBMUD customers tlmmgh a gravity system (i.e., those l_n'gediameter ttmnel which traverses 3 miles under the
customers at elcwuions 0- 25(Px_feet). For the remaining Oakland Hills. Depending upon winter or summer
40% o1"customers, water is delivered through a series of conditions, the amount of water going through the tunnel
pumping plants into 120 sep_u'atepressure zones (those ranges from 100 million gallons per day (mgd) to 150 mgd.
customers at elevalions 250 - 1,5(X)feet). These pumping
plants depend Ul_m of fsite PG&E l×_wer tot normal Once thnntgh the tunnel, the water goes into tile
operations, loctd pipe distribution network. Figure 1 shows in

schematic fitshion the various elements of the water

Over the past 120 years, EBMUD (and its distribution system. Three hillside pressure zones and two
predecesa_rs) designed its water distribution system serving gravity pressure zones _u'erepresented. (Actual intermediate
hillside communities recognizing that PG&E power may pressure zones _u'eomitted lor ci_u'ity).
not _dways be av_dlable. EBMUD designed its system such
thai _mtx_casion;.dPG&E l_)wer outage should not degrade
the level of potable, industrial and fire fighting water
services.

Raw Water Reservoir

........____j., ., __ ,f PressureZone

_ble WaterTank
Zone A11

2 SITEA

Treatment Plant Zone A7

Pump 5 Potable Water Reservoir

Zone A 5

Tunnel Distribution Pipes10

Zone G1

SITEB Zone GO

RiverCrossing
Figure 1. Pressure Zone Schematic Diagram
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Pressurezt)ncsC]l and(;()((_ :: gravity, ! = tni)(mI)G&F_iu,wer. Reliability t() Site A depends up(m
nominal elevation, in htmdreds ,_1R,ct) are gravity ]_lmS. how well t_,th the water alndelectric systeMSperform during
Pressure zones AS, A7 ;tlld !\ I 1 afe i_umped prt,sslire/ofles, earlhquakes (_uldother emergencies). For Site A. the critical

items are the landslide hazards to hillside pilx_S,vulnentbility
A total of [t}ur p_)labl¢ water sl()ntge lallks / ()f tanks, amd loss of elec!ric lX)wer to pumps.

reservoirs are shown ilt this st.'helnalic diagraln. "l'w_,
reserw}irs are shown with storage Cal,acities oi 4()million Figure 2 examines how the calm.city of athillside
Dglons (rag) and 120 rag. "l'w_t_tliks are shown with water tank balances the availability of electric power in
storage capacities of 2.3 mg and 4.() rag. Three pumping determining water service reliability. Hillside tamks are sized
plants rated at 1(1mgd, 5 mgd ;md" mgd are shown. Two using current design l_hilost,phy such that three type, of
end users arc shown located at Sites A and B. The reliability water are considered: operational storage, emergency
of waiter service to the end users at Sites A and B depends rescrves, and fire lighting reserves. Olmntlional storage is
upon how the different contl'_mcnls ill the walcr and electric sizcd to be 0.5 times the projected maximum day normal
systems work. consumption demand when the area served by the pressure

zone is completely developed. Emergency reserve storage is
To provide reliable watcr service to custonmrs m sized to be 1.0 times maximum &ty demand. Fire fighting

gravity zones (including Site B), electric power is only rcscrvc is sized to be able to provide the required fire flows
needed to operate the water tlcalnlent plant. Since the lor a particular duration of time.
treatment phutt has atIXmmment on-site back-up power
supply, the intcrdelxmdcncy of water atndelectric lifelines for For residenli_d communities in the Oakland -
these customers is minimal. Reliability to Site B tlcpends Bcrkcley Hills, the c_le-rcquired lirc flows have been
upon how well the water system hardware performs during established at I,(R)0 gallons per minute (gpm) for 2 hours.
earthquakes. For Site B, the critical item is the liquefaction This leads to a lirc fighting reserve of 1,0{X)gpm x 120
hazard at the river crossing, minutes = 120,000 gallons. This amount of water is

considered ;tdequate to ctmtml a single structure blw.e, _md in
_ ahnost all ca_s prevent ctmllagration (assuming adequate

fire dep_utment personnel, training amdequipment).
Over the past 1()years, new t_mks in the Oakland -

I .._ Berkeley Hills have been designed with a modestly higher

o470 fire fighting reserve. The de-facto design hascalled for a fire
1 O0 Operational Sto lighting reserve of 1,500 gpm x 120 minutes = 180,()00

gallons. Hillside communities have somewhat higher

:i:i_.i:;:_i:!:i:i::.:i:;:_:_:_:_:<:_:;:_:_:_:<:i:<:#_!_;_:_:_:_:::_:_;_:_:_¢_;_!_z_;_!_:_i_i_:i:_¢_i_:_i!;_;_i;#i_;:_:i:_:i:_:_:_:::_:_:!:;:<:_:_brush and forest), and slightly longer l]re deparllnent
response times (winding streets, distmlce from fire stations).

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : : ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::ii!i{!_i{_`?:i;:J:U_:_:_:::::_:mer_en:cy::::Re:se:rve::.::_!{{i{iiii!i{ Parallel to the design philosoi,hy of the storage

{if{ tanks is the desigu philosophy for pumping l,lants.
Currently, EBMUD sizes its pumping phmts to be able to
fill atreservoir within 16 hours, assuming that the largest_

individual pmnp at the pumping planl is removed from
service for mainten_mce reasons. For a typic_d small hillside
pressure zone having a t_mk with -5()0,000 g_dlons storage,
this translates to a pumping capacity ot' 52() gpm [520 gpm
x 60 min/hrx 16 hrs = 500,000 g_dlons]. In practice, three
pumps each able to pump about 250 gpm would be inst_dled
1750 gpm total, or 1.1 mgdl.

"llms, the deixmdence on electric power to provide
Figure 2. ltillside Tank (492.()()() Gallons Total) water service to hillside communities is inversely

proportiomd to the size of hillside reservoirs. Longer
electric outages can be accommodated by building larger

To provide reliable water service to cust_,mers in capacity reservoirs,. However, there are competing factors

the pumped zones (inchtding Site A), elcctric power is lhat limit the capacity of hillside reservoirs: lack of suitably
needed to operate the hillside pumping plants. 'Itm size large sites; water quality problems; hillside environmental
(storage capacity) and the demand for water in these pumlx_d concerns; _uttllhumcial considentlions.
zones detennine.just how dependent the waler customer is
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in the _dternialh of tile Oakland Hills fireslorln of WATER SYSTEM I)EPENI)ENCE ()N ()FFSITE
19q 1, Oakland and Berkeley olTicials have moved that this I'OWER - EMER(;ENCY ()I'ERATI()NS

de-facto standard of 1,5()(1glmlx 2 hours _come ctMil+icd.
However, there is evidence that for fighting widesl)read The previous section suggests that under nornml
conllagrations such as the ()aklan<,l ttills firestorm, 1,5(X) operations, EBMUD's water system is not overly dependent
gpm x 2 hours is still inadc'quatc. Ten of EBMUD's hillside ts_m PG&E's electric system. In this section, we cxmnine
l_ulkswhich met or snrpassedthis fire fightin.tt storage two caseswhere tilt: reliability o1"PG&E's electric syst¢ln
capacity wel-cstill elnpiied durilig thai firesltilin, intly be more iinporlanl Io the reliability of EBMUD's water
Altenlative higher ilrc l]ghtillg reserves have been I+roposed system. Tile first case involves fire conllagrations (such as
161(hirger lanks, larger I+unlps) but cost and other factors the 1991 Oakland Hills firestorm). The second case
have precluded them Ii'oili being iinl+leinentedto-date. This involves waiteropenitioils after a Hayward Magnitude 7
issue is further exanlined iu the next section of Ihe paper, eairlhquake.

Under normal day-to-day tllienititins, the tanks fire FIRE CIINFI,AGRATIIIN
filled to capacity overnight when PG&E power lilies tire
lowest. During the daylinie, ilornial ctinsulnption draws Some repOllShave blamed the.limitations ot the
down the level of the lank. Siilce in+isl days tire not wailersystem during the 1991Oakland Hills l]reslonn on the
"nlaxilnunl deinand" days,by the endof the day's peak usage PG&E power oulages causedby the tim, and the lack of
(atx)ul 9:110pin), the tanks will be at about 81)%of capacity, emergency backuppower supplies tit EBMUD's puinping
Then, ttle punlping phini is turned on and tile reservoir is plants. While this sounds obvious enough on tile surface,
refilled overnight, these reports ignore the actual issues involved during the fire

and place the blame on the wrong causes.
Based upon the design shown in Figure 2, water

customers in a hillside pressure zone will see essentially no A study was performed of the actual fire fighting
degm&ltion of water service until the loc_d storage lank is water usage during the 1991 Oakland Hills fireslorm 17l.
emptied (except for a very slight lowering of pressures). The lirestonn ultimately consumed over 3,000 dwellings
For exalnple, if PG&E power is lost for a few hours during over a 1,700 acre area. Eleven septimte presstire zones
a storm, the reservoir will be drawn down but not emptied, within EBMUD's pumped system were sinlultaneously
For these "nornltd" PG&E outages, there is minimal need to involved in providing fire llows during the firesiorm.
have permanent back-up power supplies at all EBMUD
pumping plants. 6.000

Tile decision It) install l)ennanenl back-up power
supplies at hillside pumping plants ixa decision of cost s,o00-

• iversus reliability. Customers tire ',always conscious of water
rates. The cost to install emergency backup power supplies ,_ 4.000-
at every pumping plmlt is not trivial. Under norinal
conditions (including "nonnal" fires and "normal" PG&E
outages), EBMUD's water tanks are ahnost never emptied _. a.000-
_mdreliable service is provided, go

In recent years (excluding the 1991 Oakland Hills ¢D2.oo0-
firestorm), there have not been cases of emptied reservoirs

resulting in loss of service to customers. This excellent 1,000- /
level of performance is in part due It>the large storage Umargins included in the reservoirs, and in part due to

redundancies in the number of pump sets at each pumping 0 I_ _ _oplant. Another important flitter leading to high levels of Normal Usage_lormal Usage I Design Fire 991

reliable service is that EBMUD liarsinsttdled a real-time (Winter) (Summer) Flow FireFlow
SCADA systenl which allows operators to monitor reservoir

levels and pumpirg plant operations. This SCADA system Figure 3. Typical Hill Area Reservoir
allows operators to take immediate action if unusmdly high

water demands or high fire fighting demands are depleting Figure 3 shows the flow rote from a typical hillside
reservoir reserves. Within a few hours, EBMUD can install reservoir. The typic',d reservoir supplied about 6,000 gpm
portable pumping or emergency generators at pumping during the period of peak fire fighting activities, or 4 times
plants where long-term PG&E outages are likely, the de-fitcto 1,500 gpm fire flow requirement.
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Figure 4. Water Usage During 1991 Oakhmd Hills Firestorm

Figure 4 traces tile usage of water throughout the pumping plants. Access to the pumping l)lants were limited
firestonn area during the course of the fire. The shading due to heat and fire, ;ultl EBMUD crews were unable to put
within the plot area represcnls the flows within individual tx_nable emergency gcneralors in place at these three
pressure zones. The fire went out of control at about pumping plants prior to PG&E restoring off'site power.
I l:OOam. Up to that time, water usage in the area was

about 5,000 gpm, reflecting normal early Sunday morning At one other pumping phmt, EBMUD W_LSable to
consumption, put m place two Ia)rtablc pumps by 3:00pro October 20.

All remaining pumping ph'mts had emergency generators or
Fire flows incre;Lsed to over 25,0()() gpm during the lmmps in place by 2:30pro October 21. PG&E power was

time of p_'eakspreading of the conflagration (_u'ound l:00pm), restored to all pumping phlnts by October 25.
Fire flows dipped to about 18,000 gpm at 3:0()pro, alid then
stabilized at 25,0(X) to 30,00() gpm from 5:O()pm and The lessons learned from tile Oakland Hills
overnight. The fire spread was stopped at about 5:00pro on lirestorm with regards to the interrelationship of water and
October 20, 1991, and essentially all structures that were elcclric lifelines arc zts lollows:
lost had already been burned by that time. The high rate of

usage overnight reflects fire fighter activities tu contain the 1. Fire flows in pumped pressure zones were initially
fire _mdwater lost through open service ctmncctions, delivered from in-zone storage. Actu_d fire flows

greatly exceeded the design flows.
PG&E power was Ic,stto nmc different EBMUI)

pumping plants during the course of the fire. The PG&E 2. Thc" loss of offsite power and tile lack of on-site
outages occurred starling at 11:35am Ocloi'_',r 2(). 1991. emergency backup Fx)werprevented pumping plants
One reason lor the PG&E oul,:iges was thai tile hea.t of the froln replenishing reservoirs. However, pumping
f'trestonn melted underground PG&E dislribulion wires, pl;mt design capacities in most pressure zones were

less than 1,0(X) gpm. Had power been available,
PG&E restorc,l power It) Ihrcc pUmlm_g plants at these pumping ph'mts would have been able to only

5:46pm October 20, 1991, by stringing new wires to these incrementally add to total fire flows delivered (about
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5% extra total water). In m_i_stareas, water Median Number of
delivered to one zone would have been at the Pumping Plants with
expense of water removed fronl the lower zone. Time Alter E_u'thquake PG&E Outages

3. Once reservoirs in lower zones were emptied,
pumps in higher zones would likely have been 1 Hour 73
unable to draw water l'n_m lower zones, even if 1 Day 58
power had been available to the pumping plants. 2 Days 26

3 Days .... 4
4. Oxygen starvation during a major conflagration Table 1. Possible Post-earthqu_e Power Outages at

will stop backup diesels from operating. This EBMUD Pumping Plants, Hayward Magnitude 7 Earthquake
_x:curred at previous fire contlagmtions.

5. The reliability of backup diesel driven pumps is not The number of pumping plants were calculated by
100%. Excluding operator error, seismic d_unage or exposing PG&E's electric systems to a number of
oxygen starvation, backup diesels fail to operate on simulations of the Hayward Magnitude 7 earthquake. While
demand about 3% of the time. variabilities guarantee that different outcomes of post-

earthquake outages can occur, the following trends ,'Ire
_. Emergency portable equipment (pumps or obmrved:

generators) can be mobilized and put into service in

a few hours. 1. About h,'df of EBMUD's pumping plants will lose
power 'after a Hayward Magnitude 7 earthquake. No

It should be clear from the above that the 1991 single failure of a PG&E substation ,'fffects all of
Oakland Hills was a "beyond design basis" fire. Fire flow EBMUD's pumping plants.
demands greatly exceeded the 1,500 gpm design basis. The

dcsign of the water system would not have 'allowed much 2. Outage durations for most pumping plants are
increased fire flows even if power had been awdlable, expected to be on the order of three days.
Recent studies have shown that the most cost-effective

upgrades to the water distribution system to combat this 3. PG&E's substation network in the immediate East

type of firestorm would involve the addition of large Bay area does not include any 500 kV substations
reservoirs at the top elevation of each chain of pressure which are particularly prone to d_unage. There are
zones, with pressure regulators to allow access to this water multiple power transmission paths into the East
_nthe lower zones. This type of upgrade is more reliable Bay area both to 230 kV and 115 kV substations,
than the addition of emergency backup power supplies and and generation capacity will not be severely limited
incre_ts_ sizes of pumping plants, by the earthquake. This network redundancy helps

limit how widespread the outages will be and the
E A R T HQ U A K E duration of outages.

Currently, 2 of EBMUD's 140 pumping plants 4. The most vulnerable aspects of PG&E's
have permanendy insttdled backup power systems. These 2 substations (live tank circuit breakers) have mostly
pumping p 'lants serve large population areas. The remaining been replaced in the East Bay area. PG&E's more
pumping plants are dependent upon PG&E power for normal vulnerable 230 kV transformers are being upgraded.
t:_perations. EBMUD currently has enough portable PG&E has already upgraded some of its control
generators and pumps to augment atx)ut another 10 pressure buildings.
zo;_es. Since it is well known that electric systems will

have outages due to earthquake damage, there is some Within sever;d hours after an earthqu_e, EBMUD
question as to whether additional backup power supplies are can mobilize emergency equipment to provide pumping /
needed, power for about a dozen pumping plants. However, not 'all

remaining pumping plants need such emergency equipment
The SERA model was used to evaluate the post- to be immediately on hand for the following reasons:

earthquake response of PG&E's electric transmission and

distribution systems. The model included 28 substations 1. Some pressure zones have adequate water storage to
and 215 distribution circuits. Based upon the redun 'dancies last until PG&E restores power. These zones are
in PG&E's system, the reduced power demands in a post- characterized as having large reservoirs, are mostly
earthquake environment, and PG&E's ability to repair located in the outer reaches of EBMUD's service

damage, the expected duration of power outages was area away from the Hayward fault, ,andnot prone to
c',dculated. Table 1 presents these results, substantial damage to buried pipe.
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2. Additionalemergency equipmentcan be procured
through mutual aid agreements withagencies 7. Datnageto the tunnel serving Oakland (shown
located outside the sphereof 'damagefrom the schematically in Figure 1) may severely reduce
Hayward Mag_fitude7 earthquake, water availability for long periods of time. The

water utility is examining redundant transmission
3. Some pressure zones have multiple pumping aqueducts into the Oakland - Berkeley area which

plants. Barring a large number of fires lollowing can improvepost-earthquake service.
earthquakes, emergencyIx)wetmay notbe needed at
all pumping plants. 8. Service outages in some areas of EBMUD's system

may be on the order of weeks to months.
A number of additional portable pumps and

emergency generators may still be necessary, and this aspect CONCLUSIONS
will be a factor in future equipment procurement plans and
pumping plant improvements. This paper examines the inter-dependency of

PG&E'selectric and EBMUD's water lifeline systems under
The results in Table 1 will also beat-on the thture emergencyfire and earthquakeconditions.

operations and procurement of battery-basedbackuppower
supplies for microwave equipment. Many commercially For the managers of these lifelines, the
available microwave equipment sets are sold with battery vulnerabilitiesdiscussed suggestareas for pre-earthquake
systems with 12 hour capacities. In a post-earthquake capital improvementsand post-earthquakeplanning
environment, information will be at a premium and the activities.
microwave network must be operated reliably throughout the
post-earthquakerecoveryperiod. The length of service outage from the electric

system lifeline may be on the order of days for most
The SERA model has also identified a number of customers. This may be an acceptable level of service after
weaknesses in EBMUD's facilities. For exatnple: a major earthquake.

1. Some motor control and switchgear cabinets are The length of service outage from the water system
unanchored,whereasothers are inadequately lifeline may be on the order of weeks to months in many
anchored. A benefit-cost ratio of almost 10is areas. This is probably not an acceptable level of service
achieved by upgrading these equipmentanchorages. _fftera major earthquake. One particular concern is that
The "costs" in this analysis are the costs to short-term fu'e fighting needs may not be supported,
engineer and install suitable anchorages. The possibly leading to conflagrations. In response to this
"benefits" in this analysis are the avoided costs of vulnerability, one East Bay community, Berkeley, has
earthquake damage, neglecting the indirect benefits recently embarked upon the development of a reliable salt
of improved system operability. This high benefit- water fire fighting system using water from the Berkeley
cost ratio is, of course, of no surprise, marina area and a highly reliable pipe distribution network.

A system of cisterns is 'alsobeing considered to augment fire
2. About 10pumping plant enclosure buildings are fighting water reserves in hillside areas.

expected to be physically damaged so much that
they may disrupt pumping plant performat_ce. REFERENCES
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A COMBINED GIS-HEC PROCEDURE FOR FLOOD HAZARD
EVALUATION

Stephen G. McLin
I._s Alamos National Laboratory

P.O. Box 1663 MS-K490

Los Alamos, NM 87545

ABSTRACT

A technique is described for incorporating a drainage recogtfition capab"_ity into a
graphical intbrmation system (GIS) database. This capability is then utilized to export
digital topographic profiles of stream-channel cross-sectional geometries to the
Hydrologic Engineering Center's Water Sttrface Profile (HEC-2) model. This model is

typically used ill conjunction with the Flood Hydrograph (HEC-1) package to define
foodplain boundaries in complex watersheds. Once these floodplain boundaries are
imported back into the GIS framework, they call be uniquely referenced to the New

Mexico state plane coordinate system.

A combined GIS-HEC application in ungaged watersheds at Los Alamos National
Laboratory is demonstrated. This floodplain mapping procedure uses topographic data
from the Laboratory's MOSS database. Targeted stream channel segments are initially
specified in the MOSS syslem, and topographic profiles along stream-channel cross-
sections are extracted automatically. This procedure is initiated at a convenient
downstream location within each watershed, and proceeds upstream to a selected

termination point. HEC-2 utilizes these MOSS channel data and HEC-1 generated storm
hydrographs to uniquely define the floodplain. The computed water surface elevations at
each channel section are then read back into the MOSS system. In this particular
application, I3 separate elongated watersheds traverse Laboratory lands, with individual
channels ranging up to 11 miles in length. The 50, 100, and 500-year floods, and the
Probable Maximum Flood (PMF) are quantified in HEC-1. Individual floodplains are
then defined for each channel segment in HEC-2 at 250 foot intervals, and detailed

1:4800 scale maps are generated. Over 100 channel miles were mapi_d using this
combined GIS-HEC procedure.

INTRODUCTION used for the Federal Insurance Administration. Prior to this

RCRA permit condition, floodplain boundary locations had
The Los Alamos National Laboratory was eslablished never been systematically mapped within the Laboratory

in 1943 as a research and development facility committed complex. This RCRA permit requirement was addressed
to physical, biomedical, and environmental study, by application of the computer based Flood Hydrograph

Although the Laboratory has maintained a comprehensive Package (HEC-1) and the Water Surface Profiles Package
environmental monitoring program since 1949, it became a (HEC-2), developed by the Hydrologic Engineering Center
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers [1 and 2]. These
permitted facility in 1990. The U.S. Environmental techniques are well documented and routinely used for

Protection Agency (EPA)has stipulated that these waste floodplain analyses in ungaged watersheds [3 and 4].
treatment, storage, and disposal facilities must delineate all Ulffortunately, HEC-2 simulations require stream channel
100-year floodplain elevations within their boundaries, and floodplain boundary geometries as input data. This
Floodplain mapping procedures must be equivalent to those information can be costly if traditional field surveying is
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required. However detailed topographic inforlnation is here should be widely applicable. However, most GIS
commonly available in digital form. These distinctly systems lack a drainage recognition capability. In other

separate technologies can bc merged if the GIS system has words, these systems lack the necessary software support
a drainage recognition capability, that call uniquely and independently define a random

The floodplain mapping procedure outlined here used gravity drainage pathway for a given topographic surface
topographic data from the Lalx_ratory's MOSS database, once a starting point has been specified. The MOSS system
Atx, ut 65% of tile Lat×)ratory has two foot tOl_ographic at tile Laboratory is certainly no exception. Our solution to
contour interval coverage, while 35% has 10 foot coverage, this problem was quite direct. We identified all major
The Ulboratory is located in norlh-central New Mexico stream channels within the Laboratory complex on 7.5
about 60 miles north-norlhcast of Albuquerque, and 25 minute USGS topographic maps. These channel locatiotts
miles northwest of Santa Fc. l_x_sAlamos has a semiarid, were then digitized and entered into a MOSS file with the

temperate mountain climate. This 43 square mile facility is channel name as an attribute. These channel location files
situated on Pajarito Plateau between the Jemcz Mountaitts then became the system's drainage recognition mechanism.
on the west and the Rio Grande Valley to the east. The These targeted stream channel segments were segregated
Plateau slopes toward the southeast for more than 15 miles, within MOSS into cross-section intervals so that
where it terminates along the Rio Grande at White Rock topographic profiles could be. automatically extracted.
Canyon. Altitudes range from 7,800 feet above sea level Each 2-D topographic profile was stored as a 3-D MOSS
along the western facility margin to about 6,200 feet at the line feature using New Mexico State Plane coordinates.
canyon rim. The Plateau is dissected by a system ol' This procedure was initiated at the intersection of the
ungaged watersheds with ephemeral strealn drainage, eastern facility boundary and each watershed stream

These watersheds are elongated ill the east-west direction channel, and proceeded upstream to the western facility
along Pajarito Plateau, and are extremely narrow in the boundary. These 3-D lille fealureswere then exported from
north-south direction. All total, there are 13 separate MOSS in an ASCII format satisfying HEC-2 input data
watersheds draining Laboratory lands that contain over 100 requirelnents.
channel miles requiring floodplain definition. These
floodplains were defined at 250 foot intervals using MOSS In order to transport MOSS topographic data to a
topographic data. Obviously, this level of detailed mapping HEC-2 input data file, a series of user activated steps is

would have been cost prohibitive if conventional surveying performed on existing and derived MOSS data sets. These
techniques had been employed. These floodplain boundary existing data sets include topographic contour and stream
maps will eventually provide a foundation for comaminated channel location files. Derived data sets include extracted

sediment transport simulations required under U.S. topographic profiles at stream cross-sections, and the
Department of Energy site performance assessment criteria, imported maps produced from these profiles. Once a HEC-

2 watershed simulation has been completed, then floodplain
GIS DATA EXTRACTION elevations and station coordinates are read back into

METHODOLOGY MOSS. The HEC-2 output file name must correspond to
the original MOSS data extraction output file, and the

Integrating graphic information system (GIS) individual stream channel cross-sections in both files must
databases with hydrologic modcls suggests many exciting be identically numbered. This scheme enables MOSS to

possibilities. Recently automated techniques have been geographically reference HEC-2 floodplain coordinates
developed to extract important features from digital with known bench marks using a MOSS data reformatting
elevation models [5]. Some of these extracted features program. Automated topographic data extraction, file
include watershed boundaries, drainage networks, and generator and refonnatting, and floodplain reinsertion
connectivity relationships. For the surface water programs were developed during this project to complete

hydrologist, perhaps one of the greatest needs is the ability these tasks. Documentation for these MOSS program
to automatically extract stream channel cross-sectional procedures is listed in [6].
geometries in digital form. This paper describes an

application of floodplain modeling in complex terrain using SIMULATION OF FLOODPLAIN
MOSS extracted topographic data. BOUNDARIES

The successful marriage of modern GIS databases and Actual floodplain hydrology simulations were
hydrologic models is still an emerging technology. Most performed on a PC-type microcomputer using HEC-1 and
federal, and many State, facilities already have significant HEC-2, developed by the COE Hydrologic Engineering
GIS topographic coverage. Hence the concepts presented Center in Davis, California. These event simulation models
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are recognized by the EPA and others as state-of-the-art method to solve the Bernoulli cquation. Many channel
techniques for ungaged watersheds. HEC-1 simulates segments may have mixed flow regimes, characterized by
either real or hypothetical storm hydrographs at selected sub- and supercritical flows that occur simultaneously in
channel locations within each ungagcd or gaged watershed diffcrcnt parts of a single cross-section, or in adjacent
in response to user specified rainfall hyelographs. This cross-sections. Here, separate HEC-2 simulations must be.
infonnation, along with the stream chatmcl geometry made for each flow condition to determine the complete
extracted from the MOSS system, was then utilized by water surface profile. The MOSS data extraction procedure
HEC-2 to define each floodplain. This approach employed described alxwe will generate separate HEC-2 input data

the 100-year, 6-hour design storm event for LOs Alamos, files to simulate these mixed flow regimes.
and the familiar synthetic unit hydrograph technique.
However, alternative floodplain elevations produced by Traditionally, stream channel cross-sectional
different stoma events may also Ix: easily computed, geometries have been the most restrictive input data

requirement for HEC-2. This limitation may be overcome
Figures 1 shows the HEC-I 100-year and 2-year if a GIS database is available. There are numerous

hydrograph peals, respectively, for all channels crossing hydrologic modeling implications than can be explored
the dowltstream facility lx_undary. This figure also shows once a GIS database has been accessed. For example,
corresponding hydrograph peaks produced from an hydrologists have typically recommended that HEC-2
empirical USGS technique [7] for comparison. The USGS chamlel cross-sections be optimally located to reduce
approach coltsistently yields higher peak flows than HEC-I. surveying costs. Generally these sections are placed
The reason for these differences is centered on the storm anywhere from 1,000 to 10,000 feet apart, dcpending on
pattern incoworated into each technique, and the fact that tributary inflows and changes in channel slope. Access to
the HEC-1 model theoretically simulates the rainfall-runoff GIS cross-sectional data removes this artificial constraint.
process more realistically. Hence we were able to evaluate the influence of cross-

sectional separation distance on predicted floodplain

How can wc be certain which simulation tcclmique better Ix_undaries by making repeated HEC-2 simulations. Cross-
represents nature? One method might be to ask any sectional intervals were systematically varied between 250,
long-tenn I_x_sAlamos County resident alx_ut 2-year flood 500, 1000 and 2000 feet, respectively. Figure 3a shows the
flows. In other words, experience tells us that the 2-year HEC-2 predicted 100-year lloodplain top width-to-depth
flows predicted by the USGS technique are consistently too ratio for the 250 and 2000 foot section simulatiolts in l_x_s
large. By logical exlcitsion, one should also question the Aiamos Canyon, while Figure 3b shows the cumulative

100-year peals. A more quantitative answer to this floodplain areas for each of these model configurations.
question is shown in Figure 2. Lane ct al. [8] have These results suggest that closer cross-sectional spacing
generated synthetic streamllow and sediment transport data generally yields somewhat wider computed floodplain
for Los Alamos Canyon above the Rio Grandc. These data I_)undaries. Obviously there is a point of diminishing
wcrc previously unpublished but have recently been returns where hydrologic modeling assumptions and
reported in McLin [6]. Lane generated these synthetic inaccuracies inherent to the rainfall-runoff process will

streamflows using continuously observed rainfall patterns overwhelm continued improvements in channel geometry
from 1943 to 1980, and a rainfall-runoff model similar in definition. At Lx_sAlamos, a separation distance between
concept to HEC-1. Aflcr gcnerating individual runoff 250 and 5(10 feet seems adequate lbr this particular
events in response to individual storms, they produced an application.
annual maximum series of synthetic streamflows. A

frequency analysis of that series was performed here using Without GIS extracted topographic profiles, a detailed
Weibull plottin_ positions. Results of this log-Pearson hydraulic characterization of the channel is not practical.
Type III analysis are shown in Figure 2; this figure clearly For example, Figure 4a shows unit stream power associated
shows that Lane's syniheiic strcamllow data arc statistically with the 100-year hydrograph peak along Los Alamos

identi, al to our HEC-I hydrograph peaks obtai0cd in this Canyon as a function of the energy slope/Froude number
study. These HEC-1 peaks were then used in HEC-2 ratio. When correlated with particle grain size
simulations asexplaincdlx_low, distributions, this information may suggest important

sediment transport relationships. A second example is
HEC-2 calculates and plots water surface profiles fi_r shown in Figure 4b, which depicts mean channel water

sul_ritical, critical, and supcrcritical gradually varied velocity along Lx_sAlamos Canyon.
steady flows in channels using a standard step numerical
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LOCAL DRAINAGE ANALYSES OF 'HIE PADUCAH AND PORTSMOUTH
GASEOUS DIFFUSION PLAN'I_ DURING AN EXTREME STORM"

R. O. Johnson, J. C. Wang, and D. W. Lee
Oak Ridge National Laboratory

P.O. Box 2008

Oak Ridge, Tcnncssce 37831-6185

_C'F

Local drainage analyses have been performed for the Paducah and Portsmouth
Gaseous Diffusion Plants during an extreme storm having an approximate 10,000-
yr recurrence interval. This review discusses the methods utilized to accomplish
the analyses in accordance with U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) design and
evaluation guidelines, and summarizes trends, results, generalizations, and
uncertainties applicable to other DOE facilities. Results indicate that some
culverts may be undersized, and that the storm sewer system cannot drain the
influx of precipitation from the base of buildings. Roofs have not been designed
to sustain ponding when the primary drainage system is clogged. Some
underground tunnels, building entrances, and ground level air intakes may require
waterproofing.

INTRODUCTION REGULATORY BACKGROUND

Uniform design and evaluation guidelines have Criteria for the design and evaluation of DOE
been developed to protect facilities at DOE sites from facilities are provided by the General Design Criteria
natural phenomena hazards [1]. The goal of the Manual, DOE Order 6430.1A [2], which includes the
guidelines is to assure that DOE facilities can safely consideration of natural phenomena such as
withstand the effects of natural phenomena such as earthquakes, extreme winds and storms, and floods.
earthquakes, extreme winds and storms, and floods. DOE 6430.1A refers to UCRL-15910 [1] for
This paper summarizes methods and results obtained determination of the actual design basis events, or
from local flood-hazard assessments performed for the loads. Guidance for the preparation of Safety
Paducah (PGDP) and Portsmouth (PORTS) Gaseous Analysis Reports for facilities managed by DOE Oak
Diffusion Plants located near Paducah, Kentucky, and Ridge Operations in DOE/OR-901 [3] also refers to
Piketon, Ohio, respectively. These Moderate Hazard UCRL-15910 for guidance on the determination of
facilities have a performance goal annual exceedance specific design basis events. The UCRL-15910
probability of 0.0031. The PGDP and PORTS are guidelines apply to both new and existing facilities.
required to withstand the effects of local flooding Analyses of the potential effects of a 10,000-yr
attributable to an extreme storm having an precipitation event on PGDP and PORTS have been
approximate 10,000-yr recurrence interval without performed to assess whether or not local flooding from
sustaining damage that would jeopardize occupant creeks, ditches, storm sewers, culverts, dams, and roof
safety, cause the release of hazardous materials, or drainage systems constitutes a hazard. Results from
interrupt operations, the analyses either demonstrate that the intent of

"Ibis manuscripthas been authoredby a contractor of the U.S. Governmentunder contract No. DE-AC05-84OR21400.
Accordingly,the U.S.Government retains a nonexclusive,royalty-freelicer,se L_publishor reproduce the publishedform of
this contribution,or ailc_vothers to do so for U.S. Government purposes.i
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UCRL-15910 flood-ha_,ardguidelines are satisfied, or The remainder of this paper outlines the analytical
alternatively, allow identification of tht_sc creeks, methods utilized to predict the response of PGDP and
ditches, storm sewers, culverts, dams, and roof drainagc PORTS crocks, dilches, storm sewers, cul,,crts, roof
systems where mitigating measures may bc required to drainage systems, and on-site dams to an extreme
achieve compliance with UCRL-1591(). storm having an approximate 10,0(X)-yrrecurrence

Flood-hazard guidelines in UCRL-15910 interval. Standard engineering practice has been used
require that a detailed probabilistic asscssmcnt be to develop most of the hydraulic and hydrologic
performed to evaluate the potential for flooding of approximations. Results obtained from the application
Moderate Hazard facilities at DOE sites causcd by of these methods to PGDP and PORTS are
locally intense precipitation. The 10,(XX)-yrrecurrence summarized. Certain gcneraliza- tions can be inferred
interval of thc cxtrcme storm considerably cxcccds the from the results which are applicable to other DOE
25-yr, 6-hr design storm recommended in DOE sites. The discussion at the end of this paper restatcs
6430.1A for the hydraulic and hydrologic design of the features, trends, and generalizations exhibited by
local drainage systcms, the calculated results including a ranking of

For the purpose of the local drainage analyses, uncertainties.
PGDP and PORTS should bc capable of withstanding
local flooding caused by a precipitation event having STORM DEFINITION
the performance goal annual exceedance probability.
Roofs on safety-related structures must bc capable of Intensity-duration-frequency (IDF) curves werc
carrying ponding loads when the primary roof drainage used to develop a 10,tXX)-yrintensity-duration curve
system is clogged [1, pp. 6-5 and 6-14 l. Secondary roof which mathematically defines the locally intcnse storm
drainage systems (e.g., scuppers) must be added or fi_revaluating PGDP and PORTS drainage systems.
increased in carrying capacity if excessive ponding The rainfall data required to construct IDF curves for
occurs. Small on-site dams that form ponds, lagoons, various geographical locations are available from the
and reservoirs adjacent to critical facilities must not U.S. Weather Bureau [5,6]. For a specified rccurrcnce
create safety hazards in the unlikely event of interval, smaller storms have higher intensities I while
postulated, precipitation-induced dam failures, longer duration precipitation events tend to exhibit

lesser intensities. For a given recurrence interval,
SCOPE AND PURPOSE rainfall intensity varies inversely with storm duration

D. Both intensity and duration increase with
The analysis of local flooding was perh_rmed by recurrence interval up to the Probable Maximum

first calculating the carrying capacity of creeks, ditches, Precipitation (PMP). The PMP is defined as the
storm sewers, culverts, and roof drainage systems at reasonable maximization of the meteorological factors
PGDP and PORTS, and then comparing _hc existing, that operatc to produce a maximum storm [7]. The
installed capacity against the flow requirement PMP has a very long, but unknown, recurrence interval.
necessary to accomm_late a 10,000-yr precipitation The PMP is neither the maximum rainfall that would
event. Storm water levels are evaluated based on be observed at a specified location, nor a value that is
excess undrained rainwater. Corresponding analyses completely immune to exceedance. Estimates of the
were perh_rmed to predict small, on-site, dam-break all-season PMP are available [8]. The 10,000-yr IDF
flood wave elevations. Local flood levels were curves for PGDP and PORTS are unknown

compared against top-of-slab elevations of critical relationships that must be extrapolated from existing
facilities to assess whether or not inundation is a data. The 1DF curve represents the driving potential
potential safety hazard, for local drainage since excess unremoved precipitation

The evaluation process described in UCRL-15910 accumulates in available depressions prior to
considers both regional flooding as well as locally infiltration into the ground and evaporation into the
intense precipitation. Regional flood-hazard atmosphere.
assessments have been performed for PGDP and Published values [5] of the total precipitation
PORTS 141. Results indicated that regional flooding reaching the ground near Piketon and PORTS for
and large, main-stem dam failures along the nearby storm durations from 30 minutes to 24 hours and

Ohio and Scioto rivers would not contribute to PGDP return periods from 1 to 100 years are displayed in Fig.
and PORTS Design Basis Floods, respectivcly. 1. The data are nearly colinear. Linear regression was
Critical, safety-related structures were located above used to extrapolate the precipitation to the 10,000-yr
calculated 10,(_0-yr regional flood-stage elevations, recurrence interval. The intersection of the seven

regression lines shown in Fig. 1 with the dotted vertical
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line define the 10,('/_JO-yrprecipitation-duration Based on the seven data points in Fig. 1, the values of
relationship. Cx)rresponding intensities were obtaincd a, b, and d were calculated to be 6.205, 0.396, and -
by dividing the extrapolated prccipitation P by the {I.805,respcctively. The constrained value of c was
storm duration D. 4.525. The derived PORTS 10,0(X)-yrintensity-duration

The intensity-duration curve is hypcrbolic in corrclation is plott 'cd in Fig. 2. In the limit as the
shape. The portion of the curve fl_r longer durations duration goes to zero, the intensity is finite at a/b or
exceeding approximately 2 hr was fitted using a power 15.67 in./hr., while the total precipitation is zero. In
law: the duration range from 6 to 24 hours, for which PMP

cstimates are available [8], the 10,000-yr storm is

I = cD a, for D _- 2 hr. (1) approximately one-fourth as severe as the PMP event.
The 10,(XX]-yrintensity-duration relation shown

For smaller durations, the curve fit was modificd such in Fig. 2 converts to a w)lumetric flow rate when

that [9, p. 46]: multiplied by a drainage area. Assessments were made
by comparing the resultant extreme storm flow
requirements against installed capacities of

I = a/(b + D)", for D< 2 hr. (2) drainageways. A similar 10,000-yr PGDP intensity-
duration relation is available having slightly increased

The exponent n typically ranges from ().c_ to 1.03 [10, intensities due to a more southerly geographic location.
p. 111] and was set equal to one. Equations (1) and
(2) equate at a duration of 2 hr. The number of WATERSHED DESCRIPTION
unknown parameters reduce to three because c = a/2J

(b + 2). All runoff from PGDP and PORTS ultimately
An optimization scheme was used to determine flows into the Ohio and Scioto rivers, respectively.

the remaining three unknown parameters, a, b, and d. Storm scwcr systems collect precipitation falling on the
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Figure 2. 10,000-year intensity versus duration for the Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant

industrialized portion of each plant. Roof drainage The lag time Tp between the beginning of the storm
systems discharge into the storm sewer systems. Storm and the occurrence of the peak discharge was
sewer outfalls discharge into a system of ditches and approximated semi-empirically from:
culverts that convey runoff to local creels, which in
turn, flow into nearby rivers.

0.6

CREEKS T = D/2 + 0.54 A, (4)

The peak runoff Rr flowing overland from After the product ID obtainable from Eqs. (1)
drainage area ATof soil and vegetation (i.e., a rural and (2) was substituted into Eq. (3) for P, the
regime) into creeks was calculated using Soil maximum value of R r with respect to D was resolved
Conservation Service (SCS) methodology based on the by setting the derivative equal to zero. For instance,

the peak discharge in Big Run Creek draining 4 miz ofanalyses of a large number of unit hydrographs from a
wide range of watershed sizes and geographic locations the southern portion of PORTS was 2560 cfs, which
[7,11]: occurred during a 10,000-yr storm whose intensity and

duration were 4.5 in./hr and 59 rain, respectively.
The slope-area method based on the Ch_zy-

R = 484 AP/T (3) Manning formula [12,13] was used to relate stream
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discharge Q to the flow area Ao slope S, hydraulic storage, and corresponding ponding depth. Short
radius R, and Manning roughness factor n: duration, intense storms cannot overwhelm the storm

sewer system because the volume of rainwater is
insufficient to fill the available void volume. Likewise,

Q = 1.49 Af R _ V/ff/n (5) long duration storms having low intensities could be
conveyed away by an unclogged storm sewer system.

The hydraulic radius is the quotient of the flow area An intermediate storm with moderate intensity can be
and wetted perimeter exclusive of free water-surface calculated that would back up the drainage system.
lengths. Ponding would occur because design limits are

The creeks draining PGDP and PORTS were exceeded. The carrying capacity of the storm sewer
analyzed using Eqs. (1) through (5). Drainage areas, system determines the maximum ponding depth.
stream cross sections, and average slopes were obtained When an urbanized catchment having drainage
from U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) topographic area A_ receives rainfall at intensity I over duration D,
quadrangle maps having 10- or 20-ft contour intervals and is drained at rate Q_e_, the ponding depth h,
on a 1:24,000 scale. Manning's n was set equal to 0.15 averaged over the catchment area A_, can be
which is typical of floodplains and very poor natural approximated as:
channels [12, p. 123]. Cross sections were taken
adjacent to reservation boundaries while total drainage
areas for the entire creek were utilized which caused h - (I - Qs_A,)D. (6)

conservative discharge overestimates. In all cases,
predicted 10,000-yr flood elevations in local creeks, The average maximum ponding depth hm_caused by
maximized with respect to storm duration, were below storm of intensity lma_ is determined by incorporating

the IDF curve, Eqs. (1) and (2), into the analysis.nominal plant grade elevations. The local creeks near
PGDP and PORTS are deeply incised which enables Equation (6) then exhibits a unique maximum. In
them to accommodate the runoff produced by an writing Eq. (6), flow in the storm sewer system has
extreme storm, been assumed to commence at the instant precipitation

is released. Antecedent moisture is maximized, while

STORM SEWERS negligible fill volume is available in the storm sewer
system to mitigate short duration storms exceeding the

The centrally-located PGDP and PORTS system design limits.
industrialized areas consist of nearly impervious The ponding duration At is the volume of
surfaces drained by storm sewer systems. The ponded water divided by the drainage rate:
precipitation falling on these catchments during an

extreme storm flows into a piping complex that conveys At = ImaxDA/Qs,._. (7)
collected rainfall to outlets along local creeks or

ditches. Many relatively small diameter pipes route Local drainage analyses of the PGDP and
rainwater from curb inlets to a much larger main trunk PORTS storm sewer systems were carried out using
line leading to each outlet. Pipe diameters within the Eqs. (1), (2), (6), and (7). Drainage areas for each
storm sewer system increase in discrete sizes in the trunk line were estimated using the polygonal surface
downward sloping direction to accommodate additional formed by system inlets which were connected by
stormwater flowing into the system from each straight lines on plant drawings. Roofs that drained
consecutive connecting leg. into storm sewer systems were included in catchment

For a specified recurrence interval, area summations.

measurements of rainfall have demonstrated that Drainage capacities were based on open
precipitation increases montonically with storm channel flow capacities at the outlet calculated using
duration [7,14]. Monsoons in India have deposited 100 Eq. (5). Manning's n was set equal to 0.013 for
to 1000 in. of precipitation over per,.'ods ranging from concrete pipes, and to 0.022 for corrugated metal pipes
1 to 2 years, while short, extremely intense [9]. Outlet slopes, pipe diameters, and drainage
thunderstorms have released from 5 to 10 in. of rainfall capacities ranged from 0.001 (assumed minimum) to
in several minutes. The realizable ponding depth in an 0.01, 8 to 84 in., and 0.6 to 130 cfs, respectively.
undrained catchment is equal in magnitude to the Maximum average ponding depths varied from
precipitation P. 2 to 6 in., which would require from 0.2 to 10 hours to

As the catchment is drained, the difference be dissipated by the existing storm sewer system.
between the rates of influx and efflux determine the These results are conservative, predicting higher
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ponding depths and durations than actually would related structures and do not influence local drainage
occur, because the storm sewer system would undergo analyses.
transition from an open channel to a pipe flow regime
once ponding had been established. Conversely, CULVERTS
increased ponding depths and durations would occur if
the storm sewer system were clogged. Culverts transfer rainwater beneath roadways

and railroads from one ditch section to another.

D_ Open channel flow capacities calculated with
Manning's formula, Eq. (5), are smaller than ditch

The ditch flow Qditda consists of a rural storm water requirements obtained with Eq. (8). The
component, discharges from the storm sewer system PGDP and PORTS culverts constrict the flow area
Q_er, and overland flows associated with ponding: (relative to ditch areal cross sections) which causes

headwaters to rise above culvert inlets and a

484AP corresponding transition from an open channel to a

Q_tch = T + _-" (Qs,.,,,_ + ImaxA) . (8) pipe flow regime.
t, The discharge through a culvert operated

under pipe flow conditions is controlled by the outlet
The discharge Q,_er is the open channel flow capacity [15]. The relationship between the headwater/tailwater
of the storm sewer system at the outlet into the ditch, elevation difference and discharge Qc., is determined by
while Ima_ is the 10,000-yr storm intensity that imparted the total head loss across the culvert of length L. The
maximum average ponding over drained urban area A_. total head loss hL is the sum of an entrance loss, the
The summation appears in Eq. (8) because some frictional loss through the culvert, and a velocity head
ditches receive flows from several storm sewer system loss at the outlet. Using Manning's formula to
catchments. Each catchment has a different drainage compute the frictional head loss, the expression for hL
area and rate to which there corresponds a unique is:
10,00)-yr storm and maximum average ponding depth.

Maximum ditch flows were resolved from Eq. (8) by [K 29n2L ]Q_'_incorporating the IDF curve, Eqs. (1) and (2), and then hL - . 1 . R4/3 (9)setting the derivative with respect to D equal to zero.
Water levels corresponding to maximum ditch ]2gAiT

flows were calculated using Manning's formula, Eq. (5).
Minimum ditch cross sections and average slopes were Assuming that the tailwater crests at the top of the
obtained from topographic maps having 1- or 2-ft outlet, the headwater depth above the tailwater is hL.
contour intervals. Manning's n was set equal to 0.050 The entrance loss coefficient K_varies from 0.08 for
which assumes a dredged channel, having irregular well-rounded entrances to 0.9 for sharp-edged
sidewalls, with growth of weeds and grass. Most PGDP projecting inlets [16].
and PORTS ditches were capable of conveying 10,000- In cases where headwaters cannot rise high
yr storm flows, which ranged from 10 to 1000 cfs, enough to propel the 10,000-yr storm water flow
without overbanking. Local flood water elevations requirement through the culvert, excess rainwater flows
were either below safety-related structures, or over the roadway or railroad. The flow above the
overbanking locations were too distant from critical culvert is approximated as a broad-crested weir:
facilities to warrant further consideration. The

importance of this result lies in the selection of h - w (10)
Manning's n which assumes some ditch upkeep. If the "
ditches are not maintained, or become blocked, local

The weir discharge Qw depends on the width wflooding during an extreme storm could threaten
critical facilities, perpendicular to the flow direction and the applied

head h,r The discharge coefficient Cwvaries from 2.34

BRIDGES to 3.32 depending on the applied head and the breadth
of the weir parallel to the flow direction [16]. A value

No bridges are located within fenced portions of 2.63 for C,, is appropriate for roadways and railroad
of PGDP or PORTS. Ditch crossings h)r roads and track berms having widths measured in several tens of

feet and applied heads of a few feet.railroads are formed by culverts. Off-site bridges are
Each PGDP and PORTS culvert was first

located relatively large distances from critical safety-
analyzed using Eq. (9) based on the ditch flow
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requirement obtained with Eq. (8). If culvert roof is equal in magnitude to the parapet wall height,
headwaters did not rise above ditch sidewalls, the Smaller storms having higher intensities cannot fill the
analysis was complete since overbanking would not available roof volume. Larger storms with smaller
occur. If a potential for local flooding was indicated, intensities fill the free roof volume, but result in lower
Eq. (10) was utilized to predict the storm water depth parapet wall flows that do not maximize the rainwater
above the overlying roadway or railroad. The weir depth. If the roof also is slanted, the critical
discharge was approximated as the Eq. (8) ditch flow precipitation is decreased because a smaller fill volume
requirement minus the open channel capacity of the is available.
culvert obtained with Manning's formula. The The intensity corresponding to the critical
computed storm water elevation was compared against precipitation is obtained using Eqs. (1), (2). The
top-of-slab elevations of critical, safety-related facilities critical flow is the product of the intensity and normal
to access the potential for inundation, roof area receiving rainfall. The depth of storm water

While none of the PGDP or PORTS culverts behind the scupper/conduit combination is calculated
could accommodate the rainwater influx during an with Eq. (10) for weir flow when the top of the
extreme storm, most calculated flood levels above scupper is above both the front of the collector and the
roadways and railroads were below top-of-slab calculated storm water level. When the top of the
elevations of critical facilities. Three culverts, two at scupper is below the front of the collector, or when the
PGDP and one at PORTS, required additional rainwater depth exceeds the top of the scupper, the
consideration bec.ause a potential for local flooding was flow is approximated as an orifice based on the area of
clearly indicated. These three culverts were analyzed in the scupper or the open top of the collector, whichever
greater detail by solving Eqs. (9) and (10) is a minimum. If the roof drains to an interior sump,
simultaneously to account for the increased flow the parapet wall flow is treated as a four-sided weir
through the culverts attributable to the height of storm using Eq. (10).
water above the roadway or railroad. The additional Roofs of critical facilities at PGDP and
flow bypassed through the culverts reduced the PORTS have been designed to sustain a live load of 30
calculated headwater depths and demonstrated that lb/ft2. These buildings would be subjected to a storm
local flooding from two of these culverts would not water load ranging from 6 to 92 lb/ftz if primary
threaten critical facilities. One PGDP culvert may drainage systems were clogged during a 10,000-yr
require increased capacity to satisfy UCRL-15910 storm. Structural analyses are required to determine if
recommendations, this storm water loading is a safety hazard that could

cause roof and/or parapet wall failure.
ROOFS

PONDS AND LAGOONS

Several roof configurations required
evaluation. Sloped roofs are drained by gutters. Flat The water-surface profile caused by the
roofs with parapet walls may be drained by breaking of a dam has a depth that is approximately
scupper/conduit combinations or interior sumps. The 4/9 of the undisturbed dam height [17]. Postulated,
term "flat" is used loosely because roofs with parapet precipitation-induced failure of small on-site dams at
walls are sloped to promote drainage outward to PGDP and PORTS which form holding ponds, lagoons,
scuppers or inward to sumps. While the slope of flat and retention basins would not inundate critical
roofs is small, the differences in height between various facilities because dam-break flood waves do not rise
roof sections on large buildings is a significant fraction above top-of-slab elevations.
of the parapet wall height. In more complicated cases,
the parapet wall height varies along the building DISCUSSION
periphery.

Sloped roofs can be dismissed because ponding The methods used to perform local drainage
does not occur when gutters are blocked. The analyses of PGDP and PORTS during an extreme
maximum ponding depth on flat roofs with storm having an approximate 10,000-yr recurrence
scupper/conduit combinations is controlled by the open interval have been presented. Creeks, storm sewers,
top of the collector, while the height of the parapet ditches, culverts, dams, and roofs have been identified
wall determines the depth of rainwater on roofs with whose calculated response during an extreme storm
interior sumps, potentially could threaten critical facilities by

The critical 10,(_)-yr precipitation event that inundation.
maximizes the depth of rainwater on an undrained flat
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Results indicate that some ditches could of the tunnels is more uncertain. Maximum average
overbank, culverts are undersized, and storm sewers ponding depths have been used to perform
will back up. Local flooding caused by these hydraulic assessments. The existing storm sewer system cannot
structmes is more of a nuisance than a threat to safety drain the influx of rainwater.
because the maximum ponding depth at the base of The calculated results are believed to be a
critical structures averages 6 in. One PGDP culvert reasonable estimate of potential inundation. Chow [18]
requires further evaluation because the calculated has tabulated the ratio of observed peak discharge to
storm water depth is higher. The most likely portions measured drainage area for many tributaries, brooks,
of PGDP and PORTS threatened by nuissance flooding forks, creeks, streams, and rivers located across the
are entrances to critical facilities, ground-level air continental U.S. At the approximate lower end of the
intake vents, and tunnels beneath buildings that carry drainage area scale from 12 to 2890 acres, the ratio
instrument cables and provide telemetry for process varies from 1500 to 12,100 ft3/s/miz. There is a general
control, trend for the ratio to rapidly increase as the drainage

Roofs on critical facilities have not been area decreases. Urbanization also increases the ratio

designed to carry extreme storm water loadings that [19]. Ratios calculated for PGDP and PORTS creeks
occur when primary drainage systems are clogged. The lie within the reported range.
roof support systems require evaluation to assess
structural safety. REFERENCES
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Many of the equations quoted in this paper
have an empirical basis. The units indicated above
must be utilized for quantities appearing in the
equations. Cited references should be consulted before
using a different set of units.
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ABSTRACT

Estimates of the exceedance probabilities of
extreme floods are needed for the assessment of

flood hazard at Department of Energy facilities.
A new approach using a joint probability
distribution of extreme rainfalls and antecedent

soil moisture conditions, along with a rainfall
runoff model, provides estimates of probabilities
for floods approaching the probable maximum flood.
This approach is illustrated for a 570 km 2 catchment
in Wisconsin and a 260 km 2 catchment in Tennessee.

INTRODUCTION annual flood series, as outlined in
Bulletin 17B [6]. A hydraulic

The assessment of flood hazard model or a stage-discharge
is required at DOE facilities using relationship is then used to
criteria from UCRL 15910 [7] and a convert the flood discharge to a
pending document. As part of flood water level of the corresponding
hazard assessment, the exceedance probability.
probability of water levels may
need to be estimated in some cases. Exceedance probabilities
Traditionally, flood discharge of estimated using conventional flood
a given exceedance probability is frequency techniques are not
obtained by estimating the reliable for cases when the
parameters of a frequency recurrence interval greatly exceeds
distribution using the historic the length of streamflow record.

i This research is supported by the Wisconsin-Michigan Hydro
Users Group and the DOE Natural Phenomena Hazards Mitigation
Program. Publication No. 4145, Environmental Sciences Division,
Oak Ridge National Laboratory. ORNL is managed by Martin Marietta
Energy Systems, Inc. under contract DE-AC05-84OR21400 with the U.S.
Department of Energy.
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A new approach for estimating analysis of extreme storms called
probabilities of floods well beyond stochastic storm transposition has
the lO0-year event has been been described in detail in
described in National Research National Research Council [i0],
Council [I0]. This approach Foufoula-Georgiou [4], and Fontaine
requires the estimation of and Potter [3]. In this method, a
probabilities of extreme rainfall large meteorologically homogeneous
and antecedent soil moisture region is identified surrounding
conditions. A rainfall runoff the catchment of interest such that

model is used to simulate floods severe rainstorms occurring at any
resulting from various combinations point within the region are assumed
of rainfall and antecedent to have a similar probability of
conditions. The joint probability occurring anywhere else in the
distribution of rainfall and region. The probability of a
antecedent conditions is used to rainfall of average depth >x
assign exceedance probabilities to occurring over the catchment area
the simulated floods. A is calculated in two parts: (i)

the probability that a storm of
This paper describes a sufficient magnitude occurs

demonstration of the approach at anywhere in the meteorologically
the Big Eau Pleine River near homogeneous region; and (2) given
S t r a t f o r d, W i s c o n s i n . that such a storm occurred
Probabilities for extreme rainfalls somewhere in this region, the
at this site have been estimated probability that it produced an
using stochastic storm average rainfall over the catchment
transposition. These rainfall >x.
probabilities are used with
relatively simple analyses for This method has been applied
antecedent condition probabilities to the 570 km _ catchment of the Big
and runoff modeling in order to Eau Pleine River at Stratford, WI
demonstrate the method. Insights [3]. The results of this
into several issues regarding the application are summarized as
limits of stochastic storm follows. The meteorologically
transposition are described based homogeneous region used was
on a second demonstration of the centered on the catchment and had

approach at a catchment near Oak an area of 1,420,000 km 2. A storm
Ridge, Tennessee. catalog developed and maintained by

the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
RAINFALL PROBABILITIES and the National Weather Service

[14] was used to identify historic
This approach requires extreme rainfalls that occurred in

estimation of the probability that this region. During the period
average rainfall over a catchment 1896 to 1946, four rainfalls
of area A exceeds a given depth x. averaging 28 cm or more over an
Rainfall data for most catchments area of 570 km 2 in 24 hr. or less
are only available for periods less were documented in the storm
than 100 years. Therefore, catalog. These four storms were
obtaining a rainfall record used with the stochastic storm
including one or more extreme transposition technique to estimate
storms is unlikely for most probabilities for average rainfall
catchments. One solution to this over the cetchment ranging between
problem is to extend the database 28.5 and 33.7 cm (Figure i). The
of extreme storms using a regional stochastic storm transposition
analysis. A technique for regional technique systematically moves each
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storm over the transposition region
by computer simulation, recording
the resulting average rainfall over
the catchment associated with each

storm position. IX10"4-

ANTECEDENT SOIL MOISTURE

PROBABILITIES

The Soil Conservation Service o

curve number approach was used to
model antecedent soil moisture _ Ix105

conditions [ii]. The curve number
is determined from soil type, land

use and soil moisture. The three
classes of antecedent moisture

conditions (AMC) are:

soil moisture 5 day antecedent raint_!! (cnl) lxlO "6 I I I I I I
olas.___ss growingseason dormant season 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35

I -Dry < 3.6 < 1.3 Basin Average Rainfall (cm)
II -Normal 3.6 to 5.3 1.3 to 2,8

Ill -Wet > 5.3 > 2.8

Figure 1. Probability vs Basin Average Rainfall

The frequency of each class of
AMC was estimated for the Big Eau
Pleine River using 32 years of
daily rainfall data at Wausau,
Wisconsin. Only data between May
1 and September 30 were used
because all four observed extreme I00

rainfalls occurred in this period.

The curve numbers and relative _ __

frequencies for the three classes
of AMC are: 95-

AMC Curve Relative

Class Number Frequency Z_ 90- _ °'b'_
1 85 86% a_ _. _x

11 93 9%
111 98 5% r_

85-

PROBABILITIES OF EXTREME FLOODS

Once probabilities of rainfall 80 , , l , j l
and antecedent soil moisture were 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35

determined, the HEC-I model [15] Basin Average Rainfall (em)was used to simulate floods
resulting from all significant
combinations of rain and soil

moisture conditions. The results Figure2.RainfaUvs CurveNmmber vs Discharge
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of these simulations are plotted in Secondary sources of potential
Figure 2. Lines for a specific uncertainty are the approach used
discharge, q = 2400 m_/s for to develop antecedent condition
example, are drawn by probabilities and the runoff model
interpolation, analysis. The use of the SCS curve

number concept and the HEC-I model
Estimates of flood have been used in this study to

probabilities were made by assuming demonstrate the method.
that the discrete probability Alternative techniques may be more
distribution of soil moisture is appropriate for different local
represented by the three curve c 1 i m a t e a n d c a t c h m e n t
numbers. This is reasonable in characteristics or for applications
this case study because the SCS where more complexity is desired.
curve number approach only uses

three classes of antecedent soil These sources of uncertainty
moisture, and each class is could limit the usefulness of the
represented by a single curve results at certain types of sites.
number for a particular site. The A second demonstration of this
exceedance probability for a given method is currently underway at a
q is calculated using conditional DOE facility in Oak Ridge,
probabilities in Equation 1 Tennessee. One of the objectives

of the Oak Ridge application is to
P{Q>q}= P{Q>q[CN=85}*P{CN=85} investigate the role of each of

+ P{Q>q I CN=93}*P{CN=93} these sources of uncertainty and to
P{Q>qlCN=98}*P{CN=98} (I) develop methods to quantify the

Using Figure 2 and the un ce r t a i n t y f o r g e n e r a 1
applications of the method

relative frequencies of each curve
number, P(Q>2400 m3/s} = 6.2 x i0-_
and P(Q>2520 m3/s} = 2.2 X 10 -6. APPLICATION AT OAK RIDGE,
These discharges are well below the TENNESSEE

PMF peak of 3900 m3/s at Stratford, The DOE facility at Oak Ridge
which implies that the probability is largely situated within the 260
of the PMF is well under 1 x 10 -_. km 2 Poplar Creek watershed, a sub-
The results can not be directly catchment of the Clinch River basin

extrapolated to the PMF because the located in the Valley and Ridge
probability versus basin average region of eastern Tennessee.
rainfall plot in Figure 1 ends at Several high-hazard structures are
33.7 cm compared to the probable located within the watershed.

maximum precipitation of about 55.9 Application of the method ofcm for this catchment.
stochastic storm transposition at
Oak Ridge is complicated by several

UNCERTAINTY factors not encountered in

The primary source of Wisconsin. These can be summarized
as factors related to geographic

potential uncertainty in this region and topography, and factors
approach to estimating flood related to catchment size.
probability is the analysis of

rainfall probabilities. Potential The location and topography of
sources of uncertainty include the eastern Tennessee are significant
definition of a meteorologically factors in the definition of a

homogeneous region and the limited meteorologically homogeneous region
length, completeness and accuracy encompassing Oak Ridge. Ideally,
of the storm catalog [3],[4]. such a region is relatively
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homogeneous with regard to without s ign if icant downward

elevation, topography, moisture adjustment [12].

availability and storm-generating

mechanisms, while sufficiently The second set of factors
extensive to contain a set of relate to catchment size and its

storms large enough for statistical relationship to both storm

reliability. However, extreme selection and storm record

rainfall in the Oak Ridge area can completeness. In stochastic storm

result from several types of transposition, storm events are

events: intense, stationary summer selected so that the areal extent
convective storms observed in the of extreme rainfall is of the same

Appalachians, large Mesoscale order of magnitude as catchment

Convective Complexes (MCC's) size, and the duration of extreme

occurring primarily in the warm rainfall similar to the catchment's

season in the midwest, and decaying time of concentration. At certain

tropical storms from the Gulf of catchment size thresholds, the type
Mexico. Each event type has a of storm appropriate for

unique range of occurrence, and transposition, and possibly its
eastern Tennessee can be seen as season of occurrence, may shift.

situated within the intersection of In the Tennessee Valley watershed,

these regions and near their for example, such a threshold is
respective boundaries, believed to occur at about 260 km 2

[16]. For watersheds smaller than

Topography plays a significant 260 km 2, summer thunderstorm-type
role as well. The southern events are responsible for the most

Appalachians block and mitigate intense areal average rainfall.

storms approaching from the south For larger catchments, tropical

and east, and the local topography storms and large frontal systems

contributes to the formation and play an increasingly important
organization of summer role.

thunderstorm-type events. As a

consequence, no unique The storm selection process

transposition region can be defined can also introduce uncertainty

for Oak Ridge. through the relationship between

storm type and the completeness of

The transposition region storm records. Storms generating
chosen for this study is therefore maximum runoff from smaller

a composite. Its boundaries are catchments will on average be
determined primarily on the basis smaller in areal extent than those

of two considerations: (i) generating peak runoff from larger
transposition limits developed by basins, as a consequence of

the NWS for individual storms, used generalized storm area-depth-

in calculating PMP, and (ii) maps duration relationships. However,

of monthly mean and maximum due to the relatively low density

precipitable water [5],[8]. The of NWS raingages, the smaller the

region includes the Appalachians areal extent of a storm, the lower

west of the divide, and the midwest the probability that it will be

between 33 o (Birmingham, AL) and detected and subsequently developed

41 o (Peoria,IL) N. Lat. and east of [1],[2]. Since the probability

95 o (Kansas City, KS) W. Lon. The framework of the transposition

southern limit is chosen to exclude method is provided by the observed
extreme storms occurring near the frequency of storms of a certain

gulf coast, since these cannot be magnitude occurring within the

transposed to eastern Tennessee transposition region, potential
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under-counting of small storms receiving rainfall from the moving
results in bias: probabilities of system over long periods of time.
extreme events tend to be
underestimated. The first round of simulation

will generate probability estimates
For the 260 km 2 Poplar Creek for average rainfall of 30 cm. and

catchment, storms were selected for above over Poplar Creek watershed.
the first round of simulation on On the basis of existing
the basis of 260 km 2 (i00 mi 2) 6- distribution-based rainfall
hour rainfall intensity. The U.S. probability estimates for the Oak
COE database of extreme storms, and Ridge area, these extreme events
additional storm data maintained are anticipated to have return
both by the NWS Hydrometeorology intervals well in excess of i000
branch and the TVA [13], contain 4 years. Additional work will
events within the transposition address the statistical questions
region with 260 km 2 6-hour raised by the use of a non-
rainfall exceeding 30 cm. Two of homogeneous storm sample.
these events exceed the calculated

TVA maximum precipitation for APPLICATIONS
comparable area and duration (36
cm), and the largest event (OR 9- Flood frequency methods
23), with rainfall of 41.7 cm, is provide relative estimates, rather
67% of corresponding PMP at Oak than absolute values, of extreme
Ridge (62 cm). flood probabilities. Interpreting

a recurrence interval of 106 yr for
These extreme events fall into a flood at a specific site as an

two distinct categories: the two absolute value is misleading
most intense are summer convective because of the changes in land use
thunderstorms occurring in hilly or climate that could be expected
terrain in Pennsylvania and to occur in the future. In
Kentucky, respectively. The areal addition, the uncertainty in the
extents of these storms are results at a specific site and the
relatively small, and the extremely potential variability of
heavy rainfall accumulations were uncertainty from site to site are
largely a consequence of their currently unknown. Therefore,
stationarity, as well as their instead of using the flood
intensity. The two remaining probabilities as absolute values at
events are extensive midwestern a specific site, these results
storms, most likely Mesoscale should be considered relative
Convective Complexes. The MCC, estimates of flood risk among
first identified as a distinct several sites where the analysis
storm type in the late 1970's, is has been applied.
a large (> i00,000 km2), organized
and relatively long-duration (> 6 Assuming that the results are
hours) weather system most common considered relative flood
in the central U.S. [9]. These probabilities, this approach is
often form from the convergence of appropriate for probabilistic flood
two or more smaller scale events, hazard assessments at DOE
and typically move from west to facilities using UCRL 15910
east, often covering several criteria. For example, a
hundred miles before decaying, performance category 4 facility
Heavy rainfall accumulation results involves a mean hazard annual
at locations within the storm path probability of 1 x I0 -_ for flood

hazard, which is within the range
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of probabilities developed with sites can be upgraded as additional
this approach for the case study at resources become available.
the Big Eau Pleine River.

CONCLUSION

In addition to applications
for flood hazard assessments based A method has been demonstrated

on UCRL 15910, exceedance for estimating exceedance
probabilities developed with this probabilities of floods between the
approach can be used to evaluate 100-year event and the PMF. The
flood risk at high hazard results for a medium sized
structures such as dams. There are catchment in Wisconsin indicate

currently a large number of that the .65 PMF event has an
existing high hazard dams in the exceedance probability of 2.2 x
U.S. that fail to meet the probable 10 .6. The potential sources of
maximum flood (PMF) standard, uncertainty in the method are being
Upgrading existing facilities to evaluated as part of a second
meet the current policy would application at Oak Ridge,
require an enormous amount of Tennessee. The exceedance
money. Given the current economic probabilities estimated with this
conditions in the U.S. and the approach are required for flood
controversy associated with the PMF hazard evaluation at certain sites
approach, it is not likely that the according to UCRL 15910. This
majority of existing high hazard approach can also be used to
facilities will be upgraded to the evaluate flood hazards at existing
PMF-based standard in the near structures on a regional or
future, national basis, identifying the

sites in a region with the highest
Estimates of extreme flood risk and resulting in the maximum

probabilities provide an reduction of risk per dollar spent
alternative to imposing a on flood protection.
conservative and controversial
criteria such as the PMF to

existing structures. Flood REFERENCES
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